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TO THE YOUNa IVIEN OF THE WORKING CLASSES.
Letter I. New Seeies.

" They say your purpose might be gained—at once

—

By some rare method, could you find it out

;

But, men, in their impatience, often scora
The surer path, and essay many roads

—

Only to be chagrined : then turn to take
The way which first did promise them success ;

And sorrow o'er their time and labour lost.''

—

Old Play.

Men of the Future,—If any new proof had been wanting, in addition
to the many recorded by history, that the freedom which the intellectual
Few can win, the unintellectual Many may easily lose,—this proof has been
given us in the events of the year just closed. The unintellectual Many
elevated Louis Napoleon to the Presidency, and France became a Republic
only in name ; hence followed the overthrow of Italian liberty ; noble
Hungary was left helpless, while her despotic and barbarous foe took fresh
courage—deriving also his fatal advantage from treachery ; and the pros-
pect of European freedom which opened so brilliantly upon us in 1848,
was bhghted. Should not this sad catastrophe of struggles so hopefully
begun, teach us, more than ever, to labour earnestly for the increase of
intelligence in our own fatherland—in order, first, that the demand for the
franchise may be more speedily successful, by its being the universal de-
mand of an intelligent people—and, then, that the franchise when won,
may be preserved unimpaired, by its being wisely exercised ? I know
that many a young and earnest mind will give an affirmative response to
this question.

What, then, can we do, in this year 1850, towards laying a sure and
enduring foundation for our great enterprize—the enlightenment and
enfranchisement of all ? The old Mechanics' Institutes, it is confessed
by their best and worthiest supporters, have failed to accomplish their pur-
pose: thepoliticalas'sociationsofthe Working Classes have become almost
lifeless. Is it the time to attempt the formation of a Progress Union-,
that shall combine efforts for the spread of intelligence with an united
struggle for the franchise, and for the general amelioration of our political
and social condition ? Such a union, it seems to me, (but, by many of
you reflecting upon it, the thought may be improved) might be created by
these means :

—

x o ^

1. Societies should be formed, having Mutual Instruction and Discussion
Classes, Libraries, and weekly lectures : their rules should be free of all
restriction as to the subjects of discourse or debate, 'ov the character of the
books or papers purchased; above all, their quarterly, monthly, or weekly
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payments slioiild be within tlie means of all working men—by being pro-

portioned to the average earnings of workmen in each locality. Such
societies, I have pleasure in knowing, are already formed in several districts

of London, and in some of the populous towns in the provinces. I care

nothing about their names, whether 'Mechanics' Institutes,' (though there

are few of these free of restrictions,) 'Working Man's Institutes,' 'Mutual
Improvement Societies,' or ' Temperance Associations.' The difference of

their names need be no hinderance to their joining in a general Peoguess
Ukiois'. Nor need any new, or general name, be imposed on such new
local societies as may hereafter be formed,—unless by general consent.

2. Such societies shoidd call together their members, in order to

learn their minds respecting the ad\dsableness of joining such a union. If

their consent were obtained, it might be signified in this journal ; and,

when the idea was sufficiently ripened, a Conference of Delegates should

be held, to determine upon rules and the general operations of the Union.
Concerning the machinery and purposes of such a Union, I may be per-

mitted to give my notions, a little more at large.

1. The life of the Union would consist in a body of Lecturers—selected

for their intelligence, moral character, and sincere devotion to their Avork

—labouring for a given time in one neighbourhood, and then removing to

another, according to a matured plan.

2. So fast as the list of localities augmented, new districts should be
formed—until, in the course of time, a network of communication (similar

to the Wesleyan ' Circuits') should be spread over the country.

3. The stations and movements of the body of Lecturers should be fixed

and regulated by a Conference of Delegates, meeting annually (or oftener in

the outset)—while the affairs of the Union, in the interim, might be
managed by a Board, or Council, appointed by the Conference ; but in this

Board there should be no stated President,—the Board being left to elect

its own chairman at each of its meetings, or for such period as it judged
fit. A Greneral Secretary, of course, would be necessary ; and as the Union
grew, and it became needful for him to devote the whole of his time to the

business of his office, he would have to be properly remunerated.

4. The Union when formed should have a missionary spirit. The effort

should be made to form Societies in every possible direction—^T\'ithout

waiting, at all times, for formal invitations into a locality.

5. To raise the intellectual and moral condition of the whole community
should be the first professed object of the Union : its Lecturers would,

therefore, be required to select (according to their ability) subjects in

history, biography, science, politics, social economy, and general literature,

for their themes, and to endeavour to do all in their power towards enlight-

ening, refining, and elevating their audiences ; while both in example and
precept the teacher should recommend the highest morality of life.

6. The great indubitable right of every human being, of sane mind, and
arrived at the years of maturity, to share equally in the choice of repre-

sentatives by whom laws are made and mankind governed—should invari-

ably be asserted by the Lecturers of the Union.
7. The equally indubitable right of every man and woman to live happily

by their useful labour, whether of hand or brain,—should be as invariably

asserted.

8. The wickedness and injustice of persecution for opinion,—the evil of
taxes on knowledge,—the turpitude of war,—the folly and WTong of capital

punishments, and aU other excessive penal laws,—the absurdity and in-
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justice of privilege and titles,—the claim of the unemployed to the waste

lands, the necessity of financial reforms, of sanitary improvements,

—

the promotion of temperance,—in brief, the advocacy of all political and

social ameliorations, should claim the energy of the Peogeess Union, and

of its Lecturers.

It may be objected that such a scheme is too unwieldy ; and that socie-

ties for distinct reforms are more likely to accomplish their objects. I can

only reply, that many societies already exist which blend several objects in

their avowed purpose ; and, so far as I am able to judge from a not very

limited observation of my own order, it is their prevailing wish to see

societies formed which shall no longer be narrowed to one object, or

straitened by prejudices in the mode of working for the accomplishment of

nil that pertains to progress. At the same time, be it observed, that such

a Union as I am advocating would be forbidden, by the very principles on

which it was founded, to disturb or molest any other association having for

its object the accomplishment of any useful reform : on the contrary, it

would be bound to assist their efforts.

I leave these thoughts to your consideration,—making the appeal espe-

cially to you,—because, as I have often repeated, I am convinced that with

you it rests, by your union and intelligent energy, to make your country

iree and happy ; and that no privileged power in existence can withstand

your efforts, if they be put forth wisely and determinedly. An enterprize

of this character is not a plaything for a day, or for a year. It would be

the institution of a new order of things : it would eventually set aside

every order of men who largely absorb the fruits of your industry under

the guise of authorised teachers ; and give rise to the true priesthood for

humanity. Not only the mature in years, but children—the men of a

further future—might partake of its benefits ; for better schools for the

young might also grow out of such a Union, if goverinnent could not be
impelled to furnish the means for a good secular education that should be
truly national.

80 far as my strength will allow, I am ready to assist in the formation of

a Progress Union. If there be any accepted Teacher of the People, willing

to give me the hand of a brother, and to aid in carrying out such a design,

let him say so. If there be any society already formed, or any number of

young men ready to unite and form a society,—earnestly willing, likewise,

to join such a Union, let them communicate their resolve. I may have
spoken too soon ; if so, nothing effective will grow out of these hints.

But as small beginnings by no means argue eventual failure, I shall not

be discouraged, if, at first, but a faint response be the answer.

Thomas Coopee.

Corresponl»ence*

My Dear Sir,—I learn, from various sources, your intention of starting with
the New Year a journal devoted to the instruction and elevation of your own
order—the veritable working men of England. It occurs to me that this is a
favourable time for offering a few remarks on the "Eight Letters to the Young
Men of the Working Classes," written by you, and published originally in the
Plain Speaker.

I have profited by the "perusal" of these letters: they are helps to the anxious
and enquiring mind ', and containing, as they do, the processes by which you
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acquired knowledge, they must afford valuable hints to your younger and less ex-

perienced brethren. ^^ Read and think,'" you say: "that is the whole secret."

You are right: no improvement can be made without labour. "There is no royal

road to knowledge." It is well for us all that it should be so. Thinking is

natural to man, and reading necessary, to afford to him valuable materials for

thought. It is an exercise of the understanding that makes reading valuable : to

eat heartily and to have imperfect digestive organs, if possible, can neither be a

profitable nor pleasant use of man's bodily functions ; and to read much without

studiously thinking on what we do read, will yield but little fruit worth either

having or keeping. It is reflection which teaches man his weakness, that he may
one day know his strength ; and which gives him the ability to discriminate that

he may appreciate ; to sow, that he may reap ; and enables him to feel his worth,

dignity, and independence, as man.
It is above all necessary that our workmen should become thinkers, for it is

clear that force, fraud, and gold cannot for ever rule. The past fifty years of our

country's history, unfold a great era of industrial enterprize : the shadows of

Arkwright, Hargreaves, and Watt, are every where manifest. The next fifty years

must unfold a universal intellectual development, proportioned to the industrial

wealth of our country ; or all may run to wreck, riot, and anarchy. Nothing
short of universal thought can save us : plug-plots, stack-burnings, and hunger
mobs, will do nothing towards what is really wanted. Burke defined laws to be
* an application of man's means to man's wants.' I like the definition much ; we
have not yet got an application of means to wants. And how are we to get it,

except by increased thinkings and increased knowings ? The rich cannot save the

people :—the ignorant, of whatever faith, creed, or party, cannot save the people

:

the people must save themselves. On riches, let me quote a^sentence from Bacon's
Essays :

—

*' 1 cannot call riches better than the bagjrage o^ virtue ; for as the baggage is to an army, so is

riches to virtue ; it cannot be spared nor left behind, but it hindereth the march \ yea, and the
care of it sometimes loseth or disturbeth the victory. Of great riches there is no real use, except
it be in the distribution ; the rest is but conceit, so saith Solomon ;

' Where much is, there are

many to consume it ; and what hath the owner but the sight of it with his eyes ?' The personal
fruition in any man cannot reach to feel ^ireat riches : there is a custody of them, or a power of
dole and donation of them, or a fame of them, but no solid use to the owner.''

How can we amend the distribution but by increased knowledge ? The same
Bacon saith in another part :

—

" Neither is money the sinews of war (as it is timidly said), wliere the sinews of men's arms in

base and effeminate people are failing ; for Solon said well to Croesus, (when in ostentation he
showed him his gold), " Sir, if any one hath better iron than you, he will be master of all this gold."

It would be well that the statesmen and merchants of our country would read

these sentences ; they v»^ould then discover how they should live, and how they
should legislate. And if they understood their full meaning earnestly, we should
have less talk and more work, in the great houses of legislature, better parliaments
and less need of them. I have only to add, " knowledge is power," and whoever
gains the knowledge most efficiently, and uses it the best, will in the end prove
to be the most useful and the most powerful among the sons of man. Courage,
then countrymen : get knowledge, and " above all get understanding."

In Letter Fifth, addressed chiefly to the youthful instructors of the people, you
say, " The people want more of these relations of what you have read: it is the
teaching from fact which is most needed. If the people are to be trained to read,

you must tell them what there is in books, declamation has too long constituted the
stock in trade of public speakers, and that is the cause why the people have pro-
fited so little by it." In my humble judgment, no portion of these eight letters,

taken by itself, is of more practical utility than these sentences. It would be a work
worthy of the labour of a lifetime to familiarize the minds of even a portion of the
working classes, with the lives and writings of the best men and wisest authors
of all ages.

Many men of middle age, whose early education has been neglected, have still a
craving for knowledge : they have not read history, but desire to know it : they
have heard the names of the sages and heroes of the past, and are ever ready to
listen to what may be said of them. Such men may be attracted and instructed by
lectures on history and biography. And the examples of the gi'eat and good
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are sure to elevate the miuds of the more youthful portion of an audience, and

arouse them to a sense of the value of a life well spent. This virtuous emulation

for present usefulness, is above all necessary in a country like ours, in which

there are often strong symptoms of all national virtue and devout religion run-

ning into a cash payment.

The wise and eloquent W. J. Fox, said, in an addresss lately delivered in Lan-
cashire, " The country is badly educated, both as to the amount and quality of

the instruction. It is difficult so say which is the worst. There are half a million

of children of teachable age that have no tuition whatever—not even the limited

instruction of the Sunday-school. It has been calculated that only one out of

thirty has a fair opportunity of learning to read, and only one out of forty of

learning to write; and when they are taught, the character of the instruction is

too often perverted by the school beii)g made only a recruiting shop for the

church or chapel." To the reflective mind the fact stated by Mr. Fox is indeed

a sad one ; the more sad when we consider the connection between ignorance and
crime, as stated on the same occasiou. What an anomaly that, as a nation, we
should think it necessary to minimize education and maximize crime ! But
if only one in thirty have the chance of learning to read and write,

after all our recent bustle about national education and voluntary educa-
tion—how deplorable must have been the state of our country thirty years

ago ! How much such a fact has a tendency to make one forgiving towards the
brutalized and unfortunate members of society ! That fact alone must make a
high-minded and humane judge pause before he sentences juvenile or ignorant
adult criminals to severe bodily punishment. Still all is not lost ; there is a vir-

tuous leaning in this much reviled human nature, that cannot always be smothered,
though often misdirected. We require an adult as well as an infant educa-
tion ; we must not let the unfurrowed field, that now grows thistles and briars,

be sown with hemlock and poisonous herbs. Neither must we allow the wastes
to remain for ever uncultivated.

Your Letters to Young Men, are mainly valuable as an auxiliary to adult edu-
cation : there are many passages in them that tempt quotation and remark ; but
space forbids. I hope you will open the general question of an advanced and
practical education for the young men in the pages of your journal. Not the
education of the church or chapel ; but an education fitted for healthy and inde-
pendent thinkers: such an education will tend to ensure a full development of mental
treasures; and the gathering up of the rich and varied stores of wisdom and
thought, that lay scattered by the hand of Genius over every age and every clime.

I am, dear sir,

Yours faithfully,

Mr. Thomas Cooper. Samuel M. Kydd.

^tttm to H'OriSp .Spirttual

To the Right Reverend, the Lord Harry of Exeter

^

My Deah Bishop,—K happy new year to you—a year to your own
heart—a good stirring year of church strife and mischief! ITou must have
lamented the discontinuance of my little epistles in the Plain Speaker

;

and it has grieved me, in no small degree, I assure you, that our affec-

tionate correspondence should be interrupted.
Ah, my dear bishop, there is nobody like you. You never change. You

are always, either doing or being done. This fellow Grorham is goring you
still

!
^
"What of that ? "Whether he loses or wins his case before the Privy

Council, it will waken up glorious sport for yoti, ! If there be a majority
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of heretics there stupid enough to decide against you, it will only make
you more resolute ; for like every man of true mettle, you are always more
desperate, when resisted. And if they confirm Eust's judgment, and de-

clare you are right,—my stars ! what a whip hand it will give you over that

sleepy Sumner of Canterbury !

Receive the gratitude of our order, dear bishop ! It is so sweetly edify-

ing to us, to see you evermore ' earnestly contending for the faith.' Of
course, we see that you only are right in this Grorham case. An infant,

which does not know right from wrong, nor its right hand from its left,

is most assuredly made regenerate, by a few drops of water being sprinkled

in its face at the church font. It was the heir of hell before ; h^at just then

it becomes the heir of heaven. How shocking, that an Archbishop of Can-

terbury should doubt this ! Alas, for the orthodoxy of the church, if it

were left to him to fix it, and you were no longer alive

!

Your brother of London, too, how it must grieve your pious heart to

hear of his carnal philosophizings. Who could have expected that lie would
have talked such very common sense about the causes of the cholera ? Why
he talked no more spiritually than those earthly scavengers, the Sanitary

Commissioners ! It must have been a deep source of consolation to you,

however, to learn that there was one man after your own heart, even in

Blomfield's own diocese. I mean, the Islington clergyman, who declared

to us the real cause of the cholera : namely the omission from the new
florin, or two shilling piece, of " By the Grrace of Grod," after the Queen's
name. Shall I tell you, my dear bishop, how it is whispered in town that

you gave the Islington clergyman the hint ? I don't expect you to tell

whether it was so ; but I, for one, have my thoughts. In a word, my dear

old feUow,—I hold that there is but one head in the whole of our church
sagacious enough to make such a discovery, and that head wears a night-

cap in the palace at Exeter.

Talking --pf whispers : they say, too, that you are about to take for your
chaplain, the truly enlightened and deeply pious clergyman who recently

imitated Bonner, and burned the hand of the jade who had been sentenced

to death, in order to bring her to repentance. If the report be premature,
I can only say, my dear bishop, it is the decided opinion of all who love

you that you ought to take this precious divine under your peculiar patron-

age. Heally, you should have especial care of such a rare gem of orthodoxy
in this age of heretic counterfeits. He might become to us a second
Philpotts—if you, to our afiliction, should be removed to your final reward.

Just another word, and I have done. There is another rumour, not very
agreeable to your friends. The clergyman who was disgraced in a law
court for ' nem. con. ov pro. con. or some other cow.,' as the man calls it in

the play—You did not puU his gown over his ea-rs soon enough ; but, as

evil-minded people say—evinced a disposition to protect him. But never
mind these ill-natured remarks. Of course, you were right. You ought,

like a true and gentle-hearted shepherd, to be tender in trifling cases.

And what a trifle it is for a clergyman to be living in open adultery, com-
pared with the sin of this Grorham—a felloAV wlio denies your doctrine

of baptism ;—or that other fellow. Shore, who had the assurance to preacli

in a place you had not consecrated

!

I am, my beloved bishop,

Yours ever lovingly,

Thomas Cooper.
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Co Cortregpotttrentg.

\* Correspondents "will please address, " Thomas Cooper, 5, Park Row, Knightsbridge,

London."

T. J.—Yes ; I shall have pleasure in giving the weekly list of Lectures, delivered at any popu-

lar Institution in London—if the Secretaries will forward to me the necessary information.

W. L. requests that I will give notice of my own appointments in London, and of the

subjects of discourse, during the present month. They are as follows :

—

January 6. (Sunday evening at 7), Hall of Science, City Road. " Gospel History : the Trans-

figuration," &C. J '

7. (Monday evening at 8^), Finsbury Hall, Bunhill Row. " Life and Genius of Sir William
Jones."

9. (Wednesday evening at 8), Mechanics' Institute, Gould Square. " The Wrongs of Ireland."

13. (Sunday evening at 7), Literary Institution, John-street. " The English Commonwealth,
to' tl^e Execution of Charles 1st."

14. (Monday evening at 8i), Finsbury Hall, Bunhill Row. " Life and Character of Sir Isaac

Newton."
16. (Wednesday evening at 8), Mechanics' Institute, Gould Square. " Raleigh, and the Age

of Elizabeth."

20. (Sunday evening at 7), Hall of Science, City Road. " Gospel History : the Crucifixion," &c.
23. (Wednesday evening at 8), Mechanics' Institute Gould Square. " Life and Genius of

Sir William Jones."

27. (Sunday evening at 7), Literary Institution, John-street. " The English Commonwealth :

Government by the Council of State and Parliament : the Protectorate and Character of

Oliver Cromwell."

28. (Monday evening at 8), Temperance Hall, Broadwav, Westminster. " The Wrongs of
Ireland."

30. (Wednesday evening at 8), Mechanics' Institute, Gould Square. " Life and Character of

Sir Isaac Newton."

cSonnet.

TO SPENSER.

I

Bright spirit of another life, arise

!

And with thy sweet conceptions charm m}^ soul

:

The cautious world with thy deep thought control,
And bear me with thee where thy fancy flies

Through unknown forests to the tower, where lies

The red-cross captive in his gloomy hole
;

Or roam with me o'er many a woody knole

;

Through grove and valley, under summer skies.

Bring Una with thee, and bring him, sweet bard,
Whose wondrous shield confounded villainy

;

Let fearless Holiness still be the guard
Of spotless truth; and, Spenser, tell tome
With all thy magic grace, tales yet untold
Of evil overcome by champions bold.

F. TURNBULL.

Who ARE THE Truly Valuable in Society.—The value set upon a member of society,
should be, not according to the fineness or intensity of his feelings, to the acuteness of his
sensibility, or his readiness to weep for, or deplore the misery he may meet with in the world

;

biit in proportion to the sacrifices which he is ready to make, and to the knowledge and talents
which he IS able and willing to contribute towards removing this misery. To benefit mankind
IS a much more difticult task than some seem to imagine ; it is not quite so easy as to make a
display of amiable sensibility

: the first requires long study and painful abstinence from the
various alluring pleasures by which we are surrounded ; the second in most cases demands only a
little actmg, and even when sincere, is utterly useless to thQ^uhlic— Westminster Meview, No. 3.
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CRITICAL EXEaESIS OE GOSPEL HISTORY,
ON THE BASIS OF STRAUSS'S ' LEBEN JESU.'

A SERIES OF EIGHT DISCOURSES ; DELIVERED AT THE LITERARY INSTITUTION, JOHN
STREET, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, AND AT THE HALL OF SCIENCE, CITY ROAD,

ON SUNDAY EVENINGS, DURING THE WINTERS OF 1848—9, AND 1849—50,

BY THOMAS COOPER,

Author of The Purgatori/ of Suicides.'

I. THE BIRTH AND CHILDHOOD OF JESUS.

[All who are afraid of thinking, and -who dread that the People should think, on the most

important of all subjects, -will censure me for the publication of these discourses. Let none of

these, however, misrepresent my motives. I yield to none in fervent admiration and love for

the character of Christ. Under all changes of opinion, his moral beaut}'- has ever kept its

throne in my heart and mind, as the most worshipful of all portraitures of goodness. I seek

to multiply, not to lessen, the number of his true disciples. Deeply convinced that the rapid

growth of enquiry, and the spread of scientific information, among the great body of the Peo-

ple, are destroying all belief in what is evidently legendary, I am anxious to aid the

preservation, in some minds at least, of continued and purified attachment to the substance of

Christianity, while its shadows are being dispelled. I know no higher teaching than Christ's

:

I acknowledge none. But his religion no longer commends itself to me by mysterious or

miraculous sanctions. I hold it to be the most perfect version of the Religion of Humanity;
and for that reason, desire to see it divested of all legendary incrustations that may prevent

its reception with sincere and earnest thinkers. The great work of Strauss assisted me much
in coming to a clear and determinate conclusion respecting the source of the corruptions in

the real history of Christ; and with a view to help others who might experience similar diffi-

culties to mine, I delivered these discourses. The reader must be informed, however, that

.j^ since I had very few written notes, these papers will contain the thoughts, rather than the
''''^ words, addressed to my audiences in London.—T. C]

'Where did it come from?' 'Wlio made it?' 'Who Avrote it?'—These
are questions in the mouth of every man which not only excite no wonder,

but are hekl to be natural marks of human intelligence. Men who can

view, for the first time, some natural product, such as a metal or a fruit,

unlike any metal or fruit found in their own clime, and never feel a spark

of desire to know where it came from, are accounted but a kind of incuri-

ous idiots by enquiring people. A highly-wrought piece of mechanism
it is usual to receive with the query of ' Wlio made it?'—at least by an in-

telligent beholder; and if the looker-on merely exclaims, 'A¥ell, how won-
derful!' and passes away, we usually set him down either as very indolent

orveiy simple. In becoming acquainted with a book which we prize high-

ly when we learn its contents, the question of 'Yv^ho Avrote it?' is so natur-

al, that a man would be accounted a strange sort of reader if he did not
ask it. And inasmuch as the more valuable a man esteems a book to be,

the more eagerly he is expected to ask that question, so we expect him to

be proportionately diligent and persevering in sifting the question if it be
disputed.

2iai/I There is one book, or collection of books, which hundreds and
thousands of men regard as the most valuable of all books, and concerning
the authorship of which it is demanded that these rules of human judg-
ment be revei*sed. Por labouring to ascertain the real authorship of any
other valuable book, such as the 'Letters of Junius,' for instance; for dis-

proving that any inferior composition, such as 'Titus Andronicus' can be
the work of Shakspere, and for shewing that it ought to be excluded from
the volume which bears his immortal name—a literary toiler is deemed
meritorious. But to produce an essay on the authorship of the Tour
Gospels, without closing your work in the orthodox style, b^- setting them
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down as the authentic penmanship of Matthew, the publican, who became

one of the twelve Apostles; Mark, the hearer of Peter; Luke, the physi-

cian, and companion of Paul; and John the beloved disciple—is certain to

ruin a man's reputation for piety; while every youth who might read the

book, and happen to tell a clergyman of it, would be received with a look of

consternation, and an assurance that it was almost as dangerous as deal-

ing with the devil!

Now, what is the common-sense inference to be drawn from this clerical

dread of sincere enquiry into Christian history—enquiry which, if pursued

respecting any other proposition presented to the mind would be held

praiseworthy? If the evidence he so pellucidly clear—if every link in the

concatenation of evidence be so perfectly welded—why should there be

this dread that anybody should look at it ? and why has the evidence been

collected and published, if we are not to consider it ? Do not men either

stultify themselves by affirmmg the certainty of the evidence while they

warn people of the dreadful danger of examining it—or, otherwise, mani-

fest their own consciousness that the 'evidence,' upon real inquiry will be

found somewhat unworthy of the name ?

TsTever having heard an honest and a sensible reason why the j^ew Tes-

tament history, eitlier as it regards its authorship or its facts, should not

be judged like* other books—that is, fairly, wisely, sincerely, and earnestly

—1 propose to enter with you, to-night, on an examination of the Pour
Grospels. The examination, to be as complete as I wish it to be, and as I

believe it must be to answer any useful purpose, cannot be concluded until

the lapse of many weeks. That portion of the history, so called, which

professes to relate the birth and childhood of the great and good Jesus of

JNTazareth, will form the limits of our enquiry to-night. But I cannot

enter, even on this introductory portion of the professed history, without

a few words—and they shall be few—respecting the evidence for the

authorship of the Pour Grospels.

1. Papias, who lived in the middle of the second century, asserts (accord-

to a passage quoted by Eusebius, from a work now lost—the same Euse-
bius being Bishop of Cesarea in A.D. 315) that Matthew the apostle wrote
Xoyia of Christ—that is to say, 'words or sayings.' This writing was
made by Matthew, in Hebrew, Papias says. Jerome, and other Pathers,

in after times, assert that our Gospel of Matthew is a translation of this

book; but there is no evidence for it—nor does the description of 'words

or sayings' of Christ properly characterise our Grospel of Matthew, since it

professes to relate Christ's life and death and resurrection. Justin Mar-
tyr, who died in A.D. 166, and several other Pathers, give precepts and
narratives corresponding more or less with passages in Matthew; but the
name of Matthew is not mentioned. Justin Martyr uses the words
'gospels, or memoirs of the Apostles;' but some of the phrases he quotes
are not found in any of our gospels. Celsus says that the disciples of
Jesus wrote his history, and speaks of the divergence of their accounts
of his resurrection; but as far as we know his writings through Origen,
he does not name any author of a gospel.

2. Mark, according to the same Papias (quoted by Eusebius), wrote
down the discourses and actions of Jesus from his recollections of what
was taught him by Peter. But oicr Mark's gospel is distinguished by a
professed order of time and circumstance ; and so far from being an origin-

al work, it is evidently no more than a compilation-—sometimes abridged,

and now and then with a dramatic effect added—from Matthew and Luke,
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3. Our Luke's gospel lias no testimony to its authorship so anciently equi-

vocal as the first two gospels. It does not mention its own author any

more than the first two ; but it asserts its author (in the preface to The-

ophilus) to have had 'perfect understanding of all things from the very

first;' and in the preface to the Acts of the Apostles, which commences
*The former treatise have I made, O Theophilus, of all that Jesus began

both to do and to teach'—we have the author's testimony, whoever he was,

that he is the author of some part of that book also. In the latter half of

the Acts, the writer, speaking of himself together with Paul, uses the first

person plural. In the first half of the Acts, however, this never occurs,

nor does the writer, either there, or in the Grospel we call Luke's, ever

hint that he had any personal acquaintance with Paul. Some scholars,

who can judge of the Grreek, conjecture that the 'Acts' was written by two
difierent hands; but there is no strict evidence as to who wrote the latter

part, nor as to who wrote that earlier part which was certainly written by
the person who wrote our 'Grospel of Luke.'

4. The earliest quotation expressly stated to be from any gospel, is from
John, and is found in Theophilus of Antioch, about the year 172. This

gospel about the same time was greatly prized by the Yalentinians and
Montanists, but was denied to be John's Gospel by the Alogi, and attri-

buted by them to Cerinthus, because it did not harmonize with the other

gospels. Irenseus, Clemens Alexandrinus, and TertuUian, also in the latter

half of the second century, tell us that the orthodox church recognised

our four gospels as the works of the persons Avliose names they now bear,

and separated them from many similar productions not containing a true

record of the life of Jesus.

Now, how imperfect does the evidence for the authenticity of the Gros-

pels of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, appear to be, when we thus ana-

lyze it and present it in its nakedness, compared to the plausible picture

it presents inPaley, and other writers on the 'Evidences!' The testimony
of Papias, even if it described our Grospels of Matthew and Mark, we have
only in the secondary form of quotation by Eusebius, at the beginning of the
fourth century. Justin Martyr's quotations have often only a resemlilance

to some passages in our Grospel of Matthew; and, like many other passages
in the early Eathers, may have been taken from other gospels, now lost;

or have been traditionall}" reported,' from Christ's oral preaching. Eor
Luke's authorship, it has been shewn, w^e have no early testimony; and
no gospel is quoted with the name of its author before A.D. 172,
when Theophdus of Antioch (the sixth bishop of that city in succession
from the Apostles, according to Lardner) quotes the opening passage of

our fourth gospel, "In the beginning was the Logos, and the Logos was
with Grod," and ascribes it to 'John.' Irenseus must be placed with The-
ophilus of Antioch, in point of time, since he succeeded Pothinus, who was
bishop of Lyons, in Erance, in 170—Pothinus being then niuety years old.

The words of Irenseus are

—

"Matthew, then among the Jews, wrote a gospel in their own language, while Peter
and Paul were preaching the gospel at Rome, and founding a church there; and after
their exit, Mark also, the disciple and interpreter of Peter, delivered to us in writing the
things that had been preached by Peter; and Luke, the companion of Paul, put down
in a book the gospel preached by him (Paul). Afterwards, John, the disciple of the
Lord, who also leaned upon his breast, he likewise published a gospel while he dwelt at
Ephesus in Asia,"

After some remarks on this passage, Paley observes

—

"I have said that the testimony of Ireneeus in favour of om^ gospels is exclusivQ of all
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otliers. I allude to a remarkable passage in his works, in which, for some reasons suffi-

ciently fanciful, he endeavours to show that there could be neither more nor fewer gos-

pels than four. With his argument we have no concern. The position itself proves

that four, and only four, gospels were at that time publicly read and acknowledged.

That these were our gospels, in the state in which we now have them, is shown from
many other places of this writer besides that which we have already alleged. He men-
tions how Matthew begins his gospel—how Mark begins and ends his—and their sup-

posed reason for so doing. He enumerates at length the several passages of Christ's

history in Luke, which are not found in any other of the evangelists. He states the par-

ticular design with which Saint John composed his gospel, and accounts for the doctrin-

al declarations which precede the narrative."

Grrant that our four gospels are word for word, and letter for letter,

identical with the four gospels mentioned by Irenaeus—^yet the remark ap-

plied already, in the case of Papias, occurs now with like force : neither

our Mark nor our Luke could have composed their books from independ-

ent sources, for they frequently copy Matthew—if it be granted that our

Matthew wrote first. And although Dr. Paley ' has no concern' with the

'reasons sufficiently fancifid' of Irenaeus, why there can be but four veri-

table gospels, we must have a little concern with them while weighing the

worth of the judgment of such a writer. "There ought to be but four gos-

pels," says IrensBus, "because there are but four quarters of the world,

four cardinal points, and Ezekiel saw but four animals!" Well might
Paley shrewdly disclaim 'concern' with the 'reasons sufficiently fanciful!'

Clever Paley—to keep respectable silence about these 'reasons,' while
striving with all the power of his masculine intellect to make a perfect

chain of 'Evidences' for Christian and English readers, in the year of grace,

1791. It was too late in the day to produce the orthodox 'reasons' of

Irenaeus.

We may grant that our four gospels are nearly or altogether identical
with the four gospels read by Irenseus, at Lyons, between A.D. 170 and
A.D. 180; but we cannot trust the judgment of such a Weasoner,^ re-

specting what he has heard of their authorship : we do not wonder that lie

did not perceive in the books themselves, a proof— three of them con-
sisting so largely of passages composed of the very same ivords as well

as ideas—that no two of them, and perhaps not one of them, could have
been written independently.

But what ample space of time for the growth of legend upon a substra-

tum of fact, in the lapse of 110 years after the death of Christ—for so
long it is before we can say we have clear and positive evidence that our
four narratives of the history of Christ are the identical narratives acknow-
ledged by the Christian church, and attributed to the authors whose names
they now bear. All the Apostles except John, are understood to have
died before A.D. 100. The greater number of the Apostles are said to
have dispersed themselves abroad. The gospel, at first, was preached oral-

ly—from the oral preaching of Christ, who wrote nothing himself. This
oral gospel was, doubtless, the loose type for writing. Thus we find many
sayings of the Apostles in Justin Martyr, not to be found in our gospels.
One person began to write, and then another: perhaps some of the
'twelve.' And then, what they wrote would be transcribed with additions
or alterations; but, as the time sped on, whoever wrote would write with
greater latitude, and more (after the stamp Paul gave to the 'Eaith,'
as well as owing to the particular tendency of the Jewish mind of the age)
with the purpose of shewing that Jesus of ISTazareth was the true Messiah,
by his having fulfilled all that it was expected the Messiah should fulfil.

The 'G-ospels' multiplied; and, at length, from the diversifications of their
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contents, it was found necessary to make a selection. The precise date at

which the selection oi four was made, we do not know; but we have seen

that the first certain account we have of this selection gives 140 years from

the death of Christ for the formation and increase of myth, or legend,

upon a substratum of fact.

I have already indicated what must have been the peculiar mythical

tendency of the inhabitants of Palestine, in the first and second centuries

of our era: the belief that any one regarded as the Messiah—the so long-

expected deliverer of that subjugated peoj)le—must have fulfilled aU that

it was expected the Messiah should fulfil. I desire that this may be kept

fully in mind, since the whole of our exegesis will turn upon it. It is in this

tendency of the Jewish mind that we are to look for the origin of the

legends with which our gospels are encrusted: it is in the masterly in-

vestigation of this great source of error, that the powerfully analytical

mind of Strauss has accomplished its completest triumphs. To him we
owe the workman-like construction and polish of a key which enables us
to unlock the difiiculties of what is called 'gospel history,' instead of break-

ing the lock and scattering the fragments with reviling or contempt, as

was so often attempted by oiu% no doubt honest, but rude and unskilful

early English freethinkers, Woolston, Tindal, Blount, and others.

Let me observe, before entering on our course of criticism, that I use

the terms 'myth, or legend, upon a suhstratum of fact,'' with an especial

purpose. I have no sympathy with those who treat the existence of Jesus
of Nazareth, itsef as a legend. Speaking of Hume, Paley observes

—

**Tliis author has provided an answer to every jDOSsible accumulation of historical

proof, by telling us that we are not obliged to explain how the story of the evidence
arose. Now I think that we are obliged, not perhaps to show by positive accounts how
it did, but by a probable hypothesis how it miglU so happen."

I think the labours of Strauss enable us to accept Paley 's challenge, and
to accept it without violating the rules on which we judge all other history.

We do not throw the history of Some into the fire, because it contains the

legend of Eomulus and Eemus being suckled by a wolf, the leap of Marcus
Curtius into the gulph in the forum, and a host of other equally mythical

accounts. All history has its myths; but we do not, on that account,

throw away any history—and why then throw away the ' Gospel History' ?

It is perfectly true that there is ]io contemporary authority for the exist-

ence of Jesus of Nazareth: oione ivhatever : for the alleged passage in Jose-

phus is given up by Christian scholars, as well as doubters. But the pas-

sages so often quoted from Tacitus and Pliny the younger—the genuine-
ness of Avhich is unquestioned—are proofs that the religion existed, and
was widely spread, within a few years of the period affixed for the death
of Jesus. The testimonies of these two philosophic liomans enable us, by
carrying the evidence higher up, to demand why, when the probability of

Christ's real existence is thus strengthened, we are required to believe that

the religion had its origin in imagination solely, rather than in a sub-

stratum of fact. Por my own part, I can only say that I hold myself to

be acting much more rationally when I declare that I consider the real ex-

istence of Jesus of Nazareth historically proved, than I should be if I

doubted it, and yielded to the supposition that the religion had no origin

in a real person. History shows me that legends have gathered around
many real personages; and as I do not doubt their real existence because
of the legends, why should I apply another rule ofjudgment to the instance

of Jesus of Nazareth ?

If about seventj^ years after Christ' ^ death Tacitus wrote that about
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thirty years after the same event, Nero, to quell the rumour of his own
guilt, charged certain persons with setting fire to Eome, and had them put
to death with horrid cruelties; and that these persons were called Christi-
ans from "Christ, who suffered death in the reign of Tiberius, under his
procurator, Pontius Pilate"—why should I doubt that the religion had its
origin from the veritable person thus clearly pointed out? How could a
merely imaginary existence be credited by Tacitus, who lived so near to
tlietime?_ And (if he reports a fact) how could numbers be found in
Rome believing m Christ within thirty years after his crucifixion if the
crucifixion of such a person had never occurred ?

'

If Pliny the Younger wrote to the Emperor Trajan, also about seventy
years alter Christ's death, describing the spread of the Christian relio-ion
to be so great m his government of Pontus and Bithynia, that 'many of
every age and of both sexes,' in th« cities, villages, and open country pro-
lessed it, insomuch that it became difficult to sell the victims for 'Pao-an
sacrifice m the markets; and if he described the manners of the Christiansm such terms as almost to realise the portraiture drawn of tliem in their
own early Avritings, why should I doubt the Gospel account of the origin of
the religion? How came it to spread so successfully thus early, if it were
not grounded on some fact or facts ?

I have never heard these questions answered satisfactorily: I do not ex-

?w\.? f.S^"^'
answered. Simply premising that I shall use the terms

Matthew, 'Mark,' 'Luke,' and 'John,' to avoid confusion, I now be^ your
attention to our critical enquiry into the real nature of the history of the
i3irth and Childhood of Jesus, as related in the Gospels.

Matthew and Luke only, give us narratives of Christ's birth and early
lite. Mark simply mentions Mary as the Mother of Jesus, and John men-
tions Joseph as his father: both Mark and John begin their history withJohn the Baptist except that the fourth Evangelist has a remarkable pre-

t7rlZTT%?"'"'^! '^H'^^'^
"^^ ^^^'""^ ^^^*^^^' ^^^l^i-h we shall have

10 reter to at a luture stage of our inquiry.

,./i;
^^

Vf!^
G^enealogy given by Matthew, and another by Luke. Letus begm at 'Abraham' with Matthew, reverse the order followed by Lukeandtmc^ the genealogy also from 'Abraham,' according to hin,, makh™alsoot the genealogies in the Old Testament, until we come to ZerXbabel, and note the result, in the following table :—

m r Abraham

g J Isaac

^ I

Jacob

O iJudah
f Pliarez

Hezron
Ram
Amminadab
Nashon
Salmon
Boaz
Obed
Jesse

I David
r Solomou

p 1
Rehoboam

6 -l Abijam
w Asa

^Jehosaphat

Chronicles.

Abraham
Isaac

eTacob

Judah
Pharez
Hezron
Ram
Amminadab
Nashon
Salma
Boaz
Obed
Jesse

David
Solomon
Rehoboam
Abia
Asa
Jehosaphafe

Matthew.

Abraham
Isaac

Jacob
Judas
Pharez
Esrom
Ai-am
Aminadab
jN"aason

Salmon
Booz
Obed
Jesse

David
Solomon
Roboam
Abia
Asa
Josaphat

Luke.

Abraham
Isaac

Jacob
Juda
Pharez
Esrom
Aram
Aminadab
Naason
Salmon
Booz
Obed
Jesse

David
Nathan
Mattatha
Menan
Melea
Eliakim
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C5

Jelioram
Abaziali

Joash
Amariali
Uzziali

Jotham
Ahaz
Hezekiah.

Manasseli

Amon
Josiah
Jehoiakini

t Jehoiachin

( Shealtiel

Chronicles.

Joram
Ahaziali

Joash
Amariali
Uzziali

Jotham
Ahaz
Hezekiah
Manasseli

Anion
Josiah

Jehoiakim
Jchoiachin

Salathiel

Pedaiah
Zeinibbabel

Matthew.

Joram

Ozias

Joatham
Ahaz
Ezekias
Manasses
Amon
Josias

Joachim
Jeconias

Salathiel

Zorobabel

Luke.

Jonan
Joseph
Juda
Simeon
Levi

Matthat
Jorim
EUezer

Jose

Er
Elmodam
Cosavo

Addi
Neri
Salathiel

ZorobabelH ( Zerubbabel

The first thing whicli strikes us in Matthew's list is the omission of

three names found in the lists from Kings and Chronicles, '
Ahaziah, Joash,

Amariah.' This was, doubtless, done by Matthew for 'reasons sufficiently

fanciful,' expressed by him in the l7th verse of his 1st chapter—

"So all the generations "from Abraham to David are fom-teen generations; and from David

mitil the carrying away into Babylon are fourteen generations ; and from the carrying away

into Babylon unto Christ are fourteen generations."
^ . .

^ ex ^

In order to make out his second series of fourteen (beginning with Solo-

mon and ending with Joachim) he was compelled to omit three names

found in the Old Testament lists. Our prevailing notions of ' plenary in-

spiration' are thus shaken in the outset. A New Testament writer differs

from the Old, seemingly out of a merely ' fanciful' regard to curiously com-

parative numbers

!

But Luke's list presents a still greater difiiculty. He makes Salathiel

(the father of Zorobabel according to Ezra, but the grandfather according

to Chronicles) descend from David through nineteen generations (begin-

ning ^ith. Nathan and ending with Neri), all of which have different names

to the eighteen generations in Kings and Chronicles (begmning with

Solomon and ending with Jehoiachin); and, of course, are utterly unlike

the fifteen names of Matthew. It is in vain to say that each of the eigh-

teen persons in Kings and Chronicles might have two names, and Luke

may have given their surnames. Test this scheme of explanation, and it is

destroyed as soon as you commence—for we know from the Hebrew history

that Solomon and Nathan are two distinct historical personages—the one

beino- the magnificent king who succeeded David, and the other the pro-

phet^who reproved him for a crime. How could Salathiel be descended

both from Solomon and Nathan, and also through two entirely diftereiit

lines of eighteen or nineteen persons? The varying numbers, 19, 18, 15—

the varying names—produce in us again the conviction that these records

are oiot those of 'plenary inspiration.

And if such difiiculties meet us here, what shall we say when we proceed

to compare Luke with Matthew, in tracing the genealogy from Zorobabel

to ' Joseph, the husband of Mary, of whom was born Jesus ?' We cannot

compare the Gospel accounts here with the Old Testament—for the names

of all the sons of Zerubbabel, and all their descendants (as given in 1st

Chron. iii. 19), are utterly unlike the names in Matthew and Luke. .^ j j
Matthew's list is composed of the following eleven names:— i

"Zorobabel, Abiud, Eliakim, Azor, Zadoe, Achim, Eliud, Eleazar, Matthan, Jacob,

Joseph."
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Luke's list is composed of the following twenty names:

—

'' Zorohdhel, Mesa, Joanna, Juda, Joseph, Semei, Matthias, Maath,Narjfje, EsU, Naum,

Amos, Mattathias, Joseph, Janna, Melchi, Levi, Matthat, Heli, Joseph."

Here the scheme of surnames fails again, because of the
_

difference of

numbers; and that both these can be genealogies of Joseph is impossible.

Commentators have perceived this so clearly that they have presented en-

quirers with various hypotheses to solve the difficulty. Augustine conjec-

tured that Joseph was an adopted son, and that one Evangelist gave the

name of his real, and the other that of his adopted father. Julius Africanus

supposed that a Levirate marriage had taken place between the parents oi

Joseph, and that the one genealogy belonged to the natural, the other to

the legal, father of Joseph. But the most favourite hypothesis is that one

genealogy is that of Joseph and the other that of Mary.

Yet, if we demand ivhich is the genealogy of Mary, we receive different

answers—some replying 'Matthew's;' others, 'Luke's.' And the replies

are as diverse, if Ave put questions respecting the hypotheses of Augustine

and Julius Africanus. But setting aside the fact that both Matthew and

Luke profess to give the genealogy of Joseph, suppose we were to admit

that one of the genealogies is really that of Mary, albeit Joseph's name is

inserted in accordance with some peculiar Jewish custom, as it is alleged

—

what shall we do with the difficulty of Salathiel's contradictory descent

from Nathan and Solomon?
Lastly, why have we either one or two genealogies of Joseph, if Joseph

were not the actual father of Christ? How could Christ be descended

from David through Joseph, if the latter were not Christ's father? The
account of the miraculous conception cannot have been written by either

of the writers of these genealogies. And yet, neither can we admit either

genealogy as historical; for on every scheme of interpretation we are in-

volved in difficulties; and it is not credible, as Strauss observes, that the

pedigree of an obscure family, like that of Joseph, extending through so

long a series of generations, should have been preserved during all the con-

fusion of the exile, and the disturbed period that followed.

The source of these genealogies is evidently mythical. According to the

legendary belief of the people of Palestine, founded on the writings of their

ancient bards or prophets, the Messiah could only spring from David :

—

"When therefore," proceeds the intelligent Strauss, ''a Galilean, whose lineage was
utterly unknown, and of whom consequently no one could prove that he was not de-

scended from David, had acquired the reputation of being the Messiah, what more
natural than that tradition should, under different forms, have early ascribed to him a

Davidical descent, and that genealogical tables, coiTesponding with this tradition should
have been formed '? which, however, as they were constructed upon no certain data,

would necessarily exhibit such differences and contradictions as we find actually exist-

ing between the genealogies in Matthew and Luke.
" If, in conclusion, it be asked, what historical result is to be deduced from these

genealogies "? we reply : a conviction, (arrived at also from o ther sources,) that Jesus,

either in his own person, or through his disciples, acting upon minds strongly imbued
with Jewish notions and expectations, left among his followers so firm a conviction of his

Messiahship, that they did not hesitate to attribute to him the prophetical characteristic
of Davidical descent, and more than one pen was put in action, in order, by means of a
genealogy which should authenticate that descent, to justify his recognition as the Mes-
siah."

2. The 'Miraculous Conception,' being the next point in the narratives,

now claims our investigation. Here, again, let us compare the supposed
Matthew and Luke, and see if there be an accordance in their relatious.

(To he continued in next number.)
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Improvability of Governments.—Who will be hardy enough to assert that a better

constitution is not attainable than any Avhich has hitherto appeared? Is the limit of

human wisdom to be estimated, in the science of politics alone, by the extent of its pre-

sent attainments? Is the most sublime and difficult of all arts—the improvement of the
social order, the alleviation of the miseries of the civil condition of man—to be alone

stationary, amid the rapid progress of every other art, liberal and vulgar, to perfection?

Where would be the atrocious guilt of a grand experiment, to ascertain the portion of
freedom and happiness that can be created by political institutions.

—

SirJamesMackintosh.
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TO LORD NUGENT, M.P.

" Perseverance, dear my lord,

Keeps Honour bright. To have done, is to hang
Quite out of fashion, like a rusty mail
In monumental mockery. Take the instant way

;

For Honour travels in a strait so narrow.

Where one but goes abreast : keep, then, the path."—Troilm and Cressida.

My Lord,—You, and those who are associated with you, have it in your
po}ver to lead a successful struggle for the greatest and most imperative of

reforms : that on which the real amelioration of our institutions, and of the

condition of the People, depends. The new party whom you have joined still

hold forth the narrow banner of Household Suffrage; wMle you, and a few
others, declare you would prefer to hoist, at once, the flag of Manhood Fran-
chise. There is a crook and a mystery in this procedure, which all the volu-

hle attempts to make it look fair or politic, can never clear from doubt and
suspicion in the minds of working men. They do not understand, nor ever
can be made to believe, how men can say one thing and do another,—have
an avowed and a reserved purpose,—and yet be fully and fairly entitled to confi-

dence. They have made no secret of their own purposes, for years ; but, in asking
for the franchise defined in the Peoj^les ChaHer^ have always put forth their

views, broadly, respecting the progressive reforms to be effected by obtaining
that franchise, and thereby creating a House of Commons which should really

represent the People. They have dared to maintain their convictions to their

detriment—some by loss of employ, and others by imprisonment; and they
cannot comprehend the virtue of that cautious respectability which marks so

many middle-class reformers,—-nor the dtie consistency of men like yourself^

in abetting the equivocal enterprize of these same hesitating patriots.

To a mind like yours,—stored with a deep acquaintance with history, and
enlarged by observation of mankind in various countries,—this doubt and
suspicion of working-men cannot seem strange and unreasonable. Policy and
stratagem may win admiration for a leader among statesmen ; but the confidence

and enthusiasm of a whole people can never be so won : justice, and all that
justice demands, must be openly and unreservedly advocated, or the many
cannot be moved. The people—the English people above all others (and
your lordship knows this well, from your sound knowledge of their history)

—do not understand stratagem : they disdain to acquire a knowledge of it,

and have ever proceeded openly and manfully in their opposition to privileged

power.

Working men do not throng to the banner which the new party have un-
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ftiiied, not only on account of their dissatisfaction with its inscription, but

because of the half-heartedness manifested by some who are nominally gathered

under it. When one redoubted captain sends a message to a central gather-

ing, intimating the heroism with which he v/ill head the reserve in a future

year, and prophesying that it will take many years to win the victory—who
can expect the common rank and file to show zeal in swelling the available

force 1 Much less can it be expected that general confidence should be shown

in the declaration that a real fight is intended, when instead of a union of all

the leaders for the main battle,—a distraction of purpose is devised and

warmly followed up, by some of the chief lances in the roll of enlistment.

Mr. Cobden stands ' Vice President' of the new association ; but all the help

he has been known to render it was the sending of his valorous and prophetic

message to the great central meeting,—while he displays all his usual zeal in

aiding the * Freehold Land' scheme—a plan which inflicts sickness of the

heart on tens of thousands, whose irremediable poverty under the present sys-

tem forbids all hope of their joining it,—and raises just and natural indigna-

tion in others, who feel that it is an insult to be told they must buy the in-

alienable right of which they have all their lives been robbed.

Of such ' leaders'—for the truth must be told—the ' masses' in the manu-
facturing districts are now speaking out their opinions with a bitterness

which can only increase in strength till it amounts to open hostility,—if

some decided course be not taken by men in your own position. You, my
lord, have no connection with the manufacturing interest, and could, there-

fore, head a determined movement for the Franchise, without any possibility

of your sincerity and disinterestedness being doubted by the millions. You
have not paltered with the question of Manhood Suffrage : you have spoken

plainly out for it. It only remains that you use your influence with the

Council of the new party, for their adoption of it,—and, if you cannot move
them, that you leave them, and plant the flag yourself Do this with all the

energy of your character, and you will, even before the opening of Parliament,

find yourself surrounded with a host that will outstrip in numbers, a thousand

times, the companions and adherents of Hampden, the immortal hero of your

eloquent history. You were instrumental in erecting a monument to his

memory—(dearer to the hearts of our order, my lord, than to any of yours)—
on the field of Chalgrove where he so gloriously fell ; but if you step forth and
head this enterprize for giving every toiler a share in electing those by whom
the laws are made, you will build yourself an enduring monument in the

grateful love of a whole People.

I am, my lord, with real respect, yours,

Thomas Cooper.

THE "TIMES" PUTTING ON ITS SPECTACLES.

With all its raving against Red Republicanism ; its vile pandering to the

crimes of foreign tyrants ; its calumniation of such men as Mazzini and Kossuth
-^the two highest models of political virtue existing; and its characteristic

sycophancy towards titled power—the " Times," now and then, does make
admissions which set Reformers a-wondering. Three days before the close of

1849, it put forth these thoughts in a 'leader':

" *< What can be done with half a million a-year ? It is high time to ask the ques-
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tion, for we are annually expending upon acertain hobby this identical sum. With
such means at our command we could provide 50,000 persons every year with anew
home in our transatlantic colonies, thereby releasing so many of our fellow country-

men from want and misery, and lessening to a proportionate extent the pressure on
those who remained behind. We could complete, on the largest scale and with

the most liberal details, the great work of charity on which Mr. Sidney Herbert is

now engaged, nor need there after such a subsidy remain in London one unbe-
friended sempstress to sink under penury and toil. We could carry out the bene-

volent project of Lord Ashley with such effect that at least 10,000 poor families

might be annually provided with cheap and wholesome lodgings, and a correspond-

ing diminution effected in those crimes which domestic wretchedness originates.

We could snatch from the street every young or redeemable outcast, and supply

him with the means and the motives for mending his ways. We could establish and
maintain exactly as many industrial and ragged schools as the exigencies of the popu-
lation demanded. If we pleased to distribute the sum over the kingdom at large

we might endow 500 grammar schools with an income of <£1,000 each—a sum
sufficient to secure 500 of the very best masters who could thus gratuitously convey
the very best instruction to at least 25,000 scholars. We might establish in every

single county of England and Wales a hospital with an endowment of <£10,000 a-

year—a sum abundantly sufficient to provide for every sanitary want of its population,

to protect them all in sickness, to maintain them in convalescence, and even to

carry to each private door the aids and comforts of medical science. We might
build asylums for the deaf, the dumb, the lame, the blind, and the superannuated.

What is now scantily and poorly done by scrapings and subscriptions might be then

done with a mediaeval grandeur and profusion. We might recover all tjie spoils of

the church and the inheritance of the poor. The sum of half a million a^year would
be no sorry representation ofall the charitieswhich perished under King Henry VIII,
It would enable us to^ I'edeem all impropriated tythes, to build churches wherever
they were required, to reconstitute almonries and hospitals, and to place Protestant

England above all the Catholic countries of the continent. Any one of these ob-
jects might be effected with ,£500,000 a year."

" We are sure that any person acquainted with the sufferings of the metropoli-
tan, or manufacturing, or agricultural poor would unhesitatingly acknowledge
that a Government grant of .£500,000 a-year, judiciously appropriated and em-
ployed, would keep 10,000 families, of five members each, above the starving

point at which they now linger ; and that, too, without establishing any prepos-

terous * rights of labour,' or infringing any principle of sound economy."
" Again, this yearly sum represents a present available capital of 15 millions,

and what could not 15 millions do for us? It would supply every house in

London with abundant streams of fresh water, would purify our river, would
take off our drainage, and would still leave millions undisposed of. Carried
abroad, it would cover Canada with railways, would call forth all the wealth of

India, and would secure Manchester in a certain and unlimited supply of its

staple material. Is there any project of charity or benevolence, or national duty
or imperial grandeur, which could not be executed for 15 millions? It is as
much as was asked for regenerating Ireland. It is twice as much as was paid for

saving it. We are accustomed to deal with large sums, and our very obligations,

unhappily, habituate us to formidable arrays of figures ; but half a million
a-year would be no inappreciable contribution towards even the reduction of our
national debt. It is almost as much as we get from the Post-office, and four
times as much as we get from the Crown lands. It is considerably more than the
whole civil list, twice as much as the total of public salaries and allowances,
more than the whole of all annuities and pensions for civil, naval, military, and
judicial services, charged on the consolidated fund, and more than all the miscel-
laneous charges on this fund taken together. Such an annual sum far exceeds the
aggregate income of all the metropolitan hospitals, and we believe we may throw
into the scale even Chelsea and Greenwich. It exceeds the funds of any twenty
charitable institutions in the kingdom, however Royal, magnificent, or useful.
Such are some of the capabilities of half a million a-year ; and now what is the
object on which we choose to expend it ?
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'* "We consume it in maintaining on the coast of Africa, for the suppression of
the slave trade and the presumed benefit of the negroes, a squadron of vessels

which neither do, nor can, materially obstruct the traffic, but which do augment
the sufferings of the slaves both during the voyage and before it. The object,

whatever may be its essential character, is simply impossible, and the money is

therefore ivasted, to say no worse. We are led, however, at the same time, into in-

numerable inconsistencies and contradictions. We strive by all the means in our
power to prevent the importation of slaves into Brazil, though they would there

be occupied on those very plantations which we have selected for the supply of
our markets. We buy Brazilian sugar because it is cheap, and we intercept

Brazilian labour to make it dear. With one hand we gather the produce, and
with the other we destroy the cultivation."

Pretty well, for the old hack of Toryism, Conservatism, and Protection,

—

"Whiggism, Liberalism, and Free Trade,—the Blue to-day and Orange
to-morrow,—the Every-thing-by-turns-and-nothing-long advocate! So then,

the 'disaffected' have been right, all along ! We, really, have had cause for

disaffection. Poor men ' linger at the starving point,'—work, pay taxes,

and still starve,—to furnish half-millions for their governors to ivaste on
worse than folly. Why, this is what the starving have been saying for years

:

this is what many of us have been gaoled and dungeoned for saying—and
now the ' Times' says it is true

!

And yet this ' Times' writer would not, perhaps, so easily grant that half-

millions toasted on other follies could also be employed wisely and beneficially

for the People. Nevertheless, the principle is one. Good government con-

sists in making the People happy ; and ' money is wasted, to say no worse,'

which is drained^/rom their want and suffering to be exp<5jjded on / impossible'

schemes, or useless purposes. How many half-millions might be saved, then,

by abolishing the gew-gaw pomp and ' barbarous splendours' of royalty,—the
* allowances' for 'civil, naval, military, and judicial services, charged on the

consolidated fund,'—the keeping up of armaments for murder, (and if they

are not wanted. for murdering, serving as gigantic training establishments for

pride and insolence among officers, and lick-spittle slavery among the men,)

—how many half-millions might thus be gained for good government? The
' Times' will need more powerful spectacles before it can see the propriety of

making its half-million into ten millions by such wholesale saving.

There is cheering hope, however, in the fact of these admissions being made
by an organ which, with all its many-sidedness, represents so large a portion

of those who hold^p^^jej ii this country. Good government is thus proclpvim-

ed not to consist solely in ' punishing the evil-doer' ; in collecting taxes and
defending the state from domestic and foreign foes ; in keeping up armies of

policemen to preserve ' order' ; and magistracies and gaols to punish crime.

It is among i|^ duties to " keep families of the metropolitan, manufacturing,

or agricultural poor above the starving point," to " reconstitute almonries and
hospitals,"—to " build churches wherever they are required,"—to " redeem all

impropriated tythes,"—to build asylums for the deaf, the dumb, the lame, the

blind, and the superannuated,"—to " provide for every sanitary want of our

population, to protect them in all sickness, to maintain them in convalescence,

and even to carry to each private door the aids and comforts of medical
science,"—to " provide poor families with cheap and wholesome lodgings,"

—

to " snatch from the street every young or redeemable outcast, and supply

him with the means and the motives for mending his ways,"—to "establish and
maintain industrial and ragged schools,"—to " endow grammar schools, and
secure the very best masters to convey to the scholars, gratuitously, the very'
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best instruction,"—to " supply every house in London with abundant streams
of fresh water, purify our river, and take off our drainage,"—to " provide per-
sons every year with a new home in our colonies,"—in a word, to use all and
every means that science and philanthropy can devise for relieving the whole
population of misery, and endowing them with happiness.

Some of us may think that a new home in old England's uncultivated lands
would be better than one in the colonies, and others may object to different
items in the Times' list of objects of good government ; but every thinking
working-man must feel a degree of pleasure in seerngja, European authority—for such is the Times—thus unmistakeably opposing itself to the barren
doctrine, that the duties of a Government are only negative.
And to whom are these changes in the tone of heading journals' owing?

The true answer is—to men whom the Times sneers at and reviles : to Ro-
bert Owen and Fourier, to Cabet and Louis Blanc : to the ' Utopian dreamers,'
whose thoughts have reached the minds of thousands in France and England,
and other countries of Europe : lastly, to working-men themselves, who pon-
der on the long course of folly and crime, of wastefulness and wickedness,
pursued by Governments,—and who are fast approaching the intelligence
which will enable them to unite, and reconstruct Governments for the welfare
of All, instead.of the misery of the Many and the corrupt and vitiated en-
joyments of a Few. The bourgeoisie in Paris are beginning to think with respect
of the very doctrines they lately treated with disdain. Marrast, and his Na-
tional declare for a modified communism. The President Pretender's regime
is thus endangered by the increase of union among republicans. The Times
knows that another shake must come in France, fears it may. affect our ' ex-
celleilt institutions' n'WCt time, and would stop the mouth (^ disaffection if
possible. Thomas Cooper.

Correspondence*

.
Hall of Science, Manchester, January 4th, 1850.

^
My dear Sir,—I have read with great attention and delight your proposal rela-

tive to the formation of a Progress Union. I believe some such plan is absolutely
esserdial,^ if we would raise our enslaved brethren, who by thousands are starvingm the midst of the abundance which their labour has created. You ask those who
are favourable to your views to send you their resolve. Here then, Sir, is mine: I
not only feel myself honoured in grasping your hand as a brother and a co-workerm the glorious cause of free thought and political enfranchisement, but I promise
earnestly and faithfully to co-operate with you in this matter : knowing that the end
ot all your exertions is now, as it ever has been, the enfranchisement and enliffht-
enment of our enslaved order.

Last night, the Mutual Instruction Class, which I had the honour of forming
here, three months ago, held its first soiree. About 130 sat down to' tea: all went
merry as a marriage-bell

: wives, daughters, and sweethearts being with us. Itwas indeed a glorious night; and when I announced your Journal, it was received
witn shouts ot delight. You may be. quite sure the young men of Manchester willwork with you, heart and souL in this movement.

Wishing you all success in.flie cause of progress,

Kx mu n - ~ -*^ ^ remain, yours truly,
Mr. Thomas Cooper..- ^

Salter Cooper.

January 4th, 1850.

1.0 /"^r^^^^'T^i^i^®' ^^ *^® ^^^* number of your Journal, read a proposal for
tne estabhshment of Progrm Unions. As to the desirableness of such societies,
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there cannot, I think, "be two opinions. Mr. Roebuck, on a recent OCCasioB, thtt*

described the object contemplated in the formation of Mechanics' Institutions:

—

" Some time since, there was a great and a good, a beneficent and a benevolent man.

I am sure I may so speak of Dr. Birkbeck. He saw the new element which was intro-

duced into society, and he wisely said, ' Let us see if we cannot enlist this new element

in favour of good government, peace, and happiness.' And for that purpose he endea-

voured to introduce Mechanics' Institutes. He did so—for what purpose ? For this,

sir :
—

' As in ordinary life we get combined powers to serve our other interests ; as

we have clubs and vai'ious other means to provide for our physical and our social recrea-

tions,' he said ;
' let us combine the many-headed monster, as it is called, of the people.

Each in his small might maintains that which we desire to advance ; let him contribute

to the education of his class, thus combining that which the increased knowledge of

mankind has enabled us to do : bringing together all our separate powers in that which
is called a Mechanics' Institute : thus bringing together the various and varied interests

of society to the maintenance and the increase of knowledge.'
"

The object aimed at was praiseworthy: it has only been partially realized.

Mechanics' Institutions have not combined all the various and varied interests of

society for the increase of knowledge; yet they have not been without their uses;

they have been and are serviceable to the middle classes. The working classes

seldom think of joining a Mechanics' Institution; but, so far as my experience

enables me to judge, they prefer institutions for themselves. And if the Progress

Unions you desire to establish will tend to combine the various and varied intelli-

gence of the working classes, they will be of great service to the present and future

generations. Some questions have taken deep root in the public mind, and re-

quire distinct movements on their behalf. The Suffrage is one of these questions.

But my being a member of the National Charter Association, would not at all

prevent me from being a member of the Progress Union. My association with
othermen of the party of progress, would not lesson, but increase, my usefulness

as W Adhartist, as it would tend to deepen and widen my knowledge, and for that
reason increase my ability to do good.
My arrangemews for some months to come prevent me fr1ym devoting my whole

time to carrying out what I must call your broad and comprehensive plan for the
improvement of English society. Your intentions meet with my most hearty
approval, and so far as my time and circumstances will allow, I will gladly assist in

the formation of Progress Unions, I am, dear Sir, yours faithfully,

Mr. Thomas Cooper. Samuel M. Kydd.

Co Correspotttrents.

%* Correspondents -will please address, " TuoaiAS Cooper, 5, Park Row, Knightsbridge,
London."

W. L.—The course of Orations, on Wednesday evenings, at the Mechanics' Institute,
Gould-sq., will occupy Jan. 16, 23, 30, and Feb. 6, instead of the dates stated in last No.

M. 0.—Much obliged. I have sent out, to various country agents, 40,000 small hand-
bills ; but I yet need the addresses of Agents in Norwich, Plymouth, Devonport, Ports-
mouth, Bath, Halifax, Bradford, York, Wakefield, Barnsley, Macclesfield, and Derby.
If any News-agent in these towns (or any other considerable towns) will be kind enough
to send me his address, and the name of his London bookseller, I shall be glad to enclose
him some small handbills in his weekly parcel. Agents are also respectfully informed
that plenty of large posters will be printed weekly, and if they are not furnished with
them, I will take care that they shall be—if they will kindly send me notice.

A. W., Birmingham
; T. S., Manchester ; W. T., Hexham ; and E. W. J., Chelsea.—

I

will, in an early number, draw up a list of questions, in history, morals, politics, &c., out
of which Discussion and Mutual Improvement Classes may select some of their subjects

;

but, surely, a little ingenuity will enable members of such classes to devise questions
sufficiently fertile for discussion.

F. H., Exeter.—No wonder that you were prejudiced against glorious old Greece, by
reading the prejudiced Tory, Mitford. Your prejudices against Mazzini and Kossuth,
Ledru Rollin and Louis Blanc, must, surely, have been gathered from the Times. If you
had weighed their own defences, from time to time, of their own actions and characters,
—-if you had candidly noted their procedures,—your conclusions would have been very
different. I fear the air of your old city is unfavourable to real Progress. You will have
everything to learn over again, if you get among the working-men of the manufacturing
districts.
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THINKINGS, FROM ISAAC BARROW.

Indtistry.—A noble heart will disdain to subsist like a drone upon honey
gathered by others' labour, like a vermin to filch its food out ofthe public granary,

or like a shark to prey upon the lesser fry ; but will rather outdo his private obli-

gations to other men's care and toil, by considerable service and beneficence to the

public ; for there is no calling of any sort, from the sceptre to the spade, the
mangement whereof with any good success, any credit, any satisfaction, doth not
demand much work of the head, or of the hands, or of both. Is a man a governor,
or a superior in any capacity, what is he but a public servant doomed to continual
labour, hired for the wages of respect and pomp to wait on his people ; and he
will find that to wield power innocently, to brandish the sword of justice discreetly

and worthily, for the maintainance of right and encouragement of virtue, for the
suppression of injury and correction of vice, is a matter of no small skill and slight

care ; and he that is obliged to purvey for so many, and so to abound in good
works, how can he want business ? How can he pretend to a writ of ease ?

- Sloth.—It is with us as with other things in nature, which by motion are pre-
served in their native purity and perfection, in their sweetness, in their lustre,

rest corrupting, debasing, and defiling them ; if the water runneth, it holdeth
clear, sweet, and fresh ; if the air be fanned by winds, it is pure and wholesome

;

but from being shut up it groweth thick and putrid ; if metals be employed, they
abide smooth and splendid ; but lay them by, and they soon contract rust ; if the
earth be belaboured with culture, it yieldeth corn ; but lying neglected, it will be
overgrown with brakes and thistles, and the better the soil is, the ranker weeds it

will produce : all nature is upheld in its being, order, and state, by constant
agitation; every creature is incessantly employed in action conformable to its

designed end and use ; in like manner the preservation and improvement of our
faculties depend on their constant and wholesome exercise.

Voluntary Labour, taken in due place and season, doth save much exertion
afterward ; and mch^erate care enables a man commonly to p^s his life with ease,
comfort, and delight : whereas, idleness frequently doth let slip opportunities and
advantages which cannot with ease be retrieved, and letteth things fall into a bad
case, out of which they can hardly be recovered.
The Prejudiced.—The prejudiced are apt to converse but with one sort of men,

to read but one sort of books, to come in hearing but of one sort of notions ; the
truth is, they canton out to themselves a little Goshen in the intellectual world,
where light shines, and as they conclude, day blesses them : but the rest of the
vast expansum they give up to night and darkness, and so avoid coming near it.

They confine themselves to some little creek, not venturing out into the great
ocean of knowledge, to survey the riches that nature has stored other parts with,
no less genuine, no less solid, no less useful, that what is to be found within their
own little spot.

Sports.—How assiduously intent and eager may we observe men to be at sports;
how soon will they rise to go forth to them; with what constancy and patience
will the/ toil in them all the day; how long will they sit poring on their games,
dispensing with their food and sleep for it. But how much in such cases do men
forget what they are doing, that sport should be sport, not work ; to divert and
relax us, not to employ and busy us ; to take off our minds a little, not wholly to
take them up ; not to exhaust or tire our spirits, but to refresh and cheer them,
that they may return with renewed vigour to more grave and useful occupation.
Man's Nature.—The wisest observers of man's nature have pronounced him to

be a creature gentle and sociable, inclinable to, andfitfor conversation, apt to keep
good order, to observe rules ofjustice, to embrace any sort of virtue if Yfell managea,
if instructed by good discipline, ifguided by good example, if living under the in-
fluence of wise laws and virtuous governors, '

Fierceness, rudeness, craft, malice,
all perverse and intractable, all mischievous and vicious dispositions do grow among
men (like weeds in any, even the best, soil), and overspread the earth, from Tieg-
led ofgood education ;from ill-conduct, ill-habits, ill-example ; but man's soul hath
appetites and capacities, by which, well-guided and ordered, it soars and climbs
continually in its affection and desire towards Pivine Perfection,
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THE HOPES OF '48.

Let kingci-aft clap its gory bands,

And oligarchy smile;

In the hearts of Europe's Toilers

These hopes have made their home

;

Let priestcraft raise its vulture voice,
j

Nor Russian force in Hungary,

And shriek a curse the while

;

I Nor Gallic fraud in Rome,

Let hot reaction swiftly come, I Nor cunning diplomatic skill

—

With vengeance robed in state,

—

That courteous mask of hate-

And strive to slay, ^vith rope and gun. Can plunder the unfranchised

The hopes of '48 ! Of the hopes of '48 !

Let mammon-greed its golden links

Draw closer day by day.

And madly seek to force from all

Allegiance to its sway.

We dare them all—kings, mammon-slaves,

And oligarchs elate !

They cannot—all united—blast

You may seize the men who breathethem
Too loud above their bi*eath;

You may send their armed defenders

A sharp or lingering death

;

Shoot them by scores;^You but arrest

And not avert your fate ;

For that martyr-blood is the seal ye set

The hopes of '48
!

|

To the hopes of '48 ! Eugene

"'TWAS CHRISTMAS EVE!"

'TwAS Christmas Eve ! In the palace, where Knavery
Crowds all the treasures the fair world can render

;

Where spirits grow rusted in silkenest slavery,

And life is out-panted in golden-garbed splendour ;

—

In gladness and glory, Wealth's darlings were meeting.

And jewel-clasp'd fingers linked softly again
;

New friendships were twining, and old friends were greeting,

And young hearts were bound by God's own golden chain

!

'Twas Christmas Eve ! In a poor n.aa's hovel
Werefuddled in silence a skeleton family

5 ^
Cliurcftroalls were laughing in musJical revel

:

'^"

They heaixi the loud mockery with brows throbbing clammily

:

All in the merry time there they sat mourning
Two sons—two brothers—in penal chains bleeding !

Their hearts wander'd forth to the never-returning,

Who rose on their vision, pale, haggard, and bleeding !

'Twas Chi'istmas Eve ! For * the great'—as in duty

—

Taste pandered, and ruby wine wooed on the board

;

Eyes smiled in feigned glory on frail forms of beauty.

And lying lips flattered the thing called a " Lord ;"

Love-kisses sobbed out 'twixt the rollick and rout.

And Hope went forth reaping her long-promised treasure :

What matter, tho' hearts may be breaking without ]

Their groans are unheard in the palace of Pleasure !

'TSvas Christmas Eve; but the poor ones heard
No neighbourly welcome—no kind voice of kin !

They looked at each other, but spoke not a word,

—

While through cranny and crevice the sleet drifted in.

In a desolate corner, one, hunger-killed, lies !

And a mother's hot tear-s are the bosom-babe's food !

Ah ! wonder, ye Senators, full-fed and wise,

—

Such misery nurseth crime's dark viper-brood !

Men—angel-imaged in Nature's fair mint

—

Oh, where is your God-spark—the signet divine

—

The freedom of soul. Immortality's print 1

We are tyrants and slaves, bound in one deadly twine

:

That a few like to Gods may stride over the earth.

Millions, born to heart-murder, are given in pawn !

Oh, when cometh Liberty's world-cheering birth

—

She who waiteth with eager wngsj beating the dawn 1
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False Priests, dare ye say 'tis the will of your God,
(And veil Jesu's message in dark sophistry,)

That these millions of paupers should bow to the sod ?

Up, up, trampled hearts ! it's a lie, it's a lie

!

They may carve " State" and "Altar" in charaetei'S golden,
But Tyranny's symbols are ceasing to win !

Be stirring, People ! your scroll is unfolden

—

Bright, bright, be the deeds ye emblazon therein !

Gerald Massey.

BOAT SONG.

I'm in my boat, I'm in my boat.

Come ply the merry oar;

Oh, how I love my craft to float

And hear the ocean roar.

No land-mark ever meets my eye

;

'Tis noble to be free
;

My heart can never heave a sigh

When I am on the sea.

The broad sunbeam's reflected gleam
Protects me in the day

;

The beacon light doth guard the night,

When danger's in the way.

And if abroad I spy a sail,

A welcome friend is she
;

There's love upon the passing gale

When I am on tfc^e sea.

The sea-gull flaunts his wings above.
The wild duck swims below

;

All feel 'tis free the sea to rove,

To mark its ebb and flow.

I woo the sea-gull's flight on high,

And love his minstrelsy
;

There's music in his ocean cry,

Because the sound is free.

Oh, tyrant man the earth doth span,

And names each spot a home;
Upon its face he claims the chase.

Forbidding one to roam.
The broad, blue sea is ever free.

No despot stems its tide
;

It owns no call, 'tis free to all

—

'Tis Nature's we^^^d bride.

S. M. Kydd.

CEITICAL EXEaESIS OE GOSPEL HISTOEY,
ON THE BASIS OF STRAUSS's ^ LEBEN JESU.'

A 6ERIES OF EIGHT DISCOURSES ; DELIVERED AT THE LITERARY INSTITUTION, JOHN
STREET, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, AND AT THE HALL OF SCIENCE, CITY ROAD,
ON SUNDAY EVENINGS, DURING THE WINTERS OF 1848—9, AND 1849—50.

BY THOMAS COOPER,

Author of ' The Pn/rgatory of Suicides.'

I. THE BIRTH AND CHILDHOOD OF JESUS.

(Continuedfrom last number.)

Matthew says that Marv, who "was espoused to Joseph, before they
came together, was found with child of the Holy Grhost"—that Joseph,
" being a just man, and not willing to make her a public example, was
minded to put her away privily;" but that the angel of the Lord visited

him in a dream, and assured him of the divine origin of the child in her
womb—and that then Joseph took Mary unto him as his wife, but "knew
her not till she had brought forth her first-born son." Luke goes farther

back: Gabriel is described as being sent to Mary, the " virgin espoused to

a man whose name was Joseph," and telling her that she shall conceive by
the power of the Holy Grhost.
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I shall not dwell long on this relation. !N"othing "but a desire to encour-

age truthful investigation compels me to touch a subject so unfitted for a

public discourse. The legend is unnatural; for a virtuous vroman could

not have concealed her condition from her betrothed, but would have hasten-

ed to inform him of the divine message, in order, at once, to prevent her

own humiliation from discovery, and his injurious suspicions. All this was
felt by the early Tathers, and they therefore accepted the version of the

*Protevangelion of James,' and the 'Gospel of the JN'ativity of Mary'—two
of the Apocryphal Grospels which have been preserved, and a translation of

which was republished by William Hone, a few years ago. These Grospels

give the character of protector, instead of husband, to Joseph, and allege

that, whilst he was absent on business, Mary was visited by an angel; and
that when he returned, found her with child, and called her to an account,

not as her husband, but as the guardian of her honour, she had forgotten

the words of the angel, and protested, with tears, her ignorance of the

cause of her pregnancy! That Joseph was perplexed and determined to

remove her -secretly from under his protection; but an angel appeared to

him in a dream and reassured him by an explanation. That the matter
was then brought before the priest, and both Joseph and Mary, being
charged with incontinence, were condemned to drink the 'bitter water' (de-

scribed in Numbers v. ch. 18 v.); but, as they remained uninjured by it, they
were declared innocent.

However probable all this might appear to the Fathers, it can receive no
behef from us. "We return to Matthew and Luke, and find ourselves in

the same conviction of the unnaturalness of the legends, when taken to-

gether; and if s|^parated, Luke does not seem to hava known anything of

the after appearunce of G-abriel to Joseph, nor does Matthew discover any
knowledge of the prior appearance of the angel of the Lord to the
Virgin. Besides, we have the testimony of the Jews themselves that they
brought the names ' G-abriel,' ' Michael,' ' Raphael,' from Babylon, on their

return from captivity. Could an idolatrous nation discover truths sooner
than the people of God ? ' Gabriel that stands in the presence of God :*

the Diviue Being surrounded with a court of grand officers, like an
earthly monarch ; and these officers despatched on high messages from the
throne ! "Who does not perceive, in this nineteenth century, that we are not

dealing with verities here, but with antiquated legends ? Well does Strauss

observe that " the phenomena in the natural world and the transitions in

human life, which were formerly thought to be wrought by God himself
through ministering angels, we are now able to explain by natural causes;

so that a belief in angels is without a link by which it can attach itself to

rightly apprehended modern ideas ; and it exists only as a lifeless tradition."

Prom whence sprung the legend that Jesus was conceived in a super-

natural manner ? Prom the belief that the Messiah must fulfil his ancient

types: the great mythical idea of the Jewish people. In the Apocryphal
Gospel of the JSTativity of Mary this idea is so fully expressed, that a quota-

tion will be better than any independent remarks. In this Apocryphal
Xvriting, Joachim, the father of Mary, also sees an angel, who informs him
that Anna his wife, who was barren, shall bear a child; and the celestial

messenger thus reasons with him:

—

" For the first mother of your nation, Sarah, was she not barren even till her eightieth
ysar ? and yet even in the end of her old age she brought forth Isaac, in whom the pro-
Doise was made of a blessing to all nations.

" Rachel also, so much in favour with God, and beloved so much by holy Jacob, coh-
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^ue^ barren for a long time, yet afterwards was the mother of Joseph, who was nOl;

only governor of Egypt, but delivered many nations from perishing with hunger.
" Who, among the judges, was more valiant than Sampson, or more holy than Samuell

And yet both their mothers were barren.
" But if reason will not convince you of the truth of my words, therefore

Anna your wife shall bring you a daughter, and you shall call her name Mary.
*' So in the process of her years, as she shall be, in a miraculous manner, born of one

that was barren, so she shall, while yet a virgin, in a way unparalleled, bring forth the

Son of the Most High God, who shall be called Jesus, &c."

From the miracle of dispelling barrenness, or renewing extinct capabi-

lity of parents, there is but one step to the greater miracle of the Virgin's

conception ; the greater miracle was formed easily by the legendary ten-

dency, especially distinguishing tbat of the birth of the Messiah. Daniel,

too, was believed to have spoken of the future Messiah, not merely

as of a man, but as of a superhuman being. Above all, Matthew regarded

a passage in Isaiah as relating to the Messiah, and to his mind it became
impossible that this passage should not have been fulfilled in the concep-

tion of Jesus. " JSTow all this was done, that it might be fulfilled which

was spoken of the Lord by the prophet, saying"—(the often-recurring

phrase)—" Behold a Virgin," &c. "We turn to the 7th chapter of Isaiah,

and find that in the days of Ahaz, king of Judah, Pekah, king of Israel,

and Eezin, king of Syria, the two latter-named monarchs join their forces

to attack Ahaz,—but Isaiah is sent to Ahaz to strengthen him with the

assurance of the speedy destruction of his enemies, by saying, (verse 14,)
" Therefore the Lord himself shall give you a sign ; Behold a virgin shall conceive,

and bear a son, and shall call his name Immanuel.
" Butter and honey shall he eat, that he may know to refuse the evil, and choose the

good.
" For before the Sfchild shall know to refu*ie the evil, and cho^e the good, the land

that thou abhorrest snail be forsaken of both her kings." \

Wondrous consolation such a prophecy must have afforded Ahaz, if,

instead of some child being born to fulfil it in his own days,—a child born
several hundred years after he should be laid in the grave must fulfil it

!

We, from our position in this age, see that Isaiah's words could have no
possible allusion to the birth of Jesus of Nazareth ; but it was not so with
a Jew, in the first or second century. He saw secondare/ meanings in the
ancient writings of his nation. The mythical spirit led him to seize upon
passage after passage, and apply them to the Messiah, often, as it now
appears to us, in the strangest manner. But I will quit the subject of the
* miraculous conception.' We cannot persuade ourselves that we are

learning the syllables of ' plenary inspiration' in such a narrative. It is

not the true, but the mythical history of the parentage of Jesus of Nazareth.
Let it lie with the records of the old schoolmen who quarrelled about
the 'immaculate and perpetual virginity' of Mary, although Matthew
(xiii. ch. 55 v.) records her children.

3. A ' decree from Augustus that all the world should be taxed'—is

the cause given by Luke only, for the journey of Joseph and Mary from
Nazareth to Bethlehem, where the birth of Jesus, he relates, took place.

Matthew also speaks of the birth in Bethlehem ; but evidently knows
nothing of the taxing, nor of the prior residence of Christ's parents in
Nazareth. I need not enter into the fruitless controversy respecting the
meaning of the phrase "all the world;" for if it be restricted from the
larger acceptation of the Boman world, to an indication of the landof Judea,
the minor interpretation will not assist us. " This taxing was first made
when Cyrenius (Quirinus, as he is called by the Roman writers) was
goyernor of Syria," says Luke. But Quirinus, as we learn from Josephus,
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did not make his census till ten years, at least, after tlie period assigned

by Matthew for Christ's birth. This evangelist places his birth in the

reign of Herod the llrst, and relates that his parents returned with him
out of Egypt in the reign of Archelaus. Now, Archelaus reigned ten

years, and it was not until his banishment that Quirinus was governor of

Syria, and made the census of the population for the taxing. No taxing of
all the world took place under Augustus : shall we, then, suppose that the

writer we call ' Luke' has given us a hint for affixing the true period of the

birth,—namely, immediately after the banishment of Archelaus,—and that

the other account is wrong?
This would throw the whole chronology of the future life of Jesus into

endless difficulties ; and, moreover, a Eoman census after the banishment
of Archelaus would not have taken the parents of Jesus from Nazareth in

Galilee to Bethlehem in Judea. It was Judea only, and what belonged
before to Archelaus, that was formed into a Eoman province, and subject

to the census. In Gralilee, Herod Antipas reigned, as an allied prince, and
none of his subjects dwelling at Nazareth could have been called to Bethle-

hem by the census. ' Luke' e^ddently wrote this census story long after

the date of Christ's existence,—had a knowledge of the historic fact that

Quirinus had made a census,—but made an effort to conceive of the undi-

vided kingdom as it was under Herod the First, in order to get a census
extending to Gralilee. His acquaintance with the political relations of the

period is imperfect, and so he produces a narrative of contradictions. Eor
the Eomans never removed people from their homes to take a census

—

they had a little more Avisdom in statesmanship ; and it is an egregious

blunder to describe^Mary as journeying to her own city to be inscribed,

since, according t^^ewish custom, inscriptions had relation to men only.

" The Evangelist, however," says Strauss, " knew perfectly well what Mary had to do at

Bethlehem; namely, to fulfil the prophecy of Micah (v. eh, 2 v.) by giving birth, in the city of

David, to the Messiah. Now as he set out with the supposition that the habitual abode of the
parents of Jesus was Nazareth, so he sought after a lever which should set them in motion
towards Bethlehem, at the time of the birth of Jesus. Far and wide nothing presented itself

but the celebrated census; he seized it the more unhesitatingly because the obscurity of his own
view of the historical relations of that time, veiled from him the many difficulties connected
with such a combination: he wished to place Mary in Bethlehem, and therefore times and cir-

cumstances were to accommodate themselves to his pleasure.

Thus we have here neither a fixed point for the date of the birth of Jesus, nor an explana-
tion of the occasion which led to his being born precisely at Bethlehem. If then—it may justly

be said—no other reason why Jesus should have been born at Bethlehem can be adduced than
that given by Luke, we have absolutely no guarantee that Bethlehem was his birth-place."

4. That question, however, will come before us again. Let us next look

at the miraculous circumstances related by Matthew and Luke as attend-

ing the birth of Jesus.

Luke gives an account of angels appearing to " shepherds keeping watch
over their flocks by night"—but for Avhat end? To make known the

birth of the new-born king, is the most obvious answer ; but so little did

it avail, that, according to Matthew, it is the Magi who make it known in

the neighbouring city of Jerusalem ; and in the after-life of Jesus no trace

of this appearance of the angels is to be found. Is not this, then, to attri-

bute to (xod an empty display—the providing of an apparition of angels,

which fails of its object, and is unworthy of Him ? But Moses was visited,

in the field watching his flocks, by a heavenly apparition ; and Grod took
David, the forefather of the Messiah, from his sheepfolds at Bethlehem to

be the shepherd of his people; and, therefore, in accordance with the
Jewish mythical spirit, shepherds must be distinguished as favoured with
some heavenly visitation coincident with the birth of the Messiah. Luke
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proceeds to describe the circumcision of tlie child, when " eight days were

accomplished,"—the giving of the name Jesus,—his being brought to the

temple, with his mother, "when the days of her purification according to the

law of Moses were accomplished"—that \^,forty days (Leviticus, ch.xii. 2 v.)

;

the prophesying of Simeon and Anna ;—and finally relates that

" When they had performed all things according to the law of the Lord, they returned into

Galilee, to their own city Nazareth ; and the child grew, and waxed strong in spirit, filled with

wisdom; and the grace of God was upon him."

Luke, be it noted, knows nothing of the visit of the Magi, nothing of

the murderous intent of Herod, nothing of the Plight into Egypt, nothing

of the return from thence—several years after. He relates circumstances

which could not have occurred, if the Flight took place. But let us observe

the account of Matthew more closely, lest we should be asserting what is

untrue.
" Now when Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Judea, in the days of

Herod the king, behold there came /xayot—Magi, from the East to Jeru-

salem, saying. Where is he that is born King of the Jews, for we have

seen his star in the East, and are come to worship him?" Herod caUshis

counsellors together, and they denote the Messiah's birth-place, by point-

ing to the passage in Micah, ah-eady referred to. Herod, whose craft and

cruelty were equal, according to history, is, according to Matthew, foolish

enough to dismiss the Magi on an errand of search with a command to

bring him word of their finding the child—instead of detaining them in

Jerusalem, while he sent instruments to perform the bloody act afterwards

attributed to him. V The Magi go, and find the child, ojfer him precious

gifts, and then, b^^ «ivine warning, return immediately to^heir own coun-

try. Joseph, by di\ine warning flees, with the child and its mother into

•Egypt, "and was there until the death of Herod, that it might be fulfilled,"

&c. The tragedy of the " Murder of the Innocents" follows from Herod's
rage, when he sees that he is "mocked of the wise men;" and then there

is fulfilled that which was spoken of Jeremy the prophet saying, "Hi
Rama," &c. Finally, when Herod is dead, an angel appears to Joseph in

Egypt and commands him to return : he is proceeding to Judea—evidently,

to Bethlehem, is meant—but is afraid to go thither, because of Herod's
son, Archelaus, being king; yet has to be divinely warned again, and then
goes to dwell in Nazareth.

How is it possible to reconcile the accounts of Matthew and Luke ?

Did the peaceful circumstances related by Luke occur,—or is he wrong,
and is the more tragic and adventurous story of Matthew, the right one ?

Which writer is possessed of "plenary inspiration" ?—for we are compel-
led to repeat the phrase. Wlio can consent to be silent about it, when
we know that it enslaves thousands, till they dare not look, for themselves,
at the manifest contradictions of these legends ?

But what were Matthew's impulses for writing his story ? We thought
Astrology had been banished from modern science, and shall leave divines
to explain the fact of a revelation to the Magi, by means of a star. Can
they explain to us how a star could go before the wise men and stand " over
where the young child was" ? Some commentators would fain have a me-
teor—but the Grreek word is not with them : a(TTr]p, a star ; it is too pal-

pable. Men of the nineteenth century, who hold that a star is a world,
or a sun and centre of worlds, what do you make of such a story ? Do
you ever see a star change its apparent place ? Is this relation worthy of
any more credit than the tales of the nursery

!
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The source of Matthew's "star" is evident. It is to be found in the
* prophecy of Balaam' (Numbers, xxiv. eh. 17 v.) " A star shall come out of

Jacob." The legend attributed to Balaam originally referred to some for-

tunate and victorious ruler of Israel ; but Aben Ezra, and many Eabbins,

show that the prophecy was applied to the Messiah. The name Bar-cocheha,

eon of a star, assumed by a noted pseudo-Messiah under the emperor Ad-

rian, was chosen with reference to the Messianic interpretation of Balaam's

prophecy. It is not only a rabbinical idea that at the time of Messiah's

birth, a star will appear in the east and remain for a long time visible
; but,

in Christ's time, this idea was especially prevalent. The ancient magus

Balaam, by the spiritual eye, saw the Messianic star, the Jews believed

;

and its actual appearance must be recognised by the late magi. In the

60th chapter of Isaiah, again, Matthew found abundant mythic materials—

the "light," and "kings" coming to the "brightness of his rising," with

"gifts." Accordingly, the Boman Catholic Church has convej-ted the

Magi into the Three Kings. But I will not weary you with farther en-

largement on this legend.

The murderous decree of Herod has its mythical origin—(for you all

know there is no contemporaneous evidence of its being a real event)—in

the story of Moses. This story, in Christ's time, according to Josephus,

was, that Pharoah was incited to issue his murderous decree by a com-

munication from his interpreters of the sacred writings, who announced to

him the birth of an infant destined to succour the Israehtes and humble

the Egyptians. ¥or an instance of the wildly arbitrary mode in which
* prophecy' was dij>lied to after eve^fits, let any one turn /«o^ Jeremiah, (xxxi.

ch. 15 V.) and s^if he can, any way, discover why " A voice was heard in

Ramah, &c.," coald be used by Matthew for the end to which he applies it,

in this imaginary story. In Jeremiah, it refers to the carrying away of the

Jews into Babylon.

" Out of Egypt have I called my son"—the passage quoted from Hosea
(xi. ch. 1 V.) gives the mythical source of Matthew's legend, at another

stage. The passage, if you turn to it, originally alludes to Israel—Jeho-

vah's collective son—a grand type of the Messiah. Messiah—so ' Mat-
thew' decided—must fulfil that type

;
and therefore the ' Elight,' had first

to be pictured. This loose manner of applying passages in a secondary

sense was characteristic of the Jews : abundant instances of it occur in the

rabbins ; and you have a remarkable one in the Epistle to the Hebrews
(i. ch. 5 V.) in which the words—" Thou art my son, this day have I begot-

ten thee"—are applied (from Psalm ii. v. 7.) in a mode that, to us, seema
utterly unaccountable.

But the appearing of the angel to Joseph in Egypt, commanding him to

return—which has to be followed by a second divine revelation, when
Joseph arrives nearly at Bethlehem—shocks us with its trifling. A miracu-

lous star, and four visions, in one chapter ! Does this legend honour the
Deity ? So many false interpretations of the Old Testament—are they
proofs of "plenary inspiration?" One quotation we cannot verify—the
closing sentence in the 2nd chapter of Matthew,—" He shall be called a
Nazarene." There is no such sentence in the Old Testament.

Is it possible, however—to return to the events, so apparently varying,
recorded by Matthew and Luke—to bring them into anything like accord-
ance ? Matthew ranges in close succession the visit of the Magi and the
flight into Egypt. Luke represents th© parents of Jesus as returning with
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the child, after the presentation in the temple, directly to Kazareth. Could

the presentation have taken place lefore the visit of the Magi? How,
then, after the scene narrated as having taken place in the temple, could

the birth of the Messianic child be so entirely unknown in Jerusalem as

the conduct of Herod, on the arrival of the Magi, implies ? Did the pre-

sentation take place after the Magi had seen the child ? How incredible

that Joseph should be permitted to go to Jerusalem, with the child which

Herod had just sought to kill ! Still more incredible is it that the parents of

Jesus should have returned toBethlehem after the presentation in the temple.

The two narratives are plainly irreconcilable— we have seen that each

separate circumstance in them is derived from mythical ideas—and, there-

fore, can form but one conclusion : that the whole tissue of contradictions

has no foundation in real history.

"Where is it most probable, Christ was born ?—is a question we still

cannot forbear to ask ; nor can the answer be very doubtful. We have

seen that the supposed prophecy in Micah rendered it certain, in the minds
of the Jews, that Messiah must be born in Bethlehem; but Nazareth was
positively known to have been the residence of Jesus and his parents, when
he first came into public life. Matthew assumes that the parents must have

originally lived in Bethlehem, and only conducts them to settle down in

Nazareth, by divine warning. Luke takes Nazareth to have been, all along,

the dwelling-place of Joseph and Mary,—and seizes upon the census of

Quirini^s as a cause for taking them to Bethlehem, temporarily. Setting

aside the mythical necessity existing in the Jewish mind, for the birth of

Jesus, as the promi^i0 Messiah, in the )ity of I)avid—1% can scarcely

fail to conclude that liazareth was Christ^s birth-place. " '?Tie Galilean,

"the Nazarene," were the epithets constantly applied to Jesus, in early

times. As "Jesus of Nazareth," he is introduced (according to John) by
Philip to Nathanael, who asks " Can any good thing come out of Nazareth?"
He is known among the populace by this name, and the demoniacs address

him by this name. The inscription on the cross gives him this name, and
by it the Apostles proclaim him after his supposed resurrection. His
disciples, too, were long called " Nazarenes," and it was not until a late

period, that that title was exclusively applied to an heretical sect. In a
word, Nazareth is again and again mentioned as his country ; and it was,

most probably, the place where he was born, as well as brought up.

6. Lastly, Matthew is silent about the life of Jesus, from the return out

of Egypt to the baptism by John; but Luke gives us an anecdote of Christ's

conduct while in. his twelfth year. The extraordinary position he fills

toward the doctors, in Luke's narrative, is far out-stripped in marvellous

details by the Apocryphal Gospels. The state of wonder ascribed to his

parents by Luke resembles, however, the pictures in those writings. When
Jesus speaks of the House of God, his Father,—they do not understand
him ; and yet Mary must have understood him, if the angel had ever
appeared to her, and told her that her child should be called the ' Son of

God ;'•—and if all the supernatural warnings, before related, had ever been
given concerning him. But Moses, Samuel, Solomon, and Daniel, all dis-

played singular wisdom, and received great marks of divine favour, in
their twelfth year, according to Josephus, Philo, and the Eabbins. It

would, therefore, be a foregone conclusion with the early disciples of Jesus,

that, as the Messiah, he could not have been excelled by such remark-
able types of himself.

(Tq be concluded in next number.)
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Advantages of Knowledge.—Asthepower ofacquiring knowledge is to be ascribed

to reason, so the attainment of it mightily strengthens and improves it, and thereby
enables it to enrich itself with further acquisitions. Knowledge in general expands
the mind, exalts the faculties, refines the taste of pleasure, and opens numerous
sources of intellectual enjoyment. By means of it we become less dependent for

satisfaction upon the sensitive appetites, the gross pleasures of sense are more easily

despised, and we are made to feel the superiority of the spiritual to the material

part of our nature. Instead of being continually solicited by the influence and
irritation of sensible objects, the mind can retire within herself and expatiate in the
cool and quiet walks of contemplation.

—

Robert Hall,

On the Diffusion of Knoavledue.—When knowledge, instead of being bound
up in books, and kept in libraries and retirement, is obtruded on the public in dis-

tinct sheets ; when it is canvassed in e'very assembly, and exposed upon every table,

I cannot forbear reflecting upon that passage in the Proverbs :
" Wisdom crieth

without, she uttereth her voice in the streets : she crieth in the chief place of con-
course, in the opening of the gates. In the city she uttereth her words, saying,

how long, ye simple ones, will ye love simplicity ? and the scorners delight in their

scorning ? and fools hate knowledge ?"

—

Spectator,
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" And though all the winds of doctrine were let loose to play upon the earth, so Truth be in the field,
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TO LORD DUDLEY STUART, M.P,

" If your demand have reason for its ground.
Why urge your suit with pleadings reasonless?

Reason's a fort which you can ne'er relinquish.

Without your enemy advancing straight

To take possession of that vantage left.

And turning on you your own batteries.

I pray you, captain, storm more soldierly."

Cavaliers and Roundheads^

My Lord,—You liave so long and fearlessly braved the sneers and opposi-

tion of your own class, in defence of the exiled Poles,—and your champion-
ship of the cause of Hungary was so manly, during her recent struggles,

—

that no one can doubt your moral courage to maintain, openly and without
reserve, any great principles which take a firm hold of your convictions.

You, as well as Lord Nugent, have repeatedly declared on the public plat-

form, that you would prefer Manhood, to Household Suffrage ; and yet you,
also, consent to merge your preference in the smaller rallying cry of the new
Reform party. The thousands of the Unfranchised, 1 repeat, cannot see the
consistency of this ; and you will fail, therefore, to gain their entire con-
fidence. They may be told, over and over again, that you and others would
go for Manhood Suffrage at once, only you fear the Middle Classes would not
go with you. But their conviction remains, that the Middle Classes might
soon be induced to go for Manhood Suffrage, if men like yourself would lead
the way, by throwing aside all expediency. Let me entreat you, my lord, to
weigh these thoughts of my Order : they are the convictions of thousands
of the most thoughtful among them, who have long marked how readily the
sharers in property are disposed to be marshalled under names which wear
the lustre of rank and station.

A conference of the new Reform party is announced to take place in March.
If yourself and the respected and intelligent nobleman I have just mentioned
were to introduce a motion into that assembly, for the adoption of Manhood
Suffrage, by your Association,—^you would, at least, test the sincerity of the
majority of its council ; for it is given out, on every hand, hy memhers of that
council, that its majority is for Manhood Suffrage. Surely, if their professions
be sincere, they could not refuse to support such a motion at the conference

;
and their opinions must needs have great weight with the entire assembly of
delegates.

Many of us who have borne a part in the struggle against class legislation
for some years, cherish a hope that your Association will yet determine to
give Unity, which is strength, to the contest for the Franchise in this country.
Abroad, as your lordship well knows, Universal or Manhood Suffrage is held by
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all true liberals, to be tbe only proper foundation of a free and popular govern-

ment. In none of tbe recent triumphs offreedom on the continent—unhappily

so short-lived !—did the people hesitate to achieve less. And who can expect

men of any intelligence, in this country, so long the boasted " native home of

Liberty," to be behind the men of the continent in their demands 1 Who
can expect the working-classes who have taught their children to look for the

realisation of those free political institutions contended for by Sir William

Jones, the Duke of Richmond, and a long line of other illustrious men in the

last century j by the upright and persevering Cartwright in the present ; and
since his time by many whose virtues would, at least, bear a comparison with

those of their opponents and oppressors—who can expect the working-classes

to give up these hopes 1 Through weal and woe they have cherished them.

They have been driven from employment, they have been proscribed as dis-

turbers, they have been imprisoned as conspirators and sowers of sedition
;

but their resolution to maintain these hopes is unbroken. They know no
other creed in politics that they think worth belief; for it seems to them a

mockery to talk of " freedom," if it be not possessed by every honest, upgrown
man, in the possession of his senses ; and they feel it would be consenting to

tyranny and injustice to deny to their equals what they ask for themselves.

This is their plain English sense, my lord, and you cannot say their reasonings

are far-fetched.

The Times is now twitting Reformers with their plurality of ' Charters,'

and while acknowledging its clear conviction that Parliamentary Reform will

be won, sensibly points to our divisions, as ' Four,' ' Five,' or ' Six Point' men,
as infallible signs of a prolonged contest for victory. It remains with your-

self, and a few other influential names, to bring over the new party to your
avowed convictions ; and Unity is gained. The millions in the manufacturing
districts must ever form the numerical strength of any great movement for

Reform : these are now waiting to hear " Manhood Suffrage" pronounced as

the true and only watchword in your councils, and they will re-echo the cry

"with an instantaneous vigour and united earnestness which will not only make
the Times change its tone, but will produce a healthy foresight in the advisers

of the Crown, as to what is needful to be done. There, again, an argument is

suggested why our demand for the Suffrage should not be modified into some-
thing less than the People have so long embodied in their ' Charter.' It is

confidently stated in a paper held to be an authority, that the present Minis-
try will introduce a measure for the extension of the Franchise at the very
opening of the ensuing Session of Parliament,—nay, that the Queen will an-
nounce it in her speech from the throne. When the enemy hangs out the flag

of capitulation, should the beseigers stipulate for less than they demanded
when the beseiged remained resolute in hostility 1 And has not the present

Premier openly declared that he would prefer Universal to Household Suffrage 1

Do not, in the name of common -sense, suffer these presages of approaching
success to be turned into a partial defeat,—if earnest presuasion on your part
can inspire the new division of the army of Reform to give us Unity, and, by
consequence, speedy victory.

Above all, these indications of concession on the part of those who hold
power should, one would think, determine Reformers to spurn the delay in-

volved in the ' Freehold Land' scheme. Years must pass, even if working-
men in the populous districts should be favoured with prosperity, before they
could become possessed of the franchise by the purchase of land, in sufficient

numbers to return a commanding majority of thorough reformers to the House
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of Commons. A depression in trade would lengthen that delay. In the

meantime, misgovernment must continue ; and the discontent of suffering

workingmen must again swell into exasperation,—and that greater than be-

fore, because yourself and other men of station have proclaimed that they are

wronged, cruelly and unfeelingly wronged.

I would not be understood to intimate anything so false as that working-
men are unfavourable to the scheme of Mr. Taylor of Birmingham (adopted
by your Association) as a land scheme. On the contrary, the wish to im-
prove their condition by the possession of land is taking root in the universal

heart of the working-classes of this country ; but these wishes few have
the means of gratifying. The thinkers among them object above all to the

idea of concession to our opponents which is involved in Mr. Taylor's princi-

ple : it concedes, that neither a man's personality as a man,—his possession

of reason and volition,—his moral character,—nor, even, the share he already

bears of the burthens of the state, and his liability to be called out to fight

to maintain its supremacy,—are any sufficient claim for his right to par-

ticipate in the choice of those who govern him ; but that he must establish

that claim by purchasing the possession of something that cannot think or

fight, and cannot assist him to bear increased burthens of the state, without
the exercise of his labour.

I know that some Parliamentary Reformers are accustomed to speak slight-

ingly of all natural right to the Franchise ; but this is a doctrine so firmly

fixed in the convictions of intelligent workingmen in this country, that they
would as soon think of denying their own existence as of denying its

truth. If I understood you aright, in one of your speeches in London, you
also are to be numbered among the maintainers of this natural right ; and you
will not therefore disapprove the persistent advocacy of

My lord, yours respectfully,

Thomas Cooper.

Cormponlrmce*

Hulme, Manchester, January 7, 1850.

*• No privileged power in existence can withstand your efforts, if they be put forth wisely and
determinedly.''

My Dear Sir,—The above words, taken from your last letter to the Young
Men of our Order, are so full of meaning, instruction, and importance, that they
deserve, in my opinion, to be printed in bold type, and put over the fire-place,

or in the most conspicuous place, in every working man's room. My heart's

desire is, that every Toiler may soon learn, through such instrumentality as that of

your journal, and those of a kindred interest, to feel and know the real depth
and meaning of these words.
You ask—Is it time to attempt the formation of a Progress Union ? For one,

I reply that you seem to propose a clear and excellent plan ; and happy should I

be to give a helping hand, as far as able, in promoting such a Union. I have
long waited to see an announcement that would sufficiently clear the ground, and
make ready the space, for the intellectual excavators to prepare the foundation of
that moral building, which shall be a nursery for the neglected part of all the
sons of toil.

I greatly deplore the splitting up of society into so many sections, whose pro-
fessed object is alike,—the people's good. If these various sections, or their

managing committees, could only be induced, in a few large towns, to sink their

differences for six mutual meetings, and discuss this point of Union, I believe the
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seventh meeting would be called to elect officers for the Progress Union, and to

draw up such a code of rules as would be required.

I rejoice greatly at the success of the temperance cause; and if your proposition

should (andwhy not ?) meet with its desired success, I think the Temperance Brothers
would be the first to hold out the hand of fellowship, and vigorously, earnestly,

and manfully do tlieir part for Manhood Freedom. This Union would be able to

go to work immediately, and take a census of the male population, not as to

number only, but as to education, political opinion, profession or calling, age, and
any other desirable or requisite information, by requiring each member to take
upon himself the respoiisibility of performing some portion of the necessary
labour. The expense of printing would be very trifling for such a form as would
be required ; and the distribution and collection would be performed by voluntary
labour. The Union would thus be able to show the tyrannical, oppressive Few,
and their minions in place and power, the true proportion of Enfranchised and
Unenfranchised, the number who require the franchise, and their fitness for its

exercise ; and thus, for ever, put to silence the arrogant tongue of any Minister of

the Crown, who dared to say the people are not prepared to exercise that which
he and all his associates, in effect, say is not their right.

Yours, faithfully,

Mr. Thomas Cooper. John Vickees,

London, January 7, 1850.

My Dear Sir,—I have just perused the first number of your journal, with
feelings of the most lively interest and satisfaction. Such a periodical was much
wanted. There has been much of mere fustian and empty declamation ; but,

unfortunately, ^dgorous independent thinking and plain speaking are far from
fashionable among public journalists. The most important questions are alto-

gether tabooed, or are considered solely with reference to a foregone conclusion.

Orthodoxy is an idol before which men prostrate themselves in slavish adoration.

I am induced to offer these observations by perceiving that you have com-
menced the publication of your lectures on Strauss's celebrated " Leben Jesu,"

—

the fame of which is far more widely circulated than the knowledge of its con-

tents. In seeking to familiarize the public mind with the profound reasonings of

this great thinker, you have determined wisely, and acted m.anfully. I know
there is a prejudice very generally entertained against any such investigations

being pursued ; more especially in any journal of a political character. But we
must take prejudice by the beard, and look it boldly in the face. We can only
achieve political freedom by mental emancipation. The expression of thought,
upon all subjects, must be free and unfettered. There must be no restriction, no
reservation. Theological enquiry is ever the accompaniment of awakened intel-

lect, and strong political excitement. It must necessarily be so : to expect other-

wise, is to expect that which is contrary to the universal history of mankind.
Theological enquiry cannot be prevented, but it may be wisely directed, and tem-
perately and usefully conducted.

The prejudice, however, against such investigations is not altogether without
some foundation. They have been too frequently conducted in a frivolous spirit,

and in the most offensive manner. They have been made the vehicle for coarse

jokes and vulgar ribaldry. What has been called " free thinking," has often
been only antagonism : the mere rebound against vulgar superstition. Such con-
duct may annoy and disgust, but can neither conciliate nor convince. Free-
thinkers must establish their claim to a respectful hearing, by treating serious

subjects with seriousness. They must respect the feelings of others, and make
due allowance for the prejudices of early education.

I will only trespass upon your space by one further observation. We must
endeavour to construct as well as to pull down. We must not only seek to detect
eiTor, but to discover truth. We must conserve whatever is excellent, as well as
destroy all that is injurious. We must labour to find out agreements as well as
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differences. If this were more frequently done, I believe it would be found that

men were mostly agreed upon what was necessary and essential : that they differed

only in that which was incidental and comparatively unimportant.
I remain, yours truly,

Mr. Thomas Cooper. Thomas Porter.

London, January 8, 1850.

Dear Sir,—I was much gratified by your proposal for the formation of a Pro-
gress Union. AVith me the idea has long been a favourite one. By my observa-

tions on various classes of the community, in different parts of the kingdom, I

am convinced that the really thoughtful among the British people are thoroughly
democratic.

The upholders of our present system of government may be divided into three

classes.—The first class (and the only real believers in its justice and efficiency)

are the more uneducated amongst the rural population, who have inherited the

ignorance and prejudices of their forefathers. I am happy to add that this class

is rapidly decreasing. The second class consists of a portion of the middle-classes,

who are usually termed moderate reformers. These men would gladly see a more
just and economical form of government; but are too apt to associate ideas of

muskets and barricades with thoughts of any radical cure of raisgovernment. To
these I would say, that their fears are groundless ; since resistance on the part of

the government would be madness, when that resistance was made to the demands
of an united and intelligent people. The third class of our " most loyal" fellow

subjects consists of the aristocrats, hereditary pensioners, and sinecurists, of every
description,—who are well aware that where the reign of Pveason begins, theirs

ends. They, of course, defend a system in which they are so deeply interested.

But a more important body of men, and those on whose exertions the freedom
of the people mainly depends, remains to be noticed. These are t^e artisans, and
other inhabitants of the manufacturing towns, and who are democrats en masse.
Many will deny my assertion that nearly all the thoughtful of our population are
in favour of democratic institutions, and will contend that were such the case, it

would be impossible for the monstrous abuses in our present government to exist

for a single day. Nor could these abuses exist were the People to adopt the only
means by which they can hope to obtain a redress of their grievances : that is to

say, a complete organization of the numerous, but now disunited, body of reformers.

The Progress Union would go far towards effecting this object; since, if properly
conducted, it might, in a short time, comprise the majority of the unfranchised
members of the community, and thus be the means of ascertaining their real sen-
timents on any important question. This, under the present limited parlia-

mentary representation, it is utterly impossible to obtain. I hope you will

lose no opportunity of urging upon the attention of your readers the immense
advantages of su3h a Union, and the probability of its proving the best means
of advancing the " Great Cause."

I am, dear Sir, yours, &c.,
Mr. Thomas Cooper. A Friend of the People.

Rich and Poor—The rich must be convinced, that while they live sumptuously, and while
the poor are fed with a few of the scanty crumbs which fall from their table, they act quite con-
trary to the tenor of that gospel which they say they believe. It is not in nature or reason
that one man should destroy twenty thousand a-year, and another should be left without the
common necessaries of life. No ; every creature which nature has formed with a mouth and
digestive powers, has an equal right to participate of her blessings,

—

Candid Philosopher.
The Hindoo Religion.—The Hindoo religion probably spread over the whole earth. There

are signs of it in every northern country, and in almost every system of worship. In England it

is obvious ; Stonehenge is evidently one of the temples of Boodh ; and the arithmetic, astronomy,
astrology, the holidays, games, names of the stars and figures of the constellations ; the ancient
monuments, laws, and coins ; the languages of the different nations, bear the strongest marks of
the same original. The Brahmins of the secc of Brahma were the true authors of the Ptolemaic
system ; the Boodhists, followers of Budha, the authors of the Copernican system, as well as of
the doctrine of attraction ; and probably the established religion of the Greeks, and the Eleusi-
nian mysteries, were only varieties of the two different sects.

—

Forbes^ Oriental Memoirs.
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^0 Correspotttrentg.

*^* Correspondents will please address, « Thomas Cooper, 5, Park Row, Knightsbridffe

,

London.*
J, A., and all Agents are respectfully informed that this Journal will be issued also in

Monthly Parts, each part with wrapper to be 4|d., if containing four numbers, and 5*d. if
containing five.

* Thoughts from the Inner Circle.'—Notice in next number.
G. T. H., Stockton; ^Operative,' Lambeth; ^ Sic Valeas;' and E. W., Liverpool.—Received.
Constant Reader, Etruria, Potteries.—I am glad that the ' Eight Letters' have been of so

much benefit to hmi. Whately's ' Logic' is a book of the highest reputation ; but perhaps some
of the works of G. J. Holyoake would be more suitable, as preparatives, for the writer. I really
do not know which is the best late work on book-keeping ; and I have forgot the names of the
treatises in use when I was a schoolmaster, fourteen years ago.

J. C,, Kingsland Road.—I have recommended a class of that kind in the institution named
;but without ett"ect. If the Discussion Class failed, let not the writer give up self-improvement.

He may meet with more kindred spirits in a little time.
York.—The writer under this signature may rest assured that he has given no offence- I wish

all the religious world would convey their expostulations in language equally consistent with the
injunctions of Him whom they profess to take for their Great Exemplar.

H. A. J.—None of the Secretaries of popular Institutions in London have, as yet, sent mo
their_ Quarterly list of Lectures. Robert Owen is to lecture next Sunday morning, at 11, at the
i^arnngdon Hall

; and Lloyd Jones in the evening, at 7—on "Socialism ; its aims and objects."

^
Distinguished Men always Hard-workers.—When we read the lives of distinguished menm any department, we find them always celebrated for the amount of labour they could perform.

Demosthenes, Juhus Caesar, Henry the Fourth of France, Lord Bacon, Sir Isaac Newton,
i^rankhn, Washington, Napoleon,—different as they were in their intellectual and moral quali'
ties,—were all renowned as hard-workers. We read how many days they could support the
fatigues of a march : how early they rose ; how late they watched ; how many hours they spent
in the tield, in the cabinet, in the court: how many secretaries they kept emploved ; in short
how hard they worked.—Everett's Discourse. ^ r r

j >

Intemperance.—Those men who destroy a healthful constitution of body by intem-
perance, and an irregular life, do as manifestly kill themselves, as those who hang or
poison, or drown themselves.

—

Sherlock.
Suspicion.—There is nothing makes a man suspect much, more than to know little

;

and, therefore, men should remedy suspicion by procuring to know more, and not to
keep their suspicions in smother.

—

Lord Bacon.
Economy of Nature.—Nothing could be more desirable to creatures mortal (as we

are by the necessary condition of terrestrial matter) and obnoxious to miseries, than to
be born after such a manner, as in the first part of life, while we are tender, unacquainted
with things, and put under the guardianship of others, to enjoy the sweets without the
care

;
in the middle, to please ourselves as much in taking care of others ; and in the

decrepit, feeble age, to be assisted in our turn by others whom we have educated—
Kings Origin of Evil.

^
Industry.—Excellence is never granted to man, but as the reward of labour. It argues

indeed, no small strength of mind to persevere in the habits of industry without the
pleasure of perceiving those advantages, which, like the hand of a clock, whilst theymake hourly approaches to their point, yet proceed so slowly as to escape observation.—
bir Joshua Ileynolds.

The Mind the Standard of Man,—It was said by Charles XII. of Sweden, that hewho was Ignorant of the arithmetical art was but half a man. With how much greater
force may a similar expression be applied to him who carries to his grave the neglected
and unprofitable seeds of faculties, which it depended on himself to have reared to
maturity and of which the fruits bring accessions to human happiness—more precious
than ail the gratifications which power or wealth can command.—Z>«r/a;cZ Stewart
.

Historians —Wc find but few historians of all ages, who have been diligent enoughm their search for truth
; it is their common method to take on trust what they distri-

bute to the public, by which means, a falsehood once received from a famed writerbecomes traditional to posterity.

—

Dryden.
Duty OP Parents-The last duty of parents to their children is that of giving theman education suitable to their station in life ; a duty pointed out by reason and for theWW n??lT '?f f ^"^-

f?'^'
^' P^ffendorf very justly observes, it is not easy toimagmcorallow, that a parent has conferred any considerable benefit on his child by

Son^3 ^'S^"'*^
^'''''^^''^ he afterwards entirely neglects his culture and educa-
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THINKINGS, FROM WALTER SAVAGE LANDOR.

Punishment of Death Unjust.—Whatever is worthy to be loved for any thing,

is worthy of preservation. A wise and dispassionate legislator, if any such should
ever arise among men, will not condemn to death him who has done or is likely to

do more service than injury to society. Blocks and gibbets are the dearest objects

with legislators, and their business is never with hopes or with virtues.

Mercy Enforced by the Doctrine of Necessity.—Should we be less merciful
to our fellow creatures than to our domestic animals ? Before we deliver them to
be killed, we weigh their services against their inconveniences. On the founda-
tion of policy (when we have no better) let us erect the trophies of humanity : let

us consider that, educated in the same manner, and situated in the same position,

we ourselves might have acted as reprovably. Abolish that for ever which must
else for ever generate abuses ; and attribute the faults of the man to the office, not
the faults of the office to the man.

Cause of National Misery.—If men consider the happiness of others, or their

own ; in fewer words, if they were wise, no state would be depopulated, no city

pillaged, not a village would be laid in ashes, not a farm deserted. But there al-

ways have been, and always will be, men about the despot, who persuade him that
terror is better than esteem ; that no one knows whether he is reverenced or not,

but that he who is dreaded has indubitable proofs of it, and is regarded by mortals
as a god. By pampering this foible in the prince, they are permitted to come
closer and closer to him ; and from the indulgence of his corrupted humours they
derive their wealth and influence.

The Civil Laws of England.—The Laws of England have been the subject of

eulogy to many sagacious and learned men. I have read them repeatedly, and
pondered them attentively. I find them often dilatory, often uncertain, often
contradictory, often cruel, often ruinous. Whenever they find a man down, they
keep him so, and the more pertinaciously the more earnestly he appeals to them.
Like tilers, in mending one hole, they always make another. There is no country
in which they move with such velocity where life is at stake, or, where property is

to be defended, so slowly. Can it be wondered, that upon a bench, under so
rotten an effigy of justice, sat a Scroggs, a JeflPreys, a Finch, and a Page ! Law
has become in England not only the most expensive, but the most rapacious and
dishonest of trades.

**»

Intercourse of Mind.—If men would permit their minds, like their children, to

associate freely together—if they could agree to meet one another with smiles
and frankness, instead of suspicion and defiance, the common stock of wisdom
and of happiness would be centupled.—Probably those very two men who hate
each other most, and whose best husbandry is to sow briars and thistles in each
other's path, would, if they had ever met and conversed familiarly, have been
ardent and inseparal3le friends.

Goodness.—Goodness does not more certainly make men happy, than happiness
makes them good. We must distinguish between felicity and prosperity ; for pros-
perity leads often to ambition, and ambition to disappointment ; the course is then
over, the wheel turns round but once ; while the reaction of goodness and happi-
ness is perpetual.

Learning.—Although our learning raiseth up against us many enemies among
the low, and more among the powerful, yet doth it invest us with grand and
glorious privileges, and grant to us a largess of beatitude. We enter our studies,

and enjoy a society which we alone can bring together. We raise no jealousy by
conversing with one in preference to another ; we give no offence to the most
illustrious, by questioning him as long as he will, and leaving as abruptly.
Diversity of opinion raises no tumult in our presence ; each interlocutor stands be-
fore us, speaks or is silent, and we adjourn or decide the business at our leisure. ;

Nothing is past which we desire to be present ; and we enjoy by anticipation some- I

what like the power which I imagine we shall possess hereafter, of sailing on a
wish from world to world.
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«« TRUTH IS GROWING."
(Air—Leicester Chartist Chaunt.)

Truth is growing :—Hearts are glowing
With the flame of Liberty

:

Light is breaking :—Thrones are quaking :

—

Hark !—the trumpet of the Free !

Long, in lowly whispers breathing,

Freedom wander'd drearily :

—

Still in faith her laurel wreathing
For the day when there should be
Freemen shouting—' Victory !'

Now she seeketh him that speaketh
Fearlessly of lawless Might,

—

And she speedeth him that leadeth

Brethren on to win the Right.

Soon, the slave shall cease to sorrow

—

Cease to toil in agony :

—

Yea, the cry may swell to -morrow
Over land and over sea

—

* Brethren, shout—^ye all are free !'

Freedom bringeth Joy that singeth
All day long and never tires

:

No more sadness !—all is gladness
In the hearts that she inspires

:

For she breathes a soft compassion
Where the tyrant kindled rage ;

—

And she saith to every nation

—

' Brethren, cease wild war to wage

:

Earth is your blest heritage !'

Though kings render their defender
Titles, gold, and splendour gay,

—

Lo ! thy glory,—warrior gory,

—

Jjike a dream shall fade away !

Gentle Peace her balm of healing
On the bleeding world shall pour

;

Brethren, love for brethren feeling,

Shall proclaim from shore to shore

—

' Shout—the sword shall slay no more !'

Thomas Cooper.

"THE TIME SHALL COME."
(Air—Canadian Boat Song.)

The time shall come when Wrong shall end,
When Peasant to Peer no more shall bend

;

When the lordly Few shall lose their sway.
And the Many no more their frown obey

:

Toil, brothers, toil,—till the work is done,

—

Till bondage is o'er, and Freedom's won!

The time shall come when the artisan

Shall homage no more the titled man
;

When the moiling men who delve the mine,
By Mammon's decree no more shall pine :

Toil, brothers, toil,—till the work is done,—
Till bondage is o'er, and Freedom's won.

The time shall corne when the weavers' band
Shall hunger no more in their fatherland

;

When the factory child can sleep till day,
And smile while it dreams of sport and play :

Toil, brothers, toil,—till the work is done,

—

Till bondage is o'er, and Freedom's won !

The time shall come when Man shall hold
His brother more dear than sordid gold

;

When the Negro's stain his freeborn mind
Shall sever no more from humankind

:

Toil, brothers, toil,— till the world is free

;

Till Justice and Love hold jubilee

!

The time shall come when kingly crown
And mitre for toys of the Past are shown

;

When the Fierce and False, alike, shall fall.

And Mercy and Truth encircle all

:

Toil, brothers, toil,—till the world is free

—

Till Mercy and Truth hold jubilee !

The time shall come v/hen earth shall be
A garden of joy from sea to sea ;

When the slaughterous sword is drawn no more,
And Goodness exults from shore to shore

:

Toil, brothers, toil,-Ttill the world is free

—

Till Goodness shall hold high jubilee

!

Thomas Cooper.
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THE PEASANT'S EPITAPH.
Hard by Heth Timothy Clow

;

Confirmed was his fontal vow !

Alway to his " pastors," and eke to his " masters,"
Through life he made, " duly," his bow.

At ten, with plough and with wain,
He worked on the shelterless plain,

'Mid rain and sleet, till his hands and feet
Were covered with boil and blain !

At twenty, Love's pleasing smart
Throbbed keen through his simple heart

;

So he married—and, then, went whistling again
O'er the hill, with his humdrum cart.

At thirty, when sorely rack'd
With rheum, and his children lack'd

Both raiment and food, his '' pastor," so good.
For charity, gave him

—

a tract I

At forty,—lo ! dull decay
Came on, and his locks grew grey

;

So his " master," at length, in whose service his strength
He had wasted

—

turned him away !

At f.fty, when sorrow gave
To Death the poor worn-out slave.

For his worth they allowed him—a Bastilc shroud I
For his bones

—

aiMvish grave!
Leicester.

*

^ William Jones.

CEITICAL EXEGESIS OE GOSPEL HISTOET,
ON THE BASIS OF STRAUSS'S ^ LEBEN JESU.'

A SERIES OF EIGHT DISCOURSES ; DELIVERED AT THE LITERARY INSTITUTION JOHN
STREET, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, AND AT THE HALL OF SCIENCE CITY 'ROAD
ON SUNDAY EVENINGS, DURING THE WINTERS OF 1848-9, AND 1849-50.

BT THOMAS COOPER,
A uthor of ' The Purgatory of Suicides.'

I. THE BIRTH AND CHILDHOOD OF JESUS.

(Concludedfrom last numher.)

To judge of the Gospel history as we judge of other histories, we cannot
come to the decision that we have a narrative of reality in these portions
of Matthew and Luke which profess to describe the events of the birth
and childhood of Jesus of Nazareth. Tet that sucli an unreal narrative
was formed, is not w^ondrous.

"•If," remarks Strauss, " we consider the firm conviction of his disciples, that all which
had been prophesied in the Old Testament of the Messiah must necessarily have been
fulfilled in the person of their master; and, moreover, that there were many blank spaces
in the history of Christ ; we shall see that it was impossible to have happened otherwise
than that these ideas should have embodied themselves, and thus the mythi have arisen
which we find. Even if a more correct representation of the life of Jesus had been pos-
sible by means of tradition, this conviction of the disciples must have been strong enough
to triumph over it.'

^
But who, and what was Jesus of J^azareth, that these profound convic-

tions should have been infixed in the minds of his followers respecting him?
.' Is not this the carpenter's son ?" is the question of the inhabitants of
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Nazareth, concerning bim, according to Matthew ; or, " Is not this the

carpenter?" according to Mark. The Jewish custom prescribed even to

one destined to a learned career, or in general to any spiritual occupation,

the acquisition of some handicraft. Thus Paul, who was " brought up at

the feet of G-amaliel, the learned rabbin, was also a tent-maker. We know
nothing historical of extraordinary expectations or plans on the part of the

parents of Jesus in relation to their son, and therefore nothing is more
natural than the supposition that Jesus early practised the trade of his

father. But his intellectual development must have been of the grandest

order. He was one of those lowly born, but gloriously endowed children

of Nature, which she brings forth at seasons, few and far between, to

exercise a commanding influence upon mankind. His enemies assert

(John, vii ch., 15 v.) that he had never learned letters ; and he does not
contradict them. His townsmen being astonished to find so much wisdom
in him, we are compelled to infer that he had not, to their knowledge, been
a student. Yet he is called ' Rabbi,' and ' Rabboni,' by his disciples ; but
these were salutations often bestowed on teachers who had not received a

rabbinical education. And the intimate acquaintance which Jesus exhibits

with doctrinal traditions, and the abuses and superstitions of the Rabbins,

especially in the Sermon on the Mount, and in the anti-pharisaic discourse

in Matthew (ch. xxiii) he might acquire from the numerous discourses of the

Pharisees to the people, without going through a course of study under
them. The annual visits of his parents to Jerusalem—for that is to be
supposed of them, as pious Israelites, and that he would accompany them to

the feast of the Passover—undoubtedly were the grand occasions for his

acquirement of enlarged views. Prom his twelfth year—for such was the

national custom—we may conjecture that Jesus availed himself of this

excellent opportunity for mingling with the concourse of Jews and Jewish
proselytes of all countries and opinions ; and that he would thus form his

mind, become acquainted with the doctrines of various sects, and, approve

or reject them, learn the real condition of the people, and, perhaps, extend

his mental survey beyond the narrow limits and prejudices of Palestine.

At the Passover, Jesus would meet Pharisees, Sadducees, and Essenes
—members of the three great religious sects of his age and country ; and
among the foreign visitants woidd be Alexandrian Jews, even then begin-

ning to be noted for their attachment to the doctrines of Plato. His
transcendent intellect could not fail to enrich itself by observation of these

varieties of religionists. With the Pharisees, he had evidently no sympathy,
except in his belief of a future state : their sanctimonious hypocrisy and
ceremonious trifling disgusted him. With the Sadducees he had, perhaps,

scarcely any communion ; for the members of that sceptical sect were only

to be found among the ruling classes, and the high religious cast of

his mind would find no proper food in their materialism. With the Essenes,

consisting chiefly of the toiling classes, Jesus must have felt a strong

sympathy—^yet not sufficient unity with them to destroy his mental inde-

pendence.

Josephus—a cotemporary of Christ, be it remembered, if the date assigned '

for the birth of Jesus be the true one—gives some striking details of the

manners and customs of the Essenes ; assuring us that they cherished
;

mutual love beyond other men—that they rejected pleasure as evil, and
regarded temperance and a conquest over the passions as the greatest

virtue—that, without condemning marriage, they preferred celibacy, and
received and educated the children, of others, as their own—that they de-
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spised riches—that noiie were to be found among them more wealthy than
the rest, it being a law among them that those who joined their order
should distribute their possessions among the members, the property of
each bemg added to that of the rest, as being all brethren—that the/ap-
pointed stewards to superintend the common interest, and that these had
no other employment than to consult the good of each member without
distmction—that the sect was not confined to one city, but many of them
dwelt m every city, and if any of their sect came from other places, what
they had lay open to them, just as if it were their own ; and that they wentm to the dwellmgs of such even as they had never known before, as if they
had been ever so long acquainted with them—that they carried nothing
with them when they travelled into remote parts, except weapons, for fear
ol thieves—that they neither bought nor sold anything to one another
but every one of them was accustomed to give of what he had to him that
wanted it, and to receive in lieu of it what might be convenient to himself

Such were the practices of these Jewish Communists, according to
Josephus

;
and his description of their religious doctrines and customs is of

equal miportance to us, while we are considering what were the influences
to which Jesus was exposed from those around him. The Essenes this
writer further observes, believed firmly in the immortality of the soul and
esteemed that the rewards of righteousness were to be earnestly striven
tor: they adhered inflexibly to truth and chastity, exercised strict iustice
towards aU men, forbad theft and taking of oaths, restrained anger and ifany oi their members feU into immorality, they immediately disowned
them. H.1S description, in other respects, reminds us of the Monkishorders—for he tells us that they clothed themselves in white, sat down to
eat m solemn silence, each with one sort of food placed before him that
their washings were frequent—in brief, that they manifested zeal for muchwhich we learn from the Gospels, that Jesus regarded as unimportant

I'hilo, another writer, confirms the account of the Essenes mven bv
r?^^'T^%' ^\tK^^7 numbered 4,000, and that their name sig-

nified holy for that they had attained the highest holiness in theworship of God, not by sacrificing animals, but by cultivating purity
o± heart-that none among them manufactured darts, arrows or weapons
oi war-that they declined trade, commerce, and navigation, as incentives
to covetousness-that they had no slaves among them, but aU were freeand aU m their turn ministered to others

; and that they condemned theowners of slaves, as tyrants who violate the principles of justice andeqahty-that they despised logic and metaphysics, but eagerly studiedmoral philosophy-that m reading and interpreting the Scriptures, they
chiefly sought for rules to guide them to the love of God, the love o^virtue, and the love of man—that they diligently attended to the sickand ministered to the aged with reverence, as pa/ents are attended to byaffectionate children-that they were fiercely persecuted by the powerfuland hj whole flocls were often crueUy butchered, though none couldimpeach the innocence of their lives. Philo also de cribes a peculiar sect

fl f^fTr'
^^ll^d;Tlierapeuts' or healers, who especial^ cXated

V..L 1 u-t^""^} ^^^ '?^' *^'^^^ ^^^ ^ considerable settlement of thisbranch m " Egypt, about Alexandria, and beyond the lake Maria "
±rom the view given by both these writers of the Essenes we see thatamong "the common people," with whom Jesus deligS to associate'his mmd would be able to gather many of his clearest pLeptionsTmoraltruth and purity. Yet the strict sabbatical observances, and ma^yaS
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practices, described by botb Josepbus and Philo, as cbaracteristic of tbe

Essenes, found no favour with the strong intellect of tbe young Grali-

lean.

It is to the peculiar National hopes of tbe peculiar people among whom he
was born, however, that we must look for the source of his deepest motives,

and for the ruling enthusiasm of his pure and lofty character. The Jews, b}'

aU the associations of their national history, held themselves to be the chosen
people of Jehovah. They had been punished for their disobedience ; but
their old bards, or prophets, had foretold that their Theocracy— the
"kingdom of Grod," or "kingdom of Heaven,"—should be restored with
exultant triumph. These foretellings have never yet been realised ; but,

in the time of Christ, and while in subjugation to the [Romans, the fervent

hope of a glorious restoration was national. When Cyrenius, or Quirinus,

that Koman governor of whom we have already had a glimpse from the

confused story of Luke, imposed an extraordinary taxation on the Jewish
people, (and this would be in, or about, the tenth year of Jesus, if his

birth is to be considered as fixed at the common era,) Josephus relates

that a Gralilean named Judas, raised an insurrection against the Romans,
and asserted that Grod only, was to be the ruler and lord of the Jewish
people. This is the person mentioned by Gramaliel, in the 'Acts' (v. c. 37 v.)

" Judas who rose up in the days of the taxing, and drew away much people

after him : he also perished." Josephus tells us that the nation was never
thoroughly settled after the appearance of this insurrectionist—thathefound-
ed a fourth sect, who, like himself promoted innovations in the Mosaic cus-

toms, insomuch that the strict Pharisees exclaimed against the new heresy.

Other pretenders rose up who taught the people to look for deliverance

from the Bomans, not by arms^ but by the miraculous intervention promised
by the prophets. And one of these is depictured by Josephus as leading

a multitude out to Mount Gerizim, and promising to shew them there the

sacred vessels hidden in that mountain by Moses ; but that Pilate

violently dispersed them. John the Baptist is afterwards introduced

by Josephus, and spoken of with respect as a teacher of virtue. The
Gospels describe him as preaching the "kingdom of heaven," but we must
reserve till the second discourse, any discussion of the probable influence

exercised by him upon the character of Jesus.

We have seen that the moral and patriotic influences of his time were

powerful. They must have stirred his gifted mind ; and when moved, it

could not fail to make an impression upon his countrymen. Like a true pa-

triot he glowed with the desire to see his country freed from the Roman yoke;

but like a true philanthropist he shrank from the thought of bloodshed.

And, above all, his highly religious mind, had drank in the doctrine of " the

kingdom of Heaven." He possessed a firm conviction that a new state of

things was to be brought about by a great moral change,—and that that change

was to be operated by Divine power. His large heart yearned over the sufl'er-

ings of the poor, and the inequality among men. His idea of the Divinity

was sublimated into the tenderest conception of Him as the great * Father.'

He knew that he himself would make the whole world happy, at once, if he

possessed the power, and therefore he conceived that his ' Father,' the Father

of all, would speedily make it happy. The " kingdom of Heaven" was at

hand ! A great regeneration of mankind was about to be wrought by the

Almighty ! The Prophets had foretold that the Messiah should be sent to ef-

fect this. He felt his own mental elevation over those around him ; he felt

that this thought filled up his whole being ; and he began to conceive that he
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himself was to be the Prophet and Prince like unto Moses who should fill the

restored throne of David.

But in all this there was no vulgar aspiration. There were no longings for

the tinsel and glitter of royalty. His burning love for mankind, his zeal for

purity, his ardent attachment to justice, his pity for the oppressed—filled his

expansive heart, and stimulated his intellect. It was impossible for such a
character to remain all his life a carpenter at Nazareth. His mission must be
begun. It was not only begun, but wrought out, and consummated by a
martyrdom, which transcends, in the spirit manifested by the sufierer, all that
is recorded of the great and good in all ages. Before reaching that closing-

part of the gospel narratives, however, we shall have to thread our way through
much difficulty. Legend and wonder will meet us on every hand. But, after

our difficult work is accomplished, to every mind that loves moral beauty, the
character of Christ will augment in loveableness. We shall be constrained to

say, if all the world were like Christ, it would be a happy world : we shall see

him to be so worthy of love and reverence, when divested of the legends that
deform and mar his transcendent excellence, as to wish that, daily and hourly,
we may be like him.

EtfaieliT.

Mons. Guizot ; or, Democracy, Oligarchy, and Monarcliy. By C. Lj3Lirs.

0. Pox, Paternoster-Eow\

This is a very spirited castigation of that distinguished tool of tyranny,
M. G-uizot ; and is apparently, the work of one of the intelligent exiles for
liberty, now resident in our country. jN'o minister ever fell more signally,
than the author of the great treatise on ' Civilisation.' His book seemed
to be a complete revelation of the secret of avoiding revolutions, by yield-
ing in proper time—and yet, M. Guizot was the very dullest scholar in.

practising his own lessons, when the exact time came for shewing that he
himself had thoroughly learned what his book taught ! So true it is, that
clever men may be first-rate theorists, but fools in practice.
The fallen minister, it is well known, has been quite unrepentant of his

errors, and w^orse than idle, during his exile—having published one of the
most hollow and hypocritical books ever written by a politician. It is this
work which M. Lielius has undertaken (in a half-crown volume) to anato-
mize. Here is an example of his mode of using the knife :

" What can be more hi/pocriticctl,—moYQ profane,—more detestable than the following
quotation

;
the christian religion is either designed to be the infallable guide of human con-

duct, equally, or it lays under the suspicion of being a human invention. Here however are
the words of M. Guizot, <The poor and humble would be submissive to the will of God and
the laws of society. They would seek the satisfaction of their wants in regular and assiduous
labour, the improvement of their condition in good conduct and provident habits, and con-
solation and hope in the futurity promised to man.'

" Can any language be employed more monstrously hypocritical and abusive, and even derisive
of human nature and the will of God, than that the industrious poor and humble only should be
submissive to God's will and the laws of society .» A law or will emanating from an infinite
cause, whether intelligent or nonintelligent, must be of a universal nature ; there can be no
exceptions, no exemptions; rich and poor, learned and illiterate, all must be equally humble
and submissive to the will of God and the laws of societv. An humble kino-, an humble
aristocracy or hierarchy, who submit themselves to the will of God and the la°ws of societj^
would indeed be a miracle I Conceited pride, insufferable arrogance, and unmitigated rapacity,
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according to the will of God and the laws of society, convert the deity into a capricious war-
approving being, an instrument for tyrants, which induces men to infer that religion connected
with states is only a powerful engine invented for the subjugation of the human race. It is

thus that man is reduced, humiliated to a mere biped ; even the dogmas of religion ai'e be-
yond his understanding, incomprehensible to his little shrivelled soul, and he seeks in vain the
satisfaction of his animal wants by regular and assiduous labour, and consolation in his

wretchedness in the hope of the futurity promised to him by a luxurious, a sullenly voluptuous
priesthood, who labour not in holiness, but to convert doctrines attributed to God into invisi-

ble, spiritual, potent instruments to build up institutions of oppression, cruelty and war."

Tjfie author, however, is not a mere critic upon M. Guizot's sentences.

The following passage shews, that his mind has been drawn towards devis-

ing a cure for the social evils which surround us on every side ; and all who
object to communism Avould do well to ' mark, learn, and inwardly digest'

his sensible doctrines on the right of private property.
" The mind of the people in all countries is directed to the land. Why does this pheno-

menon present itself to our contemplation, in the present age, in the midst of ' the immense
services which capital has rendered to civilization ?' Is it not, that labour is seeking for a
loophole to escape from those immense services, of the civilizing energies of capital ? or rather

from that social system, which is deteriorating alike, both the physical and mental energies

and social condition of those, against whose collective interests it is in continual antagonism ?

The mud-hutand the princely palaceof the haughtyLord, or the more aiTogant, lordly capitalist,

stand in no more dreary contrast than the really civilized human being with the out-cast who
tenants that mi\d-hvit,—or than the filthy and wretched human beings who dwell in the
equally filthy and wretched habitations, streets, and courts of our populous towns and cities.

Great numbers, however, of the people are looking round for means of escape, from this hopeless

condition. Intelligence, even in a small degree, and entire dependence cannot much longer
hang together. The uncertainty of,—the mental torture attendant upon man's well-being,

pending upon the capricious will of another, not often the most considerate or humane, drives

them to look with hope to the land, which offers to them independence, constant, and re-

munerative employment, and the means of escape from the tyranny of capital, and the more
capricious tyranny of the capitalist.

" There are, in the present age, two schemes of proposed social improvement, openly and
avowedly launched before the public, the one small landed possessions with individual in-

terests,—the other landed possessions, or land united with manufactures with a community of

interests. The right of individual possession is now one of the fundamental laws of civil

order ; and no number of men, not even the majority of a nation, can annul without the greatest

injustice, the right of private property, without, if required, giving an equivalent in value.

Laws, prescriptions, and monopolies, either of private individuals, classes, or orders, may be
abolished ; but to seize and appropriate private property, would be a complete disruption of

society, would carry out those principles so much complained of and censured, and which have
wrought out so many evils, those of force and duplicity being the only standard of right.

For the people to settle upon the land, in their own right, on either of the schemes propounded,

must be a social movement
;
governments or communities must purchase the land ; for even

if the absolute will of a nation were to decree, that all individual or personal possessions

should cease, another government, backed by power, might decree, that what was held by the

nation of communities should belong to individuals, and force as hitherto, would be the only

acknov/ledged standard of right. If reason is to displace force,—social war to give place to

social peace ;—not one portion, the smallest, to govern a nation by martial establishments, and
thus keep up perpetual warfare,—now arrangements must be made, and new principles must
animate the governors, legislators, and the governed. The latter must be elevated, the former

purified. This will indeed be the triumph of sci«nce and civilization ; injurious to none,

beneficial to all. And we ma}' predict of labour, as M. Guizot has done, changing the purport

of his words, when he says, * It may be confidently predicted, that if, as I hope, social order

triumphs over its insane or depraved enemies' (the present rulers of Europe) * the attacks and
robberies of which labour, the property of the labourer, is now the object, and the dangers with

which it is threatened, will, in the end, enhance its preponderance in society.' (p. 42.) This

will, this must be done, either with or without communities ; for I am not pleading for any
particular order, or social scheme.

" Man naturally longs for and values independence, not independence from labour, but
from the caprices, insults, and injustice of his fellow-man. ' By what fatality,' then,

asks M. Guizot, * has it happened that the word labour, so honourable to modern civili-

zation, is become the war-cry and a source of disasters in France T and it may be added
in England and in the whole of Europe ? Is it not that society is a cloak for a great and
pernicious lie ? Labour may be honourable to modern civilization, but is neither hon-
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cured nor guarded. Civilization has never reached out a friendly hand towards it, never

acknowledged it as a friend, or as existing as an integial part of society, or as standing

within the circle of fraternity. Latcur then, like an cmnipotent principle, exerts itself,

to shake off the artificial manacles with which it is bound, and to make itself free. Land
is the natuial home of mian. There he breathes a free, a purer air; when once in pos-

session of it, his house is his castle. But even there, and every where, his person must
be his claim to equal interests and equal rights. The variations and uncertainty of the

seasons,—the calm of the summer's evening,—the glorious rise of the god of day,—the

thunder storm and the whirlwind,— spring and autumn, all fill the mind with awe or

gratitude, and teach man humility and dependance. But these feelings,—this awe, may
and will exist in the human bcirg without servile fear, or reverence of men, perhaps
not equal to himself And although Descartes and Bacon, Locke, La Place, and Newton,
have enlightened England and France, and Europe, if it had not been for the ingenious

and industrious mechanics, this light would have been like the rays of the solar light,

that slightly touch the periphery of the earth's atmosphere, but never illuminate those

human beings who walk its surface ; but pass onwards without enlightening their dark-

ness into the infinity of tpace. Watt, Colbert, Aikwright, and other inventors, may
have laid the foundations of the nation's prosperity, but the foundations would have
been of little value, had not industry and practical skill built the wonderous super-

structure.
" * In what country has labour attained that ground, in the glorious path of civilization,

on which it has acquired its proper rank and dignity? (p. 48.) Has it not everywhere
to submit to the supercilious contempt aud insolence of wealth, and of pretended dig-

nities; the most absurd and preposterous pretensions known to mani These are not
the mysterious laws of God, or the inevitable results of the freewill of man. They are

the arbitrary impositions and impostures of governments and nations."

At the risk of extending this notice beyond the length at first intended,

the piqnant finale of M. Loelius must be given. It is a choice morsel to

a democrat :

—

" Civilization has hitherto been like the oasis, or sacred spring in some desert, guarded
from and prohibited the people. Yet it triiimphs,— triumphs over antagonistic

governments. As is the intelligence of a nation, so is the industry, where industry is

free. Nature furnishes the material, intellectual industry the creative skill. Labour
and industry are linked together, they are distinctly directive and creative ; but as great

an amount of intellect is demanded to construct the hive, to gather and deposit the
store, as to design and direct. They are however twins, born of nature and at one
birth; the one cannot despise the other without suffering itself. Ignorance encumbers
the soul of a nation, as much as a putrifying corpse bound by iron bonds to the living

body. It is true slaves are more obedient from necessity, but the same inevitable

necessity reduces the slave beneath the human being ; a nation of unconditional slaves

was never industrious, rich, brave, or prosperous; distinguished for art, science, or litera-

ture. Slavery obscures to darkness the collective intellect of a people. In the degree
that a people are free, they ascend to eminence among the nations of the earth ; are

distinguished for all that is estimable in man, useful or ornamental to society, or con-

sistent with the being, attributes, and nature of God.
" All that is thus advanced, or pleaded for, on behalf of the people, contend their

political and social adversaries, is of the spirit of evil or metaphor. Hence Louis Paul
Courier has prayed, 'May the Lord preserve us from the evil spiiit and from Metaphor!
When these are correctly stated and understood, every individual favourable to humanity,
and to the advancement of social and governmental science, may unite in the prayer.
French and English society have been governed, no, not governed, but oppressed and
abused by the spirit of evil and metaphor; the evil spirit of war and martial establish-

ments; by metaphors the most pernicious, delusive of the ignorant, and generative of
an unbounded spirit of vanity ; metaphors that transform men and women into beings
something inferior to their race. Here are the metaphors, and metaphors only, shroud-
ing the spirit of evil from the gaze and abhorrence of the people; these are the orna-
ments of the funeral pall, or of the sepulchre of European liberty. What a spirit of
evil! '^\\2X Metaphors ! My Lord ! Your grace ! Your highness ! (do not cry baby).
Your holiness ! Your Majesty!! Perhaps insane; vvhat a ^nciapAor/./ The Reverend;
and the Right Reverend Father in God ! ! ! His holiness the Pope—kiss his toe ! ! Poor
mortals, and still poorer mortals, who are thus blinded by the glitter of the tinsel of
society, gorgeously covering the spirit of evil, and metaphors! May the Lord deliver
and preserve us from the spirit of evil and these metaphors ! And let all the people say,

men]"
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" The thieves now fight, said the beggar with tears,

But I never shall get back my gown :

Take heart, said his fellow, and banish thy feat's

—

Take heart,—for when rogues fall out by the ears,

Then honest men come by their own !" Old Ballad.

The landlords are stark mad with defeat. Tliey have been beaten, with a

vengeance, by the manufacturers. Their forebodings, during the Corn-

Law Eepeal Agitation, are woefully realised. They know that they must

lower their rents, if they cannot regain ' Protection' ; and they are, mani-

festly determined to do battle vengefully, for regaining it. All the pro-

phetic declarations of Peel will not deter them ; and the defiance of Cob-

den only irritates them the more. The battle must come, and will come ;

and if the Minister will not yield, they will ' move heaven and earth'

—

court influence and obstinate farmers—to obtain a dissolution of Parlia-

ment, with a view to try all their strength at a new general election.

Already, farmers, in several counties, are dismissing labourers and crowd-

ing them upon the unions for relief, to increase the discontent in the agri-

cultural districts.

On the other hand. Free Trade has failed to give the increased demand
for English manufactures that w^as anticipated ; and manufacturers know
that a restoration of the tax on foreign corn would renew the still deeper

difficulties of past years. What they won with such an enormous and un-

relaxing expenditure of struggle, they will not, therefore, tamely givo up.

The ' Protectionists' will be met, hand to hand, and knife's point toknife*s

point—to use a strong figure ; and while they din the ears of the Minister

for ' relief according to their interpretation—the manufacturers will be

equally loud for ' Financial Eeform.' To support this last cry, however,

they know that they must unite it with another that will wdn the support

of the masses—' the Franchise.'

What are the Whig Ministers to do, in such a whirlwind of difficulty ?

They have an old dodge ready : the pet-measure of the family—throwing
out a tub to the ^vhale, and then quitting the ship hastily to get into the

boats, and plying all their tackle to capture ttie monster. A Bill to ' ex-

tend the Franchise' is to be brought into the Commons. They Avill speecliify

upon it with most magnanimous patriotism—will valorously declare that

they will stand by 'the whole Bill, and nothing but the Bill,' and that they
will dissolve, if it be rejected by ' the other House,' as it was called in

Cromwell's days. It will be passed by the Commons—it will be rejected

by ' the other House'—the dissolution will take place—and the Whigs will

go down to their constituencies to be re-elected, as ill-used and most vir-

tuous patriots—confident, on the strength of their netv * whole Bill,' to be
sent back to Parliament with a commanding majority to give themJirm
possession of office on a renewed lease.
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I do not set this down positively—for ' I am no prophet, nor the son of a

prophet ;' but I think it to be most probable. And if it come to pass, what
will the ' Parliamentary and Financial Reformers ' do ? Back up the

Whigs, I fear,—even if the Hussell proposition shouldfallfar short of their

proposed 'Household Suffrage.' Unless some powerful influence be brought

to bear upon their March Conference, and they can be persuaded to declare

for Manhood Suffrage.

But what should the Unfranchised, what should all true Democrats do, if

the Whigs take the course I have presumed to set down as probable ? Unite,

with vigorous resolution, to do all in their power towards securing the

return of candidates who bind themselves tuitlioid reserve to introduce and
vote for a Bill, in the opening session of the new Parliament, comprising

all the provisions of ' The People's Charter '—as the only effectual step

towards obtaining means for ameliorating the condition of the working-

classes ; for relieving shopkeepers and tradesmen, farmers and poorer

manufacturers of the weight of taxation which now oppresses them ; for

abolishing sinecures and undeserved pensions ; for lessening the expense

of armed bands, kept for slaughter, or for idleness. Arid tJie opportunity

for doing this successfully, may he such as never occurred hefore,

Thomas Coopee.

PEANCE : THE CHAOS OP " ORDEE."

The party of OEDEE—a bundle of rods of all length and sizes, bound
together by the chains of PEAE—has been for eighteen months triumph-

ant in Prance. And what has been the result ? Has Prance enjoyed peace,

contentment, and equal laws, under its rule ? Has the administration of

internal affairs been characterised by wisdom, equity, and purity ? Has
the maintenance of relations with foreign states been just, or generous, or

truthful ?—Let facts answer.

Many of the founders of the republic are in exile : the props of the

monarchy are in Prance. The founders of the republic who remain, are

exposed to pitiless persecution : the props of the monarchy are promoted
to the highest offices. The prefects—those janissaries of the presidential

ministry—planted in every department of Prance, exercise absolute power.

Local government, the basis of true republican institutions, is in ' abey-

ance :' central government, the curse of nations, penetrates into every vil-

lage of the republic.

To the prefects has been confided the task of repressing democratic, and
uprooting socialist, opinions. Eemovable at pleasure ; chosen for their

docility to the dictates of authority; or, for^ the eminent services they

rendered under the monarchy of July, or, for the tact and resolution they
displayed in carrying out that system of corruption and intimidation,

which has made the reign of Louis Philippe only another expression for

infamy ;—the prefects who from necessity have, can have, and must have,

no political principles, are at once the fitting spies and the willing instru-

ments of the central government. It is theirs to watch the suspected ; it

is theirs to control the press ; to pursue, arrest, imprison, and fine the

hawkers of socialist and democratic publications ; to instruct the men of

law whom to proceed against ; to spy into the privacy of citizens who are

supposed to have a copy of this or tbat prohibited publication ; to direct

the armed police to invade, on the slightest pretext, the homes of Prench-
men ; to romage among their papers, to read their letters, to force their

bureaus. It is theirs to dismiss every public functionary under their
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orders from his post, wlio is suspected of republicanism ; it is theirs, in fine,

to play the petty despot over the whole territory of France, certain that
dismissalattends on moderation alone, and reward on severity and oppression.

Lately, the majority of the assembly—the party of order—has thought
fit to place in the hands of these men the entire control of the education
of the People. As the laws against the Press originated by the Cavaignac
Ministry in 1848, surpassed in rigour the laws of September, originated by
M. Thiers,—so the new law upon public instruction, originated by the
ministry of Louis Napoleon, exceeds in severity that of M. Gruizot passed
in 1833 ! And these are the guarantees of ' Order !' Gruarantees ? It is

written in the world's history that such guarantees are the progenitors of
revolutions and the destroyers of thrones !

And foreign relations ? Without waste of words they may be described
in one sentence : the nephew of JSTapoleon, the King-dethroner, the King-
maker, and the King-compeller, vails his plumed hat before the thrones,
and places the sword of Erance at the disposal of the Red Monarchies of
Europe : and his policy comes within the compass of two words

—

treachery
and impotence.

It is cliaos which the boasted victory ofthe party of" Order " has brought
forth. It is chaos

—

disorder—which is the fruit of their labour. The tran-
quillity of Erance is specious. The policy which has called up this appari-
tion never founded anything. Laws ofrepression, exacted by circumstances

;

measures of vengeance, provoked by hatred, and carried out by vindic-
tiveness

; temporary expedients, engendered in the extremity of fear,

—

never yet produced ought but forced submission and deceptive security.
Power which attempts to perpetuate itself by the sword, forges bolts for
its own destruction. Power, which builds its palace upon foundations
cemented by corruption, digs its own grave. Power, which reposes upon
a legislative majority composed of warring interests, opposing ideas, and
incompatible factions, bound together, for the moment, by fear, needs only
time and accident to effect its overthrow. Such are the characteristics
of the power at present existing in France ; such are the elements upon
whose coherent operation our destiny depends. Coherent operation ! But
what can it operate ? Nothing but what we have before stated :—injustice,
tyranny, uncertainty, repression—^in one word,

—

chaos.
For our own part—say all true democrats—if we were disposed to look

upon these things from a cynical point of view, and were prepared to root
out our sympathies for suffering humanity ; if we could obliterate from our
moral sense the hatred we feel for injustice, under every form, we should
be disposed to rejoice in the present measures pursued by the legislative
and executive powers in France. For these measures only try the people,
though after a fashion in which no people ought ever to be tried. They
only test the strength of the faith which is in the French democracy

;

though after a fashion in which no faith ought ever to be tested. They
only furnish fresh and stinging incitements to exertion and resistance ; for
suffermg is—like strong drink to the strong—a source of terrible strength.
These measures only impose upon true democrats, as a point of honour,
a dictate of duty,—the necessity of conquering ^ower, by physical or moral
means

: by physical, if the domination of priest and prefect becomes un-
bearable; by moral, if republican endurance can wear out that domination.
Which of these two means shall be employed, depends upon the conduct
of the ruHng power. If the party of " Order '

' should continue in the ways
oi G-uizot, and perist in the "policy of resistance," they wiU force the
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adoption of that policy upon tbe people. If, on the contrary, -they relax

their "system of resistance ;" put away the abomination of prefects; or at

least abridge their authority,—making them guardians of the peace instead

of arbiters of opinion ;—and give thought and speech free scope ; then,

moral means will restore the Republic to republicans ; freedom, justice,

and humanity, for a perpetuity to France ; and, through the example of

Trance, at length, to Europe. GeoeGe Hoopee.

Corre.5}3ontience»

10, B ickingliam Road, Kingsland, London, Jan. 15, 1850.

Dear Sir,—I hail with eaviiQst joy your proposal to form a Progress Union that

shall gradually spread itself over the length and width of the kingdom. I have

waited anxiously for some such proposal from an accredited teacher of the People.

You shall have my cordial support to the ubnosb of ray ability and means. I can

also promise you that of a few earnest friends,—men who do not fall sick at

shadows, or tremble at the lowering of a cloud, however great the storm it por-

tends. I am a young man, but I may say that I have not been idle. I assisted,

with a few artizans, in forming and establishing the Institution of Progress at

Chelsea ; and have since gathered a few young men together to form a Discussion

Class in Aldgate, which may, perhaps, be the nucleus to another Institution.

li t\iQ Proc/ress Union were formed, what power would be obtained by artizans !

Instead of a few^ isolated institutions, and exertions confined within the narrow

sphere of their own locality, we should have every district ready to assist others,

and by an honourable emulation in the work of regeneration, preventing any of

them from being crushed by the bigotry of priests, or tyranny of authority.

Yours, in the cause of Progress,

Mr. Thomas Cooper. C. F. Nicholls.

34, Temple-Street, St. George's Road, Sonthwark, Jan. 14, 1850.

Dear Sir,—It is with sincere pleasure I address you in reference to your pro-

posed Progress Union. Being the son of a working man, and of the same class

myself, I know how fearfully ignorance prevails among my order. I also know
the misery produced by it. He\ice I infer that intelligence would be a good thing

for the working man. Among what class is intelligence so necessary ? The most

oppressed should not only know that they ar« oppressed, but they should know
how to rid themselves of that oppression. He who cannot help himself should

know how to carry out the principles of union, so that the weak, united, may be-

come strong by the support of numbers. They who, by their various trades and

employments, are obliged to keep their bodies in unhealthy positions, or to inhale

noxious gases arising from the materials on v hich they labour, ought to under-

stand the principles of physiology and chemistry, so that they may waid off the

evils which, like a pestilence, hang over certain tiades and Gm]:lo}mer.ts.

I therefore hailed with joy the proposal for a Progress Union, and as soon as

possible consulted with the Committee of the " Working Men's Institute," meeting

in the South London Chartist Hall, and of which I am a member, and find they are

willing to co-operate in any way which may be deemed expedient.

Mr. Thomas Cooper. I remain, Sir, yours truly, James Benky.

'^'"'"'^'"'''''^'^^^'^''^^'''^'^^^'^''''^''''^'^'^'^^

Lambeth, January 12, 1850.

Dear Sir,—Having read with pleasure your proposal with regard to foiming a

Progress Unioniov the woiking classes, I mentioned it to several of my shopmates,

audit meets with the approbation ol many men that are now really kept lack from

politics from no other cause but a dislike to exaggeration and violence. Ihe exist-

ing Mechanics' Institutions are not what mechanics, under present circumstances,

really want. Their best scientific lectures have no chaim for workingmen. We
are not fairly remunerated for the talent we have already acquired. Then, is it

not disheartening for us to study machinery, merely to supply masters with the

fruit of our inveation, gratis ? »
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I assure you, Sir, that the generality of mechanics lament that the genius of
their ancestors has been abasad by selfish capitalists already, and we feel con-
vinced that to open the eyes of employers still more wide upon m.ic.iiiiery, would
be to rob the next generation more tliaii what we are robbed ourselves.
My opinion is that there is no chance for the workingmen re.naining, if it be

not found in their own perseverance and union ; and I do not stand alone in this
opinion. We cannot begin the Progress Union ourselves ; but trust that you, and
a few of your philanthropic friends, will be able to find time to place the wheel
upon its axis, and we will willingly put a shoulder to it. Masters are strict, and I
therefore subscribe myself,

Mr. Thomas Cooper.
_.,.,w^^.,_,„,___ ^^ Operative.

52, Bond-street, Liverpool, Jan. 14, 1850.

My Bear Sir,—I am glad to witness you once more amongst us in spirit, and
rejoice that once a- week we shall have the opportunity of reading the product of
your thought, and that those manly saatimants of self-dapendeace uttered in the
" Plain Speaker," will be once more issued from the Press, by one who is an in-
stance of what miy be done in overcoming difficulties, and of what victories
may be achieved hy a detei-mined will.

I write more particularly in reference to your appeal for a Progress Union. The
idea I think a grand one. Why should we not have a People's League? Unions
are even now in operation. Temperance Associations are already in existence,
with itinerant lecturers who visit our towns and villages, stimulating to thought
and additional efforts. In Liverpool I doubt not but that some will be found
ready to w^elcome the proposed idea. I have spoken to some young men and they
are favourably disposed, and some assistance can be depended upon from at least
one class of young men, who are associated together for "Mutual Improvement."

I remain, faithfully yours,
Mr. Thomas Cooper. E. Wilsox.

_ Methley, near Wakefield, Januarj^ 12, 1850.
Dear Sir,—I am an agricultural labourer's son; and it was with great pleasure

I read your proposition for the formation of a Progress Union. The want of one
has long been felt, not only in the manufacturing, but also in tiie agricultural
districts. I feel quite sure that a hearty response will be made throughout the
country, should you commence the movement in London. There are in every
large town thousands, and in every village hundreds, who are desirous of having
real nitellectual food, but cannot have it, now, either at the Sunday Schools,
Chapels, Churches, or Mechanics' Institutes.

*' Though lowly my lot, and poor my estate," I shall be glad to give all my
spare tmie to the carrying out of so great an object. I remain, yours respectfully.

Mr. Thomas Cooper.
___^^ ^ William Middleton.

*> ._ -,
Glive-stteet-, Leicester, January 15. 1S50.My Dear Sir,—I am heartily glad to see you again at your old post, giving us

your counsel and guidance week by week. You will be gratified to learn that we
are making some little progress here. A few of us, all workingmen, commenced
a Discussion Class last Saturday night in the All-Saints' Open Room—that cradle
ot Leicester Chartism. We made a very fair start, and are choosing our subjects
trom the list that you gave in one of the back numbers of the " Plain Speaker."
1 like your opening letter very much. Such a Union for Progress, as that which
you propose, I have long desired to see brought about. It has often struck me as
being a strange anomaly, that our numerous Societies, having for their objects
Ketorm and Progress, should be so disunited and make so little progress, w^hen, if
their eflorts were conjoined, they might all in turn speedily gain their various
ends. 1 trust that this plan will not share the fate of most good plans, which are
just acknowledged to be good, approved of, and then forgotten. Leicester, surely,
will do Its part; though, I daresay, others will correspond with you who can
speak to this point better than I can. Our little Improvement Class, being but
ju&t termed, is, as yet, too weak to do much in this matter.

Mr. Thomas Cooper. Youi's faithfully, Wm, Whitmore.
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Co Correspotitretitg.

*:* Correspondents will please address " Thomas Cooper, 5, Park Row, Knightsbridge,

London."
G. W., Margate.—Much obliged by his favour, and shall be glad to hear from him

again. The 'Eight Letters' are already collected, and republished, at sixpence. He will

observe the advertisement on the last page of the present number.
W. T., and ' Sic Valeas.'—This Journal is published in London every Tuesday after-

noon, in time for the despatch of parcels to country Agents ; and plenty of posters are al-

ways supplied to the London Agents.

F. R., Islington.—The song is not perfect enough for insertion. The writer may rely

upon it that so far from being an objection, his muse would recommend itself to me, by
the fact of his being " only a poor shoemaker." Let him not be discom-aged. ' Excelsior!

'

W. H., Gateshead.—If ' America ' had been counted for one of the ' four quarters of

the world,' in a writing attributed to Irenteus, (A. D. 180,) it would amount to an argu-

ment against the authenticy of such writing ; but the genuineness of the writings

of Irenseus is not questioned. Some of the ancients divided the world into—Europe,

Africa, and the Greater and Lesser Asia ; others into—Europe, Asia, Africa, and Libya.
' Osmond Martin ;' ' X. Y. Z. ;' ' Homo ;' ' S. R. ;' and several other correspondents, are

most respectfiilly informed that their letters on the proposed Progress Union are

omitted for want of room. Even the letters inserted in this number have been, una-

voidabh'', abbreviated. I am obliged to all for their communications ; but they must
allow me to make such selections as will afford variety.

' Slave of the Last,' Chesterfield. Am glad to hear of j'^our beginning. Go on, and
prosper.

N.B.—The letter in last number signed * Thomas Porter,' should have borne the signa-

ture of ' Thomas Shorter.'
' Crime : its causes and cure,' by D. Maginnis—received.

Hectures, in Hontron, for ti^e present antr enstiing ^Mttk.

Wednesday, Jan. 23, at half-past 8 : Mech. Inst., Gould-sq., Crutched Friars :
' Raleigh,

and the Age of Elizabeth'—Thomas Cooper.

Sunday, Jan. 27, at 11 : Farringdon Hall : a Lecture—Robert Owen. At 7 :
* Causes and

Consequences of European Revolutions :' R. Buchanan. At 7 : Literary Inst., John-

street, Fitzroy-sq., ' The Commonwealth, and Oliver Cromwell'—Thomas Cooper.

At 7 : Hall of Science, City Road : a Lecture—Thomas Shorter.

Monday, Jan. 28, at a quarter to 9 : Finsbury Hall, QQ, Bunhill Row : 'Primeval Human
History'—G. Hedger. At 8 : Temperance Hall, Broadway, "Westminster :

' The
Wrongs of Ireland'—Thomas Cooper. At half-past 8 : Mech. Inst., Gould-sq.

:

' Astronomy'—Albert Pennington.

Wednesday, Jan. 30, at half-past 8 : Mech. Inst., Gould-sq. :
' Life and Character of Sir

Isaac Newton'—Thomas Cooper.

Card Playing.—It is very wonderful to see persons of the best sense passing

away a dozen hours together in shuffling and dividing a pack of cards, with no
other conversation but what is made up of a few game phrases, and no other ideas

but those of black or red spots ranged together in different figures. Would not a
man laugh to hear any one of his species complaining that life is short ?

—

Sijectator,

Cards.—I have seen melancholy overspread a whole family at the disappointment
of a party for cards : and when, after the proposal of a thousand schemes, and the
dispatch of footmen upon a hundred messages, they have submitted with gloomy
resignation to the misfortune of passing one evening in conversation with each other,

on a sudden (such are the revolutions ofthe world) an unexpected visitorhasbrought
them relief, acceptable as provisions to a starving city, and enabled them to hold
out till the next day.

—

Johnson,

Prejudices and Habits.—The confirmed prejudices of a thoughtful life are as
hard to change as the confirmed habits of an indolent life ; and as some must tri-

fle away age because they trifled away youth, others must labour on in a maze of
error becau se theyhave wandered there too long tofind their way out.

—

BoUngbroke. ,
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THINKINGS, FROM BR. JOHNSON.

Marriages.—When we see the avaricious and crafty taking companions to their

tables and their beds, without any inquiry but after farms and money ; or the giddy

and thoughtless uniting themselves for life to those whom they have only seen by
the light of tapers ; when parents make articles for children without inquiring after

their consent ; when some marry for heirs to disappoint their brothers ; and others

throw themselves into the arms of those whom they do not love, because they found
themselves rejected where they were more solicitous to please : when some marry
because their servants cheat them ; some because they squander their own money;
some because their houses are pestered with company ; some because they v>dll live

like other people ; and some because they are sick of themselves ; we are not so

much inclined to wonder that marriage is sometimes unhappy, as that it appears

so little loaded with calamity ; and cannot but conclude, that society hath some-
thing in itself eminently agreeable to human nature, when we find its pleasures so

great, that even the ill choice of a companion can hardly overbalance them.—These
therefore, of the above description, that should rail against matrimony, should be
informed, that they are neither to wonder, or repine, that a contract begun on such
principles has ended in disappointment.

Anger.—It is told by Prior, in a panegyric on the Earl of Dorset, that his ser-

vants used to put themselves in his way when he was angry, because he was sure

to recompense them for any indignities he made them suffer. This is the round
of a passionate man's life ; he contracts debts when he is furious, which his virtue,

if he has virtue, obliges him to ^discharge at the return of reason. He spends his

time in outrage and acknowledgment, injury and reparation. Or, if there be any
who hardens himself in oppression, and justifies the wrong because he has done it,

his insensibility can make small part of his praise or his happiness : he only adds
deliberate to hasty folly, aggravates petulance by contumacy, and destroys the
only plea that he can offer for the tenderness and patience of mankind.

Yet, even this degree of depravity we may be content to pity, because it seldom
wants a punishment equal to its guilt. Nothing is more despicable or more misera-

ble than the old age of a passionate man. When the vigour of youth fails him, and
his amusements pall with frequent repetition, his occasional rage sinks by decay of

strength into peevishness ; that peevishness, for want of novelty and variety, be-

comes habitual ; the world falls off from around him : and he is left, as Homer ex-

presses it, to devour his own heart in solitude and contempt.

The Value of Time.—The proverbial oracles of our parsimonious ancestors
have informed us, that the fatal waste of fortune is by small expenses, by the pro-

fusion of sums too little singly to alarm our caution, and which we never suffer

ourselves to consider together. Of the same kind is prodigality of life ; he that
hopes to look back hereafter with satisfaction upon past years, must learn to know
the present value of single minutes, and endeavour to let no particle of time fall

useless to the ground.
An Italian philosopher expressed in his motto, that time was his estate : an es-

tate indeed, that will produce nothing without cultivation, but will always abun-
dantly repay the labours of industry, and satisfy the most extensive desires, if no
part of it be suffered to lie waste by negligence, to be over-run by noxious plants,

or laid out for show rather than for use.

On the Formation of Character.—Whosoever shall review his life, will gene-
rally find that the whole tenor of his conduct has been terminated by some accident
of no apparent moment, or by a combination of inconsiderable circumstances, acting
when his imagination was unoccupied, and his judgment unsettled ; and that his

principles and actions have taken their colour from some secret infusion, mingled
without design in the current of his ideas. The desires that predominate in our
hearts are instilled by imperceptible communications, at the same time we look
upon the various scenes of the world, and the different employments of men, with
the neutrality of inexperience ; and we come forth from the nursery of the school,

invariably destined to the pursuit of great acquisitions or petty accomplishments.
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TO MAZZINI AND KOSSUTH.

'TvfAS the old story ! Liberty uprose

And gloriously her world-wide march begun

—

But to be crushed again by banded foes.

Yet though now baffled, seemingly undone.
Ye have, transcendant heroes, our age won
From tame degeneracy ;

your life-deeds give

Assurance that the hopes of ages gone,

—

Rienzi's, Koscuisko's souls,—yet live

;

And with them are your names, though now maligned,
^

In man's deep heart of hearts. Fame's noblest temple, shrined!

Ay, and your cause its failure shall retrieve !

Kossuth, droop not, the Magyar's strength matures :

Mazzini, to thy life's Idea still cleave !

Triumph for Right the coming time assures

;

The patriot flame, ye kindled, yet endures;
And though awhile it smoulder, soon elate,

—

Consuming all Time's rubbish, pomps, throned powers,

Corruptions,
—

'twill the nations renovate.

The phoenix, Freedom, aye will spring replete

With fresh life-vigour from the ashes of defeat !

Leicester. William Whitmore.

TO LITTLE LELIA E. . . .

My pretty, tiny maid, with wondering eyes

—

Glancing around their questionings eloquent

—

Superbly as the stars, thy gaze is bent
On me, on all, in pleasantest surprise :

Is it that thou, fresh comer from the skies.

Dost not remember how of yore we went
Plucking immortal wreaths in deep content.

And singing richly-blended hannonies
In Heaven 1 Alas, how few months on this earth

Have chased all ancient memories from thy brain !

What ! laughing ] Well, thy chirping, dimpling mirth
Is still a trace which Heaven hath left behind

;

And we must thankful be that thy sweet eyes
Retain the limpid lustre of the skies.

Eugene.

A CALL TO THE PEOPLE.

Sons of old England, from the sod
Uplift each noble brow !

Gold apes a mightier power than God,
And fiends are worshipped, now !

In all these toil-ennobled lauds

Ye have no heritage :

They snatch the fruits of youthful hands.

The staff from weary age !

Oh, tell them in their palaces

—

These Lords of Land and Money

—

They shall not kill the poor like bees.

To rob them of life's honey 1

Through long dark years of blood and tears.

We've toiled, like branded slaves,

Till Power's red hand hath made a land
Of paupers—prisons—graves !

But our meek sufferance endeth now !

Within the souls of men

The burathig buds of promise blow,
And Freedom lives again !

Oh, listen in your palaces.

Proud Lords of Land and Money

—

Ye shall not kil] the poor like bees,

To rob them of Life's honey ?

Too long have Labour's nobles knelt
Before exalted " rank"

:

Within our souls the iron's felt

—

We hear our fetters clank !

A glorious voice goes throbbing forth,

From millions stirring now,
Who, yet, before these gods of earth

Shall stand with unblenched brow.
Your day

—

our day of reck'ning comes.
Proud Lords of Land and Money

—

Ye shall no longer wreck our homes,
Nor rob us of Life's honey !

Gerald Massey,
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THE RED INDIAN.

Hark ! our war-chief calls
—

* Away, away/
Now the battle has begun :

Great Spirit, to the Red-man give the fray,

Ere the deep surge hides the sun !

Why here doth the stranger White-man come?
With bloody intent to chase

The wild Red-skin fx-om his golden home;
Or, to cancel the untamed race ?

Ah ! White-man, you smoked the pipe of peace,

And pressed the Indian's hand;
And proferred a brother's dear caress,

And settled on our land.

And now with the sword and gun, you try

Our wigwams to remove
From the graves of our fathers ; we vainly cry

—

* Is this the White-man's love V

Back, back, to your wigwam, proud White-man

—

Our mighty v/arriors dread !

For the Great Spirit shields our hallowed clan,

And the earth of our kindred dead.

Our blood on their sacred dust shall ftill.

All fondness shall flee away
;

Ere basely the Red-skin bends to thrall.

His bosom shall press the clay !

Back, or my war-axe shall deal the blow !

—

So did the warrior rave.

When a murderous ball laid the Red-skin low

;

And he rests with the band of the brave !

Edward Smith.

CRITICAL EXEGESIS OF GOSPEL HISTORY,
ON THE BASIS OF STRAUSS'S * LEBEN JESU.'

BERIES OF EIGHT DISCOURSES ; DELIVERED AT THE LITERARY INSTITUTION, JOHN
STREET, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, AND AT THE HALL OF SCIENCE, CITY ROAD,
ON SUNDAY EVENINGS, DURING THE WINTERS OF 1848—9, AND 1849—50.

BY THOMAS COOPER,
AiUhor of The Purgatory of Suicides.'

II. THE BAPTISM AND TEMPTATION OF JESUS.

AYhy would you disturb the faith of any in those points of belief which it

has been so long customary to regard as sacred in the land of our birth ?

What good can you expect to do by your attempts,—and w'hat good have
any done who have made the same attempts before you ? Are you not
afraid you will rather do harm than good? Do you not perceive it to be
dangerous to shake people's belief in established principles ? Are you not
likely to shake their attachment to morality while doing that, and so

effect an injury which can never be repaired ?

These are serious questions w^hich I can readily suppose to be in the
minds of thinking, earnest, and conscientious hearers ; and I am not dis-

posed to treat them lightly. I think that such objections deserve the
most serious consideration ; and from me they shall have it.

"What good has been done, and what good can be done by disturbing
the faith of any one in points of belief, w^hich it has long been customary
to hold sacred ? I answer—if the good is not immediately seen, it is

always most surely done, by separating Truth from fable ; and by shewing
that the Truth is not dependent on the fable, but is infinitely more
glorious and worshipful when divested of it. If the legends of the Tour
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Gospels, (such as the miraculous conceptiorf of the Virgin Mary, and the

annunciation ofthe Birth of Christ by the choralassembly ofthe angels, orby
the star that guided the Wise Men from the East and went and ' stood over

where the young child was ') be of a character equally fanciful and foreign

to fact with the legends of old Egypt, India, and G-reece—what strength

can the understanding receive by prostrating itself to the imagination in

the one case, any more than in the other ? The lessons of every truly

great philosopher in the past, as well as of our Bacon and Locke and Eeid
and Brown and Dugald Stewart, in modern times, are thrown away, if we
do not learn by their teachings to subject the imagination to the reason,

and to cast off resolutely, though with deep consideration, a slavish belief

in what is clearly imaginary—when we have clearly discerned to be so.

Did a reverence for the fables of the past guide the founders of any
great system of Truth discovered in modern times ? Did Harvey, the

discoverer of the circulation of blood, take for his guides the. blundering
fables of the old physicians ? Was he not on the contrary, assailed with
malevolence and persecution as a rash innovator and a dangerous disturber

of the system of medicine established by the practice of physicians through
hundreds of jenTS ? And yet who doubts the circulation of the blood now ?

and who doubts that the first necessary step of a physician in a serious

disorder is to feel the pulse and ascertain the state of the circulation of

the vital fluid ? ' Laissez-faire !'—the indolent,, and the fearful, and Mie

interested, cried then, as they cry now with regard to the fables in the

Gospels—' Let it alone !—people have been cured according to the old

system of medicine, although many have been killed : let it alone ! what
good do your new-fangled discoveries do ? We have the same chance to

be killed or cured as our forefathers had !' ' Laissez-faire !' cry the

people who are fearful of thinking about legends in religion—fearful of

suspecting that there can be any. 'Let it alone!'—Our forefathers

believed in the miraculous conception, and in the miraculous star, and all

that ; and, so far as we can find, thej were many of them better and nobler

men than the majority of men now-a-days. Just so : but the question is

whether their belief in the miraculous conception and the miraculous star,

and the stories of angels and devils in the four Gospels, had any influence

in making them good and noble men, or whether they would not have been
much better and nobler men without such a belief.

This brings us to the more important question we supposed to be hinted in

the minds of some hearers, at the outset :
' Is it not dangerous to shake

people's lielief in established principles ? Are you not likely to shake
their attachment to morality while doing that, and to effect an injury which
can never be repaired ?'

I shall not answer here as some may suppose I should. I tell you,

with the deepest sense of my own responsibility—that I do see danger, and
that I am fearful of shaking the attachment of any young mind, especially,

to morality. And under a deep impression of this responsibility, I am sure

you will bear me witness, I have always spoken in this place and else-

where. There is no thinking man who has mixed with the mass of the

people but knows how closely many of them,—more especially those who
have been all their lives under the guidance of priests of one sect or other,

—

connect morality with a belief in the wJiole Bible, ay, everi/ line of it, as

di\inely and unerringly inspired. Their simple and earnest hearts ask, at

once, when you throw doubt upon any part of it
—

' Where is our rule of

life, then ?—what have we to depend upon as an unerring guide, if we give
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up i\iefuTl and entire faith in this, that we have been taught to be necessary

to our salvation ? If this book be not entirely true, what certainty have

we for^ the foundations of morality,—and why should we care how we
live ?' "Let us eat and drink," as the book says, " for to-morrow we die."

It is true that these are the questions chiefly of the peasantry in the

agricultural districts, and of the uneducated or sectarianly-educated in

towns :—while in the manufacturing districts thousands of men whose

haggard frames and pale and thoughtful faces tell you that starvation has

coerced them into self-education, assert the dignity of reason and tell you
that they no longer look for the sanctions of morality in the legends of an

old book; but in the utility of acts—and m the influence which every

thought they cherish, and every word they speak, and every deed they per-

form, has upon the happiness of themselves and upon the rest of mankind.

It is this great doctrine of utility as the grand sanction of morality

which I have ever sought to set before yoU'. I am not speaking, now, to

uneducated persons. Hundreds of you have long used your reason too

well, to dread the destruction of morality by the annihilation of a belief

in legends. But for the welfare of those who have been less sternly dis-

ciplined, the utmost caution ought to be used. Our duty to each other

demands that Truth be so advocated as to prevent the Liberty of the Mind
from degenerating into Kcentiousness. Once let the love and worship of

moral beauty be lost in the Mind, and all is lost : the character of a man
will be worthless then : his own selfish gratification will be his rule ; and
he will care neither who starves, who weeps, who cries out in agony, nor

who sinks in shame, so long as that vile gratification can be had.

But come, now, tell me, while you think, and think deeply, what princi-

ple of morality have we shaken in presenting to you the fact of the con-

tradiction between the genealogies of Matthew and Luke ?—or, to begin

earlier,—by unfolding the fact that we know not, for a certainty, whether
Matthew or Luke wrote these gospels ? What intelligent and sincere

man can possibly become less moral, by discovering the legendary nature

of the stories concerning the birth and childhood of the great and good
Jesus of Nazareth, related in the gospels which bear the names of

Matthew and Luke ? If you feel, with me, that truth and uprightness,

goodness and kindness, are still deeply attractive to your heart and mind,
notwithstanding your conviction of the mythical nature and origin, of tliese

earlier parts of the Gospel records, let us pursue our enquiry—with the

same spirit of earnest and candid investigation, that, I hope, has hitherto

characterised our review. Premising that we are again to be aided by the

great Grerman analyst, I enter on the next stage of our enquiry.—Whether,
and how far, the Grospel accounts of the Baptism and Temptation of Jesus
are to be regarded as true or legendary ?

We are thrown into the mythical element again when we open the story

of the birth of John the Baptist, as given by Luke. The barrenness
of Elizabeth, the apparition and prediction of the angel Glabriel, the
sudden dumbness and as sudden recovery of Zacharias, the naming of the
child, the journey of Mary to the house of her cousin Elizabeth, the leaping
of the babe in Elizabeth's womb, with the * songs ' of Mary and Zacharias,
-—all bear such evident marks of legend, that we need not stay to distin-

guish them more minutely. Parts of the histories of the birth of Ishmael,
Isaac, Samuel and Samson, arehere remodelled, and woven intoonemarvellous
narrative ; and the hymn of Mary is but a partial copy of Hannah's song
of praise. (Compare Luke, i. ch. 47 v. with 1 Samuel, ii. ch. 1 v. Luke
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49 V. with Samuel, 2 v. Luke, 51 v. with Samuel, .3 and 4 vs. Luke,
52 V. with Samuel, 8 v. Luke, 53 v. with Samuel, 5, v.) From a story

so manifestly formed upon the pattern of more ancient legends, we can
derive no confidence for regarding as historical facts, the statements that

John the Baptist was only half a year older than Jesus ; that the
two mothers were related ; or that any intimacy subsisted between the

two families. Indeed the contrary rather will be found substantiated in

the course of our critical investigations.

(To he continued.)

TESTIMONY TO THE VALUE OF MESMEEISM.

"When a discovery which is of inestimable value to mankind, is scouted by
the prejudiced and self-interested, it becomes every one, however humble
in position or circumstances, who is convinced of its truth, to bear his con-

scientious testimony to it. I feel it to be a duty to state, thus publicly,

that the practice of mesmerism was recommended to me, by Drs. EUiotson
and Ashburner, in the case of my beloved wife, who has undergone many
long periods of affliction ; and that, in her case, I have had the most indu-

bitable proofs of its efficacy. I cannot report anything in the shape of a
' miraculous cure' ; but I have daily proofs of the power of mesmerism to

assuage pain and dispel nervous suffering, and to give relief and increased

strength to a frame worn and weakened by years of affliction. *!,

I must candidly confess that I felt so strongly sceptical as to the possi-

bility of affecting the human system beneficially, by pointing with the fin-

gers towards the eyes, until tliey closed,—and afterwards making passes

with the hand,—that I entered on the operation, nearly two years ago,

with unwillingness—nay, I may say with repugnance, from the persuasion

or prejudice, that all this was little better than trifling. And had not

my conversations with the two eminent medical men above-named, rendered

me deeply sensible of their strong native intelligence, their profound
scientific skill, and their high culture as it regards general knowledge,—

I

should, certainly, have treated their recommendations with little respect.

But I felt myself to be but a child, on many subjects, while conversing

with them ; and I began, at length, to be sensible that it woidd, therefore,

be the most condemnable arrogance in me, to slight their judgment on
matters pertaining to the very profession to which they had devoted their

lives, and in which they were so distinguished. As a mesmerist, I began,

now, to be in earnest; and I have continued to mesmerize daily—unless

from home, or too unwell—for several months past.

My operation is, simply, as follows. I commence (standing by my re-

clining patient) by laying the palm of my right hand on her forehead

—

taking it ofi", five or six times, and applying it again, until about so many
minutes have passed. I then point, with the fingers divided in the middle
of the hand, towards the eyes, until they close—which they did, at first, in

the course of ten or fifteen minutes, but now, often in three minutes, and
sometimes even in one minute. I then make slow passes with the open
hand—at first, from the top of the forehead to the throat, but, at length,

to the feet. The patient, if I am well, and my nerves at ease, falls into a

refreshing slumber; but if I am under nervous irritability, or in ill health,

the sleep is only imperfect—that is to say, the patient does not become
unconscious.
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When the magnetism has been attended to at a cei'tain hour in the

afternoon, for several days regularly, and the slumber been as regular-

ly induced, my wife sensibly increases in strength, and pain is little felt

—

though no medicine be taken. "Whenever the mesmerism is unavoidably

neglected, pain and weakness return—which no medicine ever yet pre-

scribed for her, can do more than imperfectly relieve.

That some persons possess greater mesmeric power than others, is cer-

tain. In the January number of the ' Zoist,' (a publication edited by Dr.

EUiotson,) there is alist of ten cures performed by Mr. Caperu, of Tiver-

ton, so wondrous, that nothing in the history of what is called ' Miracle'

surpasses them. I select four, out of the list, with the wish to draw atten-

tion to Mesmerism as a fact—and I do this the more determinedly, since

a large portion of the Public Press of this country, and a clique of physi-

cians and reverends, are evidently doing all in their power to suppress in-

formation on this most important subject :

—

" George Candy, lime burner, Ellraore, Tiverton, aged 55 years, was subject, -"^^^ his

twentieth year, to frequent attacks of rheumatism, suffering much pain and often disa-

bled from following his occupation. On one of those occasions he had been three weeks

on crutches, when he happened accidentally to meet with Mr. Capern, near a public

house above a quarter of a mile from his own residence. He requested Mr. Capern to

try whether he could do him any good. Mr. C. consented, and went with him into the

parlour of the public house, and commenced the usual passes. He felt some immediate

relief whilst this was being done, and, as he was proceeding homewards, he recovered

suddenly the full use of his limbs, and was able to walk with ease and comfort to his

OTvn house, carrying his crutches in triumph over his shoulders. He contracted a cold

in consequence of imprudent exposure, and had a return of the pain in his ancles, and
was entirely confined to his bed for five or six weeks, unable to lift a limb owing to tho

great suffering caused by the least motion. Ho was under constant medical treatment,

but experienced little or no relief from the remedies employed. His bill for medicines

and attendances amounted to £5 14s. At the end of the penod named, he again had re-

course to Mr. Capern, and, after several operations, his health was entirely restored,

and he has never had a return of the complaint since, with the exception of a slight pain

in the knee, immediately removed by a few passes from Mr. Capern. He is now quite

well, and to all appearance a hale, healthy, and exceedingly active man. It is nearly

three years since the first cure was effected, and about four or five months since he was
the second time relieved."

" Mi's. Mary Tapp, aged 60, was afflicted upwards of fifteen years with violent pains in

the head, and severe rheumatic pains in the arms, hips, and thighs. During the whole
of this period, she was never entirely free from pain. She was often unable to obtain
any rest at night, in consequence of her sufferings, which were, at times, so severe as to

oblige her to leave her bed, and endeavour to find relief in motion or change of posi-

tion. She was rendered altogether incapable of any laborious exertion, and was unable
to take any active part in the management of her farm-yard. Sometimes, for weeks to-

gether, she suffered so much that she was unable to comb her hair or lace her stays with-
out assistance. Happening to be accidentally at Mr. Capern's on some business w4ien one
of Mr. C's. patients was being mesmerised, and seeing the great relief afforded by the
passes, she was induced to ask Mr. Capern to try what he could do for her. She had. very
little expectation of receiving benefit from his exertions, since, from her advanced age
and the long duration of her sufferings, she had been led to look upon her case as hope-
less. The first operation was followed by the almost entire disappearance of the pain
in the limbs. She did not see Mr. Capern again until after an interval of some weeks,
when, by the passes being made over the head, the pains in that part were almost en-
tirely removed. Afterwards she was mesmerised three or four times, the passes being
continued about ten or twelve minutes each time. She now considers herself cured.
She takes the active management of the farm-yard, performing the operation of milking
her cows, which for many years she was totally unable to do. She works and suffers no
inconvenience from the exertion. There is still a certain degree of stiffness in the fin-

gei-s and elbow-joint on the side which was principally affected. At most times, she is

entirely free from pain, and although, when the weather is unfavourable, her old com-
plaint does now and then return, the attacks are so slight that they do not interfere with
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her work, and she thinks little or nothing of them. It is now three years since the cure

was effected."

'* William Isaacs, carpenter. West Exe, Tiverton, in the employ of Messrs. Heathcoat,

& Co. He was suddenly seized in the autumn of 1847, while employed at the bench,

with severe pains in the groin, that immediately extended to the foot. The paifi near

the knee was excruciating. He thought at first that it was caused by a splinter, but on
examination it was proved that this was not the case. He was carried home by two men
and put to bed : two surgeons were immediately called in, who advised his removal to

the hospital. The agonies he endured were fearful ; on one occasion, an attempt being
made to move his bed, he fainted with the pain. The leg and foot were enormously
swelled, so much so that when he extended his leg straight before him he was unable to

see his toes. This continued several weeks. The surgeons, believing there was a forma-

tion of matter, made an incision a little below the knee (or in the limb near the knee)

;

a small quantity of matter then issued from the wound, but the operation afforded him
no relief whatever. He was confined to his bed for nearly two months, during which
time the pain was most excruciating. He had no rest whatever, he was nearly worn out
for want of sleep, his appetite was gone, and he was reduced to a state of great weakness,

despairing of obtaining any relief from the surgeons ; and, being strongly advised by his

friends to apply to Mr. Capern, he procured a pair of new crutches, and left his home
for the purpose of going to Mr. Capern's residence. He was unable to put his foot to

the ground, and it was only with great difficulty that he could manage to get along.

Happening to meet Mr. Capern on the Exe bridge, he stated his object ; Mr. C. invited

him to turn back, and accompan}'- him to the Swan—an inn not far from his o^vn home.
At the very first pass some sensations were experienced, and in less than five minutes he
was entirely free from pain : he was delighted, and shouldered his crutches ; and was so

amazed at his sudden cure, that, without even awaiting to thank Mr. Capern, he ran off

to the workshop, where he made his appearance to the great astonishment of his fellow-

workmen, who knew the state to which he had been reduced. From his workshop he
proceeded to the club-house, where lie gave notice of his intention to relinquish his sick

pay. This was on a Friday, and on the following Monday he was in full work. He has
never had a return of the pain, or lost a day's work since. At the time of his applicatio n
to Mr. Capern, he had no faith whatever in mesmerism."

"Mr Samuel Doble, whitesmith. Gold Street, about 24 years since received a blow on
the left leg by a heavy sledge hammer weilded by one of his fellow-workmen. The
small bone of the leg was broken, and inflammation of the part subsequently began : a
few months after he was attacked by pains in the same limb ; the attack came on quite

suddenly. He continued subject to these attacks ten or twelve times a year ; they al-

ways came on without previous warning, sometimes when he was walking in the street,

or engaged in his usual occupation, so that he was obliged to be assisted home. On one
occasion he was suddenly attacked whilst on a ladder engaged in carrying up about 20
pounds of soda in a state of fusion, which he was compelled to throw down, and had to

be assisted to the ground b}^ some of his fellow-workmen. The attack sometimes lasted

two or three weeks, and tht pain was very severe ; he was disabled during their contin-

uance from attending to his work, and was generally confined to his house and frequently
to his bed. He never had any medical advice, but tried a variety of remedies without
improvement. He had once been engaged on heavy work all night, when Mr. Capern,
on going to him in the morning, found him in great pain, hardly able to go about the
house, and oflfered to operate upon him. Contact passes with the flat of the hand being
made down the aflbcted limb, he found immediate relief; there was a strong sensation
of warmth and a pricking like that caused by the stinging of nettles in the soles of the
feet : in less than five minutes the pain had entirely ceased, and did not return for nearly
three years.

" About six weeks ago Mr. Capern accidentally met him in the street, and, hearing
that he was suffering from a slight return of his old pain in consequence ofa cold, offered
to make the passes over him ; and in a few minutes entirely relieved him, and the pain
has not i-eturued." «

What is the real nature of this curative power—is a question of the
greatest moment. The work of Baron von Eeichenbach—a translation of
which, with notes, by Dr. Ashburner, is speedily to be published—is said

to throw great light upon this enquiry. I leave the subject, for the pre-
sent

; but shall return to it, in a future number. Thomas Cooper.
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TJiouglits from the Inner Circle, By J. Alfred Lakgeord, W. Harris,

and H. Latham. Simpkin, Marshall, and Co.

This is a shilling pamphlet of poetry, very beaiitifully got up, and con-

taining- some very beautiful verse, the rival composition of three Birming-

ham friends. Their muse breathes liberality and progress, in every stanza,

and on such themes as ' The Age,' ' The Eailway,' ' Truth,' ' l^aly,' ' The

Future,' ' Knowledge.' It is difficult to pick out the gem, in this threefold

string of pearls : the following—the composition of Mr. Langford—is al-

most selected at random.

There is a light that beams from heaven.

Upon the earth below
;

And all beneath its grateiul power,
It gladdens with its glow:

Nor sun, nor moon, nor host of night,

So clear, so calm, so pure, and bright.

To every heart that's clean and pure,

That loves thejust and true
;

To all who strive the good to know,
And knowing it, to do

;

To all who seek to free the soul

From mazy error's dark control
;

To every heart that nobly bears
Earth's sorrow, care, and strife

;

Who leads, amidst unholy scenes,

A high and holy life
;

To every heart with anguish riven,

That looks from earth with hope to heaven
;

In every land that's trodden been
By foot of human kind

;

From frigid zone of ice and snow,
To strength-destroying Ind

;

To prudent age, and sanguine youth
;

That Light is free—the Light of Truth !

It was the fire Prometheus stole.

From Jupiter of old
;

And souglit to give our suffering race
A better Age of Gold

Than that which bards, in idle rhyme.
Have given to an olden time.

Where'er it beams, all wandering thoughts.
All errors pass away

;

Pass like the dews of early morn.
Before the coming day :

Nor time, n«r space, nor depth, nor height,

Escape its all-pervading light.

Though for a time it seem obscui*e.

And clouds of darkness lower,

—

Bide thou thy time ; its day is near.
Near its triumphing hour :

For spite of all 'twill victor be,

Sublimely bright, sublimely free.

Though sophist-art in error's path
May lead the trusting mind

;

And hopes and fears to naked truth
The seeker's eye may blind

;

Yet battle bravely ; onward press.
And Truth at last thv zeal shall bless.

The Spirit ; or, a Dream in the Woodlands. By William Jones. John
Chapman, Strand.

Mr. Jones is a Leicester framework-knitter, the remembrance of whose
intelligent friendship is endeared to me by many pleasing recollections.

His muse has been cultivated in adversity ; but she has neither become
wrinkled nor decrepit by the disadvantages of her training. This Poem
was written, as the author tells, in his preface, " during the dreadful crisis

of '47 and '48,"—when he was " thrown like hundreds of his fellow-towns-

men, out of employment," and when, "in utter abhorrence of the degrad-

ing iniiuences of the stone-yard and Bastile-mill—the tests of pauperism in

Leicester—he betook him to the woods, to think." And there is thinking,

in every page in the poem, as well as examples of rich harmony. I wish
I could aftbrd room for a larger extract than the following most beautiful

lyric

:

"Beautiful, beautiful is the day

!

Come, my love, now each path is gay.
Tender the foliage and rich the bloom,
Let us wander forth to the woodlands, come !

We'll linger where streamsthe purest flow.
Where flowers all fair and fragrant blow

;

And gentlest winds, like angels blest
That whisper of heaven, shall fan thy breast.

" Beautiful, beautiful is the day !

The lark is up and the lamb at play
;

Linnets are blithe in their bloomy home

—

Let VIS wander forth to the woodlands, come

!

"Beautiful, beautiful is the sky !

There the soft cloud in jjeace doth lie.

Like a babe in its cradle-bed at rest.

Or a bark on the sea's unruffled breast.

We'll stay beneath those quiet shades
Where Grief's sad echo ne'er invades

;

Wheie sjjints pure unseen repose

—

And Health shall renew thy cheek's sweet rose I

" Beautiful, beautiful is the day !

Come then, love, while the laughing May
Softly descendeth on rosy plume

—

'Let us wander forth to the woodl ands, come !"
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TRUTH, EREEDOM, AND PROGRESS.

And though all the winds of doctrine were let loose to play upon the earth, so Truth be in the field
we do injuriously to misdoubt her *treng-th. Let her and Falsehood grapple ! Who ever knew Truth put
to the worse, in a,free and open encounter?"

—

Milton's Areopagitica.

No. 5.—Vol. I.] FOR THE MU ENDING SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 1850. [Price One Vmj.

TO EARL TALBOT,

"" The earl he doubled his dainty fists.

And vowed he'd be their master
;

But the cobblers pelted him out of the town.
And he ran thicker and faster !

Old Song.

My Lorb,—A man with your vulgar mind could scarcely be expected to
act otherwise than you did, at the recent ' Protection meeting at Stafford.
But as dull as your intellect is naturally, I have no doubt, that the impression
made upon your ' seat of honour,' by the kicks of the shoemakers, will have
had some effect in sharpening your understanding.
You thought that the iron rule so long attempted over the people of Staf-

fordshire, by your order, with the brutal assistance of their tenantry, had
rendered you an object of terror, rather than of hate ; of fear, rather than of
contempt. You imagined that he whose nod to the foreman of the jury was
so potential, when poor innocent Ellis was sent over sea for twenty-one years
thad but to express his will on any gubject in the Shire Hall of Stafford, and
no workingman, at any rate, would dare to gainsay it. Unwarned by the
•frequent social convulsions of Staffordshire during the last few years, you be-
lieved that the numerous hangings had intimidated the people, or' that the
hew immense fortified gaol overawed them.
You were deceived. Your attempt to suppress free opinion at youf ' Pro-

tection' meeting, and the hounding of the truncheon blues upon the people
to enforce your vulgar will, were met with the sturdy spirit of Englishmen.
The bread-taxing propensities of yourself and co-magnates were thwarted *;

your hirelings were thoroughly beaten ; and as for ^jou—^you were treated as
if the shoemakers believed a lord was worse than live lumber ! They rivalled
^each other in visiting your right honourable person most vigorously, in the
-very quarter where the visitation would inflict the greatest indignity ! They
pelted you, at last, out of the town !

• It seems, then, that 2/ou can cause riots, in Staffordshire. It has, now,
come to be your turn. Your order feel their power is going ; and you care
little about breaking the peace, if you can frighten the Queen and little Lord
John, by your display of energy, into a restoration of the Corn Laws.
A few poor men addressed the Staffordshire people seven years ago, on

their grievances, and a riot took place,—when those who delivered the ad-
dresses, although they had no share either in plotting or enacting the violence
-—were either imprisoned or transported. You can be permitted to raise
violence, and to ' floor' your men in the open street, (for they say you fisted
it valiantly !)—and yow are to escape simply with black eyes and a little
kicking. By my fay, but shares are not fairly dealt in this world ?
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The world is changing, however, in England, my lord Talbot. You may
wince ; but you cannot have your Bread-tax again. And this is but the he-

ginning of mortifications for your order. A few more years and mortgagees

will foreclose, and take possession of many of their estates. You are in " a

fix," and cannot avoid this. The lowering of rents will only hasten it ; and
yet you must lower your rents.

Your ' little hearts' may shrink at the prospect ; but why have not your

clergy enlightened your minds ? They have always been earnest in teaching

my order, that humility was a virtue :—why did they not teach yours, that

there is a sure and dread retribution which, sooner or later, overtakes the

evil doer 1 I am, my lord, yours, with real pity,

Thomas Cooper.

betters to %titts% .Spiritual

TO THE RIGHT REVEREND THE LORD HARRY OF EXETER.

" Beneath his shadow broad and ample
The slender oaklings sprout

;

Encouraged by his tall example,
No oakling hath a doubt

That he shall upward and still upward climb,

Till he have reached the sire-oak's height sublime !"

Peter Plndarrics.

My Dear Bishop,—May you live a thousand years ! How glorious is your

image ! how worthily the lesser shepherds of your fold strive to become like

you ! You are the grand mirror in which true churchmen view their features,

and thus become satisfied that they wear the correct visage of orthodoxy.

I give you joy, once more, of the success with which you set forth an ex-

ample so abounding in virtues. Do not forget, however, to nurture with pre-

ferment, this your excellent imitator, the Rector of St. Stephen's, Exeter.

He has grown up under your own eye, is your own spiritual child, and you

ought to care for him, most tenderly.

The wicked world, you are sure, my dear bishop, will say it was an infamous

act to turn the poor boy out of the charity school for carrying round, to his

employer's subscribers, the Weehly Dispatch and the Western Times—especial-

ly since he was a boy well-behaved and of good character. What impiety ?

How could the boy's character be good, if he carried such naughty papers to

people's doors, the very prints in which you have been so often maltreated ?

And then, the lad's mother, having seven children to support, told the Rector

and the Committee, that, if it were wrong for her child to do such errands,

she was very willing that he should give over—only, she hoped some of the

gentlemen would get him another place. What unreasonable impudence !

Only think, my dear bishop, how abominably brass-faced the poor will be-

come, if they be not checked. The young varlet had two shillings due to

him ; but he did not get the money : they turned him out, and said he should

not have it. Glorious work, my dear bishop ! And his two sisters—the

young hussies !—they were turned out, too ; and their linsey-woolsey charity

gowns stripped off their backs. Serve 'em right ! For although they had

carried no naughty papers round, of course it was very wicked of them to be

related to such a wicked boy 1
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are mortified by the vexino- delav of iha vT n ^^J^!"^^* .^^.^^^^ now you

between your r^ht reve""n'dtfcd It M^Goi" ^™"« J"'*^"'^'^'

I am, my beloved bishop, yours, ever lovingly,

Thomas Coopeb.

PEJNr-AND-IjSTK: SKETCH OE LIEE.

f Written at Holmjirtli, March 16th, 1849.;

^^^^iTZettlleio^'nZ': nr'^'hT '^'^^'^ of the weaver's
Saturday, do hu^VaUtr^fo irol-d^t^S"^* ^^ ^'l'

'^°" •^^"^•^^^ '^
those thatare imperative from nhv.ip.,^Ln-r^ ?

intermissions except
struggling betwLn1rewa"tft:^\Td":"tLXtt:''^°77rr*'='-'
pmehed importunities of three other hung'y children Til ? '"^S"'-
sober frugal familv • inrl it. +!.«• ., '^.sv t^miaren. Ihese two are a
times a day theTm^sron'Cridl' n ? ° «' '^'l

*''°"^''* ^'"'1 "ft" Three
or chapel. ^ Must not This conH^!,^^ ."^ ^"'"^^^ ^'^ lookedfor at church
tinual^vasting of the frame of m^ld w """'^"''i

^"^^'^^ded, this con-
up the soul ?

^ ™^ '^'""^"' sicken the heart, and dry

esIfc^S'^'ThTLaW l^th'^"''''''
andLabourandLand are the sourc

ture, thl field ofm^S^rc e C^S^ -"."V"" ' *^ ^^'^ '« fr-^a^a-
have they no possessior^TWe rrTcoLtThllfc^^ '^'""^^^^

^
^^*

lady has just lectured on noetrv at +!,» w 1
Halls and libraries

; a young
newly bililt Gothic church oJ ti •

-^^^^^^ Institution
;
there is I

Wgood things pertosaU of ttnf'W ^\= ^'^'^./^ instaUed pastor,

ladie's'^ips reafh «';t^eSrhome" 'ww^ -Ttf
^°™<f« fr"»

prayers do for the poor^mL\ chMren f OfwW "*
,
'^"^ *''** '"^W-^i^^^/fc^^

that white, and tortured Sothert
''''** ^''^^'^ '^ ^"""^ li^'^^^'y ^

hopefuffortt^^better.;: d oli^^^^^^ ""^ -"^ ''" "^^^^ ^^^

existent, practically, tf he weavers ' Th2 l'^- ' "'tr^'
''"* ^^'^ "°'^-

worse, a continued struggle Tf ebwL life i^'' i."
^

.^l'*"'^ :
o^' ^J^at is

procrastinated death ' ° ^ ^''' ""'^^ "'^^^''^d by the hope of a
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!,-«» rtf-TT flutter like tbe Uitterflies in our gardens, and alight now
sunshine, they m"®'^ "^°

, ^o their companions and talk of what
and then on rare Ao;^;^;

*°jf^^^^ acquainted with misery h^ name.

they have seen. Such
^^^""f.,^^"../ '^^

I complain ot this msposnioii a
y^ ^ ^^ ^^jo^ each

each other, and makes us a tf'»§' ^^^^*^"^ X^;^ ^fVfe . but they are

other. Our novelists and artists S^^J^^^P^^^ ^nd when workingmen
caricatures :

not real
^ffI^-"^?Vd- tant from thtm. They desire relief,

^rite,-they write of what is

^^^^.-^^^^^^f̂ ^^^^
Our

Sn^—a^ttSs,;-!^^^^^^^
ronfrrmCfi>ra^ri^^^arr^^^ as\he late

William Thorn could hwe ^"tten
disqualifies even

It is this moral inaMity
?«/^°J,?;^Yo "T j t^ink it was M. Arago who

the well-intentioned rich
t°f^^f£^X V^t he ^ad never felt hunger,

was told by a workman at .t^^®
'''^"'•'X!' eech of that French operative

::i :°^'rhXhS^rea^4S. It ;rthe long stlAed voice of hun-

-Kier^ntrt^^XlfS^^^^^^
thy soft carpetted rooms -f^he changed in all tto ^^^ J^
—but, make the trial !-endeavour to n

j^^ ^^^
sent but want-no future t"^t;f«e-no ambition , ^ ^^^^
thou wilt not " feel what wretches ieel

!

a High street, Dundee, 15th January, I860.

T X i ^^„ will not deem it impertment in me, to direct your attend

Dea-rSib,—It^styouwillnotaeero y
entitled "Critical Kxegesis ofl

tion to what seems an ovjs.ght, i^our a. c e
^^.^^ ^

Gospel History," m the «'«'/«•
»*/Xot remind you that you will need to lookl

connected in a new impression.
.

^
,f^.^ "^"e„d ^p^n it, they will be severely on-

well to your positions ™^^~e rgS ant^^^^^^
ticised. I have no doubt but you are ngn f

^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^U ^

you for the pub ication «*
tl}«fj^f4;°7rf'jesus of Nazareth-" the most perfect

Fervently do I long to f%*^,^
j?^"*",!''

^ Th^'dore Parker calls it-stripped of aU

exponent of the Absolute Behgioii, a«
i"^"'' ^^jg on the ordinary prmc.ples

improbaWe and i>"f
««'We legej^ds,jnid made cre^^^

accomplish by your Critical

of human judgment. ,
Tb'M bfeve jmi

^^ genealogy, the fourth name

Exegesis. The oversight I/f^f *°'JfJ^
,

it should be Anmziak. Also, m the list

r>n naffe 14. is misprinted Amarian . '^ ,.,,•, j i xferi.' Its insertion will

SfciSfi^rrgietuor^^^^^^^^^^

^'^irLtr-very clear from ^^^^l^lit'^ffs:!^'^^^
uncle of Zorobabel. I •=^*er thmk fe

was *he a
^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^ ^

that the Nathan m^^t'^S.'i^f.^'^ho is mentioned in 2 Sam. 5 ch. 14 v and 1

assumed ; but a son of David, who i^ m« ^ ^^ ^_ It „ould, I think.

Chron. 3 ch., 5 v., and, peyhaps, m^ecrianan i
'

j .. Test this scheme'

tend to prevent ca^l, were
tH^^^^t^'^erto f^^^^^^^^

following :-" Te.^

and concluding " for a crime 7<=^,^"S!^,~
'XaTso?^ as you commence ;

for w

£!:rShl Olftr-rd Stm. U:7:nd l ChronJu-a) that Solomon an<
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Nathan are two distinct personages—^brothers, no doubt, by the same mother,
Bathsheba, but of very unequal fortune—the one bemg the magnificent king who
succeeded David, their father ; and the other so * unknown to fame' as scarcely

to be again mentioned in Hebrew history."

If you think the above any improvement, I shall think myself honoured by your
adopting it in any new impression of the Journal, or in any separate publication

of the discourses. Wishing you every success in your endeavours to benefit your
fellow men,

I remain, Dear Sir, yours respectfully,

Mr. Thomas Cooper. James McDonald.

North Shields, January 21, 1850.

Dear Sir,—There has been a meeting of Progi-essionists in the Lecture Room of

the " Working Men's Association," Newcastle-upon-Tyne, to consider the most
suitable plan for organizing the reformers of the different districts in the county.

A provisional committee was elected to construct a plan, and to aid in carrying out

the political emancipation, and social, moral, and intellectual elevation of the

people. It is probable that a Progress Union will be formed. Further information
upon this subject, will be forwarded in a short time. Hoping you will enjoy good
health to enable you to continue your useful labour for the realization of the times,
*^ when the Many shall cease their slavery to the Few,"

I remain. Dear Sir, yours very respectfully,

Mr. Thomas Cooper. J. Black.

London, January 21, 1850.

Dear Sir,—Your proposal for a Progress Union, must, I think, commend itself

to every intelligent Reformer, for its clearness, not less than for its broad, straight-

forward, and comprehensive character. It requires no cumbrous and complicated
machinery : it seeks no party i;riumph, no narrow or sectarian object. It proposes
the union of all honest and true men, to act as a lever for the elevation of the na-
tional mind and character ; and it purposes to accomplish this-without involving
any compromise of principle. Surely, at the present day, when the power to be
derived from union, has passed into a proverb, when it is used as a rhetorical flou-

rish by the orator, and serves to round the periods of the scribe,—to insist upon
its utility or necessity for popular purposes, such as you have indicated, would ap-
pear superfluous. Men co-operate to construct canals, build bridges, establish

railways,—why should not men of Progress also co-operate to build bridges for

thought, railways for intelligence, and aid the growth of Institutions for the for-

mation of higher and better characters ? It will be a great and glorious day for

our beloved country when the best and noblest spirits of our land shall band them-
selves together,—heart, hand, and intellect, in a determined crusade against every
form of error, injustice, and oppression : men prepared and eager for the conflict,

who will spare no "venerable wrong," who will not bow the knee to Baal, who
will disregard all conventionalism, and sham respectability, proclaiming in the
spirit of one of the heroes of the Reformation—"Here I stand to preach the truth,
let them hear who list !" We want more such men :—men sustained by faith in
their principles ; who will enter into their work with Apostolic zeal, and animated
with the heroic spirit of the Martyr. Men whose truthful, earnest words, and
burning eloquence, shall arouse the dormant energies, awaken the slumbering in-

tellect of the masses, and stimulate them to useful action. Men who will teach
that the temple of true liberty can only be based upon a secure foundation, in the
virtue and intelligence of the people ; that by these alone they will win their rights,
and be able to preserve those men who will appeal especially to the young, upon
whom the future destinies of England mainly depend ; who will seek to guide their
aspirations, and enlist their sympathies, hopes, and active exertions, in behalf of
this great movement. Men who will make them not only more fully acquainted
with the struggles of the present, but familiarize their minds with the treasured
wisdom of the past—and with the lives of the wise and good of all ages and coun-
triesj—that, guided by the light of their example, they may strive to attain to
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similar exoellence. Let every facility be afforded to enable such men to exercise

their due influence upon public opinion, and thus create a veritable " Young Eng-

land " and our " Dear, dear Land"—" This precious stone set in the silver sea"

—

will be made worthy of the great names, and the illustrious memories with which

it is consecrated. We may realize that which has hitherto been little more than

a vain and empty boast : we have but to resolve it, and England may truly teach

the Nations how to live, and become the " Admiration of the World." I heartily

concur in the scheme which you have propounded : and if my humble efforts can

be of any assistance, will cordially co-operate for its promotion.

Mr. Thomas Cooper. Yours truly, Thomas Shorter.

Co Corresponttentg.

%* Correspondents will please address, " Thomas Cooper, 5, Park Row, Knightsbridge, Lon-

don."
J, ROFF—Will this writer have the kindness to favour me with his full address ?

A. Tozer.—I will use what little influence I possess, privately ; but the purposes of this perio-

dical do not permit me to employ it, in assisting him,

Joshua Wood, Stockport.—His request concerning the ' Apocryphal Gospels' shall have due

consideration.

T. G. M.—The 'Red' Lyric is too red, in its present form. Will the writer favour me with his

address ?

Sheffieldiensis.—Obliged by all his good wishes. I hope to visit Sheffield in the course of

the year ; but my engagements in London render that impossible before next June. The poetry

is respectfully declined.

Von Goethe.—The writer is undoubtedly correct ; but, if he Avill thhik, he will see the necessity

of agitating for Manhood Suffrage, as a right nevertheless ; that is a part of education.

James Cameron.—Robertson's History of Scotland only treats of the later period : but it

must be read. ' Latin without a Master'—a very cheap pamphlet, to be had of any bookseller,

—

will answer his purpose. The poetry is respectfully declined.
' Working Man.'—The writer has, in several instances, misunderstood my meaning ! and I,

most affectionately entreat him to weio;h the question deeply within his own mind—whether he

writes in the spirit of Him whose disciple he professes himself to be ?

T. W. G. Leicester ; Henry Smith.—J. M. J.—D. C. Carlisle.—Their poetry is respectfully

declined.

"Constant Reader." Etruria, Potteries. The Messrs. Chambers have issued ' Book-keeping by
Single and Double Entry,' at 2s. It is said to be an excellent book.

L. and H. Wakefield ; H. R. York ; W. G. Ipswich. Much obliged : some handbills shall be

sent, as directed, very soon.

P. Gr. Shelton ; W.J.Leicester; J. A. L. Birmingham; T. J, C. Wolverhampton. Favours

received, insertion next week.

Hectures, in Hontron, for X{^t ensuing W^ttt.

Sunday, Feb. 3, at 7, Hall of Science, {near Finsbury Square) City Road. " Gospel

History : the Resurrection and Ascension of Jesus"—Thomas Cooper. At 7,

Literary Institution, John-street, Fitzroy Square. " Celebration of the Birth-

day of Tliomas Paine." {See Advt. on last page.)

Monday, Feb. 4, at half-past 8, Mechanics' Institute, Gould Square, Crutched Friars.

" Life and Genius of Oliver Goldsmith"—T. H. Rees. At a quarter to 9, Fins-

bury Hall, 06, Bunhill Row : same subject—same lecturer. (People who like

short discourses should hear these !) At half-past 8, Pentonville Athenaeum,

17, Chapel-street. " Chemistry, with Experiments"—A. G. Rix.

Wednes., Feb. 6, at half-past 8, Mechanics* Institute, Gould Square. *' Life and Genius of

Sir William Jones"—Thomas Cooper.

Source of Vice.—It is the fashion to charge all our ills on the corruption of

human nature ; it w^ould have been correct to charge them upon the vice of social

institutions. Look around you ! how much capacity do you see kept out of its

proper place, and therefore depraved ; how much activity degrading itself into

turbulence from the want of a legitimate and natural object to pursue. The pas-

sions are constrained to pass through an impure medium, and there they become
changed. Is there anything surprising in this ? If you place a healthy man in

an infected atmosphere, he will inhale death.

—

Louis Blano,
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THINKINGS, FROM LAWRENCE STERNE.

Affected Gravity.—Observe that man—with what an inflexible sanctitude of

deportment he sustains himself as he advances—every line in his face writes absti-

nence ; every stride looks like a check upon his desires ; see, I beseech you, how
he is cloaked up with sermons, prayers, and sacraments ; and so bemuffled with

the externals of religion, that he has not a hand to spare for a worldly purpose ;

he has armour at least ; why does he put it on ? Is there no serving God without all

this ? Must the garb of religion be extended so wide to the danger of its rending ?

Yes, truly, or it will not hide the secret ; and what is that ? That the saint has

no religion at all

!

Pride.—With regard to the provocations and offences, which are unavoidably

happening to a man in his commerce with the world, take it as a rule—as a man's
pride is, so is always his displeasure ; as the opinion of himself rises, so does the

injury, so does his resentment : 'tis this which gives edge and force to the instru-

ment which has struck him, and excites that heat in the wound which renders it

incurable. The proud man,—see ! he is sore all over : touch him, you put him to pain

:

though, of all others, he acts as if every mortal was void of sense and feeling, yet he is

possessed with so nice and exquisite a one himself, that the slights, the little ne-

glects, and instances of disesteem, which would scarce be felt by another man, are

perpetually wounding him, and oft times piercing him to his very heart.

Pride is a vice which grows up in society so insensibly ; steals in unobserved
upon the heart upon so many occasions ; forms itselfupon such strange pretensions

;

and, when it has done, veils itself under such a variety of unsuspected appearances,

sometimes even under that of humility itself ; in all which cases, self-love, like a
false friend, instead of checking, most treacherously feeds this humour, points out
some excellence in every soul to make him vain, and thinks more highly of himself

than he ought to think ; —that, upon the whole, there is no one weakness into

which the heart of man is more easily betrayed, or which requires greater helps of

good sense and good principles to guard against.

Forgiveness of Injuries.—It is the mild and quiet half of the world, who are

generally outraged and borne down by the other half of it ; but in this they have
the advantage ; whatever be the sense of their wrongs, that pride stands not so

watchful a sentinel over their forgiveness, as it does in the fierce and froward ; we
should, all of us, I believe, be more forgiving than we are, would the world but
give us leave ; but it is apt to interpose its ill offices in remissions, especially of
this kind : the truth is, it has its laws, to which the heart is not always a party ;

and acts so like an unfeeling engine in all cases without distinction, that it requires
all the firmness of the most settled humanity to bear up against it.

Pity.—In benevolent natures, the impulse to pity is so sudden, that, like instru-

ments of music which obey the touch, the objects which are fitted to excite such
impressions, work so instantaneous an effect, that you would think the will was
scarce concerned, and that the mind was altogether passive in the sympathy which
her own goodness has excited. The truth is, the soul is generally in such cases so
busily taken up, and wholly engrossed by the object of pity, that she does not at-

tend to her operations, or take leisure to examine the principles on which she acts.

Beauty.—Beauty has so many charms, one knows not how to speak against it

;

and when it happens that a graceful figure is the habitation of a virtuous soul, when
the beauty of the face speaks out the modesty and humility of the mind, and the
justness of the proportion raises our thoughts up to the heart and wisdom of the
great Creator, something may be allowed it, and something to the embellishment
which sets it ofi" ; and yet, when the whole apology is read, it will be found at last,

that beauty, like truth, never is so glorious as when it goes the plainest.

Indolence.—Inconsistent soul that man is !—languishing under wounds which
he has power to heal !—^his whole life a contradiction to his knowledge !—his rea-
son, that precious gift of God to him—(instead of pouring in oil) serving but to
sharpen his sensibilities, to multiply his pains, and render him more melancholy
and uneasy under them !—Poor unhappy creature, that he should do so ! Are not
the necessary causes of misery in this life enow, but he must add voluntary ones
to his stock of sorrow : struggle against evils which cannot be avoided, and sub-
mit to others, which a tenth part of the trouble they create him, would remove
from his heart for ever ?
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THE THREE VOICES.

A WAILING Voice comes up a desolate road
Drearily,

—

Where mankind hath trodden the byeway of blood
Wearily,

—

Like a sound from the Dead Sea shrouded in glooms.

With breaking of hearts, chains clanking, men groaning,

Or chorus of ravens that croak among tombs,
It comes with a mournful moaning,

Crying, " Weep !"

Yoke-fellows listen,

Till your tearful eyes glisten

:

'Tis the voice of the Past—the dark, guilty Past,

Sad as the shriek of the midnight blast.

Weep tears, to wash out the red, red stains,

Where earth was fatted

By brave hearts that rotted.

And life ran a deluge of hot bloody rains :

Weep, weep, weep !

There cometh a voice from the millions that bend
Tearfully,—

From hearts which the scourges of slavery rend
Fearfully,

—

From many a worn, noble spirit, that breaks
In the world's solemn shadows, deep down in life's vallies

;

From mine, forge, and loom, trumpet-tongued it awakes
On the soul wherein Liberty rallies,

—

Crying, '-'Work!"

Yoke-fellows listen.

Till your earnest eyes glisten :

'Tis the voice of the Present ! It bids us, my brothers.

Be free !—and then work for the freedom of others ;

—

For the Many—a holocaust, long, to the Few,
work while ye may,

—

work while 'tis day,

—

And cling to each other, united and true :

Work, work, work !

There cometh another voice sweetest of all.

Cheerily,

—

And the heart leapeth up to its god-like call.

Merrily,

—

It comes, like the touch of the soft Spring, unwarping
The thrall of Oppression that bound us

;

It comes like a choir of the seraphim harping
Their gladsomest music around us

—

Singing, " Hope !"

Yoke-fellows listen.

Till your gleeful eyes glisten.

To the voice of the Future, the sweetest of all.

That makes the heart leap to its god-like call

:

Brothers, step forth in the Future's van,

—

For the worst is past,

—

Truth conqucis at last,

—

And a better day dawns upon suffering man,
Hope, hope, hope ! Gerald Massey.

Of Greatness.—If I am asked who is the greatest man ? I answer the hest ; and
if I am required to say who is the best ? I reply he that has deserved most of his

fellow-creatures. Whether we deserve better of mankind by the cultivation of

letters, by obscure and inglorious attainments, by intellectual pursuits calculated
rather to amuse than inform, than by strenuous exertions in speaking and acting,
let those consider who bury themselves in studies unproductive of any benefit to

their country or fellow-citizens, I think noU—/Sir William J(?n€s,
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CEITICAL EXEaESIS OF GOSPEL HISTOEY,
ON THE BASIS OP STRAUSS'S ' LEBEN JESU.'

A SERIES OP EIGHT DISCOURSES ; DELIVERED AT THE LITERARY INSTITUTION, JOHN
STREET, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, AND AT THE HALL OF SCIENCE, CITY ROAD, OX
SUNDAY EVENINGS, DURING THE WINTERS OF 1848—9, AND 1849—50.

BY THOMAS COOPER,
Author of * The Purgatory of Suicides

»*

II. THE BAPTISM AND TEMPTATION OF JESUS,

(Continuedfrom last number.)

It has already been remarked that we have other historical evidence

—

(that of Josephus)—for the existence and ministry of John the Baptist,

besides the narratives of the Pour Evangelists. John is termed a Nazarite,

by Matthew and Luke ; but the religious rite he administered marks him
as evidently one of the Essenes,—of whose frequent lustrations, or purifi-

cations by water, you wiU remember, something was said in the first dis-

course. These practices were apparently founded on some figurative

expressions of the prophets, which came to be understood literally : Grod

therein requiring from the Israelites a washing and a purification from
their iniquity, and promising that He will himself cleanse them with
water. (Isaiah, i. 16 ; Ezekiel, xxxvi. 25 ; Jeremiah, ii. 22.) The
prevailing idea of the Jews was, that Messiah would not appear until his

people repented ; and forth came John, filled with religious enthusiasm,

crying ' Eepent, for the kingdom of Heaven is at hand '—believing that in

those times of commotion he discerned sure signs of Messiah's coming

—

and calling on the people to shew their ' repentance ' by conforming to

the external act of purification, as an open confession that they intended,

thenceforth, to live a new and holy life.

According to our Grospels, the coming of the ' kingdom of heaven ' was
associated, by John, with a Messianic individual who would ' baptise with
the Holy Grhost and with fire ;' and the first three Grospels state the case

as if John the Baptist understood this Messianic individual to be Jesus
of jS'azareth. But what doubts arise within us as to the fact that John
proclaimed Jesus to be the Messiah, when we compare the first three

Gospels with the fot^i^th !

Be it remembered that, according to Luke, the mothers of John and
Jesus were cousins, and made supernaturally aware of the destination of
their sons ; and the Baptist, while in the womb, seemed to acknowledge the
greatness of Jesus. Matthew says nothing of their family acquaintance

;

but he would seem to have some latent knowledge of it, since he says,—" John forbade him, saying, I have need to be baptised of thee ; and
comest thou to me ?" The baptism takes place ; and then the spirit of

Grod is described as descending upon Jesus, in the form of a dove. But
how difierent is this to the relation in the fourth Grospel !

—" And John
bare record, saying, I saw the spirit descending from heaven like a dove,

and it abode upon him. And I knew him not : (verse 33, and see the
same expression in verse 31 : John i. ch.) but he that sent me to baptise

with water, the same said unto me, Upon whom thou shalt see, &c. And
I saw, and bare record, &c."
How is it possible to reconcile these varying statements ? If the

Baptist did not know Jesvis, either personally or as the Messiah, until the
sign was given of ' the spirit descending from heaven like a dove '—of what
valuewere allthe supernaturalcommunicationsmadetothemothers ofthetwo?
What expenditure of means without purpose, has been attributed to the
Almighty, in Luke's narratiye ; what an utter ignorance of ^yery part of
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it relating to tlie birtli of tlie Baptist is manifested by John ! Do we not

see that we are not reading the records of ' plenary inspiration ' here ?

Have we anything more than the contradictions of different legends ?

But the difficulties increase,—for in the 11th chapter of Matthew, (v. 2,)

and in the 7th chapter of Luke, (v. 18,) we are told that, considerably after

Christ's baptism and all the supernatural signs attending it,—John hearing

of the ministry of Jesus, sends some of his disciples to him to ask if he were
the Messiah ! How strange is this, after what has gone before ! Nay,
does not the conduct of the Baptist look like rivalry and seem to manifest

a wish to detain men from following the Messiah,—since he continues to

baptise, and to retain his primitive character, after he has declared Jesus

to be the Messiah ? Such conduct is not consistent with the statement

that he had made that declaration. He cannot have made it ; for if he
had, he would have attached himself to Jesus. That no such attachment
existed is most probable, if the characters of the Baptist and Jesus be con-

templated. The reflections of Strauss on this subject are so sagacious that

I cannot forbear to quote them :

—

" How could the man of the wilderness, the stern ascetic, who fed on locusts and wild
honey, and prescribed severe faste to his disciples, the gloomy, threatening preacher of

repentance, animated with the spirit of Elias—how could he form a friendship with
Jesus, in every thing his opposite 1 He must assuredly, with his disciples, have stum-
bled at the liberal manners of Jesus, and have been hindered by them from recognizing
him as a Messiah, Nothing is more unbending than ascetic prejudice ; he who, like the
Baptist, esteems it piety to fast and mortify the body, will never assign a high grade in

things divine to him who disregards such asceticism. A mind with narrow views can
never comprehend one whose vision takes a wider range, although the latter may know
how to do justice to its inferior ; hence Jesus could value and sanction John in his pro-
per place, but the Baptist could never give the precedence to Jesus, as he is reported to
have done in the Fourth Gospel. The declaration of the Baptist (John iii. 30.), that he
must decrease, but Jesus must increase, is frequently praised as an example of the no-
blest and sublimest resignation. The beauty of this representation we grant ; but not its

truth. The instance would be a solitary one, if a man whose life had its injfluence on
the world's history, had so readily yielded the ascendant, in its own sera, to one who came
to eclipse him and render him superfluous. Such a step is not less difficult for indivi-
duals than for nations, and that not from any vice, as egotism or ambition, so that an
exception might be presumed (though not without prejudice) in the case of a man like
the Baptist ; it is a consequ.ence of that blameless limitation which, as we have already
remarked, is proper to a low point of view in relation to a higher, and which is all the
more obstinately maintained if the inferior individual is, like John, of a coarse, rugged
nature."

But, if we cannot receive as historical the statement that John the
Baptist declared Jesus to be the Messiah, do the gospel narratives permit
us to regard the Baptism itself, of Jesus by John, as an historical fact ?

To conceive the incident as a real one, a cultivated and reflecting mind
must feel to be very difficult. How is it reconcileable with the idea of the
Holy spirit as the divine, all-pervading Power, that he should move from
one place to another, like a finite being, and embody himself in the form
of a dove ? And then, the idea that the visible heavens must divide them-
selves, to aUow of his descent from his accustomed seat—evidently belongs
to the unscientific time when the dwelHng-place of Deity was imagined to
be above the vault of heaven. The ancients' ' heavens,' what are they ?

The atmosphere of the moderns. And who, in our age, can entertain such
a notion as that of the Deity uttering articulate tones, in Syriac or He-
brew, or in the peculiar speech of any nation ?

It is true that some of the more philosophic Fathers, such as Origen
and Theodore of Mopsuestia, contended that the aggregate of supernatural
circumstances here presented, were to be regarded as " a vision, and not a
reality." But the statement of Luke, especially, does not admit of such
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an interpretation : his Words, it came to pass—tvas opened—and descended—
in a hodily shape—and a voice came, are literal renderings from the Grreek,

in our translation ; and such phrases pretermit the possibility of our un-

derstanding him to be relating the circumstances of " a vision," or some-

thing that has no external existence. We are left then, to conclude that

the narrative is but a legend. As Samuel anointed David the forerunner

of Messiah, there was an adequate inducement for the Jewish Christians

to assume this consecration of Jesus by the Baptist, even if no baptism of

Jesus by John ever took place. Malachi, too had foretold that Elias should

appear to announce Messiah—at least, the Jews so interpreted the passage

(Mai. 3 ch. 1 V. ;) though, to our understanding, Jehovah does not therein

speak of sending a messenger before the Messiah, but before himself : for

the I^ew Testament quotation " Behold I send my messenger before thy

face, which shall prepare thy way before thee"'—is a startling variation

from the Old, " Behold I will send my messenger, and he shall prepare the

way before me!''' The New Testament passage is put into the mouth of

Christ, by both Matthew and Luke ; but from true reverence for his un-

derstanding, I must express a doubt that Jesus ever made the quotation.

Whether Jesus, in any degree, owed his Messianic idea to the announce-
ment of John the Baptist, that the Messiah was about to appear, these

accounts do not enable us to determine : if he ever were baptised by John,
the baptism must have taken place without any striking occurrences

;

and Jesus, in no way announced by it as the Baptist's superior, might con-

tinue for some time to demean himself as his disciple. Strauss seems un-
determined on this point ; but I must confess that, to my own mind, the

evidence for Christ's independence of the Baptist preponderates.

There is one more remark that must be made before we leave this narra-

tive of the Baptism ; and that is,—that it plunges us into a difficulty as it

regards its purpose, when we remember what has gone before in the legend.

If Jesus was the 'Son of Grod' by the miraculous conception,—if the
* Logos,' or Divine ' Word,' was ' made flesh, in him, from the beginning
of his earthly existence,—why did he yet need, at his baptism, a special

intromission of the Tn/ev/xa ayiov—the Holy Spirit ? Modern expositors

have endeavoured, in vain, to answer this question. A little reflection

must convince us, that, like the genealogies, this narrative of the Baptism
must have been formed in a region of ideas foreign to that in which the
story of the miraculous conception arose. And, in Epiphanius, we have
the historic testimony that the Ebionites, a sect of the First Centuries,

—

(as well as Cerinthus, against whom, it is said, the preface to John's
Grospel was vn:itten)—held that Jesus was really human, and that the
Holy Spirit was first united to him at his baptism ; indeed, in the Gospel
of the Ebionites, the same writer informs us, it was written that the Spirit

in the form of a dove descended upon him, but " entering into him became
Christ in him." This progressive formation—this retaining of contradic-

tory elements—we shall find common to all legends ; and Strauss des-

cribes its naturalness with his characteristic acuteness :

—

" The development of these ideas seems to have been the following. When the mes-
sianic dignity of Jesus began to be acknowledged among the Jews, it was thought ap-
propriate to connect his coming into possession of the requisite gifts, with the epoch
from which he was in sorae degree known, and which, from the ceremony that marked
it, was also best adapted to represent that anointing with the Holy Spirit, expected by
the Jews for their Messiah : and from this point of view was formed the legend of the
occurences at the baptism. But as reverence for Jesus was heightened, and men appeared
in the Christian church who were acquainted with more exalted messianic ideas, this
tard^ manifestation of messiahship was no longer sufficient ; his relation with the Holy
Spint was referred to his conception : and from this point of view was formed the tradi-
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tion of the supernatural conception of Jesus. By this latter representation, however,
the earlier one was by no means supplanted, but on the contrary, tradition and her re-

cordei-s being large-hearted, both narratives—that of the miracles of the baptism, and
that of the supernatural cpnception, or the indwelling of the Z/0(70S in Jesu^from the
commencement of his life, although, strictly, they excluded each other, went forth
peaceably side by side, and so were depicted by our evangelists, not excepting even the
fourth. Just as in the case of the genealogies : the narrative of the imparting of the Spirit

at the baptism could not arise after the formation of the idea that Jesus was engendered
by the Spirit ; but it might be retained as a supplement, because tradition is ever un-
willing to renounce any of its acquired treasures."

(To be continued.)

History of the French Bewlution of 1848. By A. x>e Lamartine.-—
(Translated.) H. G. Bohn.

Lamartine has prevented misconstruction of his true character, either by his

friends or his foes, by writing this ' history.' We have now his own open

confession that he is not an ultra democrat ; and yet it is impossible to read

this record without a deep admiration of his enlarged humanity. Every
young man ought to purchase the book, if possible,—and young men should

club to buy it, where they have not, individually, the means to purchase it.

Nothing can surpass the graphic power of Lamartine's writing. It is truly

a power of painting by words.

It cannot be expected, now the ' moderate' character of Lamartine is fully

known, that his views of the character of Barbes, Blanqui, and other fervid

democrats should be very favourable. But one thing is very gratifying :

namely, that Lamartine has fully cleared Louis Blanc of the vile charges so

often repeated by the ' Times,' with regard to the National Workshops—re-

peated, too in spite of all the denials Louis Blanc sent to that paper.

The following passage is valuable, not only for its containing this confirma-

tion of Louis Blanc's repeated denial ; but, also, for a confession, on the part

of Lamartine—who, nevertheless, is not a communist—that the Provisional

government's great error was delay in forming agricultural colonies in France.

Let English workingmen, especially, note this confession, while thinking of

the desirableness of obtaining possession of the 15 millions of Waste Lands
in these islands :

—

" At this time, when all trade was suspended, the task of soothing and mitigating the
distress of the industrial classes devolved on M. Bethmout, the minister of the depart-

ments of commerce and agriculture. No man could be better fitted for this office. His
disposition was patient, serene, and resigned ; he was gifted with eloquence, and he pos-

sessed a heart overflowing with compassion for the sufferings of his fellow-creatures.

M. Bethmont reflected on the republic that character for probity, solicitude, and
sympathy, which belonged to himself personally. He was regular and attentive in his

presence at the sittings, and he profited by his intervals of respite from official duties, to

assist at the government council. There he invariably took the side of republican

moderation, law, and order, on the model of the great magistrates of the assembly of

1790. His post should have been at the head of the magistracy.
" M. Marie, who possessed a more active temperament, greater boldness of conception,

and who took a wider and more enterprising range in matters of business, temporized
with the public works, which were too much protracted, and kept up with too much
routine. One of the political and social solutions of the crisis would have been, in the

opinion of certain members of the government, a vast body of unemployed men, sud-

denly occupied in some great public works for the fertilization of the French soil.

Lamartine shared this opinion. Some of the Socialists, then moderate and prudent,

though afterwards violent and factious, urged the government to take a first step in

furtherance of this scheme. A great campaign, in the interior of France, with agricul-

tural implements for arms, like the campaigns undertaken by the Eomans or the

Egyptians for digging canals or draining the Pontine marshes, appeared to these persons

to be the course Baarke<il out for ^ repubUe desirous of continuing at peace, ai^d of sav-
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ing property, by P-tectlng and ra^mg^u^^^^^^^^^^

the hour. The appointment of a
"^^^^^^^^^^"^^^^^^^^ to the situation of affairs,

works on a vast scale would have
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'"^T'
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^ The government committed one grand error in the outset Tf v^^^ +i^„+ * i ..
to apply the labour of these workshops to great works of nublL Z%^ ^ neglecting

,/^ersing them at certain distances from Paris and other ilnfn-^^'u-''? ^^''^^ ^'^
^nurseries of sedition. When this disoerXf wn« f^ !^

feat cities, which were the
to effect it. Another army wo IdW been iZii^d "to e'nfo/''r^''^

'' ^^^ ''' ^^^^

capital. Humanity as well as necessitv rnn^pH IC ^\ Tl ^^^ evacuation of the
time as the revolutinary ciSs iTv n^^^^^^^^^

'^ ^ ^^l^^^^^d until such
piivate laboui, and theii'overflowi:;^?teCredrr^^^^^^^^^^ ^^

" feo much for the national workshoi-.^ wl>ipli i.o,r« u^ ^ puuuc eneigy.
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g^" tie means oi by torce. However,
al Assembly in Paris. Tey were tt rock on 11^^^^^^ f'l *^"

T""^^^ «^ ^^^ ^^tio^!
republic seemed destined to s^lit!"

^''* ''^^^^^' government of the

The Garland of Gratitude. By Joseph Dare. John Chapman, U2, Strand.
This is a very precious volume of poetry Time wi^ wh^r. if. o
would have made the author's name a' favo'uritlr ever/ta teM IS^^.but o»rage^ too matter-of-fact and mechanical to place goodpoXatldue price. Mr. Dare ,s, at present, a schoolmaster in Leicester : but many ofthese poems were written when he was pursuing manual labour, and uS Aeendurance of severe poverty. Indeed, it is evident, from the polish of his compos tion, that he d.d not acquire the art and mystery of verse-wr tint o^Jyesterday; while the solid reflection which abounds in his vorumei„veIthat he has been taught to think, and think deeply, bv hard experienceThe book IS very beautifully got up • thoua-h everv real wl ? ^•
would have felt that its interfor'spark'ed wfth tjeS of gen irevtnT^^cover had been coarse. The following six sonnets are extracted from the J tviting and correlative subjects, as well as for their poetic excellence.

ON SEEING A PORTRAIT OF HAZLITT.
Hazlitt! not thus I deemed thy spirit looked;

1 et, looking thus, I deem thee more divine :What deepened thoughts are marked on every liheOf those sweet features, as but ill they brooked
1 he sneers of pride, whilst thou didst feel a sense
Ut inward greatness, scorning time and death.

Ihat eye IS filled with gentlest influence
;Ihoselips speak blessings, pure as Love's own breath :let on thy brow a patient agony '

Seems throned in sadness—such as aiiffels feel
\V hen mourning for the lost-that men should be

iiut slaves or tyrants, making hope unreal.
Ihey could not quench thy truth-like ©nerffv.

JVor turn thy heart-strings into strings of steel

!

TO SHELLEr.
O, dove-hke Eagle ! bear me on thy wings,
.tar from the rage and scorn of passing things :And teach me wliat I long have sought to know—
J^eep hate of tyrants, and the eternal glow
Of sympathetic love for all mankind.
And ceaseless toil to aid them, till they find
Iruth, love and glory,—and the all-seeing sun,

Jr-rom his heaven-girdling path, beholds no spot
Ihat owns a slave or tyrant, cell or throne,
Or cham, or prison-house, except to rot:And by the lake, lone wood, and solemn sea,

^xT-,Z^^^
^^^

u^^y
music—sow the solitude

VV ith thoughts, to spring in actions that shall free
i^arthii-omitssweatandgore-manmadeonebrotherhood.
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<^HERE LIES ONE WHOSE NAME WAS WRITTEN IN WiTBft."

—Keats' Epitaph.

No ! not " in water writ,"—but in the heart,

Deep in the heart, and evermore to be
The household word of fondest memory

;

Thy name shall show, in spite of critic art,

How genius, love, and passion can impart
Eternal might, making for thine and thee
The Bard's sure dower, immortality;

For thy meek death destroyed the censor's dart.

No ! not " in water writ," whilst on the night
" Endymion" gazes, and the " Nightingale"

Fills the old forest with such dear delight.

That we must hear to feel, or whilst the gale

Wafts to thy tomb lorn pilgrims from all skies,

—

For " not in water writ !" each fondly drooping cries.

WRITTEN IN CLIFTON GROVE, THE WELL-KNOWN FAVORITE
HAUNT OF KIRKE WHITE.

Oh, 'tis poetic ground ! the very scene
Of rapturous feeling and exalted thought;

Here the sweet bard, with holy musings fraught,

Retired to meditate—alone, unseen.
The lengthened lawn, the tall tree's shadowy limb.
The wild bird starting into fitful songs,
And the dark Trent that ever rolls along,

Were thought, devotion, ecstacy to him !

Ah, he is gone ! yet still his mind shall live

Embodied in these shades: the lonely grove
Still speaks of him ; the river waves revive

His numbers, for they sing of nature—love.

Young Bard ! I sigh o'er thy untimely doom

;

Green be the shades thou lovedst, and quiet be thy tomb !

ON SHOAVING MY BOY EBENEZER ELLIOTT'S PORTRAIT.

Scorn to the scorner—to the sneerer sneers

—

Hate to the tyrant—to the basely proud
Voiceless contempt ;—but Pity's gentlest tears,

Falling like dew or rain from summer's cloud,
On fainting flowers, for grief too deeply bowed,

And sighs breathed like the rose's fragrance forth :

Nay, like eai-th-shaking thunder, that on earth
Men should enslave God's image—mocking God

:

But trust in truth, and hope in final good.
Firm as the centred hill ; and quenchless love
Of nature—fountained-valley, field and grove.
And twilight violet-scented, violet-hued,

—

These, spite of toil and tax, he bravely won
AVhom now thou view'st—Oh, be his mantle thine, my Son!

" AND WHATSOEVER SHALL BEFAL, TO-NIGHT I'LL VISIT YOU."
—Hmilet.

Shakspeare ! unlike the moody sons of rhyme,
I name not thy loved name in pompous lays

—

Only thine own can be thy proper praise.

In which all hearts, all minds, throughout all time.
Utter their hope, their fear, their love, hate, crime !

—

Enough for me, I can enjoy thy plays.
And oft-times, at the close of toilsome days,

I snatch thee to my heart, and, rapt, sublime
Forget in thine the soulless scenes of earth

;

Whiles now I melt with grief, now shake with fear.
Now burst with laughter at the madcap mirth,
Or wipe unseen the slowly trickling tear,

And feel a proud pre-eminence to be
In spirit bearing thine community !
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TEUTH, EEEEDOM, AND PEOGEESS.

" And though all the winds of doctrine were let loose to play upon the earth, so Truth be in the field,
" ' ' " T -. , ,T7._,.-, , _._ _i-.

\^i^o ever knew Tinxth putwe do injuriously to misdoubt her streng-th. Let her and Falsehood grapple

to the worrfe, in a,free and ojjc/t encounter?"—-il/iftoyi'6^ Arcopa<jitica.
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TO THE YOIiNa MEN OF THE WOEKING CLASSES.

Lettek 2. Neav Series.

" He knew not what he would be at. So we
Made plain our willa ; and woudrously it helped
His judgment. Straight, he vowed he always meant
What we had spoken, saw what we had seen,

And ever aimed to reach the same great ends.

Thus men throAv up their straws to learn which waj^

The wind blows.

The Statesman.

Men of the Future,—The concluding paragraphs of the Queen's
Speech merely confirm the report that it would allude to the Ministerial

purpose of altering the law relative to the Eranchise. It leaves us en-

tirely in the dark as to what kind of alteration is intended, and how far it

will be an extension. The Delphic oracle was never more enigmatical.

" The favour of Divine Providence has hitherto preserved this kingdom froi^the war8
and convulsions which during the last two years have shaken so many of tl^states of
the Continent of Europe. It is her Majesty's hope and belief that by combining liberty

with order, by preserving what is valuable, and amending what is defective, you will

sustain the fabric of our institutions, as the abode and the shelter of a free and happy
people." . :

If the Weehlif Chronicle, professing to have official sources of informa-

tion, had not told us that " an extension of the Franchise " would be un-
folded in the Eoyal Speech, as a Ministerial intention,—if Admiral Dundas,
a Lord Commissioner of the Admiralty, had not assured his constituents

at Grreenwich, that the Government he served would most positive^ in-

troduce a measure for the extension of the Eranchise, this session,—if ex-

pectation and belief had not thus been created,—who could have ventured
to interpret the peroration of the Queen's Speech as having any such sub-

stantial meaning ? Lord John, during the recess, has evidentl}^ been stu-

dying Herodotus,—perhaps, in Mr. Bohn's newly translated edition, for

one cannot give him credit for much Grreek scholarship,—and has noted
the slippery skill with which the priestess was wont to give her replies

from the tripod. " Combining liberty with order," and " preserving what
is valuable, and amending what is defective"—may mean not attempting
the suspension of Habeas Corpus, or any other curtailment of English
liberty, temporary or permanent,—that is to say, doin(f notJiing relative to

the Eranchise ; or, it may be explained, in the course of the Session, to

mean the abolition of the Eatepaying Clauses in the Eeform Bill of 1832,
or almost any other peddling "improvement." In short, the last sentence
of the Queen's Speech, is a very pretty stroke of Whiggery, and may be
made to mean anything that Ministers may be compelled to propose, in

order to keep their seats—or, if the Protection threat should turn out
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bluster, and the Pinancial Eeformers prove as " decorous " as in the last

Session, it can be sbewn to mean tbe " preservation of our venerable Con-
stitution," by simply letting it alone.

If tMs be not undervaluing the worth of the speech Ministers have writ-

ten for the Queen, there is the greater need that you, on whom the pro-

gress of healthful democracy so greatly depends, should, for the ensuing
three months especially, exert yourselves in organising the getting up of

Individual Petitions for the [Franchise—according to the plan I presumed
to recommend to you, in the Letter which is now classed as the eighth, in

the pamphlet composed of a selection from the ' Plain Speaker.' I cannot
forbear to express confidence that pouring into the House of Commons of

a commanding number of individual petitions, each bearing the name, age,

trade, and residence, of the petitioners, would have an efiect, never yet

produced upon that House. It would be such a powerful and unquestiona-

ble way of backing up the demand made for the Pranchise, in the House,
that no Minister could have the effrontery again to repeat that there was
no desire for the Pranchise out of it.

And with how little trouble can you young men arrange the machinery
for forming companies of 100 Petitioners, or fewer, as the state ofpopulation

in your localities may demand,—or for collecting 100 Petitions in a com-
paratively silent way, should circumstances pretermit a more public proce-

dure. The holding of public meetings is, however, the more adviseable

plan, if you mean your petitioning to have its full effect on aU around you,

as well as on Parliament. If large meetings cannot be held to propose
this plan, a number of smaller meetings might be held, in one town, to advo-

cate it. At such meetings, every young man who is a good penman,
possesMd of some intelligence, and is willing to perform the little labour

which Hiave before pointed out as necessary to be discharged by the se-

cretary of 100 Petitioners, should offer himself for such service. All who
are willing to assist should, then and there, declare themselves ; and this,

with the speeches which would be delivered in maintenance of the right of

every upgrown man to the Pranchise, and the open declaration that you
meant to persevere in this, and every other legal method of struggling for

it, until it was won—would infuse spirit into your undertaking, and con-

vince the listless, or the opposers, that their coldness or aversion would
speedily become disgraceful to them.
Again : if you think that there is something substantial in the Speech,

—

if you think that by the recommendation of ^''amending what is defective,"

and the sugared phrase '^free and happy people,"—there really is ground
for concluding that something is intended by the Whig Adminstration,

—

why, then, you have the stronger motive for exertion. Only by such decid-

ed demands being made for the Pranchise that they cannot, without more
than their proverbial impudence, trifle with them and pretend ignorance
of them,—can these Whigs be driven to make their ambiguous something,

a palpable reality. This their child—if it be actually conceived—is yet

unborn, at any. rate ; and you, by energetic endeavour, may help to give a

bolder outline to its features, ere it quits the equivocal matrix of Whig
contrivance ; and may even influence its parents to give it a name that

shall have some meaning in it.

I will not dweU, now, on other motives for your exertion in carrying out
this plan of organizing the presentation of individual petitions. What
new changes in continental affairs may take place this year, we cannot teU,

—

or what influence they may have on England. Be in the field of patriotic
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exertion, and you will be prepared to take advantage of every opportunity

that may present itself for advancing our beloved country's liberties. I

had intended to address you, this week, in continuance of the hints al-

ready given on intellectual culture ; but it seemed to me that I could not

neglect to remind you of this political duty, at the present juncture, with-

out blame. Thomas Coopek.

A POLITICAL LESSON EEOMTHE ^ VASTY DEEP.'

The Eev. W. Kirby, in the Seventh Bridgewater Treatise, which treats of

the habits and instincts of animals, gives an account of a curious little

creature of the shell-fish tribe, called the stonehorer. Having spoken of

several of the stone species, he thus continues :
—

" "While each of these

creatures has a particular and individual end in view, in its several pro-

ceedings, its own accommodation, and appropriate nutriment and defence

;

the Creator, who has gifted them accordingly, makes use of them as instru-

ments, which by their combined agency, though each, as it were, by a diifer-

ent process, accomplish, usually by slow degrees, His general purposes.

This object, in the present instance, as well as in numerous others, seems

to be to re7nove obstacles that stand in the way, and prevent certain changes

willed by Providence, in the sea-line of any country, from taking place.

Eocks maybe regarded as so many munitions of a coast, which prevent the

encroachment of the ocean, but nothing can more eff'ectually prepare the

way for the removal of this safeguard, than its being, as it wer&, honey-

coinbed by numberless stoneborers, that make it their habitation, thus it must
he gradually rendered iveaTcer, till it is no longer able to resist the impetus
of the waves ; the process is very sloiv, but it is sure ; and it is worthy of re-

mark by what a seemingly tvealc organ most of these animals are enabled to

effect this purpose : a fleshy foot, strengthened by no internal bone or gristle,

but upon which they can turn as upon a pivot, and so in due time effect

their destined purpose."

There is a moral to be drawn from this quotation. There is a moral in-

volved in it which addresses itself to every section and party of political re-

formers. Prom it may be learned how great a work may be accomplished
by the persevering efforts of united powers, although each individual power
may be insignificant, and to all app^rance unworthy of notice. It preaches
to us in the words of Faith and Hope—in the sublimest of eloquence, the
outpourings of Nature's heart. It proclaims to man that the humblest
atom in the sphere of creation has stiU some influence, direct or

indirect, on the destiny of the universe. Motion and mutability are eternal

laws of the world. There is no such thing as rest. Change is at work on
aU sides : on the earth, in the earth, and " in the waters under the earth."

We can predicate of no existing being that it is a cipher. Nobody, nothing,

is absolutely and necessarily a cipher. Everybody, everything, is in its

nature a unit. Every unit is a power, slight perhaps, and scarcely dis-

cernable, but nevertheless a power. The multiplication of these units

multiplies the power, increases its force, renders it more and more an im-
portant agent for good or evil. The Atlantic oceanis merely a conglomeration
of drops, every drop of water is an ocean in miniature. Despair not, then,

O man, of thy weak brother ! Weak as he is whilst he draws the breath of

life, he stands the centre of an active social circle. Weak as he is indivi-
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fluallv let him ioin hand in hand with others no stronger than himself, and

he ri^U generate a strength which shall remove mountains. Let the

feces unite and concentrate their efforts upon the fortress, however well

jrarrisoned it be, and at last the beseigers shall carry it.

^
The Various factions of radical reformers in the country, more or less

numerous as the case may be, ^ve powers, which to P'^^^^'^e =.

g^f,
~:

requires consolidation and an unswervmg determniat on to fulffl their de-

sians. They want combination aud .ludicious direction. They are the

stme-iorersoi society-the political pioneers "to remove obstacles that

s and in the way" of popular progress. And there are many "rocks to

be thoroughly "honeV-combed" and ultimately demolished, before the

channel is clear for the ocean-tide of democratic liberty and constitutional

feneration to break through and find its level ''

T^f
process is

^^^y

slow, but it is sure." Aristocratic obstmacy is a rock that must yield

eventually to the influence of the " numberless stone-borers. The

tyrannr^^ wealth is another "rock" which the political '

f
^one-borer must

utterly destroy, ere social peace and happiness can be attained. Eeligious

SS and 'wrow-mmdid prejudice against the people are monstrous

"rocks" that education and general advancement will finally dissipate

Butte "s fne-borers" must work together hand andheart, ^orbe cWte'l

From their task by the Jesuitry of governments, ministers, and monarchs

,

and then in due time they will " effect their destined V^^^^^

MAEEIAGE SKETCHES.
" The hearts of old gave hands

;

But our new heraldry is—hands, not hearts.' —Shakspeke.

TTpo-i few subiects are there more erroneous opinions afloat amongst man-

Snd tha^ on that of marriage. The viti_ating notions of rank and wealth

ir,trnde themselves into this and every other subject.

i couple eadi possessing a competency of wea th, ^ve united together

in weXck Although their dispositions are totally different, the whole

mrlsh dedares;
" It if a capital good match!" A young woman,, possess-

TnTno propert;, nor likely to inherit any, but rich m fee mg and intellect

sid to the hymeneal altar by a man of wealth,-one well to do m worldk

substance "dCed in purple and fine linen, and faring sumptuous y evei^!

^w " but whose mind is as uncultivated as his own barren heaths, an(

wh'o'se tart at beS^ is but a lo,, whence nought
^^^-fl?Z^^^^;i^^:,l

;„„ a,i,q all the relatives and acquaintances of this poor prostitute!

^"^
I w^Van declare tilt " Maria has done well !" A young heiress i

IZ^it rTL.Mr%»'^e; the priest declares that "they twain ar^

^fllh^" and theii neighbours exclaim to each other, in presence of

Tir cMdren-" wLt a happy man Mr. Eeckless is!" thus poisoning the

ductile minds of the rising generation with false notions of human happi-

ness Cold bayonet's only daughter mari-ics with an honest tradesman

Td is ^oled b^ her pare'nts, who invariably look upon her -
gftj^J

tome heinous offence. "She has disgraced her family! say they, we

^rnevTlook at her again." As though she had ceased to be their

luohtT or God had nSt "made of one blood all the nations of men for

to dweU on all the face of the earth," and the courageous eloquence of St.

Paul, on Mar's HiU, before the Areopagites, was a mere democratic he

.
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Again, a nobleman marries the blooming daughter of an upright working
farmer; and a wealthy country squire allies himself "in holy matrimony "

to the fair sister of some poor peasant; and they are excluded for ever from
what is termed "polite society." They have married beneath their rank;
they have degraded their order ! The noble blood of the patrician must
not be polluted by mixing witli the puddle that flows in plebeian veins ! !

!

With regard, however, to the union of hearts—the sameness of manners

—

the congeniality of mind—and the relationship of spirit, all is mute as

Death—as silent as the grave. The moral and intellectual fitness of the
espoused pair, is considered as a thing of trifling or no importance.

True, that mighty master of the human heart, the player Shakspere, has
told us that

—

" Marriage is a matter of more worth,
Than to be dealt in by attorneyship.
For what is Avedlock forced, but a Hell,
An age of discord and continual strife ?

AVhereas the contrary bringeth forth bliss,

And is a pattern of celestial peace."

And Saul of Tarsus, writing to the Corinthian disciples of Christ, says—" Be
ye not unequally yoked together:" not, mark ye, reader, in worldly gear, but
as regards the more important elements of man's happiness on earth, the
thoughts of the mind, and the feelings of the throbbing heart. Yet that
many are "unequally yoked together," the domestic strifes and miseries
daily to be seen, bear awful witness : whilst the tyrant, Custom, proscribes
the choice of both man and maid to that circle, or caste of society, in which
some lucky or unlucky accident may have placed them.

Did people but well consider that the marriage tie is one for life ; that
upon it, in no small measure, depends their happiness and prosperity ; we
thinkthatmore considerationwould be bestowed upon this important subject
than is usually the case. What are riches ? what is rank ; nay, what is beauty
itself compared to the enlightened mind, and the kind and gentle heart ?

Is not the poor,^ but careful, industrious, honest, well-behaved damsel,
without one farthing in her purse, and with scarce a change of raiment for
her Sunday's dress in all her wardrobe ; is not such an one—(poor in pocket
but a dowry in herself)—worth fifty thousand idle, ignorant, proud, extra-
vagant, and ill-natured coquettes, though they be possessed of the wealth of
Croesus, and his rank to boot ? But such, however, is the corrupt state
of public morals, to which the unhallowed systems of monopoly and com-
petition have reduced the human race, that marriages are regarded as mere
marketable bargains, to gratify the animal passions of mankind. Even the
pulpit, whose especial province it should be to attend to the morals of man-
kind, seems on this alarming evil to be entirely mute.

It is true, some noble minds will always be found, to whom such fetters
of Custom are as mere spider's threads to bind an elephant. The noble of
Nature is not to be bound by the slavish chains of caste, or station. He
walks erect in the dignity of manhood, in the paths of Knowledge and In-
tegrity

;
and Vv'ealth, and rank, and power, are to him as nothing. The

"iron opinions" of the world, and its arbitrary customs, cannot bow his
mind, nor bend his spirit to its will. But so long as these mock-marriages
continue in vogue—these weddings of wealth, and not of heart, of rank and
title, not of mutual love—every species of vice, every species of misery,
will undoubtedly prevail : for legal prostitutions are they, and not true
marriages, where the two hearts have never melted into one.
May the onward march of mind—that sure pioneer of Virtue—speedilv
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sweep this, aud all otlier vices, from our pleasant earth, and bury them deep

in the dark abyss of Eternal Oblivion.
*' Then let us pray, that come it may,

As come it will for a' that,

That sense and worth, o'er a' the earth,

May bear the gree, and a' that.

For a' that, and a' that,

It's coming yet for a' that,

That man to man the world o'er.

Shall brothers be for a' that."

So wrote and sung glorious Robert Burns, Scotia's inspired plough-boy,

and the immortal poet of all humanity.
Stokesley. Gteoege Tweddell.

Co Corresjpotttrentg.

\'^' Correspondents will please address, "Thomas Cooper, 5, Park Row, Knightsbridge,

London."
L. M.—It was by an error in the printing that the " Baron's Yule Feast" was advertised at Is.,

on the last page of No. 4 of this journal.
• Chartist of Sixteen'—Patience ! and your first request shall be realised. Your second depends

on yourself and other young men : one Discussion Class in London would be only a drop in the

ocean ; they ought to be formed in hundreds of districts throughout the metropolis.

P. A. W., Clerkenwell ; J. D., Leicester; J. "W., Northampton; J, R., Barnsley ; W. B., Bir-

mingham. Their poetry is respectfully declined.

C. Howard.—I have no knowledge of the ' Poetical Eflfusion of Wrath, bearing the title of
Little Horn.' It must have been either mis-directed, or lost in the Post-office.

Charles Langley.—Exceedingly obliged by his communication. He will see, in time, that
its hints are not slighted.

' Young Mechanic,' Ashford, Kent. Get any system of Arithmetic—Walkinghame's or any
other you can find in a shop in Ashford. Nothing is easier than self-instruction in Arithm etic.

' Latin without a Master ' is very cheap ; and any bookseller can procure it for you.

M.D., WiLTRiE.—He had better consult one of the two eminent medical men I named : either of
them would attend to the case with the greatest kindness.

M. Pattinson.—I am surprised by wliat he states, and cannot help thinking that his informant
was not correct. It would be something unexampled in this country.

J. BiiACK, North Shields.—The biographies he mentions must, surely, be found in some Me-
chanics' Institute Library, in his neighbourhood. Bernard Gilpin's Life has been often issued.

Progress Union.—Letters from the Secretary of the " Cambridge Mental Improvement Society"

—Joseph Clark, Islington—R. Ramsay, of Heugh Hall—Frederick Bell, Potteries, and numerous
others, offering co-operation if the Union can be formed, are received ; but since there is nothing
new in their contents, I do not think it advisable to occupy space by the insertion of them.

J. A., Coventry : Rest assured that George Pox's Journal is an old acquaintance.

Chas. Andrews, Soho. So soon as the * Critical Exef^esis' is completed, I purpose inserting, not
only the Orations on the Commonwealth, to which he alludes, but many others.

Pamphlets received. " The Secular, the Religious, and the Theological'—' What is Competition?'

Phonopen. As a system of shorthand it is unrivalled ; but, for etymological reasons, I am not
an entire convert to Phonetic Printing and Phonography.

J. Jones, Newark. Thanks for his communication ; but he will see, in the course of a few more
numbers, why it should not be inserted.

Hectures, in itontron, for t$e enstiittg SjBeefe.

Sunday, Feb. 10, at 7, Literary Intitution, John-street, Fitzroy Square. " Pei'severance,

and Independence of Character, as exemplified in the life-struggle of Daniel De-

foe, the autliov of ' Robiuson Crusoe' "—Thomas Cooper. At 7, Hall of Science,

(near Finsbury Square, City Road.) " Vindication|of Carlile and Taylor against

the imputations of the ' Westminster Review' "—G. J. Holyoake. South Lon-

don Hall, Webber-street, Blackfriars : Southwark Debating Club—Question :

" Which is the most important period of British History 1"

Monday, Feb. 11, at half-past 8, Mechanics' Intitute, Gould Square, Crutched Friars.
*' Chemistry of the Gases"—R. Williamson. At a quarter to 9, Finsbury Hall,

66, Bunhill Row. " Medical Aspect of Temperance and Total Abstinence"—Dr.

Carpenter, F.R.S. At 8, Temperance Hall, Broadway, Westminster. " The
Wrongs of England"—G. J. Holyoake. At half-past 8, Pentonville Athenseum,
17, Chapel-street. " Combination, the Progress of Society, &c., &c."—Richard
Hart.

Wednes., Feb. 13, at 8, Hackney Literary and Scientific Institution. " Shakspeare's Ham -

let"—T. J. Serle.
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THINKINGS, FROM JAMES BURGH,
(Author of " The Dignity of Human Nature, "j

The People the source of Power.—All lawful authority, legislative, and ex-

ecutive, originates from the people. Power in the people is like light in the sun
—native, original, inherent, and unlimited by any thing human. In governors,

it may be compared to the reflected light of the moon ; for it is only borrowed,
delegated, and limited by the intention of the people, whose it is and to whom
governors are to consider themselves as responsible, while the people are answera-

ble only to God ; themselves being the losers, if they pursue a false scheme of po-

litics. As the people are the fountain of power, so are they the object of govern-

ment, in such manner, that where the people are safe, the ends of government are

answered, and where the people are sufferers by their governors, those governors

have failed in the main design of their institution, and it is of no importance what
other ends they may have answered. As the people are the fountain of power, and
the object of government, so are they the last resource when governors betray their

"trust ; and happy is that people, who originally have so principled their constitu-

tion, that they themselves can, without violence to it, lay hold of its power, wield

it as they please, and turn it (when necessary) against those to whom it Wiis en-

trusted, and who have exerted it to the prejudice of the original proprietors.

0:f RETiRiNa FROM Business.—As on the one hand it is odious for a man of an
overgrown fortune to go on in business to a great age, still striving to increase a heap
already larger than is necessary, to the prejudice of younger people, who ought to

have a clear stage and opportunity of making their way in life ; so it is vain for a

person, who has spent his days in an active sphere, to think of enjoying retirement,

before the time of retirement is come. H6 who resolves at once to change his way
of life from action to retirement, or from one state to another directly contrary,

without being prepared for it by proper age and habit, for some continuance of time,

will find, that he will no sooner have quitted his former way of life, than he will

desire to be in it again.

It is on this, as well as other accounts, of great advantage, that a man have ac-

quired some turn for reading, and the more sober entertainments of life, in his ear-

lier days. There is not a much more deplorable sort of existence than that which
is dragged on by an old man, whose mind is destitute of the materials proper
for yielding him some entertainment suitable to the more sedate time of life ; I

mean, useful knowledge. For the remembrance of fifty years spent in scraping of

money, or in pursuing pleasure, or in indulging vicious inclinations, must yield

but poor entertainment at a time of life, when a man can at best say, he has beeji.

The Virtues practised by the Heathens.—There is not a virtue which the
Heathens have not shown to be practicable. Do not pretend that it is impossible

for a Christian to forgive injuries, when we know, that Phocion, going to suffer

death unjustly, charged it upon his son, wit^ his last breath, that he should show
no resentment against his father's persecutors. Do not excuse yourself in giving

up the truth, through fear of offending those on whom you depend, when you
know that Attilius Regulus gave himself up to tortures, and death, rather than
falsify his word even to his enemies. Do not excuse yourself from a little expense,
trouble, or hazard of ill-will, for the generiil goj)d, when you know, that a Leonidas,

a Calpurnius Flamma, the Decii, and hundreds more, voluntarily devoted them-
selves to destruction, to save their country. If you pretend to be a Christian, that
is, to profess the most pure and most sublime principles in the world, do not infa-

mously fall short of the perfection of unenlightened Heathens.
Times and Opportunities.—As we ought to be more frugal of our time than

our money, the one being infinitely more valuable than the other, so ought we to

be particularly watchful of opportunities. There are times and seasons proper for

every purpose of life; and a very material part of prudence it is to judge rightly of
them, and make the best of them. If you have, for example, a favour to ask of

a phlegmatic, gloomy man, take him, if you can, over his bottle. If you want to
deal with a covetous man, by no means propose your business to him immediately
after he has been paying away money, but rather after he has been receiving. If

you know a person, for whose interest you have occasion, who is unhappy in his

family, put yourself in his way abroad, rather than wait on him at his own house.
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«0H, GIVE US REST."

Oh! give us rest ! the idler cries,

Why all this turmoil, all this din I

This useless work ? Our energies

Are vain ; reraoveless is the sin.

Come let us rest, why moil and toil
;

Too many weeds choke up the soil.

Come, let us rest ; the coward's tongue
Ke-echoes back the craven cry

;

Improveless is the vulgar throng
;

That let the wild enthusiast try.

Yes, let us rest ; I have no pride,

In stemming thus against the tide.

Come let us rest, the despot says.

And freely joins the dulcet strain
;

O give us rest ! few are our days
;

Why lessen them with needless pain 1

Come sit thee down, the easiest way,
Is, still unquestioned, to obey.

Birmingham.

Ay, let us rest ! the traitor's voice

Then swells the burden of the song.

Come eat and drink, laugh and rejoice 5

For man is weak, and death is strong.

Let dreamers prate of race and kind,

And labour on, while rest we find.

Kest ! rest ! O God. that such there are.

Who ask for rest upon this earth !

While wealth exists v.ith want and woe.

And every hour new crimes have birth.

Oh, rest not ! till removed each wrong !

The weak yet suffer from the strong.

'Tis sacrilege to talk of rest,

While man's humanity is stained
;

While still oppressors and opprest,

Against each other are arraigned.

On such an earth no rest I crave.

Until I sleep within the grave.

John Alfred Langford.

/\/\/\/V\/W'\/* -VAyVv /\y\/\/N>^ *"

Leicester.

FEBRUARY.
Ungenial as tlion art, O February !

Thine is the short'ning of the shadows blealc.

Oft, too, is seen, as thy cold features vary,
The vernal tinge, full-rosy, on thy cheek.

Now, waft thee hither, little lightsome fairy !

Each op'ning bud v.hich rainbow beamlets streak;

Chase through earth's pores the vegetable sap

;

And wake the myriad tribes that dose in Torpor's lap.

I love ye, vales, v.hen spring's first influence

Quickens tlie moss-beds ; and the feeble bleat

Of lamb is heard ; and, round decaying fence,

Young peasant cliildi'cn, gathering fuel, meet :

I love ye, hilis, in wild magnificence.
When the dark storm-cloud, rising from its seat,

O'ershadoweth all below, its tow'ring crest

In azure lost—oh, then, I feel enraptured, blest

!

When green leaves grace, or, withered, strow the bowers-
From baleful factory far, to roam among

Thy scenes, old Charnwood, musing lone for hours
;

To give each season, as it rolls, a song
;

To mark thy trees, rocks, ruins, fern and flowers

—

'Tis bliss for which a cloistered saint might long
;

Ay, 'tis the silken thread whose soft consistence

Binds, beautifies the woof of my elae dark existence !

O February, fickle as a child !

On the pale primrose, first-b©rn of the spring.

Thou smil'st as sweet as love on beauty smiled.
Ere the fond boy and girl knew suffering !

Now dark as Noah's raven, and as wild
;

Now, gentle as his dove, thou peace dost bring :

At eve all tranquil, then, ere morn awakes,
Weeping in moodiest n\ oe, or N\hirled in pothery flakes !

Nay, lo ! e'en now, the sun doth shroud in gloom.
And changeth fast the landscape's every feature

;

A gath'ring chillness, dreary as the tomb.
Creeps, like a dismal nightmare, o'er all nature

;

The fays return to where the orient bloom
Of summer's presence blesseth every creature !

Me th' abhorr'd frame re-calls ! Dark spirits near.
Sing dissonant and loud in stormy orchestre !

William Jones.
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HINTS.

Choose the path of Right, man ;

Think out the Truth and tell it

;

Drag Error to the light, man.

And then we can expel it.

Heed not the curling sneer, man,

Nor thoughtless Fashion's frown ;

Be bold and be sincere, man,

And both will soften down.

In word and deed be true, man

;

Fear not what others say.

But stedfastly pursue, man,

The tenor of thy way.

Go forward with the band, man,

Of the noble, brave, and free.

And firmly take thy stand, man,

To fight for liberty.

Let churlish Envy die, man ;

All selfish passion smother

;

And look with gentle eye, man.

On the weakness of thy brother.

Have faith in moral power, man

—

Faith in the growth of mind ;

Hope for the glorious hour, man.

That shall strike for human-kind.

Frank Grant.

CRITICAL EXEGESIS OP GOSPEL HISTORY,
ON THE BASIS OF STRAUSS'S ' LEBEN JESU.

BY THOMAS COOPEE,
AwtUr of

' The Purgaionj of Suicides:

II. THE BAPTISM AND TEMPTATION OF JESUS.

(CMcludedfroin last numher.)

IMMEBIATEI.T following tbeir narrative of the Baptism the first three

EvaSs bring us uiron that singlar legend, the Temptation by the DevU

:

a revelation which has embarassed divines themselves, perhaps more than any

other n the Gospels. John not only excludes all mention of it, but exeludes

the possibility of its occurrence, 'by leaving no sufficient period for its

transCtion John's phrases, tl,e next day, (ch. i. v. 29,) ^g^v^ the next

r (V 3^) and again, tUnext day, (v. 44) ;
and lastly, on tU tUrd ^y

/oh ii V i ) when the presence of Jesus at the man-iage^m Cana of Galilee

relatJdiidmit of no introduction of the >-^;/ </«y. of the Temptation^

When the origin of the Fourth Gospel in the circle of Grecian and 1 latonic

ideas, (at Ephesus, according to the tradition) is remembered, .we caiinot

wonder that this legend was rejected by its author or authors,-if they had

indeed' ever heard of it ; for it might not be current m the region where

the Eotirth Grospel was composed.

The forty days' fast first staggers us; but still more the personal appeal

-

ance of the devil; and, above all, his strange feats and his want of the cun-

nW proverbialh' attached to .his character. Eor the first, we shall soon

see a mythic source. Eor the second-what really mtel igeiit man, m our

ac.e, belLes in it ? What is the Devil, but an assemblage of eoirtrad^e-

tions ? Who does not perceive that as the idea of angels originated in a

limitedobservationof nature, so thatoftheDevilorigmatedinalimited obser-

vation of ..//? And as our knowledge of human nature progresses, all

idea of a Devil must recede farther into the back-ground, and aU appeals

to his existence be henceforth regarded as the resource of ignorance and

sloth We are accustomed to laugh at the Monkish stories of the Devil

andtoremarkhow deficient they make him in real intelligence. Yet the Devil

inthis scene ofthe Temptation is a devil really as stupid as the Monkish hend.

His first suggestion, appealing to hunger, was not so lU-conceived
;
but as a

i
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skilful tactician, lie should have had a yet more alluring temptation at hand
Instead of this, Matthew makes him next propose to Jesus the neck-breakmg feat of a leap from the pinnacle of the temple. And to propose to a
pious Israelite to fall down and worship the Devil!—truly the imagination
of the legend-writer was but poor. But how did Jesus pass with the devil
Irom one place to another ? It was all spiritual—all within the mind of
Jesus—say some commentators, in their perplexity. But the expressions
the devil takes kim—sets Jiim, in Matthew ; taUng—lrought—set m. Luke'
bind us to the external. The incredibility of all this, who does not per-
ceive it i^ And the magical nature of Satan's exhibition of " all the king-
doms of the world, in a moment of time-;' (Luke ch. iv. v. 5.)—is anythingm the wildest Oriental romance more repugnant to reason ? Let Strauss
reply to the critical apologists for this story :

—

- The well-known question suggested by the last temptation, as to the situation of themountain, from whose summit may be seen all the kingdoms of the world, has been met by
the information that KOdfio^ here means no more than Palestine, and ySaatXeta?, its
several kmgdoras and tetrarchies

; but this is a scarcely less ludicrous explanation than theone that the devil showed Jesus all the kingdoms of the world on a map ! No answer
remains but that such a mountain existed only in the ancient idea of the earth as a plainand in the popular imagination, which can easily stretch a mountain up to heaven, and
sharpen an eye to penetrate infinity."

Among the Jews, the Devil was a comparatively late idea : they brought
it with them on their return from captivity ; for ' Satan,' the evil being
and enemy of mankind, is really borrowed from the Persian religion
Once imported, however, into the popular creed, Satan became with the
J ews, the special adversary of Messiah, and the grand Tempter. The idea
ot temptation was current in their more ancient theology ; but not by the
Devil: It was attributed to God, Himself: as in the cases of Abraham
(G-en. 22 ch. 1 v.,) and of the Israelites (Exod. 16 ch. 4 v.) The chano-e
of ideas may be traced. In the second book of Samuel, David's project of
numbering the people is attributed to temptation by the Almighty : in the
Chronicles (written after the captivity) it is placed directly to the account
of the Devil. JN'umerous Rabbinical stories were told also of the Devil's
temptations ofAbraham; and, at length, the rabbins created and strengthen-
ed the notion that Messiah, like his forerunners would be tempted by
Satan. These ideas were common to the religion in ^hich Christianity
arose

;
and it could not be expected to escape from the matrix in which it

was formed without this admixture with legend.
And the legendary or mythical origin of this story almost suggests it-

self at the surface of reflection. Both Moses and Elias fasted forty days
(forty, a number that was held sacred in Hebrew antiquity !) and Jesus
must, in the imagination of his early Jewish followers, fulfil this type.
IS'ay, the people of Israel were tviQdiforty years in the loilderness ; and from
the type of G-od's collective son's trial, this ' Temptation in the Wilderness'
of Jesus was more peculiarly drawn. The Israelites were chiefly tempted
by hunger, during their wanderings in the wilderness ; and from the re-
capitulation of these their trials in the 8th chapter of Deuteronomy—the
writer of the legend in the gospels has manifestly taken his idea, for in the
3rd verse will be found the very reply he puts into Christ's mouth, " Man
doth not live by bread alone, &c." The two other suggestions of the
Devil, in the gospels, are less sagacious, because the legend-writer had to
cast about in his own barren intellect to supply them,—and then to make
* quotations' for their support. In conclusion, be it remarked that Matthew
and Mark end their story of the Temptation with the appearance of angels
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to Jesus, and tlieir refreshing Mm with nourishment after his^long fast

:

so also Eliiah was ministered unto by angels after his forty days' fast
;
and

the manna which appeased the hunger of the Israelites m the wilderness

was named angeVs food. (Psalm 78, v. 25.) By these methods of doYe-

tailinff fragments of the old, is the new legend almost invariably lormed.

In the whole story of the Temptation, then, we have no degree oi fact

:

it is no real part of the experience of Jesus of Nazareth. In the history of

the Baptism, we have a relation so overloaded with marvellous and mythical

additions that it leaves us in the greatest uncertainty : the fact that Jesus

was one of the recipients of John's baptism may be regarded as a real in-

cident in the young Nazarene's life ; but that John bore testimony to his

Messiahship cannot be received as historical.
. ^ , , «

Does the character of Christ suffer by our rejection of these parts ot

evangelical story? What additional dignity does he receive by being

thrown into the monstrously absurd situations of the Temptation legend ?

What increase of authority, as a moral teacher, is given him/or us, by the

supposed testimony to his Messiahship of John the Baptist ? To men

livmo- in the nineteenth century, it is the moral excellence of Jesus as an

exemplar, it is the consonance of his teachings with the religion of human

nature, which must enthrone him in the hearts and minds of his disciples.

That these are his indisputable claims to our reverence and love, we shall

see in the course of this attempt to analyse his history ; but we have still

to enter on enquiries of the utmost moment, in which the faculty of reason

must operate, rather than our affections. The ' Miracles,' from the im-

portance attached to them in the current Theology, must occupy us at

least for the two next Sunday evenings ; and I trust that speaker and

hearers wiU alike bring to the examination of these parts of the Grospel

narratives, a spirit of candid and yet determined judgment.

jaebieto.

1. Six Prize Essays on the Causes tohich regulate the Wages of Labour. By

Six Working Men of Leicester and of the County.

2. An Essay on the same subject. By Joseph Black, Framework-knitter,

Leicester.

3. An Essay on the Causes which regulate the Wages of Labour. By Thomas

Emery, Framework-knitter, Leicester.

These essays were produced in Leicester, during last year, in competition for

Premiums offered by Mr. William Biggs, Mayor of the Borough. The " Six

Prize Essays " were published " under the sanction," and, of course, at the

expense, of the " Leicester Chamber of Commerce." The compositions of

Mr. Emery and Mr. Black are published at their own expense ; and under

the conviction of their authors that, although their essays were unsuccessful

in winning the prize, the sentiments contained in them ought to have public

utterance." The " Six Prize Essays," therefore,—as every reader will expect,

enunciate, generally, such doctrines of orthodox Political Economy as

might be expected to meet the approval of a body of employers. The two

independent essays utter propositions and arguments which such a body

might be, expected to regard as heterodox. This is a general statement of

the contents of these pamphlets ; but it requires some little qualification.

The degree of talent evinced in these compositions is creditable to all the
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writers—except to the author of Essay 5, in the " Prize" pamphlet ; and one
cannot but wonder that such a farrago of mere snatches of sense, mingled with
rambling nonsense and pragmatical conceit, should have been deemed worthy
of publication by a body of intelligent men. Essay 1, is the most perfect
composition in the "Prize" pamphlet, both as it regards the style and the
consistency of the writer's arguments with each other. There are also to be
found in this essay some free, outspoken sentiments—such as those on the
pages where it is argued, that the operative who is thrown out of employ by
tlie introduction of machinery has a right to be compensated for loss, as well
as the landlord for the land he surrenders to a railway company. Essays 2,
4, and 6, in the same pamphlet, manifest less independence, and some sen-
tences m Essay 6, read as if the writer was apologising for Political Economy
rather than defending it from principle.

'

Essay 3, in the " Prize" pamphlet, involuntarily awakens within one some
dubiety as to the real oneness of the writer. Is it the composition of two
' Thomas Goddards,' the Elder and the Younger ? The foUowino- passao«e
might, under such a hypothesis, be taken for the belief of the elder'^aoddard
—an octogenarian filled with timid remembrances of the alarms he felt during
the first French Revolution, and retaining his orthodox attachment to Adam
Smith :

—

" Supply and Demand. The causes whicli make the market vahie of thWs depend onsupply and demand, are that the whole of the goods in the market compose the demand
tor money

;
and so the whole of the money constitutes the demand for goods The de-mand and supply of goods, or supply and demand, for money, are therefore equivalent

expressions. The revenue of all men must consist of rents, profits, or wages ; and theymust exchange it for serviceable commodities. Some say that revolutions and the "
or-

gamzation of labour" would set this country to rights
; but I am of a difi-erent opinion

I belure that security of property in any country is the first principle in develophi- im-
provement, civilizing society, increasing reproductive labour, and raising mankind to amoral and intellectual state. Who are the greatest sufi"erers by revolutions '« I answer
the labouring class of people, because if fixed capital is destroyed, such as machinery
warehouses, factories, and working tools of every description—this not only reduces thewages of labour, but stops employment altogether ; and confidence being destroved the
capitalist locks up his floating capital until confidence is restored, and even then he be-gms very cautiously. This must be one of the greatest calamities that can befall work-mg men.

" As regards the organization of labour, I might refer to the operations of the fraternal
association of Tailors in the Rue de Clichy, which have proved a miserable failure • and
BO \yill ail others unless we could give all men the same development, and the same in-
telligence. I heheve that the organization of labour in an old country in particular would
reduce it to a state of beggary, without machinery were improved to the greatest per-
fection, so as to perform all the labour of the country; and that being the case weshould be enjoymg the principle. But that not being the case, the labour, management
and direction of society, would devolve upon the few, and ultimately man would gobackward, and be reduced to semi-barbarism, as there would not be any stimulant to in-
dividual exertion."

And the following extract, on the same supposition of a duality of author-
ship, might be set down as the writing of the Younger Goddard—an intelli-
gent English workingman, who, born in the nineteenth century, perceives that
Fraternity, Equality, and Progress are not mere French hyberboles, but
European watchwords that indicate the coming of a better state of thino-s
than worn-out and miserable Competition can ever ensure for the mass of
humankind :

—

"There is one remedial measure that I had thought of writing upon, which I named
at a meeting of working men at the time the trades unions were in active operationand which I have advocated many times since—which would give great sa«sfaction tolabourers it it could be carried out, and which I have always preferred to throwingmoney away upon strikes. What I mean is Joint-stock Companies. As I have met
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with an article upontke subject, I will quote it .e.*«<»n, .eeiug that it accords with my

"?SoTr is the best rcnunerated upon *•>« ipin^^o* P™^^^^.X' proflr^Set^a^^lllI fo

between them and the government or people of the eountiy.S-c
. „f w.tinnnl Distress

"

This extract is from tho prize essay on " tlie Causes and Remedies of National Distiess,

''^"Unlrrp'artnlrfhip concern, as labourers taken into partnership with their omploye.s

^f>ISH%'xis=::er--c$s?^-^^
f+v.rnrnfi?^ This however isaiifatter of private arrangement in all partnerships

;

rp:ri"hasIt^e::nd\notiie^^^^^^^^^^^

faLT"actit:Lrb;\ti;Th;„gtt^^^^
try'crwSii'^injurioui It i i^^!:^^-^^:^':^^^^^
Jel^That:'rKrr^Sfrln?r c:^^^^^^^^^ «. resmt of these more

^^^^^:^^;:::^::^^S^ t9p:Ktmmcdiate intere.

'".^Sra^^S::^ ofr=eT^Xfw^uufr^^ directed to improve-

"" rourthl7 nr/ bTworkmen of high character and dualiftcation could find admis-

^P^ftl^'y' "';"° ".
, , because when any additional hands were required, it

r^ldt tret:it"tS:t%::dronly the nLt -Pe^able and .Uilful ™*i„en ;

and it would bo far less easy to impose upon a dozen workmen, than upon a single pio

''""RftUy' 'when'any circumstances produced a glut in the market, mors skill would

be dhected to dlminisl the cost of production, and a portion of the ime of he men

might then be occupied in repairing and improraig their tools, t^ which a leseiTca

fS would oav—thus checking present, and facilitating future, production.

" S xthly "^Jllother advantage of no small importance would be the tota ^'emova of

all rell or hnagLry causes for combinations. The workmen and the capitalist would

?o sl^^e into eSi other-would so evidently have a common iiitorest--and their dlfh-

cultisLddistreies would be mutually so well understood, that instead of combmnig

to opp-ss et^o^^^^^^^^^^ the only combination would bo a most powerful union between

''°;;V:srbo°tZSiuhatb^r<s:vef^^^^^^^^^

that so far it might be carried with safety and advantage.

The last timid period, however, destroys the dual theory It is one Ihomas

Goddard, after all, who has written this Essay ;
but when he has struck out

the golden suggestion in the pamphlet-he is frightened at it, or fears it will

displease the ' adjudicators'—which shall be said ^

Does not this writer see that he has here suggested the very organization

of labour " which he has before deprecated 1 He merely alters one term and

calls it an " organisation of inditstrij ."-^substituting a synonym—as if Louis

Blanc's term had 'revolution,' and 'destruction of fixed capital, and reduc-.

tion of an old country to a state of beggary,' all horribly concentred m its

two syllables, in his belief. True, his suggestion does not embody all the

features of Louis Blanc's scheme ; but Thomas Goddard does propose an

" Organisation of Labour," notwithstanding. " I believe —( We thml^, my

lord, he goes too much upon / believer said the foreman of a jury the other

day while a witness was giving his ' evidence '),-/ believe that the organiza-

tion of labour would not be aiy stimulant to mdm^^^^

exertion "
! And yet, in his ' First,' ' Secondly,' and Thirdly, Thomas

Goddard has shewn us, with most admirable clearness, that the organisation

of labour' would be a most omnipotent stimulus to individual exertion ! And
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his ' Sixthly --the total abolition of strife, and the shading of the workmenand capitalist so into each other,-what is it all but the rmZ Cter^tv
S'nff 'F:ur^r'"" ''^I^TJ'!^'

a^^' Thomas Goddarf LI h et-vised
; His Fourthly may be deficient in philanthropy

; but it is a re

~Uy rt^in'tt"'" ""T
»--*-4t with ^'nglish work ngmengeneraily—ior fav, m this country, regard Louis Blanc's proposition for anequfthtij of waffes, with much favour.

proposition lor an

Did the adjudicators of these prizes, do the members of the Leicester Chan,ber of Commerce, regard this proposal for -Joint-stock ComS '-'Orrnisation of Industry '-' Organisation of Labour '-call it what you will i^asworthy of deep consideration, and have any of them resolved to"^,,^?-- If

m":e;;f ^^^'^ % ^^^f?^ ^^"^^^^^'^ P--^'-™^^ *a\ Z days f

X,7t. ^ ^ Leicester stockmger were near their close, and happinessabout to dawn upon him and his children. Let Thomas Goddard's wonost on be once adopted, and it would open the way for an association of inteLss

ma^'sTgLfnitf^'^'^"'^
^"" ''''' consistent with the proni^ of

, Ju^^r^'f
"^^^^ I^''*"'"' 'y'***™' Mr. Black points out with an earnestness

men Bo't^b? "^^ m'
'^^^ *"^'"^^' "^ ^"^ ^'«-^*'- of Lefcester working-

become!ucM' Snif- ^^V '""i^".''
*^' '^' P^"°* ^-'J^' (for they hafeDecome such,) Supply and Demand,' do not solve this question of the Re<rulation of Wages without some modificatiou-especially that arising from theintelligence and dispositions, both of employers and emSedsleaSL of

l\=,teirrh:LttiSp^::?^^^

.ational emigration The »mZ 5"
"'"•'"<='-<^f

«.?n<l I'e reeommending and encouraging
wealth, whilftheTeoplI';:^^!!:™!^''"""'' " '° --P-^ labour and dimif,ish

sayl, tS'' G?ea"t BritZ h°ea„1bK?n"- "/
^"^

''W"''"'
"^ subsistenee. Bishop Watson

enee. one h„ndred\':d'^te^„triroi''„Sabrnt^^^^^^^^^
Kngland will maintain 60,000,000

Si J" 48,000,000
^"""^•"i.

]s,ooo;ooo

that "t:v'e?re„''™nrnTc" :'r uiti :;Sfei:„7iv ^.1^^^

red\*d"SeTS'i;7' -""-r^'
^ --'--]";':"' i'"i «:itntry vtz rptr.

the people are in want, canriy t'attluW 'tTtril^c^^.^r''
'""""^" *^'"'"' ""'«

and people craving with huncrer"a Inn!?
'

i i ? ^! producing food in abundance,

it literally naked !

^ super-abundance of clothing, and those who produce

- Over-population and over-production at the same time is a monstrous absurdity ; and
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the system which makes a glut while the people are starving, and provides no better remedy

than Bastiles and emigration, or than suspending production and diminishing wealth, while

the people are in want, deserves not the countenance or support of any rational or sane-

minded human being. Over-population and over-production are not abstract, but relative

questions. Population relates to the means of subsistence, and production to the wants of

the people, and their ability to purchase. In the present state of things there is more pro-

duced in a given time, than those who have the means to purchase require for their own
consumption ; and more who require the commodities for consumption than have the means

to purchase them. In plain language, the great body of the people require more commodi-

ties, but cannot buy them ; and their remaining unsold causes the supply to exceed the de-

mand, and, under the present system, is a pre-disposing cause in regulating the wages of

labour downwards. In anything approaching to a natural or just state of society, the supply

and demand would be regulated by the actual or real wants of the people. But when we
have a superabundance of commodities on one hand, and a starving people on the other

—

when wages are reduced, because the supply exceeds, not the natiiral demand, hut the ^yurse

—when, because the people have not the pecuniary means to purchase and supply their,

wants, a portion of the little means they have is taken from them by further reductions,

—then one reduction clearly becomes the cause of another; but the primary cause is the

error in the system of distribution.
" As in nature, so in commerce, there are three mighty links in the immutable chain—

:

production, distribution, and consumption. The former and the latter are in good working

condition, but the distributive link is defective, and incapable of performing its proper

functions, which is, to bind the car of consumption firmly to the engine of production, in

order to keep these two powers properly balanced, until the wants of the whole people are

fully supplied. But while we are continually inventing, constructing, and improving ma-
chinery to increase production on one hand, and display a niggardliness in the distribution

of the commodities on the other, the supply must exceed the demand, competition will most

assuredly diminish the wages of labour, and thus make the difference between the supply

and the demand greater."

The whole argument of Mr. Emery's pamphlet should be read, to be pro-

perly estimated. He is a young man of no ordinary powers of mind ; and I

am much mistaken in my estimate of him, or he will yet produce much to

correct some unfounded theories, and to aid in ameliorating the condition of

his order. I select the following sentences—though they are not consecutive

in the pamphlet—in lieu of abridging Mr. E.'s argument :

—

" In a tract, published by the Messrs. Ciiambers, Mr. James Smith, a factory millowner,

is made to say :
—

' Let me assure you that nothing is more certain than that, taking the

working classes in the entire mass, that they get a fair share of the proceeds of the national

industry.' And this assumed employer also tells us, that before commencing business for

himself, he realized in seven years the sum of twenty thousand pounds by investing in trade

the sum of seven hundred pounds, and his savings from a salary of two hundred and fifty

pounds per annum. An average of two thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven pounds a
year was Mr. Smith's ' fair share of the proceeds of the national industry,' while Mr. Jack-
son, the operative, would receive his fifty or sixty pounds, I am not disposed to question

that these respective sums are the fair share of the proceeds to each party in the conventional

language of the trade—which means that that is ' fair ' which each party can get in striking

a bargain. Neither do I suppose that had the assumed persons changed places the result

would have been different. But that Mr. Smith, the millowner, and Mr. Jackson, the
operative, had equal advantage in mal'lng their bargains, I emphatically deny. Freedom
of arrangement bet\Veen capital and labour ! The idea is preposterous. Nine-tenths of

labourers are no more ' free ' to state terms to capitalists than they are to fliy. The ' arrange-
ment ' is all on one side. The labourer says * Give me work, or I perish.' He has no other
alternative. The capitalist can ' bide his time,' and enforce his own terms. With the em-
ployer it is a matter of time and convenience : with the employed it is a question of life and
death.

" The capitalist and labourer act from opposing points. One is for buying cheap, tho
other for selling dear ; and it is the tendency of capital to make the labour cheap it desires

to purchase. The ever-increasing powers of production, through improvements in machinery,
tend to drive the living labourer from the market. The price of labour is in a great measure
determined by hunger and destitution ; and the labourer's difficulty is the capitalist's oppor-
tunity."
" When the working classes shall be in the position necessary to make their present unions

generally successful, they will see that the wages system they are now agitating for is
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Kotten and ruinous. Wages ! the very term implies dependence and poverty. It proclaims

the fact that the labourer has been necessitated to pawn his labour, aye, and to sell the

duplicate ! He has been compelled to seek for an advance of the means of living and work-
ing, from those who desire to get an interest from the deposit of his labour. Trades' unions,

designed merely to regulate and protect such advances, by passively withholding labour,

may have the effect of checking, for a time, isolated cases of rapacity; but let us rest assured

that such means will never avert that utter prostration of condition which awaits the working
classes, unless some interposing intelligence and organization shall make that capital their

servant which is now their tifrant."
'* Our political and social economy contain the elements of their own destruction. The

Jieceasities of the age as well as the attractiveness of truth will impel a change'. An extreme
wealth-class, and an extreme poverty-class cannot go on to perpetuity. That capital Vvjiich

has elevated mankind from a state of barbarism, must not now annihilate its producers by
rotrogade pvoccs^ses of refined starvation and modernized cruelty. The public mind h
awakeuiiig to the fact, that as the vj-cll-being of humanity is dependent upon the develop-

ment and employment of its several faculties ;
»'» niui^t labour minister to these ends, and

become a recognized clement in the social state ;- '-for -in the language of Thomas Carlyle-
' this that they call organising of labour is, if well understood, the problem of the whole

future for all who will in future pretend to govern men.' "
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A^rD though all the winds of doctrine were let loose to play upon the earth, so Truth be in the fieldwe do injuriously to misdoubt her strength. Let her and Falsehood grapple ! Wlio ever knew Truth nut
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EESOLXJTION OF WHIGaEEY TO TAKE ITS EASE.
" There is to be no battle, boys

;

AVe have it our own way !

Our foes they dare not meet us, boys
;

So we may pipe and play !

And if the grumblers blame us, boys.
Why, let them grumble, still !

Let them, if gi-umbling please them, boys.
Of grumbling have their fill !"

T , ,
1 1,. .

Old Song of The Red Coats:
LiOBD John has solved his own riddle with Avondrous haste, this time.
Joseph Hume put the question, and was answered at once—" We intend
to do nothing for the extension of the Franchise this yearr Ministers, it
IS evident, are in raptures with the discovery that Protectionists can do
nothing but bark, either in Parliament, or out of it : trade, in all the more
populous parts of tlie country, is good : the revenue is declared to be an
overplus

;
and the Whigs think that they have nothing to fear. So they

are determined there shall be no dissolution—no extension of the Fran-
chise, this year.

There can be no doubt, however, that both dissolution and extension of
the Franchise were under consideration by them, previous to the opening
of Parhament. They have been pleasingly disappointed in seeing that
they are secure m tfieir places another year, without either. And their
security ismanifest—unless some unexpected event should arise to "con-
lound their pohtics." The Session will go dreamily on—only enlivened by
Disraeh's sarcasm, Cobden's ' decorous' hints at Financial Eeform, a divi-
sion and defeat on Hume's motion, and a few other trivialities

; and it will
depend on what Eeformers do out of Parliament, as to what kind of ' New
Eeform Bill'—(for that is now talked of)—the Whigs propose in the Ses-
sion ot 1851,—m order to dissolve upon it, if necessities then press them
One cannot but entertain one hope

; namely that Lord John's curt an-
swer to Hume, will rouse the old reformer's mettle, and incline him to
listen to those who are advising him to declare for Manhood Suffrage, and
so raise a cry from the millions that shall snub the pert confidence of the
little Premier. The new Eeform party have put ofl^ their Conference till
the last week m April

; so it is most likely intended that Hume shaU brinff
on his motion about the beginning of May. The Conference will serve to
bring to a head the ripeness of public opinion on the Franchise

; but m-
dwidual petitions should be poured into the House of Commons to show
that working men have a will of their own, and do not ask for the Fran-
chise merely because a few M.P's. are now beginning to agitate for it.
And let none despair because of successive delays. The question of the

Suffrage is gaming ground, daily. Even the Times, although affecting
to talk cooUy about it, is compeUed to confess that we shall have it
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Another changeon the Continent—(and the President-Pretender is just

now thick in the plot for effecting a change—-which may leaye him on the

losing side, though Changainier seems swointo aidhim with his 'African'

butchers !)—another change on the Continent may soon renew the flight

of Kings, Princes, and Premiers ; and even the stout heart of little Lord

John may feel some misgivings, when the second act of the great democra-

tic drama of the nineteenth century opens on the European stage. The
* reaction ' contributes to make him pert and saucy. He will lower his

tone if Pemocracy begins soon to recover itself abroad.

Thomas Coopee.

aOOD NEWS: THE ' OEaANISATION OE LABOUE,' COM-
MENCED IN LONDON.

This week commences an enterprise, in London, which is of far deeper

importance than all that is likely to be done in Parliament, for the whole

session. Its aspect is humble ; but none whose hearts are sore with the

wrongs of society will treat it wdth contempt—though it will receive plenty

of that kind of treatment from the scoffers who thrive on the wrongs of

their fellow-creatures.

During the summer and autumn of last year, a few clergj^men, .barris-

ters, and London tradesmen, met a company of workingmen, in a public

room near Leicester Square, on stated evenings in the week, for the pur-

pose of learning the real condition of the working-classes, and also of hear-

ing what were workingmen' s own opinions concerning remedies. On
these occasions, the chair was usually taken by Professor Maurice, late of

Cambridge, and now of King's College, London. On the part of working-

men, my esteemed cousin, Walter Cooper, (whose fervid eloquence thou-

sands of the men of Manchester and Newcastle have lately heard, and

whose large-heartedness has long won him the affection of thousands in

London,)—was most constant in his attendance, and, perhaps, contributed

most powerfully to confirm the philanthropic projectors of these meetings

in the good design with which they entered on them. During the winter,

their frequent conversations with M. Jules Lechevalier—one of the high-

minded Erenchmen, at present resident among us—have served to

strengthen their benevolent purposes ; and the result is,—that capital is

provided, premises are taken at 34, Castle Street, Oxford Street, and on

Monday in the present week, a start is made by the " Woekikg Tailoes'

AssociATioK," to try w^hat can be done, by the Organisation of Labour,

towards redeeming some portion of the suffering workers of our beloved

old England from their misery

I have not space to enter into all the details, this w^eek. But I may

briefly state that Professor Maurice; Eev. Mr. Hansard ; Eev. Mr. Kingsley
;

Messrs. Ludlow and Hughes, barristers ; Mr. Mansfield, chemist ; Mr,

Lumley, bookseller; and M. Jules Lechevalier—are among the philan-

thropists who engage to start the undertaking with the necessary capital

:

that Walter Cooper is entrusted wdth the practical management, on the

part of these beneyolent persons : that three months' probation is to test

the social qualities of the workers ; and that every worker is to sJtare in the

vrojits of the entire concern, in proportion to the amount of capital at which

his labour is valued—that is, the amount of w^hat are called 'wages' under

the competitive system.

In future numbers I will more fully detail the items of agreement ; and
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my readers may dppend on it, that I shall watch this experiment with
anxious mterest. If it succeed, a grand intelligent struggle must be made
by workmgmen, in every part of the country, to wvgQ partnership, associa-
tion, organisation of industry (as friend Thomas Goddard calls it) or or-
ganisation of labour (in the phrase of noble Louis Blanc) upon the considera-
tion of ' employers' as they are now caUed. If it succeed, the glorious hope
dawns upon British toilers that the obnoxious terms 'Master' and ' Ser-
vant' shaU pass out of ^use

; and toilers toil together, by brain and hand
on the footing of partners and brotliers.

•

And why should it not succeed ? In Paris, one hundred and ffty asso-
ciations of workers exist

: in Prance, one thousand! The ' Times' does not
tell this. It only hints in obscure and condemnatory language at the
shochmg spread of socialism, throughout Prance ! Av, and it is spreading
and Will spread. Intelligent workingmen there are heart-sick of the old
slavish system, and are determined it shall pass away. Thomas Goddard
was Avrong about the Tailors of the Rue de Clichy : they flourish stiU
and are a thousand strong. The association commenced this week in
London has not been formed without the strictest and most correct infor-
mation, as to what is doing in Prance.

T ^^^^^f9f
^« ^^.^^^^ oiie experhnent in London, and the example will spread

Let the Organisation of Labour ' once begin to prevaH among our trades
and handicrafts

;
and it can then scarcely fail to find its way into our great

manufacturing enterprizes. And if it take root there-can any one doubt
that the soil of Old England, of which so many miUions of acres now lie
waste shall not soon be occupied by happy colonies of brother workers?May the day soon come

!

Thomas Ooopee,

pejn^ anb ijn-k: sketch op lipe.
[a remembrance.]

It was early in the month of September of the year 1849, on a rathercold drizzly day; the writer had journeyed some six miles on foot over theup and down roads of a somewhat remote part of Yorkshire Hay

W

passed through sundry villages, more noted for factories and ragc^ Zudren than for architectural beauty, he found himself on the side of"a moorthe fadmg blossoms of its heather still beautiM. Looking round^ halfbewildered, and not knowing whether to turn to the right or feft he hea^close by the sound of voices; strayed leisurely thither^ and in due timefound himself by the side of an immense sto/e quarry. It was the dinne;hour and about a dozen of workmen, men and lads,Vere enToyins theiJ

£ ad and bain o/b^/T'^7 ^"""'^ ^^-^"^^
'

'''' '"^'J —'I *« -* tt ^
Site eaT:r„?fr?

""""^
'^'V' "' '' ""S'^* ^'' ^"^l^ ^ "gl^* hearty

Set ti^h nn Zf ""^ ^ ''"''" '^""^ *°°1 hox, or sitting on a folded

nor sC Lri!? "^" or penny waiter at hand, and neithir fruit-knife

Tthe Ift hand wit^'fr*'^?,*
\^°'^

""l
^^1' ^"^^^^ ^''^'^ ''^^ ««ld meatm tne lett band, with a clasped knife m the other. They seemed to eattheir homely are with a rehsh for which a half-sick ladyyS or Chel

Prrb'^fr
\»-e given gladly enough more than a doc^t^ fee "

fjji t I-o^'l^^-witli all its show and glitter, its plate-elassfronts, cabs, ommbuses^^ city merchants, parliament m^n poodle 'dots

01 tne contrast. The houses of Oxford-street and Eegent-street are built
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1 „„ <,„^Ti «toT.p too as we see in tliat quarry, only carefully cut

ofstone weknow :
sucli ^to^^l^^'^f\™g. But there is something about a

into square blocks ^fa built into houses^^
geologist or gatherer of

quarrfthat interests the ^^1^*°^'
^^^'^g^.^trm

"
I will try to tell. It is

?ossili and petr&ctaons f^at ^^/^^^"h; core of universal Nature,

a consciousness that yon axe one lea^ nearer
^^ ^^ ^^^^-^^

There is no sham ^.^ont a stone qixarr^^ no P P
^.^^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^.^

.tones fitted in^
bSding in th

"
est conltion ; - ani I am told that

Zri aTe skSed Lders, can read even there "the Law and the

^ta1 sLd for --—-^- Ints^tn/a go^d S^Sck)
ge\rsSS?-f^Bto^^^^^^^^^^^^
looked at his stone-coloured ^^e and town na ^ ^^ ^^^^^^

culean fraane,-for he looked stre^^^^^^
^ ^ ^

P
^ ^^^^^^_. ^^^^

me by name and said, D7*,^°7^^ *
resent in the same meeting-house

once walked ten mi es on foot to be presen
^^^ ^^^^ ^^^

t%rSdtSe=rS^we:k.Ido^^
have pains and Aeumatism for the remaonder^

^^^^^_
„ „ ,^^

Looking round, I said— ihis seems an
^^^ .^ ^^

said, " There are a few ^^red a«re^

such as you fee therf.now." "Do
keep some thirty or forty ^^ggy cattle, -^h - yo^

^ ^^^.^,^^^^

you think It IS good lana/^, •>-
^^^^'^- .\ a.„,„ portions of it have been

^bout twenty acres round the
-l-^y^^^/ZfJ^^^^Ss to be seen. The

cultivated. There are here and there ^rr
^^^^^ y^, ^nd his

squire rides over it sometimes : and a^a^k-rt hou
__^^.^ ^.^^^

hunting friends I often
^^^f 'J°f^^^'^se of thinking ? it only vexes

find better employment. Butj bat s tne
6^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^

one with what one sees, ^h^
^J

t^iere ^« n
^^^ J^^ ^f land

England ; and yet I see every day oimy me
^^^^ ^^^.^^ ^^ ^

lying waste, almost ^^ry mch rf ^^ hictt nug
understand it

:

f told the steward that the «"^ -^^^'^'7,, necessary : that all the

that clever men in London said Watio^J^^ him-Why don't they

land could not be cultivated. I
P'J*

t^^\^^"™,
I aid not understand it

;

let us try ? The steward l°*fJfJ^^^'eTtS about me. But

but I was a curious fe^lo^'
^f^^^f^^^i tuoTl am right ; and they «?;

^

whether I am curious, or not curious i mo s
^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^

know it. The truth
^«'
f,!fjXs and doW^ best to keep the poor

can, they will take care of
tf^'fl^^^jfXwrite books, or I would answer

man's nose to the grindstone^
«.A what evirybody else may see, if they

them ; but I know what \ «'f'^l thev say to me, that there is not room

are not mllingl!/J>hn&. And f^^^'^^J '^tLv in the earth that way,

enough for us all m England, T-V^^\^J ^\^ ^^^^ turn up fresh, I say,

(suithig the action to the
^J^A^J^cre.toes, and tUt is God's earth

;

^Answlr me that
!
I^™,

T^.Lu I blame
'

Man, or God ?'
"

and if I am not let dig it who can I b^ame '

j,, ^tose sense

I here shook the rough 1"^* honest baud « ^ H j^ ^ ^ ^^^ ^.^ j

was as hard and as «?t"'^^\'f .^^JtoXlo„ic was older, stronger, and

was staunchly of the opinion; that mattocK iogm
^

lounder thai Malthus-logic. Reader what thmk yo'i •

^_ j^^^.^,.
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the moral and phydcal coSoHf v™^f.^ V^"""" H'^'^'^'''"'
^^"--'^ to elevate

quality of youA4™a?iot'au<} tt^g^LX^orctaTs^oVyo^fileaV^'"^"''^since won my warmest sympathies and admiration ^ ^'' ^^"^ '°"S

letter to Lord Dudley Stinrt tv.nfVil *u- i

scheme. You say in your late

of the system beoa^^ if"nvol'vts a concesston7nZo:fZ.".*^'' ."?^" ^/^PP™^«
Suffrage, and because it implies or seem to mX thnt

'^"°*""' "^ ^'"'^^'"'^

shape of land, has a ietier title daniSLLZ^S,', *^t-l -^"f' '"f^''.
i" *!>«

me to observe that the majority of '"Sold 1 ,nd'P= , °t
"^ V^"' '^<=™''

one iota of their claim for TlmC^nl i^fff
^^and supporters, do not concede

tiously believe and decCe with vo^MJ ™°'' ~' *''^ contrary, they conscien-
countiy to the government of wS t l""l'

"' "'"'''
"I'ff'^t "> ^^""e a voice in that

he is liable to b^e cal Zpon to fiJht tfffL*^^^ T'*
^"^ iH ^^^^"""^ "^ ^^ich

mom; Wyfe be made aS ot fhones-the Ul^^^^^^^^^

nevcrthekss that until this

s*tt:SrlnTdlri«rv4?^^^^^
and gaij aLth r p^[ *° iit::.:^!'^^::^:^^^ "' ''' -'^'--'y'

its^.:L^LSr.'esTe"iti:;^^^^^^^^^^
and economy; a^fd whenri^known ttif^^l^r^^^^ ^r'^^S'^'' temperanci,
society, have been saTed from the Ale hotf"i^°°'

""' " ^^^.''^^, Paid to the
The weekly contribrionTso^ntlTfW V^** """' ^^'^'^^ "^ "«'•"« ?

A discontinuance of some sunerZo ,f 1 r " P'-^T^^ted from subscribing,
plish the object. And wTat ?ask can'l,r„^

^P' «r™j..;.«; expense, may accom-
him who stands upon hij own Jf'Jf ^ "'J'^

""''''''• ^'^'^'^ *« satisfaction of
it for himself? ?o what mor/ilfifli "J^'^'-''?'^

''°°"'' ^^^' '"'^'<^^^> he earned
What stronge • iuduremenTrufd hat h. ''''P''"l«S''''^> ^^^^ been'subjected ?

in the paths of sobr^ty and neace
'^ /n^P^^^'^*!

'» him, to continue to walk
desirable means to aS end •'™..^J;

^"^ -7**" *'''* '"''^^^ politically, as a
of theworking-crasse?.''Bnti TZil'.r.lC^' 'V^^^'f ^""^ regeneration
one as yourself will materiallv vSa'vd i?« t disapprobation from such a
enlisting in its ranks. Their ^rninirllnf,"""''''

"-'"^
f-'^'"''

'"^"y «^ *hem from
ale-house, or the counters of the "fn S^wl!?ftf" ^'",*''' ?' ^^^ ^^^^<^' «f the
" ny,.te"'in that "good time " wh oh f/k "f'^ '"''' ''"P'"S *" "•«<=eive their
never arrive. Witfever^Lrance ofL f

''".^' P/''?"' '''<'^ '^ <=»«'««. ""aym every assuiance ot my fervent and smcere esteem

Mr. Thomas Cooper.
" ""'' '"'' '''' ^""''^f'^^""^' '

Thomas T. Campbell.

natlTc^rnTng're'brtT'oTfhet """"""r.'
''^^''^"^ f"'™«<J - -^^ff-^"*

3omplexion is a shockhw SZ-f *'>'; '''""an shape and countenance ! A fair

aoseareabiut/. f;"Ltn^^^^^^^^
thick lips and a flat

»-e the objects of unive.sTadmSnn ^
ears, that hang down upon the shoulders.

>e fit to walk upon, he L reiXdn; ?'"^ '^ ^'^'^^ ' ^•'°' '^ ^° ^^'g^ as to
lations in North America tif f™t it!

^'"™^''^;- «/ "ghness. Some of the^savage
*us squeezethemrSthe bone are^lV™"'^^*''? ^"^'^ "^ ^^''' <=''"<J'-«°. and
.erfectly square. EuropeaiL are a^Mnfr ^^ .^^^^^ ^'l'% l"*° ^ ^"''^ that is almost
which some missiSferhavtTmn^i'H .^ ^^ ''^'"''' ''^'^""y ^"'^
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0„„espo„.eMs wIU p:ea.e aaa.., . T.o».s Coope. 5, ... Row, K„.Ms.na.e

*

^^tE;;„e."-TheGree.st.e,.se.ve. wrote
*Y.^.<..^^^^^^ ^^^™-'

the A, and, mo.t likely Vro,.o...eit^ f^hard, a^m __^
stilted rrfor the i;a,rd;mo.t likely pr..o..ee t>e

^

nroiioanee the c in such names hke s.
,
Mj- w^.'.'" „ , Learner' cannot get hold of Mr.

?e? written), is restoring the proper (X^/. ' ?Pf'^'"
to the Pronunciation of Classical Name

tjrote's work (which is very <l«.="0-;Yf!'^'^,*, at present, pronounced A^se-to «-*«.•acce-rt

::'aKlbr"'Neart;tl'G^erard Latfn Lrn.inatLns in < es' are pronounced hke

"^^r^aXlsUngton."-! cannot a^^^^^^^^^

knowledge of the circumstances. The hmt respecting 1 i

sent to its editors.
,, „^ ... r j^ not decUne it without considerable nesi-

tat;?:^G^^Tr!^^^"HeluS=;t?^^^^^^^^
« D. G.r^.ndel"-The handyUls shall be sent as d^^^^^^

<.p.H/Eastwood,Middleton."-lneverdem^^^^^^^^ i'h'e Veuetian di^af m«i-

,

«U B-""OJeo. Lombard;" and others. 1 lieu approvals t f
^

I'eceived, and valued
. ^^,^^^ . . ^^^ decUned. His additional suggestions respecting|

« Cincinnatus."—Tlie poetry is re='Pe-ttully leciine
Conference J

answermg the enquiry.
Birch-" their poetry is respectfully declmed.

:: n°t^e:.?'i^Hs'Kn:s^a^ good iSt; ale tooW-^^^^^^^^^ L- hmr try h>s hand at

send for it.

aect««., in itonion, for tl,» ^"^"'"9 ^«^; « Christ's trans^

S«,«.r, Feh. 17, at 7, Hall of Science, (n^arFi-^urySq-^^^^ ^ ^^ ,Jcendent excellence as a moral ^xamplar
,
ana e

Institution. John-streetJ
Religion of Human Nature '-Th^asC^^^^^^^^ (See Advt. 1
Fitzrov Square. "Necessity ofJMon^or progress

^ and Genius of

MONDAY, Feb. A at 8, temperance «Broad^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ Square,

Milton"-Thomas Cooper. At .h'^^^'mi ' J'hS^^ At a quarter ta

Crutched Friars. «^Life and Gemus
f/ ^fSer's L^e in Australia"-J. AVade At

9, Finsbury Hall, 6(5, Bunhill How. " ^he Settl^^^^^^^
Writings of James

MOH.U.V 0. Ac™KS._The -ramy of an
^{j^^ ^Xntr^ktre^r^^^^

-^rJ^roVS^S-Hethaten^^^^^^^^^
demonstrably multipUos the mlets to 1 W'^-f« ; ^^^^ j. , j ; ^^kes a barren

^-Sllti^^t^it^S.^^^^^^^^^^
as preparatives to autumnal fruit /6. ^ thattiicy ought not to raise expeota-

«o?St ST^^u^rftef^.au|^;-!!i/- ^-- - -^ ™*
brightening into flame, than flame sinking into

f^^f
•.{''• ^ intrepidity, tp which w-

ofesra^esrp^^^^^^^^^^^
who too apparently distrusts ^^^J^^^^^'T^'';^ ,^_n^ the world, by the advantage whic

to each other.r-^/6
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THINKINGS, FROM THOMAS CARLYLE.

Democracy.—-Universal Democi-acy, whatever we may think of it, has declare d
itself as an inevitable fact of the days in which we live ; and he who has any chance
to instruct, or lead, in these days must begin by admitting that : new street-barri-
cades, and new anarchies, still more scandalous if still less sanguinary, must return
and again return, till governing persons everywhere know and admit that. De-
mocracy, it may be said everywhere, is here :—for sixty years now, ever since the
grand or First French Revolution, that fact has been terribly announced to all the
world ;

in message after message, some of them very terrible indeed ; and now at
last all the world ought really to believe it. That the world does believe it ; that
even Kings now as good as believe it, and know, or with just terror surmise^ that
they are but temporary phantasm Playactors, and that Democracy is the grand
alarming, imminent and indisputable Reality : this, among the scandalous phases
we witnessed in the last two years, is a phasis full ofhope : a sign that we are advanc-
ing closer and closer to the veryProblem itself, which it will behove us to solve or die

;

—that all fighting and campaigning and coalitioning in regard to the existence of
the Problem, is hopeless and superfluous henceforth. The gods have appointed it
so ; no Pitt, nor body of Pitts or mortal creatures can appoint it otherwise. De-
Ynocracy, sure enough, is here : one knows not how long it will keep hidden un-
derground even in Russia ,•—and here in England, though we object to it resolutely
in the form of street-barricades and insurrectionary pikes, and decidedly will not
open doors to it on those terms, the tramp of its million feet is on all streets and
thoroughfares, the sound of its bewildered thousandfold voice is in all writings
and speakings, in all thinkings and modes and activities of men.
Shams.—Alas, it is sad enough that Anarchy is here ; that we are not permitted

to regret its being here,—for, who that had, for this divine Universe, an eye which
was human at all, could wish that Shams of any kind, especially that Sham-Kings
should continue ? No : at all costs, it is to be prayed by all men that Shams may
cease. Good Heavens, to what depths have we got, when this to many a man seems
strange ! Yet strange to many a man it does seem ; and to many a solid English-
man, wholesomely digesting his pudding among what are called the cultivated
classes, it seems strange exceedingly ; a mad ignorant notion, quite heterodox
and big with mere ruin. He ha^s been used to decent forms long since fallen empty
of meaning, to plausible modes, solemnities grown ceremonial,—what you in your
iconoclast humour call shams,—all his life long ; never heard that there was any
harm in them, that there was any getting on without them. Did not cotton spin

• itself, beef grow, and groceries and spiceries come in from the East and the West
quitecomfortablyby;the side of shams % Kings reigned, what they were pleased to call
reigning

; lawyers pleaded, bishops preached, and honourable members perorated •

and to crown the whole, as if it were all real and no sham there, did not scrip
continue saleable, and the banker pay in bullion, or paper with a metallic basis ?

Justice.—Oceans of horse-hair, continents of parchment, and learned-sergeant
eloquence, were it continued till the learned tongue wore itself small in the inde-
fatigablelearnedmouth, cannot make unjust just. The grand question stillremains
Was the judgment just ? If unjust, it will not and cannot get harbour for itself,'
or continue to have footing in this Universe, which was made by other than One
Unjust. Enforce it by never such statuting, three readings, royal assents ; bldw
it to the four winds with all manner of quilted trumpeters and pursuivants, in the
rear of them never so many gibbets and hangmen, it will not stand, it 'cannot
stand. From all souls of men, from all ends of Nature, from the Throne of God
above, there are voices bidding it : Away, away ! Does it take no warning ; does
it stand, strong in its three readings, in its gibbets and artillery-parks ? The more
woe is to it, the frightfuller woe. It will continue standing, for its day, for its
year, for its century, doing evil all. the while ; but it has One enemy who is
Almighty

: dissolution, explosion, and the everlasting Laws of Nature incessantly
advance towards it ; and the deeper its rooting, more obstinate its continuing, the
deeper also, and huger will its ruin and" overturn be.

Life.—He that embarks on the voyage of life will always wish to advance, rather by
the simple impulse of the wind, than the strokes of the oar ; and many founder in their
passage, while they lie waiting for the gale.—-/oAw^ow.
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A MOORLAND CAROL.
To skip along the daisied lea,

In the early months o' spring,

When vernal verdure clothes the fields,

And the waken'd woodlands ring;
When all around so full of hope,

Gives life to lovely schemes,
And favours our aspiring thoughts,
Our fair, enchanting dreams

:

To loiter by the wimpling brook,
In the sunny month o' May,

To gambol on the village green.
Or tedd the balmy hay :

To wander 'mong the mellow woods.
In the " leavy month of June,"

When the foxglove rears its fairy form.
The flowers shed rich perfume :

To scale the rugged mountain's brow.
Exalted view the scene :

Thoughtful to gaze upon the sea.

Clothed in the sunny sheen

:

O, sweet are these ! but sweeter far,

And ever so will be,

The lonely and mysterious moor :

The wild, wide moor, for me !

The wild, the lonely moor for me.
Where the purple heather grows,

Where the heath-bell sweetly droops its

And the streamlet gently flows.

head,

Where fairy mists roll o'er the scene,

So solemn yet so gay.

Where nought unseemly e'er intrudes

Upon the lark's light lay !

The wild, the lonely moor for me.
Where the plover's evry cry.

The curlew's wail, and the bee's deep hum.
As it gently skimmeth by

The lambkins bleat, the heath-fowl's birr.

And the lark's rejoicing lay.

Join joyously in concert meet
From dawn till close of day !

For save the cottage on the brae.

The shieling on the hill.

There's nought but nature to be found,
And everything is still ;

The deafening noise of factories

Is not there to be found.
The misery of crowded lanes.

Of dwellings 'neath the ground!

The wild, the lonely moor for me.
There we've no wants and woes.

Such as afflict the poor with whom
Yon city overflows.

O, sweet may distant scenes appear.
But never can they be.

Like the lonely and mysterious moor :

The wild, wide moor for me!
Ayr. WillamWylie.

THE CRY OF THE UNEMPLOYED.
Tis' hard ! tis' hard ! to wander on through this bright world of ours,—
Beneath a sky of smiling blue,—on velvet paths of flowers :

With music in the woods, as there were nought but pleasure known,
Or angels walked earth's solitudes :—and yet with want to groan !

To see no beauty in the stars, nor in the sun's glad smile
;

To wail and wander misery-cursed ! willing, but cannot toil !

There's burning sickness at my heart : I sink down famished :

God of the wretched, hear m^' prayer ! I would that I were dead !

Heaven droppeth down with manna still in many a golden shower,
And feeds the leaves with fragrant breath, with silver dew, the flower :

There's honeyed fruit for bee and bird, with bloom laughs out the tree :

There's food for all God's happy things ; but none gives food to me !

Earth decked with Plenty's garland-crown, smiles on my aching eye :

The purse-proud, swathed in luxury, disdainful pass me by :

I've eager hands—I've earnest heart—but may not work for bread :

God of the wretched, hear my prayer! I would that I were dead !

Gold art thou not a blessed thing ? A charm above all other.

To shut up hearts to nature's cry, when brother pleads with brother ?

Hast thou a music sweeter than the loving voice of kindness ?

No, curse thee, thou'rt a mist twixt God and men in outer blindness !

*' Father, come back !" My children cry ! Their voices once so sweet.

Now quiver-lance-like, in my bleeding heart ! I cannot meet !

The looks that make the brain go mad, of dear ones asking bread !

God of the wretched hear my prayer ! I would that I w^re dead !

Lord, what right have the poor to wed ? Love's for the gilded great

!

Are they not formed of nobler clay who dine oft' golden plate ?

'Tis the worst curse of poverty to have a feeling heart ;

Why can I not, with iron grasp, thrust out the tender part ?

I cannot slave in yon Bastile ! Ah, no ! 'twere bitterer pain

—

I'd wear the pauper's iron within, than clank the convict's chain !

To work but cannot—starve, I may—but will not beg for bread :

God of the wretched, hear my prayer ! I would that I were dead !

Gerald Massey
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CEITICAL EXEGESIS OF GOSPEL HISTOEY,
ON THE BASIS OP STRAUSS's ' LEBEN JESU.'

A SERIES OF EIGHT DISCOURSES ; DELIVERED AT THE LITERARY INSTITUTION", JOHN
STREET, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, AND AT THE HALL OF SCIENCE, CITY ROAD, ON
SUNDAY EVENINGS, DURING THE WINTERS OF 1848—9, AND 1849—50.

BY THOMAS COOPER,
Author of ' The Purgatory of SuicidesJ*

III. —THE MIRACLES.

If Nature, or the Universe, liad no Laws, there could be no talk about

Miracles^ The very use of a word which means something out of the course

of Nature, proves that even those who use it recognise that regular course of

phenomena which we term the Laws of Nature. These laws exist. All men
recognise them.

True, there are some distinctions to be made when the universality of this

recognition is affirmed. For instance ; an inhabitant of Central Africa who
had neither been out of that climate,—nor conversed with any one who had,

—nor read a book,—could have no knowledge of that law of Nature where-

by water may become solid : he had never seen ice, and it is not likely that,

in that hot climate, he would dream of it. Again : a peasant of the Dark
Ages could have no knowledge of the laws of nature which attach to our

Planetary system : he could no more suspect that the Earth revolved round
the Sun, than he could believe that' he walked on his head. Nay, again :

even a philosopher of the Dark Ages, if he could now be resuscitated, and
told that we were able to exchange thoughts by means of a wire with persons

hundreds of miles distant from us, and this in a second of time, might be ex-

pected to deny it. He might say he knew that a wire had no such property

as that which we attributed to it, nor could it be made to have such a pro-

perty : it was contrary to the Laws of Nature.

So then, even to comparatively cultivated minds some of these Laws have
been unknown ; while to rude or unexperienced persons many of these laws have
remained unknown. Yet, after all the necessary expenditure of definition, the

truth remains that Men universally, though in relation to the degree of their

knowledge, recognise Nature as having fixed, or regular laws.

Do ive ever see these Laws departed from ? Never. If any man in this

assembly were to say he had, all of us would tell him he was mistaken ; and
would demand the relation of what he had seen, in order 'to shew him that it

was, after all, but an operation of a Law of Nature which he had witnessed.

If this were an assembly of learned and orthodox Christian divines they

would do the same ; for they say ' the age of Miracles is past.' If a deeply

pious man recovers in an unexpected manner from a grievous sickness, for

instance, they do not say that a miracle has been performed upon him ; but
that ' God has blessed the means,'—or, that ^ in the order of His Providence

it has pleased God to restore him.' I am not speaking of the dreams about
* answers to faith' and ^ answers to prayer' among fanatics : I repeat that, with
every orthodox Christian divine making the slightest pretences to education,

the idea of miracles being performed noiv is held to be absurd : the decided

proclamation is that miracles have long ceased.

Then, why, if it be absurd to suppose miracles are performed now, is it rea-

sonable to believe that they ever were performed ? Because, say the orthodox,

a Revelation was necessary to guide man. He was a poor lost wandering
creature—morally sunk and degraded and incapable of finding out the way
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of life—one divinely commissioned must be sent to teach him—and he who
was sent must be able to prove his divine commission by doing what Omni-
potence alone could enable him to do—that is, controvert the fixed laws, of

the Universe.

To answer at length this a 2)riori argument for Miracles would lead us far

from our present purpose. We can but wonder at one fact of enormous magni-
tude : that the Revelation which is meant, with all its supposed proofs of a
Divine Commission, has, during the 1800 years which have elapsed since it is

affirmed to have been given, not yet reached half of the human race. This
fact would seem, at the outset, a barrier to the belief that it was miraculously

given by Omnipotence, or by Infinite Benevolence, since if the Omnipotent
compassionated his lost and fallen creation. He would have taken efi'ectual

means to proclaim His will without favouritism. Another argument would
have to be entered into—namely, the proof that Man is unable to discover by
his own reason the rules of a virtuous life, and unable to practice them. Here,

we should stand prepared to deny the doctrine of Man's helplessness altogether
;

and to contend that no such Revelation is necessary : that Nature, around
Man and within Man, furnishes her own Revelation : that duty is but another

name for laiv, and that the observance of his own nature is sufficient to shew
man that frequent reflection upon his duties, or the moral laws, will inevitably

influence his life, and lead him to cherish no thought, to speak no word, to

perform no act, which can disturb his own happiness or the happiness of others

—but so to regulate his thoughts, and words, and deeds as to enchance his

own happiness and that of the whole human race.

This would be challenging both the need of a Revelation, and of Miracles

to support it. But our present purpose is of another kind : it is to examine,

by induction, whether what are called the Miracles of the Four Gospels be

truths. There is but one legitimate way of doing this. We have to remember
that they are the relations of a book, and of a book of a by-gone age. Who
wrote the narratives we do not know. We have shewn, in the two introduc-

tory discourses, that there is no certain knowledge whatever upon this point ;

and we continue to call the Four Grospels by the names of Matthew, Mark^

Luke, and John, to avoid confusion, and for no other reason.

We saw that the two first chapters of Matthew and Luke, respectively, were

composed of independent narratives, partly, and. in other parts were contra-

dictory ; that they set forth genealogies of Joseph the father of Jesus which

were completely irreconcileable with each other ; while they, more strangely

still, affirm that Jesus was begotten without Joseph, and therefore render both

the genealogies absurdly needless, or—if one only be the genealogy of Joseph,

though the record does not say so,—render that one genealogy equally absurd

and needless. We have seen that the Divine Being is related by Luke to

have sent an angel with a heathen name to inform the Virgin at Nazareth,

that she should be, supernaturally, the mother of the Messiah ; and yet that

this chosen vessel of the Divine purposes is left by the Divine Being in a state

of suspicion and shame, and another revelation has to be made to her husband,

according to Matthew, who knows not Nazareth as the original dwelling place

of Joseph and Mary, but introduces them at the birth of Jesus in Bethle-

hem ; that Luke's inspiration—the inspiration of him who had ' perfect un-

derstanding of all things from the very first'—gives him no knowledge of the

shame to which Mary had been exposed, or of the revelation made to Joseph

her husband about his espoused wife being with child of the Holy Ghost :

that he relates as the occasion of their journey to Bethlehem a taxing of " all

the world" by Augustus Oesar which was never made, or if it mean all Judea,
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rcbrist We have seen both the Barrators meet m the mythic idea of their

S^Teinlrofucefachorusof angels chaunting- the advent of the Messiah to

K^^rds, who go and .sit the child -^^-^^^:::^^^^1:;^:^
^&iri.^:^^S^^^^ Anna puhliW testify to theS Messikhship in the temple ;-and, 'when all .tl^^"^^

^f/"^f^^' ^'^

Trents go down quietly to reside at Nazareth, coming up to the annua

Cts andwe hear no more expressly about the Divinely -begotten child

unttl he d"scoTirses with the doctor^ at twelve years old. Luke's mythical idea

we saw vvas that the Messiah must fulfil the whole law from a ch.ld-and his

Wend is worked out in perfect fidelity to that idea.
, . „ ,, .;,„„

But we saw that Ma thew was guided by another set of Myths-these

being so plentiful in the old literature of his nation, and the endency of his

people blng so strong to form secondary senses of the old writings, that theyS passa'ges to be\r upon the Messiah which a nation ^^^-^ ontj^:^^

class of ideas could not have thought of applying to him. The angels talked

of Tn IS and all the spreading abroad of the good news by the shepherds

a thouoh Bethlehem was not three hours' distant from .Terusalem,-had not

carried the news of the Messiah's appearance to Jerusalem,-inasmuch as by

Matthew s account, the Magi's enquiry caused Herod the king to be troublexl,

and all Jerusalem with /.f^V'-and after assembling his counse lors, and ob-

Wng from them a guess from prophecy that the search must be made in

BetWehem,-he had^to direct the Magi to "go and ..aro^ Ahrjentll/Jor he

young cWld.'' The miraculous star that went and " stood oyer where the

youni child was-'-the Massacre of the Innocents-the Flight into hgypt-

the Return, and successive Divine warnings-until the going down to dwell at

Nazareth, ^hich city Matthew had never mentioned before-were utterly ad-

verse to Luke's story, and had their origin m another set of mythical idea

We were so far from calling these contrary accounts the records of plen-

ary inspiration,' that we saw,-bothby their structure, and the forced and

inapplicable texts from the Old Testament brought to support them,-tha

they were plainly and palpably legendary, and deserving of no more credit

as facts, than the fables of King Arthur and Merlin the Prophet

At a second stage of our enquiry, we were again compelled to reject as

legendary much that seemed to be related for fact-such as the descent of the

Divine spirit in the form of a dove at the Baptism—the heavenly voice-the

testimony ofJohn the Baptist to the Messiahship of Jesus-and the wildly

imaginative story of the Temptation by the Devil.
. .•„,;„„

We thus enter on the third, and more important series of investigation,

with no encouragement to expect an absence of legend. ;iet,torthe Miracles

related to have been performed 6y Christ, we have an incontestable right to

demand the clearest historic evidence. It is affirmed and held to be a sacred

truth in the land of our birth, that the truth of the Redeemer s Divine mis-

sion rests upon them. The ' Miracles' are, -therefore, the bulwarks of orthodox

belief, and should be impregnable to fair criticism. A sense of their im-

portance, according to the shewing of orthodox divines themselves, must com-

pel us to examine these accounts of supernatural events with a strictness we
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should scarcely feelit necessary to apply to any other relations ever made byman. At every step, Reason must demand- JTAo are the witnesses ? What
IS heir warrant for credibility ? What is the accordance of their testimony!If the Gospe records give an unsatisfactory answer to these rational fair andhonest questions-who will dare to say that rational, fair, and honest etuirertought to receive present censure and everlasting punishment, as a consequenceof rejecting what to them is not proved ? Wh^at^ver may b the resuZf our

inluV!,,' r ''''

''T'*^ "'T""^'
'* ^^-«' be'^xpected t"be Ilikin all—let us, however, enter on this examination rationally, fairlv and

ir "-.1 f"?'
^%'^' "^""''^^^ '^ "'^''^'^^ distinctnessflet 2' firstexamine that class of miracles in which Jesus is described as operating super-naturally upon human beings Following the classification of Straufs, thesewil be-1. Demoniacs; 2. Lepers; 3. The Blind ; 4. Paralytics: 5. Invo-

of the dT^' TI,
'' "'

"'^'''f«''
^- ^"''^ "" theSabbath; S^Resuscitations

Tbii^l r
^he remaining ' Miracles' will be of a mixed character: 1.Those relating to the Sea

; 2. The multiplication of the loaves and fishes
;3. The turning of the water into wme : 4. The cursing of the barren fig-tree!

(To be coyitinued in oiext numher.)

Mucational Economy; or State Edition Vindicated from the Objectionsg tTie Votaries of Voluntaryism. By Thomas Emery.
:Przze Msay

:
The Causes of Crime ; its Prevention and Punishment Bythe same Author. *"

I BEG to recommend the perusal of these essays -the production of thepromising young thinker mentioned in the notici of the^Prize Essay lastweek-^to aU thoughtful working men. The treatise on ' State EdSion'
IS, to my mmd, most unanswerable. I shall make no extracts fromlt-for
It ought to be read entire. The following passages from the "ses ofCrime will give my readers an additional taste of our author's quality-

criiXT^Wh.?''"^^ '^™^ ^^ '^' recklessness and improvidence ofcriminals. What is crime under such circumstances but the manifestation of anxTJv tn nrnvide for wants either real or fictitious, in an ignorant and unprincipled nmnnerPOtl^er^.ngoing a step further assert that recklessness impro^adence and crme3nfL ,^^^^'' '^
estations of that depreciated self-respect and indfffei-ence to publir^oocr n'eu^^^^^^^^^^^national government and the deprivation of political and social rilts Aivftw Zll^government, but palpable, self-imputative evidence against the assumed 'onlWr } ^
of a country ? and what is political and social serM^ tt P oofTs tive of'f^^^thatm.. a .^a.^,^,, which, if possessed, would assert its owrdignTtrandmoran^^^^^^^^

selfTn^ r'- v^'"'^''
'•''' '' ''''''^''' ^^^^-^^ ^^-t indifferen^r o'publirgood oss ofself-respect, recklessness, improvidence, and criminalitv, are mainly attr butable to thedrinking customs of society; whereas, drunkenness is^ a sec<,ndaiT ev JariSnl fLn ImsfaA:m method of obtaining pleasurable CKcitemenf T nnlr .f ih/

ewj, aiising horn a

whatever point we may, we IL find it iS:::^:' into some I'e.t^l'^&il'^aT
of IhernZTj. ^^/^^^"^r^"^^ '!

^^^P^'^^^^^ ^^"^^ of crime, I mean not merdy an ignorance

"The punishment of crime is a subiect of considor;}hlp fli-ffln,iif-.r ^r •

ence mwulu. .L , ' '
•'"PPos'ig 't possible that such antagonist could exoeri-«nce p.ea,e1y th« same pam, how could the punishment thus inflicted alct or Xer the pa^n
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previously experienced by such injured party ? If the punishment of an antagonist is not the

result of a desire to deter him or others from like conduct, we may call it the * satisfaction

of justice,' but it is nothing more nor less than revenge. Punishment abstractedly considered

is an absurdity. Strictly speaking, mere punishment cannot be justly included in judicial

tactics. If punishment has no intelligent reference to consequences, it is a barbarous inflic-

tion of injustice ; and the infliction of injustice, in any degree, and by any authority, will

not be barren of injurious results. Punishm.ent is a miserable substitute for reason. It is

too immediate and sunmicary in its operations. It deals with the last manifestation of conduct,

and separates such conduct from all antecedents. Punishment too often disregards conse-

quences, and, in the mind of the inflicter, it ends where it began, in a revengeful feeling.

The child beats the table which has bruised its head—the plebeian satisfies his measure of

justice by a pugilistic encounter—the 'gentleman of honour' seeks mortal combat—and
government, finding it incompatible with anything approaching to order to allow these

'justice' satisfying proceedings to be carried on individually, takes upon itself the wholesale

disposition of differences. And what reason does government give for the punishment it

inflicts, apart from the evidence of its superior power to inflict such punishment? What
does government prove itself in the conduct of this business more than a Fighter-General, a
champion of physical force for society?"

" Discussions upon mere prison discipline are only attempts to shift the difliculty—not to

remove it. Our course, for the present, should be in another direction. The prime energies

of society should now be directed to the prevention of crime by educational measures. All

available means should be employed to discipline the rising generation in intelligence and
virtue. I know it may be objected that the effects of such eftbrts are remote from realization.

Is not this a characteristic of all important and permanent improvements ? Is there a shorter

cut to the ' good time' of virtue and happiness than by the steady march of mind? If reform

by education is slow and distant, demonstrate the ameliorative means which are quicker and
surer? What plan or pi-oject is there susceptible of general adoption, Avhich ignores intelli-

gence as a condition of our progress, and which repudiates reason as the arbiter of our moral,

social, and political destiny? Those who repine at the remoteness of prospect should look at

the inevitableness of the question. There is no escape from the evils of crime, but by the

enlightenment of the masses ; and the public enlightenment can only be accomplished by
time, appliance, and perseverance. ' Small strokes fell great oaks,' and ' a grain of wisdom
is worth a ton of folly.' I say again—diffuse knowledge—promote education—extirpate that

monster-evil, ignorance ; and crime, with a train of intermediate, causative evils—reckless-

ness, drunkenness, improvidence, poverty, political and social injustice—will be immensely
diminished, progress will be accelerated, and an advanced state of civilization attained ; in

which the rare victim of criminality will receive other treatment than vindictive violence,

and sanguinary execution."

The JVorhing Mans Journal, and ^ree Mnqidrer.

This is a weekly penny periodical, published in the Staffordshire Potteries
;

and has now reached its 32nd number. Many of the articles are interest-

ing chiefly to local readers ; and the wrongs under which the working men
of the great Pottery district frequently labour are fearlessly dragged to

light, and shewn up by the writers in this spirited paper. But several of

the articles are of general interest, and are also ably written—such as

those entitled—"Workshop Education"—" Knowledge"—" Self-Grovern-

ment"—" Government and Governors;" as v/ell as the papers by Benja-
min Glover, Veritas, Anti-Bullion, Cannon, and others.

The spreading intelligence in this district must be indubitably proved to

the oppressors resident in it, by the publication of this working man's
paper—for it is conducted and supported solely by working men. Let
other districts learn a lesson by their example ! Why should not every

populous locality have its own weekly periodical, conducted and supported
on the same principles, and by the same means ?

Eastern Life, Present and Past. By ITaeriet Martineatj.

The enlightened Committee of the Mechanics' Institute, in the wise town
of Burton-on-Trent, have hurnt this hooh,for its immorality ! Of course, these

Men of Gotham will help the sale of the work. ' Immorality,' in their
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vocabulary, simply means lieterodoxy . Miss Martineau's vigorous mind
cannot receive the contradiction contained in the doctrine of the Trinity,

or the legend of the Incarnation, iovfact : she sees, in old Egypt, the source

of these, and other mythical parts of the orthodox creed of Christendom,

—and speaks out her thoughts ! Let all. lovers of Truth honour her for

it ; and let the sapient Burtonians do their little, auto-da-fe [iftev their own
pious way, poor things !

Passing by much stirring description of the country, the first deeply re-

flective piece of thought we have in the book, discovers to us the source of

the Egyptian doctrines of the Good Power and the Evil ; and how they

have pervaded the creeds of other nations. Eew modern books contain

thoughts so valuable to the determined seeker after Truth, or so nobly

expressed :—
" If I were to have the choice of a fairy gift, it shoukl be like none of the many things I

fixed upon in my cliildhood, in readiness for sucli an occasion. It shonkl be for a great win-

noAving fan, such as would, witliout injury to human eyes and kuigs, blow away the sand which

buries the monuments of Egypt. What a scene would be laid open then ! One statue and

sarcophagus, brought from Memphis, was buried one hundred and thirty feet below the nionnd

surface. Who knows but that the greater part of old Memphis, and of other glorious cities,

lies almost unharmed under the sand! Who can say A\4iat armies of sphinxes, what sentinels

of colossi, might start upon the banks of the river, or come forth from the hill sides of the interior,

when the cloud of sand had been wafted away ! The ruins which we now go to study might
then appear occupying only eminences, while below might be ranges of pylons, miles of colon-

nade, temples intact, and gods and goddesses safe in their sanctuaries. What quays along the

Nile, and the banks of forgotten canals! What terraces, and flights of wide shallow steps!

What architectural stages might we not find for a thousand miles along the river, where now
the orange sands lie so smooth and light as to show the track,—the clear foot print—ofevery

beetle that comes out to bask in the sun!—But it is better as it is. If we could once blow

away the sand, to discover the temples and palaces, we should next want to rend the rocks

to lay open the tombs : and heaven knows what this would set us wishing further. It is best

as it is ; for the time has not come for the full discovery of the treasures of Egypt. It is best

as it is. The sand is a line means of preservation ; and the present inhabitants perpetuate

enough of the names to serve for guidance Avhen the day for exploration shall come. The
minds of scholars are prepai'ing for an intelligent interpretation of what a future age may
find : and science, chemical and mechanical, will probably supply such means hereafter as we
have not now, for treating and removing the sand when its conservative oflice has lasted long

enough. We are not worthy yet of this great unveiling : and the inhabitants are not, from
their ignorance, trustworthy as spectators. It is better that the world should wait, if only

care be taken that the memory of no site now known be lost. True as I feel it to be that we
had better wait, I was for ever catching myself in a speculation, not only on the buried

treasures of the mounds on shore, but on means for managing this ob.'^tinate sand.
" And yet, vexations as is its presence in many a daily scene, this sand has a bright side to

its character,—like everything else. Besides its great office of preserving unharmed for a
future age the records of the oldest times known to man, the sand of the desert has, for many
thousand years, shared equally with the Nile the function of determining the character and
the destiny of a whole people, who have again operated powerfully on the characters and
destiny of other nations. Everywhere, the minds and fortunes of human races are mainly
determined by the characteristics of the soil on which they are born and reared. In our own
small island, there are, as it were, three tribes of people, Avhose lives are much determined
still, in spite of all modern facilities for intercourse, by the circumstance of their being born
and reared on the mineral strip to the west,—the pastoral strip in tlie middle,—or the eastern

agricultural portion. The Welsh and Cornwall miners are as widely different from the Lin-
colnshire or Kentish husbandmen, and the Leicestershire herdsmen as Englishmen can be
from Englishmen. Not only their physical training is different ; their intellectual faculties

are differently exercised, and their moral ideas and habits vary accordingly. So it is in every
country where there is a diversity of geological formation : and nowhere is the original con-
stitution of their earth so strikingl}^ influential on the character of its inhabitants as in

Egypt. There everything depends—life itself, and all that it includes—on the state of the
unintermitting conflict between the Nile and the Desert. The world has seen many struggles

;

but no other so pertinacious, so perdurable, and so sublime as the conflict of these two great
powers. The Nile, ever young because perpetually renewing its youth, appears to the inex-
perienced eye to have no chance, with its stripling force, against the great old Goliath, the
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Desert, whose might has never relaxed, from the earliest days till now" ; but the giant has not

conquered yet. Now and then he has prevailed for a season ; and the tremblers whose destiny

hung on the event have cried out that all was over : but he has once more been driven back,

and Nilus has risen up again, to do what we see him doing in the sculptures,—bind up his

water-plants about the throne of Egypt. These fluctuations of superiority have produced

extraordinary effects on the people for the time : but these are not the forming and training

influences which I am thinking of^now. It is true that Avhen Nile gains too great an acces-

sion of strength, and runs in destructively upon the Desert, men are in despair at seeing their

villages swept away, and that torrents come spouting out ft-om the sacred tombs in the moun-
tain, as the fearful clouds of the sky come down to aid the river of the valley. It is true that

in the opposite case, they tremble when the heavens are alive with meteors, and the Nile is too

weak to rise and meet the sand columns that come marching on, followed by blinding clouds

of the enemy : and that famine is then inevitable, bringing with it the moral curses which

attend upon hunger. It is true that at such times strangers have seen (as we know from

Abdallatif, himself an eye-witness) how little children are made food of, and even men
slaughtered for meat, like cattle. It is tiue that such have been the violent effects produced

on men's "conduct by extremity here;—efl'ects much like what are produced by extremity

everywhere. It is not of this that I am thinking when regarding the influence on a nation

of the incessant struggle between the Nile and the Desert, It is of the formation of their ideas

and habits, and the training of their desires.

From the beginning, the people of Egypt have had everything to hope from the river,

nothing from the desert ; much to fear from the desert, and little from the river.

What their Fear may reasonably be, any one may know who looks upon a hillocky expanse

of sand, where the little jerboa burrows, and the hya;na prowls at night. Under these hil-

locks lie temples and palaces, and under the level sands, a whole city. The enemy has come
in from behind, and stifled and buried it. What is the Hope of the people from the river,

any one may witness who, at the regular season, sees the people grouped on the eminences,

watching the advancing waters, and listening for the voice of the crier, or the boom of the

cg,nnon which is to tell the prospect or event of the inundation of the year. Who can
estimate the efi^ect on a nation's mind and a character of a perpetual vigilance against the

desert; (see what it is in Holland of a similar vigilance against the sea!) a,nd of an annual
mood of Hope in regard to the Nile? Who cannot see what a stimulating and enliven-

ing influence this periodical anxiety and relief must exercise on the character of a
nation?— And then, there is the effect on their ideas. The Nile was naturally

deified by the old inhabitants. It was a god to the mass ; and at least one of

the manifestations of deity to the priestly class. As it was the immediate cause of all

they had, and all they hoped for,—the creative power regularly at work before their ej^es,

usually conquering, though occasionally checked, it was to them the Good Power ; and the

Desert was the Evil one. Hence came a main part of their faith, embodied in the allegory

of the burial of Osiris in the sacred stream, whence he rose, once a year, to scatter blessings

over the earth.—Then, the structure of their country originated or modified their ideas of

death and life. As to the disposal of their dead ;—they could not dream of consigning their

dead to the waters, which were too sacred to receive any meaner body than the incorruptible

one of Osiris : nor must any other be placed within reach of its waters, or in the way of the
pure production of the valley. There were the boundary rocks, with the hints afforded by
their caves. These became sacred to the dead. After the accumulation of a few generations

of corpses, it became clear how much more extensive was the world of the dead than that of the
living : and as the proportion of the living to the dead became, before men's eyes, smaller and
smaller, the state of the dead became a subject of proportionate importance to them, till their

faith and practice grew into what we see them in the records of the temples and tombs,
—engrossed with the idea of death and in preparation for it. The unseen world became all

in all to them ; and the visible world and present life of little more importance than as the
necessary introduction to the higher and greater. The imagery before their eyes perpetually
sustained these modes of thought. Everywhere they had in presence the sjanbols of the
worlds of death and life ;—the limited scene of production, activity and change ;—the valley
Avith its verdure, its floods, and its busy multitudes, who Avere all incessantly passing away, to be
succeeded by their like ; while, as a boundary to tkis scene of life, lay the region of death, to

their vicAV unlimited, and everlastingly silent to the human ear.—Their imagery of death Avas

Avholly suggested by the scenery of their abode. Oar reception of this is much injured by
our having been familiarised with it first through the ignorant and A'ulgarised Greek adop-
tion of, it, in their imagery of Charon, Styx, Cerberus and Rhadamanthus : but if we
can forget these, and look upon the older records Avith fresh eyes, it is inexpressibly
interesting to contemplate the symbolical representations of death by the oldest

of the Egyptians, before Greek or Persian was heard of in the world; the passage
of the dead across the rivei' or lake of the valley, attended by the Conductor of souls

e god Aunbis ; the formidable dog, the guardian of the mansion of Osiris, (or the divine
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abode ;) the balance in wliich the heart or deeds of the deceased are weighed against the
symbol of Integrity ; the infant Harpocrates,—the ^emblem of a new life, seated before the
judge ; the range of assessors who are to pronounce on the life of the being come up to judg-
ment ; and finally the judge himself, whose suspended sceptre is to give the sign of acceptance
or condemnation. Here the deceased has crossed the living valley and river ; and in the caves
of the death region, where the howl of the wild dog is heard by night, is this process of judg-
ment going forward ; and none but those who have seen the contrasts of the region with
their own eyes,—none who have received the idea through the borrowed imagery of the
Greeks, or the traditions of any other people,—can have any adequate notion how the mor-
tuary ideas of the primitive Egyptians, and through them, of the civilised world at large, have
been originated by the everlasting conflict of the Nile and the Desert."

(To he continned.)
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And though all the wmd^f doctrine were let loose to play upon the earth, so Truth be in the fieldwe do nyunously to misdoubt her strength. Let her and Falsehood grapple ! \Vlio ever knew l^nithiufcto the worse, m a/r<?e and open encoimterr—^Iilton's Areopagitica. ^"^ ^^"*
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SIGNS OE PEOaEESS.
" The feudal serf—though still a clown,

Doth read
; and, where his sires gave homage, pays—a frown!"

" The sinewy artisan, the weaver lean.
The shrunken stockinger, the miner swarth,
Read, think, and feel; and in their eyes the sheen
Of burning thought betokens thv young birth
Within their souls, blythe Liberty !"

.

Piirgatory of Suicides.
With all their misery and degradation, the young intelliirence of the
People IS a century m advance of their's who pretend to govern Let thosewho doubt this look into the Working-men's Journals, which are sprinirinjr

l^iF ^f^*^^
l^nd' a^d mark the far-advanced ideas so ardently expressed, and

the thoughts that are stirring in poor men's hearts, poured forth with a
fearless utterance It is the People's thoughts : and as all institutions are
preceded by and based on thoughts, so shall the People's institutions so-
cial, pohkcal, and religious, follow the People's thinking In fact' no
revolution can be wrought out that is not first thought out. Well' we
are thinking; and a revolution is going on in England now, more eW
tual than any yet witnessed on the continent. True, we are not pullinp-down thrones, crowns, prisons, and bastiles, by force of arms. Yet we are
destroying piece-meal the ground on which they are built: so that whenthey fall, they fall for ever ; and this is better than to demolish them andyet leave our enemies the place and power wherewith to build others

'

See
too, the niany movements which, day by day, are springing into existence
for the redemption of struggling Humanity: movements which our fore-
fethers deemed Utopian. Ah, blessings on the Utopians ! the practicalities
01 io-day were chimeras pitting about the Utopian of Yesterday

; and theUtopian of To-day shall become the Eealities of To-morrow' All the
world's grandest ideas have been denounced as mad, and their enunciators
have been branded Utopian ! Hold on, my struggling, suffering brothersworn heart-bare by toil and travail, in the competitive strife

; crushed as'you are by machinery and capital, you shall yet conquer, and wield them
to your own purposes, instead of fitting iron shafts and never-tirino- wheels
against heart-strmgs and sinews, and compelling tender infancy to'^earn itsown dear bread by the eternal cheapening of flesh and blood ! I see a li^htm your eyes which is the light of Knowledge; and that knowledge shall
enable you to play a noble part in the redemption of the time, and theemancipation of the down-trodden of the earth. On every hand I read
some sign ot Progress. ^ ^ -» ^v<^^

'** I watch the oii'cle of th' eternal years^
And read for ever in the storied page

In the long scroll of blood, and wrong, and tears.
One onward step of Truth from age to age.
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Men slay the prophets : faggot, rack, and cross,

Make up the groaning record of this Past:

But Error's gains are her eternal loss
;

And sov'reign Freedom wins the world at last."

Thirty years ago and the pillory stood by the walls of old Newgate. In

its grip was Daniel Isaac Eaton, an old patriarch of patriotism, and war-

rior for freedom of Thought. His enemies had thrust him there, to nail

him on the cross of public hatred. The mob were gathered to pelt and

insult the good old man ; and there he stood looking on them, so dauntless

yet so forgiving—worn, scarred and grey, yet so mildly Christ-hke, that

the mob could not persecute : a strange feeling of sympathy was stirring

in their hearts ; and, at last, a cheer burst from them—and such a cheer

that shook universal Tyranny

!

.„ ,
. ^. j •

Hear it priests ! hear it tyrants ! the canmlle cheer your victim
;
and ring

the death-knell of another instrument of torture—for it is the last day ol

the Pillory on Newgate hill. And thus, as enlightenment spreads among

the masses, shall we have the down-cheer of torture and tyranny ot aU

kinds bursting from them. Por it is in the dense ignorance which covers

the people like a sea of darkness, that Tyranny lets drop its anchors. Re-

move this, and its mainstay is gone ; and the King-craft, the Priest-craft,

and the State-craft shall be swept away by the rushing waves ot Progress.

Time was when we simple " clowns" could not conceive how a man

might have a sounding title, and not be a great man Hence you would

see our villagers bowing and cringing when the " Lord, or the Squire or

other parish-anointed notabihty was passing. Poor things !
they did not

see that the lordling and the squire were but paupers preying on their

flesh and earnings. They did not calculate how these wrung the hie out

of their hearts, day by day, to add to their own superfluities. Poor thmgs

!

the poet's quatrain—how truly it described their blindness :—
•^ « They do not see that the charities

Of the rich for no gratitude call

:

They rob us first then demand our thanks

That they did not rob us of all l"
i i.

But this degrading servility is fast wearing away. We have been wont

to look on a " lord" hooded in the gloom of our ignorance : now we see him

in the light of Knowledge, and, lo ! he has not even a crown on his head, like

the common cock that lord's it on the dunghill ; er^o, we ken not why he

should be cock of the world's walk any longer. In fact, we see that there

is no diff'erence between the heads of lords and our own, save that their

brains preponderate at the back of the head, whilst ours lie nearer to our

eyes We begin to love the nobles of Nature who wear the stamp ol the

gods on their brows; and to loathe these miserable imposter-lords, who

have so long passed current in the world for nobleness they did not possess.

We begin to value a man for the good he does, and not for the large pen-

sion of which he plunders society ; for the numbers of his fellows he saves

from suffering, and not for the number of throats he cuts.
^ ,, ,

I say these are signs of Progress. Then be not dismayed my brothers !

Though we do not conquer in a day, have patience and stdl struggle on

for in struggling shall we win the iron thews that serve to throw the world!

It needs a high heart and never-tiring faith to bear up; but, let not your

hearts die within you, ye who toil on thro' nights of suffermg and aays o4

pain, watering the bread of penury with the tears of misery. Eemembec

that sacrifice and sufi"ering are the natural inheritance of the soldiers ot

Liberty but "Nil desperandum" cried Leonidas, and Greece was saved at

Thermopyl^ ! " NH desperandum" pleaded Columbus to his mutinous crew,
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and in three days the new "VYorld was found !
«m desperandum" shoutedimmortal Kossuth, unsheathing his sword, and like a giant roused from wine

the gaUant ainganan nation roUedback the tide of war from the shores of
their loved ratherland with a crash that shattered the Austrian Empire to

,

Its rotten core! " Nd desperandum" cried the heroic Mazzini to the men
i ^i^'''^'

'"'''''^'^'^

^"J^
down-trodden as they were, Earth felt the treadof the Eoman once more " Nil desperandum" cry we, my Brothers, and yetwe 11 reyolutiomze the tides and currents of old England's heart, aAd makeher a land worth livmg m and worth dying for ! Many more martyrs will

will tllTn th.
''?!' ' '"''''

'
^"^^ ^'^^ fall by the way

;
many more tears

will iaU to the earth
;
many more groans will ascend to Heaven : yet willour day of triumph come. Even now, the despots of the earth and oppres-

isors of the nations, like swme swimming, are cutting their own throats byhastening the day of bloody assize. Tyranny may as well essay to stop the

P^^l^:^'^ '' ^^ ''^'^ ^^^P^^ ''^^ '- ^-^^-^-m acU.

I

They may ape Camite of old, and cry to the mighty waves " Go back I"
Imt the waters wdl ascend higher still .4d higher, LdLeep to deluTtionhe boasted bulwarks of despotism. For even as God said" " Let there be

Bd there shall be Preedom.
(jj,„^j,^ Masset.

AN ARGUMENT FOR UNIVERSAL SUFFRAGE.
'he right of every man to a voice in making the laws to which, in a state of
JCiety, he is bound to subject himself, might be satisfactorily established byome such an argument as follows .-—Let it be admitted as a truth—let it beud down as an axiom, for assuredly no one will be found to deny it be his

I
^.gious creed what it may-that all forms of government must have either aivmem- a human or^g^n In other words, every system of law is either the

. nanation of Divine intelligence, having its birth from, and owing its main-nance to a power independent of any secondary or created being : or else itthe result of human contrivance, and the offspring of human thought The
.wer, commonly called God, which governs the entire system of nature-tbe
rrestnal and celestial systems of the universe-may legitimately be termedyme for whether it acts by partial or by general laws, it is certainly ante-

.rl ^^ ""''"Ir^rf
^^"^^ ''' «°>api-eliension. It is superhuman andwefore dmne. To the laws emanating from this Intelligence, this Divinity

^ r,'f ^ ''^'^'^^l^^
*° 'y'^}'- Born their subject^n his allegiance t^om must he die. There is in this sense, such a thing as divine government •

ture bears witness to the fact ; and is there not also such a thing as humanrernment? Certainly. We acknowledge this fact in the varioL Mon"
Aies, Oligarchies, and Republics, of ancient and modern times. They de-
id for their existence on the will of man ; by that will are they regulated
served, or destroyed

; there are social worlds governed by man, as abtolutei;»U physical worlds are by what is termed God, or nature. Every national
'erament, then being a system of law, must have either a divine or anan origin

; that is, it must be either the growth of Heaven or earth •

it
»» comes down to man from a superior and irresponsible Power, and is^ed upon him whether he approve or not, or it flows /rom man as the re-

bifin°t»irf *'"'^T"'' ^^ ^' ^""^tj*"''""' having its germ planted deep
bi8 intellectual and moral being. If, therefore, all political institutions
Igoyernments are established either by the authorit/of man, or he wH
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of God, and if the latter be the oovrect view why then the extreme oW Tory

doctrine of the 'Bight divme of Kings may P^^^^Wy b^j^^'^fi^d in inter-

that divine-right institution is found, with '^ "o inoi tat is ju t

fering. It ri^-hiin as arbitrarily as^^^^^^^^^
This

obey its decrees, or sutfei t^i^ ?<*"*'"''/.''''
„7 •„„„,:.„ circles where loyal I

dogma is, however, exploded, and except in

^^f
^

^"^^'^^'^rrt.lnscendent

oil maids si^ over the e e ^^^^
Xt7an^int::^tha^^^^^^^^^^^

;^ve=Tno;Uin: atLdpar basis is^n i^^^ate constiU-

?ion-a spurious, unjust ^.annicalg^^^^^^^^
H^ma7bTasserted that as

mative is impossible. And as a c«'«"^7 , ,

„ational government, so man,:

rSe;o5:jn3\::: t-r^rrov^'atrongful
national govern-,

^^te now come to the question ' Who -e the peg^ T":.y^^£

Tnd ::e;;%narwom:n:and child,

^ri^^::^^^:^^';^^^^
ter, to vote for members of P^'-l'^";«"'

^^.^/"^c.Vt^l'sCre commonly said t,

there is no rule without an exception,
^""^^f^^fP';'^,^^„y,„„a suffrage, are no

prove the rule. We the
^^;:if-^IC^^':L^:^^^:'^^^V o' foUy.or

so mad as many imagine ,
y.e ^^eK no n

,

;

g^g^nable orinvolvm],

its face; nothing which is
^'^V ^ W U 'the winciple that laws which con,

a contradiction. What we contend fo is tiie
P^'f^f j^ directly o:

cern all should be enacted only atter all have had a.i opp ^' ^^^

indirectly, of assenting to them.
.^^^'^^^'''"'Xlnlev the much-ridi

the " muling and P^l^'-^S
i^^^^^lf *: ^lis of^n argued that if you exclud

culed idea of universal s^ff-^^g'^'^^Si^^^Varly years from the franchise, yol

the baby in the arms, on account oi hi.

«*^Yhe around of their poverty-

are equally justified '^ <3xd«ding n e

°Yii pSa^^ree that a line mu
most impotent, and impudent

««|-^^^"Xe'exfrcisro hat^mportant right, bif

be drawn somewhere with respect to
t^<'J-^^;7^„''„ -^.^ method of drawit

it does not follow, there is ^'^^
^^'^J'lZ^^'^o.oer of imposing a paf

that line. A majority of any
^tJity tut tlat reltriction may nevertheh

,

ticular restriction upon the min^^y' "
. ,^ ^^ ^raw the said line «o»-

l.e unjust. Because, then
«°^^t\as an equairio-ht to draw it anywhe.

,,/t.«, we cannot admit that ^""^^y has an equa r
.^ ^^^^^

In order to give an opinion on ^7 "^^"^L P""°
^sLed, neither of whi

give it fi-eel,, ^^^^rmZV^oo! 'To '/may be 'pr-umed, withe

conditions can be iulfiUed »
^
fry""**

-.^.ture points out the direction

difficulty when manhood is

^^^^.f;. ^^^^j^ t^be justly drawn. Nat,

which we are to look where
^^^^^^f^^^.^^^^^e in the fir^st instance, and

tells us we are to have regard to age and age a^one
^^^^.^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^

the next to mental sanity. Mature shows u
^^^ ^^

perty and i-'tellig--',
^tTntrJed SteCtuaU^ ; the growth of time of

wealth never brings with it increased ini
j^

,

^^^^^^

does-whether the ^-^^^ "^ ,7;^°iZe Bu* -l^-te year is determi

:nfi::tbr:;^4^^^^^^
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of statesmen, the arrogance of aristocracies, or the anarch M^ill of Kings be

followed, discontent, jealousies, and vindictive feelings must ensue.

It is unnecessary to touch upon the question of female suffrage, more than

to state that upon the principles advocated above. Womanhood has as good

a right as manhood to the vote. In a country where a woman sits on the

throne, why should not women take part in elections for members of

parliament? Frank Grant.

NOTES, WHICH THEY WHO RUN MAY HEAD.

The Ten Hours' Act.—A judgment of the Court of Exchequer has rendered

what was won so hardly, a mere nullity. If Lord John Russell lazily suffers the

North to be thrown into something approaching to insurrection, rather than offend

manufacturing capitalists by hastening the passing of a new bill, he is more fool-

hardy than most people take him to be. He must be quickened—and the workiug-

men of Lancashire need not be told that the^ can quicken him.

The Taxes on Knowledge.—The ' Times' sneers at the phrase, because its

proprietors know, notwithstanding their pretended indifference, that their monopo-
ly would be broken by the million and a quarter of these Taxes being removed.
There is no more important reform than this ; and all true refoi-mers should back
up, by subscriptions—be they ever so small—the " Newspaper Stamp Abolition

Committee," by remitting what they can afford to the. Secretary, " J. D.',Collett,

15, Essex Street, Strand," or to the Treasurer, " Francis Place, Bromptou
Square." The Committee are in communication with Mr. Ewart, E. Cobden,
W. J. Fox, and other Members of Parliament, who have pledged themselves to ex-

ertion for securing the abolition of these obnoxious imposts. They have already
expended considerable sums on tracts, handbills, &c.

Robbery of the Church Commission Funds.—The Bishops have not only
suffered an underling to purloin £7000 or ,£8000 of the public money ; but have
made whining excuses for the thief, and lauded his former honesty ! By the same
rule ought not every ^\Qi to be praised for his 'former honesty,' and tendorlv
treated in gaol ?—for have not all tliieves heen houest ? Will Lord John have the
sense and resolution to take the management entii-ely out of the hands of the lawn-

I

sleeved lords ? Who expects Bishops to have braius sufficient for the corj-ect man-
j
agement of such a trust

—

even if they icilled it ?

Burning of the Dead.—The words look startling ; but they are sensibly put
.together, for all that. An Association has heen f(»rmed, at the " City of London

' Mechanics' Institute, Gould Square, Crutched Friars," to attempt to carry out
this salutary practice of the ancients. They propose to erect an edifice for the
'* Funeral Pyre," in the neighbourhood of Loudon—to attain a method of decom-
posing the dead by fire in a quarter of an hour, with " elegance and innocuous-
ness"—and to establish a " Garden of Memories," for the reception of urns
tablets, monuments, &c. The "entrance fee is one shilling, and W. H. Newman
is the Secretary. Their measure is philanthropic in the highest degree, and de-
serves the adherence and support of every man of intelligence.

Political and Social Tract Society.—A company of intelligent and'energetic
Reformers have associated themselves under this name, at the " Literary Institu-
tion, John Street, Fitzroy Square," and are actively engaged in thfir great woi-k.
The Labour Question, the People's Charter, the Abolition of Capital Punishments,
the Separation of the Church from the State, the Temperance Movement, Direct
Taxation, and Financial Reform, are among the subjects on which they propose
to circulate information—in the most effective form—the form in Avliich bold Lu-
ther sent forth his intellectual arrows against ecclesiastical corruption, and stout
Cobbett attacked political abuse and delinquency. Help, although it be in the
smallest coin, will be gladly received by the Secretary, W. Sandilands. The ex-
ample ought to be followed in Manchester, Birmingham, and all our large towns.

Thomas Cooper.
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Co Corregpontrents.

%* Correspondents will please address, " Thomas Cooper, 5, Park Rpwi Knightsbridge,
London."
* Young Englishman,' Blackburn.—If he knew anything about * My Lord,' or the real cireuni-

stances of the meeting, he would not be so indignant j but would think *his Lordship ' de-
served still more contemptuous treatment.

W. W. S., Newcastle-on-Tyne.—Reading the best authors, thinking, and tuning to write—are
sure recipes.

T. T. Campbell, Wolverhampton.—The word organic should have been inorganic, in his letter

in last number. I am sorry for the misprint; but these errors are often unavoidable, from
haste in the printing.

Chas. Dryden.—His lines unfold promise .• some additional care, as to the mechanism of verse,

and his hopes may be realised.

J. D., Aberdeen.—Obliged by his admonition: it shall not be given in vain.

G. B.—His present communication is respectfully declined; yet a liltle compressure of his
thoughts into fewer words may make his future favours acceptable.

J. Allinson.—The feeling of his verse does honour to his heart; but a greater perfection of
manner, and better acquaintance with correct forms of expression, must be sought by him.

W. B., Stockport.—His reasoning is not new to me: it does not— and I say this respectfully

—

alter my views respecting Phonotypics.
" Young Chartist," Ryton.—He will find his question answered in my " Eight Letters to the
Young Men of the Working Classes."

N. Warne.—Is not the first desideratum more readers and of a higher character ? Will not
libraries of the higher grade follow after?

Mary Hood; H. T. H.; J. Athol W.; Archibald C; J. J., Manchester.—Their poetry is

respectfully declined.

John Goodfson.—Bishop Burnet's ' History of his own Times ' must be read by every one who
wishes to obtain a complete knowledge of the period in which he lived. Some of his state-

ments are questioned; but his general veracity is established.

W. B., Stockport; S. L., Leeds; Amyntor; James Ellis; W. W., Birmingham ; and several
others, write generally respecting the advisableness of a Progress Union; but their commit-
nications being of the same purport with those already published, it is not necessary to print
them.

^Lectures, in 3lontron, for ti^e ensuing $13Eeeft.

Sunday, Feb. 24, at 7, Literary Institution, John-street, Fitzroy Square. " Life and Character
of Sir Isaac Newton "—Thomas Cooper. At 7, Hall of Science, (near Finsbury Square,
City Road.) " Lamartine, Louis Blanc, and the French Revolution of 1848"—Walter
Cooper.

Monday, Feb. 25, at half-past 8, Mechanics' Institute, Gould Square, Crutched Friars.
^' Chemistry"—Robert Williamson. At a quarter to 9, Finsbury Hall, QQ, Bunhill Row.
"Present and Future, for Europe—War or Peace?"—Dr. Webb. At half- past 8,

Pentonville Athenaeum, 17, Chapel Street. "Shakspere"—W.Beaver. At a quarter

past 8, Literary Institution, Carlisle Street, Edgeware Road. " Ghosts and Appari-

tions"—Dr. Sexton. At 8, Finsbury Mechanics' Institute, Bell Yard, City Road.
*' Life and Genius of Milton"—Thomas Cooper.

AVednesday, Feb. 27, at 8, Hackney Literary and Scientific Institvition. " Importance of cul-

tivating Habits of Observation"—Robert Hunt.

Shakspere.—Those wlio deny that Shakspere was a learned man, should prove that

Plato was translated into English in the time of Queen Elizabeth, for the celebrated so,-

liloqiiy, ' To be or not to be" is taken almost verbatim from the Philosopher.

—

Preface to

Langhornes Plutarch."

Moral Power.—As the operations of the mind are in all eases much more noble than

those of the body, so are the things that we compass by the faculties of our reason and

understanding of much greater value than those things that we bring to pass by corporal

force.

—

Cicero.

Old Institutions.—When the reason of old establishments is gone, it is absurd to pre-

serve nothing but the burden of them. This is superstitiously to embalm a carcase not

worth an ounce of the gums that are used to preserve it. It is to burn precious oil in

the tomb ; it is to offer meat and drink to the dead, not so much an honour to the der

ceased, as a disgrace to the survivors.

—

Burhe.

Honesty.—Though an honest discharge of one's duty may, for the time, offend thQS©

it opposes
;
yet it will, at last, be justified and admired even by the very men who suffer

from it.

—

Pliny's Epistles,
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THINKINGS, FROM THOMAS CARLYLE.

Property in Land.—Men talk of ' selling' Land. Land it is true, like Epic
Poems and even higher things, in such a trading world, has to be presented in the

market for what it will bring, and as we say be ' sold :' but the notion of * selling,'

for certain bits of metal, the Iliad of Homer, how much more the Land of the
World-Oreator, is a ridiculous impossibility ! We buy what is saleable of it

nothing more was ever buyable. Who can, or could, sell it to us ? Properly
speaking, the Land belongs to these two : To the Almighty God ; and to all His
Children of Men that have ever worked well on it, or that shall ever work well on
it. No generation of men can or could, with never such solemnity and effort, sell

Land on any other principle : it is not the property of any generation, we say, but
that of all the past generations that have worked on it, and of all the future ones
that shall work on it.

Puffery.—Consider, for example, • that great Hat seven-feet high, which now
perambulates London Streets ; which my friend Sauerteig regarded justly as one
of our English notabilities ; " the topmost point as yet," said he, " would it were
your culminating and returning point, to which English Puffery has been observ-

ed to reach !"—The Hatter in the Strand of London, instead of making better felt-

hats than another, mounts a huge lath-and-plaster Hat, seven-feet high, upon
wheels ; sends a man to drive it through the streets ; hoping to be saved thereby.

He has not attempted to make better hats, as he was appointed by the Universe to

do, and as with this ingenuity of his he could very probably have done ; but his

whole industry is turned to "persuade us that he has made such ! He too knows
that the Quack has become God. Laugh ;not at him, reader ; or do not laugh
only. He has ceased to be comic ; he is fast becoming tragic. To me this all-

deafening blast of Puffery, of poor Falsehood grown necessitous, of poor Heart-
Atheism fallen now into Enchanted Workhouses, sounds too surely like a Doom's-
blast ! I have to say to myself in old dialect :

" God's blessing is not written on
all this ; His curse is written on all this !" Unless perhaps the Universe he a
chimera ;—some old totally deranged eightday clock, dead as brass ; which the
Maker, if there ever was any Maker, .has long ceased to meddle with ?—To my
Friend Sauerteig this poor seven-feet Hat-manufacturer, as the topstone of English
Puffery, was very notable.

The Eternal Future.—What went before and what will follow me, I regard

as two black impenetrable curtains, which hang down at the two extremities of

human life, and which no living man has yet drawn aside. Many hundreds of

generations have already stood before them with their torches, guessing anxiously

what lies behind. On the curtain of Futurity many see their own shadows, the
forms of their passions enlarged and put in motion ; they shrink in terror at

this image of themselves. Poets, Philosophers, and founders of states, have paint-

ed this curtain with their dreams, more smiling or more dark, as the sky above
them was cheerful or gloomy ; and their pictures deceive the eye when viewed from
a distance. Many jugglers, too, make profit of this our universal curiosity : by
their strange mummeries they have set the outstretched fancy in amazement. A
deep silence reigns behind this curtain ; no one once within will answer those he
has left without ; all you can hear is a hollow echo of your question, as if you shout-

ed into a chasm. To the other side of this curtain we are all bound : men grasp
hold of it as they pass, trembling, uncertain who may stand within it to receive

them. Some unbelieving people there have been, who have asserted that this

curtain did but make a mockery of men, and that nothing could be seen because
nothing was behind it ; but to convince these people, the rest have seized them,
and hastily pushed them in.

Character of the Established Clergy.—^Who does, not see that these men are more
ministers of the government, than ministers of the gospel ; and that by flattering the
authorities and favouring the dominion of princes and men in authority, they endeavour
with all their might to promote tyranny in the commonwealth, which otherwise they
should not be able to establish in the church. This is the unhappy agreement we see

betwixt church and state.

—

John Locke,
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BLUEBELL AND PRIMROSE.
Bluebell and primrose, sister flowers,

Your native home is Eden's bowers:
You are but exiles here!

Blest be the breeze that blew you forth,

O'er lakes and mountains, the cold north
To beautify and cheer!

The sun once rose in vapours furled,

Eager to see our new bora world,
And gazed through clouds of dew:

A rainbow then bestrode the hills,

And stained the rivers, lakes, and rills,

And tinged you with its hue

.

To pluck you from your green retreat

—

Or, any thing so fair and sweet

—

I love you far too well!

Preserving influences to bless,

And cheer us through life's wilderness

—

Still deck the mossy dell!

Southwick. Thomas Bell.

THE KINGLIEST CROWN.
Ho I ye who in a noble work
Win scorn, as flames draw air,—

Who, in the way where lions lurk,

God's image bravely bear,

Tho' trouble^tried and torture-torn

—

The kingiiest crown's a crown of thorn!

Life's glory, like the bow in heaven.
Still spriugeth from the cloud;

And soul ne'er soared the starry seven,

But pain's fire-chariot rode:

They've battled best who've boldliest borne
The kingiiest crown's a crown of thorn !

As beauty in Death's cerement sleeps.

And stars bejewel darkness,

God's splendour lies in dim heart-deeps;

, And strength in suff'ering's starkness :

The murkiest hour is mother of morn :

Tiie kingiiest crown's a crown of thorn!

Gerald Massey.

SONNET, TO SPENSER.
Sweet Bard, who for the weary soul of man
Did'st plant a garden, watered by clear stream
And fountains chiming to an endless dream
Of worthy knighthood in the realm of Pan,

.

Half cuiuiing-faced, and all his hoofed clan

—

Of cruel ladie.?, who did gentle seem
In tower or flowery island, by the scheme
Of sulitle wizard and swart Sarazan

—

'i'hee have 1 not forgot in this late day
Oi worldly thought by over labour bred;
And wh.en the jarring h.urs have passed away,
Awake or sleeping-, often am I led

I'othat fair spot where stiil the fountains play,
And every daily care is banislied.

W. MoY Thomas.

CoNSERYATTsiM.— mv Ooiiservative friends, who still specially name and strug-

gle to approve yourselves ' Conservative,' would to Heaven I could persuade you
of this world-old fact, than which Fate is not surer, That Truth and Justice alone
are capaUe of being ' conserved' and preserved ! The thing which is unjust, which
is not according to God's Law, will you, in a G-od's Universe, try to conserve that ?

It is so old, say you ? Yes, and the hotter haste ought you, of all others, to be in

to let it grow no older ! If but the faintest whisper in your hearts intimate to

you that it is not fair,—hasten for the sake of Conservatism itself, to probe it

rigorously, to cast it forth at once and for ever, if guilty. How will or can you
preserve it, the thing that is not fair ? ' Impossibility' a thousand fold is marked
on that. And ye call yourselves Conservatives, Aristocracies :—ought not honour
and nobleness of mind, if they had departed from all the Earth elsewhere, to find

their last refuge with you ? Ye unfortunate ! The bough that is dead shall be
cut away, for the sake of the tree itself. Old ? Yes, it is too old.

—

Carlyle,

Liberty.- -To be a Ma:n' is at all times in all countries, a title to liberty ; and he who
doth not assert it deserves not tlie name of a Man.

—

Major Cartivright.

Voting by Ballot.—Tlie aiithor of the law, by which votes in the Roman Senate were
taken by ballot, was one Gabinius, a tribune of the people. It gave a very considerable

hloiv to the iiifaence of the noldiity, as in this way of balloting it could not be discovered
on which side the people gave their votes ; and toolc off that restraint they befo7'e lay under,

by the fear of offending their siqieriors.—Melr.wth's Pliny.

True Self-Interest.—They who have been so wise in their generation, as to regard
only their own supposed interest at the expense and to the injury of others, shall at last

find, that he who has given up all the advantages of the present world, rather than violate

his conscience and the relations of life, has intinitely better provided for himself, and se-

cured his own interest and happiness.

—

Bishop Butler,
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CEITICAL EXEaESIS OE GOSPEL HISTOET,

ON THE BASIS OF STBAUSS'S ' LEBEN .TESU.'

A SERIES OF EIGHT DISCOURSES; DELIVERED AT THE LITERARY INS^

a-rnpPT TOTTEKHAM COURT ROAD, AND AT THE HALL OF bClliNCI^, KjllX KUAl^, U«

IundIy E?eSnGS, during THE WINTERS OF 1848-9, AND 1849-50.

BY THOMAS COOPER,

Author of ' The Purgatory of Suicides,'*

III.—THE MIRACLES.
{Continuedfrom last number.)

The national legends of the Jews attributed miracles of all kinds to Moses,

EHiah, and others, the fore-runners of Messiah ;
and the believers in the

Messiahship of Jesus, therefore, naturally expected miracles from him.

The Pour Gospels narrate numerous instances of his miraculous power

;

V et two things are remarkable : first, that a couple of general notices ex-

cepted (Acts, 2 ch. 22 V. and 10 ch. 38 v.) the miracles of Jesus appear

to be unknown in the preaching and epistles of the apostles,—and every

thing is built on the supposed fact of his resurrection :
secondly, Jesus

himself censures the seeking for miracles, refuses to comply with the de-

mands for a sign, and declares that no sign shall be given to that genera-

tion but the sign of the prophet Jonas. Whether we ought on these, as

well as on other accounts, to doubtthe authenticity ofthe numerous histories

of miracles in the Gospels, a close examination only can enable us to decide.

1 The Demoniacs, it was agreed, should be the first class of miracles,

to which our attention should be directed. In the Pourth Gospel, be it

observed, there is not one instance of this class of miracles, while m the

first three Gospels the demoniacs are represented as tlie most frequent

obiects of the curative powers of Jesus. Many modern divines attempt to

lessen their difficulties by contending that Jesus only complied witli the

prevailing notions of his time and country, w^hile addressing himself to the

cure of the demoniacs. But he so often, in his parables and general dis-

courses, speaks of the power of evil spirits over man, as to leave us m no

doubt that he really partook of the prevailing notions of his time on the

subject of demoniacal possession. The Jewish view, formed after the capti-

tivity, was that the fallen angels of Genesis (6 ch.) the souls of their off"-

spring the giants, and of the great criminals before and after the deluge,

frequently attached themselves to human souls, and inhabited human

bodies. "Whether this were the popular view in the time of Christ does

nolLappear from the Gospels, where the demons are merely stated to belong

to i\iQ household of Satan. The word ' lunatic ' is sometimes used to

denote the persons dispossessed of demons, by Christ. They are, in other

words, persons whose nervous system is deranged, epileptics with^ sudden

falls and convulsions, and maniacs whose self-consciousness is disturbed

and who act with fury against themselves and others. Methods of cure,

in conformity with their idea of the nature of the disease, were adopted by

the Jews—for even Jesus himself is stated to admit that the Jewish exor-

cists worked these cures (Matth. 12 ch. 27 v.) These methods consisted

of adjuration in the name of God, or of angels, with certain forms said to

be derived from Solomon. Eumigations, roots, stones, and amulets, tradi-

tionally handed down as used by him, were also in use. It is not at all

unlikely that these methods had a frequent curative eftect in such cases

:

the disease really lying in the nervous system, by exciting a belief in the

' patient that the demon could not retain his hold before a form of conjura^

tion, it might often efiect the cure of the disorder.
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But we read of Jesus that without conjuration by atiy other power and
without the appliance of any further means, he expelled the demons by his
word. Ihree of these cases are especially remarkable.

(}:)
The cure of a demoniac in the synagogue of Capernaum, has the

position of the earhest miracle performed by Jesus, in Mark (1 ch. 21 v)and Luke (4 ch. 31 y.) ;
while in the Fourth Gospel, the conversion of

water into wme is stated to be " the first miracle that Jesus did." In the
synagogue of Capernaum, Jesus produces a deep impression by his teach-mg—a demoniac cries out, in the character of a demon possessing him,
that he will have nothing to do with him, and that he knows Jesus to be
the Messiah who has come to destroy them, i.e. the demons—Jesus
commands the demon to hold his peace and come out of the man, which
happens amidst cries and convulsions, and to the great astonishment of the
people at the power displayed by Jesus.

Such is the relation. But who gives it ? We do not know—for we
have no clear evidence as to the writers of the account. What is an
unclean devil ? (Luke 4 ch. 33 v.) How can one spirit, or distinct in-

teliigent existence, j^^^e ^possession of, or absorb the consciousness of
another ? And when the devil had thrown him in the midst, he came
out of him, and hurt him not." (Luke 4 ch. 35 v.) How could " the devil
throw him m the midst "? How did the observers distinguish " the devil"
be^re he came out, so as to know that it was he who was so throwing theman

^
How did " the devil " come out of him ? What came out of him ?

Ut what colour, size, shape, was it ? If spirits cannot be seen, how did the
spectators know that the devil " came out of him "

?
Let any orthodox believer who may be present answer these questions.

Will any answer ? All are silent! And if all the doctors in divinity in
Christendom ^re present, they would be in the like predicament. And

fione be offended because these questions are asked. Eemember, we
are told that our salvation depends on a belief in a revelation which is
athrmed to be attested by these miracles. But what rational man in this
nineteenth century can conclude he has any evidence for a miracle liere?
It the miracle proves the revelation—what proves the miracle ?

If we are allowed to consider the narratives as wanting in correctness
when they appear to present this cure as occurring early in Christ's minis-
try,—it is not improbable that an epileptic may have been impressed with
the wide-spread fame of Jesus and his powerful discourse in the synaffOffue,
until he imagined him to be the Messiah ;—Jesus, in whom the great con-
ception of his own Messiahship was growing, may have spoken to hii#;—
the words may have influenced the poor patient and produced in his
nervous frame, at first greater convulsions, (" And when the unclean spirit
had torn him, and cried with a loud voice "—Mark, 1 ch. 26 v.)—until, in
his prostrate and exhausted condition, (" thrown him in the midst") the
bystanders concluded that he was delivered ;—or, a lucid interval, and
greater or less rehef may have succeeded. But the permanence of the cure ?
What testimony is there of that ? The writers of the Gospels, whoever
they were, may have related this as a cure, together with many others,
simply because nothing was known either of the after-health or relapse of
the epileptic. Of all the cures ascribed to Christ, however, the relief of
persons afflicted with nervous disorders of the less rooted kind, appear to
hQ the most probable and historical. But these are by no means miracles,
JNor although they depicture Jesus as one yearning over the miseries of
mankind, and endeavouring to relieve them, do they enhance our concep-
tions of his mental superiority, inasmuch as they shew him to have merely
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received the current mistaken notions of his countrymen with regard to

demoniacal possession. Ten thousand such stories could not exalt him in

our estimation to the height atwhich he stands byhis sublime moral teaching.

(2.) Another cure of a demoniac is related by Matthew, (17 ch. 14 v.)

Mark, (9 ch. 14 7.) and Luke (9 ch. 87 v.) It is that of a boy, whom the

disciples could not cure, and occurs on the descent from the Mount of

Transfiguration. Legendary variations are met at the very opening of the

story. In Matthew, Jesus having descended from the mountain, appears

to join the multitude by accident ; in Luke, the multitude come to meet
Jesus ; and in Mark, the multitude run towards him to salute him. This

last evangelist, in whom the dramatic tendency will be frequently observed,

though not always to the most sensible embellishment of his story, adds,
" And straightway all the people, when they saw him, were greatly amazed'*

!

—^though what there was in the arrival of Jesus to amaze the multitude,

he does not say. Matthew describes the boy as one who was lunatic ; and,

indeed, the reference of periodical disorders to the influence of the moon
was as common in the time of Christ, and in Palestine, as it has been in

our own country at past periods. In Mark, Jesus addresses the supposed

demon as a " dumb and deaf spirit " : so that the inarticulate sounds

uttered by epileptics in their fits, seem to have been regarded as the

dumbness of the demon, and their incapability of noticing any words
addressed to them, as the demon's deafness.

At the close of the narrative in Matthew, Jesus ascribes the impotence
of his disciples to their deficient faith : Luke omits this ; and Mark not
only does so, but, interweaves, after his peculiar dramatic style, a by-scene

between Jesus and the boy's father ; in which an enlarged description of

the boy's malady is given,—Jesus puts the tentative sentence " If thou
canst believe, all things are possible to him that believeth,"—and " straight-

way " the father " cries out with tears—Lord, I believe, help thou mine
unbelief" \ These are divergencies which mark, still more, the legendary
origin of this narrative. And if Mark's adornment of the story could be
depended on, it would awaken in us a suspicion that Jesus was by no
means confident of his power to cure. Paley says of the Miracles—" They
were not secret, nor momentary, nor tentative^ nor ambiguous." Did we
find the first of these narratives about demoniacs free from ambiguity ?

The word "tentative" signifies something done byway oi attempt, trial, or
experiment^ Would not the words "which Mark here puts into the mouth
of Christ, "If thou canst believe me," &c. betoken the desire to attempt,

eompanied with a want of full confideuce in his own power to cure ?

Let no one suppose that this is an insinuation against the moral excellence
of Christ. I mean no such thing. But I desire, above all things, to look into
the heart of that young man of Nazareth, so far as the imperfect light of the
G-ospels enables us to see its inner workings : to behold him struggling with
the great enthusiastic conception of his own Messiahship—sometimes feeling
less confident of it—and feeling his way towards external proofs of it. I
think the Gospels assist us, in some degree, to do this ; but amidst their
legendary divergencies we cannot always be sure that we have found the right
key to the actual experience of the mind and heart of Jesus of Nazareth.
Mark seeks to make the scene more effective by other additions j he tells

us that the people ran together that they might observe what was passing,
that after the expulsion of the demon the boy was, " as one dead, insomuch
that many said, he is dead ;" but that Jesus, taking him by the hand, lifted
him up, and he arose. In conclusion,—Luke dismisses the narrative with a
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brief notice of the astonishment of the people ; but Matthew and Mark pur-

sue the subject by making the disciples, when alone with Jesus, ask him why
they were not able to cast out the demon. In Mark, Christ's answer is " This
kind goeth not out but by prayer and fasting"—but Matthew adds these

words of Christ after a short discourse on unbelief, and the power of faith.

The divergencies here are especially worth notice, since they unfold to us how
the real sayings of Christ—whether consisting of figures, in the Oriental style,

or striking moral maxims—were borne down on the stream of tradition, and
attached, in the lapse of time, and by transmission into various localities, some-
times to one part of his supposed history, and sometimes to another. The
words of Matthew (17 ch. 20 v.) Because of your unbelief," are neither in

Mark nor Luke : Matthew's words " If ye have faith as a grain of mustard-
seed, &c" (same verse) attached to this narrative ofthe demoniac are, by Luke,
given as a short stray fragment (17 ch. 6 v.) unconnected with any narrative

of a miracle,—and with the variation of a "sycamine tree" instead of a
" mountain" : Mark gives the sentence on the faith which removes mountains
as the moral of the history of the cursed fig-tree, where Matthew also has it

a second time : there, however, it is totally out of place, as we shall see when
we come to that narrative. Thus we are left without positive knowledge of

the occasion on which this figurative saying of Jesus was really uttered.

(3). The cure of the possessed Gadarenes, (or G-ergesenes) is, for several

reasons, the most startling of all these stories of demoniacal possession,—for,

in this instance, we have not only several divergencies of the evangelists, (Matt.

8 ch. 28 v., Mark, 5 ch. 1 v., Luke, 8 ch. ^^ v.) but many demons instead of
one, and their entrance into the herd of swine—(so often felt to be a scandal

by divines !)—instead of a simple departure of a demon from the human body.

After a stormy passage across the sea of Galilee to its eastern shore, Jesus

meets (according to Mark and Luke) a demoniac who lived among the tombs,

and was subject to outbreaks of terrific fury against himself, and others. But,

according to Matthew, there were " Uoo possessed with devils." Harmonists
have resorted to many expedients in order to get rid of the difficulty here

;

but without success. It is not simply a question of number, for Matthew's
idea of a plurality of demons is evidently grounded on Ms ' fact' of a plurality

of men. He says nothing about the demons being ' Legion'—and his narra-

tive simply reads as if each man were possessed with a devil : any one reading

Ms narrative, by itself, could have no other understanding of it. It is no re-

ply, then, to tell us that ' Matthew's two includes the one of Mark and Luke.
The harmonists would render us a better service by endeavouring to discover

for us, whether Matthew's mention of a plurality of men gave rise to the idea

of a vast plurality of demons, and so this idea became incorporated in two
later Gospels,—or, whether the Gospel named after Matthew be later than

that named after Luke, and the writer of our first Gospel being less credul-

ous, in this particular, than the writer of the third, rejected his ' Legion' story,

and reduced the number of the demons to two, giving them, at the same time,

just so many human bodies to tenant. But the ' harmonists' leave us without

harmonizing the difficulty : this is the first discrepancy, then, in this narrative.

The uncalculating nature of legend is always apparent. The demoniacs are

made to recognise Jesus at once as the Messiah ; but how they could have

learnt that he had any such reputation seems impossible—since they are re-

presented as so " exceeding fierce" that no one could come near them ! Again :

I
in Matthew, the demoniac, stricken with terror, deprecates the unwelcome
approach of Jesus ; in Luke, he addresses Jesus, when arrived, as a suppliant

;

in Mark, he eagerly runs to meet Jesus, while yet at a distance, But our
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difficulties are greater when we enquire-When d^Je^^^^^^

mons to come out ? From Matthew *e an.wei ^o"'^
^-^ ^^'

,^^t „„, ,^„„ot

Bpoken. But in Mark and Luke the narrative is
|»
"^^^

^ ^^ j^.^ent

extract the answer with absolutef~^„tneotfy e'cog^^^^^ and supplicat-

S:Mcots;^^t^^:^^:^J- had given his

command in the first instance ! .^ , y^lmt is thy
Mark and Luke, after the command, ^'''^ *^**.

;^ ^T^' 'Tt „' io„ for we
name?' and the an-erwa^'Legioii/ according to

^^^^^^ ^^

-LSr.s:ier?hSL^^^^^^
were, the ,,«,./. ^Urk^^^^^^^

:traXrdrt'n:dT' wKat think, it creu^abh, to possess^u un-

derstanding, can humiliate hnnself
^^P^f-^^Jf^VhoToerno 'perceive

rtVuV° t.» dElXrel tr re JL rWhat evidence had the

Se-tt^^ithroS^^^
sary: the legend ^"'i*;;^^.,

f;Xd if th" T^^^^^^^

^ToTSsTgrot^Vt":t the det—
I^^^^^^^^^^^^^

^^'t^ir:£ir:f Strauss, on the fact that there are no stories of

deliverance from demoniacal P^f«««^°!Vm> !f tW fi!tt d^of mTracks^
conclude our brief enquiry into the credibility of the fiist class ot imracies

« If in conclusion we cast a x.pid gl-- =.t the gospe^of Johj^^^^^^

even mention demoniacs and their cure by
Jf^f,,^^'^\'""ho;"s indicating a superior

turned to the advantage of the apostle John, '^^ f^,?f„^f/2[;*^ "the reality of pos-

degree of enlightenment. If, however, this »1f'!«
f.f

J>°*
^Xso,^^^^^ to the

session by dev°ils, he must have had, as the author of the '°^;'* go^P^^^^^^^
fo, rectifying

ordinary view of his relation to the synoptical
™*f„^J

^f^° feW to be a false opinion,

their statements, and preventing the f«^«™'"f
°"

"/
^

' f,„^ld S John arrive

by setting the cures in question in
^ '™^ ''f^^J^^lIZ the"r foundation in demoniacal

at the rejection of the opmion that the
'''^°\<','J''f,^,*' ^^^^^ Jewish opinion, from

possession ! Aceordingto Josephus it ;™%*' *f ^^""Vfm-eten land until late in life.
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breadth. But if John shared with his cotifPr«r.^ •

of real demoniacal possession, andTfthe cu^fo/'Z,"''?^?^'^"^^ himself the jaotionnay, perhaps the true foundation of tL «n! ^ of demoniacs formed the princinal mr?
it that the apostle neverthelessraLt no me^^^^^^^ P^^^^ «^ Jesu"^ W o^me^over them because the other evangelistVh^rf n n f *^^^^ ^^ his gospel? That he naslel
position that ought by this timf?o betliraS^"'^^^^history of a miracle they had already gi^nlndff'f''^''' ^! ''^'^^^ ^^^^^^ than onebecause they needed correction^-weLfvITe^nn ^^ '^'^ *^^t he repeated thesemacs, that n many, a reduction of them to tt7. ' T?^-^^*^^^ ^^ the cure of demovery much in place. There yet remainsThe snn? T'^^ historical elements would bebeing incredible or offensive to the cu lattl r?^''1'*'^^

^^*^ *^^ ^^^tories of demoniacs
IS said to havewritten, he left the n ou of 1 ?. '^. ^^ -^''^ ^i^^^' ^"long whom jZ
'^tion *.^t '^''!- ^^* -^ --t -k!ltld ofZ^^^^ '^^^ '^l'

'' accomifodSghtdation to the refined ears of his auditors withho?^^ ""^T-^^^^
^^* ^^^^^^ accomm^-of Jesus? Certainly this silence, supSinl tit fl^

^^^^^^^ a feature of the ageSTvrather indicates an author who had not bee^*^
f^^^ticity of the three fifst go!peIs^or, according to our view, at least one whoTo? ^f"^^^ness of the ministry of Jesustion of Palestine, but onl'y a trSition Modified T r\ "^ ^"^^^^^^^ the orfgill Si-'expulsions of demons, being less accTdSit wi^i .^ Hellenistic influence, in which theeither totally suppressed oi'ke^t s^Sr in fhTl f^ ^^^^'^ ^^^ture of th^ Grelks werpthe notice of the Lthor of theTos^el"

^""^ ^''^ ^^"^^^^ *h-t they might have escaped

(To be continued 171 next number.)

The Leicester Movement • n^ v^a^ ^

^ Field and tl. RA (lIIZ)
^"'"^ '^ ^""'"^ "'^'^ '^ ^o-^ory, tlu

The Frame Work-Knitteks' Advocate ^W.tf u nThe Snob; on Leeds subjects, addleZd fn F'\"'"/'?™-)
may or ought to concern. (Leedsl

^'*"'''*' "»^ ^ «« """""^ H
Herb are three new penny periodical (t\.^-R * ,
third a 'monthly'-VWch^have ust~ i^"^""!^'^^^towns. This is exceedingly sratifvinl 1^ ^ *''' °^°"' manufacturing
growth of intelligence.

^'''^"'""g- " Proclaims, most unmistakeably, thf

some ' parlous' wags in Leeds and \Z '"°'^^'';?-«Iasses. There must be
will be felt by thf People whose caLl f"^,^'^'™'"^. that their waggery
Leeds Loiners^will la'ug^ ^uli^lVat ttt" ' *-"«—hile the h'4tj

This b^rc^^Ln^^^^Tat ^^^^ ,^^. Harriet Martineau.
-It is so entirely unlike common votm so"/V"*'^'

^°'''^* *° *>>« *'"ker
tha It could he printed cheaply and 2 1 l^^t~^ ^ "^"^^ ^"-^ ^i^l*
workmgman in England. Sine; that^s Vn^^

^^'"*' "^ "^"'•^ intelligent
by extracting some^f its choicest reflei^ept";::

"""""" '^ '"'"'"•"^'^
In the extract that follows Miss Martial

Passages,

features of Osiris which shew how nerrlvl" "^"""'f^
"' ^'^ *^<«« striking

not permitted to him to tell m whose honour they
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1 streme God We havTthus'^een his creative Spirit or Will embodied m one god

;

A tW^eative art -or Artisan Intellect -in another : and we shall meet with moie.

etprimaT^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^« Gloodness, was embodied in Osiris, who left his place m the

SesencTof the Supreme, took a human form, (though not becoming a human bemg^^

Lnt about the world, doing good to men, sank into death m a conflict with the Power

^f Evi? rosfup to s^^^ blessings over the land of Egypt and the world, and was ap-

^oinled Judge of the^Dead, and Lord of the heavenly region, while presen with his true

worshtp^?on earth, to di them good. Such were the history and f^^^tion^/ Osiris

r^Pvoutlv Recorded by the Egyptians of several thousand years ago And here, m
Phfi™^hls se^^^^^^^^ where the faithful came in pilgrimage, from the mighty Pha-

S^tS desS goat-herd, for a long course of centuries.-He was especially adored

fofother reason^^han h s benefactions : as being the only manifestation on earth of the

Suprer^e God This made him superior to the Eight great gods, after whom ^e ranked

on oth^r accounts. How the manifestation was made in a human form without an adop-

?L of humrn nature, was one of the chief Egyptian mysteries; the ideas of which will

r,nyi fear never be offered to oiirapprehension.-Upon his death he passed into the

Son of the dead,-(borne there, as the sculptures represent by the four genu of Hades)

'I?nd then, having passed through its stages, was raised to the f^-^i- of

^
" Among the allusive names of Osiris were those of Opener of good

^^^f^^^ ,^^^

gract," and "Revealer of tinith :" and the description of hmr was m the anci^^^^

"full of grace and truth." He obtained the victory after his death oyer the Evil Pnnci

pie whTch had destroyed him -.and it was in his -^me-hich they then assume^^^^^

the virtuous after iudgment, entered into the state of blessedness which they shared

^th him The depa^^^^ men and women alike, were called Osiris this spiritual name

^token" g that they were now in that state where sex was abolished where no marriage

existed but human beings had become pure as the heaven-born inhabitants.

" WheiUt is said that Osiris was the only manifestation of the Supreme upon earth, it

must be understood that this means the only manifestation by a native heavenly resident

Foi all animated beings- were supposed to be emanations from the Centre of Life. The

Jreat Emamtion doctrine which lias spread so far over the world was certamly a chief

lolntShin Egypt at a very early date; and it is believed that Pythagoras, recog-

Sg it in all their observances which were expositions of doctrine, adopted it froni

?hem and thence sent it on through distant countries and future ages Plutarch ascribes

to the belief of this doctrine the peculiar observances with regard to animals in Egypt.

The passage is too well known to need citing here : but it is valuable, not only as testi-

fying to this great fact of the Egyptian mind, but as showing that persons comparatively

ancient were wiser than too many of ourselves in seeing m their practice of what we caU

Brute worship something deeper and more serious than we have been taught to look

for Plutarch cites Herodotus as saying that whatever beings have been endowed with

life and any measure of reason are to be regarded as effluxes, or portions of the supreme

wisdom which governs the universe : so that the Deity is not less strikingly represented

in these than in images of any kind made by the hand of man.-Porphyry declares ' he

Ea-vptians perceived that the Divinity entered not the human body only, and that the

Soul dwelt not, while on earth, in man alone, but passed m a measure through all

animals."—Thus Osiris was not the only manifestation of the universal Soul
;
and so lar

shared the lot of the humblest worm bred in the mud of the Nile
;
but he was the only

member of the heavenly society, the only one of the sons of the Supreme, who came

upon earth to make him known : and he thus took rank above them all.

"It is impossible not to perceive that Osiris was to the old Egyptians what the Mes-

siah is to be to the Jews ; and what Another has been to the Christians. The nature,

character, and offices of Osiris, and the sacred language concerning him are so coincident

with those most interesting to Christians as to compel a very careful attention on the

part of enquirers into Egyptian antiquities. Various solutions of the extraordinary tact

have been offered. Some who hold to the literal historical tmth of the book of Genesis

suggest, as their conjecture, that Noah may have foreknown everythmg relating to the

coming of Christ, even to the language which should be used concerning him by sacred

wi'iters
• and that his descendants may have communicated all this to the ancient Egyp-
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tians, who made a god out of the prophecy and its adjuncts. Others have endeavourpdto make out such personal intercourse between Pvthaeoras ind ^r^m^ nf fTT. w i!
phets on the one hand, and the Egyptian prieL^ othefa^^^^^^^^pamllehsmm question. Others would have us understand^t bT concS^thaHhelatest Egyptian priests were disciples of Plato, and put their own HatonisStert^^^^^^tionsonthe character of Osiris, as the Platonising ChristiaTdi^i oTthat of LPhriS^Others again, who see that Ideas are the highest subject of huL.n cogn ^xnc^^^^^^^toiy of Ideas the only true history, and a common holding of Ideas the onlv rea relation

th?:re"to :;??het r^?' ^'l"^' 'f
^^^ '''' *'^^ ^^-^^^ c?nstellatiL ofSst o^^^^^^^^^

.mhloT!^ r .^liff^i'^^it P^^oples
;
was sacred to them all in turn, and became mom

;SreuTrdt"oreo*f°ag:!^^
•"'"^ - ''''' -^"^^ became st;.e.«tUcLdVT:

Notice*—The Purchasers Of **(l;00p£j;*g SOUtMr*
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^^
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" And thouo-h all the winds of doctrine were let loose to play upon the earth, so Truth be in the field,
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TO THE YOUNG MEN OF THE WORKING CLASSES.

LETTER III. NEW SERIES.

'* 'Tis hard to S9ij if greater want of skill

Appear in writing or in judging ill

;

But, of the two, less dangerous is th' offence I

To tire our patience, than mislead our sense. I

Some few in that, but numbers err in this,

Ten censure wrong for one Avho writes amiss ;

A fool might once himself alone expose,

Now one in verse makes many more in prose.

Popes Essay on Criticism.

Men of the Future,—While diligently pursuing plans of study,—reading

every book of value which lies within your reach,—and thinking over it

deeply, to the end that you may not be the mere slaves of other men's opinions,

though you carefully gather all the information th< y can afford you,—it now
becomes a matter of the highest necessity, that you all join hands and heads

to create a literature of your own. Your own prose, your own poetry : you
ought to '^e resolved to create these. I do not mean that every intellectual

working man should attempt to write a volume; though where there is genius

that will undoubtedly be done. It is to the endeavour to enlarge the list of

contributors to the cheap periodicals, and to create new ones, especially of a
local character, that I aim to arouse your resolution. The Potteries, Leicester,

Nottingham, Leeds, and other localities are setting the example. With a
little exertion you may augment the number of local periodicals, largely.

This would not only be an outward and visible sign that you were reading

and thinking,—and silence the titled and privileged depredators of your
growing intelligence ; but would serve many more valuable purposes. It

would be a means of self-culture, by calling forth the powers of hundreds of

strong-minded working men which now lie hidden : it would put you all

more fully in possession of each other's thoughts, and thus give you a higher
respect for each other, and a clearer perception of what you can do when
united : it would take you from under the influence of some, who either insult

you by denying that you desire to see your order elevated in the social scale,

or otherwise, for mere selfish and pecuniary ends, corrupt the minds of thou-
sands of the working-classes by the issue of highly-spiced but injurious litera-

ture. These, surely, are considerations not to be despised. If I might add
another consideration, it would be—that the formation of a JProffress Union
would be better canvassed in local periodicals of your own, than it is ever

likely to be in the prints now in weekly existence ; and until my humble
proposition is more generally canvassed, I do not expect to see it even partially

realised.
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The subjects which would occupy the weekly pages of your local prints,

would, in the majority of instances, be dictated by the staple manufacture of

the district. Thus, the Nottingham "Framework-knitter," the "Leicester

Movement," and the "Working Man's Journal" of the StaiFordshire Potteries,

each serve the great purpose of exposing the wrongs of toilers in those import-

ant districts, and of binding the injured more firmly together for the redress

of their grievances. But the continued use of the brain and pen, by writers

in these local papers, is sure, eventually, to call forth their essays in a higher

range of thought ; and already, they unfold the tendency to advancement.
None of you, therefore, should object to aid the establishment of new local

periodicals, from a belief that they are only likely to be filled with details

which are grown vulgar to you by connection with your daily toil : the more
advanced your district may be in real taste and intelligence, the more suc-

cessfully you may make your local prints the vehicles of bringing home, to

working men's minds, thoughts which are truly refined and elevating, as well

as solidly instructive.

On the style of the prose writing, to be cultivated in such periodicals, I

may be allowed to say a little,—especially as I shall thus be answering many
who write to me on this subject. For weekly essays, brevity is not only an
indispensable requisite,—a long article in a short pamphlet being so utterly

out of character that readers yawn at the very sight of it ; but simplicity and
clearness of expression should be stamped on every page. No contributor

should affect deep thought on shallow subjects ; construct unwieldy and five-

mile-long sentences—or, rather, leave sentences to construct themselves ; nor,

above all, seek studiously to express himself in what homely people so signifi-

cantly term ' hard words.'

The practice last-named is so common among working-men who essay to

become public writers, that, I must confess, I am not only surprised, but

often pained by it. I cannot grieve any working man by publicly pointing

to him, expressly, as an exemplar of this error. I rather choose to give an
instance of what I mean from a writer of established reputation—the late

John Foster—author of, perhaps, the most powerfully written essay in our

language—that on " Decision of Character,"—and which every one of you
should ' read, mark, learn, and inwardly digest,' so soon as you can obtain

it. I take a passage, almost at random, from this very able and esti-

mable author's larger work, the " Essay on Popular Ignorance."

" And are, then, the higher and privileged portions of the national communities to have,

henceforward, just this one grand object of their existence, this chief employment for their

knowledge, means, and power, namely, to keep down the lower orders of their fellow-citizens

by stress of coercion ? Are they resolved and prepared for a rancorous, interminable, hosti-

lity in prosecution of such a benign purpose ; with a continual exhaustion upon it of the re-

sources which might be applied to diminish that wretchedness of the people, which is the

grand inflamer of those principles that have caused an earthquake under the foundations of

the old social systems ? But ' interminable' is no proper epithet to be applied to such a
course. This policy of a bare uncompromising rigour, exerted to keep the people just where

they are, in preference to adjustments formed on a calculation of a material change, and
adapted to prepare them for it—how long could it be successful,—not to ask what would be

the value or the glory of that success ? With the light of recent history to aid the prognos-

tication, by what superstitious mode of estimation the self-preserving, and self-avenging

competence of any artificial form of social order, can we believe in its power to throw back

the general opinions, determinations, and efibrts, of the mass of mankind in endless recoil on

themselves? That must be a very firm structure, must be of gigantic mass or most excel-

lent basis and conformation, against which the ocean shall unremittingly wear and foam in

vain. And it does not appear what there can be of such impregnable consistence in any par-

ticular construction of the social economy which is, by the supposition, resolved to be main-^

tained in sovereign immutability, in permanent frustration of the persevering ever-growing,^

I
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aim and impulse of the great majority, pressing on to achieve important innovations in their

favour ; innovations in those systems of institution and usage, under which they will never

cease to think they have had far less happiness, or means of happiness, than they ought to

have had. We cannot see how this impulse can be so repelled or diverted that it shall not

prevail at length, to the effect of eitlier bearing down, or wearing away, a portion of the order

of things, which the ascendant classes in every part of Europe would have fondly wished to

maintain in perpetuity, without one particle of surrender.

"

The drift and general meaning of tliis passage almost every reader can
comprehend ; but the exact meaning of every sentence, and member of a
sentence, in it, hundreds of readers could not comprehend without turning

several times to a dictionary, and thinking a good deal, besides. Such a

mode of writing, be it observed, is infinitely more out of character when at-

tempted by working-men, than when followed by a highly-educated man,
like John Poster. Plain, sensible writing—even if it were three-fourths

words of one syllable, like much of Dean Swift's writings—would form the

most forcible means of reaching the hearts and minds of your own order.

B^emember Cobbett, and the wondrous power he exercised by the use and
repetition of short words ! And yet, nothing can be more involved than
many of his sentences : it was by the use of plain words that he made him-

self so widely and deeply felt.

Let it not be supposed, however, that I am recommending anything so

absurd as the use of one style by all minds. All can guard against the

affectation of big words, but every man cannot express himself alike ; nor
is even a big word to be cast away for a little one, when the big word has

a more forcible meaning, or gives a truer grace to the sentence. Who
would wish a four-syllabled word to be blotted out of the " Letters of

Junius," for instance,—or to be exchanged for a monosyllable which had
the same meaning? His sounding rhetoric—what vivid dehght it adds to

his stinging sarcasm,—which we all feel, with a thrill of our very marrow,
while reading him,—and which affects poor Brougham with so much envy
that he speaks disparagingly of him !—Brougham, who cannot bear the
thought that any one should excel him in the power to sting with the pen
or tongue.

Undoubtedly, you may occasionably employ the Junius vocabulary, with
great fitness ; but in essays on the wrongs of Labour,—the topic on which
you are most likely to be frequent writers in the periodicals of which we
are speaking,—plain, forcible words will seem the most natural language ot

your earnest minds.

A word or two about poetry. It gives one pain to be compelled to reject

so many contributions in verse—for, it is ever a sign of the cultivation of
the heart, as well of the intellect, when a young man is intent on expres-
sing his thoughts and affections in poetry." But the prevalence of ttco de-
fects in nine-tenths of the verse sent for insertion in my own periodical,—

and which I must be allowed to say, without the slightest ill-feeling, I see
in many other papers,-—renders it necessary that a rigid judgment should
be observed with regard to such contributions. Inflation of expression—
over-swelling words—soundwithout sense—and exaggerated sentimentalism,
(I vary the description of what I mean, to be understood without giving
invidious examples) form one great fault with the majority of beginners in
poetry. To print their essays would really injure their reputation for sense,
with judicious readers ; and yet it is a most disagreeable task to be com-
pelled to give them pain, by rejecting their lines. I assure beginners in
verse-making that I have burned ten times more verse of my own compo-
sition than I ever published ; and I see so much imperfection in what I
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liave piiblislied, tliat I T^'isli it were possible for me to withdraw it, and write
on some of the same subjects anew. N^o yonng poet can act more wisely tlian

to burn, and burn again, instead of furiously hurrying his imperfect effu-

sions into print. These liints, liowever, ought not to deter young men of
genius from ' wooing the muse :' the pisriodicals of the Working-classes
ought to abound with the purifying influences of true poetry.

The other defect to which I allude, is one which real genius will speedily
learn to remedy—since it needs onlj^ care : I mean the want of a know-
ledge of the meclianism of verse. TV'ithout a due observance of what are
called 'feet'—that is the accented syllables—in poetry, it really is ^^o^ verse
but common prose. The reading of authors who are the most perfect in their

measures (such as Pope) cannot fail to give an attentive rhymer the proper
knowledge of this necessary part of his business. Attention to the best
models will also teach him hov^ to avoid the hampering ' do ' and ' did

'

(which are graces only in imitation of the antique and simple) ; and the
ungraceful ending of a couplet with the infinitive verb, as ' fire

—

to inspire'
•

—
' sight

—

to delight '—' mine

—

to resign.'

I fear grave readers Avill be weary with seeing these pages occupied with
what they will, perhaps, deem very trifling observations

; and shall therefore
pursue this theme no further, at present. A wish to be useful to manv
who have written me on these subjects, as well as love for the Muse her-
self, and a natural wish to see her becomingly wooed, while her lovers are
being multiplied—must be my excuse for saying Avhat I have said. Some
tlioughts in answer to enquirers after the best standard and school of Poetrv,

I defer till a future number.
Thomas Coopee.

UKITY OF SENTIMENT IN AUTHORS.

It is at times interesting to a man of literary taste to observe the identity of idea
and often of expression which exists amongst authors of celebrity on any one sub-
ject. During a desultory course of reading I have noted the two following
rather curious parallelisms : the first relates to female Beauty in grief, and the
second to Love :

—

BEAUTY I3f GRIEF.w
No ono hatli seen beauty in its highest lustre who hath not seen it in distress.

—

Fieidhuj (Tom Jones).

And love is loveliest when embalmed in tears.

—

Blr Walter Scott.

For Bea\ity's tears are lovelier than her smile.— Campbell.

LOVE.

Love will not be constrained by masterj^

:

"When master}^ cometh the god of love anon,

Beateth his wings and farewell, he is gone.

Love is a thing as any spirit free.

—

Chaucer,

For soon as maistery comes sweet love anon,

Taketh his nimble wings and soon away is gone.

—

Spenser.

Love free as air at sight of human ties,

(Spreads liis light wings and in a moment flies.

—

Pope.

Frank Grant.

Noble Reply.—John Locke, the philosopher, was persecuted by the court of Charles
II., for opposition to popery and arbitraiy power. When James IL offered him pardon,
he replied, that " he had no occasion for a pardon, not having been guilty of any crime."
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NOTES, WHICH THEY WHO RUN MAY READ.
Co-operative Tailors.—From 30 to 40 working tailors of Boston, America

started business on the 21st of September last, with a capital of 483 dollars!
Every man has been paid hi:s regular wages, and has already something ahead iii
the stock of the association, and good prospects for the future. They only owe 200
dollars : their treasurer has 100 dollars in hand ; and their stock is now worth 1 500
dollai-s. Their business is increasing so rapidly that they will have to open a se-
cond * store,' or shop for sale of goods, very soon. AVhy should not Enn-lishmen
—shoemakers, joiners, and cabinet-makers, builders, smiths, printers %c &c
lemmto ^^^reg like brothers, join their intelligence, skill, and industry, use economv'
and prosper in like manner ?

The Iron Trades.—Wm. Baragwanath, " in behalf of the Watford Branch of
the_ Journeyman Steam Engine and Machine Makers' and Millwrights' Friendly
Society," has just published an address—iiwiting the Iron Trades^of the United
Kingdom to form a Joint Stock Company of 2os. shares, to be paid by instalments
of 6d. weekly,—and purchase a Printing office, publish a weekly newspaper as the
organ of the trade and advocate of the merits and claim.s of the company •—take.
a paper mill and make their own paper ;—establish mills and workshops of 'various
kmds, producing articles for working-men's consumption ;—and build cotta^e-^
for their own habitation. Such is the numerical power of this ' Aristocracy'^of
Trades', that the writer affirms the proposed newspaper would pay its v/ay if only
07ie in ten of the Iron Trade working-men would support it ! If such be the fact
what could not this trade accomplish, if they would unite ? Surely working-meii
have been long enough asleep and dead to their own interest ! Instead of foohshly
talking about ' Emigration,' they have the means to make themselves happy pnd
prosperous m old England, if they will join their heads together, and throw their-
hearts, like men and brothers, into the effort !

wMv^ National Harlequin.—Brougham attended a, grand aristocratic meetiK.-at
Wilhs s Rooms, Hanover Square, last Thursday ; and after floundering about iu his
speech for sometime—forgot the purpose of the m.eeting, which was to forward
the great Industrial Exhibition of 1851—and began to sound his old cracked
trumpet to the tune of 'The Glorious Tenth of April'! Even the aristocrats
were sick of the silly worn-out ditty, and hissed, a ad cried ' Question, ouestion ''

Great Harry was mortified
; but he affected to ' cut it short' with a lordly grace

and said he must conclude, for his duties calhed him immediately io 'another
place —meaning the House of Lords ! Yet he /staid in the room till the end of
the meeting, which was two hours after !

' :'Lucifer, son of the morning, \xoxi
art thou fallen !

&? ^ *

Sensible Petition.—" Some ignorant and /infatuated persons in Ca.rdingtoir.
Kushbury and other parts, are signing a peti^tion to the Almighty to chaiit the
devil. —J^ddowes' ^hre^vshuri/ Journcd.

[" Ignorant and infatuated" ? Pooh, Mr./ Eddowes ! It is the most sensi:ble
petition ever got up among people who Mi^eve in a personal devil. But then—who is to present it at Court ? That is the jcuh ']

Proposed Discussion—My last discpur/se at the Hall of Science, City Road,
(the concluding one of the course on the ''Critical Exegesis of Gospel History'was attenaed bv Mr. Sr-nl^lp rhc. woii_v,..^„,„ ^..j ,^....^^.^.-,^ . ^ ,

x o^vij ywas attended by Mr. S=ob e, the well-lav^wu and dese?ved1y esteemed and
"

pected Secretary to the Auti-SIavery Society. Mr. S. rose, at the conclusion,and disputed some of my positions-espefjlally that there were leaemh in the iiew

t'^rnrTi^il"^ ^.Tfll' *^1'..£.«"!*' <"'"?-«^' '- -«'^^ '^-P'-o- the_said posi-

es-

1011,

meet me
tions. I offered him the opportunity, and he agreed to accept it, and
tor a public Qiscussion

; but requested tViat Ishould ojm, it, with the maintenance
of my own opinions I ha.^ sent Mr. S. the following form of mutual challenge
for his signature--having first signed

; it myself :-" Thomas Cooper midertal^stoprove his assertion, that the New 'Testament contains legendaiV accounts ofthe great and good Jesus of Nazareth /; and John Scoble iuide?takes to disprove the
said assertion A committee composed of an equal number of friencls of eai(?hdisputant are to be appointed to ma/ke the necessary arrangements for the discus-sion

;
and I hope soon to have the pleasure of announcing the time and place of

fZt^J^''" m'^'^q^^ P^'T^'" ^^^."^^ *^ ^^^^' f^^- ^^^^ apurpose, so wortiTyan

P^&- ^' ^'-
^'Sn'' u^""'^

-championsliip of the opposed Negro omglfttQ
endear him to every philauthropisj. TaoM^ C^opee,
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Co Corrwpontretits.

^^r On the first page in last number, readers will have found twowords which will have set tbem
a-wondering, as to the writer's meaning. When the printer's proof-sheet was sent me to correct

I found (a few lines from the bottom of the page) " fitting iron-shafts and never-tiring wheels

against heart-strings and sinews."—and changed the word " fitting" to pitting—according to

the writer's copy. In his haste, however, the printer fixed on the word " flitting" for correc-

tion, half-a-dozen lines higher up the page ; and thus produced the strange union of words

which now appears—" Chimeras pitting about the Utopian ! !
!" If this latter " pitting" be

residjlitting and " fitting (lower down) be read pitting, all will be right. I cannot express

my mortification at the occurrence of these errors ; but I hope I have now provided against

their recurrence.
" Publicola ," W. F. T. Kew Green ; J. C. W.—Their poetry is respectfully declined.

" Bethnal Green Mutual Instruction Society ;" Caius Gracchus ; R. S. Archer ; T. Taylor,

Hackney Road.—Their letters expres.sing approval of a Progress Union, are received, and

valued, but publication does not seem necessary.

G. Welst—His favour was received : obliged by his good wishes. I fear the person

named will not stand fire.

J. C. W., Leeds.—The * Law of Primogeniture,' is that custom—for 1 do not know that

there is any statute for it—wher eby the eldest son succeeds to the father's title and real

estate : that is, the estate in land, 'nouses, &c. The ' Law of Entail' prevents the father from

selling the estate without the conrjent of the next heir—as in the case of the Duke of Buck-

ingham, lately who could not f^ive his creditors their claim, until his heir, the Marquis of

Chandos, consented that the family estate should be sold. These laws are oppressive, not

only because they enable the no bility to get deeply into debt with comparative safety ; but

because they render it necessary that array, navy, church, places, &c., should be kept up that

the j'ounger sons of the landlords should be quartered upon them for a maintenance.
^

* Seventeen,' Gower-street.—' Paggot votes' are votes made by landlords, for carrying elec-

tions—by giving a jjretended riight of freehold to some of their tenants. These votes, in

homely English, were characterised as being of no more value than a, faggot—the name for a

bundle of rotten sticks, in some parts of England.
W. M., S. T., and othei- friend.s in Yorkshire and Lancashire, are respectfully informed that

I cannot be out of London on an y Sunday before next June. My Sunday engagements are

fixed till the end of May, and are as follows :

—

HALL OF SCIENCE, CITY RC >AD.

March 3. Real character of Mot ?es, and the

design of his institutioi \s.

17. Real character ofMah 01 nnied, and
the design of Mohamme danism.

31. Superstitions of the Mid. He-Ages,
and the Dreams ofthe Ale hymists.

April 14. Rienzi the Tribune, and th* * * Good
Estate.'

28. Massaniello, the fisherman t "Jf Na-
ples.

May 12. William Tell, and the Delivei 'ance

of Switzerland.

26. Kosciusko, and the struggles ^ox

Polish Independence.

LITERARY INSTITUTION, JOHN STREET.

March 10. Columbus, and the discovery

America.

24. Cortez,

Mexico.

April 7. Pizarro,

Peru.

21. Washington, and the Indepen-

dence of America.

May 5. Life and Genius of Rousseau.

19. Life and Genius of Voltaire.

and the Conquest

aud the Conquest

of

of

of

Hectum, in Hontron, ^^^ ^^^ etisuing ^mnt.

Sunday, Mawh 3, at 7, Hall of Science, (ne 'ir Finsbury Square, City Road). See above.

At 7, Literary Institution, John Sti '^et, Fitzroy Square. " On Government, and

how to create a good one."—Robert ^wen.
ri ^ i. j x^ •

Monday, March 4, at half-past 8, Mechanics' Institute, Gould Square, C'^^^^ched Fnars.—

"Moral Philosophy."—Dr. Cantor. A ^ a quarter to 9, Finsbury Hall, 66, Bunhill

Row. "Competition and Combination, "-Dr. Webb. At half-past 8, Pentonville

Athenaeum, 17, Chapel Street, " Life A ssurance.''—Ambrose Hurst. At a quarter

past 8, Literary Institution, Carlisle Str. ^et, Edgeware Road.

Law Rhymer."—P. W. Perfitt. At half-p

Yard, City Road. " Popular Physiology," _. _. .

-^ ^ •d„ui:«
Wednesday, March 6, at 8, Hackney Literary and ,

Scientific Institution. Quarterly Pubue

Meeting of the Elocution Class.
i

" Elliott, the Corn-

as't 8, Finsbury Mechanics' Institute, Bell

^B. E. Wheeler.
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THINKINGS, FEOM RALPH[WALDO EMEKSON.

mae7^Z^^J'~i ^tf'^
consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds, adored by

mply tthTn^ to i^**''r^''''''''
'""^

'^T""'''
^''^ consistency a grkt soul hassimpiy nothing to do. He may as well concern himself with his shadow on thewall. Out upon your guarded lips ! Sew them up with packthread do eZ if

C7'"''.^'" ^ "'^"' '^"^^ ^^^^ yo" think to-day in worts as hard as cannon

c^tldTc ryrng?ou "^sJ^t iT'll "f^ ^" Y' T"*^ i''" t^'t
shall be sure to\e mird/rrtlt'lisu^derrod: Ttt^ StTo^sttd' T
and j:su'rnd°T^T"""'f

?."'"''
• •

^^y'^agoras was misunderftoorand'sTltes

«nrl wt! ' ?°^
?i'"''"^'-'

'-'nd Copernicus, and Galileo, and Newton, knd every pure

^=teu:-h\iiS:i*te'^^^^^
He saw ttit Co/"'''"''!°^""°- ,?"^ "=''' ^""^ t™« t° -hat itin you :nd ifm^'

-through me, God actfft ;ug\*"r'''wotM yr^teTod'
1'^^"''''

There is no doclr^/tlfrBLrwSViU b^^^^ ta^htty ^u^dfrsS-'
hfneJt :r "^ThTs w?,T".^''f'^ '''^^'"^^°' '"'"- '*>« l-et's^ip^ and ltd fntue next age, Ihis was Jehovah come down out of heaven—I w II Vill ^J, Tf

God AND Spirit.—Of that ineffable essence which we call sT^mf >,. fi. . .i,- imost will say least. We can forespp and in ihl i ^ "^' ^® *^^* *^^^^s
phenomena of matter burwhon u-fl f ^ i'''^'''^

.^""^ ^' ^*^ ''^'^' ^^«*^^*

language and thouTht desert usJ^./^ to define and describe himself, both

=£^syy:£Sl£}^?t?

whlry:,^Lt:?::tr:eC't"; wr 'bT" *Tf ^°^ ^^p-- ^ako
man oscillates ever. He in whom thelov^ „f '

^''*"'««» *hese, as a pendulum,
first creed, the first phUosophy tL firs noni^f:'%P^f

""'"''^ -'" 'Accept the
father's. He gets rest commn^itv

Pol'^oal Party he meets,—most likely his
truth. He in Ihom the love o^ trn/h ^^ '^'"P'^^tion but he shuts the door of
all moorings and afloat He wilabstanromtL"'/' ''""^P W-n-If aloof from

rint-&fXrt£3^!^--^^^^^^

rcrt::;Siirh"Tr;et^^^^^^^^^
spotted deeps the windslor e^erlre Irive the fl "'t''''/'"''"

'^^' "''' ''^ose un-
no wrinkle or stain? how much Mustrv«nd f"'/^

stormy clouds, and leave
caught from the pantomim^ of brut ' Vhat TZ'^^^'

^""^ ^*['""'>°' ^<' ^''^^
mand is the varying phenomenon of Healto' ^ P'"^"''"'' "^ «^'*'-'=°w-
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A NIGHT THOUGHT.
• The night-wind rageth—the rain flood rattleth,

A °d Darkness enfoldeth a weary world ;

The Snirit ef Fire with the Storm-fiend battletli,

And swift through the air are the lightnings hurled.

The Daughter of Wealth her calm rest taketh,

And Fancy weaveth her visions bright ;

Xot the strife abroad-not a sad thought breaketh

Slumber thus 'twined in a web of deiigtit :

In the grand halls of rank, there Plenty.spreadeth

The table of Surfeit for wasteful pnde ;

And pampered Debauch rich carpets treadeth.

While shivering Poverty starves outside :

In yon rag-ratched hut a maiden weepeth,

Gaunt misery blackeneth her sunken eyes—

The chill ot Death o'er her lean form creepeth,

And now in her last sleep calm she lies .

Shall this last for ever ? my heart enquireth ;

For ever such scenes must they darken earth ?

Ay, till man fulfil what Truth desireth—

Till man has created man's own new-birtn.
^

Oh, joy : when the day-dawn of Justice beameth I

When brotherhood smileth over the world .

When Poverty's tear no longer streaiTieth,
Frank Gkant,

And the banner of War is for ever upfurled. t rank ukan

A LAY OF LOVE.

Heaven hath its crown of stars, the Earth

Her glory-robe of flowers ;

The grand old voods have music,

Green leaves, and silver showers

;

The birds have homes where honeyed blooms

In beauty smile above ;

High-yearning hearts their rainbow dreams,

And we, sweet, we have love!

There's suffering for the toiling poor

On Misery's bosom nurst;

Rich robes for ragged souls; and crowns

For branded-brows, Cain-cursed!

But cherubim with clasphig wings,

Ever about lis be;

And, happiest of God's happy things,

There's love for you and me

!

W^e walk not with the jewelled great,

Where Love's dear name is sold;

Yet have we wealth we would not give

For all their world of Gold!

We revel not in corn and wine,

Yet have we from above

Manna divine! Then v^e'll not pine:

Do we not live and love?

I know, dear heart, that in our lot

May mingle tears and sorrow!

But Love his rainbow builds from tears.

To-day, with smiles, to-morrow!

The sunshine from our sky may die,

The greenness from Life's Tree;

But ever 'mid the warring storm

Thy nest shall sheltered be!

I see thee—Ararat of my life !

—

Smiling, the waves above

;

Tho'.i hails't me, victor in the strife;

And beacon'st me with Love

!

The world will never know, dear.

Half what I've found in thee;

Bu' tho' nought to the world, dear,

Thou'rt all the Avoj'ld to me!
Geralo Masset.
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THE WISH REPAIRED.

" Depend upon it, if you are not noble in the present age, in no age would you have been so.

George Dawson.
Oh, that my lot had been to live in days, alas ! no more,
When valour drew the battle blade, 'gainst Saracen and Moor

;

When glory called from every land, the noble and the brave.

To rescue from the infidel our Lord's dishonoured grave ;

When valiant deeds where ever crowned with honour and with fame,

And poets sung the hero's praise, and nations blessed his name !

Oh, then might nobleness be gained, and noble deeds be done ;

But now, alas ! their days are passed, for ever set their sun.

Oh, that my lot had been to live in honour bringing days,

When persecution raised the stake, the faggot and the blaze ;

Days when the martyr's death procured the martyr's deathless fame.
The victim was triumphant, and the victor won but shame :

When freedom's holy advocate, the daring and the strong,

Defied alike the tyrant king, the still more tyrant throng.

Oh, then might nobleness be gained, and noble deeds be done
;

But now, alas ! their days are passed, for ever set their sun.

Oh, that my lot had been to live in freedom's holiest time,

—

E'en when the Puritans achieved their victories sublime
;

And from despotic will preserved this fair and goodly land,

Despite a church malignant, and a king's opposing hand :

When loving Hampden breathed his words of energy and fire
;

When mighty Cromwell drew the sword, and Milton struck the lyre
;

Oh, then might nobleness be gained, and noble deeds be done
;

But now, alas ! their days are passed, for ever set their sun.

Oh, that my lot had been to live—" Hold !" cried a warning tongue,
*' There's sin in thy complaint, and there is evil in thy song

;

*' In every age, by noble hearts, may noble deeds be done,
** The battle yet is to be fought, the victory to be won

;

" For every age has work demanding truthful, earnest men,
*' A brave heart wields the sword, but 'tis a braver wields the pen.
And secretly, it whispered me, in accents how serene

—

" If now thou art not noble, friend, thou ne'er hadst noble been !"

John Alfred Langford.

CRITICAL EXEGESIS OE GOSPEL HISTORY,
ON THE BASIS OF STRAUSS's ' LEBEN JESU.'

A SERIES OF EIGHT DISCOURSES ; DELIVERED AT THE LITERARY INSTITUTION, JOHN
STREET. TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, AND AT THE HALL OF SCIENCE, CITY ROAD, ON
SUNDAY EVENINGS, DURING THE WINTERS OF 1848—9, AND 1849—50.

BY THOMAS COOPER,
Author of * The Purgatory of Suicides,^

III. — THE MIRACLES.
(^Continuedfrom last number.)

2. Lepers—from the tendency of the climate of Palestine to produce
cutaneous disorders—might be expected to figure among the sufferers re-

lated to have been relieved by Christ. The narrative of the ten lepers, in

Luke (17 c. 12 v.) is too indistinctly given to be singled out for criticism.

The ten diseased men do not ask to be cured : they merely say " Jesus,
Master, have mercy on us !" Nor does Luke relate that Jesus said more
to them than " Gro, shew yourselves to the priests." Their cure, in the
journey, is affirmed; the return, and "giving him thanks," of one, a
Samaritan ; and the declaration of Jesus respecting this one, that his faith

had made him whole. But the narrative is too uncircumstantial, to bear
dissection. Not so, with another narrative : that of the cleansing of one
leper, which is giveia by the first three eycingelists, (IMatt. § c, 1 v.
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Mark 1 c. 40 v. Luke 5 c. 12 v.) Mattliew places his cure immediately
after the delivery of the Sermon on the Mount : Mark and Luke, at some
period not precisely marked, at the beginning of the ministry of Jesus in

Galilee. A leper comes towards Jesus, falls on his knees, and entreats

that he may be cleansed ; Jesus effects the cure by a touch and the declara-

tion of his will—" I will, be thou clean ;" and then directs the leper to pre-

sent himself to the priest, &c.

Again, we ask, who are the witnesses ? We do not positively know who
wrote the gospels to which the names of Matthew, JMarl?:, and Luke, are

usually prefixed. And supposing that we had undoubted evidence that

they were the writers—they do not tell us that they beheld the perfor-

mance of this cure. JN^ay, a phrase of Luke, seems to indicate that he did

not behold it. " It came to pass when he was in a certain city" (ch. 5 v. 12)
our translators have rendered it ; but the Grreek is (literally translated)

in one of the cities—a most «^?zcertain phrase, which shows that the writer

is relating something by hearsay : unless, the advocates for ' plenary in-

spiration,' will contend that Luke might have witnessed the miracle, but
forgot the name of the place

!

Let no one complain that this is hypercriticism. We are told that the
' Miracles' prove a Divine Revelation ; and, again, we ask what proves this

miracle ? It is not substantiated by such testimony as would be accounted
evidence, if we had read it in this shape in any other book—though there

it might be perfectly valueless, even if fully attested—while here it is of

such declared import that our salvation is affirmed to depend on the belief

of it, among other ' miraculous cures.' It is not substantiated ; and, there-

fore, to us, who have never witnessed a departure from the Laws of Nature,

it could be allowed to be possible only by the operation of some great

natural curative power resident in the body and will of Jesus of jN^azareth.

But there is nothing in the annals of animal magnetism to equal such a

cure, or in any degree resembling it. We hear of the almost instantane-

ous relief of rheumatic and nervous disorders in our own day : we know
some of the witnesses : we can summon their testimony. But it is a widely

different story to be told that a leper—nay, one " full of leprosy," accord-

ing to Luke—a person having the most obstinate and malignant of dis-

eases of the skin ; one in whom there is a thorough derangement of the ani-

mal fluids ; one whose skin is corroded by this malady—was, by a touch

and a sentence, instantly made pure and healthy. We feel that we are in

the realm of legend, again ; and the mythical sources of the story are evi-

dent. Thus remarks Strauss

:

" In the fabulous region of oriental and more particularly of Jewish legend, the sudden
appearance and disappearance of leprosy presents itself the first thing. When Jehovah
endowed Moses, as a preparation for his mission into Egypt, with the power of working

all kinds of signs, amongst other tokens of this gift he commanded him to put his hand
into his bosom, and when he drew it out again, it was covered with leprosy : again he
was commanded to put it into his bosom, and on drawing it out a second time it was
once more clean (Exod, iv. 6, 7.). Subsequently, on account of an attempt at rebellion

against Moses, his sister Miriam was suddenly stricken with leprosy, but on the interces-

sion of Moses was soon healed (Num. xii. 10,). Above all, among the miracles of the

prophet Elisha the cure of a leper plays an important part, and to this event Jesus him-

self refers (Luke iv. 27.). The Syrian General Naaman, who suffered from leprosy,

appliedto the Israelitish prophet for his aid ; the latter sent to him the direction to wash
seven times in the river Jordan, and on ISTaaman's observance of this prescription the lep-

rosy actually disappeared, but was subsequently transferred by the prophet to his deceitful

servant Gehazi (2 Kings v.). I know not what we ought to need beyond these Old
Testament narratives to account for the origin of the evangelical anecdotes. What the

first Goel was empowered to do in the fulfilment of Jehovah's commission^ the second
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Goel must also be able to perform, and the greatest of prophets must not fall short of the

achievements of any one prophet. If then the cure of leprosy was without doubt included

in the Jewish idea of the Messiah ; the Christians, who believed the Messiah to

have really appeared in the person of Jesus, had a yet more decided inducement to

glorify his history by such traits, taken from the mosaic and prophetic legend ; with the

single difference that, in accordance with the mild spirit of the New Covenant (Luke ix.

55.) they dropped the punitive side of the old miracles."

3. The Blind—also agreeably to the nature of the climate of Palestine

—

might be expected to fill a prominent place in the list of sufferers related

to have been relieved by Christ. Of the blind several cures are narrated.

(1.) A narrative common to the first three evangelists, is that of a cure

of blindness wrought by Jesus at Jericho, on hislast journey to Jerusalem.

(Matt. 20 ch. 29 v. Mark, 10 ch. 46 v. Luke, 18 ch. 35v.) The diver-

gencies, in this case, are important : Matthew has tioo blind men, Mark and
Luke but one : Luke makes the miracle take place on the entrance of Jesus

into Jericho, Matthew and Mark on his departure out of that city. More-
over, the touching of the eyes, by which, according to Matthew, Jesus

effected the cure, is not mentioned by either Mark or Luke. It may be

replied, that although the second and third evangelist do not mention the

touching, they do not, therefore, deny it. But should not ' plenary' or

full inspiration, direct an equally complete account to each 'inspired'

writer ? To me, I must confess, that seems necessary—when our eternal

interests are maintained to be involved in a belief of the account of a super-

natural transaction. But how reconcile the difference relative to number ?

They who give the priority to the second and third gospel, say that one of

the two blind men was possibly more remarkable than the other, on which
account, he alone, was mentioned by Mark and Luke ; but Matthew writ-

ing afterwards, and being an eye-witness, supplied the second blind man.
On this supposition, Mark and Luke do not contradict Matthew, for they

nowhere deny that another besides their single blind man was healed

;

neither does Matthew contradict them—for where there are two, there is

also one ! If this method of reconciliation be deemed satisfactory, who
shall despair of reconciling any difficulty ? But who can reconcile the

statement of Matthew and Mark, " as they departed from,'' and that of

Luke, "as they came nigh to ZevichoV Commentators, from Grrotius to

our contemporaries, have made attempts to render these passages consistent

with each other ; but the thing is impossible.

The older 'harmonists,' and some modern critics, maintain that two

distinct cures are related by three evangelists : one, on the entrance into, and
the other, on the departure from Jericho. "Without detailing all their

reasonings, it is sufficient to reply that, since Matthew says tivo blind mem
werecuredon the departurefrom Jericho, and Luke, says o?^ewas cured on th©
entrance into that city, we should, on this hypothesis, have three cures of

the blind—for Mark must be thrown into Matthew's account, with the
supposition that he has only mentioned the most remarkable of Matthew's
two men. And then, these puzzling considerations follow : 1. The one

blind man at the entrance (Luke) and the two blind men at the going out,

(Matthew) cry out in the same language. 2. The multitude 'rebuke'

the one blind man at the entrance, and j^et, although they had seen that

they were acting in opposition to the designs of Jesus, they ' rebuke' the
two blind men at the going out! 3. Jesus puts the same question, in

each case, to the blind. 4. The blind make the same answer (Mark and
Luke.) 5. Jesus attributes their cure, in each case, to their faith (Mark
and Luke.) 6. In each case, the bUnd follow him, when their sight is
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received. "Who can suppose, if there be two different cures related here,

that the legend has not repeated itself? Or, if the cure be but one and
the same, who can reconcile the divergencies ? And, if'the narrators differ,

who dares to say that we must be eternally lost, if we do not take the

irreconcileable account as full and sufficient testimony that a ' miracle'

was wrought in proof of a Divine Revelation ?

(2.) But Matthew has another narrative which we cannot separate from
the one just noticed. It is contained in our 9th chapter of his gospel

(v. 17.) And here, again, the two blind men cry that the son of David may
have mercy on them : here again he touches th.eiv eje^—the circumstance
found only in Matthew, before. Look still more closely, and you find

that, while in the narrative before considered, Mark and Luke made Jesus

attribute the cure of the blind to their faith, and Matthew was silent on
that point,—in this his earlier narrative (9 ch.) Matthew makes Jesus

eulogise the faith of the patients as Mark and Luke do, in the other case.

Who does not perceive, not only that the first evangelist has copied his

earlier account in his second, but that the second and third evangelist have

the collected features of his two accounts—still mingling them with

divergencies ? In other words, that we have, in these narratives, all the

native varieties of legend ? To call for the witnesses, when one cannot

determine what is really witnessed—either as it regards the number of the

cured, or the place and time when they were cured^—would be absurd.

Amidst these narratives of the blind miraculously receiving their sight, we
are, as yet, too evidently in the realm of legend. Let us turn to another

of these cures of the blind.

(To he continued.)

French Intervention in Home. A Letter to Messrs. De Tocqueville and
JDe FaJloux. By Joseph Mazzini. Chas. Pox, 67, Paternoster Row.
This most eloquent essay is sold at one penny. Every earnest working

man should read it. One feels as ifundergoing an electric shock while perus-

ing it. It is seldom that any Age receives such a lesson of eloquent truth

from its GtEeatest Man of action, as that contained in these 16 pages.

The Spirit of Freedom, and Working Man^s Vindicator. Conducted by
'WoiiKi:5fG Men.
This monthly Penny periodical—formerly a weekly—printed at Ux-

bridge,—is already widely known among w^orking men. Its editor is

Gerald Massey, a young man of very high poetic talent, and a frequent

contributor to Cooper's Journal. John Rymill of Northampton, another

earnest hearted working-man, is one of its essayists ; and the band of fer-

vent-minded young men, who are thus putting forth their burning thoughts

to the masses, cannot fail to be felt, and to produce stirring effects in the

Puture. Periodicals like these are among the most notable ' Signs of the

Times.' There is, surely, hope for England, while her toiling children are

breathing out these unmistakeable syllables of their aspirations. By every

association of workingmen for mutual instruction this periodical ought to

be purchased.

OneHundred Sonnets. ByHenryEeankLott. "Wiiloughby, Warwick-lane.
The author is a working carpenter, whose manly bearing and open-

heartedness endear him to all who, like myself, have the pleasure of know-
ing him. He never thinks of rhyming as ' an idle trade ;' but pursues it,

\vheii his daysj' labour ends, for the elevating love of it. The tastefi^l and
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niusical quality of tlie four specimens I gi^e from his handsome little volume,

rir
^,\^^^„^^^k for themselves. The first and seeond,-addressed to his

Mother and - his Sister on her Marriage "—I select for the true heart
displayed in them

;
the third, "to W. J. Eox," as a proof of the standard

ot the author s mtelhgence
; and the fourth, for its rich sentiment.

TO MY MOTHER.
As age accumulates upon thy brow.
And all thine energies become less warm,
Securely rest on my more vigorous arm,

—

Time the protectorship reverse's now.
If, by God's blessing, health and strength allow,
My toil shall comfort thee ; secure from harm,
No dread of want thy last days shall alarm,

Nor workhouse insolence thy spirit bow.
Mother, though dim thine eye, yet many a day.
While blithe I sported, didst thou toil forme

Along no path of flowers, but a rude way,
Beset with hardship and with poverty.

May I the debt that's due in part repay
By feeling grateful, and by aiding thee !

TO MY SISTER ON HER MARRIAGE.
*

Not in symmetric form nor beauteous face.
In learning, birth, nor wealth's equalities,
In custom's bond, nor law's formalities.

Can those who marry firm reliance place :

To clothe the passions with a gentler grace
Enwove from mutual sensibilities.
Regardless if the world or hears or sees*

Hence wedded hearts their tailless joys must trace.May this be thine adornment ! He who takesAnd calls thee his entirely, robs not me
Ot one of thine affections, but awakes
Another chord of kindly smpathy:

So may each morn of life that on thee breaks
tmd thee more blest with him, and him with thee.

TO W. J, FOX.
I look around on all who labour on
For man's true elevation—but I see
None whom we owe a greater debt than thee,

ij ox
!
of the fervid mind and manly tone

'

Above thy compeers dost thou stand alone,
L rging, with bold origin ality.
Stern truths, whose practical results may be

Applied to daily life as soon as known.
Oruidmgjhe reason, stirring up the mind,

H^xploding superstitions, claiming rights.
Leading our thoughts to dwell on the refined,

Ihe beautitul, the noble—which excitesAnd softens also, and at once unites
'

Ihe sympathies and hopes of human kind.

TO SLEEP.

Smile, as I bow me to thy shrine, O Sleep'
VVeary am I, through climbing labour's liill—

Veil up my senses !—not that 1 may kill

BTti;^rf''^''^r'^^'r'.'"/^^h ^^y shadows deep,

P... ^ ' ^r"\ ^^y ^^^"^ influence, I may reap ^Peace and refreshment, as thy balms instil ^
Strerigth to my frame, and all my being fill

^,r;,'*^J^y' ^J^V^^O" tliy watch didst safdy keep.Samaritan of life ! with pitying smile,
^

When tired nature fails upon the road.Thou giv'st thy blessing to the sons of toil, >

Loos ningthe bandageof their wearying load-Though gold may win it not by chafi^erinlwile;
tnasked upon contentment 'tis bestpwed.
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Easter]!^ Life, Past and Present. By Harriet Martineau.

(Gontinuedfrom last Number.)

The larffe-mmded candour and real pliilosopliy with wMch Miss Martineau

speaks of the Priests of old Nile should be imbibed by all thinking work-

ingmen. The following passage is of very high value :—
^, ^,

" Thev explored manv regions of natural science, giving the people the results m the

form of divination and magic. They held among themselves the doctrmes of the unity

of God, and of a divine moral government, and lowered their doctrine to meet the con>

prehension of the people, by deifying the attributes of God, and makmg local rulers ot

them. The testimony of ages has proved the vice of this method of proceeding :
but wc

must remember that the Egyptian priesthood had not this testimony of ages. ^ ^ must

remember how they stood, a little band of observers, among the wonders and mysteries

c5 ihe universe ; and that,'as yet, they had to collect the facts ^^^
f^'^'^;^-^^'^^^^^

great extent before they could look far into causes (so-called) ;
and that these facts were

Sot regarded by them with the calm eye of knowledge, but the
^'^«^Y/ """"fW hTd

and awe-struck perception. They could hardly receive such ^^n^wk^ge as hey had

otherwise than as a special gift and revelation to themselves, as
f^/«^.^%f ^^^^^^^^

^7^!''-

It was not known then, not dreamed of by any one, that knowledge is the equal biith-

right of all, and tliat truth is of the last importance to every human being. AVe are not

therefore to reprobate in the Egyptian priesthood what is worthy of reprobation now n

any man or body of men ;-a distrust of the general understanding, as compared with

our oZ I keeping back of the knowledge which is the birthright of all
;
an offer, under

veUs ^nd disgu'ses,%f that truth which e?ery man has an equal right to see m his native

purfty and nobleness. The Egyptian priesthood tried the experiment of a civil govern-

S^wMch was probably the fittest at the time for its purposes-those purposes bemg,

rl; hope, centered in the good of the people :--Pythagoras, at least, thus unders ood

the matter The experiment, which lay within the terms of natural 1^^^^ ^Plf̂
,\^

^«

have succeeded; the Egyptian mode of governing society by
^Xn^^nf^nthave ex

and best having lasted longer than perhaps any other government that nations bave ex

ierienced The Egyptian priesthood tried another experiment, which tailed, because

isolated the terms of natural laws. They tried the experiment of making themselves

Lods to the people in regard to the administration of knowledge and natural benefits.

iCy took upon themselves to measure and to manage the minds of men m regard to

matters whic in fact they held only in common with all men. They did this, I doubt

Tt in a^UshrcSit fidelity, and benevolence; but it was a mistake of ignorance
;
and it

was folltverby ts natuSl retribution. Ignorance, whether guilty or unavoidable is

Tlways prisumptuous. These priests were ignorant and presumptuous, while most

eaSlfiiS gaod ^vith such knowledge as they had. They assumed the

exdus le po "el'on of tlft to which all had a right and they corrupted tWselves and

their charge together. The philosophy they held languished and nearly died out Then

own ordTdetfiLated in power, knowledge, and character; and the people became

IZZ^X^^Zo that w'eakness and under that doom which -P-^tit-^ ^--g-^^!

ofi surelv as the pollution of the atmosphere causes lassitude and lingering death, iht

rxpeJiment orsifiritual government failed ; but we are not to deal with the priests for it

MS if thev had had our thousands of years of added experience.

'a neW belt^^^ during my school days, and I am sure I never shall now tha any

order of men ever carried on a wilful and deliberate fraud fmm generation to geneia-

Si for c^y purpose whatever. I used to suspect in my school days as I beheve now

that all the heathen priesthoods which were held up for my scorn as bands of impostors,

had feih one way oJ another, in what they taught. And there seems every reason to

bel eve this now of the Egyptian priesthood, who taught more extraordmary things per-W than another. If we do but put ourselves in their places for an mstant, we may

perhaps see how many things may have been venerable and true to them, which we, with

Sowledg^^^^^ our ignorance, our experience and our prejudices, do not know how to

'"4ri^em LtS was so wonderful, so mysterious, so important as Life and Organi-

zation Their purity of life and habits,-their taking but one wife, and bamshmg all

indecency from their temple rites,-enlightens us as to much that we might reprobate

othexW^n^e illustrat some of their festivals, and a few of their doctrines.
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Perhaps they were wiser than we are in their reverence for natural instincts : and they
were certainly not wrong in thinking - life and its production the most sacred and the
most real, and therefore the most important fact with which the human race can have
concern. When they by degrees led the people down into gross brute-worship (if indeed
It IS true that they did so) they certainly misapi)lied or ill-conveyed their reverent appre-
ciation of the great fact of life; but the fault was in the misapplication, and not in
the philosophy which recognised in life, wherever frmnd, something altogether sacred
before which the human intellect must bow down, as an insoluble myste?Y. I am sure
that we are wrong m the other extreme, in the levity or utter thoughtlessness withwhich we regard the races of inferior animals, which have shared with ours, for thou-
sands of years, the yet unsolved mystery of sentient existence, without sharing with usanything else than what is necessary for the support of that existence. We know nomore of the experience, one may say, the mind, of the cattle, the swallows, the butter-
flies, and worms about us, than if they lived in another planet. They and man havemet hourly for all these thousands of years without having found any means of com-mumcation • without having done anything to bridge over the gulf which so separatesthem that they appear mere phantoms to each other. The old Egyptian priests' recog-
nised the difliculty, and made a mistake upon it ;—disastrous enough. We for themost part, commit the other great mistake of not recognising the mystery

' We are
not likely ever to embody our consciousness of it in any form of brute-worship : but ^we are hardly qualified to criticise those who fell into that perhaps sublime error in
the early days of human speculation.

"

111 the paragraphs immediately succeeding these, Miss Martineau thus
reasons on the magical tendencies of the Egyptian priesthood : and in
conclusion, points out the fact that they practised what is now called
3fesmerism :

—

" T^en again
;
about their Oracles, Magic, and Medicine :-it is needless and therefore

unjust to attribute to them any artifice or insincerity. All who have duly inquired into
that class of natural facts know that among humau faculties exist those of perception orappreheuGion of distant and of future events; and some powers of svmpathetic operation,whose nature and hmits are as yet but little understood. Those powers are as yet buttoo ittle inquired into notvvithstandmg the example and exhortations of Bacon, Cuvier,Laplace and other philosophers who were rendered by their philosophy meek enough tilearn fi'om nature. Fmdmg, as we do, indisputable proofs that at present the humanbeing IS capable of various states of consciousness, and of knowing events which arehappening afar, and of fore-knowmg events which are fiiture,-sometimes spontaneouslyand some imes by means of an agency purposely employed ;-knowing, on the otherhand that history abounds with records which everybody believes mol-c or les^ ofprophecy, of preternatuml (so-called) knowledge, of witchcraft, unaccountable sympathiesand miraculous cures; we have every reason to suppose that the Egyptian priisthoodencountered and held the facts which some of us encounter and hold, and employed them
as sincerely and devoutly as they employed other facts in natural philosophy. It is pro-bable that the oracles were true

; and we have no right to doubt that the priests believedthem true,-as earnestly as they believed that they could cure the sick whom they canTed

J^nn. . H
*^^^^Pl^«',,fd/^^^;^:'hose heads they religiously laid their hands, with invoca-tions to the gods. Ihe faculties which drew the attention of Bacon and others are foundmore vigorous, more spontaneous, and more easily excitable among orientals than among

ourselves. If we find, by the hali^^dozen, merely by opening oUr minds to the fact!rse!of far-seemg and fore-seemg, and curative power, it is probable that such cases werelamihar to the heathen priesthoods of old; and that they sincerely believed that persons so gifted held a i^ve^lmg commission from the gods. While fully I'^^xi of the

w.T^''?bfr^
or eliciting the faculty, and using those means, th^ priest migFtwait on the speech of the oracular somnambule, believing it to proceed from the veritable inspiration of the god. This is not the place for bHnging^orethei t"e eviden^^^that V^xists about the deahngs of the Egyptian priests with%he si?k and hifirn : bu?

It IS curious; and it shews no cause for the assumption that they were jugglers or inany way insincere in their practice. They probably believed that they !hoi Id giverelief by the ' toudnng with the hands" which a^ Solon tells us, " will iiBmediatelyres ore to health when soothnig medicines are of no avail; and by thr-Xkin^With gentle lumds" which ^sch^dus .ay. was to be had on the me^ and they wSIprobably justified m their belief by the residts. Nothing but a very large proportion of

Tmln^l'Sres/"'
'^' '"'""'' "'^'^^*^ '' '''' '''' '' ^-^^^^ duri^faTeq'encI
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Eternity.—Eternal existence, tlie existence of that which never had a beginning, must

always be beyond our distinct compi^hension, whatever the eternal object may be

material or mental ; and as much beyond our comprehension in the one case as m the

other, though it is impossible for us to doubt that some being, material or mental, must

have been eternal, if anvthing exist.—Dr. Thos. Broivn.

Perseverance.—He who would do some great thing in this short life must apply

himself to the work with such a concentration of his forces, as to idle spectators who

live only to amuse themselves, looks like insanity.—/o/»i Foster.

BxVD Laws.—How ineffectual are all our efforts to preserve the morals of a people, if

the laws which regulate the political order doom the one half of mankind to indigence,

to fraud, to servilitj', to ignorance, to superstition ; and the other half to be the slaves of

all the follies and vices which result from the insolence of rank and the selfishness of

opulence.

—

Diigald Sfeivart.
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—
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EDUCATION AND SABBATH OBSERVANCE.
" Ortbodox. orfcliodox,

Who believe in John Knox,
Let me sound an alarm to your conscience

—

There's a heretic blast

Has been blawii i' the wast.

That what is not sense must b^e nonsense."

Burns.

A STRuaGLEof far greater imporfcance tliaii that between the Protectionists

and Free Traders, is in embryo, in the present Parliament. An enlightened

few—and. they are a very few—on tlie one side, are intent on freeing the

People from the fetters of ignorance and formality in tlie name of religitni,

—while, on the other, are arrayed a host eager to stilie free thonght, and
to rivet about the multitude the chains of superstition. It is necessary

that every thinking working-man should be alive to this. All education

movements have hitherto been checked by sectarian jealousy and intolerance;

and none ever took a more discreditable part in this obstructive course than
Mr. Baines, of Leeds, who so recently set up the doctrine among Dissenjx^rs,

and won their most fanatical adhesion to it—that it was no part of tl^gr duty
of a Government to educate the People 1 The maintenance of thi<f doctrine

by BU€h a party, was not only very astounding and unexpected, as being so

contrary to all that had been maintained for years in this country, by the

Reform party,—one of whose unswerving and constant demands had, all

along, been " National Education ;" but it was opposed to all consi^ency,
as might be shewn by numerous arguments—among which the position
* That it is unjust to punish crime without first instructing the people to

shun it,' is not the least conclu ive.

The repeated defeat of movements for National instruction has not, how-
ever, destroyed either hope or resolution in the enlightened few. W. J. Fox,
a thinker and a master of eloquence, has obtained leave to bring in a new
bill for educating the people ; and little Lord John, whom one can so seldom
praise, used all his influence to baffle the bigots while Mr, Fox was intro-

ducing his motion. The initiative step is thus secured ; and so soon as the
bill is printed, the country will be tested as to their zeal for the measure.
In every locality, thoughtful working-men should get up meetings and peti-

tion—being resolved not to have this measure also frustrated by all or any
of the sects. Sir Robert Inglis, Mr. Plumptre, and all who are ready to
* strain at a gnat and swallow a camel,' in the House of Commons, will,

doubtless, resist the measure vehemently, when it is again brought on, after

Easter; and it will depend solely on the disposition shewn by the country,

§,g to wbf^t part Jjord Johii t^e^ takes, If there be jium^rpus petitions iij
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its favom% he may aid it : if not, it will be easy for him to ' throw cold

water upon it'—assuring Mr. Fox, meanwhile, in honied words, how much
he admires it

!

With the pliarisaic cry of ' Sabbath observance ' on their lips, a far more
formidable party are using sly and unobtrusive means, in the outset, to

bring about their repressive purposes. The Earl of Harrowby—one of the

most estimable of men for private beneficence, but completely in the lead-

ing-strings of the High-Church bishops and parsons—has charge of a bill,

in the House of Lords, for ' Suppressing Sunday Trading.' This bill has
been urged on there with almost mute, and yet, rapid policy. The country
at large knows little about it ; and it is of great moment that it should be
openly talked of, in order that the few who are to be depended on in the

House of Commons should be prepared to deal with it, when it arrives

there. It is said to be so stringent, as to make the sale of a newspaper, in

church-service hours, an offence to be visited by fine and imprisonment.
To put down tliinliing is thus its grand device. Wlio can doubt, but its

clauses are so framed as to enable Government (should Stanley and his set

succeed in gaining the power they are so fiercely desiring) to close our
Lecture-rooms on Sunday evenings P

AVith consummate hypocrisy this party are loud in professions that they
desire the suppression of Sunday trading, in order to secure ' the poor man's
holiday !' Away with their lying pretences ! If they had any desire that

th^ ' poor man ' should have holidaj'^s, they know many ways to provide

them for him. Holidays for the 'poor man ' !—the canting knaves—they
would sooner increase his daily burdens doubly, in order to swell their own
enjoyments. This is wholly true of the majority of the ' Sabbath Observ-

ance ' party, in both Houses ; and it is the more to be regretted that they

should find an amiable, and really benevolent man, like Lord Har-
rowby, to act as porter for bringing their bundle of sickening pharisaism

into the House of Lords. How the crafty Bishop of London, andbigotted
Old Harry of Exeter, must snivel in their sleeves at his Lordship's earnest

simplicity

!

In the same spirit of hypocritical zeal, they are fomenting the fury about
* Sunday business in Post-offices ;' and hundreds of unthinking religionists

are signing petitions aud sending them to Parliament, to stop the delivery

of letters on Sundays. They affect pity for the over-workers in the Post-

offices ; as if it would not be easy to divide the work, and as if there were
not thousands in the countrj^ who would be glad to be employed in the

labour so divided.

A^ for the ' religious part of the question,' as it is called, it is high time
that Sabbatarians vt^ere boldly met, and put to the proof upon it. Let
them shew us where any Sabbath is ever said to have been commanded,
except in the giving of the Mosaic Law. Let them shew us that Moses
commanded its observance by any other people than the Jews,—when he

says (Deut. 5 ch. 15 v.) " Eemember that thou wast a servant in the land

of Egypt, and that the Lord thy Grod brought thee out thence through a

mighty hand and by a stretched out arm : therefore the Lord thy God
commanded thee to keep the Sabbath day." Let them shew us that any
other day than the seventh day ever is said to have been commanded to be

kept as a Sabbath. Let them shew us auy one text in the New Testa-

ment in which Christ either speaks in favour of the old Sabbath, or insti-

tutes a new one. Let them shew us what authority they have to hreak the

Sabbath (which the Jews still keep) if they believe it was given for aU
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nations,—and to cry down all men a^ sinners who eitlier ivorJc qv play on

the first day of the week, which never loas made a Sahhath hy Chrk-t. Let

them shew ns, in a word, if they helieve that Grod commanded the seventh

day to be kept as a holiday because He ceased working upon it,—how they'

dare have tlie impudencL' to say tliey shall do as they like, break the

seventh-day sabbath, and keep holiday on the Sux's day, as their old pagan

forefathers did.

It is time that the Habbatarians were thus openly charged liome wifcli

sahhath-hreakiny, until they give up tlieir cant about it ; and consent to let

the question be considered as, simply, one of civil and social polity. Li

Christianity,—if its founder and his apostles are to be taken as the true

authority,—'the observance of particular days is no part of real religion : the

true Clu-istian keeps a Sabbath of tlie heart every day. But, in the civil and
social world, rest, relaxation, recreation, are necessary to renew the physical

and mental energies of man. Periods of seven days, and a festival on the

first, were kept in old India thousands of years, it is probable, before the
' Sabbath ' was heard of in Judea : tlie custom pervaded numerous nations :

it was observed by our Teutonic ancestors : tve observe their custom yet

:

the names of their gods yet mark the days of the Aveek: their Sun's day

—

the first day of the week—is our festival, as it was theirs. Let the time-

hallowed custom, since it is a good one, remain. 'No Englishman wishes

to abolish it. But we do not wish to see the farce continued of denouncino-

every man as irreligious and wicked who does not on the fir^-t day of the
week attend to the exclusive reading of the Bible, or some pious book,

—

who does not diligently frequent some churcli or chapel, and shun the fields

and fresh air,—Avho does not refuse to talk about the atlairs of tlie world in

which he lives, and mince his words when he cannot avoid mentioning them,
as if he felt every syllable endangered his eternal happiness. This is the
hateful mental slavery in which many live,—and we repeat, it is time that a
struggle was made to break it. We should hear less, then, about ' Sabbath
Bills.' It is a fair stand-up fight that the Sabbatarians ought to have. It

would rouse so much tJiouyht among the People that they would be laughed
down. The utter want of foundation for their doctrine of afirst-day sahhath,

in their own books, and the revelation of their own glaring inconsistency,

either as sabhatli-hreakers or ignoramuses, would stare them so fully in the
face that they would prate less about " the national sin," thenceforth. We
do not object, let it be observed, to their doing as they like with their time,

on any day of the w^eek. It is the slavery they wish to impose on others, we
object to ; and above all, the strength which their superstition gives to

tyrants w^ho use it to keep the millions in bondage.

Thomas Coopee.

Orators.—In the republican states of antiquity, the eloquence of demagogues was in-

deed a dangerous engine of faction, while it aspired to govern nations by its unlimited
sway in directing popular councils ; but now, when the efiu&ions of the orator are, by
means of the press, subjected to the immediate tribunal of an inquisitive age, the elo-
q_uence of legislative assemblies is forced to borrow its tone from the spirit of the times

;

and if it retain its ascendant in human affairs, it can only be by lending its aid to the
prevailing cause, and to the permanent interests of truth and freedom.

—

Durjald Stewart.
ReasOiS\—Those who jDretend that reason and its faculties are depraved in such a manner

as to be no longer capable of serving as a sure and faithful guide to man, either in respect
to his duties or particularly with regard to religion, do not reflect that they have adopted
for the basis of their system a principle destructive of all truth and consequently of reli^
gion.

—

Burlamaqui
Titles of honour are like the impression on coins, which add no value to gold and silver,

]t).u.t only render brags current.

—

SUnw.
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PRINCIPLE AND EXPEDIENCY.
Theee are two thoiiglits—one great in good, the other as great in evil—
which may be said to divide the empire of this Avorld : these thoughts are,
Principle and Expediency.

Principle gives hu't!i'to glorious struggles for Tnith and Freedom ; to
struggles that live eternally in the memory of mankind, even when they are
doomed to prove unavailing. Expediency gives birth to timid appeals, to
low remonstrances, soon droAvned in the contemptuous laugh of the
t^^rant

:
it is despised when it fails,—forgotten after it has succeeded.

Principle makes men,—Expediency diplomatists. Nothing is more con-
temptible, and yet nothing more common than compromise and half
measures.—"It is better to have half a loaf than no bread."—Oh,
men of little faith ! the question is not the loaf, but the right to the loaf.Wm that, and the loaf follows as a matter of course ; take half the loaf and
the battle to win the other half is all to fight over again. Why ? be-
cause ye preferred convenience to right ; expediency to justice.

Take, in O'Connell, an instance known to all. We behold in him a man
who was certainly one of the most remarkable men this age has produced.
Eloquence, sarcasm, wit, humour, tact, and unflagging energy, he possessed
in the highest degree—with a cause in itself a tower of strength ; a cause
a hero might strive and die for. Yet, with all this, what did O'Connell do
for Ireland ? Comparatively nothing. Why did he fail so signally ? Be-
cause he only acted on expediency, and never rose to principle. He had not
the dariug of the true man

; the daring of Mazzini and Kossuth. He sought
Ireland's weal in Whiggish alliances, in shiftings ofpower, and adroit coquet-
tmg with parties. To this aim his zeal, his wonderful talents, w^ere devoted

;

and he reaped—what those who seek good by evil means will ever reap.
O'Connell was daring in speech, but tim'id at heart. He had not that

greatness of soul which really dares. He based his arguments on Ireland's
WTongs

;
but Ireland's wrongs, though they strengthen her case to Eng-

land's eternal disgrace—do not make that case. Shall we never hear a
true sound argument on this point ? It concerns not merely Ireland, but
every oppressed nation

; ay, and England as well. By always making the
question one of ivrongs and not of riqlits ; a question of the mere physical
suffering, and not of the violation of"the great moral law which led to that
sufi'ering; we involve ourselves in endless and unavailing disputes: w^e com-
promise the great principle of -justice. It is the old story of the planter
and his slave. The slave, long patient ani long enduring, can at length
bear no more

;
he raises his voice and murmurs ; he is turning rebel. The

alarmed planter replies, « True, poor slave, I have used thee iU • I have
marked thee with my brand, as my cattle ; I have lived in idleness on the
sweat of thy brow; I have scourged and half-starved thee. But b©
patient

!
I will mend : thou shalt suflfer no more !" '

And suppose that he does mend; suppose he no longer whips hisbonds^
man

;
suppose he feeds him and becomes a good planter. How is the case,

changed? Why, that from a scourged, half-starved slave, we have now
a sleek, well-fed slave—but a slave still ! Why is this ? Because the slave
was a slave of the soul, who only thought of his wrongs, and forgot his
rights

;
because he lifted up his voice not to claim his freedom, but to

lament his suflferings.

Thus acted O'Connell. Why did he ever raise the whining cry of
Ireland s woe ? Why, when he stood forth as the champion of an oppressed:
Jand, did he not Ul^lj say, " I ask for Ireland's freedom-not because gha
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is wronged—but because she has received from God the inalienable right

to be free" ? Thus have proceeded the abolitionists of America, and who
knows not that Ireland is the white slave of Europe ?

A French poet—and poets are prophets {vates)—considering Ireland as

the most oppressed nation, declares that she bears the cross of humanity

;

that she is pregnant with the future of the world. Why ? Because con-

quered Ireland has suffered most from those consequences ofconquest : aris-

tocracy and serfdom. Our brethren in America tell us, in plain speech, that

we are not far removed from her fate ; that she will drag us down some day.

Oh, if O'Connell, to return to that significant instance, had proceedea,

not on expediency, but on principle, what an echo he would have won back

from the slumbering element of democracy ! If he had proceeded on one

grand immortal principle, he might have been the Saviour of his country

—

a benefactor to every clime—a man to be ranked with the Men of Huma-
nity : with Mazzini and Kossuth

!

Men of England and Ireland, weigh this well : a great struggle is at

hand ; it has begun. Will you rest on your divine right to be free, or on
the paltry temporizing argument of making peace with your oppressors,

and, under the specious plea, that "half a loaf is better than no bread,"

of parting with your birthright.

Expediency passeth away, but peinciple is the thing that endureth for

ever. Lego.

Correspontience*

Sir,— In your journal of the week before last, appears a letter from Mr. J. T. Campbell,

of Wolverhampton, containing some friendly strictures on your ideas of the political value

of the Freehold Land Societies. Mr. C. says, "Freehold Land Members do not concede

one iota of their claim to Universal Suffrage."' To which I say, bah! If the Freehold

Land Members in general, are like those of our town, they care as much about Universal

Suffrage as a hog does about the planet Jupiter. At the formation of the Stafford Freehold

Land Society, I was chosen one of its Provisional Committee ; and, the day after my aj)-

pointrnent, I received a mission from my brethren in office, to the effect, " That they could

not act with me because I was known to be a ' Chartist' ! They were sorry to make the

objection, hni i\\cy \\\a,(\ti \i on political grounds alone.'" So much for those who ^'con-

scientiously believe, and declare, that man as man ought to have a vote !" Out of 70 mem-
bers in the Stafford Freehold Land Society, there are not six individualsamongstthem really

the working-men of the town, who have any idea of using their Freehoidcrship, when
acquired, for the attainment of the Franchise for their unenfranchised brethren. The mem-
bers of the Stafford Society are, in general, small tradesmen, warehouse clerks, lawyers'

clerks, shoe clickers, and the higher paid class of mechanics— the aristocracy of labour

—

who treat with derision the claims of their humbler brethren. As a Joint Stock Scheme
for the acquisition of small properties, I say nothing about it ; but, as a political machine,

it is corrupting and debasing. The right of citizenship should be demanded bg virtue of
manhood existing in a political community, that man with man may stand ennobled one
with the other, and deal equitably in all things. In buying the suffrage (in whatever way)
we germinate corrupt ideas on liberty and equity : for liberty is the parent of equity.

The seller stalks along with the air of a possessor—the buyer asks with the mien of a sup-

pliant. Hence, then, Freehold Land Societies, as political institutions, must, of necessity,

retard the acquisition of true freedom to the millions of our oppressed fellow-countrymen.

But Freehold Land Societies are patronised by men of rank and wealth ! Oh, yes ! and
some folks like to keep " respectable company ;" ergo, so much laudation of the " scheme 1'

William Peplovv.
Browning Street, Stafford, Feb. 18, 1850.

1*.S.—Want of time has prevented me going into the (f£'/)^/t of the question, as to the

ability of the great body of the people to become Freeholders under the Land Scheme ; but

I will take the first opportunity of solving the thing with regard to the shoemakers' earnings.

Having some of the best workmen in the trade in my employ, I will take their average

earnings for six weeks, with their estimated expenses, and see what is left for them to be-

come Freeholders with. W. P.
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Co Comspontretite.

\* Correspondents will please address " Thomas Cooper, 5, Park Row, Knightsbridge,
London.

G. W.—Fifty treatises, which might he named, would not be of the value of one

—

Jonathan
Edwards on the Freedom of the Will.— Several editions of it have been published; and
G. W. may easily meet with a second-hand copy, for about half-a-crown. The celebrated

Ivobert Hall is said to have read it over thirteen times, and then to have pronounced it

' irrefragable.' Let G. W. remember, however, when Edwards has proved to him the doctrine

of Necessity—(which he cannot fail to do, for no one was ever heard of yet, who had read the

book without ])eing convinced by it)—that it does not therefore follow that " Man deserves

neither j9r<:n"5(? nor blame,'" &c.

H. P., Leicester. Am gratified by the receipt of his letter ; but his verses are scarcely perfect

enough to print.

J. E., Old Street. So soon as arrangements are made for the proposed discussion, public

information shall be given.

* Working Student,' City. I know it, my friend, I know it. But the self-educated, how-
ever fervently they may desire perfection, find it difficult to observe rules which they have had
to discover, before they could begin to make the practice of them habitual: it is Avidely differ-

ent with tliosc who Avere taught to lisp correcth^ from their very infancy. I beg to add that
I do not think the best ' authority and usage' demand the short o in hnoivledge.

'Factory Operative,' Manchester. His thoughts on a Progress Union are valued: respecting

the 2\'ii Hours'' Bill, he Avill see that his suggestion is attended to; but with the contentions

in the Keligious body he names, I hesitate to meddle, thinking that our scanty pages can be
better occupied.

J. FiNLEN, Seven Dials. He nnjst not think Shakspere less worshipful, because all his

thoughts are not original. We cannot conclude that any known author is entirely original

:

not even Homer, or the author of the Book of Job: undoubtedly they were learners from
others, like men in our day, Plato's ' Phtedo ' is the work in which J. F. will find the

thoughts he refers to: it stands first in Mr. Bohn's translated edition of Plato.

N. P. N. If this writer Avill give me his address, I will write to him per post.

Thomas Eagle, Wellington Street. Weskyan Methodist Class meetings are weekly, not

quarterly. The ' leader' is a person appointed by the preachers and leaders—is supposed to

have more than the average religious experience,—and after stating his own experience during
the week, he asks each member of his Class, in turn, the state of their minds. They
answer, in general terms ; and he addresses to them a few words of advice, caution, or

encouragement. There is no resemblance in these meetings to the Romish Confessional : the

Classes vary in number, sometimes exceeding a score, and all speak in each other's presence.

3lfrtnrfs. in Hontioti, for ti^e rnsuing SSaerft.

Sunday, March 10, at Y, Literary Institution, John Street, Fitzroy Square. " Columbus, and
the discovery of America"—Thomas Cooper. At 7, Hall of Science, nearFinsbury

Square, City Road. " Why do the Clergy, High and Low, avoid discussion with
opponents?"—G. J. Holyoake. At 7, Farringdon Hall, Kings' Arms' Yard, Farring-

don Street. " Workingmen's Associations, as means of elevating their moral condi-

tion"
—

"Walter Cooper.

Monday, March 11, at half-past 8, Mechanics' Institute, Gould Square, Crutched Friars,

" Life and Genius of Coleridge"—Joseph Fearn. At a quarter to 9, Finsbury Hall,

P.G, Bunhill Row. " Writings of Charles Dickens"—Mark Wilks. At half-past 8,

Finsbury Mechanics' Institute, Bell Yard, City Road. " Life and Health, and the

Theory, that Life is Electricity"—Dr. Curl. At half-past 8, Pentonville Athe-

nreum, 17, Chapel Street. Elocutionary Entertainment. At a quarter-past 8, Literary

Institution, Carlisle Street, Edgeware Road. " Cromwell and the Revolution"—P.

^N. Perfitt.

Government.—If popular representation, or choice, is necessary to the legitimacy of

all governments, the House of Lords is at one stroke bastardized and corrupted in blood.

That house is no representative of the people at all, even in semblance or in form. The
case of the Crown is altogether as h?i6..—Bwrlce on the French FevohUion,
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THINKINGS, FROM RALPH WALDO EMERSON.
Society as it is.—Society everywhere is in conspiracy against the manhood of

every one of its members. Society is a joint stock company, in which the members
agree for the better securing of his bread to each shareholder, to surrender the

liberty and culture of the eater. The virtue in most request is conformity—Self-

reliance is its aversion—it loves not realities and creators, but names and customs.

Independence.—What I must ('o, is all that concerns me, not what the people

think. This rule, equally arduous in actual and in intellectual life, may serve for

the whole distinction between gieatncss and meanness. It is the harder because

you will always find those who tliink they know what is your duty better than you
know it. It is easy in the world to live after the world's opinion ; it is easy in

solitude to live after our own ; but the great man is he who, in the midst of the

crowd, keeps with perfect sweetness the independence of solitude.

The True Poet.—A poet is no rattlebrain, saying what comes uppermost, and,

because he says everything, saying at last something good ; but a heart in unison

with his time and country. There is nothing whimsical and fantastic in his pro-

duction, but sweet and sad earnest, freighted with the weightiest convictions, and
pointed with the most determined aim, which any man or class knowsof in his times.

Heroism.—The characteristic of a genuine heroism is its persistency. All men
have wandering impulses, fits and starts of generosity

; but when you have re-

solved to be great, abide by yourself, and do not weakly ti'y to reconcile yourself

with the world—the heroic cannot be the common, nor the common the heroic.

Yet we have the M^eakness to expect the sympathy of people in those actions whoso
excellence is that they outrun sympathy, and appeal to a tardy justice. If you
would serve your brother, because it is fit for you to serve him, do not take back
your words when you find that prudent men do not commend you. Be true to your
own act, and congratulate yourself if you have done soniething strange and extra-
vagant, and broken the monotony of a decorous age.

Simplicity of Character.—Nothing astonishes men so much as common sense
and plain dealing. All great actions have been simple, and all great pictures are.

Beauty.—Beauty, in its largest and prol'oundest sense, is one expression for the
universe—God is the all-fair truth; and goodness and beauty are but different

faces of the same All. But beauty in nature is not ultimate. It is the herald of
inward and external beauty, it is not alone a solid and satisfactoi-y good. It must
therefore stand as a part, and not as yet the least or highest expression of the final

cause of Nature.
The Spirit of the Age.—The idea which now begins to agitate society 'has a

wider scope than our daily employments, our households, and the institutions of
property. We are to revise the whole of our social structure, the state, the school,

religion, marriage, trade, science, and explore their foundations in our own nature
;;

we are to see that the world not only fitted the foi-mer men, but fits us, and tO'

clear ourselves of every usage which has not its roots in our mind. AVhatis a man
born for but to be a Reformer, a i-e-maker of what man has made ; a renouncer of
lies, a restorer of truth and good, imitating that great Nature which embosoms u&
all, and which sleeps no moment on an old past, but every hour lepairs herself^

yielding us every morning a new day, and with every pulsation a new life. Let
him renounce every thing which is not true to him, and put all his practices back
on their first thoughts, and do nothing for which he has not the \vhole world for
his reason. If there are inconveniences, and what is called ruin in the way, be-
cause we have enervated and maimed ouiselves, yet it would be like dying of per-
fumes to sink in the eff'ort to reattach the deeds of every day to the holy and
mysterious recesses of life.

Scepticism.—Scepticism is the attitude assumed by the student in relat5.m to
the particulars which society adores, but which he sees to be reverend cnly in
their tendency and spirit. The ground occupied by the sceptic is the vestibule of
the temple. Society does not like to have any breath of question blovrn oa the
existing order. But the interrogation of custom at all points is an ine-<itable
stage in the growth of every superior mind, and is the evidence of its perception
of the flowing power which remains itself in all changes.
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OH, NEVER DOUBT OF MAN I

" Then let us pray, that come it may;
As come it will, for a' that

;

When man to man the world o'er,

Shall brithers be, and a' that!" Burns,

Oh, never doubt of man, the active mind
Will progress still; will ever upward soar;

Vain all attempts its energies to bind;

The timid may despair, the weak give o'er;

The wealthy few prophetic ills deplore,

And deem the world at present amply blest,

And tremble at the movement's slightest roar.

Man will not pause; but onward without rest,

Will dare the coming storm, with firm unshrinking breast.

Oh, never doubt of man; his destiny

In golden words is writ; his course must run'

From bad to good, from good to better. He
The fight of Truth will win ; and one by one,

The evils which obscure life's beaming sun,

Like fleeting clouds pass utterly away.
And sunny days succee.l the morning dun;
And joy, and peace, and love their charms display,

In thousand happy homes, with bliss-producing sway.

Oh, never doubt of man, the prophecy
Of ages past shall yet fulfilment find;

Not always ign'rance, power, and tyranny,
Snail bow to dust the upward soaring mind;
The Truth shall triumph. Art no longer blind
Man's opened eyes; which now distinctly see

That men, when love and knowledge are combined,
From craft of king and priest themselves may free.

And walk this goodly earth, in native Liberty.

Oh, never doubt of man, for even now,
'J'he work of wrong redres-ing has begun;
Joy warms the heart, and hope illumes the brow;
For promise conies from noble viot'ries won;
And courage springs from deeds already done.

j\lan will not r.'st nor intermission know.
Till every wrong its final race has run,

And men uiiiteu live and love below;

An I I'arili be alto'.^etlier freed from misery, want, and wo.
.John Alfred Langford.

TOIL, BROTHERS, TOIL!

"Toil, brothers, toil,— Lill the work is done,

—

Till b.>nJa/c is o'er, and Freodom's won!" Thomas Cooper.

Oh, not alone with the horny hand,
Must we toil to free our father-land;

Or we toil in vain to shatter the chain
That fetters our noble working-band.

Working men must add their mental might
To the ever-strengthening cause ofri right;

Must toil with the brain to break the foul chain.
That binds them in eternal night.

We all must toil, in the mine of thought,
From its greatest depths rich gon»s are brought;

Or we toil in vain tj sever the cliain,

iiy the power and crafc of tyrants wrought.

And from this mine of wealth untold,
We must bring forth the rich, long-buried gold;

W-> must now explore its hidden deep core.
To free our race from the lordling's hold.
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Many bright ^ems still unrevealed,
Lie hid in this mine, this mighty field;

And which, if our youth would search with truth,
Would a rich and mighty harvest yield.

Each man must till his own fallow ground.
And scatter the seeds of mind around;

Must toil with his brain to sever the chain,
By which his mental powers are bound.

To make the oppressor quake with dread,

—

And bring self shame upon his head:
If we plough the soil in our daily toil,

Mind's great pi'olific seeds will spread.

Think, ye toiling men, *ye slaves by birth;'
Cast your eyes around o'er this wondrous earth!

See the changes wrought by the power of thought.
And then mark within your mental dearth.

Do this, and quickly we all shall see,

The earth from bondage and slavery free*
Yea, from earth's firm centre to ocean's brim
Mankind shall be free in mind and limb!

Aehton-under-Lyne. A Power Loom Weaver.

CRITICAL EXEGESIS OF GOSPEL HISTORY,
ON THE BASIS OF STRAUSS'S ' LEBEN JESU.'

A SERIES OF EIGHT DISCOURSES ; DELIVERED AT THE LITBRARY INSTITUTION JOimSTREET. TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD. AND AT THE HALL OF SCIENCE CITY IIOAD ONSUNDAY EVENINGS, DURING THE WINTERS OF 1848-9, AND 1849-50.
^^^AL>, UxN

BY THOMAS COOPER,
Author of * The Purgatory of Suicides,'

III. — THE MIRACLES.
{Continuedfrom last mimher.)

(8; Mark has a peculiar narrative, and it is peculiar to himself
(8 ch 22 V.) Jesus has a blind man brought to him, at Bethsaida, and
they beseech him to "touch" him. Jesus takes the blind man by the
hand, leads him out of the town, spits on his eyes, puts his hands on him
and asks him if he sees aught. The blind man answers that he sees " men
as trees, walking." Jesus, " after that," puts his hands again on the man's
eyes, makes him look up, and the man is " restored" and sees " every man
clearly." By Mark's conclusion, where Jesus sends the man home, and
lorbids him either co go into the town, or to tell it to any in the town—we
perceive that the narrative means us to understand that a part of this
singular procedure was intended to secure secresy. But what then ? If
all this it'^r^ done in secret, ivho was Mark's authority ? Would Jesus
himself be likely to rehearse all this circumstantial account of his perform-
ance ^ What! after telling the man to keep it secret? Was it theman that was cured, then, from whom Mark had the narrative ? ' Mark'
does not say

!

Did 'Mark' ever see the man? Does 'Mark' know any thins: of his
whereabouts afterwards ? Silence-\^ the answerless answer. Is ^/u'revidence
tor our behet of such a 'pecnliar story ?

Couple it with another of U^vYs, pemiUar stories ! the cure of a man thatwas deat, and had an impediment in his speech" (7 ch. 32 v.)—and note
the resemblances

!
The multitude here, also, beseech Christ to "put hishand on him -that is, to toitch him, as in the other narrative : Jesus here,
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also, takes the man aside from the multitude : here he uses great external

means, as before—puts his fingers into the deaf man's ears, spits, and touches

his tongue, looks 'up to heaven, sighs, and says to the man (in Syriac)

Ephphatha, that is ' Be opened '—and gives charge that the whole procedure

be kept secret

!

How artlessly the imitative tendency displays the legendary birth of such

narratives—of which ' Mark ' is the most exquisite type for dramatic effect

and elaboration. The multitude, he relates, " were beyond measure asto-

nished "—(he must select the most exaggerated expressions)—saying, " He

hath done all things well : he maketh both the deaf to hear, and the dumb

to speak."
. j ^ ^ j

In these two narratives, a class of commentators who are mchned to Imd

natural interpretations of the Miracles, think they find a stronghold. Jesus,

thev say, by putting his fingers into the man's ears, discovered that the deaf-

ness arose from the hardening of secretions in the ear, and with his finger

removed the hindrance to hearing ; by ' touching his tongue,' it is implied

that Jesus cut the ligament of the tongue in the degree necessary to restore

the pliancy of that organ; and, again, by 'putting his hands ' on the bhnd

man's eyes—and repeating that operation—Jesus by gradual pressure reinoved

the chrystalline lens which had become opaque. Further, say these inter-

preters, Jesus used saliva which, in the opinion of ancient physicians, has a

salutary effect on the eyes ; and, perhaps, he moistened some medicament,

probably a caustic powder, therewith, and applied it to the eyes and ears—

but the blind and deaf men either did not observe the use of the mixture, or

if they did, in accordance with the spirit of the age, they gave little heed to

the natural means, and the narrative has not preserved them.

There would be no end of interpretations, if such as these were admitted.

Our concern is not with them ; but with the credible nature of the testimony.

It is not such as would justify us in receiving the account for fact if contained

in any other book. Independently of the consideration that the transactions

are not attested—since we neither know who the writer is, or the witnesses

—the dramatic description of ' Mark,' his air of mystery, and tendency to

exaggeration, are all characteristics of the legend. We have not here sohdly

attested facts, commanding that belief which is said to be necessary to sal-

vation And yet 'miracles' wrought to establish a Divine Revelation,

ought to be so solidly attested as to command belief: their veritableness

ouffht to be impregnable to the keenest scrutiny. Do not tell us that a Deity

whose essence is Love, could mock His 'fallen creatures,' by clothing the

' Revelation ' His compassion moved Him to give them, with ' evidences

such as resemble the details of romantic story, and utterly destitute ol the

features of duly attested history.
^ , ^ . ,x. f ^\.

a ) The cure of the man who was horn blind, related by the tourtn

evangelist alone (John, 9 chap.) may form the concluding narrative for our

investigation into this class of Miracles. The class of interpreters just alluded

to think that they find also in this narrative a great support for their theory

that the cures wrought by Jesus were oiatural cures. Jesus ''spat on the

ground and made clay of the spittle ! and he anointed the eyes of the blind

with the clay, and said unto him. Go, wash in the pool of Siloam, (which is

by interpretation. Sent.) He went his way, therefore, and washed and

came seeing." (John 9 ch. 6 and 7 vv.) From such a narrative, say these

advocates for the natural cures, it cannot be known whether Jesus did not

use something more than clay and saliva to make the eye-salve,—whether ne

*

did not remove something by extraction or friction, or otherwise ettect a
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change in the state of the man's eyes,—and, above all, whether the wash-

ing in the pool of Siloam had not to be repeated many days before the cure

was complete. Our only remark is—all this would take the cure out of the

class of Miracles : and then, the narrative would be of no higher importance

to us than the cures performed by Hippocrates or Galen, Sydenham or

Abernethy. It is only as a Miracle that the cure can be evidence of the

commission of Jesus of Nazareth to introduce a Divine Revelation. Our
business is to investigate the narrative as that of a Miracle.

jN^oav, if we had found anything worth considering as testimony for the

miraculous cures of the blind before noticed, it has already been observed

that wa should have had great difficulty in conceiving of their possibility.

But how greatly is our difficulty increased, in this instance of a man " blind

from his birth "
! The fourth evangelist alone relates this 'miracle.' Why

is it not related by the other three 1 " John wrote most expressly to supply

important narratives omitted by Matthew, Mark, and Luke," remark several

commentators. But how came they to omit im2Jorta7it narratives ? If they
knew not of them, they did not possess ' plenary inspiration ': if they knew
of them, but did not judge them to be important, neither had they ' plenary

inspiration'—for it would have supplied them with sagacity as well as perfect

memory. Could any miracle be more important than this 1 Surely the cure

of a man blind from his birth, as an incomparably more difficult miracle, was
by all means to be chosen for narration, rather than those of men who had
been blind but for a part of their lives. It is most unaccountable why, if

they knew Jesus had really given sight to a man born blind, the first three

evangelists should have omitted to relate that miracle, and yet have clironi-

eled several cures of those who had been blind only for a part of their lives.

True, if the less striking miracles were connected with conversations or
discourses of a highly instructive nature—there might be said to be reasons
for selecting them in preference to the more striking miracle. But the cure
of this man, 'blind from his birth,' in 'John,' is accompanied by very re-

markable conversations—first of Jesus with the disciples ; then, of the cured
man with the magistrates ; and lastly, of Jesus with the cured man—such as
there is no trace of in the cures of the blind given by the first three evan-
gelists. And if the entire course of the narrative were not deemed important-
yet there are in it some fine sayings ascribed to Christ, which it seems strange
that only 07ie out oifour ' inspired ' writers should have judged it necessary
to give : such as these : (John, 9 ch. 4, 5, and 39 vv.)

"I must work the works of hhii that ser.t me, while it is day : the night cometh when
no man can work.

*• As long as I am in the workl, I am the light of the world.
' For judgment I am come into this world, that they which see not might see ; and that

they which see might be made blind."

If the first three evangelists had known anything of a cure accompanied
by such remarkable sayings could they have failed to record the cure and the
sayings 1 Was it because the miracle was done obscurely and in a remote
corner, that they omitted the record of it ? The fourth evangelist describes
it to have been performed in Jerusalem, the metropolis of Judea ; and, as
making a great sensation in the city, and being highly ofiensive to the ma-
gistracy there. So that the transaction must have been extensively known
if it really occurred ; and as it is not found iu the earlier evangelical tradi-
tion, how can we avoid a suspicion that it never did occur 1

Yet, it is said that the writer who attests it is the apostle John. But this
becomes improbable when we subject the narrative to closer scrutiny, A
false explanation is given of the name of the pool, Siloam—which does not
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mean Sent ; but, according to the best scholars, a Waterfall. Saluah (Sent)
indeed, so closely resembles Siloah (a Waterfall)—that any native of Pales-

tine only imperfectly acquainted with the more ancient language of his

country, might mistake the etymology of the latter word : but this cannot
be supposed of an ' inspired ' apostle such as John is affirmed to have been.

Whoever the fourth evangelist was, he evidently chose his interpretation,

because he sought for some significant relation between the name of the
pool, and the sending thither of the blind man j and thus seems to have ima-
gined that the pool had, by a special providence, formerly received the name of

Sent, because at a future time the Messiah, for the manifestation of his glory,

was to send thither a blind man ! Such an instance of absurd trifling, ac-

companied by mistake, we cannot attribute to John. And those who place

it to his account, cannot conceive that they are doing him much honour for

intelligence.

There is then an insurmountable difficulty in the way of our receiving this

narrative as a fact—from the absence of it in the first three evangelists, who,
we have seen must have had such compelling reasons to give it, if they had
known of the miracle ; from the trifling and ignorance of the writer who does

give it ;—and lastly, it must be remembered, from our want of indubitable

evidence as to who this writer is.

With one remark we may close our inquiry into this class of Miracles.

We have, in this last case, as in others in the last gospel, one of the most
striking and unmistakeable features of legend : the tendency to heighten

wonder.

*' Thus," saya Strauss, while the other evangelists have simple paralytics cured by Jesus,

the fourth gospel has one who had been lame thirty-eight years ; while in the former Jesus

resuscitates persons who had just expired, in the latter, he calls back to life one who had
lain in the grave four days, in whom therefore it might be presumed that decomposition

had begun ; and so here, instead of a cure of simple blindness, we have that of a man born

blind."

4. Paralytics. We will examine but one cure under this head, expressly:

some other cures of paralytics will come under other heads, for our en-

quiry. It is related by the first three evangelists. (Matth. 9 ch. 1 v.

Mark, 2 ch. 1 v. Luke, 5 ch. 18 v.) We will not stay to scrutinise

the statement that Jesus pronounced the forgiveness of sins, con-

tained in this narrative. One side of the Jewish culture of that age

presented the belief that physical maladies were a punishment for sin : this

idea was carried out to such an extent as to lead to the doctrine that a

child who was born in an afflicted state had sinned in its mother's womb

!

The narrative now under consideration seems to present Jesus as a believer

in this doctrine, at least to some extent. But, since there are other pas-

sages in the Gospels which tend to shew that Christ rejected the doctrine

—:we will not stay to unravel the difficulty. It is with the ' Miracle'

—

with the cure of physical disease—that our immediate business lies.

IN"© one can read over the narrative of the cure of this paralytic in the

first three Gospels, without being struck with a remarkable gradation in

the accounts. Matthew's is the simplest: Mark's (as usual) is the most
highly elaborated. Matthew describes Jesus as returning to ' his own city'

—that is, Capernaum ; simply says ' behold they brought to him a man
sick of the palsy, lying on a bed' ; and, after the passages relating to the

forgiveness of sins, relates that Jesus told the paralytic to arise, take up

his bed, and go into his house ; and that the man arose, and departed to

his house ; and the multitudes v/ho saw it ' marvelled and glorified God,

which had given such power unto men.' Luke, apparently, does not know
where the miracle took place—for he does not mention the place ; and is
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equally uncertain about the time—having the phrase ^ And it came to

pass on a certain clay.' He then, first, describes the paralytic being brought,

in a similar style toMatthew's ; but immediately adds, 'And they sought

to bring liim in, and to lay him before him. And when they could not

find by what wny Vacy might bring liim in because of the multitudes, they

went upon the housetop, and lot hi]n down th.rough the tiling with his couch
into the midst before Jesus.' Knowing the structure of oriental houses,

which had a flat roof, to which an opening led to the upper story,—we
could not understand anything more from Luke's account but, that the

bearers—who, either by means of stairs leading directly thither from the

street, or from the roof of a neighbouring house, gained access to the roof

of the house in which Jesus was,—let down the sick man with his bed, ap-

parently by cords, through the opening already existing in the roof. Mark,
however, Avhile he agrees with Matthew that the cure was performed in a

house in Capernaum, piles still more remarkable circumstances upon the

narrative : he tells us that the bearers of the deceased man were exactly four;

and adds, ' When they could not come nigh him (Jesus) for the press, they

uncovered the roof where he was : and when they had hrohen it up, they let

down the bed wherein the sick of the palsy la3^'

Mark's narrative thus diverges into the extravagant and uncalculating

nature of legend—for how could the roof be broken up without danger to

the heads and limbs of those beneath ? Suppose we knew who the writers

of this graduated narrative were, and had thus historic testimony for the

real occurrence of the event, we might then ask whether this were not
the sympathetic cure of a nervous man, by means of action on his idea

that his disease was a punislnnent of his sin. But since we do not know
who the writers were, and they present the marks of legend, by gradations

of the wonderful, reason compels us to account for the relation, either by
a probability that it has some foundation in a fact—the sympathetic cure

of a nervous individual by Jesus ; or, that it is one of the legends formed
by Messianic expectation,—since in Isaiah (35 ch.) the Jewish people
would find striking passages on which to build their secondary inter-

pretations :

" Strengthen ye the weak hands, and confirm the feeble knees Then the eyes
of the blind shall be opened, and the ears of the deaf shall be unstopped. Then shall

the lame man leap as an hart, and the tongue of the dumb sing," &c.

The Evangelists describe Jesus himself as applying such 'prophecies' to

himself; and if, in this and other cures we have examined, we have found
ground for concluding that the accounts are legendary—the Evangelists
thus show us the sources of the legends : the tendency of their minds to

regard it as certain that Jesus must have performed all that was expected
of the Messiah—even although the expectations were founded on merely
secondary interpretations of the language of the prophets.

(To he continned.)

Corregpontrcnce.
February 23, 1850.

Sir,—Although differing entirely in theological opinion from the " Critical Exegesis," per-

mit me to suggest to you what appears an oversight on your part (page 106) viz., That Luke
relates as the occasion of the journey of Christ's parents to Bethlehem, " a taxing of all the

world by Augustus Caesar." This is decidedly a misquotation, as the cause given by the

Evangelist is a decree for such a taxation. You will instantly see the difference is the same
as between condemning a man to death, and the putting such a sentence into execution. The
one does not necessarily follow the other immediately

;
perhaps not at all. It mayy or may not,

^0 8Q, JjQW^verj it is »Qt my wisb to attempt au^'thing Uk? argumsat Qft tl^e subject } \>u\
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merely to request that you will rectify the error. You will please observe, Luke makes two
distinct statements : First, " That a decree went forth from Ca3sar Augustus, that all the
world (or land) should b3 taxed;" Secondly, that " this taxation took place when Cyrenius
was governor of Syria." This is all ; and I am not aware that either statement is hostile

to Matthew's account. There is no contradiction, as you affirm. The first took place in

Herod's time ; the second some years afterward. History gives a reason for such an unusual
occurrence; as, of course, yoii are aware, therefore I need not advert to it.

Mr. TiiOMAs Cooper. I am Sir, yours, most respectfully, T. E. B.

[I have the full address of the writer of this letter; but, since he has only appended his

initials to the letter itself, I print them there. Let me, first, remind him that, if instead of
quoting page 106 of this Journal—where there is merely an allmloii to the subjects of the
two former discourses—he had procured Xo. 2. of the Journal, and dealt with the invest Igation
at pages 27 and 28, he would have felt how unsatisfactory it would be to write the above letter.

The first and second verses ia our second chapter of Luke are not separated by brackets (or
a parenthesis) in Greek manuscripts. That is an emendation of scholars in later times. Let
not T. E. B. say " it is not my wish to attempt anything like argument on the subject ; but
merely to request that you will rectify the error." I cannot be so complying, for mere courtesy's

sake. Let us have the argument; and then we will talk about rectifying "the erri>r." Besides,

T. E. B. must not suppose, that in so important a matter, his mere affirmation respecting

the ' decree' and the ' taxin;^,' is to be taken for absolute truth :
—" the first took place in

Herod's time :"—Let T. E. B. prove that—not from Luke, but from History; or, let him shew
it to be barely possible from Hisiory. " The second some years afterward. History gives a
reason for such an unusual occurrence ; as, of course, you are aware, therefore, I need not advert
to it:"

—

Of course I am not aware; and shall be glad if T. E. B. will quote the " reason'

which " History gives for such an unusual occurrence."

—

Thomas Cooper.] *

J^cirtcto.

Eastern Life, Past and Present. By Harriet Martineau.

The great philosophical value of this book has led me to make much greater

use of it for quotation than some readers may approve. But I knew that its

price would prohibit the reading of it to thousands of working- men, and was
unwilling to lose the opportunity of introducing them to some knowledge of

its contents. I select, as a farewell extract, a passage proving that Miss Mar-
tineau, for one, could not disapprove of the spirit of the 'Critical Exegesis of

Gospel History,' portions of which have appeared in this Journal. The fol-

lowing reflections are penned by the authoress, as introductory to the sights

she saw in the Holy Land :

—

** We hear much complaint from travellers of their pain from the superstition on the spot;

but little or nothing of their perplexity or disturbance from the superstition they have left

behind or brought with tliera. The superstition I refer to is the worship of the Letter of

the Bible, to the sacrifice of its spirit. As to the comfort and pleasure of the traveller in

the Holy Land, it may truly be said tliat " the letter killcth, but the spirit maketh alive,"

I had opportunity to see the difference between those who were in bondage and those who
were free. One of the best things that Coleridge ever said was that our idolatry would be

succeeded by bibliolatry. When I saw abroad, as 1 continually see at home, the curse of

this bibliolatry, I thought it hard to say which was the worst of the two. In idolatry,

Christian or pagan, there is always some true idea involved, however much corruption may
be associated with it : bu-t in the awful error of mistaking the Records of the origin of

Judaism and Christianity for the messages themselves, there seems no redeeming considera-

tion. The error of bibliolatry is the more gratuitous of the two. There is no declaration

in the Records themselves that they arc anything more than records : and if the writers

could have foreknown that the hearts and minds which ought to be occupied with the history

and the doctrine would be enslaved by a timid and superstitious regard to the wording of

the records, they would have been as much shocked at the anticipation as any of us can be

at the sight of it.—We all know, as well as Coleridge did, that this is only a temporary
form of an evil which took other shapes before, and will take other shapes again. We know
that there was i'ar more freedom of religious imagination, reason, argument, and, I may say,

knowledge among our Protestant divines a century ago than there is now. This corruption

of bibliolatry has so increased upon us, our faithless and irreverent timidity has so grown
upon us, even in that time, that it would be an act of great courage in divines of our day to

publish what divines of a century ago were honoured for publishing. It is difficult now for
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philosophers to make known,—in England, for the incubus presses chiefly there—what can

be proved to be scientifically true, in geology and some other directions, and it is much more
difficult for philosophers and scholars to makeknown what can be proved to be historically true

or false. Of course, our [feneration loses terribly by this.#)oth in knowledge and in health of

mind. But the evil will pass : and, thoiii^'U it is to be feared that it will only pass into some
nevv form of idol homage, we will hope that men may ere long lift up their heads, and use

their powers freely, as those should do who believe themselves sons of God, and heirs of

Christian liberty, and not slaves or infants under the bondage of the Law or the Letter.

"No one at home could feel all this more strongly than I did before I wentto the East : and
I think no one who has felt it at home can help being full of sorrow and pity there for those

who go through the scenes of Palestine with the timid heart, and narrow, anxious mind of

superstition. Instead of " looking before and after," and around them in the broad light of

historical and philosophical knowledge, which would reveal to them the origin and sympathy
and intermingling of the faiths of men, so that each may go some way in the interpretation

of the rest ;—instead of having so familiarised themselves with the wants and tendencies of

men as to recognise in successive faiths what is derived and what is original ;—instead of

being warned that any faith becomes corrupted within a certain length of time by the very

zeal of its holders ; instead of having the power of setting themselves back to the time v.'hen

Christ lived and spoke, so as to see and hear him as if he lived and spoke at this day, our
travellers may be seen,—even clergymen of t!ie Church of England,—getting leave from
the Bishop of Jerusalem to carry wax candles in Passion Week in the processions in the

Church of the Holy Sepulchre, and making obeisances to the priests, candle in hand.

Travellers may be observed throughout doing one of two things ;—overlooking, more or less

consciously,—the incompatibilities of tho Scriptunxl narrative,—the absolute contradictions

which can by no means be reconciled ; or so fastening their whole attention upon one narra-

tion, to the exclusion of the parallel ones, as to escape the necessity of the recognition of

variance. I met with one devout pilgrim who was actually unaware of any incompatibilities

in the different narratives of the birth and infancy of Jesus ; and who declared, previous to

inquiry, that there could be none, because—not the facts or doctrine—but the narrative

was the Word of God ! I saw repeated instances of a grovelling superstition, a formal ob-

servance of days and places, which made me wonder whether, if the groves and altars of

Baal and Ashtaroth had now been standing in their old places, there would have been much
to choose between such homage i)aid to them and to the actual holy sites of Palestine.—How
different is the truer reverence of those who go enlightened by knowledge, and animated by
a higher faith !—who believe that the history of man is truly the Word of God : and that
the reason why the gospel is especially called so is because those Glad Tidings are the most
important event in the history of man. How infinitely venerable to them are the great re-

ligious Ideas which they know to have been the guiding lights of men from the remotest
past, and which Christ presented anew, purified and expanded ! What an exquisite plea-

sure it is to stand where Jesus stood, and lood around upon the old faitlis and sectarian
tenets of the world, and bring forth from them all a faith and hope which should, notwith-
standing dreadful corruptions, elevate mankind through many future ages !—to have insight
into the sacred mysteries of Egypt, and the national theology and law of Sinai, and the
ritual morality of the Pharisees, and the philosophical scepticism of the Sadducees, and the
pure and peaceable and unworldly aspirations of the Essenes, and to see how from all these
together come the ideas, and from the unseen world the spirit, of the religion which Jesus
taught ! While the devotee looks for traces of his footsteps, the disciple finds everywhere
traces of his spirit. While the devotee listens timidly to traditions, the disciple hears every-
where the echoes of his living voice. While the devotee pores over the text of the narrative,
not daring even to bring parts to bear on each other, which may throw light on the whole, the
loving disciple so opens his entire mind and heart as to perceive the Holy One with all his
powers ;—with his understanding receiving the doctrine,—with hope accepting the promise,
with his conscience adoring the spirituality,—and with his imagination accompanying the
Teacher in all his haunts,—in the wilderness, and in the Temple courts, and by the shores
of the Lake. On the spot, one hardly believes that it can be the same faith that takes
one man through the land, holy guide-book in hand, with the timid, tentative gait of the
devotee, and another man, confiding in his guiding instincts, v»'ith the free, joyous step of
the disciple wljo has found his Lord.

" As for the superstition of the region,—the Christian superstition,—I need say nothing in
advance of the pain which it causes. The merest mention of wh't was shown to us is

enough. I do not think that travellers can be right in avoiding the Christian establishments
in Palestine. Tiie spectacle answers tlie same purpose as the reading of the Spurious
Gospels. The spectacle and the reading are both painful ; but they are very useful and en-
lightening, and stimulate to a great deal of wholesome thought. Feeling thus, I saw every-
thing that any one offered to show me, except the mummeries of Easter Week in the Church
of the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem."
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" And though all the winds of doctrine were let loose to play upon the earth, so Truth be in the field
we do injuriously to misdoubt her strength. Let her and Falsehood grapple ! Who ever knew Truth put
to the worse, in 9.free and open encounter?"

—

Milton's AreopagUica.
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DOING NOTHINa, THE SEASON FOE MISCHIEF.

•• I like a holiday, said bearded Peter ;

And I, said shaven Paul, in accents sweeter.
Hold by the goodly proverb, to the full

—

That all work and no play makes bright boys dull.
But while the shepherds played, the wolf grew bold,
And played his pretty pranks, in turn, within the fold."

Peter Pindar the Younger.

A Visitor from a distant country, unacquainted with the nature of our
government, might very sensibly ask, just now,—What is the use of your
Parliament 1 He Avould see troops of soldiers moving about with shouldered
muskets and bayonets fixed, and crowds of loiterers waiting at the gates of
Hyde Park to stare at the Queen coming by in her carriage, and would natu-
rally conclude that he had then penetrated the secret of ' order ' in England.
Fixity, stamps our institutions : the morning papers boast of it ; and he
could not have any idea that it is not so. As for the theory, that our repre-
sentative legislature affords the means of perpetual revision of the ' Consti-
tution,' the ' leading journal ' disowns it ; and the traveller would behold, at
this precise period, no proof of it.

Nothing, is to be the business of the Session, in the House of Commons.
The Times declares there can be no change, this year : the Premier says that
he and his colleagues have conferred together about the Franchise, and they
have sagaciously determined that nothing ought to be done this year. The
House of Commons, says the Times, merely resolved itself into a Debating
Club when Mr. Hume's motion was brought on. The discussion was simply
ideal. No rational man there supposed the proposition to be practical. And
the debate was relinquished so soon, by Mr. Hume and his coadjutors, that
they, also, plainly believed it to be ideal.

In the meantime whole nights are consumed in fierce contests as to whe-
ther a man may marry his deceased wife's sister, in one House; and, in the other,
whether stupid Lord Eoden has not been egregiously insulted by a common
sense reprimand for playing the fool, and encouraging others to play the
fool, at Dolly's Brae. The only consolatory thought is, that the trading and
operative part of the community are sufiiciently well employed, to be dis-
posed to let ^ Lords and Centlemen' amuse themselves in the most childish
way they- please—so long as they do no harm. But there are two considera-
tions which ti^e thoughtful at least, cannot fail to bear in mind.
The most important is, that while play is going on, the work that ouffht to

be done, and will have to be done, is accumulating until it may be impos-
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Bible to do it at all without macliinery so powerful that it may be dangerous
to use it. Lord John and Earl Grey proved this before, during the Reform
Bill struggle. The sufficiency of labour, noAv, for perhaps, the great ma-
jority of the millions, renders them very inattentive to the Franchise ques-
tion. How they will look at it, should scarcity of labour return, and they
remember that no advances has been made for many years, and they are
no nearer the vote than they were, remains to be seen. Then, they will
need no rousing. Their necessities will bring up the consideration of the real
cause of their sufferings, and it may not be easy to control their desperation.
All this is known to ' statesmen ' and premiers. But, since the desperation,
even in its convulsive struggles, has hitherto been successfully controlled by
police and military, imprisonments, and transportations,—the ' powers that
be

'
trust to the like means for securing themselves and ' order ' in the

Future as i"n the Past.

Who that loves England, and yearns to see her advance in true civilisation
and social happiness, can forbear to lament this guilty reign of selfish lazi-
ness ? AVhat a glorious opportunity a real statesman would perceive it to be
for perfecting the institutions of his country—that of perfect peace under the^
happy recurrence of a flow of trade and the plenitude of labour. But we
shall never have such a statesman so long as the Few are privileged to rule
the Many. No man need ever dream of it. Shams must continue to strut
and swell about ' surplus income' at one season, and impudently assert that
the People do not desire Reform : at others, to mock and defy them when
they cry out for it in the accents of distress and despair.
And who is to do the work of a true man, tell the Minister that he is

a Sham and unfit for his place, and also rouse the People from the listlessness
which comes over thejn v/hen they can obtain labour as the means of obtaining
bread ? Who 1 Can the man or the party be nam^ed? Mr. Hume and his
party do not seem to be the men for this work. The Sufi"rage question is

shelved for the Session. It has been brought on early—glanced at—wrapped
up—and put by ; like as a piece of stufi' from the loom is declared to be
unfit for the season, and so is silently warehoused in the remote dark corner !

This is Manufacturer's policy, with a vengeance !

But there is to be the great Reform Delegate Meeting in April ! Well :

let us try to be patient till then, and see what will come of it. At present,
it looks like consulting about shutting the stable door (there is nothing like
Old English !) after they have permitted the horse to be stolen. One could
have understood ihQ drift of a grand Delegate Meeting to back up a Motion
pending before Parliament. But the grand Delegate Meeting when the
Motion is shelved ? That is the. puzzle. Still, there mmj he some new and
profound wisdom to be developed by these novel Reformers : some deep-laid
and surpassing cunning in this scheme of considering how to shut the door
when it is too late for this year ! Mr. Hume's head is a very old one, and
some of the other heads are very young ones : the alembic of the Conference
may display some unheard-of essence of sagacity, from this amalgamation of
the extremes of experience. We will wait hopefully, and see what the grand
event will bring forth.

The other reflection which will take place with the thoughtful is, that
while the majority sit around the National Gaming-tables, merely intent
on amusement, sly and dexterous gamesters will be striving to take advantage
of the jollity, and win. No close observer can be blind to the fact that there
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h deep danger of this now. The Bigot party are marking their chance.
The hint I gave last week needs repeating with emphasis, as the contents of
the following letter will shew :

—

42, Brick-Lane, St. Luke's, Mdrch 7th, 1850.
biR,—In reading your admirable remarks on " Sabbath observance," I beg to say the Bill

is far more stringent then you suppose it to be. Its effect will prevent the sale, or even the
delivering of a newspaper, or periodical, from twelve on Saturday night till twelve on Sunday
night. The Bill introduced (without success) last year, permitted them to be sold up to nine
in the morning, and after one in the afternoon. The poor man by the new Bill is al«o to be
prevented from obtaining even a potato or any vegetables, tea, coffee, or sugar, &c., after the
hours of twelve on Saturday night. Meat and fish are allowed during June, July, August,
and September,—but then only till nine in the morning. While the poor man is to be thus
restricted, under the seventh clause, the nobility and gentry may have goods delivered at their
habitations until ten in the morning, all the year round: nameh^, meat, poultry, fish, pastrv,
fruit, and ice. The penalties are five shillings for the first offence ; 20s. second offence ; not
more than forty shillings for the third offence : after the third, then every separate article
sold becomes a separate offence, and renders the offenders liable to the heavy cumulative
penalties—namely 20s. for every separate article sold or delivered—which, if not paid, the
magistrate is empowered to issue a distress warrant against the goods : if not sufficient goods
to cover the distress warrant and expenses, then to commit to some common jail or house of
correction, for any time not exceeding three months. I wish particularlv to notice that this
distraining and imprisoning is artfully kept out of the face of the bill itself; but is engrafted
on the Police Act, under the powers of the eighth clause of the Bill. I had great difficulty in
obtaining a copy of the Bill, or I would have sent you one. They told me at Hansard's, that
they were not allowed to sell any Bills introduced by the Lords until they reached the Com-
mons ! I could scarcely believe that such a regulation existed, which deprives the people
for so long a time of any proper knowledge of the tendency of measures that may operate to
deprive them of common necessaries, and even of personal liberty. I have be'en active in
opposing this measure, and have, this morning, sent in to the House of Lords two petitions
with upwards of a thousand signatures attached. If I had time I could show you some ini -

quitous proceedings in counexion with this measure.

I am, yours respectfully,

Edward Medley.

Again, let me urge all who have any influence with Members of Parlia-
ment to see them personally, and rouse their opposition to this tyrannical and
wicked bill—for all measures are wicked which have for their purpose the
establishment of false religion. The Paoan festival of the Sun never was
made a ' Sabbath' by Christ ; and its observance, with all these grinding forms
of the most vinegared Puritanism, is not binding upon Christians. If the
orthodox have abandoned the observation of the proper ' Sabbath', under the
intelligent discernment that it was only intended for the Jews—let them not
seek to rivet a yoke about our necks, which is contrary to the nature of
Christianity—the religion of the heart and intellect, no^ of days, and outward
forms. Perhaps the unobtrusiveness which freethinkers have cultivated has
caused the ' unco guid' to become bold. Why do we not try to rouse public
feeling in favour of throwing open the British Museum and the National Gal-
lery on Sundays ? If the advocates of superstition will not rest from their
aggressive attempts on our rational liberty, we, surely, ought to checkmate
them by aggressive endeavours on our side. What an overwhelming amount
of public feeling there might be raised in London for throwing open the Mu-
seum and Gallery on Sundays, any one acquainted with the habits of London-
ers can understand. The effort has only to be made with energy and per-
severance, and the successors of Sir Andrew Agnew would be put into a ter-
rible sweat and trepidation. Instead of employing all their machinery as
they are now doing, to bother parliament with countless petitions for the
|- Suppression of Sunday Trading,' they would be glad to lower their demand
and pray that things might remain as they are. So long as the friends of eu-
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lightenment make no demand for any alteration of ' Sabbath Observances', as

they are falsely called, the Sun-festival people are sure to think there is an

opportunity for them to tighten the yoke.

Nor, let it be forgotten, that it is not in this direction alone where danger

lies to the cause of real progress. Mr. Fox's Education Bill, although, with

unaccustomed fairness on the part of the bigots in Parliament allowed to be

read a first time there,—has kindled the fiercest wrath among the bigots out

of doors, and will be met with the most denunciatory opposition in the Com-

mons, when it comes on for the second reading. The most remarkable sign

yet given out of doors is that by the organ of the Conference party in Method-

ism—the Watchman newspaper. It attacks most violently, as might be ex-

pected, that provision of the Bill which gives the choice of the Committee of

Education in each locality, to the inhabitants without distinction of class.

It sees universal suff'rage in that provision, and, according to its intolerant

nature, dreads the principle being put into operation.

Thus it raves :

—

" The committee is to be chosen by the 'inhabitants,' male or female, sober or drunk,

solvent or insolvent, moral or immoral, and is to consist of any such ' inhabitants' as the

collective wisdom of this miscellaneous body shall decree, without respect to age, property,

intelligence, or benevolent habits, not to say religion, which is a thing certain in such a con-

stituency to be the least consideration in the whole question. This committee, so constituted,

shall elect a ' Clerk, Secretarv, or Treasurer,' with a salary, of course, and afterwards a

Teacher, such as shall please tiiera, who may be, for anything this Bill provides to the con-

trary, unable to teach the commonest rudiments, and without a character. But lest we

should suppose that there is to be no check whatever upon the Teacher, the Bill assures us

that 80 grave a matter has been duly considered and provided for. But how?

"Risum teneatis amici?"*

By lodgin«r a power of complaint in the hands of the children, forsooth! This is universal

suflfrat^e in education, with a vengeance. We have heard it ironically suggested, many years

back.V a staunch old Tory gentleman, that there might some day be a state of socely in

which the father should cail his children together, in the morning, and put it to the vote,

whether it should be beef, mutton, or pork for dinner, taking the precaution to use the ballot-

box in takin«r the opinion of his constituents on the question. This is really something very

like it, and wo end very likely to be secured by it would be that these young urchins would

not be troubled much either with hard lessons, hard words, or hard blows. Well, then, the

next point to be attended to is the school, and as this money is all to be raised by rates, of

course there is no need t« stint. Accordingly, the school is to be butlt, and there are to be

one or more free schools in each parish-the Teacher to be paid £2 per head for all the

scholars he can coax^o attend, and the children to be bribed by the promise of Fifty Shil-

lings' worth of books, when they shall have completed their education which may, lor any-

thing this document shews, be after a child shall have attended regularly for six months-

given his teacher no trouble, and carefully read through the adventures of Uomnson Crusoe.

The only thing, in the form of a guarantee, given by this Bill, is the approbation, on some
,

points, of the Committee of Council on Education, which is required, without, howe^'^r, be-
|

ing very stringently or specifically enforced. We cannot now go further mto this very

loose aftUir. Wc believe the honourable member who has concocted this Bill, or, at any
|

rate, given it the authority of his name, to be a very amiable, a very eloquent, a very i

honourable and enthusiastic person, but he should have established some better claim to be

a legislator, or a statesman, before he presumed to submit a plan for the education ot the

people of England. ... We shall revert to this Bill again.'
|

In addition to this shew of an attempt to laugh down the Bill,—a mere
'

shew, to conceal its anger,—the same paper has a pompous, serioiis article,

in which as * the Watchman on the walls of Zion' ! it asserts its valorous re-

solve to do battle, and calls on all Methodists to ' take the field against all tlie

assailants of a sound Scriptural Education.' Of Methodism, it says :—

"All that it wants is an adequate motive power, and this is likely now to be srippli^-

We shall make it our business to indicate, as plainly as we can, the force, tactics, and com

* Friends, can ye restrain your laughter 1—Horace's Art of Poetry.
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binations of the foe ; and it shall not be onr fault if the Methodists do not see, in time,

THAT THE FUTURE DESTINY OF THE ChUKCH OF JOHN WeSLEY IN THIS COUNTUY WILL
BE DECIDED liY THE ATTITUDE IT ASSUMES ON THE QUESTION OF THE £CR1PTURAL EDU-
CATION OF THE Poor."

One might say here,—Not so fast, confident Mr. Watchman !
" The future

destiny of tlie Church of John Wesley in this country will be decided"—it

seems very likely, by the feuds now raging in Methodism. Better get them

settled first. You will have need of all your strength for that combat. Do
not waste it unwisely. Try to keep a house over your ears, rather than go

out and leave it to be pulled down while you are fighting abroad !
" But,

do as you like,'' as the man said to his wilful neighbour who threatened to

hang himself

The determined hostility of these parties may serve to assure all who are

unaccquainted with Mr. Fox's Bill, that it is based on the broadest tolerance,

and has some unusual merit about it—or the gall of opposition would not

have been so sorely roused by it. Having received a copy of the Bill, by the

kindness of its introducer, I will, in the next number, endeavour to present

readers with a brief, but clear analysis of it—in the earnest hope that all

help will be given, in the form of petitions (signed, in this instance collective-

ly) for strengthening the possibility of a good measure of National Education

being speedily secured. Thomas Cooper.

Gamblers.—^A man who had gone over a great part of the world, returned at length
home from his travels : his friends came, and requested liim to relate what he had seen.
" Listen," said he, " eleven hundred miles beyond the country of the Hurons, there are

men whom I thought very strange, they frequently sit at table until late in the night

;

there is no cloth laid, they do not wet their mouths ; lightnings might flash around
them; two armies might be engaged in battle, even the sky might threaten to crush
them in its fall, they would remain unmoved on their seats, for they are deaf and dumb.
Yet now and then there escapes from their lips a half-broken, unconnected, and unmean-
ing sound ; and they horribly roll their eyes at the same time. I often stood looking at them
with astonishment, for when such sittings take place, people frequently come to witness
them. Believe me, brethren, I shall never forget the horrible contortions which I there

saw. Despair, fury, malicious joy, and anguish, were by turns visible in their countenances.
Their rage, I assure you, appeared to me that of the furies—their gravity that of the
judges of hell—and their anguish that of malefactors." "But what was their object]"

asked his friends. *' They attend perhaps to the welfare of the community]"—"Oh no!"
" They are seeking the philosopher's stone T—" You are mistaken." " They wish to
discover the quadrature of the circle T—" No." " Thoy do penance for old sins ]"

—

" Nothing of all this." " Then they are mad : if they neither hear, nor speak, nor
feel, nor see, what can they be doing]"—"They are Gambling !"

—

From the German of
Lichlwehr.

Popular Errors.—Private persons would not be unhappy, (though with less posses-

sions of land or money), and civil life would not be so obnoxious to law, contentions,
fraud, perjury, and depression, if men would set some bounds to their desire of having.
Commonwealths, well founded, would be eternal, if they could contain themselves
within a reasonable extent of territory ; and princes would make their own, and the
condition of their people much more happy, if, instead of lending them out to foreign
conquests, they would endeavour to rule them with wholesome laws, piety, and justice.

But how have these errors, public and private, taken their rise ] In all appearance it is

from hence, that ever since the corruption of nature, (which is very ancient) we have
given wrong names to things, and have allotted to vice the stamps and attributes of
virtue. We term avarice, piudence and economy ; we think none wise who abound not
in wealth ; and none honest, but whom fortune favours ; we call the false arts of states-

men, and the evil faith, perjury, and dissimulation of princes, wisdom and deep policy

;

temerity, we style high courage ; ambition, we call a noble thirst after glory ; and they
who vex, rob, and disturb the world, we dignify with the uamcs of conquerors and
heroes.—2>'^rc/{(«if'g Eamy wi UnixQml MQuarchj.
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Co dorrpjjponlJfntg.

*^* Correspondents will please address « Thomas Cooper, 5, Park Eow, Knigbtsbridge,

T:i?^^?-T*^'5u^-^"^^J'V^^'i^~'^°^^P^"^> ^'^o ^« ^^ost particuhir in his account of Herod, hasnot the slightest hint ot the Massacre of the Innocents. The Rabbins, who seemed to have ne-
glected no means of blackening that king's memory, say not a word of such an event. It is not
until the 4th century, that a passage is found in Macrobius, which is advanced by Christiancommentators as corroborative of the legendary account in Matthew. But that passage loses allclaim to credit, when it introduces the son of Herod, Antipater, as one of the sLiohtered
c/nldren. Antipater, when executed by his father, was so far from being a child that he com-plained of his gray hairs !

o ^ *

Atticus, Glasgow.—He will find his question answered as pointedly as I am able to answer
jt, in the ' J^ight Letters " to Young Men, collected from the Plain Spealer.

dedinfd'
^''''^'^'*-'*^^^'

5
' Dolabella

'; X. Y. Z.; J. D., Stockport.-Their poetry is respectfully

J. M'A., Belfast.—Much obliged by all his communications.

*u ?;' ?"u 'TTS^^ ^®T^ "^l^P/^y
considerable power, but they lack compression : the samethoughts in half the number of line she must try to accomplish that :-and lie is a6?; to accom!

John Bevan—His letter is sensible, and is evidently the production of an earnest heart and

S'nri'nt ha!f nftZ ^iZ /" '^' .^^^^^jpti?" of working-men's wrongs. It would be impossible

^^J^v^ix if./S T "^""'Z ''"'''^'^^l
?^ ^ '™'^^^ ^'"'^- ^^^^^ ^« l""<^e^ ^^th the sincerest respect.i^xcELSiOR. —i cannot answer his question without incurring an advertisement duty If Iam to answer him privately he must send me his real name.

J- ^ ^

r^oT^'^^K
APP^E^pcE,' Leicester.-Let him not be discouraged.: every difficulty may bemastered by care and attention. Will he send me his real name?

^
Captain C.,' Liverpool.—There wants a first-rate life of him. One is to be met with some-times, on old book-stalls; but it has no author's name. Another was published ?n Lleds, so^feyears ago. There are also pamphlets-but they are worthless.

'

t' Avif•~^''P'S' *!^ *^! ' People's Charter ' in print? Ay, thousands to be had for a whisper—at Watson s, and almost every newsvenders. What innocent questions some people ask!

awtureg, m aontrotr, for tje tmninq Wink.
Sunday, March 17, at 7, Hall of Science, (near Finsbury Square,) City Road. « Real cha-

racter of Mahommed, and the design of Mahommedanism"—Thomas Cooper At 7
Literary Institution, John Street, Fitzroy Square. " England's February Revolution
without bloodshed"-Walter Cooper. At 7, Bethnal Green Mutual Instruction
Society, 42, Church Street. " Art of Memory,"—E. Taylor.

Monday, March 18, at half-past 8, Mechanics' Institute, Gould Square, Crutched Friars
« Life and Genius of Coleridge"—continued—Joseph Fearn. At a quarter to 9
Finsbury Hall, 6C, Bunhill Row. " Hampden, Milton, and the Men of the Com-
monwealth "—Walter Cooper. At half-past 8, Finsbury Mechanics' Institute, Bell
Yard, City Road. « Life and Health—continued"—Dr. Curl. At half-past 8
Pentonville Athenaeum, 17, Chapel Street. « Education"—Thos. H. Rees. At a
quarter-past 8, Literary Institution, Carlisle Street, Edf^eware Road "Carlvle •

his works and philosophy"—P. W. Perfitt. At 8, Temperance Hall, Broadway,*
Westminster, " Fallacies of the Political Economists "—Samuel M Kydd

Wednesday, March 20, at 8, Hackney Literary and Scientific Institution. "Ancient Rome"—James Silk Buckingham.

Biography.—To find that great lengths have actually been gone in learning and virtue—that high degrees of perfection have actually been attained by men like ourselves
entangled among the infirmities, the temptations, the oppositions from wicked men and
the other various evils of life—how does this show us to ourselves as utterly inexcuskble,
It we do not endeavour to reach the heights we know have been gained by othere of our
lellow creatures

? Biography sets before us the whole character of a person who has made
liimselt eminent either by his virtues or his vices—shows us how he came first to take a
right or a wrong turn—the prospects which invited him to aspire to higher degrees of
glory, or the delusions which misled him from his virtue and his peace • the circum-
stances which raised him to true greatness, or the rocks on which he split,'and sunk tomtamy. And how can we more effectually, or in a more entertaining manner, leara the
miportan^ lesson, what we ought to pursue, and what to o^Yoidl—Burgh's Dignity of
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THINKINGS, FROM OWEN FELLTIIAM.

Contentment.—Those who preach contentment to all, do but teach some half

to (hvoli in misery ; unless you will grant content desire, and chide her hut for

murmuring. Let not man so sleep in content, as to neglect the means of making
himself more happy and blessed : nor yet when the contrary of what he looked
for comes, let him murmur at that providence, which disposed it to cross his ex-

pectation. I like the man who is never content with what he does enjoy ; but by
a calm and fair course, has a mind still rising to a higher happiness.

Immoral Books.—The vicious author cannot offend alono. A con-upt book is an
amphlshoena : a serpent headed at both ends ; one of which bites him that reads,

the other stings him that writes : for if I be corrupted by his pen, the guilt grows
his, as well as mine. I will not write so as to hurt myself and posterity. I will

not read so as to hurt myself and predecessors. A foolish sentence dropt upon
paper sets folly on a hill, and is a monument to make infamy eternal.

Ostentation.—Vain glory, at best, is only like a window cushion, specious

without, and decorated with tasseled pendants ; but within, nothing but hay, or

tow, or some such trash, not worth looking on. Where I have found a flood in

the tongue, I have found the heart empty. It is the hollow instrument that al-

ways sounds the loudest ; and when the heart is full, the tongue is seldom liberal.

Conscience.—It is the blushing part of the soul, that will colour and kick at

every little crumb that goes awry against its swallow. And we can neither cozen
it, nor be rid of it. It is a kind of inward Deity ; it will be with us wheresoever
we are, and will see us in whatever we do. It can give us rest, in unjust sufler-

ings ; and can whip us, in the midst of unjust applauses.

Integrity of Character.—He who is not morally honest, whatsoever gloss his

religion bears, he wears it but in water-colours, which either a warm breath or a
wet storm, will melt away or blemish.

Comfort derived from Study.—Virtuous study will relieve the tediousness of
decrepit age, and the divine raptures of contemplation will beguile the weariness
of the pillow and the chair. It makes him not unplcasing to the young, reverenced
by the aged, and beloved of all. A grey head with a wise mind, enriched by
learning, is a treasury of grave precept, experience, and wisdom. It is an oracle

to which the lesser wise resort to know their fate. He that can read and meditate,
need not think the evening long, or life irksome ; it is, at all times, a fit employ-
ment, and a particular solace to him who is bowed down with years.

Of Dancing.—Doubtless, it was out of the jollity of nature, that this art was
first invented and taken up among men. Bate but the fiddle ; and the colts, the
calves, and lambs of the field do the same.

Dress.—Every man's palate may as well be confined to one kind of cookery, as
his fancy tied down in dress, to one kind of fashion.

Arrogance.—I never yet found pride in a noble nature, nor humility in an un-
worthy mind. It may seem strange to an inconsiderate eye, that such a poor
violet as virtue, should ever dwell with honour : and that such an aspiring fame as
pride should ever sojourn with baseness. It is certain, we seldom find the latter

but in those who, being conscious of their own deficiency, think there is no way
to get honour, but by boldly assuming it. It is he that has nothing else to recom-
mend him, who would invade men's good opinions, by an unbecoming haughtiness.
If you search for high and strained carriages, you shall, for the most part, meet
with them in low men. Arrogance is a weed, Avhich grows on a dunghill : it is

from the rankness of that soil that she has her height and spreadings.
Fame.—The noble acts of our predecessors, are as flaming beacons, which fame

and time have set on hills, to call us to a defence of virtue, whensoever vice invades
the commonwealth of man. Wlio can endure to skulk away his life in an idle

corner, when he has the means of usefulness within him ; and finds, how fame has
blown about deserving names ? In weak and base minds, worth begets envy ; but
in those which are magnanimous, emulation. Roman virtue, made Roman virtues
lasting. A brave maa jiQver dies ; but like the phoenix, others rise out of his pre-
served ashes,
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SONNET.

Leicester.

" The poet,—
lie hath th* eiijoyiuent of a flower
Before it's budding."

Hood.

It is a lovely morn ! In majesty
Sublime, the sun the cloudless east ascendetli.

I move amidst a kindling galaxy
Of dewy radiance! O'er yon fiovvery lea,
Bearing her teeming pails, the milkmaid wendeth.

Woodland to woodland whispeis, elms and oaks
Wave their huge arms, and shake their dewy locks;
While music, breathed from hill and valley, blcndeth,—

And echo the wild melody still mocks.
'Tis bright—yet clouds may rise, loud thunder-shocks

Pealing around be heard, before day endeth.
Man's life, at first so beautiful, is soon
O'ercast:—flow'rs fade with which his path is strewn:
Happy, when, drest in smiles, his sun at last descendeth !

William Jones.

SONG PROM BURGER
The wmter with his frosty hand
Has stripped the poplar tree :

Upon the lowly meadow land :

No summer green I see
;

No blossom blue, or white, or red.
In snowy garden lifts its head,

j

Yet not for these will I lament.
In mournful elegy

;

I know a glance that downward sent.
Brings back the summer sky :

An eye more deeply blue, a face
Which red and white more sweetly grace

What care I 'mong the summer limes
The nightingale to hear

;

My love she sings a hundred times
As sweet and silver-clear ;

Her breath is like the breath of Spring,
'Mong hyacinth beds wandering.

Full on the lip and sweet the kiss
She sometimes gives to me.

Refreshing to the mouth, as is

The ruddy strawberry.

Oh May ! AVhy should 1 sit and sing
To thee ! With her abides the spring.

W. MoY Thomas.

The Passions.—All the passions, in themselves simply considered, are neither good
nor evil. Love, hate, hope, fear, joy, sorrow, and the rest, as they are parts of our
nature, are things indifferent ; but when they are fitly circumstantiated and ordered, they
become morally good, and serve many excellent purposes ; but when they are misplaced
and extravagant, when they command us and are our masters, they then become morally
evil, and the most troublesome things in the world both to ourselves and others.

—

I>r,

Calamy's Sermons.

The Suffrage.—According to my apprehension we might as well make the possession
of forty shillings per annum the proof of a man's being rational as of his being free.

—

Major Cartwrif/ht,
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CEITICAL EXEGESIS OF GOSPEL HISTOET,
ON THE BASIS OF STRAUSS's ' LEBEN JE8U.'

A SERIES OF EIGHT DISCOURSES
; DELIVERED AT THE LITERARY INSTITITTION imiWSTREET. TOTTENHAM COURT lioAD, AND AT THE HALL OE SCIENCE CITY ROAD O^SUNDAY EVENINGS, DURING THE WINTERS OF 1848-9, Ax\D 18W-5U ' '

^

BY THOMAS COOPER,
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III.—THE MIRACLES.
{Continuedfrom last number.)

5. Involuntary Cures. Some of the most astounding accounts of miracu-
lous healing are given in the first three Gospels, in such passages as these :

• ^"i'',^'7^^'7Tf^S0"e^^^*;\^*»^^y««»"^^»t«th^ And when themen of that place had know edge of him they sent out into all that country roundaboutand bi^ught unto him all that were diseased; and besought him that they mioh7onlv

Zt u^!ltlt ie'vio ' ''
'"'"^ '' ''"'^^'^ ^'"' ""'^^ ^''^'''^^ ^'^''^'''

'^"
^-

'' .4"^ ^S^'^^ multitude from Galilee followed him, and from Judea, and from Jerusalemand rom Idumea, and from beyond Jordan
; and they about Tyre and Sidon, a treat mulltitude, when they had heard what great things he did, came unto him. And h? spake tous disciples, that a small ship should wait on him becaLseof the multitude,1est t^ey^^^^^^^throng him For he had healed many

; insomuch that they pressed upon him to ouch hkn^as many as had plagues." (Mark, 3 ch. 7, 8, 9, 10 vv
)

'

- And when they had passed over, they came into the land of Gennesaret. and drew nearto the shore. And when they were come out of the ship, straightway thev knew 1 fm !Zran through that whole region round about, and began to carry abVufnbdr^
were sick, wljere hey heard he was. And whithersoever he entered, into villages or dio^or counry they laid the sick in the streets, and besought him tha they mig^^^^^^^

(Xrk'o^h^'5^^^^^^^
^"^ ^' "^-y - '^-^^' ^- 4emadrwU''

' • And he came down with them, and stood in the plain, and the company of his disciplesand a great multitude of people out of all Judea and Jerusalem, and Lni tl eVefcoas ofTyre and Sidon which came to hear him, and to be healed of the r diseases ^d they thatwere vexed with unc ean spirits
; and they were healed. And the whole multitude s^oulhtto touch him: for there went virtue out of him, and healed them all." (Lul e 6 ch 17

18, 19 vv.) \ ,
v«. *«,

What man who has arrived at the resolve to think for himself, can read
these verses without a kind of consternation of the understanding? Who wrote
these words—words of earthquake, if they relate facts 1 Is it possible that in
in an age when Palestine was under Roman power, none of the philosophic in-
tellects existing in the metropolis of the world could have heard of such swoop-
ing triumphs over the natural laws, if they had ever taken place 1 What

'

IS It possible that an individual really walked this earth, but 1800 years a^owho healed ' multitudes '—entire masses of diseased human beings—not by
any expressed voluntary act, but by « virtue going out of him "—virtue
ivhich pervaded his clothes, even the very 'hem' or 'border of his garment'—and yet these events—which seem enough to move the earth out of its
course with astonishment-are only to be found recorded in writings of which

. no one can tell us the real authors ? We can but wonder and pass on-for
this is no evidence with which any process of investigation can deal. It is
a relation ot wonder, and we can say no more about it.

But, a detailed example of involuntary cure is given us, in the history of
the wornan who had the issue of blood. All the first three evangelists give
this relation, and interweave it in a peculiar manner with the account of
the resuscitation of the daughter of Jairus, making Jesus cure the woman
on his way to the ruler's house. (Matth. d ch. 20 y. Mark, 5 ch. 25 v.
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Luke 8 ch. 40 v.) This interweaving is of importance, since it serves to iden-

tify the three narratives as relating to one and the same event—tor some

critics have striven to show that there were two cures of women here re ated,

and thus to account for the different expressions of the evangelists Matthew

simply relates that the woman came behind Jesus, and touched the hem

of his garment, saying within herself 'If I can but touch his garment, I

shall be whole :' and that Jesus turned him about, and when he saw her, he

said 'Dauo-hter, be of good comfort, thy faith hath made thee whole —and

he womal°was'made whole from that hour. Luke adds to Matthews ex-

pression that the woman had an issue of blood for twelve years-' which had

spent all her living upon physicians, neither could be healed of any :— An"

had suffered many things of many physicians, and had spent all that she had

and was nothing bettered, but rather grew taorse', says Mark-w.th his usua

tendency to exaggeration for effect ! Matthew we have seen, states that

Jesus pronounced the words ' Daughter, &c.'-and the woman was made who e

from that hour. Mark and Luke, however, state that she was xmmedxately

healed when she had touched the garment of Jesus ;
and that he then turned

about and asked who touched him-that the disciples wondering at his

question, reminded him of the pressure of the crowd, and exclaimed And

sayest thou who touched me !' According to Luke, Jesus persists in h s

assertion ; according to Mark, he looks enquiringly round l"m in o der to

discover the party who touched him : then, according to both Mark and

Luke, the woman approaches trembliiig,, falls at his ^e and confese^ all

whereupon Jesus gives her the tranquilhsmg assurance that her faith has

made her whole. This complex train of circumstances makes no part of

Matthew's narrative. Why did ' plenary insf^rat.on '
fail *«

-^^« ]>- -;
quainted with it, and to inform him that the woman was heaUd before

Tpsit^ sDokc to her
"

• t

But was the curative power of Jesus, then, like that of a
>f.^g^'j\°|

in operating upon a nervous patient, is conscious of a diminution of strength?

Could it go out from him without his volition, and without_ his
_

knowing

exactly wh^o had been benefitted by it ? Could he -^ a l-^f
'J/'J. '^7^^;

taintv or only appear to be in earnest in asking it? Or, is it to be

untrstood that hfknew the woman had been healed by the ' virtue which

had -one out of him', and only asked to draw forth her confession ?
That is,

cleariy not the cone ption of Mark and Luke : they evidently do not attri-

bute the cure to the act of the will in Jesus, but to the behevmg touch o

the woman • and they make Jesus attribute the cure to her faith :
so that

h mareria istic character of their representation is sti brought back either

to the domain of animal magnetism,-or to the operation of imagination m

he woman But what a vast conception, either of Chnst^s magnetic power

or ofThe power of the imagination in a sick woman, is here demanded, by

the op nion that either healed a disease of twelve years' duration !
Could

we beCe such a narrative, if it were given in any other book, even if writ-

ten by a well-known author whose veracity was, in itself, an historic f^ct ?

Let us not forget that this relation, together with the swooping relation,

of the cure of masses, are not the only "-ratives of the kind m the New

Testament. In the Acts (19 ch. 12 v we are told of Paul, A=^'
f™";^^^

body were brought unto the sick handkercUefi^f apron, and the diseases

departed from them"; and in the same book (Acts 5 ch. 12, 15, 16 rv.) tlie

narrative has even increased traits of the marvellous :

" And by tlie hands of the apostles were ma«y signs and wonders wrought among tue
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people
; insomuch that they brought forth the sick into the streets, aud laid them on beds

and couches, that at least the shadow of Peter passing by, might overshadow some of them.
There came algo a multitude out of the cities round about unto Jerusalem, brinf^ino- sick
folks, and them which were vexed with unclean spirits, and they were healed everyone"!

In the Apocryphal 'Gospels of the Infancy' are numerous narratives of cures
wrought by means of swaddling bands of the infant Jesus, and by the water
in which his mother washed him !

" But we know that all that is legend," the
the orthodox believer will reply. Of course, we do. But wherein are the
handkerchiefs and aprons brought from the body of Paul to be distino-uished
from those wrought by the swaddling bands of the infant Jesus, as the more
probable and historical ? Not by their nature that is certain, and how by
the testimony for them ? Who is the author of either story '? If the accounts
of the cures by touching Christ's garments, or by receiving Paul's handker-
chiefs, had not been in the canonical books—but in what the orthodox are
pleased to call the ' apocryphal', of course they would not have been believed.
But it is not the assumed authority of a book which makes a narrative credi-
ble

: it is from the nature of its narratives that we judge of the authority of
a book,—in all other cases—and why not in this 1

No relations in the Gospels and Acts are more palpably legendary than
these. Ihey betray the grossest tendency of superstition,—at least its otoss-
ness IS only surpassed by those later stories of the Dark Ages which attributed
miraculous power to the bones of the saints when distributed as relics All
such stories have evidently their origin in a deformed veneration for the moral
excellence of some remarkable person. They are not products of the mindm the person's life-time ; but arise when his moral image has become dim by
the lapse of time, and few pattern after it. " The less "—remarks Strauss
with pregnant meaning—"the church retained of the words of Jesu<^ the
more tenaciously she clung to the efKcacy of his mantle ; and the farther she
was removed from the free spiritual energy of the Apostle Paul, the more

Tan^dket''
h*

f
"^ '"^^'^ "^^ carrying home his curative energy in a pocket-

(Commenceme'iU of the second Discourse on the Miracles in next number,)

(Watson, London
: Joseph Barker, Vfortley, near Leeds.)

STow that Mr Barker has made this book so cheap, no workino..man who is^esolved to .W on religious subjects should negle^'t to procure h It eVilences more soul than one hundred of the books, taken Wther issued by

n Sar': rn" H
''"^

'?
''^-TT ^^ ^ ^'^'^' ^^' this%Jriciris no^

-n ordinary man He writes with the true inspiration-that of -enins and

Stabilirr Ho^
'"' f-^^-^te love of verity. %is heart sickens'at fal^e re-pectabihties He must and will speak out against them. And yet his wor-

Et "Th s r:Y " '^^Tt/'^"^^ ^^^^^^^- of themost^tout rel -C -11
^

''f!" r^'"^
free-thinkers are slow in learnino-. And yet

fetft
"^^^^^^"^^^^^^ '^ ^^^^--g t^^ -^-rch of free-thought, tUl they have

Mr. Parker's introduction, like an appropriate vestibule to a beautiful tern-
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pie, prepares all who enter on his book for the real nature of its contents.

Witness these sentences :

—

" The name of Infidel is applied to the best of men, the wisest, the most spiritual and
heavenly of our brothers. The bad and the foolish naturally ask, if the name be deser-

ved, what is the use of Religion, as good men and wise men can be good and wise,

heavenly and spiritual, without it i The answer is plain—but not to the blind."

"The prevailing theology represents God as a being whom a good man must hate; reli-

gion as something alien to our nature, which can only rise as Reason falls. A despair of

man pervades our theology. Pious men mourn at the famine in our churches ; we do not

believe in the inspiration of goodness now ; only in the tradition of goodness long ago."

"Our reverence for the Past is just in proportion to our ignorance of it. We think God
was once everywhere in the world—in the soul ; but has now crept into a corner as good
as dead ; that the Bible was his last word. Instead of the Father of all for our God, wo
have two Idols,—the Bible, a record of men's words and works, and Jesus of Nazareth,

a man who lived divinely some centuries ago. These are the idols of the religious; our

standard of truth ; the gods in whom we tioist. Mammon, the great idol of men not reli-

gious—who overtops them both, and has the truest worshippers—need not now be named.
His votaries hiow they are idolaters ; the others worship in ignorance, their faith fixed

mainly on transient things.
" I know there are exceptions to this rule. Saints never fail from the earth. Reason

will claim some deserted niche in every church. But wise men grieve over our notions

of religion ; so poor, so alien to Reason ; Pious men weep over our practice of religion ;

so far from Christianity. What passes for Christianity in our times is not reasonable

;

no man pretends it. It can only be defended by forbidding a reasonable man to open

his mouth. We go from the street to the church. What a change ! Reason and good

sense, and manly energy, which do their work in the world, have here little to do ; their

voice is not heard. The morality, however, is the same in both places ; it has only laid

off its working dress, smoothed its face, and put on its Sunday-clothes. The popular re-

ligion is hostile to man ; tells us he is an outcast—not a child of God, but a spurious

issue of the devil. He must not even pray in his own name. His duty is an impossible

thing. No man can do it. He deserves nothing but damnation. Theology tells him that

is all he is sure of. It teaches the doctrine of immortality ; but in such guise, that if true,

it is a misfortune to mankind. Its heaven is a place no man has a right to. Would a

good man willingly accept what is not his %—pray for it ] This theology rests on a lie.

Men have made it out of assumptions. The conclusions came from the premises ; but the

premises were made for the sake of the conclusions. Each vouches for the

other's tmth. But what else will vouch for either ] The historical basis of popular doc-

trines, such as Depravity, Redemption, Resurrection, the Incarnation ; is it formed of

Facts or No-Facts 1 Who shall tell vis 1 Do not the wise men look after these things 1

One must needs blush for the patience of mankind.
" But has religion only the bubble of Tradition to rest on ; no other sanction than au-

thority ; no substance but Belief? They know little of the matter who say it. Did reli-

gion begin with what we call Christianity ? Were there no Saints before Peter ] Religion

is the first thing man learni;d ; the last thing he will abandon. There is but one Religion,

as one Ocean ; though we call it Faith in our church, and Infidelity out of our church,"

None can expect to find in this book the old, worn-out, conventionalities of

orthodoxy, after they have alighted on such sentences in the author's intro-

duction. The whole work is divided into six books. The first treats " of Re-

ligion in general ;" and is also entitled " A Discourse of the Religious Senti-

ment and its Manifestations." In this book, the author describes with a

power which almost equals painting, for its impressive distinctness, the forms

which Religion takes among men—Fetichism, Polytheism, Dualism, Pan-

theism, Monotheism; and descants, both learnedly and philosophically, on

.

practices and doctrines arising out of these forms of Religion—such as Sacrifi-

ces and a Future State.
^

The other five books treat of " the Relation of the Religious Sentiment

to <^ God"—to "Jesus of Nazareth"—to "the Greatest of Books"—and to

" the Greatest of Human Institutions" : they are also, severally, entitled

"Discourses" of " Inspiration"—of " Christianity"—of " the Bible"—and of

'' the Church." It will be seen, from this arrangement, that Theodore Par-

1
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ker, like Strauss, is a logician in his attachments. " What arc we to do with

this inexorable logic ?" exclaimed the orthodox divines of Germany, in a

complete paralysis at the first appearance of Strauss's ' Leben Jesu.' The

fine rhetoric of Parker, in some measure, conceals the prevalence of the

loo-ic throughout his book ; but the thinker cannot fail to feel it.

°In his first book, he had defined the Religious Sentiment to be " a sense

of dependence"—felt and experienced by the whole human family ; and had

thus argued :
" Now the existence of this religious element—of this sense

of dependence,—this sentiment of something without bounds, is itself a proof

by implication of the existence of its object,—something on which depend-

ence rests." The Absolute, the Infinite,—that is to say—God, is thus 'proved

by implication' from the universal sense of our want of Him, as a dependence

—according to Parker. Readers must, however, examine his entire argu-

ment for themselves, in order to determine for themselves, whether it be sound.

The second book is full of intense interest to the abstract thinker. The

second chapter of it I cannot refrain from extracting, as one of the best

samples of Parker's powers of thought and expression combined. Can the

reader separate its teachings distinctly from what we call ' Pantheism^ 1 The

chapter is entitled "The Relation of Nature to God."
" To determine the relation of Man to God, it is well to determine first the relation of

God to Nature—the material world—that we may have the force of the analogy of that

relation to aid us. Conscious man may be very dissimilar to unconscious matter, but yet

their relation to God are analogous : both depend on Him. To make out the point, and

decide the relation of God to Nature, we must start from the Idea of God which was laid

down above,—a Being of Infinite Power, Wisdom, and Goodness. Now to make the mat-

ter clear as noonday, God is cither present in all space, or not present in all space. If

Infinite, He must be present everywhere in general, and not limited to any particular

spot ; as an old writer so beautifully says, * Even Heaven and the Heaven of Heavens

cannot contain him.' Heathen writers are full of snch expressions. God, then, is univer-

sally present in the world of matter. He is the substantiality of matter. The circle of his

being in space has an infinite radius. We cannot say, Lo here, or lo there, for He is

everywhere. He fills all nature with his overflowing currents : without Him, it were not.

His Presence gives it existence—his Will its law and force—his Wisdom its order—his

Goodness its beauty-
" It follows unavoidably, from the Idea of God, that he is present everywhere in space :

not trannienthj present, now and then, but immanently present, always ; his centre here—
his circumference nowhere

;
just as present in the eyelash of an emmet as in the Jewish

holy of holies, or the sun itself. We may call common what God has cleansed with his

presence ; but there is no comer of space so small—no atom of matter so despised and
little, but God the Infinite is there.

" Now, to push the inquiry nearer the point. The nature or substance of God, as repre-

sented by our Idea of him, is divisible or not divisible. If Infinite, he must be indivisi-

ble ; a part of God cannot be in this point of space, and another in that,—his Power in

the sun, his Wisdom in the moon, and his Goodness in the earth. He must be wholly,
vitally, essentially present, as much in one point as in another point, or all points ; as es-

sentially present in each point at any one moment of time, as at any other or all mo-
ments of time. He is there, not idly present, but actively, as much now as at creation.
Divine Omnipotence can neither slumber nor sleep. Was God but transiently active
in matter at creation—his action now passed away 1 From the Idea of him it follows
that He is immanent in the world, however much He also transcends the world. * Our
Father worketh hitherto ;' and for this reason Nature works, and so has done since its

creation. There is no spot the foot of hoary Time has trod on, but is instinct with God's
activity. He is the ground of nature—what is permanent in the passing—what is real in
the apparent. All nature, then, is but an exhibition of God to the senses; the veil of
smoke on which his shadow falls ; the dewdrop in which the heaven of his magnifi-
cence i.s poorly imaged. The Sun is but a sparkle of his splendour. Endless and without
beginning flows forth the stream of divine influence that encircles and possesses the All
of things

:
from God it comes, to God it goes. The material world is perpetual growth,

a continual transfiguration, renewal that never ceases. Is this without God ? Is it not
because God, who is ever the same, flows into it without end ? It is the fulness of God that
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flows into the crystal of tlio rock, the juices of the plant, the life of the emmet and the
elei^hant. He penetrates and pervades the world. All things are full of Him, who sur-

rounds the sun, the stars, the universe itself; ' goes through all lands, the expanse
of oceans, and the profound Heaven.'

"Inanimate matter, by itself, is dependent,—incapable of life, motion, or even exist-

ence. To assert the opposite is to make it a God. In its present state it has no will

;

yet there is in it existence, motion, *life. The smallest molecule in a ray of polarized
light, and the largest planet in the system, exist and move as if possessed of a Will, power-
ful, regular, irresistible. The powers of Natvire, then,—that of Gravitation, Electri-

city, Grovv'th,—v^hat are they but modes of God's action ?- If v/e look deep into the heart
of this mystery, sucli must be the conclusion. Nature is moved by the first Mover ; beau-
tified by him who is the Sun of Beauty ; animated by Him who is of all the Creator,

Defence, and Life.
" Such, then, is the relation of God to matter up to this point : He is immanent therein^

and perpetually active. Now to go farther. If this be true, it would seem that the
various objects and things in nature were fitted to express and reveal different degrees
and measures of the divine influence, so to say ; that this degree of manifestation in each
depends on the capacity which God has primarily bestowed upon it ; that the material

but inorganic, the vegetable but inanimate, and the animal but irrational world, received
each as high a mode of divine influence as their several natures would allow.

" Then, to sum up all in brief : The material world, with its objects sublimely great, or
meanly little, as vre judge them ; its atoms of dust, its orbs of fire ; the rock that stands

by the sea-shore, the water that wears it away ; the worm, a birth of yesterday, which we
trample underfoot ; the streets of constellations that gleam perennial over head ; the

aspiring palm-tree, fixed to one spot ; and the lions that are sent out free ;—these incar-

nate and make visible all of God their natures will admit. If man were not spiritual,

and could yet conceive of the aggregate of invisible things, he might call it God, for he
could go no farther.

" Nov/, as God is Infinite, imperfection is not to be spoken of Him. His Will, therefore

—if we may so use that term—is ahvays the same. As nature has of itself no power, and
God is present and active therein, it must obey and represent his unalterable will.

Hence, seeing the uniformity of operation—that things preserve their identity, we say

they are governed by a law that never changes. It is so. But this Law—what is it but
the Will of God '\—a mode of divine action ? It is this in the last analysis. The apparent

secondary causes do not prevent this conclusion.

"The things of Nature, having no will, obey this law from necessity. They thus reflect

God's image, and make real his conception—if we may use such language with this appli-

cation : they are tools, not artists. We never in Nature sec the smallest departure from
Nature's law. The granite, the grass, keep their law ; none go astray from the flock of

stars ; fire does not refuse to burn, nor water to be wet : we look backwards and forwards,

but the same law records everywhere the obedience that is paid to it. Our confidence

in the uniformity of Nature's law is complete,—in other words, in the fact that God is

always the same—his modes of action alwaj^s the same. This is true of the inorganic,

the vegetable, the animal world. Each thing keeps its law, with no attempt at violation

of it. From this obedience comes the regularity and order apparent in Nature. Obeying

the Lav/ of God, his omnipotence is on its side ;—to oppose a law of Nature, therefore,

is to oppose the Deity. It is sure to redress itself.

" But these created things have no consciousness, so far as we know,—at least nothing

which is the same with our self-consciousness. They have no moral will—no power in gen-

eral to do otherwise than as they do. Their action is not the result of forethought, reflec-

tion, judgment, voluntary obedience to an acknowledged law. No one supposes that the

Bison, the Rosebush, or the Moon, reflect in themselves ; make up their mind andsay,
* Go to, now let u.s bring \ip our young, or put forth our blossoms, or give light at night-

fall, because it right is to do so, and God's law.' Their obedience is unavoidable,—they do

what they cannot help doing. Their obedience, therefore, is not their merit, but their

necessity ;—it is power they passively yield to—not a duty they voluntarily and con-

sciously perform. All the action, therefore, of the material, inorganic, vegetable,^ and

animal world, is mechanical, vital, or, at the utmost, instinctive ; not self-conscious,

he result of private will. Tiiere, is therefore, no room for caprice in this department.

The Crystal must form itself after a prescribed pattern ; the Leaf assume a given shape ;

the Bee build her cell with six angles. The mantle of Destiny is girt about these things ;

—to study the laws of nature, therefore, is to study the modes of God's action. Science

becomes sacred, and passes into a sort of devotion. Well says the old Sage—' Geometry

is the praise of God.' It reveals the perfections of the divine Mind ; for God manifests

himself in every object of science,—in the half-living molecules of powdered wood—in
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the Comet witli its orbit which imagination cannot surround—In the Cones and Cycloids

of the Mathematician, that exist nowhere in the world of concreate things, but which tho

conscious mind carries thither.

"Since all these objects represent, more or less, the divine mind, and are in perfectharmo-

ny with it, and so always at one with God, they express, it may be, all of Deity which

matter in these three modes can contain, and thus exhibit all of God that can be made
manifest to the eye, the ear, and the other senses o# man. Since these things are so,

Nature is not only strong and beautiful, but has likewise a religious aspect. This fact

was noticed in the very earliest times ; it appears in the inidest worship, which is adora-

tion of God in nature; it will move man's heart to the latest day, and exert an influence

on souls that are deepest and most holy. Who that looks on the ocean, in its anger, or

its play—who that walks at twilight under a mountain's brow, listens to the sighing of

the pines touched by the indolent wind of summer, and hears the light tinkle of the

brook mvirmuring its quiet tone,—who is there but feels the deep Religion of the scene ?

In the heart of a city we arc called away from God ; the dust of man's foot, and the sooty

print of his fingers, are on all we see ;—the very earth is unnatural, and the heaven scarce

seen. In the crowd of busy men who set through its streets, or flow together of an holi-

day—in the dust and jar, the bustle and strife of business,—there is little to remind us

of God : men must build a cathedral for that. But everywhere in nature, we are carried

straightway back to Him. The fern, green and growing amid the frost—each little grass

and lichen—is a silent memento. The first bird of spring, and the last rose of summer ; the

grandeur or the dullnes of evening and morning ; the rain, the dew, the sunshine ; tho

stars that come out to watch over the farmer's rising corn ; the birds that nestle content-

edly, brooding over their young, quietly tending the little strugglers with their beak ;—
all these have a religious significance to a thinking soul. Every violet blooms of God,
each lily is fragrant with the presence of Deit3\ The awful scenes of storm and lighten-

ing and thunder seem but the sterner sounds of the great concert wherewith God speaks

to man. Is this an accident ? Ay,—earth is full of such accidents. When the seer rests

from religious thought, or when the world's temptations make his soul tremble, and
though the spirit be willing the flesh is Aveak ; and the perishable body weighs down
the mind, musing on many things ; when he wishes to draw near to God, he goes

not to the city—there conscious men obstruct him with their vrorks,—but to the meadow,
spangled all over with flowers, and sung to by every bird ; to the mountain, * visited all

night by troops of stars ;' to the ocean the undying type of shifting phenomena and un-

changing law ; to the forest, stretcliing out motherly arms, with its mighty growth and
awful shade ;—and here in the obedience these things pay, in their order, strength,

beauty, he is encountered front to front with the aAvful presence of Almighty power. A
voice cries to him from the thicket, ' God will provide.' The bushes burn with Deity.

Angels minister to him. There is no mortal pang but it is allayed by God's fair voice as

it whispers in nature, still and small, it may be, but moving on the face of the deep,

and bringing light out of darkness.
" Now to sum up the result. It seems, from the verj'' Idea of God, that He must be Infi-

nitely present in each point of space. This immanQnee of God in matter is th-i basis of

his influence ; this is modified by the capacities of the objects in nature; all of its action

is God's action ; its laws, modes of that action. The imposition of a law, then, which is

perfect, and is also perfectly obeyed, though blindly and without self-consciousness,

seems to be the measure of God's relation to matter. Its action therefore is only mechani-
cal, vital, or instinctive, not volimtary and self-conscious. From the nature of these
things it must be so."

The Worth of \ Good Companion.—A companion that is cheerful, and free from
swearing and scurrilous discourse, is worth gold. I love such mirth as does not make
friends ashamed to look upon one another next morning ; nor men, that cannot well
bear it, to repent the money they spend when they be warmed with drink. And take this

for a rule : you may pick out such times and such companions, that you may make
yoiu'selves merrier for a little than a great deal of money ; for *' 'tis the company and
not the charge that makes the feast."

—

Isaac Walton.
Future State.—A dialogue between tv/o infants in the womb concerning the state of

this world, might handsomely illustrate our ignorance of the next, whereof methinks we
yet discourse in Plato's den, and are but embryo philosophers.

—

Siv Thomas Broione.
(Religio Medici.)

Tolerance.—I have endeavoured to make it one of the governing principles of my
life, never to abate anything of humanity and charity to any man, for his difference from
mc in opinion.

—

Ahp. TilloUon.
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Religion.—When temporal advantages are annexed to any religious profession, they
will be sure to call in all those who have no religion at all : knaves will embrace it for
the sake of interest ; fools will follow them for the sake of fashion ; and when once
it is in such hands, omnipotence itself can never preserve its purity.

—

Soame Jenyns.
Honesty.—A right mind and generous affection hath more beauty and charms than

all other symmetries in the world besides f'and a grain of honestj* and native worth is

of more value than all the adventitious ornaments, estates, or preferments, for the sake
of which some of the better sort" so oft turn knaves, forsaking their principles, and
quitting their honour and freedom for a mean, timorous, shifty state of gaudy sei-vitude.
Shaftesbury.

Real Knowledge.—There is no difference betM^een knowledge and temperance; for
he who knows what is good, and embraces it ; who knows what is bad, and avoids it, is

learned and temperate. But they who know vtry well what ought to be done, and yet
do quite otherwise, are ignorant and stupid.

—

Socrates.

Life.—Though we seem grieved at the shortness of life in general, we are wishing
every period of it at an end. The minor longs to be of age ; then to be a man of busi-

ness ; then to make up an estate ; then to arrive at honours ; then to retire.

—

Spectator.

Hatred.—Hate is of all things the mightiest divider, nay, is division itself. To couple
hatred, therefore, though wedlock try all her golden links, and boiTow to her aid all the
iron manacles and fetters of law, it does but seek to twist a rope of sand.

—

Milton.
On the Means of Subsistence.—There are few countries, which, if well cultivated,

would not support double the number of their inhabitants ; and yet fewer where one
third part of the people are not extremely stinted, even in the necessaries of life.

—

Swiff.

How to Reform Mankind.—There is no way but one to reform men, and that is to

render them happier. It is good and easy to enfeeble vice by bringing men nearer to

each other, and by rendering them thus more happy. All the sciences, indeed, are still

in a state of infancy ; but that of rendering men happy has not so much as seen the
light yet, even in Christendom.

—

St. Pierres Studies of Nature.

How TO Give Advice.—The most difficult province in friendship is the letting a man
see his faults and errors, which should, if possible, be so contrived, that he may per-

ceive our advice is given him, not so much to please ourselves as for his own advantage.
The reproaches, therefore, of a friend should always be strictly just, and not too fre-

quent.

—

Budgell.

Before and After Dinner.—Before dinner, men meet with great inequality of un-
derstanding ; and those who are conscious of their inferiority, have the modesty not to

talk : when they have drunk wine, every man feels himself happy, and loses that modesty,
and grows impudent and vociferous ; but he is not improved ; he is only not sensible of

his defects.

—

Johnson.
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X) THE EiaHT EEYEEEND, THE LOED HAEEY OF EXETEE.

•' Tis not the least disparagement
,,

To be defeated by the event

;

Nor, to be beaten by main force,

That does not make a man the worse—
Although his shoulder with batoon.

Be claw'd and cudgell'd to some tune."
JIudibras.

Mt Deib Bishop,—You are the most ill-used man in England—for

lobody wiE let you do as you like. Even the Privy-Council and the Queen
erself—^the sacred head of the Church—have now taken against you.
?his is very hard. You have need of great inward and spiritual consola-

ions to enable you to bear up against it all.

And it is not simply defeat, after all this wrangling with the fellow

orham—but he is to go back to his living of Bamford Speke, in spite of
ou, and there continue to spread his heresy. How galling, how cantank-
rously mortifying to your right reverend stomach ! What will you do,

[ir dear bishop ? You don't intend to let him alone, do you ? Egad, I
ake you to have as much pluck as any man in England ; and I cannot
magme you will let him be quiet. No, no—let us have another opening
f the " Great Grorham Case ;" and let it be soon. Look sharp after him

;

nd you are sure to catch him tripping— for it is evident enough that he
a mere heretical Puritan in disguise.

But, my dear bishop, be sure, when you bring him up to the scratch

gain, to make your charge a little more definite. The Privy Council
eally had the whip-hand of you, when they complained that you had not
hewn either, that Grorham^s doctrine was contrary to that of the Church
f England, or that yours was in accordance"with it. You were too mild,

ly dear bishop, too meek in your procedure. Give them a stronger dose,

text time. Let even the Privy Council see, (if they dare again to meddle
nith such matters,) that you have the spirit to act like a thorough High-
hurchman, and to denounce and anathematise them, too, if they have the
mseemly assurance to differ from you.
"The Privy Council !" why, my dear fellow, to be serious, there is some-

hing in this procedure which demands profound consideration on your part.

Bethink you, areyot^,a consecrated overseerof the church, reallytobesnubbed
y these ignoramuses who know no more of theology than a horse knows
if one of the ungodly new florins ? For, of course, none of us give the
wo archbishops any credit for theological knowledge ; and as for long-
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headed Blomfield, he wason your side. That, in fact, is the only grain of satis-

faction remaining to you, out of this long struggle. Is your sacred office

to be interfered with, I say, by a few arrogant presuming laicals, and are

you to sit down quietly; and not even say "muff?" "Would Beckett
have done that ? My dear bishop, remember that your reputation is

now at stake. If you do not put in a demurrer, in some shape, and a pretty

strong one besides, against this presumptuous interference with your office

—

or, rather defiance of your episcopal authority—you will be a " done coon,"

as the Americans say, in the eyes of all England. You must not submit to

be thus checked. You ought to protest against this lay interference with

the deeds of spiritual overseers. Depend upon it your protest would call up
the spirit of hundreds of the clergy, who are scarlet with shame and vexation

at the worldly subservience to a godless administration of the majority among!
the bishops, and who would shout for joy to see you 'come out' and do battle 1

valorously and to the full length, for the independence of the church.

If you do not take upon you to lead this band of the real church militant,

there is none else that will. And if you do not protest noWyii will soon be toO'

late. The spirits of all who are willing to commence the fight will sink, if

they see that you are brought to an humbling dead -lock, in this matter.

Think of it, my dear bishop : think of it, seriously. And, above all things,

beware of sly Blomfield. He voted on your side ; but he is sure to counsel

you to submit, and to be quiet. Beware of him : he is a master in the art

playing double ; but that will not do for you. Straightforward ! play

your part to the end, as the pattern High-Churchman of the nineteen

century j—and may you live to the very end of it as a pattern of consistency*^

that scarce virtue !—prays.

Yours, my dear bishop, ever lovingly, !

Thomas Cooper.
|

Postscrijitum,—Soho ! I see there is one Church of England priest bold||

enough to set you the example. Denison, the orthodox Vicar of East Bre|(l,l

has protested, "in the name of the most Holy Trinity," against the Privy

j

Council's decision. Will you be outdone by him 1 Fye upon you, bishop, ill

you be a craven 1 Up, and at them, my dear bishop ! Snap your finger andj

thumb at the paltry threat of prcsmunire in the Times. Do your deed, like

a true man—head the ' holy catholic and apostolic' malecontents, and ma^^j

the Privy Council shake in their wicked shoes—the impertinent heretics !

THE TEN HOURS' ACT.

The cause of the children, women, and young persons, working in factories,!

is once more before the public. The re -discussion of this question arisegj

from a recent decision in the Court of Exchequer legalizing the relay system!

According to the decision of the judges, women and young persons can onlj

work ten hours per day, but the time of working these ten hours may hi

spread over fifteen or sixteen hours,—having, of course, stated intermissions.

This is a practical, although, perhaps, a legal, evasion of the intention o;

the Legislature in passing the Ten Hours' Act. The late John Eielden

under whose management an agitation of thirty years' continuance was

crowned with success, unmistakeably meant ten hours* work, which, witl

meal hours deducted, signified a day's work, beginning at six in the morning

and ending at six at night.
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Tlie passing of the Ten Hours' Act was most warmly opposed (with the
most perfect consistency) by the advocates of free and unrestricted actionAmong the influential names, we find, in opposition to the restriction of
factory labour, are those of John Bright and Joseph Hume. Mr Brio-ht and
the richer mill-owners, who opposed the passing of the Bill through the House
of Commons, have not, to my knowledge, ever attempted to evade the law
since the Ten Hours' Act received the assent of royalty. A small knot of
keen competitive money-getting men, living chiefly within a circle of ten
miles round Manchester, have uniformly worked their hands on the relay
system

; and several decisions have been given in their favour by local magis
trates. The judges have decided in their favour; and if the law be not
changed, by the House of Commons passing a declaratory Act expressive of
the real meaning of the Ten Hours' Act, the relay system will no doubt

I

become general.

It is hardly necessary for me to argue in favour of the Ten Hours' Bill I
hear a great deal about the rights of capital ; but this I demand of all men
t lat they either establish justice, or acknowledge humanity. If justice were
lie rule no Ten Hours' Bill would be necessary : men would be capable ofTiakmg their own bargains, without the protection of law^makers If huma
iity be acknowledged, decrepid men, helpless women, and infant children
lave on all the strongest claims.

'

The deep-rooted and fearful antagonism and hatred, unhappily of too long-tandmg in the crowded and busy hives of manufacturing industry will be
iuickened and deepened by the recent decision of the judges ; and the next
urn of dull trade will carry in its wake an accumulated and treasured-up
.>ad of spleen and revenge. It is of no use mincing the matter : clever men
.lay talk and write about enlightened principles, and the influence of love •

)iit these factory operatives look round them, and see piles of wealth which
iiey know that their industry has contributed to create; and they believe the
wners of this wealth, the rich capitalists, to be their enemies—« their tyrants "
-to use the every-day expression of their lives. If the wise men of Sttephens believe that « the safety of the people is the highest law," they willuickly settle this already too-long unsettled point of difference between the
iiiployers and the employed,—and settle it too in favour of the factory opera-
ves. If they do not so settle it, they may, it is feared, live to repent of
leir neglect. Hatred is more easily engendered than dissipated ; and lon^-
3t led sores that have become almost, if not entirely, organic, bear but little
klitional irritation without causing insupportable uneasiness
Numerous meetings have of late been held in Oldham, Manchester, and:her important towns

; delegated meetings have been numerously attended-more so than at any former period of the Short Time movement The re-3wed agitation IS now fairly afloat ; and we earnestly hope that it may havespeedy and satisfactory settlement. There have been, it is true some differ
ices among the delegates, as to the straightforwardness and hon^ty of public
aclers

:
but there has been no difference, as to the necessity of haW a;e^dy and final settlement of the question. Lord Ashley has introduced his

i ore'be dircuss;d!' ^ ''' '" ^"'""^'"*
' " '^'' *^^ ^"*^^^ ^^^^ ^'^'^^^

The principal argument upon which the opponents of the Ten Hours' Act
3Bt their opposition was thus cleverly put by Sir Robert Peel :-"- If you

inc^ tt r'' f T 'i
^^^^^i^«^^^^, *^«lve to ten, you will necessarily

3luce the wages from twelve to ten. Are you prepared to make such an
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enormous reauction from the earnings of a large portion of tlie working popula-

tion whose wages even at twelve hours per day, are not more than their necessi-

ties require ?" The factory operatives do not quite concede this point, so ingeni-

ously contended for. But waiving the argument of decreased hours, and pos-

sibly decreased wages, they say,-" We prefer the shorter hour., even wi h

lessened wages, conscious that what we lose in the money coms is more than

made up to us by increased home-comforts, physical rest and other improve-

ments and advantages, which we cannot have under the long-hour system.

It is of comparatively trifling value to talk about national education, mental

and moral improvement, freehold land societies, and even franchises if it be

an irevitable\nd irresistible necessity that life shal resolve itself mo^a

cLeless struggle of man-machine against metal-machine. I think no such
"
rT^gle is necessary ; and after as calm and as deliberate a reflection on the

Ihole case, as made out by the opponents to, and advocates of, reduced hours

Tf labour, ks my mind is capable of, I am convinced that, in the end short

hours of labour must be advantageous to the ultimate interests of all con-

cerned, employers as well as employed,
^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^

ABSTRACT OF MR. FOX'S EDUCATION BILL.

The Bill is aaUled " A BUI to Promote the Secular Education of the People in E,iglmid m

Wales."

l' The Preamble briefly sets forth the purpose of the Bill, and Clause 1. defines the

term, uedlnT such as 'Parish.' 'Overseers/ Inhabitants/ ' Inspeetors of Sehools.

The foUowin.' ai'e tlie principal enactments of the succeeding Clauses :
,

9 "The InsDCctors of Schools shall make full and detailed Reports to the Committee rf'J

2. ihe inspeciors oi
p «„„,,„. Education in each Parish of their i-eM9 "The InsDCctors of Schools shall make full and detailed Keports to t lie L.ommii^ee wj

Pr!;v Council for Education, of the State of Secular Education in each P^™l'.<>f
"'''''•if^tPrivy l^ounou lui

j^.^ \a^„„^v of the existino- Prov s ons of each Parish to afford'

reSrX" iinforle'^^^^^^^^
thereof; and that in sucli lie-

t tL^oM Tnsnectors shall take cognizance of Secular Education only
;
and in estimat-

porta the said
\"'f

^'°"
r*''ti„„^ jj^ans to the Wants of the entire Population, private

ingtho Proportion of ^7=3™^^^^^
^t°lVt?ablltTch«rcrand any ^ther RelPgTous Body, shall be included ;

and regard

T'n u \ ??! ilT FffMr of evei-v Exclasion from Instruction, whether arising froni the

Extn^e of leltli^^ tm pTcX or special Religious Teaching adopted in any School,

or from any other Cause whatsoever." .<,,,.
3 "That whenever it shall appear from any such Report of "i«.I"f^«

"J^
»(„̂ ^ "

th!t the^existing f-vislons for KducaUon in a,iy =u —.en ^o t^ Wantsj

rrLerJrnelTylS Se'^^ rarV adc'r sT^^ seTto'the Overseers of such Parish

i" ?°^f wrParisht form tiTEdacational Committee for such Parisl. ;
and thereupon

the said rSfcakudar Months, and so on from Time to Time for every succeeding

Year
"

4. '"That the first elected Educational Committee of any P»;'|'»
^^J^^"

f°,S^^^

art«:o°:f:ns ci^mitr:r6oSr^
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by the said Committee of Council, the same shall be carried into execution by the Educa-

tional Committee."

5. ** That in every Parish where such Deficiency as aforesaid shall be reported, One or

more Free School orSchools shall bo established under the Provisions of this Act, which
shall be under the Management of the Educational Committee of such Parish, who shall ap-

point the School Master and Mistress ; and in all Schools established under this Act (ex-

cept the Infant, Evening Adult, and other Schools herein-after mentioned,) Provision shall

be made for affording gratuitously sufficient Instruction, which shall be secular only, to all

the Children of each Parish between the Ages of Seven and Thirteen Years ; and every

School Master and Mistress shall be allowed a net yearly Salary of not less than One 7mn~

dred Pounds for every Fifty Pupils who shall attend the Free School of such Master or

Mistress for One Year : Provided always, that the same Course of Secular Education shall

be afforded to all the Pupils attending any such Free School as aforesaid ; and all such

Pupils shall be free from all Charges and Payments whatever : Provided also, that the

Master and Mistress of every Free School shall allow to each Pupil sufficient Time for re-

ceiving Religious Instruction, under the Direction of the Parents of such Pupils."

6. " The Educational Committee of any Parish may propose Plans for establishing an
Infant School for the Instruction of Children under the Age of Seven Years, an Evening
School for the Instruction of young Persons above the Age of Thirteen Years, and Schools

for the Instruction of deaf and dumb or blind persons. '

'

7. Complaints may be made against the School Masters or Mistresses, of incompetency or

misconduct, and the Local Committees have power of removal ; but the Teacher has an
Appeal to the Committee of the Privy Council. " That the Educational Committee of

each Parish gfliall direct the Overseers of such Parish to levy an annual School Rate for the

Purposes of this Act on the rateable Property of such Parish ; and such School Rate shall

be made, raised, levied, and collected by the Overseers in the same Manner and with the

like Powers and Authorities as they by Law possess for making, levying, and collecting

Kates for the Relief of the Poor ; and such rates shall be paid over by the Overseers to the

Educational Committee or their appointed Officer, to be applied in carrying into effect the

Plan so approved as aforesaid."

9. " That every Educational Committee shall have perpetual Succession for the Pur-
poses of this Act, and shall be entitled to take, purchase, and hold Land of Freehold, Copy-
hold, or Leasehold Tenure whereon to erect Schoolhouses, Residences for School Masters or

for industrial Training, for the Use of any School to be established under this Act : Provid-

-d always, that Land purchased byany Educational Committe, shall be conveyed free from

^11 Stamp Duty whatsoever."

Clauses 10, 11, aftd 12, enact that the Local Committees shall keep accurate accounts of

receipts and disbursements, &c., to be laid before the Committee of Privy Council.

Clause 13, enacts that if no Local Committee should be elected, or no Plan proposed, the
Cominittee of Privy Council shall establish ** a Free School or Schools under this Act, and
exercise the Powers hereby given to the Educational Committees of such Parishes."

Clause 14 enacts that the Committee of Privy Council ** Shall make yearly a Full Re-
port upon the State and Progress of Education"—to be laid before Parliament.

12th March, 1850.
Sir,—I referred to page 106 on the supposition that a writer best understands his own

ineaning, and because you there sum up your former argument. It is evidently a deduc-
tion rather than an allusion. But the question now before us is, Does Luke relate as the
occasion of the journey of Christ's parents to Bethlehem, ^J^axing of all the world by
Augustus Caesar ? Now, Sir, I say he does not, and the only way to decide on so simple
a point, is to refer to Luke. History will not avail us here, and I must say it seems rather
absurd, to ask me to prove whether Luke harmonizes with History, before we agree as
to what his statement really is. You state in page 106, " We have seen * * * that he
(Luke) relates as the occasion of their journey to Bethlehem, a " taxing of all the world
by Augustus Caesar." To use your own w^ords, I cannot receive this on your meit affirma'
tion, but request you ^vi^^ 2>}'0ve it. Not from History but from Luke himself ; for in my
humble judgment, the only way to ascertain what an author has written, is to refer to

his work, -^ut furthgi: htVYg t^ gogdness tQ recgucilo the statement relfiting to the ikcrce
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in page 27 with the other in page 106, or say which is the correct one, unless you are
prepared to prove a decree for a registration and an actual taxation are one and the
same. I beg to remain, Sir,

Yours most respectfully,
Mr. Thomas Cooper. T. E. B.

[If T. E. B, " must say it seems rather absurd" to be asked " to prove whether Luke
harmonizes with History"—why was he so absurd as to say in his first letter (see page 158,
or No, 1 of this Journal) " The first (the decree) took place in Herod's time ; the
second, (the taxing) some years afterward. History gives a reason for such an unusual
occurrence ; as, of course, you are aware, therefore I need not advert to it?" The affir-

mation Wxtki "Luke harmonizes with History" is his own. I challenged him to prove
his affirmation. He knows he cannot ; and now wishes to back out of his own dilemma.
Let him understand me fully; I repeat that he cannot showfroni any /izs^or?/whatever that
" a decree went forth from Coesar Augustus that all the world (or land) should be taxed"
in Herod's time ; that the taxing did not take place till some years afterwards ; and that
" History gives a reason for such an unusual occurrence."

Besides, if he coidd prove that the ' decree' went forth in Herod's time, unless he
could shew that the census, or enrolment, was made immediately—^he does not enable
Luke to bring Joseph and Mary to Bethlehem, from Nazareth. But Josephus informs
us that Cyrenius made the census, at least ten years after Herod's time—the time in

which Matthew says Christ was born : Matthew having no need of the census—since ho
does not bring Christ's parents from Nazareth. I had shewn T. E. B. the inconsistency of
Luke's story, (at page 28 of this Journal) and how it originated in the real ignorance of
the Third Evangelist respecting the political relations of the period. I hlive also shewn
T. E. B. that—in spite of the parenthesis in the modern text and translation—no one
can suspect, from the original, that Luke relates two events ; but that his * decree' and
* taxing' describe one event. History—to which T. E. B. first appealed, speaks of but
one event, and places that at such a date as, in my conception, to make Matthew and
Luke contradict each other. If T. E. B. chooses to abandon his first position, and take
up with a meaning derived from the modern insertion of a parenthesis, and unsupported
by History—he is quite at liberty to do so ; but he must allow others to draw their con-
clusions as to his consistency.

—

T. C]

Co Corresponlrettts.

"*.-;.* Correspondents will please address " Thomas Cooper, 5, Park Row, Knightsbridg^'

London.
* Fedor.'—I cannot answer his question without incurring danger of an Advertisement

Duty. If he had given me his real address I would have anwei-ed him privately.

L. L.—He may receive a satisfactory answer at Mr* Watson's, 3, Queen's Head Passage,

Paternoster Bow.
W —I do not know what * Letter' he alludes to, and think it must be some communica-

tion I have not received.

J. K. Hoxton.—He must excuse my not obliging him. For two thousand years before Mr.i

Owen was born, that controversy divided the deepest thinkers. I am unwilling to swell th$

rivers of ink already shed upon it.

I

^lectures, in ilontron, tor i^z tmuinq ffiHeelt.

Sunday, March 24, at 7, Literary Institution, John Street, Fitzroy Square. " Cortes, and

the Conquest of Mexico"—Thomas Cooper. At 7, Hall of Science, (near Finsbury

Square,) City Road. "Association, the only remedy for the Evils, under which the

Working Classes are suffering"—Walter Cooper. At 11, Farringdon Hall, King's

Arms' Yard, (bottom of Snow Hill.) " The Labour Question"—S. M. Kydd : at 7,

"Association"—Rdbert Owen. At half-past 7, Institute of Progress, 1, GeorgeStreet,

Sloane Square. " The Deluge"—W. Baker.

Monday, March 25, at half-past 8, Mechanics' Institute, Gould Square, Crutched Friars.

" Hydrostatics"—John Robinson. At a quarter to 9, Finsbury Hall, 66, Bunhill RoW.

Quarterly Meeting of Members. At half-past 8, Finsbury Mechanics' Institute,

Bell Yard, City Road. " Life and Health—continued"—Dr. Curl. At half-past 8,

Pentonville Athenjeum, 1 7, Chapel Street. Quarterly Meeting of Members. At

a quarter-past 8, Literary Institution, Carlisle Street, Edgeware Road. " Living

Philanthropists of America"—Miss Dyer.

Tuesday, March 26, at half-past 5, Young Man's Mutual Instnictlon Society, 2, Little Dean

Street, Soho. Anniversary, Tea and Soiree—Walter Cooper in the Chair.
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THINKINGS, FROM WILLIAM GODWIN.

On the Formation of Character.—The character of any man is the
esult of a long series of impressions communicated to his mind, and mo-htymg it in a certain manner so as to enable us, from a number of these modifica-
loiis and impressions being given, to predict his conduct. Hence arise his temper
ind habits, respecting which we reasonably conclude, that they will not be abrupt-
y superseded and reversed

; and that, if they ever be reversed, it will not be acci-
lentally, but in consequence of some strong reason persuading, or soraeextraor^dinary
i
vent modifying his mind. If there were not this original and essential connexion
"etween motives and actions, there could be no such thing as character, or aa
ground of inference enabling us to predict what men would be from what thev
ave been. •'

JuDGMENT.—No two men can ever judge alike; those who are dissimilarly situ-
[ted cannot agree in their thoughts. Two men view a picture ; they never see it
3 the same point of view, and, therefore, strictly speaking, never see the same
icture. If they sit down to hear a lecture, they never sit down with the same
egree of attention, seriousness, or good humour : the previous state of the mind
i ditierent, and therefore the impression received cannot be the same.
Political Justice.—Every man is entitled, so far as the general stock will

ithce, not only to the means of being, but of well-being. It is unjust, if one man
ibouT to the destruction of his health, that another may abound in luxuries ; it is
injust, if one man be deprived of leisure to cultivate his rational powers, while
Qother man contributes not a single effort to add to the common stock. The
iculties of one man are like the faculties of another. Justice directs that each
Qless, perhaps, he be employed more beneficially to the public, should contribute
•
the cultivation of the common harvest, of which each consumes a share. This

;ciprocity is the very essence of justice.
Inequality of Property—In the most refined states of Europe the inequality
property has.risen to an alarming height. Vast numbers of their inhabitants

•e deprived of almost every accommodation that can render life tolerable or

'^^^^M^
^^^ utmost industry scarcely suffices for their support. The women

Id children lean with an insupportable weight upon the efforts of the man, so
lat a large family has in the lower order of life become a proverbial expression
r an uncommon degree of poverty and wretchedness. If sickness, or some of
ose casualties which are perpetually incident to an active and laborious life, be
iperadded to those burdens, the distress is still greater.
iEquality.—It was perhaps necessary that a period of monopoly and oppression
ould subsist, before a period of cultivated equality could subsist. Savages, per-
.ps would never have been excited to the discovery of truth and the invention of
t, but by the narrow motives which such a period affords. But surely, after the
|vage statehas ceased, and men have set out in the glorious career of discovery and
(mention, monopoly and oppression cannot be necessary to prevent them from re-rmng to a state of barbarism. Thus much is certain, that a state of cultivated
uaiity IS that state which, in speculation and theory, appears most consonant toe nature ot man, and most conducive to the extensive diffusion of felicity.

^\.,,^"^l''i^^^''^f'''l^
'^ *^^ birth-right of man, and that which each of usght to cherish beyond all earthly possessions. I will tell you what a slave isslave is he who watches, with abject spirit, the eye of another; he waits timidly

i another man shall have told him whether he is to be happy or miserable to-
y .

ins comforts and his peace depend on the breath of another's mouth. Nom need be this unless he pleases. If he has fallen as to externals, into another's
wer, still there is a point which at his own will he can reserve. He may'refuse to

'"^i 1
'
.u

.'""^^ ^^^^ fearlessly and erect
; the words that he utters may be sup-ed by that reason, to which the high and low, rich and poor, have equally ac-

5S ;andit he that the mis-judging world calls a slave may retain all that is
»st substantial in independence, is it possible that he whom circumstances haveWe free, should voluntarily put the fetters on his own feet, the manacles on his
In iiands, and drmk the bitter draught of subjection and passive obedience ?
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A WINTER DREAM.

Thh night's thick shadows still are thickening slow

Hanging around the trees that overshade

The silence of the sepulchres below,

Whose branched canopy the stars invade,

And even among the stately cedar, laid

In shelves of blackest hue, their lustres rest,

And in its dark hair weave a jewelled braid:

And as the Moon moves onward towards the west

The Winter maketh keen the brightness of her crest.

One diamond-star attends her through the sky,

Almost encircled by the ring that grows
Far off around her brightness silently;

And there it seems the blue more deeply glows

Than even within its circle, round the brows
Of that most gentle beauty. Far away,
Across the silent field, some cottage throws
Its smoke towards heaven, made pale in the Moon's ray,

And rising thin it dies upon the evening grey.

The dim-seen cloudlets darken not the sky,

But sleep in stillness on the frosted blue.

Or as the stately moon goes slowly by
Arouse themselves, and as she glitters through.
Shrouding her beauty, they grow brilliant too,

—

Till, as she swells forth on the wintry night

Unveiled again, as slowly as they grew
In brilliancy they lose their borrowed light,

And growing fainter still, fade from the moon-channed sight.

The City's noises have become a sound
Still fainter than the murmuring of these

Dim groves, that lowly rustle, while around
Their leafless Wintry branches comes the breeze,

And bends the sleepy boughs with lazy ease;
Then sinks, and sinks, till all its sound is lost.

And silently the tomb-o'ershadowing trees

Spread to the Moon their branches, robed in frost.

That glitters white and cold by her cold lustre crossed.

Far in the dusky windings of the grove,
Concealed in mist, the vision-spirit lies;

Waiting till Night is thicker, forth to rove;
And, where it findeth slumber- closed eyes.
To cause wild towers and rainbowed crags to rise.

And realms that only Sleep doth ever see;
Till as the Sun comes up the reddening skies
The shroud of Slumber parteth gradually;

And back to shadowy dells the fay of dreams doth flee»

Strange freaks they have, these vision -fays of Sleep,
Wild and fantastic as the forms that lie

On early Spring's oft-changing heaven; and creep
O'er the departed Sun's last pageantry;
When dusky orange has usurped the dye
Of purple-streaked crimson mixed with gold;
And every cloud that resteth on the sky
Grows silently into some giant mould

Of dragon wild or fiend, in misty pomp enrolled.

Strange freaks they have, these slumber-roving fays
But such as leave this frozen place of tombs
Such cheerless regions round the sleeper raise
As cypress forests dark, whose woven glooms
Grow gloomier as the rising Moon assumes
More strength to pierce among the woven boughs
And downward in a feeble glimmering comes;
Revealing only darkness: till there grows

A dew of silent fear upon the dreamer's brows.
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But gentler fays through Night are wandering
To give the day- worn sleeper peaceful dreams;

Sometinaes from out the dusky town they bring

His willing spirit where the sunlight gleams

Upon the river's gentle face, which streams

In silent windings through the meadows, where
In childhood he had played: and still there seems

The willow bending o'er its surface there

;

And still the skylark sings high in the trembling air.

Not only poets gaze on Fairy-land:

Sleep shadows it to all of us;—we ride

O'er waveless seas in charmed boats, unfanned
By any breeze; and forward smoothly glide,

Drawn on by unseen fairy bands, whose stride

Stirs not the surface of the golden sea;

Until we rest in silence at the side

Of some green isle of flowers ; that seems to be
The home of voices wild, that sing melodiously.

But other joys than sleep attend thee, Night!
Thou dost reveal the Moon who lets us gaze
Upon her splendour with undazzled sight.

How oft in silent loveliness I raise

My tranced eyes to watch her, as she strays

With smoothed flight along the even sky;

And looking towards our dusky planet, lays

A shroud of light upon it silently,

That like a silver bloom doth on the tree-tops lie.

The frozen grass is twinkling bright, beneath
The starlight of a myriad suns; and now
From the dim northern groves the Night's cold breath

Comes half awakened, silently and slow,

And in the bare, stiff bushes moaneth low;
But not a blade is bent in all the field,

—

For that snow-fingered frost hath crisped it so
That it refuseth to the wind to yield,

—

Opposing to its foe a diamond-sparkling shield.

The ever-moving Moon reveals a cloud,

White as the plumed pinion of a swan:
Outstretched before her path, it spreads a shroud
To hide her brightness as she moveth on

;

She floats among its silence now; and wan.
And yet more wan, her faded brightness seems,
As closer curtains round her couch are drawn

:

Till pale as Morning's latest star she gleams;
And Earth and Heaven alike lie soothed in silent dreams. hereward.

CEITICAL EXEGESIS OF GOSPEL HISTOEY,
ON THE BASIS OP STRAUSS'S * LEBEN JESU.*

A SERIES OF EIGHT DISCOURSES ; DELIVERED AT THE LITERARY INSTITUTION, JOHH
STREET, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, AND AT THE HALL OF SCIENCE, CITY ROAD, ON
SUNDAY EVENINGS, DURING THE WINTERS OF 1848—9, AND 1849—50.

BY THOMAS COOPEE,

Author of * The Purgatory of Suicides,'*

IV.—THE MIRACLES.

The heart and the imagination govern a child ; but reason is the guide of the

civilised man. As it is with the individual, so it is with men, collectively.

A nation often remains long in its childhood ; but when it reaches manhood,
it " puts away childish things." Yet, th^ struggle through which it has to
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pass is severe. There is a sore combat between the heart and the head :

between the feelings and the reason. The heart clings to its childish images,

and often wishes to palm them upon the reason as realities ; and as often as

the reason sternly asserts its rejection of the dreams of childhood, the heart

grieves, and feels it hard to give up what it has loved, and to be compelled to

confess that its idols have no real existence—that what it has worshipped is

not a substance, but a shadow.

Even Man's discoveries in the outward realm of Nature are not made and
accepted without this conflict being undergone. Men and nations cling

fondly to the fables of their childhood, as it respects the sun and the moon
and stars ; thunder and lightning ; the winds, the ocean, and the rivers ; the

woods, and hills, and plains. Personal powers superior to man, gods and de-

mons and dryads and nymphs, were assigned, in man's childhood, distinct

dominions and localities in Nature ; and her operations were adjudged to be
immediate acts of these personal powers. As science grew up, these dreams

of man's infancy passed away ; but it was not without difficulty that they

were dispelled.

Nor does the bringing home of science to the augmentation of the con-

veniences of life annihilate this reluctance of the heart to part with early as-

sociations. Can a single scientific or mechanical improvement be mentioned
which has been introduced without opposition, or, at least, without some de-

gree of dislike towards it, being manifested 1 True, this opposition has often

arisen from thousands who suffered by the new mechanic invention ; and, in

other instances, from a few powerful and wealthy owners of a peculiar species

of property who knew they would be injured by the new discovery. Inde-

pendent of any feeling of deep suffering, or of pecuniary loss, however, thou-

sands dislike what is new, though it be an improvement,—especially if they

be advanced in life. Is it so very long, for instance, since we heard of Words-
worth, the patriarch poet-laureate, protesting against railways, because they

were about to disturb the solemn and sublime scenery of Cumberland and
Westmoreland, amidst which he dwells 1

Happily, by the laws of Man's nature, all these infantile complainings,

these childish fondnesses for the continuance of what has been, because it has

been, are vain. Progress lies in the very essence of humanity. Man must
ouAvard ! He cannot look at the granite rock, or on the flowers of the field,

or at the stars above, or the waters below, without learning something more
about them. What some of his wise fathers knew they have not only left

written, but it is now printed—so that millions know it ; and, now, know-
ledge must, by necessity, accur-^ulate. Murmur and grumble about discovery

and invention, and exclaim you don't like it ! That may be ; but you must
have it. In the depth of their suffering, workingmen, at one time of the day,

broke machinery. They don't do so now. They know that it is as vain to

attempt to stop the invention of machinery, as to stop the ebb and flow of the

tides, and that it would be as evil. They purpose something better than
that—the lessening of labour, and a share of the gain, by machinery j and
they'll have it, sooner or later. Arrest science ! You might as well try to

put out the sun. Murmur and grumble about it you may, if you wish the
world to think you superannuated ; but nothing can you gain by it. Vitu-
perate against railroads as you may, people will travel by them. You may
go by the slow coach, if you will ; but you will have few fellow-travellers,

even when you have found the slow-coach—for, alas ! for you, there are now
few on the road ! As for the old wain in which your forefathers jolted from
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York to London in the ^ amazing short time' of one fortnight—making their

wills before they set out—that's all over : you can't travel by that venerable

great-grandfather ! Cry out against this glaring gas-^declare you won't

have it, with all its dangers ; but others will, and risk ihe danger for the

sake of the brighter and steadier light. You may go back to tallow, if you

like—or even to the old dim oil lamp; but nobody will find your shop ; or if

they happen to see it, they will only laugh and pass on !

Equally vain is it, equally childish, for any man, or any classs of men, to

think of staying and arresting the progress of the human mind in the moral

regions of thought. As surely as man has left his infantile notions of out-

ward nature, so surely will he shake off the benumbing power of superstition,

and wake up to nobler and purer and more consistent notions of moral truth.

He has been long told that moral truth depends on a Revelation made super-

naturally. He had a kindred dream in his childhood, about the operations

of Nature ; but that is gone—and so must this other dream. He was once

told it was impious to doubt the special agency of a plurality of superior

powers in the thunder and the winds and the waves ; but man came not only

to doubt it, but to deny it, and to laugh at it—yet the thunder did not destroy

him—the winds did not blow him away—nor the waves swallow him up the

more swiftly, for his denial. Franklin drew down the lightning,—and yet Jove
never struck him with his thunder-bolts : every miller uses the wind, and
never prays to Eolus, but the millers thrive for all that : the steam-ship

careers over the Atlantic,—but Neptune never lifts up his ' placid head' as in

that epic description of Virgil, and though the sailor no longer prays to him,

he does not strike the ship with his trident. That old polytheistic creed of

the imagination is gone, and men found they could be good moral men and
happy men without it ; and now the elder part of another creed is fast going,

for even dignitaries of the Church are openly declaring their repudiation of it.

Dr. Buckland, Dean of Westminster, himself admits that geologic science up-

sets the hitherto orthodox reckoning of the Mosaic Age of the World. I'll be
bound for it he would, if he dared, declare himself fully as sceptical about the

verity of the Old Testament stories of Samson, Jonah, and others. And
what is there to fear for morality if even the New Testament Miracles become
generally disregarded and treated as legends 1 Let us again pursue our in-

vestigation, and enquire whether they belong to any other region of record

than the mythical or legendary. The last discourse closed with a brief en-

quiry into the truth of the ' Involuntary Cures' which class as a part of the

Miracles recorded in the Gospels. A class of cures next claim our attention

which are the opposite of these : namely,

6. Cures at a distance. The ' involuntary cures,' as it appeared by the

narrative, were effected by mere corporeal contact, without a special act of

the will ; but this new class of cures are described as being effected solely by
the act of the will, without corporeal contact, or even nearness of the miracle-

worker to the patient. The former class of cures is strictly material or

physical, as it regards the power by which they were performed : the latter,

simply, intellectual or spiritual. Our last investigation led us to the convic-

tion that this purely physical mode of influence, if it existed at all, was natural

—or what in modern language is termed ' magnetic ;' though the marvellous

accounts which came especially under notice were deemed improbable : free

space, however, is thus left for the purely spiritual, and our decision on the

latter must depend entirely on the examination of the narratives of these

alleged ^ facts,' themselves.
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One of these narratives will need but little scrutiny : it is that relating

the cure of the daughter of a Canaanitish or Syro-phenician woman
(Matth. 15 ch. 22 v., Mark, 7 ch. 25 v.) First, the conduct of Jesus is de-

scribed with considerable divergency : he ' answered not a word,' Matthew

says, and even resisted the entreaty of his disciples—till the woman ' came
and worshipped him, saying, Lord help me !' There is nothing of all thk

in Mark—who, strange to say, is here outstripped by Matthew in the tendency"

to exaggerate. The critical reason presents itself for this : namely, that who-
ever the First Evangelist was, he had more Jewish prejudice about him than

the Second ; for this narrative displays the veriest acerbity of Jewish pre-

judice—Jesus himself being represented as conveying, by no obscure inuendo,

that the Gentiles are dogs, and the poor woman being pictured as willing like

a dog, to eat the children's (the Israelites') crumbs, as they fall from the table

!

But a picture so unlike the benign Jesus as he is elsewhere drawn, need

not revolt us by gazing upon it : our business is with the testimony for the

miracle :—Where is it 1 Matthew had described the woman as saying " my
daughter is grievously tormented with a devil," and concludes his narrative

"with these words, " Then Jesus answered and said unto her, woman, great

is thy faith : be it unto thee even as thou wilt. And her daughter was made
whole from that very hour." (Matth. 15 ch. 2S v.) Mark's conclusion is,

" And he said unto her. For this saying go thy way ; the devil is gone out of

thy daughter. And when she was come to her house, she found the devil

gone out, aud her daughter laid upon the bed." (Mark, 7 ch. 29, 30 y.v.)

Need we repeat our former question—What is a devil ! Need we ask how
the woman 'found the devil gone out V If orthodox believers do not like

such questions, and point to Matthew's conclusion, since he does not make
Jesus expressly recognise demoniacal possession in this case,—then we ask,

how ' inspired' writers can differ 1 But what is our warrant for confidence

in Matthew's narrative—if we consent to abandon Mark on account of his

evidently legendary conclusion ? Where is the account of the circumstan-

tials that ' her daughter was made whole from that very hour V Who sees

her afterwards ? What becomes of her 1 How does the writer show that he
knows the story to be true ?

Let no one complain of this mode of examination. We repeat, that no one

would believe this story

—

thus related—in any other book ; and since our

eternal salvation is declared to depend on our belief of these accounts, how
can we forbear to express our surprise that we are expected to believe them,

on such evidence ? This is a legend, in our conviction ; because it is desti-

tute of the features of historic testimony,—not to say one word about its con-

trariety f to the natural laws. We will next examine a more remarkable in-

stance of ' Cure at a distance.'

(To he continued in next number.)

A Discourse on Matters pertaining to Religion. By Theodore Paekeb.

(Watson, London : Joseph Barker, W^ortley, near Leeds.)

(Continued from last numher.J

After the reader has thoughtfully perused the author's view of ' the Relation
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of God to Nature,' lie will be prepared for the following heterodox, but beauti-

ful and liberal descant on the real nature of ' Inspiration' :

" If God be oranipresent and omniactive, this inspiration is no miracle, but a regular mode of

God's action on conscious spirit, as gravitation is onunconscious matter; it is not a rare con-

descension of God, but a universal uplifting of man. To obtain a knowledge of duty, man is

not sent away, outside of himself, to ancient documents, for the only rule of faith and practice :

the Word is very nigh him, even in his heart, and by this Word he is to try all documents,

whatever. Inspiration, like God's omnipresence, is not limited to the few writers claimed by
the Jews, Christians, or Mahometans, but is co-extensive with the race. As God fills all space,

so all spirit ; as he influences and constrains unconscious and necessitated matter, so he in-

spires and helps free and conscious man.
" This theory does not make God limited, partial, or capricious. It exalts man. While it

honours the excellence of a religious genius—of a Moses or a Jesus,—it does not pronounce

their character monstrous, as the supernatural ; nor fanatical, as the rationalistic theory ; but
natural, human, and beautiful, revealing the possibility of mankind. Prayer, Avhether con-

scious or spontaneous, a word or a feeling, felt in gratitude or penitence, or joy or resignation,

is not a soliloquy of the man, not a physiological function, nor an address to a deceased man,
but a sally into the infinite spiritual world, whence we bring back light and truth. There
are windows towards God, as towards the world. There is no intercessor, angel, mediator be-

tween man and God ; for man can speak and God hear, each for himself. He requires no ad-

vocate to plead for men, who need not pray by attorney. Each soul stands close to the om-
nipresent God ; may feel his beautiful presence, and have familiar access to the All-Father

;

get truth at first-hand from its Author. Wisdom, Righteousness, and Love, are the spirit of

God in the soul of man ;—wherever these are, and just in proportion to their power, there is

inspiration from God. Thus God is not the author of confusion, but of Concord ;—Faith and
Knowledge, and Revelation and Reason, tell the same tale, and so legitimate and confirm one
another.
" God's action on matter and on man is perhaps the same thing to Him, though it appear

differently modified to us. But it is plain, from the nature of things, that there can be but
one Tcind of Inspiration, as of Truth, Faith, or Love. It is the direct and intuitive percep-

tion of some truth, either of thought or of sentiment : there can be but one mode of Inspira-

tion ; it is the action of the Highest Avithin the soul, the divine presence imparting light

;

this presence is Truth, Justice, Holiness, Love, infusing itself into the soul, giving it new life

;

the breathing in of Deity ; the income of God to the soul, in the form of Truth through the
Reason, of Right through the Conscience, of Love and Faith through the Affections and
Religious Sentiment. Is inspiration confined to theological matters alone ? Most surely not.

Is Newton less inspired than Simon Peter ?"*

On the universality of ' Inspiration' of all great souls, whether classed in

history among Pagans or Jews, Catholics or Protestants, prophets or legislat-

ors, poets, philosophers, or artists, Theodore Parker afterwards makes these

startling declarations—for such they will appear to the orthodox
_;
while men

of all sects will admire the eloquence in which the declarations are couched :

*' This inspiration reveals itself in various forms, modified by the country, character, educa-
tion, peculiarity of him who receives it, just as water takes the form and the colour of the cup
into which it flows, and must needs mingle with the impurities it chances to meet. Thus
Minos and Moses were inspired to make laws ; David to pour out his soul in pious strains,

deep and sweet as an angel's psaltery ; Pindar to celebrate virtuous deeds in high heroic

song ; John the Baptist to denounce sin ; Gerson and Luther and Bohme, and Fenelon and
Fox, to do each his peculiar work, and stir the world's heart deep,—very deep. Plato and

* So long as inspiration is regarded as purely miraculous, good sense will lessen instances
of it, as far as possible ; for most thinking men feel more or less repugnance at belio-vino- in
any violation, on God's part, of regular laws. As spiritual things are commonly less at-
tended to than material, the belief in miraculous inspiration remains longer in religious

than in secular affairs. A man would be looked on as mad, who should claim miraculous
inspiration for Newton, as they have been who denied it in the case of Moses. But no
candid man will doubt that, humanly speaking, it was a more difficult thing to write the
Principia than the Decalogue. Man must have a nature most sadly anomalous, if, unassist-
ed, he is able to accomplish all the triumphs of modern science, and yet cannot discover the
plainest and most irapoi-tant principles of Religion and Morality without a miraculous revela-
tion; and still more so, if, being able to discover, by God's natural aid, these chief and
most important principles, he needs a miraculous inspiration to disclose minor details.
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Newton, Milton and Isaiah, Leibnitz and Panl, Mozart, Raphael, Phidias, Praxiteles, and
Orpheus, receive into their various forms the one spirit from God the most high. It appears

in action not less than in speech ;—the Spirit inspires Dorcas to make coats and garments for

the poor, no less than Paul to preach the Gospel. As that bold man himself has said. * there

are diversities of gifts, but the same spirit ; diversities of operations, but the same God who
worketh all in all.' In one man it may appear in the iron hardness of reasoning, which
breaks through sophistry and prejudice, the rubbish and diluvial drift of time ;—in another

it is subdued and softened by the flaine of aftection ; the hard iron of the man is melted, and
becomes a stream of persuasion, sparkling as it runs.

" Inspiration does not destroy the man's freedom ; that is left fetterless by obedience. It

does not reduce all to one uniform standard ; but Habukkuk speaks in his own way, and
Hugh de St. Victor in his. The man can obey or not obey—can quench the spirit or feed it,

as he will. Thus Jonah flees from his duty ; Calchas will not tell the truth till out of dan-
ger ; Peter dissembles and lies. Each of these men had schemes of his own, Avhich he would
carry out, God willing or not willing. But when the sincere man receives the truth of God
into his soul, knowing it is God's truth, then it takes such a hold of him as nothing else can
do. It makes the weak strong—the timid brave ; men of slow tongue become full of power
and persuasion. There is a new soul in the man, which takes him, as it were, by the hair of

his head, and sets him down where the Idea he Avishes for demands. It takes the man away from
the hall of comfort, the society of his friends ; makes him austere and lonely—cruel to himself, if

need be ; sleepless in his vigilance, unfaltering in his toil ; never i-esting from his work.

It takes the rose out of the cheek ; turns the man in on himself, and gives him more of truth.

Then, in a poetic fancy, the man sees visions—has wonderous revelations ; every mountain
thunders—God burns in every bush, flames out in the crimson cloud, speaks in the wind, de-

scends with every dove, is All in All. The Soul, deep- wrought in its intense struggle, gives

outness to its thought, and on the trees and stars, the fields, the floods, the corn ripe for the

sickle, on man and woman, it sees its burthen writ. The spirit within constrains the man.
It is like wind that hath no vent ;—he is full of the God. While he muses, the fire burus

;

his bosom will scarce hold his heart ; he must speak or he dies, though the earth quake at his

word. Timid flesh may resist, and Moses say, ' I am of slow speech.' What avails that ?

The Soul saj^s, ' Go, and I will be with thy mouth, to quicken thy tardy tongue.' Shrinking
Jeremiah, effeminate and timid, recoils before the fearful work— * The flesh ^vlll quiver when
the pincers tear.' He says, ' I cannot speak ; I am a child.' But the great Soul of All flows

into him and says, * Say not I am a child ; for I am with thee. Gird up thy loins like a man,
and speak all that I command thee. Be not afraid at men's faces, for I will make thee a de-

fenced city, a column of steel, and walls of brass. Speak, then, against the whole land of

sinners ; against the kings thereof, the princes thereof, its people and its priests, They may
fight against thee, but they shall not prevail ; for I am with thee.' Devils tempt the man,
with a teiTor of defeat and want, with the hopes of selfish ambition. It avails nothing;—

a

* Get-thee-behind-me, Satan !' brings angels to help. Then are the man's lips touched with
a live coal from the altar of Truth, brought by a Seraph's hand. He is baptised with the

spirit of fire. His countenance is like lightning. Truth thunders from his tongue—his

words eloquent as Persuasion ; no terror is terrible—no fear formidable. The peaceful is

satisfied to be a man of strife and contention, his hand against every man, to root up and
pluck down and destroy, to build with the sword in one hand and the trowel in the other.

He came to bring peace, but he must set afire, and his soul is straightened till his work be
done. Elisha must leave his oxen in the furrow ; Amos deserted his summer fruit and his friend

;

and Bohme, and Bunyan, and Fox, aiid a thousand others, stout-hearted and God-inspired,

must go forth on their errand into the faithless world, to accept the prophet's mission, be ston-

ed, hated, scourged, slain. Resistance is nothing to these men ;—over them steel loses its

power, and public opprobrium its shame : deadly things do not harm them ; they count loss

gain, shame glory, death triumph. These are the men who move the world ;—they have an
eye to see its follies, a heart to weep and bleed for its sin. Filled with a Soul wide as yesterday,

to-day, and forever, they praj"- great prayers for sinful man;—the wild wail of a
brother's heart runs through the saddening music of their speech. The destiny
of these men is forecast in their birth ;—they are doomed to fall on evil times and
evil tongues, come when they will come. The Priest and the Levite "vvar with the
Prophet, and do him to death ;—they brand his name with infamy ; cast his un-
buried bones in the Gehenna of popular shame ;—John the Baptist must leave his
head in a charger; Socrates die the death; Jesus be nailed to his cross; and Justin, John
Huss, and Jerome of Prague, and millions of hearts stout as these, and as full of God, must
mix their last prayers, their admonition, and farewell blessing, with the crackling snap of
faggots, the hiss of quivering flesh, the impotent tears of wife and child, and the mad roar of
the exulting crowd. Every path where mortal feet now tread secure ha« been beaten out of
the hard fiint by prophets and holy men, who went before us, with bare and bleeding feet, to
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smooth the way for our reluctant tread. It is the blood of prophets that softens the Alpine
rock ;—their bones are scattered in all the high places of mankind. But God lays his bur-
thens on no vulgar men ;—He never leaves their souls a prey ;—He paints Elysium on their

dungeon wall. In the populous chamber of their heart, the light of Faith shines bright and
never dies. For such are on the side of God, there is no cause to fear."

At length, the question of the historical or legendary character of the

gospel relations is touched ; and the consonance of Parker's convictions with
those of Strauss, is plainly perceived,—as in the following extract :

—

" To speak of the four Evangelists :—admitting for the sake of argument, that we have
their evidence, and that the books in our hands come really from Matthew, Mark, Luke,
and John, and that they bore the relation to Jesus which they claim ;—the question comes, Are
they competent to testify in the case?— can we trust them to give us the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth ? Admitting that they were honest, yet if they were but men, there

must be limitations to the accuracy of their testimony. They must omit many things that

Jesus said and did,—perhaps both actions and words important in estimating his doctrines.

They can express only so much of their teacher's opinions as they know ; to do this they
might perhaps modify, at lest colour, the doctrine in their own minds. They might some-
times misunderstand what they heard ; mistake a general for a particular statement, and
the reverse ; a new doctrine of the teacher might accidentally coincide in part with an old

doctrine, and he be supposed to teach what he did not teach ; a parable or an action might
be misunderstood ; a quotation misapplied or forgotten, and another put in its place ; a
general prediction, wish, or hope, referred to a specific time or event, when it had no such
reference. He may have merely allowed things which he was afterwards supposed to have
commanded. The writers might unconsciously exaggerate or diminish the fact ; they might
get intelligence at second hand, from hearsay, and popular rumour. Their national, secta-

rian, personal prejudices, must colour their narrative ; they might confound their own
notions with his, and represent him as teaching what he did not teach. They might not
separate fact from fancy ; their love of the marvellous might lead them astray. If they
believed in miracles they would ascribe prodigious things to their teacher ; had they a faith

in ghosts and devils, they would naturally interpret his words in favour of their own
notions, rather than in opposition thereto. If the writers were ignorant men ; if they
wrote in one language, and he spoke in another ; still more, if they wrote at some distance

of time from the events, and were not skilled in sifting rumours and separating fact from
fiction,—the difficulty becomes still greater. These defects are common, more or less, to

all historical testimony ;—in the case of the Evangelists they constitute a very serious

difficulty. We know the character of the writers only from themselves ; they relate much from
hearsay ; they mingle their own personal prejudices in their work ; their testimony was
not reduced to writing, so far as we know, till long after the event ; we see they were often

mistaken, and did not always understand the words or actions of their teacher ; that they
contradict one another, and even themselves, that they mingle with their story puerile

notions and tales which it is charitable to call absurd. Such testimony could not be re-

ceived if found in Valerius Maximus and Livy, or offered in a court of justice, when only a
few dollars were at stake, without great caution.

" Now the difficulty in this case is enormoous ; it has been felt from an early age. To get
rid of the evil, it has been taught, and even believed, that the Evangelist and Apostles were
miraculously inspired, to such a degree that they could commit no mistake of any kind
in this matter, and had none of the defects above hinted at. The assumption is purely
gratuitous ; there is not a fact on which to base it. From the doctrine of inspiration as be-
fore laid down, it appears that such infallibility is not j^ossible; and from an examination
of the facts of the case, it appears it was not actual. The Evangelists differ widely from
the Apostles ; the Synoptics f give us in the Jesus a very different being from the Christ
whom John describes ; and all four make such contradictory statements on some points, as
to show that they were by no means infallibly inspired ;—for in that case, not only tho
smallest contradiction would have been impossible, but, without concern, they must all have
written exactly the same thing

;
yet John omits the most surprising facts, the Synoptics

the most surprising doctrines.
" What has been said is sufficient to show that we must proceed with great caution in ac-

cepting the statements of the Gospels. The most careless observer sees inconsistencies, ab-
surd nan*ations ; finds actions attributed to Jesus, and words put into his mouth, which are
directly at variance with his great principles and the general tone of his character. Still there
must have been a foundation of fact for such a superstructure ; a great spirit to have cora-

t Matthew, Mark, and Luke.
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menccd such a movement as the Christian ; a great doctrine to have accomplished this, the

most profound and wondrous revolution in human affairs. We must conclude that these

writers would describe the main features of his life, and set down the great principles of his

doctrine, its most salient points and his most memorable sayings, such as were poured out

in the hi"^hest moments of inspiration. If the teacher were true, these sayings would in-

volve all the rest of his doctrine, which any man of simple character, religious heart, and

mind free from prejudice, could imfold and develope still farther. The condition and nature

of the Christian records will not allow us to go farther than this, and to be curious in par-

ticulars. Their legendary and mythical character does not warrant full confidence in their

narrative. There are certain main features of doctrine in which the Evangelists and the

Apostles all agree, though they differ in most other points." *

* The character of the record is such that I see not how any stress can be laid on par-

ticular actions attributed to Jesus. That he lived a divine life, suffered a violent death,

taught and lived a most beautiful religion,—this seems the great fact about which a mass
of truth and error has been collected. That he should gather disciples, be opposed by the

Priests and Pharisees, have controversies with them,—this lay in the nature of things.

His loftiest sayings seem to me the most likely to be genuine. The great stress laid on the

person of Jesus by his followers, shows what the pereon must have been;—they put the

person before the thing, the fact above the idea. But it is not about vulgar men that such

mythical stories are told.

(To he concluded next iveeh)

Diffusion of Knowledge.—The strong barriers which confined the stores of wisdom
have been thrown down, and a flood overspreads the earth : old establishments are
adapting themselves to the spirit of the age ; new establishments are rising ; the inferior

schools are introducing improved systems of instruction, and good books are rendering
every man's fireside a school. From all these causes there is growing up an enlightened
public opinion which quickens and directs the progress of every art and science, and
through the medium of a free press, although overlooked by many, is now rapidly
becoming the governing infl.uence in all the affairs of man.

—

Dr. Arnott:—Elements of
Physics.
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" And though all the winds of doctrine were let loose to play upon the earth, so Truth be in the field,

we do injuriously to misdoubt her strength. Let her and Falsehood grapple ! Who ever knew Truth put

to the worse, in &free and open encounter?"

—

Milton's Areopagitica.
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THE CHUECH HUALLY IN DANGEE.
" Shall I speak plain, and in a nation free

Assume an honest layman's liberty ?

I think, according to my little skill,

—

To my oivn mother-church submitting still,

—

That many have been saved, and many may.
Who never heard this question brought in play,"

Dryden's Rellgio Laid.

The shadow on the dial-plate of the Age, is now telling the Church of

England that the sun of her supremacy is fast sinking in the political hori-

zon. All who can read the signs of the times, written as they arejin broad
text-hand on the walls of the holy temple within and without, cannot deny
that the constitution of the Church is on the eve of important changes.

The High Priest party, or, as they may justly be styled, the Eomanizing
section of Protestantism, see the revolution advancing, and are inclined to

hail it with rejoicing ; the low Church or self-dubbed ' Evangelical' party

of the Establishment, perceive the gathering clouds, and tremble for the

consequences. The iron is growing warmer and warmer every day, and
wiU soon be ready for the anvil, when the Anti-State-Church Association

must awake from its lethargy, and assist in hammering out the consum-
mation of its hopes. Extremes are often said to meet, and on the ques-

tion of the separation of Church and State, Democratic Dissent will pro-

bably be aided in its efforts to liberate religion from political control, by
the most bigoted advocates of Hierarchy. Differing on every other point,

these two parties at last agree that the civil authorities have no right to

regulate ecclesiastical doctrine and discipline. At all events, the ultra-

church party says so now, because the secular arm has lately inflicted

rather an ugly blow on the dignity and fancied independence of Mother
Church. When, however, the question of church 'property comes to be
overhauled, perhaps this unanimity will be turned to discord. "When tithes,

church-rates, the taxing one creed to support another, and some other lit-

tle privileges enjoyed by the Act-of-Parliament Clergy, are brought under
investigation, war will certainly be proclaimed. The Church will say then,

as it says now, " if we are disunited from the State, we shall not give up
our property ; w^e must still retain our tenths, and enjoy the privilege of

mulcting dissenters to maintain the true worship." But the champions
of religious freedom will say that they understand by the phrase * separa-

tion of Church and State' no less than this, viz. : the appropriation of the
tithes for educational and national purposes, the abolition of Church-rates,

the abrogation of the royal supremacy in spiritual matters, ^e expulsion

of the Bishops from the House of Lords, the abolition of the Ecclesiasti-

cal Courts, and, may be, the repeal of the statute which now precludes men
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in 'holy orders' from sitting and voting as Members of the House of Com-
mons. To bring all these things to pass, we shall no doubt have to sus-
tain a hard fight ; but ultimately realised they must be.

The recent trial of the " Grorhamand Exeter " case, has imparted a pow-
erful impetus to the wheel of church reform. In a religious point of view,
the decision of the Privy Council on that case was as unimportant as if
the question to be decided had been the average number of hairs on a
tom-cat's tail. In spite of the solemn judgment of the royal court, some
folks will believe in 'baptismal regeneration,' and some won't; some of the
clergy will continue to preach the spiritual influence of baby-sprinkling,
and endeavour to excite reverence for the damp finger ofan ordained priest',
while others will regard the ceremony as necessary to be performed, but
having no effect on the infantine soul. Men of free thought Avill treat
baptism and no-baptism as subjects unworthy the consideration of an en-
lightened mind, except as matters of history and antiquarianism. In a
political point ofview, however, this 'dorham'*^ business is not to be despised.
It is fraught with vast results. It has brought to a crisis the divisions
that have long been fermenting in the ministration of the Church. Look
at the frantic protest of the Eev. Gr. A. Denison, and other clergymen,
against the decision

; look at the meetings of the clergy held to express
their feelings against the authority of the Judicial Committee of the Privy
Council, declaring it an illegal tribunal ; look at the number of pamphlets
advertised on both sides of the question ; read the two sermons just pub-
hshed by the Eev. W. Bennett, of Wilton Place Church, Knightsbrido-e
entitled " The Crown, the State, and the Church," in which the Church^'is
made to lament its crushed position, cries out for liberty of conscience,
and deplores royal dictation ; and then who shall say that the Church is
not realfy in danger of a rupture with the State ? Time was when
Mother Church trampled on dissenters with unrestricted foot ; time was
when she ruthlessly struggled to keep down the growth of freedom, and
sougiit to smother every voice but her own ; but circumstances have altered

;

truth and justice are more and more recognised, and are shining more and
more unto the perfect day. The Church of England is no longer a com-
pact body; external influences, direct and indirect, have succeeded in
changing her relationship with the governing powers of the realm, as the
leehngs of those governing powers toward her are also changed, and now
she IS " a House divided against itself" The rock on which she once
Btood IS crumbling beneath her foundations, and ere many years the ' Es-
tabhshment

'
must give place to a system of voluntaryism and conffreffa-

tional discipline.
. LAyMANr

J ^/\y\/W\/'\/\/\/\/

THE PEOPLE'S DUTYEEaAEDma ' JS^ATIOjN-AL EDUCATIO]^,'
Mr. Eox, in the spirit of real enlightenment, has renewed the demand in the
J^egislature—it now remains to be seen what the People withoiU are inclined

f ^'^A
'"

^V^}^
^'^^ ^"''^ *^^^ something should be done. Thousands

ot cliildr3n are daily growing up into men and women, without receiving anyproper moral or intellectual training to qualify them for the discharge of thegreat duties of citizens. What we designate crime, is only the necessary result

^^r'^''''^''i^?^t''''T'^^^^^^-^^^
*^^" fitting punishment upon us for thepicked negleijt of our duties to those who, by this vQry neglect, become crimi-

nals, it IS surely wiser and better to provide schools, thau tq build prisons,
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Crime is not dangerous, but very expensive. In this, as in other respects,

education is the " cheap defence of nations."

We scour the world in search of objects of benevolence ; we expend hun-

dreds of pounds daily for the enlightenment of the Heathen at the Antipodes,

while, if we would only venture into the courts and back slums and blind

alleys in our immediate neighbourhood, we should find, at least, equally de-

serving objects for our philanthropic zeal : Heathens quite as ignorant, and

requiring as much instruction, under our own pious and charitable noses. Ts

it not scandalous, that with all our vaunted civilization and intelligence, one-

half of the population, according to the report of the Registrar-General, should

be unable to write their own names,—while it also appears that only one

child out of thirteen is receiving the benefit of School instruction ? And how
much even of this is altogether unworthy of the name. Education is not

only deficient in quantity, but miserably defective in quality. The educa-

tion of the children of the poor has chiefly been left to the benevolent zeal of

the difierent bodies of religionists. All honour to them for the good they have

accomplished—for the kindly feeling and excellent motives by which I believe

they have been, generally, actuated ! But it is a fact notorious to all who
have made any enquiries into the subject, that with them in the great majo-

rity of instances, instruction is not only made subordinate, but subservient,

to the work of Proselytism. The School is made a supplement to the Chapel.

It may be regarded as a sort of theological manufactory ; and children are

the raw material, to be wrought up into Churchmen, Methodists, Baptists,

Independents, Catholics, as the proprietors may determine. They are educated,

not for this world, but the next. They are drugged with creeds, collects,

catechisms ; they are loaded with all sorts of unintelligible ignorance ; they

are made to parrot forth a belief in the abstrusest mysteries, which have baf-

fled the comprehension of men of the profoundest learning, and largest cali-

bre of intellect ; and to all this "intolerable deal of" theological "sack," there

is scarcely furnished one " halfpenny worth" of " the bread" of secular instruc-

tion. For, according to the evidence of the Government Commissioners, secular

instruction, even in its "most elementary form," is very scantily administered.

Keed we wonder that the opponents of education should be enabled to quote

jail statistics, to prove that such instruction has failed to elevate the moral
character of those subject to its influence ^

Our present system of education displays neither faith in God, nor trust in man.
We are guilty of the blindest, saddest idolatry—the worship of ourselves. We
seek to perpetuate in our children the mental image of ourselves. We must raise

the standard of instruction. We must familiarize the public mind with a higher

estimate of the true purposes of education. It is not education, to load the child's

memory with words and doctrines the relations of which it does not perceive

,—the meaning of which it cannot comprehend. It is not education, to cram
into the child's mind as much as we can, as if it ^-ere a trunk, or a carpet-

bag, made tojjarry luggage. I apprehend that the object of education should

be to educe, to draw out the best qualities and tendencies of the child's own
being ; to develope a^d strengthen its powers of observation, reflection, and
memory ; to cultivate its kindly sympathies, its love of goodness, its reverence

for truth ; to make it, in short, not tvhat ive will : not a stereotype impression

of our own imperfect natures, but that which God intended it should become.
We may be a long way off" this yet; but I believe the plan proposed

by Mr. Fox is an approximation towards it. He is doing his part • and now
ive have ours to perform. Let me appeal to those of my own order.
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Working men, If you desire that your children should be well and freely
educated, by competent Teachers, without the degradation of receiving it as
charity, and without having it contaminated by sectarian influences ; if you
love your country, and desire its freedom ; if you are proud of its truest
glory, and seek to elevate the character of its people, I call upon you to be up
and doing instantly and earnestly. Indifference will be criminal. Be de-
termined to do your utmost to prevent any portion of the people beino- hood-
winked or deceived, by an appeal to, and a misuse of party watchwords ! Be
resolved to defeat the narrow-minded, who have already commenced their
war-cry. Commence public meetings in every locality. Let every real
Mechanics' Institution, every Mutual Instruction Society, every Workino- Man's
Association, send in Petitions in support of the Bill for the Secular Education
of the People. And where this cannot be done collectively, let it be done
individually, and immediately. There is no time to lose. Grovernment is
waiting for your response. Let it be prompt and decisive. Tell the Leo-isla-
ture " that there can be no wise and efficient Legislation while the People are
suffered to remain in ignorance

; that it is injustice and cruelty to punish
men without previously instructing them ; that it is a mockery and an insult
to withhold from men their political rights, on the plea that it would be dan-
gerous to intrust them to an ignorant people,—and yet to perpetuate that io-no-
rance, by refusing them those means and facilities necessary for its removal"

Above all, tell them that you " claim education as the birthright of your
children

; of every child born into a civilized community,—a birthright from
which none, under any pretext whatever, should be debarred," Tell Legisla-
tors and Statesmen, that this is a right which no sophistry can destroy, the
practical recognition of which can neither be evaded or delayed, without in-
curring the most fearful guilt. Say to bigots and fanatics, " Stand out of the
sunshine !—God hath said, and the people re-echo—let there be light

!"

Thomas Shoetek.

NOTES, WHICH THEY WHO RUN MAY READ.
FRANCE.-Every succeeding number of tlje morning papers shews, more andmoie, how fearfully the volcano is gathering for another and more tremendous ex-

fo?w' . Jt^
si^tuation of the humblest mechanic in England is enviable compared

to that of the President-Pretender. Any slight and unlooked-for incident may
cicate the outburst that will engulph him in ruin ; and he lives in the hourly con-

ZZ^'^Ta % 1 ^'?''^'^
S^^

>^' t\n^<^\\ed. splendour. Thousands of the soldiery

xll ^^V""^ ^^ ^^^'^ Socialists who have just been returned to the NationalAssembly, by triumphant majorities; and crowds of shopkeepers joined the workincr.
classes, in voting for them. Socialist unions exist in activity throughout thepiovinces, circulatmg tracts, and employing missionaries

; and, every week, the

Spd ''' h ^"l"
^'"''''''^^ '^ schoolmasters for spreading Socialism, '^he cabinet

^et^t fL'n
' *^^^?/g^.' ^^ resolutely, by Louis Napoleon, is found to be so incom-petent that he would willingly get rid of it-but cannot get men of brains to take

tie b,rri ^^Tl .l^^^^'
De Broglie, and Berryer, fonsent to give him ad!

r^mi^it^lr'n
^* *hey dare not become ministers-so that there is an impe-

ioanV n r^. hV""
g«^^J«^^"^^'^thin the government. The body of Red Repub-

of the DemooT^J^''''^^^
P'^^'^' ^^^^'P^^"^' ^^at they obe/ the injunctions

sive atUta^rwh^^^^^ '^'V^^
^''^^''^ unanimity, and preservi a sternly defen-

rublil on nf^n^^^^ ^ ^^^ ^'^ projected for making the

^ov— ^y depositing a large sum wit'h the

a^ rrumon .
^'1^''^^^ ^^f"^'

««heme is on foot for c'urtailiSg the suffrage;

P^sent E^^ RnlTV^'ti ^'%^''? "^^^^ Presidency is to be extended for thepiesent holder. But the truth is, that not only he, but the long-headed reaction^
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naires who consent to give him counsel without daring to hold office—are ahke at

thier wit's end; and were it not for Changarnier's resolution and influence with a

part of the soldiery, Paris would be again in a revolution more incontrollable than

any it has witnessed since 1789.

A Change.—A singular toast was given the other day by Lord Carlisle (late

Morpeth) in the Guildhall of the City of London—Prince Albert, a crowd of the

aristocracy, the Foreign Ministers, and the Mayors of the United Kingdom, being

the guests. It was *' 27ie Working-men of the United Kingdom.'''' And so it has

come to that ! The great people are compelled to acknowledge, at their banquets,

that the little people are in existence. Such an event never occurred, in such a
company, before 1850. Yet, there w-as no one selected to respond to the toast.

One step at a time. Next time, it maybe, some nice young man, properly bedi-

zened for the occasion, may be selected to respond—who knows ? Seriously,

there is policy in all this preparation for the ' Grand Exhibition of Industry;' and
whoever put it into Albert's head, knew what he was about. The whole country

is beginning to be astir with it; and it will serve to keep trade prosperous for some
time. The head which really projected the scheme—(for it is not very likely that

a mere ' Prince' should have devised it, though it is a skilful flattery to give him
the honour),—knew that so long as working-men have plenty of employ it is diffi-

cult to get them to think about politics; and that they would be sure to take a deep

interest in such an exhibition of their workmanship as would bring tliem into

rivalry with the workmen of other nations. He was not * born yesterday' who
devised this scheme.

The Rich Lackey.—The Marquis of Westminster—the richest of all the

nobility—and said to have an income of nearly half-a-million a-year—"has
finally attained the object of his life," says the sarcastic Times, "and is ap-

pointed to the office of Lord Steward, with the full privilege of cariying a
white stick about, like Polonius in the play, whenever the Queen gives a
party to the lieges." What paltry souls must reside in the bodies of some of

these aristocrats ! What beggars' minds they have, with all their wealth !

This man might have raised institutions for literature and art—built schools or

colleges—founded hospitals or almshouses—ho might have won the love and
attachment of millions, have been more sovereign in the aflections of English-

men than any crowned or anointed sovereign,—in a word, he might have been
a real king in the land;—and yet he chooses rather to be another's lackey! Fortune
must be blind, as they say she is, or she would never have made this natural-

born lickspittle into a rich marquis.

Primogeniture.—Mr. Locke King drew the House of Commons into an un-
expected discussion of this grievance, the other night—by moving that, when a
land-owner dies without making his will, the land shall be divided among his

relatives, instead of being claimable solely by his * heir-at-law.' Hume, Ewart,
and others backed up the mover, stoutly ; and the veteran Joseph said a few
savage things about the aristocracy keeping up the 'Law of Primogeniture,'

and thereby being necessitated to struggle for keeping up the Army, Navy, &c.,

in order to provide for their younger sons. Some aflected to laugh him out of
the force of his remarks ; and Monckton Milnes fenced with the phrase ' Law of
Primogeniture.' Every one of them know, however, that although there is no
such * law' or statute—yet if a landlord dies without making a will, he can have
but one heir-at-law, who, of course, is his eldest son—if the eldest son be liv^-

ing ; and, if not, the nearest of kin. They know, also, that land can be so tied

down by entail that it cannot be willed away without the consent of the heir-at-

law. And, above all, they know, that so long as titles of nobility exist, the
wearers must take care that their successors in title must also succeed to their

land—or the titled would become public laughingstock s. The Times—which can
laugh at the lackey-Marquis with the other side of its face—gravely asserts,

in this instance, that the English people have a ' respect ' for the custom
of Primogeniture, and that "it is part of a system which works tolerably

well 1" "Lord, lord ! how the world is given to lying !" as Falstafl" said.

Thomas Cooper.
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SONNETS.

TO MAZZINI.

The noble Gracchi to the People's cause,
Devoted heart, and thought, and speech, and life,

Undaunted, though opposed in deadly strife.

By all whose power lay in the ancient laws,
They fell; but others from their ashes rose,
Whose spirits roused by Freedom's holy cry,
Resolved to bravely win, or bravely die.

Again these fell, o'erwhelmed by mighty foes

;

Then, doubters deemed no more again for Rome
Would daring Tribunes rise. But this our time
Hath seen thee— noblest, purest, most sublime.
That ever told to earth the tyrant's doom

;

And proudly to Rienzi's age-stamped fame,
We join, with hopeful hearts, Mazzini's name!

Birmingham. JoHN Alfred Langford.

TO KOSSUIH.

The annals of the world contain no name,
At which we freely with more reverence bow,
Than thine, immortal Kossuth ! Thou art now
Dear to the hearts of all, whose bosoms flame
With hope for the redemption of mankind.
Well hast thou done and bravely. Hearts there be
Thy name hath roused from hopeless lethargy.
To holy work. Oh, that thy prophet mind
Had been united to a Cromwell's sword;
And in the field thy guiding arm been seen,
As from the council thy strong voice was heard.
Ah, then how changed thy Country's fate had been

!

But, we despair not: if thy work be done,
Yet, thou undying fame hast surely won

!

Birmingham. John Alfred Langford.

€o Corrwpontrents.

\* Correspondents will please address " Thomas Cooper, 5, Park Row, Knightsbridffe,
London.

P. L. W., Ashton ;
* Leander'

; A. A. ;
' Sappho.' Their poetry is respectfully declined.

J. C, Finsbury
;
he will see the subject of his letter (for which I am, nevertheless, ob-

liged) taken up in another shape.
'Friend of the People.' I am gratified with his earnest letter; but have no hope of

seeing a Progress Union realised, at present. So long as abundance of employment con-
tinues working men cannot be roused to effort. And who can wonder at it, that remembers
their long and severe deprivations and the influences with which they are surrounded ?

• Kappa.' The letters are usually placed after unfinished quotations of Greek, and have
the same import as «et cetera,' in Latin, or ' and so forth,' in English.
Henry Dawks.—Will he please to write me his Address more fegibiy.? I wrote to himi

but the letter is returned by the Post-Office.

Slectures, in aontrott, (or X^t twmin^ ®2ace&.
Sunday, March 31, at 1, Hall of Science, (near Finsbury Square,) City Road. " Super-

stitions of the Middle Ages, and the Dreams of the Alchymists."—Thomas Cooper.
At 7, Literary Institution, John Street, Fitzroy Square. " Importance of Mr.
i^ ox s Secular Education Bill, and its provisions, as means of teaching the People"—G. J. Holyoake.

Wednes., April 3, at 8. Hackney Literary and Scientific Institution. '' Ancient Rome"—
James Silk Buckingham.
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THINKINGS FROM BEN JONSON.

Qualifications for Counsellors.—The two chief things that give a man
reputation in counsel, are the opinion of his honesty, and the opinion of his wis-

dom : the authority of these two will persuade, when the same counsels, uttered

by other persons less qualified, are of no efficacy, or working.

A Hint for Orators.—A man should so deliver himself to the nature of the

subject whereof he speaks, that his hearer may take knowledge of his discipline

with some delight : and so apparel fair and good matter that the studious of

elegancy be not defrauded ; redeem arts from their rough and brakey seats,

where they lay hid, and overgrown with thorns, to a pure, open, and flowery

light ; where they may take the eye, and be taken by the hand.

Authority of Antiquity.—I know nothing can conduce more to letters, than

to examine the writings of the ancients, and not to rest in their sole authority, or

take all upon trust from them
;
provided the plagues of judging and pronouncing

against them be away ; such as envy, bitterness, precipitation, impudence,

and scurril scoffiug. For to all the observations of the ancients, we have our own
experience ; which if we well use, and apply, we have better means to pronounce.

It is true they opened the gates, and made the way that went before us ; but as

guides, not commanders. Non domini nostri, sed duces fuere. Truth lies open to

all ; it is no man's several.

Honourable Ambition.—If divers men seek fame or honour by divers ways,

so both be honest neither is to be blamed ; but they that £eek immortality, are

not only worthy of love, but of praise.

Speech the Image of the Mind.—Language most shews a man. Speak,

that I may see thee. It springs out of the most retired and inmost parts of us,

and is the image of the parent of it, the mind. No glass renders a man's form,

or likeness, so true as his speech. Nay, it is likened to a man ; and as we con-

sider feature and composition in a man, so words in language ; in the greatness,

aptness, sound, structure, and harmony of it.

Love of Money.—Money never made any man rich, but his mind. He that

can order himself to the law of nature, is not only without the sense but the fear

of poverty. ! but to strike blind the people, with our wealth and pomp, is the
thing ! what a wretchedness is this, to thrust all our riches outward, and be beg-

gars within ; to contemplate nothing but the little, vile, and sordid things of the

world ; not the great, noble, and precious. We serve our avarice ; and not con-

tent with the good of the earth that is offered us, we search and dig for the evil

that is hidden.

Imposture.—Imposture is a specious thing : yet never worse than when it

feigns to be best, and to none discovered sooner than the simplest. For truth
and goodness are plain and open ; but imposture is ever ashamed of the light.

Kindnesses.—Nothing is a courtesy, unless it be meant us ; and that friendly

and lovingly. We owe no thanks to rivers, that they carry our boats ; or winds,

that they be favouring and fill our sails ; or meats, that they may be nourishing.

For these are what they are necessarily. Horses carry us, trees shade us, but
they know it not. It is true, some men may receive a courtesy, and not know it;

but never any man received it from him that knew it not. Many men have been
cured of diseases by accidents; but they were not remedies. I myself have known
one helped of an ague by falling into a water, another whipped out of a fever:

but no man would ever use these for medicines. It is the mind, and not the
event, that distinguisheth the courtesy from wrong. My adversary may offend

the judge with his pride and impertinences, and I win my cause ; but he meant it

not me as a courtesy. I scaped pirates by being shipwrecked, was the wreck a
benefit therefore ? No: the doing of courtesies aright, is the mixing of the res-

pects for his own sake, and for mine. He that doeth them merely for his
own sake, is like one that feeds his cattle to sell them: he hath his horse well
drest for Smithfield,
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THE MARCH WIND.

Hark ! hark ! 'tis abroad, and no fetters can bind,

Nor tyrant controul it—the mighty March Wind

—

It calls the pale worker from factory smd frame—
I even imagine it calleth his name!»
In a voice deep as thunder, it seems thus to speak

—

"Come forth to old Charnwood ! come forth to the Peak

!

See the tall Clifton Grove, how it bends to the blast!

How around and above the huge shadows sweep past I" j^ >

Away! there is vigour and joy for the mind

—

There is freshness and health in the mighty March Wind!

How many drear months, since the flow'rs ceased to bloom,
Have ye breathed latent death, in th' o'ercrowded work-room.
How oft, when without the thick fogs have hung low,

Have ye sighed for sweet spring, and the wild winds to blow.
Well, the wild winds are blowing, and spring now is nigh;
And spots of gold sunshine in low vaHeys lie;

Haste forth, then, and feel the fresh gale and warm sun ;

—

Call the poor winders, too, and let them have a run,
For there's death in the wheel,—but there's life to the mind-
Nay, there's rapture and bliss in the mighty March Wind!

If it loosen the roots of the sturdy old tree,

—

Why, the sap to the top-branch will rise the more free.

If the bough that is rotten be dashed to the ground,
'Twill afford the growth-room to those that are sound.
If it thin the old forests, and trouble the seas,

'Twill awake stalwart courage, and scatter disease.

Like a true Briton's friendship, though rough, 'tis sincere.
Shouting, " Yonder goes winter, boys, be of good cheer.i"
Oh! boundless as genius, as thought unconfined,
It is grand to enjoy it—the mighty March Wind!

Ye linger. Is tyranny's best in the way?
Or your limbs, are they nerveless the will to obey?
Fear nothing;—when dangers our pathway bespread,
Then the sap of true energy tends to the head

!

With a crust in your scrip, and a staff in your hand.
And resolve in your hearts, ye the hills rainbow- spanned
May ascend—nay, methinks, I now hear your blithe cheer,

—

" Hurrah for blest Freedom! 'tis good to be here!"
" Hurrah!" replies echo, and startles the hind

—

And your voice mounts to heav'n on the mighty March Wind

!

Away, then, nor quail at the sharp-driving sleet;

Away to the wild scenes >v\th firm-planted feet;

There mark how the mountain groves bow the tall head

—

For the gale is still rude, though the shadows ar» fled.

And the shadows of mind too, like clouds disappear;
And the broad disc of knowledge begins to shine clear;
And the Voice of the People loud shakes every shore.
Like the crash of the elements—hark to its roar!.

And their pow'r shall increase till they go forth combined
Resistless and free as the mighty March Wind!

William Jones.
Leicester.

FiilENDSHiP.—A likeness of inclinations in every particular is so far from being
requisite to form a benevolence in two minds towards each other, as it is generally-
imagined, that I believe we shall find some of the firmest friendships to have been
contracted between persons of different humours; the mind being often pleased
with those perfections which are new to it, and which it does not find among its
own accomplishments. Besides that a man in some measure suppHes his own
defects, and fancies himself possessed of those good qualities and endowments
which are in the possession of him who in the eye of the world is looked on as his
other self.

—

Budaell.
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CRITICAL EXEGESIS OF GOSPEL HISTORY,
ON THE BASIS OF STRAUSS's * LEBEN JESU.'

A SERIES OF EIGHT DISCOURSES ; DELIVERED AT THE LITERARY INSTITUTION, JOHN
STREET, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, AND AT THE HALL OF SCIENCE, CITY ROAD, ON
SUNDAY EVENINGS, DURING THE WINTERS OF 1848—9, AND 1849—50.

I3Y THOMAS COOPEE,

Author of ' The Purgatory of SidcidesJ*

lY. —THE MIRACLES.

Commentators have experienced indescribable difficulty with the ' Cure at a

distance' described by Matthew, 8 ch. 5 v. ; Luke, 7 ch. 1 v. j and John, 4

ch. 46 v. Matthew and Luke make the applicant for the cure a ' centurion :'

John makes him a " nobleman,' or, as it might be better translated, a royal

officer : Luke makes the patient a servant : John makes him a ' son :' Matthew,

according to the English version, agrees with Luke—but one of the Greek

words employed by Matthew may mean either ' son' or ' servant.' In all

the three, the patient is at Capernaum when the cure takes- place ; and in

Matthew and Luke, Jesus is there also—but in John, Jesus is at Cana, and

pronounces the cure of the patient at Capernaum ! In Matthew, the patient

is described as ' sick of the palsy, grievously tormented ;' in Luke, he is, sim-

ply ' sick, and ready to die' ; in John, he is ' at the point of death,' and the

disease is a 'fever.' Matthew and John make the * centurion' or 'nobleman'

apply in2'>erson to Jesus : Luke makes the * centurion' send ' the elders of the

Jews' to Jesus—relates that Jesus ' went with them'-^but never brings Jesus

and the centurion together, for before Jesus can arrive, the centurion again

sends ' friends' to him, entreating him to ' say in a word,' and the cure would

be performed. The man's faith is eulogised as unique, by Jesus, according to

Matthew and Luke ; while according to John, Jesus either reprehends the

man for his want of faith—or, if the reprehension be intended for others

—

Christ, at any rate, does not utter the eulogy vipon the applicant.

These, and other divergencies, which you will observe by an attentive pe-

rusal of the three narratives, have caused some commentators to contend that

we have in them, either two or three different cases of ' cure at a distance.'

But this, like similar attempts at explication of difficulty in other relations of

the Gospel Miracles, y«i7^, on a close analysis. Those who wish to make it

appear that three cures are described, are puzzled to explain away the similar-

ities which exist among the divergencies of the three narratives ; while they

who are for the scheme of two cures—making Matthew and Luke describe

one, and John the other—are still in difficulty with the strange divergencies

between Matthew and Luke ! A severer criticism will discover a more likely

source of divergence in the three narratives considered as intended relations

of one ' cure at a distance'—in the tendency of legend to differ, and pile mar-
vel, sometimes in one direction, sometimes in another. Lest it should be
thought, however, that we are here pushing our theory too far,—and that

there is in reality room for regarding John's narrative as utterly distinct from
that of Matthew and Luke—we will suspend criticism, or rather, leave the

commentators to their own difficult work—and turn to the question of the
possibility of such a cure.

It is only in animal magnetism that any analogy is found for this distant

influence—whether directed, by Jesus, say from one street to another at Ca-
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pernaum,—or from Cana to Capernaum. The annals of mesmerism affirm tliat

kindred cures have been performed ; but the analogy is not perfect. The ope-

rator, or magnetiser, must have been in previous contact with the patient ; and

this is not related of Jesus and the person healed, in either of these three

narratives. Orthodox believers, it is true, can solve the difficulty at once

—

Jesus was a supernatural being, and wielded supernatural power ! But that

is the very gist of our difference with the orthodox. ' Prove it'—we say to

them; and they point us to these three narratives, among others,—which are

all confusion, if taken as relations of one event—scarcely less confused, if taken

as relations of two events—and if understood as three utterly distinct rela-

tions, come to us without the names of the writers, without the writers' assur-

ance that they witnessed the cures—in short, without the unquestionable

features of historical evidence.

7. Cures on the Sabbath—form the next class of Miracles marked out for

our enquiry. According to the Gospels, Jesus gave great offence to the su-

perstitious by not seldom performing his miraculous cures on the Jewish Sab-

bath. Matthew, Mark, and Luke give us one example of this : Luke has two

other examples, peculiar to himself ; and John also two additional examples.

The example in the first three evangelists unites two cases of supposed

sabbath -breaking—-the plucking of the ears of corn by the disciples, and the

cure of the man with the withered hand by Jesus. (Matth., 12 ch. 1 to 13 v.

Mark, from 2 ch. 23 v. to 3 ch. 5 v. Luke, 6 ch. 1 to 10 v.) But a diver-

gency presents itself at once. Matthew and Mark continue as if Jesus went
immediately from the corn-field into the synagogue ; but Luke separates the

events and uses the words—"on another sabbath." Need we repeat the ob-

servation, that ' plenary inspiration' must have enabled the Grospel writers to

avoid these discrepancies ? Will it be expected that we receive any narrative

for testimony of the performance of a miracle, when that narrative, as given

by different narrators, is at variance with itself ?

Yet there is something noteworthy here. Jesus defends himself against the

superstitious Pharisees ; and let us mark how variedly the legend has preserved

his defence. In Mark and Luke this defence is
—" Is it lawful to do good on

the sabbath day, or to do evil, to save life, or to destroy it ?" In Matthew,

Christ's defence consists in a part of this question, together with the striking

aphorism on saving the sheep which might fall into the pit on the sabbath.

Luke places this aphorism (varied by the substitution of " an ass or an ox" for

a sheep) in connexion with the cure of a man who had the dropsy (Luke, 14

ch. 5 V.)—and that narrative has, moreover, a strong similarity to this of the

man with the withered hand—but I leave you to note that for yourselves.

Again, Luke (13 ch. 10 v.) in relating the cure of a woman bowed down by
demoniacal influence, performed by Jesus on the sabbath—makes Jesus reply

to the ruler of the synagogue by asking—Whether every one does not loose

his ox or ass from the stall on the sabbath, and lead them away to water-

ing ?—a question which is but a variation of the former one. Strauss observes :

'' Thus we have liere, not three different incidents, but only three different frames in

which legend has preserved the memorable and thoroughly popular aphorism on the do-

mestic animal, to be rescued or tended on the sabbath. Yet, unless we would deny to

Jesus so original and appropriate an argument, there must lie at the foundation a cure of
some kind actually performed by him on the sabbath; not, however, a miraculous one.
We have seen that Luke unites the saying with the cure of a demoniacal patient : now it

might have been uttered by Jesus on the occasion of one of those cures of demoniacs of
which, under certain limitations, we have admitted the natural possibility. Or, when
Jesus in cases gf illness among his followers applied the usual medicaments without re-
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gard to the sabbath, he may have found this appeal to the practical sense of men needful

for his vindication. Or lastly, if there be some truth in the opinion of rationalistic com-
mentators that Jesus, according to the oriental and more par^iularly the Essene custom,

occupied himself with the cure of the body as well as of the soul, he may, when comply-

ing with a summons to the former work on the sabbath, have had occasion for such an
apology. But in adopting this last supposition, we must not, with these commentators,
seek in the particular supernatural cures which the Gospels narrate, the natural reality ;

on the contrary, we must admit that this is totally lost to us, and that the supernatural

has usurped its place. Further, it cannot have been cures in general with which that

saying of Jesus was connected; but any service performed by him or his disciples which
might be regarded as a rescuing or preservation of life, and which was accompanied by
external labour, might in his position with respect to the Pharisaic party, furnish an oc-

casion for such a defence."

One of John's narratives of cures on the Sabbath has already been consider-

ed : it is that remarkable one of the man born blind. The other is that of

the man healed near the pool of Bethesda (John, 5 ch, 5. v.) It may be ob-

served that no such sanative institution as Bethesda is described to be by
John, is mentioned either by Josephus or the Rabbins. Either then, the po-

pular notion concerning the miraculous cures performed at this pool, were not

shared by them ; or the writer of the Fourth Gospel rehearses, on hearsay,

something which did not exist, even as a popular notion, in Jerusalem.

The man who had been lame eight and thirty years, unable to walk, and
bed -ridden, is declared (at v. 13) to have had no knowledge of Jesus whatever
—so that this extraordinary cure could not have been performed by any in-

fluence upon the man's mind. And, since no touch is related, this case can-

not come within the range of possible magnetic cures. Tlie circumstance of

Jesus being described as selecting this man afflicted with the most obstinate

malady, from among the " great multitude of impotent folk,—blind, halt,

withered, waiting for the moving of the water," (v. 3) and the relation in the

next verse—" For an angel went down at a certain season into the pool, and
troubled the water : whosoever then first after the troubling of the water
stepped in was made whole of whatsoever disease he had"—gives the whole
narrative a mythical character. The aim of the Fourth Evangelist is, invaria-

bly, to glorify the miraculous power of Jesus, as the Messiah : thus, instead

of extending the curative agency of Christ over large masses and to a variety

of diseases, as the first three evangelists do, John concentrates it on a few
cases which proportionately gain in intensity.

But the more peculiar aim of the Fourth Evangelist in this narrative, is

unfolded by the long discourse which he puts into the mouth of Jesus, in the
remaining part of the chapter. How differently Jesus defends his activity

on the sabbath, in the three earlier gospels ! They ascribe to him three argu-
ments : the example of David, who ate the shewbread ; the precedent of the
sabbatical labours of the priests in the temple (quoted also by John, in ano-
ther place, ch. 7. v. 23.) ; and the course pursued with respect to an ox, ass,

or sheep, that falls into a pit, or is led out to watering on the sabbath—all

which arguments are entirely in the practical spirit that characterises the
popular teaching of Jesus, as described throughout the first three Gospels.

John, on the contrary, makes Christ argue from the uninterrupted activity of
God—" My Father worketh hitherto"—resembling a sentence of Philo, " God
never ceases to act"—a m.etaphysical proposition of Alexandrian Platonism more
likely to be familiar to the author of the Fourth Gospel than to Jesus. In
Matthew, Mark, and Luke, miracles of healing on the sabbath are followed up
by declarations respecting the nature and design of the sabbatical institution

—a species of instruction of which Jesus saw that the people were in need j
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but in this discourse in the fifth chapter of John, a digression is immediately

made to the main theme of this Gospel—the supernatural character of Christ,

and his hypostatic union with the Father. That this discourse was really

pronounced by Jesus becomes questionable, when the close resemblance of

some part of it to the language in the First Epistle of John, is considered.

Yet, it may be replied, that John formed his style upon that of Jesus. But
then, how does it happen that Jesus does not discourse in this style in the

other Gospels ?

Again, Jesus in other parts of this discourse is made to use almost the exact

words, and to speak in the same style as John the Baptist. But who, on
reading the Gospel records of their characters, can imagine that they at all re-

sembled each other in their style of discourse ?—It is not difficult to discern

that the discourses, in the Fourth Gospel are, usually, neither Christ's nor the

Baptist's—but the Evangelist's own. Indeed, the same may be said of near-

ly all his characters, for they each and all converse in the same Platonic style.

It need only be remarked, that an author who could put his own language

into Christ's mouth, is not to be depended upon for accuracy in his narrative of

events—even if his narrative were not evidently legendary. We need not

stay here to repeat the question—why did not ' plenary inspiration' furnish

Matthew, Mark, and Luke, with this extraordinary instance of cure ?

8. Baising the Dead. The Grospels recite three instances in which Jesus

recalled the dead to life. One of these is common to the first three, one be-

longs solely to Luke, and one to John.

The instance which is common to the first three evangelists is the resuscita-

tion of a girl, and is in all these Gospels united with the narrative of the

woman who had an issue of blood. This union of the two narratives is of the

highest importance, because it overthrows the hypothesis attempted to be set

up in this instance, as in others, that there must have been two resuscitations

of a girl with some similar circumstances—to account for the divergencies of

the narrators. (Matth. 9 ch. 18 v. Mark, 5 ch. 22 v. Luke, 8 ch. 41 v.)

The divergencies are as follows: Matthew teims the father of the girl 'a

certain ruler'—Mark and Luke describe him as a ruler of the synagogue

named Jairus.' Mark and Luke say that the girl was twelve years of age,

and Luke states that she was her father's only child ; but of these particulars

Matthew is ignorant. Matthew makes the ruler, in the first instance, speak

to Jesus of his daughter as being dead, and intreats him to restore her to life :

Mark and Luke make her father leave her while yet living, though on the

point of death, that he might fetch Jesus to avert her actual decease ; and,

first, when Jesus was on the way with him, people came out of his house with

the information that his daughter had in the mean time expired, so that to

trouble Jesus further was in vain. Mark and Luke make Jesus take with

him only his three most confidential disciples : Matthew knows nothing about

this ; he gives no such trait of mystery, but simply makes Jesus say ' Give
place'—to the 'minstrels and the people making a noise.' Matthew does not

relate that Jesus said anything to the maiden when he ' took her by the

hand' ; but Mark and Luke give his words ' Maid, arise,' and Mark, in ad-

dition, states that he uttered the words ' Talitha cumi'—being the same in

Syriac. Matthew states that ' the fame thereofwent abroad into all that land,'

—and does not intimate that Jesus either commanded or wished the contrary :

Mark and Luke make Jesus impose the strictest secresy on the parents of the

girl, and the narrative passes on without intimating, in the slightest manner,
that he was disobeyed.
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The Naturalist school of interpreters, think that their views receive great

support from the declaration of Jesus in this case—that the maid is not dead
—such being the statement of all the three evangelists. If it be conceded to

them that Jesus used no figure, then the case is taken out of the list of miracles :

it was merely an instance of Christ's discernment in distinguishing a sleep-like

swoon from actual decease. But in the case of Lazarus, Jesus is related to

have said ' this sickness is not unto death' ; and, again, ' Our friend Lazarus
sleepeth'—yet he afterwards says ' Lazarus is dead.' We must therefore

maintain, that the evangelists in this instance also intended to describe Jesus

as using a figure of speech, and that they really mean us to understand that

the girl was dead, and was brought to life by the curative power and word of

Christ, Let us, for reasons that will appear, suspend further remark on this

case of resuscitation from the dead, until we have examined the instance in

Luke—the Son of the widow of Nain,—and the more extraordinary case of

Lazarus, related only by John.
To be continued in next number.

Ee&tetos.

Lai/s of a Stntg<jling Heart. (By J. W. King, of Sheffield.) Mitchell, Eed
Lion Court, Fleet Street.

The poems in this volume give evidence of their young author's deeply aff"ec-

tionate nature. He is another proof that the rising talent of our country has

but one direction in its yearnings—to the good and true, as well as the beauti-

ful. Many of his verses breathe very sweet and tender music. The following

is in his more robust manner:

—

THE DEATH OF CAXTON.
Within a spacious antiquated room,

—

The Ahnonry of ancient Westminster,
An aged man, whose years had reached fourscore,
Was pacing to and fro, his mind intent
On projects great and precious to his heart.
On either hand a ponderous " press" was ranged
In order all complete; while here and there
A workman plied his art, placing in " form"
The emanations of the worthy seer.
With watchful scrutiny he traced each line,

Correcting and improving while he read:
And as the good work rapidly progressed,
A tranquil smile passed o'er his thoughtful brow.
For this he'd spent a life of studious thought,
And laboured day and night, incessantly,
That England might no longer buried lie

In ignorance, but that her meanest sons
Might know and prize the thoughts of worfchy men,
Whose works for centuries ne'er saw the light,

Or were, perchance, penn'd in an unknown tongue!
O! who can know or estimate his worth,
Who gave his soul to such an arduous task?
Unravelling the endless mysteries
Which, till he breathed, had veiled the " printer's" art!
The day wore on; they toiled till eventide;
The morning came, but ah! a sad, sad change
Had now come o'er the scene. The sun burst forth,
Shedding his beams athwart the old Almonry,
But he, who'loved to greet his dawning rays.
Was lingering long behind. In mute surprise
Each artizan gazed on the vacant chair,
AVhere they had left him—as was oft their wont;
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Drear hours passed by, but still no master came;

Conjecture on conjecture rose, when lo!

A neighbouring bell, with sad and solemn sound,

Forboded sorrow !

—

Caxton was no more.

The work, for which he was designed, was done,

And now he slept the long, long sleep of death.

Yes! raise to him a noble monument,
And let " Great Caxton" be engraved thereon,—
Deep as in hearts of those who reverence

Memories immortal for their learned worth!

The towering obelisk, the Parian slab,

—

On some fair site, or in some sacred niche.

Commemorates achievements won with blood,

And lauds the slaughtering hero to the skies!

Look round yon precincts of the royal dead.

And while are seen, on every hand, the names
Of chiefs invincible by flood and field,

—

Whose glory oft was slaughtering nobler men
Who dared to fight 'gainst slavery and wrong,

—

The eye, alas ! can trace no scroll to him
AVhose master-mind burst through the midnight gloom!
Enveloping his knowledge—breathing art.

And gave our land her brightest gem—the Press!
Shall he, who swept rude Ignorance from the land,

Where peasants, yea, and monarchs, were unlearned,
Spreading the " Mirror of the World" abroad,
" Troy's History" and " Lives of Holy men;"
Who published famoxis Chaucer's deathless lays.

And raised a tablet to the good old bard;
Shall he, neglected, slumber in the tomb.
And have no lasting tribute to his worth?
Forbid it, England!—and, with hand and heart.

Make known through all the peopled universe,

That while the sun on Britain's shores shall shine,

Immortal Caxton's name shall^ever die

!

A Discourse on Matters pertaining to Beligion. By Theodore Parker.
(Watson, London : Joseph Barker, Wortley, near Leeds.)

(Continued from last number.)

Fearing that, although this volume is now made so cheap, some may not

be able to purchase it, who yet felt a deep earnestness on the great subjects

concerning which it treats—I venture to make two more extracts from it,

by way of conclusion. The first, treats of a most important question; and
the reader will not fail to note the concluding paragraphs of the answer

:

2. Did Miracles occur in the case of Christianity ?

" This question is purely historical,—to be answered, like all other historical questions,

by competent testimony. Have we testimony adequate to prove the fact ?

"Antecedent to all experience, one empirical thing is as probable as another. To the first

man, with no experience, birth from one parent is no more surprising than birth from two
;

to feed five men with five ship-loads of corn, or five thousand with five loaves ; the repro-

duction of an arm, or a finger nail ; the awaking from a four days' death, or a four hours'

sleep ; to change water into wine, or mineral coal into burning gas ; the descent into the

sea, or the ascent into the sky ; the prediction of a future, or the memory of a past event

;

—all are alike—one as credible as the other. But to take our past experience of the nature
of things, the case wears a different aspect. We demand more evidence for a strange than
for a common thing. From the very constitution of the mind, a prudent man supposes
that the Laws of Nature continue ; that the same cause produces always the same effects,

if the circumstances remain the same. If it were related to us, by four strangers who had
crossed the ocean in the same vessel, that a man, now in London, cured diseases, opened
the blind eyes, restored the wasted limb, and raised men from the dead—all by a mere
word ; that he himself was born miraculously, and attended by miracles all his lite,—who

* St. Paul's and Westminster Abbey.
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would believe the story ? "We should be justified in demanding a large amount of the most

unimpeachable evidence. This opinion is confirmed by the doubt of scientific men in res-

pect of animal magnetism, where no law is violated, but a faculty hitherto little noticed is

disclosed. Now if we look after the facts of the case, we find the evidence for the Christian

miracles is very scanty in extent, and very uncertain in character. We must depend on

the testimony of the epistolary and the historical books of the New Testament. Now it is

a notorious fact that the genuine Epistles, the earliest Christian documents, make no men-
tion of any miracles performed by Jesus ; and when wo consider the character of Paul, his

strong love of the marvellous, the manner in which he dwells on the appearance of Jesus to

him after death, it seems surprising, if be believed the other miracles, that he does not al-

lude to them. To examine the testimony of the Gospels : Two profess to contain the

evidence of eye-witnesses. But we are not certain these books came in their present shape
from John and Matthew ; it is certain they were not written till long after the events re-

lated. But sLill more, each of them relates what the writers could not have been witness

to ; so we may have nothing but hearsay and conjecture. Besides these authors shared the

common prejudice of their times, and disagree one with another. The Gospels of Mark and
Luke—who were not eye-witnesses—in some points corroborate the testimony of John and
Matthew ; in others, add nothing. But there are still other documents—the Apocryphal
Gospels—some of them perhaps older than the Gospels of Matthew and John, and these

make the case worse by disclosing the fondness for miracles that marked the Christians of

that early period. Taking all these things into consideration, and remembering that in

many respects the three first Gospels are but one witness, adding the current belief of the
times in favour of miracles, the evidence to prove their historical reality is almost nothing
admitting we have the genuine books of the disciples ; it is, at best, such evidence as would
not be considered ofmuch value in a court of justice, flowevcr, the absence of testimony docs

not prove that miracles were not performed, for a universal negative of this character can-
not be proved.

" Ifone were to look carefully at the evidence in favour of the Christian miracles, and pro-
ceed with the caution of a true inquirer, he must come to the conclusion, I think, that they
cannot be admitted as facts. The Resurrection—a miracle alleged to be wrought upon
Jesus, not by him,—has more evidence than any other, for it is attested by the Epistles as
well as the Gospels, and was one corner-stone of the Christian Church. But here, is the
testimony sufficient to show that a man thoroughly dead as Abi-aham and Isaac were, came
back to life, passed through closed doors, and ascended into the sky ? I cannot speak for

others—but certainly I cannot believe such facts on such evidence.
'• There is far more testimony to prove the fact of miracles, witchcraft, and diabolical

possessions, in times comparatively modern, than to prove the Christian miracles. It is

well known that the most credible writers among the early Christians, Irenseus, Origen

,

Tertullian, Cyprian, Augustine, Chrysostom, Jerome, Theodoret, and others, believed that
the miraculous power continued in great vigour in their time. But to come down still later,

the case.of St. Bernard of Clairvaux is more to the point. He lived in the eleventh and
twelth centuries. His life has been written in part by William Abbot of St. Thierry ; Er-
nald, Abbot of Bonevaux ; and Geoflfery, Abbot of Igny; 'all eye-witnesses of the saint's
actions.' Another life was written by Alanus, Bishop of Auxerre, and still another by
John the Hermit, not long after the death of Bernard, both his contemporaries. Besides,
there are three books on his miracles, one by Philip of Clairvaux, another by the monks of
that place, and a third by the above mentioned Geoflfery. He cures the deaf, the dumb,
the lame, the blind, men possessed of devils, in may cases before multitudes of people. He
wrought thirty-six miracles in a single day, says one of these historians ; converted men
and women that could not understand the language he spoke in. His wonders are set
down by theeye-witnesses themselves, men known to us by the testimony of others. I do
not hesitate in saying that there is far more evidence to support the miracles of St. Ber-
nard than those mentioned in the New Testament."

Perhaps, there is nothing so beautiful in Parkel-'s volume as his thoughtful
portrait of Christ. His heart is here breathed out—in defiance of the idolatry
of superstition—but with a fervid love of moral excellence which renders the
reader desirous of imitating the great and good Exemplar. The following is

but a part of the picture ; but it is the most impressive part :

—

BIISTAKES ABOUT JESUS—HIS RECEPTION AND INFLUENCE.

We often err in our estimate of this man. The image comes to us, not of that lowly one,
the carpenter of Nazareth, the companion of the rudest men, hard-handed and poorly clad,
not having where to lay his head

; / who would gladly have staged his morning appetite on
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•wild figs, between Bethany and Jerusal-m ;' hunted by his enemies, stoned out of a city, and

fleeing for his life. We take the fancy of poets and painters,—a man clothed in purple and

fine linen, obsequiously attended b;jJj»olished disciples, -who watched every movement of his

lips, impatient for the oracle to speaK We conceive of a man who was never in doubt, nor fear

;

wliose course was all marked out before him, so that he could not err. But such it was not,

if the writers tell truly. Did he say, ' I came to fulfil the Law and the Prophets,' and * it is

easier for Heaven and Earth to pass, than for one jot or tittle of the Law to fail.^' Then he
must have doubted and thought often, and with a throbbing heart, before he could say, *I

am not come to bring peace, but a sword ; to kindle a flre, and Avould God it were kindled !'

—

many times before the fulness of peace dwelt in him, and he could say, * The hour cometh
and now is, when the true worshipper shall worship in spirit and in truth.' We do not con-

ceive of that sickness of soul which must have come at the coldness of the wise men, the

heartlessness of the worldly, at the stupidity and selfishness of the disciples. We do not

think how that heart—so great, so finely tuned, and delicately touched—must have been
pained to feel there was no other heart to give an answering beat. We know not the long

and bitter agony that went before the triumph-cry of faith, ' I am not alone for the father is

With me ;' we do not heed that faintness of soul which comes of hope deferred, of aspirations

all unshared by men—a bitter mockery the only human reply, the oft-repeated echo

to his prayer of faith. We find it difllicult to keep unstained our decent robe of
goodness when we herd only with the good, and shun the kennel where Sin

and Misery,—parent and child,—are huddled with their rags ; we do not ap-

preciate that strong and healthy pureness of soul which dwelt daily with iniquity, sat at meat
Arith publicans and sinners, and yet Avith such cleanness of life as made even sin ashamed of

its ugliness, but hopeful to amend. Rarel}-, almost never, do we see the vast divinity within

that soul, which, new though it was in the flesh, at one step goes before the world whole
thousands of j'ears; judges the race, decides for us questions we dare not agitate as yet, and
breathes the very breath of heavenly love. The Christian world, aghast at such awful beauty
in the flesh, transfixed with wonder as such a spirit rises in his heavenly flight, veils its face

and says, * It is a God ;—such thoughts are not for men ; such life betrays the God.' And
is it not the Divine which the flesh enshrouds?—to speak in figures, the brightness of his

glory, the express image of his person ; the clear resemblance of the all-beautiful ; the like-

ness of God in which man is made I But alas for us ! we read our lesson backward ; make a

God of our brother, who should be our model. So the new-fledged eaglets may see the pa-

rent bird, slow rising at first with laborious effbrts, then cleaving the air with sharp and steady

wing, and soaring through the clouds, with eye undazzled, to meet the sun ; they may say,

we can only pray to the strong pinion ;' but anon their wings shall grow, and flutter im-
patient for congenial skies, and their parents example guide them on. But men are still so

sunk in sloth, so blind and deep with sensuality and sin, they will not see the greatness of

man in him, who falling back on the inspiration which God imparts, asks no aid of mortal
men, but stands alone, serene in awful loveliness, not fearing the roar of the street, the hiss

of the temple, the contempt of his tow^nsmen, the coldness of this disciple, the treachery of

that ; who still bore up, had freest communion when all alone ; was deserted, never forsaken
;

betrayed, but still safe ; crucified, but all the more tri\imphant. This was the last victory of

the soul—the highest type of 'i-*;'. Blessed be God that so much manliness has been lived

out, and stands there yet, a lasting monument to mark how high the tides of divine life

have risen in the world of man ! It bids us take courage and be glad, for what man has
done, we may do."

Part 3 of " COOPEE'S JOUEISTAL," containing 5 Numbers, in a
Wrapper, Price 5^d., is now ready.

Also, Parts 1 and 2, containing 4 Numbers each, Price 4|d. each.

Part 1, Price 6d. (containing 6 Numbers,) is now ready, of

''CAPTAIN COBLER- T^?E LINCOLNSHIRE INSURRECTION:'^
an P^istoncai komanre of X%t Heign of i^em-8 Vlli.

Also, now Publishing in Weekly Numbers, at One Penny.

No. 1 of the Eomance will be given away with No. 9 of the Journal,
until next week, and no longer.

London : Printed by Wiixum Shiekefs, 190, High Holborn ; and Published by James Watson,
3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster Row. J.
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*' 'Tis not a pyramid of marble stone.
Though high as our ambition

;

'Tis not a tomb cut out in brass, which can
Give life to th' ashes of a man

—

But verses only : they shall fresh appear
AVhilst there are men to read or hear.

Poets by death are conquered ; but the wit
Of poets triumphs over it !"

i

Cowlei/*

Men of the Euttjre,—What is the best standard and school of Poetry ?

—is a question I often hear repeated among you, and often conveyed
to me by letter. On this, as on other subjects, I beg that whatever I may
say, may be received simply as the sentiments of an individual, and not as

intended to dictate to others in the regulation of their taste and judgment.
Let me commence by observing, that, in j^outh, I had, like many of you,

my strong preferences in the catalogue of Poets. I. remember well, that

when I was about twenty, tlie writers in the London Magazine—the best

periodical of the time—so perseveringly decried Pope and his school, that

I imbibed their prejudices, and, for some years after, was disinclined to ac-

knowledge that the great author of the ' Essay on Man' was a real poet

;

or that his followers had any claim to be ranked with the genuine worship-

pers of the Muses. That prejudice—for it was nothing less—is now
often brought to my remembrance, by a kindred spirit of partisanship

observe in some young poets, as it regards the high names of Byron and
Shelley. Many of the fervent admirers of Shelley are accustomed to depre-

ciate Byron in the strongest terms. Even among maturer lovers of poetry
there is a similar prejudice, in favour of Shakspere against Milton.

Surely, all this is wrong. Wh}^ should any school of Poetry be set up
as the only school ? Did not Milton express the most passionate love of
Shakspere' s poetry ? And if Shakspere could have read the ' Paradise
Lost' would he not have extolled its sublimity—for who could have estima-

ted the.transcendent excellence of that quality in Milton so fally as Shak-
spere ? Were not Byron and Shelley brothers in friendship, and accustomed
to confer together respecting their poetical projects ? If they had not been
swaj^ed by a mutual admiration could they have formed that intimate

friendship ? Did Pope never express admiration for Chaucer and Spenser,

Shakspere and the elder Dramatists ?—whom it was the fashion with cer-

tain writers, five and twenty years ago, to eulogise

—

not beyond their

merits—but with the distorted purpose of depreciating the poetry of Pope.-

Some of you, doubtless, remember how manfully Byroji ut length stepped
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forth and took up 'cudgels for Pope—mucli to the dismay and vexation of

those who had so long and unfairly attempted to oust him from the list of
genuine poets.

A catholic, or universal, taste in Poetry, seems, to me at least, the only
creditable taste. I do not mean, of course, that a man of any judgment in

poetry, will rank all poets on the same level ; but that while he feels Shaks-
pere and Milton, Chaucer and Spenser, are higher poets than Pope and
Dryden,—he will still discern that the two latter have their peculiar excel-

lence, and are also entitled to the world's admiration. Nay, an extended
acquaintance with the manners and mental condition of historic periods,

will shew him that even the greatest poets lose something of their individu-

ality, and become the representatives of their time—even in their modes of
writing, as well as in the sentiments they express.

Thus it may be fairly owned that Pope is not the author of any high
poetry : that is to say, his verse is not distinguished by daring
imagination, exquisite tenderness, or entrancing embodiment of beauty.
And who that becomes familiar with the history of the Court and the Na-
tion in the reign of Anne, can imagine that a poet possessing the highest

qualities could have risen to eminence in. that sorry period of our history ?

Yet, who fulfilled the poet's mission (to use a phrase which now begins to

be hacknied) more fully than Pope ? How unsparingly he lashed the vices

of his time—lashed them, too, with the true slvill of an intelligent flogger,

if I may continue the figure—not in the sturdy, coarse, and over-powerful
style of Juvenal (you will know what I mean when you can read that ap-

palling satirist in Latin) ; but with the courtly smartness, point, and deli-

cacy, which were sure to be most forcibly felt in that age of porcelain

—

that period of varnished, tinselled, and japanned civilization—the reign of

Anne ! And if it be an indispensable duty of the poet to pourtray tlie

manners of his time—vfho has more truly fulfilled that duty than Pope ?

l^^orhis consceintious discharge of a higher duty, let the 'Essay on Man'—
perhaps the greatest moral treatise ever written in verse—speak his praise.

Many great excellencies, indeed, abound in Pope, though he did not pro-

duce what I have hastily termed ' high poetry.' What concentration of mean-
ing he displays ! Well might his friend, the shrewd Dean Swift, say in that

playful, and yet deeply reflective, essay on—his own death !

—

" In Pope, I cannot read a line,

*' But with a sigh I wish it mine:
" Wlien he can in one couplet fix

" More sense than I can do in six ;

" It gives nie such a jealous fit,

*' I cry—Deuce take him and his wit !"

Think me not severe when I say, that ouo^ age might copy Pope in this

particular, with great benefit. All of us employ too many words to convey
our meaning. In the fitness of his words, Pope is likewise a model. , You
could not, after the greatest labour, think of any word that you wouldjudge
to be more appropriate if inserted in the place of one that he employs. He
is a perfect master of the vocaliulary of fitness. And the ease and finish

of his versification have been themes of praise, ever since his time. In this

respect he is a deep study for young poets. Whoever would learn lessons

of correct mechanism may find them in his poetry—or nowhere. Pie

scarcely ever perpetrates a bad foot : never jars in his modulation : while
the sparkling and yet delicate wit, refined raillery, and striking antithesis,

which supremely characterise him—must ever render him a choice favourite

with all who delight to read for instruction, rather than to experience high
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notion. Take as an example of these varied excellencies, the descriptive
icturo which precedes the deed of the ' Eape of the Lock ;' it is the open-
ig ofthe third canto of that inimitable poem.

" Close by those meads, for ever crown'd with flowers,
Where Thames with pride surveys his rising towers,
There stands a strncture of majestic frame,
^V hich from the neighbouring Hampton takes its name.
Here Britain's statesmen oft the fall foredoom
Of foreign tyrants, and of nymphs at home ;

Here thou, great Anna ! whom three realms obey,
Dost sometimes counsel take—and sometimes tea.P^ Hither the heroes and the nymphs resort.
To taste awhile the pleasures of a court;
In various talk th' instructive hours they past; #
Who gave the ball, or paid the visit last.

One speaks the glory of the British queen,
And one describes a charming Indian screen;
A third interprets motions, looks, and eyes;
At every word a reputation dies.
Snulf, or the fan, supply each pause of chat,
\Vith singing, laughing, ogling, and all that.

Meanwhil^, declining from the noon of day,
The sun obliquely shoots his burning ray

;

The hungry judges soon the sentence sign.
And wretches hang, that jurymen may dine;
The merchant from th' Exchange returns in peace,
And the long labours of the toilet cease."

Eor his power of conveying graver instruction, innumerable passages
light be quoted. Here is one—universally treasured up in the mind by
.1 lovers of his poetry. It is from his masterly "Essay on Criticism'
V\^hat a strange, stiff title for a poem !' readers possessed with the modern
ippant taste would exclaim :

*^ Of all the causes which conspire to blind
Man's erring judgment, and misguide the mind,
What the weak head with strongest bias rules.
Is pride, the never-failing vice of fools.
Whatever nature has in worth deny'd,
She gives in large recruits of needful pride!
For as in bodies, thus in souls, we find
What wants in blood and spirits, svveU'd with wind :

Pride, where wit fails, steps iti to our defence.
And fills up all the mighty void of sense.
If once right reason drives that cloud away.
Truth breaks upon us with resistless day.
Trust not yourself; but, your defects to know,
Make use of every friend—and every foe."

I Criticism !-^how^ admirable is the following caution which he gives,
nong others, for performing it aright. Some every-day writers would
-e out a volume from the meaning in these fourteen lines :

" A perfect judge will read each work of wit.
With the same spii-it that its author writ;
Survey the whole, nor seek slight faults to find
Where nature moves, and rapture warms the mind;
Nor lose, for that malignant dull delight.
The generous pleasure to be charmed with wit.
But in such lays as neither ebb nor flow,
Correctly cold, and regularly low.
That shunning faults, one quiet tenour keep;
We cannot blame indeed—but we may sleep.
In wit, as nature, what affects our hearts
Is not th' exactness of peculiar parts;
'Tis not a lip, or eye, we beauty call,

But the joint force and full result of all."

knowledge of the world—portraiture of life—anatomy of society : in these
3 IS a master-teacher and artist, only second to Shakspere. Here are
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pictures (from the 'Moral Epistles') studded with brilliant points, ai

filled with the most truthful description :

"' Tis from high life high chai-acters are drawn

:

A saint in crape is twice a saint in lawn
;

A judge is just, a chancellor juster still
;

A gownman learned ; a bishop what you will
;

Wise, if a minister ; but, if a king,

More wise, moi"e learned, more just, more everything,

Court-virtues bear, like gems, the highest rate,

Born where Heaven's influence scarce can penetrate :

In life's low vale, the soil the virtues like,

They please as beauties ; here as wonders strike.

Though the same sun with all-diffusive rays

Bhish in the rose, and in the diamond blaze,

^ We prize the stronger eifort of his power,

And justly set the gem above the flower.
^

"Tis education forms the common mind ;

Just as the twig is bent the tree's inclined.

Boastful and rough, your first son is a 'squire ;

The next a tradesman, meek, and much a liar
;

Tom struts a soldier, open, bold, and brave ;

AVill sneaks a scrivener, an exceeding knave :

Is he a churchman? then he's fond of power:

A Quaker ? sly : a Presbyterian 1 sour:

A smart Freethinker ? all things in an hour.

Ask men's opinions : Scoto now shall tell

How trade increases, and the world goes well;

Strike ofi'his pension, by the setting sun.

And Britain, if not Europe, is undone."
" See the same man, in vigour, in the gout;

Alone, in company; in place, or out

Early at business, and at hazard late

;

JVlad at a fox-chase, wise at a debate;

Drunk at a borough, civil at a ball

;

Friendly at Hackney, faithless at Whitehall.

Catius is ever moral, ever grave.

Thinks who endures a knave, is next a knave,

Save just at dinner—then prefers, no doubt,

A rogue wdth venison to a saint without.

Who would not praise Patricio's high desert.

His hand unstain'd, his uncorrupted heart,

His comprehensive head ! all interests weigh'd.

All Europe sav'd, yet Britain not betray'd;

He thanks you not, his pride is in piquet,

Newmarket fame, and judgment at a bet."

To conclude : the ' Essay on Man,' which is Pope's noblest poem, co

tains incontestable evidence of the large range of his mind—though 1

detractors have affected to set him down as one who Avas but clever iu t

fles. There is nothing, in my humble estimation, finer in English poet

tlian the following well-known passage : Pantheism (though Pope wag

Catholic) was never more magnificently sung.
" All are but parts of one stupendous whole.

Whose body nature is, and God the soul;

That chang'd through all, and yet in all the same;
Great in the eartb, as in the ethereal frame;
AVarms in the sun, refreshes in the breeze,

Glows in the stars, and blossoms in the trees;

Lives through all life, extends through all extent;

Spreads undivided, operates unspent;
Breathes in our soul, informs our mortal part,

As full, as perfect, in a hair as heart;

As full, as perfect, in vile man that mourns,
As the rapt seraph that adores and burns:
To him no high, no low, no great, no small

;

He fills, he bounds, connects, and equals all.

Cease then, nor order imperfection name :

Our proper bliss depends on what we blame.
Know thy own point : this kind, this due degree
Of blindness, weakness. Heaven bestows on thee.
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Submit.—In this, or any other sphere,

Secure to be as blest as thou canst bear

:

Safe in the hand of one disposing power.
Or in the natal, or the mortal hour.
All nature is but art, unknown to thee;
All chance, direction, which thou canst not see;
All discord, harmony, not understood

;

All partial evil, universal good;
And, spite of pride, in erring reason's spite.

One truth is clear— W/iatevei' is, is 7%ght"

The subject of " schools of Poetry" being noW fairly started,—and trust-

g that a few observations (accompanied by extracts), may not be unac-
sptable to you, in your pursuit of self-culture,—I purpose to continue
lem in a few numbers. Thomas Coopee.

THE CHUECH AND HEE GEIEVANCES.

Glostcr.—The Church where is it?

King Henry IV.

HAT the Church of England is at the present moment in a state of tribu-

fcion and alarm, must be evident to all who can read and think,

er stoutest friends and her sternest foes, with emotions of a very oppo-
:e character, feel and know that a mighty change is struggling in the
Dmb of Eate. The one party is torturing its ingenuity to discover a
ethod of quietly strangling the monster as soon as born; the other
rty is simply anxious that the birth should be suffered to take place, and
willing to trust to circumstances for its welfare and education.

As a proof of the peculiar condition into which the mind of the ultra-

urch party has been thrown, mainly in consequence of the late ' Gorham
se,' it will be as well to quote a few passages from an organ of that

rty, which is also a fashionable and toadying journal of aristocratic doings,

the Morning Post of the 22nd and 23rd March, 1850, are two or three

icles relating.to church matters, from whence may be gathered no un-
portant signs. One contains a notice of a pamphlet entitled " A few
ords of Hope on the present Crisis in the English Church." In the
arse of its comments the Post says, " Words of hope are so truly needed
the present alarming time that we are glad to hear them from any quar-
'' and goes on to speak of the recent judgment as having " fallen on
Church, smiting its inicard vitality as a curse.^^ Pretty strong language

s for a loyal supporter of Churcli and State, but Toryism is not remark-
(e for setting the example of passive obedience, when its own pet
judices are interfered with. To proceed, however, with the Post; in
Dther article, we find this sentence, ",By the adjudication of the Commit-
s of Council, the Church of England lies under the disgrace of having ut-

ed an uncertain sound, or no sound at all, with respect to the important
m ' regeneration.'

'

' And in orderthat a certain sound may be given on this

nportant term" the Pos^ joins its dulcet voice with the parsonic cry for the
ivocation of a spiritual synod, in which all important doctrinal businessmay
spiritually and authoritatively transacted. It is not fit that laical and
initiated fingers should dabble in ecclesiastical pie ; it is not decent, thinks

5 Post and its Puseyites, that even Queen Victoria ' Defender of the
ith' as she is called, and head of the Church as she actually is, should
isume to inform that Church of what it seems sadly ignorant ; namely,
'^^ruefaith. And we cannot refuse to agree with the Post when it says
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" We have always said, and say so still, that any occurrence which should

cause, or tend to cause, a secession of earnest and good men from the

church, must necessarily be a great evil. But even this danger oughi

to be braved, rather than, from motives of mere expediency, maintaii

a system wliich makes the churcli a douhle-ton^ued decei'Cer.''^

But Avhat is the " system" which inevitably places the church in so hu
miliating a position ? How comes it that this powerful institution i;

forced into such a dilemma, that it must either lose many of its best anc

ablest ministers, or else be sneered at by the w^orld as a deceitful, treacher

ous, mammon-seeking guide ? How comes it that the would-be nationa

Pharos of religious truth is compelled to acknov* ledge itself a mere igni

fatuus of faith ? Tlie solution of the problem must be sought for in th(

connection of the church with the secular government. In that connectioi

lies the whole answer, and the clergy know it well enough. They mus
feel that their beloved church has sold her birth-right for a mess of stat^

pottage, and a very unpleasant oness it is they have at last found. In dis

cipline, in doctrine, religiously and politically, internally and externally

the church is at sixes and sevens, and the following passage from the Morn
ing Post is perfectly true in its foreseeing pretensions. " We fully believi

with the Bishop of Exeter, as expressed in his answer to Dr. Spry, that w
are only commencing the struggle to Avhich the unquestioned fact of seve

ral beliefs loitliin tJie pale of the church has hrougJit us. It will require ni

small zeal, as well as no small charity and tolerance, to conduct tha

struggle to an end icithout un2)erilling the very existence of the Church a

a national institution.^^

Taking, then, the Morning Post, as the exponent of the heart-and-son

church party—assuming that it breathes the sentiments of that influentis!

section—it appears that they consider the recent exercise of the stat

supremacy to have smitten the church "as a curse"—to have "disgraced

her—to have rendered her dumb wdien she ought to have spoken—and t

have made her nought but " a double-tongued deceiver" w^hen constraine*

to open her mouth. If such be the case, and there is no reason to doub
the fact, we really commiserate Holy Mother,—her grievances are inde©

manifold. But these are not all her miseries. It seems she is sufferin

from a rankling ulcer, on her precious body, in the form of her spirituf

dictator (avIio, by the way, has not miwh power of dictation), the Arclj

bishop of Canterbury. The clergy are not pleased with his Grrace, and, wit

the Morning Post as ringleader, they are enacting the old fable of th

belly and the members rebelling against the head. Hear how the Disaifecte

declaims, and almost "speaks evil" of a dignity. " He [the Archbishop
publicly avows that he believes in baptismal regeneration, and at the sam
time thinks it may be lawfully contradicted, and the very opposite doctrin

taught in the same church ; and, what is more to the purpose (as an illui

tration of morality) he quotes certain venerated fathers of the Church c

England, as if they defended false doctrine, suppressing the context of th

passages quoted ; and, in one case, even altering -the toording, as well a

changing the seaise oi i\\Q pretended g/uotation. The Church of England h(\

fallen indeed on evil days, rf such a one is to he her representative.''^ Everle
it be remembered whence these accusations emanate. It is not we wh
say that the Archbishop of Canterbury is dishonest, immoral, and an unfi

"representative" of the church. The snarl issues from beneath the noi

torn veil of the temple. What does it portend ? Is it not a " prologue t

the omen coming on ?" I'bank Gtrant,
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PEOSE THINKINGS, EEOM THE POET SHELLEY.

Morality and Imagination.—The great secret of morals is love ; or a going

out of our own nature, and an identification of ourselves with the beautiful, which

exists in thought, action, or person, not our own. A man, to be greatly good,

must imagine intently and comprehensively ; he must put himself in the

place of another and of many others ; the pains and pleasures of his species must
become his own. The great instrument of moral good is the imagination ; and
poetry administers to the effect by acting upon the cause. Poetry enlarges the

circumference of the imagination, by replenishing it with thoughts of ever new
delight, which have the power of attracting and assimilating to their own nature

all other thoughts, and which form new intervals and interstices, whose void

for ever craves fresh food. Poetry strengthens the faculty which is the organ

of the moral nature of man, in the same manner as exercise strengthens a limb.

Punishment of Death.—Nothing is more clear than that the infliction of

punishment in general, in a degree which the reformation and the restraint of

those who transgress the laws does not render indispensable, and none more than
death, confirms all the inhuman and unsocial impulses of men. It is almost

a proverbial remark, that those nations in which the penal code has been par-

ticularly mild, have been distinguished from all others by the rarity of crime.

But the example is to be admitted to be equivocal. A more decisive argument
is afforded by a consideration of the universal connection of ferocity of manners,
and a contempt of social ties, with the contempt of human life. Governments
which derive their institutions from the existence of circumstances of barbarism
and violence, with some rare exceptions, perhaps, are bloody in proportion as

they are despotic, and form the manners of their subjects to a sympathy
with their own spirit.

Life.—"What is life ? Thoughts and feelings arise, with or without our will,

and we employ words to express them. We are born, and our birth is unremem-
bered, and our infancy remembered but in fragments ; we live on, and in living,

we lose the apprehension of life. How vain is it to think that words can pene-
trate the mystery of our being ! Rightly used they may make evident our igno-

rance to orurselves, and this is much. For what are we ? Whence do we come ?

Whither do we go ? Is birth the commencement, is death the conclusion of our
being ? AVhat is birth and death ? The most refined abstractions of logic con-
duct to a view of life, which, " though startling to the apprehension, is, in fact,

that which the habitual sense of its repeated combinations has extinguished in us.

It strips, as it were, the painted curtain from this scene of things. I confess that
I am one of those who am unable to refuse my assent to the conclusions of those
philosophers who assert that nothing exists but as it is perceived.

A Future State.—-The examination of this subject requires that it should
be stript of all those accessory topics which adhere to it in the common opinion
of men. The existence of a God, and a future state of rewards and punish-
ments, are totally foreign to the subject. If it be proved that the world is ruled
by a Divine Power, no inference necessarily can be drawn from that circum-
stance in favour of a future state. It has been asserted, indeed, that as goodness
and justice are to be numbered amongst the attributes of the Deity, he will un-
doubtedly compensate the virtuous who suffer during life, and that he will make
every sensitive being who does not deserve punishment, happy for ever. But this

view of the subject, which it would be tedious as well as superfluous to develope
and expose, satisfies no person, and cuts the knot which we now seek to untie.

Moreover, should it be proved, on the other hand that, the mysterious principle
which regulates the proceedings of the universe, is neither intelligent nor sensitive,

yet it is not an inconsistency to suppose, at the same time, that the animating
power survives the body which it has animated, by laws as independent of any
supernatural agent, as those through which it first became united with it. Nor,
if a future state be clearly proved does it follow that it will be a state of punish-
ment or reward,
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THIS WORLD IS FULL OP BEAUTY.

There lives a voice within me, a guest-angel of my heart,
And its sweet lispings win me, till tears do often start:

Up evermore it springeth like hidden melody,
And evermore it singeth this Song of Songs to mc—

" This world is full of beauty as other worlds above ;

And if we did our duty, it might be full of love !"

,
«

If men were more forgiving, and kind words were oft'ner spoken,
Instead of scorn so grieving, there might be few heart-broken ;'

Were Truth our utter'd language. Angels might talk with men.
And God-illumined earth should see the Golden Age again:'

For.this world is full of beauty as other worlds above*;
And if we did our duty, it might be full of love !

While plenty round us smileth why wakes this cry for bread ?Why are crushed millions toiling, gaunt, clad in rags, unfed ?
1 he sunny hills and vallies blush ripe with fruit and grain,
But the Lordling in the palace, still robs his fellow men !

Yet, this world is full of beauty as other worlds above ;And if we did our duty, it might be full of love!

Oh God
!
what hosts are trampled amid this crush for gold !

What noble hearts are sapped of love, what spirits lose life's hold'

a?
y^^ "Poi^ this God-blessed earth there's room for every one

;

Millions of acres wait the seed, and food rots in the sun !

I his world is full of beauty as other worlds above ;And if we did our duty, it might be full of love !

The leaf-tongues of the forest, the flower-lips of the sod,
1 he birds that hymn their raptures into the ear of GodAnd the living wind that bringeth sweet music from the sea,
Have each a voice that singeth this Song of Songs to me—
Ihis world IS full of beauty as other worlds above

;

And if we did our duty, it might be full of love '"

Gerald Massey,

London.
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THE LIEE AND aENIUS OF SIE ISAAC NEWTON.
AN ORA.TION, DELIVERED AT THE CITY OF LONDON MECHANICS' INSTITUTE, GOULD

I SQUARE ; AND OTHER INSTITUTIONS IN THE METROPOLIS,

BY THOMAS COOPER.

Does any one ask for the strongest mark of difference between the mind
of the savage and the civilized man ? The conceptions entertained hj each

of the blue expanse above, with its glorious sun, by day,—and of the dark

arch studded with golden points, or illumined by the moon, by night,

—

would unfold the most striking answer. From awe and worship of the

greater and lesser luminaries, as if they were supreme intelligences, the

human mind has proceeded to class them as mere non-intelligent bodies of

matter ; to measure their real size ; to calculate their weight and real dis-

tance from the earth ; to ascertain their rate of motion, and the extent of

their orbits ; to determine the period of their revolutions, or their relation

to other bodies that revolve : in brief, to characterise them as so many
splendid wheels in the transcendent machinery of the universe—but yet,

as having no more sentience or intelligence in themselves, than the wheels
of the commonest time-piece constructed by human ingenuity.

When Anaxagoras maintained in Grreece, 2,300 years ago, that the sun,

moon, and planets, were not gods, but merely material bodies, he was
banished for Atheism ! How vast was the stride in intelligence which that

philosopher had made, compared with the early savage who trembled when
the sun or moon became eclipsed, and believed that his deities were angry
with him. But how much more vast the march of thought from Anaxa-
goras,— who, although he could calculate and foretell eclipses, taught that
the sun was a body of fire about half the size of Glreece, and the heavens a
mass of stone,—to the enlarged and complicated knowledge of Astronomy,
taught in the three-halfpenny publication alike to the peasant and the
artizan, in this middle of the nineteenth century.

How busy is this little brain of man, how restless, how insatiable his de-
sire to know, when once he has gained the elements of knowledge ;—how
illimitable the boundary he prescribes to himself for knowledge, when, he
has once caught a gleam of light ;—how proudly he dashes aside the cau-
tion that the curiosity of a worm like himself ought to be circumscribed by
the earth on which he treads ! Once having burst the swaddling-bands of
ignorance, he asserts his right to walk abroad, and to look over head with
a daring eye, and not merely to his feet in humility. He remembers his

relationship to the worm, and every tribe of the animal creation ; but he
also claims kindred with the stars, and relationship to the whole universe.

The fear that ignorance induces teaches him to think oftenest of the grave :

Knowledge instructs him to think oftenest of life—of all that partakes it

—

of all that surrounds it and encompasses it ; to stay at nothing, to fear no-
thing, which can assist him in gaining an ever-increasing acquaintance
with the forms and symbols of that infinite temple of the universe in which
the whole mystery of life is enshrined.

And how the mind itself enlarges, as it thus dares to occupy itself ! Our
observation of the beautiful verdure of the fields and the graceful foliage of
trees,—of the humble violet and the blushing rose, of the slender pine and
the majestic oak,—of the lucent shells that gem the sea-shore,—ofthe won-
drous adaptations of every tribe of animal life, the insect, the reptile, the
fish, the bird, and the beast,—all tend to fill the mind with ideas of order
and of beauty j—but it is beyond the earth on which we tread, far off from
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tlie comparatively narrow liome of vallies and monntains, rivers and oceans,

that the mind receives its due expansion. It is there—in infinity, amidst

suns and planets, stars and comets, systems and masses of systems, that

man, little and insignificant as he seems on earth, feels the grandeur and
illimitableness of the powers of his mind.

It is this which renders Astronomy the glory of all sciences. If it did

not teach us to measure time accurately ;
if it were not of superlative use

in assisting us to navigate the ocean, and in enabling men of all regions of

the globe to communicate together, and to exchange the products of their

climes and of their industry; if it were not, thus, of the very first moment
to civilised man,—the elevation which its study bestows on his nature must
enthrone it above all sciences. Other sciences deal, more or less, with the

minute : Astronomy deals with the infinite. Other sciences deal more or less

with daysthatmaybe numbered, years that may be counted: Astronomy deals

with the eternal. Geology teaches that many thousands of years before the

usually assigned period, the earth was in existence ; but Astronomy teaches

that it has taken millions of years for a ray of light to travel from that

nebulous star to the earth, and that therefore that star must have been in

existence millions of years ago,—nay, that it may even have ceased to exist

thousands of years ago, and the rays of light it gave out while it existed

be only now reaching us ! You may acquire a knowledge of the wisdom of

Grreece, by first learning her classic alphabet ;—you may know something
of the semibarbarous mind of China, by learning her forty thousand writ-

ten signs ;—if you can spell out the hieroglyphics, you may develope to us
the hidden knowledge of ancient Egypt ;—if you can interpret the cunei-

form letters on the monuments discovered by the meritorious, but ill-treat-

ed Layard, you may bring before us the buried civilization of old Assyria

;

—-but planets, and suns, and systems, they are the syllables of infinity I—the

stars, they are the alpliabet of eternity

!

And that lofty wisdom which this magnificent grammar of the universe

reveals—what then ? Does it unfit man to live here ? unfit him to live

among his fellows,—render him liable to forget that they are his brothers

and his equals,—and to neglect the remembrance of his duties toward*
them ? Can you point us to one, who while engrossed with this sublime

knowledge ; who while devoting nights and days to the acquirement of it

;

who while extending his researches into this mighty domain ofthe universe

farther than any that went before him, and doing more to perfect it than
all wlio went before him, or have come after him ;—manifested to all around
him, a heart warm with the charities of life, a hand of open beneficence, a
spirit firm with patriotism, and manly with independence ; and who
was yet gentle as a lamb in the regulation of his temper, and meek and
unpretending as a child towards the lowliest ?

We have heard of men whom reputed knowledge made proud, of men
who mingled great vices with their, great intelligence : is there one name
unsullied by vice while it is resplendent with wisdom,—is there one name
in the records of whose life the heart might find lessons as well as the in-

tellect,—is there one name which rebukes pride while it shames ignorance,

which enthrones humility by example, while it commands wisdom by pre-

cept,—is there one name as conspicuous for purity of virtue as for loftiness

of knowledge ? O jes ! there is the name of a farmer's son, a widow's
child, in which all these qualities of transcendent excellence meet—a name
whose lustre the whole civilised world acknowledges, but which English-
men should especially hold dear—^for he is their own : it is the loveabl^*
and lofty, the glorious and immortal name of JN'ewtok-.
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Your speaker has not proposed to himself the impossible task of describ-

ing all the stupendous discoveries of your illustrious countryman to night.

He has chosen, as usual, the theme of a life, in order to deduce from facts

and example the possibility of arriving at excellence, and of overcoming

difficulties. It is with the hope that the youug may take courage by so

bright an example of perseverance in study, and that we all may learn the

great lessons of humility, of independence, of justice, of kindness, and of

the unquenchable love of truth—that we select for our theme, to night,

' The Life and G-enius of Sir Isaac Newton.'

He was born at Woolsthorpe, a hamlet attached to the parish of Col-

sfcerworth, near Grantham, in Lincolnshire, on Christmas-day, 164!2~the

year in which Gralileo died. In the days of coach-travelling, I have often

belield the farm-house in which the immortal genius was born,~situated

some mile or more from the Cliff road, the highway from Lincoln to Gran-

tham. Coachmen, however unlearned, always felt a pride in pointing it

out, in tlie distance. ISTewton's father died three months before the birth

of the child. He was but a weak, wild, and extravagant man : a fact very

notable for the thinker : it often comes before us, in the history of the

birth of extraordinary geniuses : confounding all our theories, as to the

causes of the superiority of intelligence in individuals of the human species.

But his mother was intelligent : a fact equally notable in tlie history of great

men. She was an Ayscough, or Askew—a Lincolnshire family which has

become historic, for it produced the heroic martyr, Anne Askew, who was

tortured so cruelly by Gardiner, and suffered death by burning with such

constancy. An Englishman cannot but feel proud of the fact that Newton,

by the mother's side, was allied to that glorious woman—one of the cham-

pions of Eeason, be it remembered !—for her crime was—her refusal to

acknowledge that the bread and wine in the Eucharist became the r^«i body

and blood of Christ.

(To he continued in next number.)

CRITICAL EXEGESIS OE GOSPEL HISTORY,
ON THE BASIS OP STRAUSS'S ' LE"BEN JESU.'

A SERIES or EIPrTIT niSCOURSES ; nELIVEUED AT THE LiTETlARY INSTITUTION, JOHN
STRERT TOTIT^NUAM C^^^^ UOAD. AND AT THE HALL OP SCIENCE, CITY ROAD, ON
SUNDAY EVENINGS, DURING THE WINTERS OF 1848-'J, AND 1819-50.

BY THOMAS COOPEB,

Author of ' The Purgatory of Suicides,'*

I V . — T H E MIRACLES.
From the circumstance that Jesus spealcs to the young man lying on the

bier (Luke, 7 ch. 14 v.) the Naturalist school of interpreters have endea-

voured to claim this ' Miracle ' of the resuscitation of the widow's son of

Nain, also, as supporting their system. No one, say they, would speak to

a dead person ; but only to such a one as is ascertained or guessed to be

capable of hearing. And, with the bad custom which prevailed among the

•Jews of burying their dead a few hours after their decease, a merely appa-

rent corpse—say they—might easily be carried to the grave. But to place

Jesus in the situation of a guesser at such a fact, and then an actor upon it,

would degrade his character. He could not have omitted to correct th

notions of those who eulogised him for his * miracle,' (v. IG) if this were the
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true interpretation of the story. How commonly do the New Testament
writers speak, elsewhere, of the dead hearing the voice of Christ ! It is

•evident that the author of the Third Gospel intended his readers to under-
stand that he was relating not a natural event, but a miracle, in this re-
suscitation of the widow's son of Nain.

In the remaining narrative of a resuscitation from the dead—that of
Lazarus (John, ch. 1 1)—the person is neither just dead, nor being carried to
Lis grave, but has been already buried several days. Here one would have
thought there was little hope of effecting a natural explanation

; yet it has
been repeatedly attempted. The expressions of Jesus—" This sickness is

not unto death ;" (v. 4) " Lazarus deepetli, but I go that I may axoahe Urn
out of sleep f' these have been seized, as showing that Jesus must, in some

I

way, have gathered from the statements of the messengers who announced
I

the death of Lazarus, that the latter was only in a state of lethargy. But
this would make Christ foolish as well as crafty. What sensible man would
have the presumption to give the positive assurance that a supposed dead
man really lived, before he had even seen the alleged corpse '? We will not

,

take up time by discussing the question with the Naturalists, but simply
j

observe that, whoever reads the narrative throughout, must be convinced
N that the author of the Fourth Gospel intended his readers to understand

this history of the resurrection of Lazarus as relating a miracle. Do we
regard it as one ?

We have hitherto been ascending a ladder of miracles. First, cures of
mental disorders—the demoniacs or lunatics ; next, all kinds of bodily ma-

I

ladies, in which, the organisation of the sufferers was not so much injured
!

as to cause the cessation of consciousness and life ; but now, we are pre-
sented with the revivification of bodies from which the life has entirely
departed

! This progression in the marvellous is, at the same time, a pro-
gression in the inconceivable. There was a difficulty in conceiving of the
former class of miracles,—yet up to our present point, there was always
something remaining on which Jesus could act : " a consciousness in the
objects, on which to make an impression—a nervous life to be stimulated,"
to use the words of Strauss. But, in the case of the dead,—" the corpse

\,
from which life and consciousness have flown," continues the same writer,
"has lost the last fulcrum for the power of the miracle -worker ; it perceives

,

iiim no longer—receives no impression from him; for the very capability
•

.

of receiving impressions must be conferred on it anew. But, to confer this,
that is, to give life in the proper sense, is a creative act, and to think of
this being exercised by a man, we confess to be beyond our power."

Again
:
in the three histories of resurrections which we have been review-

ing, there is a climax of marvel, if not of the inconceivable. Woolston
,,

observed, that it seemed as if each of these three narratives were intended
I
to supply what was wanting in the preceding. The daughter of Jairus is
restored to life on the same bed on which she had just expired ; the youth

;]:

ot j\ain, when already on the bier, and on the way to interment ; and La-
i;:

zarus, after four days' abode in the tomb. The picture of the funeral pro-
h; cession at Nam, and the conduct of Jesus towards the sorrowing widow also

i;;

rise m interest above the first narrative
; while the portraiture of the

|,
resurrection of Lazarus, and the conduct of Jesus at the grave, rise into

^
tne subliniely marvellous—and has been made the subject of some of the
grandest triumphs of art : witness the first and most valuable picture in our
r^ational Gallery—the work assigned to Sebastian del Piombo—although it
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is contended that none but Micliael Angelo himself can have embodied on

the canvass that masterly anatomy of Lazarus, the principal figure
^

Another observation of Woolston is very forcible. These resuscitated indi-

viduals, not excepting even Lazarus, recede altogether from our observation

after their return to life ; and ^vhy, asks Woolston, did Jesus rescue from

the o-rave precisely these insignificant persons, and not rather John the 15ap-

tist, or some other generally useful man ? We cannot find it difticult to answer.

History would have openly falsified the narratives, if they had related the

resurrection of John the Baptist, or any other notable personage ;
but Legend

imagined herself safe in filling up her list of marvel with insignificant and

unknown subjects. This difficulty is common to all the three narratives ;

but there is an additional difficulty in the third narrative—and it is one that

closely affects the character of Christ. When he receives the information of

the death of Lazarus, and the request of the sisters implied therein that he

would come to Bethany, he remains still two days in the same place, and

does not set out towards Judea till after he is certain of the death. Yet,

this was not because he thought the illness attended with no danger
;

it was

not because he was indifferent-for he ' loved ' Lazarus (v. o) ;—but (v. 15)

he is
' o-lad' that he was not present at the death of Lazarus, because, lor the

object "of strengthening the faith of the disciples, the resurrection of his

friend would be more effectual than his cure. Thus, the narrative represents

Jesus as allowing Lazarus to die, that by his miraculous restoration to life

he mi-ht procure so much the more faith m himself! This is a trait of

character utterly unlike Jesus as drawn elsewhere : he is the ready and com^

passionate helper of the needy : he does not act arbitrarily and capriciously :

he is ever above scheming and designing to bring about or. increase his mira-

cles. This is one mark that this narrative, peculiar to the fourth Gospel, is

unhistorical.
, i , ^ i. t j.

But a^ain • why, if Jesus knew that he was about to restore Lazarus to

life is it related, that " When Jesus therefore saw her (Mary, the sister of

Lazarus) weeping, and the Jews also weeping which came with her, he groaned

m the spirit, ^ndyy^strouUecn{v. 33.) And again, "Jesus wept (v. 3^.) and

" Jesus therefore again groaning in himself cometh to the grave, (v. 6b.) YV hj,

out of love to Lazarus—if the Jews were right in attributing his behaviour

to such a cause—should he have wept and groaned, when he knew that he

was about to bring his friend to life instantly. Far be it from us to_ detract

one shade of colour from the excellence of Christ's personal portrait We

love him for the boundless love and affection of his heart, and the glorious

sympathy of his nature ; but we cannot agree with the eulogy so commonly

uttered by contemporary divines on the warm and tender humanity displayed

by Jesus, in this weeping at the grave of Lazarus. In our view—for it must

be outspoken—it makes him foolish, since he knew that Lazarus would be

alive in a few minutes. This, with us, is another mark that the narrative is

merely legendary.
-, . ,i j i. 4.

And who can fail to discern a still stronger mark m the conduct at-

tributed to Christ, when the stone has been raised from the grave at his

command %

"And Jesus lifted up his eyes, and said, Father, I thank thee that thou hast heard tne.

And I knew that thou hearest me always : but because of the people ivhich stand by, 1 said

it; that they may believe that thou hast sent me."—(v.v. 41, 42 )

This is, first, to give Christ's address a relation to God ;
and afterwards to

reduce it'to a feigned one, intended to exist only in the conceptions of the

people. Scarcely has he begun to pray when the reflection arises that he does
,
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this from no need of his own : he prays only out of cold accommodation. Is not
this too revolting to be conceived of Christ ? And, especially ought any one
who prays solely for the edification of others, to tell them so ? That would
look like one of the most artless blunders of the lep-end, if we did not re-
member that it is found in the Platonic Gospel. Sim^ple prayer would have
made the Lojos look too subordinate to the Father ; and so its merely human
character must be annulled : it must be shewn that Christ had no need of it

for himself This is in perfect keeping with ih^ other narratives of a writer
who puts his own speeches into the mouths of his characters j but it is unlike
the Christ of the first three evangelists.

Let us turn to the consideration of the external testimony to the narratives.
The first is common to Matthev/, Mark, and Luke j and is unknown to John'.
He even makes the Jews say " Could not this man, which opened the eyes
of

^
the blind, have caused that even this man should not have died ?" The

blind man must be mentioned—for it was the very last miracle that John
had recorded. He could think of nothing but the linking too-ether of his
own story. Yet, how strange this makes the conduct of the disciples ap-
pear ! Why did not tlieij call to mind the raising of Jairus' dauf^hter, or
of the widow's son of Nain ? The plain answer is—that John (so called)
hiew notldnrj about either. These stories, we can but conclude, were un-
known in the Ephesian society of Platonic Christians j and the author of the
Fourth Gospel, must, perforce, put his own miracle of the blind man into the
mouth of the Jews who stood by the grave of Lazarus, as their most likely
question. ^

The resurrection of i\\Q youth of N'ain is not related by Matthew. He gives
us three cures of blindness

; might he not have spared one, and given us^this
far more important miracle instead ? Mark had it before him, in Luke, most
probably—but he leaps it over ! But the omission of the resuscitation of
Lazarus by the authors of the first three Gospels, is still more strange. They
couW not think the recital superfluous, if they knew of it—for no miracle
ascribed to Christ is more striking—none would have presented their Master
with more pre-eminently strong proofs of extraordinary endowments as a
divme messenger. Nay, the resurrection of Lazarus, according to the repre-
sentation of John, had a direct influence in the developeraent°of the fate of
Jesus

; for we learn that the increased resort to Jesus, and the credit which
this event procured him, led to that consultation of the Sanhedrim in which
the sanguinary counsel of Caiaphas was given and approved. (John 11 ch
4/ V.) Consequently, Matthew, Mark, and Luke, could not have failed to
narrate it, had it been within their knowledge. But Whitby reasons, that
at the time oi the composition of the first three gospels there was no need to
relate it, since the history was still in every mouth. Whj^, then, did Mat-
thew, Mark, and Luke, give the history of Christ's baptism, death and re-

;,
surrection ? Quite in other direction reasons Grotius. The resuscitation of
Lazarus was not mentioned by the first three evangelists, he argues, lest dan-
ger should accrue, by its further publication, to Lazarus and his family-
Lazarus (according to John, 12 ch. 10 v.) being persecuted by the Jewish
liierarchy on account of the miracle which had been performed on him -while

^trnlT'
^^ ^^^^^^it)^ f«^ t^i« c^^^^tion at the later period at which John

,

y^rote his gospel. But the publication of the miracle could have done no
' M "7 ,Tf"' '''^''''^ ^^""'^ ''^'^ '^^^^ ^^'^ ^^^i^^^^s of Palestine, for whom
to Tnl.r 19 r'lT^x ^ ""'"'V^'^

'^^'^ dangerous time for Lazarus (according
to Jonn, 1. ch. 10 V.) was that immediately after his resurreetion, and Mat-

in
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tliew's Grospel appeared so long after, that his mention of it, could scarcely

have heightened or renewed this danger ; besides, in the neighbourhood of

Bethany and Jerusalem, whence danger was threatened to Lazarus, the event

—if it had occurred—must have been so well known and remembered that

nothing was to be risked by its publication.

We are thus, after every explication has been canvassed, compelled to

account for the omission of the resurrection of Lazarus in the first three gos-

pels by deciding that their writers v/ere utterly ignorant of it. ' Plenary

inspiration' !—need we say anything further about that 1 The legendary

features in each narrative,— the facts that John knows nothing of the jfirst,

—that MatthoAV, Mark, and John know nothing of the second,—that Mat-
thew, Mark, and Luke, know nothing of the third,—combine to forbid our

credence of any of them. For the argument that each has a mythical origin,

let Strauss speak in his own words :

"If it is thus proved that all the three evangelical histories of resuscitations are ren-

dered more or less doubtful by negative reasons : all that is now wanting to us is positive

proof, that the tradition of Jesus having raised the dead might easily be formed without
historical foundation. According to rabbinical, as well as New Testament passages (e. g.

John V. 28 f. ; vi. 40, 41 ; 1 Cor. xv. ; 10), the resuscitation of the dead was expected of
the Messiah at his coming. Now the -Tca^ovalu, the appearance of the Messiah Jesus on
earth, was in the view of the early church broken by his death into two parts ; the first

comprised his preparatory appearance, which began with liis human birth, and ended with
the resurrection and ascension; the second was to commence with his future advent on
the clouds of heaven, in order to open the a\a)v f^t'iXXuv, the age to come. As the first ap-

pearance of Jesus had wanted the glory and majesty expected in the Messiah, the great de-

monstrations of messianic pov/er, and in particular the general resurrection of the dead,
were assigned to his second, and as yet future appearance on earth. Nevertheless, as an
immediate pledge of what was to be anticipated, even in the first advent some fore-splen-

dours of the second must have been visible in single instances; Jesus must, even in his

first advent, by awaking some of the dead, have guaranteed his authority one day to awake
all the dead ; he mvist, when questioned as to his messiahship, have been able to adduce
among other criteria the fact that the dead were raised up by him (Matt. xi. 5.), and ho
must have imparted the same power to his disciples (Matt. xi. 8, comp. Acts ix. 40 ; xx.

10.) ; but especially as a close prefiguration of the hour in icltlch all that are in their graves
shall hear his voice, and shall co)ne forth (John v. 28 1.), he must have cried toith a loud voice,

Comeforth ! to one v,'ho had lain in the grave four days (John xi. 17, 43). For the origina-

tion of detailed narratives of single resuscitations, there lay, besides, the most appropriate
types in the Old Testament. The prophets Elijah and Elisha (1 Kings xvii. 17 if. ; 2
Kings iv. 18 ff.) had awaked the dead, and to these instances Jewish writings appealed as

a type of the messianic time. The object of the resuscitation was with both these pro-
phets a child, but a boy, while in the narrative common to the synoptists we have a girl

:

the two prophets revived him while he lay on the bed, as Jesus does the daughter of
Jairus ; both entered alone into the chamber of death, as Jesus excludes all save a few
confidential friends ; only, as it is fitting, tlie JMessiah needs not the laborious manipula-
tions by which the prophets attained "their object. Elijah in particular raised the son of a
widov/, ?vS Jesus did at Nain ; he met the widow of Zarephatli at the gate (but before the
death of her son) as Jesus met the widow of Nain, under the gate of the city (after the
death of her son) ; lastly, it is in both instances told in the same words how the miracle-
worker restored the son to the mother. Even one already laid in his grave, like Lazarus,
was restored to life by the prophet Elislia ; with this difference, however, that the prophet
himself had been long dead, and the contact of his bones reanimated a corpse which was
accidentall}^ thrown upon them (2 Kings xiii. 21). There is yet another point of simila-
rity between the resuscitations of the dead in the Old Testament and that of Lazarus ; it

is that Jesus, while in his former resuscitation he utters the aiithoritative word without
any preliminary, in that of Lazarus offers a prayer to God, as Elisha, and more particu-
larly Elijah, are said to have done. While Paulus extends to these narratives in the Old
Testament, the natural explanation which he has applied to those in the New, theologians
of more enlarged views have long ago remarked, that the resurrections in the New Testa-
ment are nothing more than niythi, which had their origin in the tendency of the early
Christian church, to make her Messiah agree with the type of the prophets, ^ud with the
messianic ideal."
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PHILOSOPHY OE MESMERISM.

Horatio. day and niglit, but this is wondrous strange !

Bamlet. And, therefore, as a stranger give it welcome.

There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio,

Than are dreamt of in your philosophy. Shakspere.

It i3 thou<^lit strange tliat those who are incredulous of the reality of

r Miracles,' ''should be believers in Mesmerism. To receive the accounts

of Animal Magnetism for truths, according to some people, displays even

crreater credulity than does the behef in the miraculous history ol estab-

lished religions. But does not this observation show some want ofthought

in those who make it ?
^ . ^ ^ ^

First, let it be remembered that the thinker rejects miracles because he

considers that no evidence has yet been adduced to prove that the natural

laws are ever broken. Thus withdrawn from the region of supernaturalism

,

his thinkings are, perforce, directed more fully towards nature. He has

given up the supernatural : he never allows that word to serve for a misty

explanationof what he, at any time, beholds, but does not understand;

and it is the natural alone that he acknowledges to exist, and on which his

reflection centres. But, secondly, he does not affect to comprehend Na-

ture. Some of her procedures niay seem as wonderful to him as miracles

themselves—only, they are the results of law. His acquaintance with this

law is derivedfrom experience, or otherwise, fromwhat he holds to be credible

testimony. If from the latter, it is possible that the relation given to him

will leave much information to be wished for ; while even that acquaint-

ance with any natural law which he derives from experience, often leaves

a wondering 'Why' or ' Wlierefore' in his mind. Nay, the more closely

he scrutinises Nature, and the more completely he learns her laws, the of-

tener will the wondering ' Why' and ' Wherefore' arise within him.

This is the experience of all men who become close observers of the

varied forms and relations of existence. Existence itselfraises their wonder

:

it is only the unreflecting man who does not think it the greatest of won-

ders. The Supernatural ! the thinker did not reject belief in that because

it was mysterious. His own existence is a mystery. But a mystery is

one thing, and a contradiction is another ; and he rejected a belief in the su-

pernatural because he held it to be contradictory, inasmuch as it was con-

trary to that ' Constitution and Course of Nature' which he saw establish-

ed within and around him. Being conscious that these are so established,

he makes eflbrts to become better acquainted with Nature —simply, by

asking questions of her—to use the words of the father of modern philo-

sophy.

But those two questions of questions, ' Why' and * Wlierefore —how
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seldom will jSTature give him answers to them ! Phenomena (appearancesm plainer Eng ish-though neither is pure Enghsh) he ma/note ike-^down collect them, class them ;-but, causes ? How little he will learnhow httle he can learn, of causes ! With what caution he must use theword-lest he should have to unsay it, and find that what he had called acause was no cause at all,—or that it was not the cause of the effects hewas witnessmg, though it might be of others. Causes ! perhaps, in some
instances, mankmd must expect to be for ever ignorant of them! The me-
dicinal virtue the mode of operation upon the human system, of certain

'meVi^^^^
'^ '^'' ^'^''^" ""''^^^ ^"^^ ^^^' ^^ *^^^ ^^^V -^d

The foregoing were the reflections which led me to resolve on attending,to the phenomena of Mesmerism, with the same candour and earnest de^-
sire to le^arn, as I would attend to any other natural phenomena. IndeedI remember, that the very instance of our ignorance of causes which I haveC rt'lf '

'""'
'^f:\'^^^^\^^^h decided me

;
and so I expressed myself oDr. Ashburner. "I have been reflecting," said I, " that I do not know

'wh?/ a few grams of calomel should produce alterative effects upon me sostrange; nor why a dose does not always produce the same effects: and Imightsay the same of any other medicine. Why there should be anymedicinal virtue m any drug I cannot tell ; and Avhy there should not becurative power m mesmeric passes with the hand, I cannot tell. Experi-ence has proved to me that certain medicines produce effects—though these
eftects are not invariable

; and I do not know but experience may prove tame the curative power of mesmerism." • ^ i ^

That was the spirit with which I came, after some prejudice, to attend
.to mesmerism as a course of natural phenomena, and to be anxious to in-vestigate It with the same earnestness that I would any other source ofImowledge. So far as curative power, or the ability of one human bein^
to relieve another by mesmeric passes, is involved, I can no longer doubt.One medical friend, who is mi a believer in mesmerism, contends that
imagination in the patient will account for the relief experienced by the
passes. And if he were right, even then the practice of mesmerism would '

be valuable to such as it relieved-though only by acting on their imagina-
tion. But does not that mode of accounting for some phenomena in mes-merism entirely faiL^_ The cures now publicly chronicled in the Zoist UQuarterly journal edited by Dr. ElKotson) are of such a nature that onecannot attribute them to the power of imagination. And let it be remem-
bered that dates and names are given, so that all can enquire into the
reality of the cures. Here is one account from the number of the Zoist
"^

atient ?

^^"^ *^'^ ^""""^ ^^ accounted for by imagination in the

Hbom?"'''.'4T5CS Y ^^''- C^^f^^-J^^es Webber, Bampton Down, agriculturallabome., aged 52 years, had severe rheumatism, first in the back, then over the wholeboay for twenty-two yerrs. The first attack lasted fifteen months, duSng the whole ofwhich time he was entirely incapable of labour. He then got better Ld for a few

SnS T; t^o""^ '""''l
^' "^^'- -^^ ^^^^^ -^' howlver^lllc wTthout thVa^

Hosn HI L L. \ ^^'f i^'""^
^"^'^ ^^^ ^^^^"^^ a^ in-patient of Exeterilospital for four weeks, and then an out-patient for one week more Ho

rZ^^'^^f '^"^^^
^'T '''% --^di- applied at the instTtutioTbut tt

.oi 1 }^ u ^ temporary
;
for after a few months he relapsed, was again ent relv inca-

moutV' Tt'neit^^^^
'''''''' ^'^ cven'unak^To flLetodl h^^

scrM^nand S^^^^^^^
compassion on him, raised a sum by sub.

enTCtr^enZ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^'^ ^^ earned his subsist.

He wL^ciStln Iv ohl in w ''""i*^'^' '"H"'
^" ^'^« ^^^^' collecting rags and old metal,

theXlc period^of h ?mn^ T^' ^'' ^^ *^^ ^^''^' ^« ^««i^t l^i^ i^ talking. Duringwiiolc period of his illness he never received full wages. About Christmas, 1847, ho
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happened to meet Mr. Capem in Newport-street, Tiverton. Mr. C, having hcai;d Jns

statement, invited him into the stable-yard of aai adjommg house and made tae usual

passes over the parts most affected, commencing at the back. Great and almost nn-

mcdiate benefit was experienced by the patient, and after two or three more operations

he was completely cured. In two or three weeks he was m full work and m receipt ot

the usual labourer's wages. In the early part of last summer he cut two acres o grass

in one day. Occasionally, during changes of weather, he suffers slightly from rheumatic

pains. Some weeks ago, having strained himself while at worK, he came into Tiverton

to see Mr. Capern, who by a few passes afforded him complete reliei. With tins excep-

tion, he has continued up to the present day well and strong.

Here is another cure of the same class of disorder, given by a retired

medical man whose name is appended :

a^HEUMATisM.^—Mrs. Mitchell, wife of Mr. Mitchell, postmaster, Cullompton. Mrs.

Mitchell, aged 4«> years, a married woman with six children, states that at the age oi 7

Years she was attacked with rheumatism, which prevented any motion m the hip joim.

She has never from that time, until a fortnight since—a period offorty-nine years, been able

to walk, except with the greatest difficulty and invariable pam. She has constantly

been under medical treatment, but ^vithout deriving any permanent benefit, fourteen

days since, Mr. Capern began mesmerising her hip and leg. She describes her sensation

as very peculiar, and causing a feeling of dread lest the hand of the operator should too

suddenly be removed. She can now walk with scarcely any perceptible lameness, and

without the slightest pain whatever in walking up and down stairs.

'' The above statement of facts was related to me by the patient herself, who appears

to be a person of truth and respectability." " Joseph Hopgood.

But rheumatic disorders may be considered, by some persons, as likely

to be affected by the imagination—in other words, by excitement of the

nervous system. Such a remark cannot apply to the following case:

« Cramp of the Stomach.—Mr. Henry Baker, of Hay Park, Tiverton, timber clrawcr,

40 years of age, became subject, about three years since, to severe pam m the pit of the

stomach, by which, for the last twelve months, he was disabled from labour. He ap-

plied to many medical men, had recourse to a vaiiety of remedies, and was for some

time at the Exeter Hospital, and also under the treatment of an eminent physican of

that city : but all without the least relief. He was brought very low by the remedies

applied and was reduced to so weak a state that he was hardly able to go about at all

even in' the house. His debility and emaciation were so great that he was considered

by his friends, as well as himself, to be in a decline. In this condition he was advised

to apply to Mr. Capern. He found immediate relief from contact passes with the flat of

the hand down the front of the body. After three operations of ten minutes each, ho

was free from pain. This was about two years since. Two months after the last opera-

tion had been performed, Mr. Capern met him in the street, and, finding that he was

suffering from the old complaint in consequence, as he believed, of his having over-

reached himself whilst engaged in his laborious employment, which requires at times a

very great muscular force, offered to operate upon him, and with a few passes entirely

removed the pain. Since then it has never returned. He is now well and strong, at-

tends regularly to his employment, and is capable of performing a good day's work with-

out fatigue or inconvenience. His expenses for medicine, &c., previously to applying to

Mr. C. were above £30."

"Tiverton, Febmary, 1850."

IS'or can I, for one, understand how the imagination could aid the cure

in the following cases—which have particular interest, forming, as they do,

" A Family Group.—Jemima Ackland, aged 73 ; Elizabeth Zelly, her daughter, aged

51 ; and William Zellv, her grandson.

Loss OF Voice.—Jemima Ackland, of the town of Tiverton, had been poorly for a few

days, about two months ago, when she suddenly lost her voice, and could not speak

above a whisper. At the end of six weeks she was advised by her daughter to send for

Mr. Capern and be mesmerised, as she (the daughter) had had her voice restored by

that gentleman Avhen lost in a similar manner; and, on his making a few passes on her

throat and chest, her voice was quite restored in less than five minutes, and her general

health was also much improved.

"Loss OP Voice.—Elizabeth Zelly, daughter of the above, caught a severe cold, and in

consequence lost her voice, and had a great difficulty in making herself heard. At the

end of about eight weeks she was advised by her neighbour to apply to Mx. Capern.
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This she did the more readily, in consequence of the Avonderful cure performed by that

gentleman on her own son ; but she had no idea, until her neighbour mentioned it, that

mesmerism could be useful in her case. Happening accordingly to meet Mr. Capern
when on his way to his house, he desired her to accompany him into a neighbouring

public house (the Swan), and then, making a few mesmeric passes over the throat and
breast, completely restored her voice, much to the astonishment of all present.

" Diseased Heart.—William Zelly, son of the above, now in his tenth year, came home
from play, about two years ago, complaining of pains in the side and difficulty in breath-
ing, accompained with faintness. His father put his hand on the boy's heart, and found
it was palpitating fast and strongly. The child continued getting worse for a week, when
his mother sent for Dr. , who attended him for a month, but without any beneficial re-

sult. Dr. was next consulted, who prescribed medicine, which he took for nearly
three months, but he still continued getting worse, and had become very pale and ema-
ciated, and scarce able to walk across the room : indeed, so ill Avas he at this time that

the doctors ordered him to be carried whenever it was necessary to move him. The
palpitation of the heart was frequently so great as to cause the bed on which he lay to

vibrate, and its motion was visible to any one in the room. At this time his mother was
influenced by Mrs. Taylor and Mrs. Turner, two neighbours who had both been cured
by Mr. Capern, to apply to that gentleman to mesmerise her boy. She did so, and he
Avas mesmerised ten minutes daily for a month, and about three times a week for another
month. He improved from the first visit of Mr. C, and at the end of the two months
the palpitation of the heart had entirely ceased, and he walked a distance of four miles
and a half and back without experiencing any bad effects from it. This boy remains so

susceptible to the mesmeric influence that a look from his mesmeriser will send him to

sleep."

Mr. Capern' s cures are not tlie only remarkable ones narrated in the

Zoist. Mr. Harley is another individual who is possessed of natural cura-

tive power,—unless the reader can account for the facts related in the fol-

lowing extract, by some other theorj^

:

" RheuMx^lTISM—Mrs. Ryder, of middle age, had been a great sufferer for several years in

her limbs, so that she was confined to her house. Hearing of the good effects of mesmer-
ism, she applied to me, in 1848, in a most distressed state of suffering—completely crip-

pled. There was a great swelling from the hip to the knee, which was very painful and
tender ; and both legs were contracted, so that she hobbled about on a crutch and stick

:

three of her fingers were much contracted, looking very purple about the joints, and
much swollen. The nerves were in a most shocking state, and she looked exceedingly
delicate. At the first sitting the eyes closed in a few minutes. She always heard every-

thing, but could not speak. Contact passes produced rigidity of the limbs, and caused
her much pain. The contraction soon gave way, and the legs became straight. She
suffered much in her shoulders and spine. Breathing on the top of the head would
cause, first one arm to ascend, then the otlier, and maintain a rigid position for a few
minutes, and then descend, sometimes partially, and at other times resume their original

position. Tractive passes with a crystal or with the hand rendered them rigid. The
swelling of the joints in a great measure disappeared, and two of the fingers became
somewhat more straight. She was mesmerised for several months,^vhen she was enabled
to dispense with her crutch and stick, and returned home to see her friends at Salcombe,
where she resided, which is five miles from this place ; and, on returning to follow

out the treatment a short time longer, she v/alked the distance of two miles without
crutch or stick. From a thin, skeleton-like appearance, she gained considerably, looking

more healthy and ruddy than she had for a long time before. By resting the hands gently
on her feet for a minute or so, I invariably found she would awake. I doubt not, had
she continued it longer, she would have improved even more, but it was inconvenient to

be absent from her family so long ; consequently she went home with the improvement
made, feeling exceedingly grateful to the Giver of all good for the benefit received
through mesmerism.

"Flora Place, Dodbrook, Kingsbridge, Devon.
February, 1850."

Another beneficent practitioner, some of whose cures are related in the
same number, is Mr. Saunders of Bristol. In the second of the following
extracts, the reader will observe a notable instance of the transference of
disease by sitting near a mesmerised patient

:

" Epilepsy.—About the same time, or the beginning of 1845, a friend of mine, Mr. John
Lewis, living in the same parish with me in Bath, asked me to test the virtue of mesmerism
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in tlic person of liis brotlicr-in-law, David Fcnnell. Ho was about 30 years of age,

and ha'd been subject for the last ten years to fits ; the attacks occurred generally every

fortnight, and sometimes four or five times a day. He had a severe fit the day previous

to my seeing him. I mesmerised liim the first time for about half an hour without sending

him into the sleep, but he said he felt warm all over, had a slight tinkling in the right

arm, a heaviness in his feet, and a weight upon his head. I was only able to attend him
about six or seven times, and, though he never went into the sleep, still the effect was
very great, for his fits entirely left him from that time, and his brother-in-law, Mr. Lewis,

sent me the following note :

—

" 4, Holloway, Bath, Sept. 10, 1849.

" Dear Sir.—I am happy to say that my brother-in-law, David Fennell, has not had a single fit since

you mesmerised him four yedrs ago.
" I remain, Yours faithfully,

"To Mr. S. D. Saunders, Bristol." " John Lewis.

" Deafness from Childhood.—In May, 1845, Charles Chiffinch of Combe Down, near
Bath, a lad about 14 years of age, was sent to me for the purpose of being mesmerised
for a severe deafness of both ears from childhood. His parents being poor, he earned
his livelihood by breaking stones upon the parish road, but some of his relations told me
that, if I could restore his hearing, tliey would endeavour to apprentice him to some
trade. I accordingly tried to send him into the sleep ; but, finding no susceptibility, I

(as I usually do) at once attacked the disease by breathing into the ears, not as is

frequently done through a glass tube—a mode v hicli I think from experience has but
little effect—but with the open mouth, as close as possible to the ear, and in such a man-
ner as to prevent the external air from penetrating the passage. I made, also, many
passes'^ from the ear to the shoulder ; and, after treating him in this manner every other
day for about six weeks, his hearing became perfectly restored. His friends apprenticed
him to a shoemaker near Castle Gary, and last September some parties from Combe
Down called upon me to inform me (having themselves received great benefit from
mesmerism) that Charles Chifiinch had lately been on a visit to them, was getting on
very well with his trade, and had no return of his deafness since I mesmerised him four
years ago. During the time I was mesmerising this lad, a somewhat singular occurrence
took place. Mrs. Saunders was sitting one day behind my patient, and, being very
susceptible, went into the mesmeric sleep with one of her feet resting upon the rong of
his chair. When I had finished the sitting, he left me, stating that his hearing was more
improved that day than any other on which I had operated upon him. I then woke up
Mrs. Saunders, and to my astonishment found she was completely deaf inboth ears. I, how-
ever, by making reverse passes, and blowing strongly into the ears, succeeded, in a few
minutes, in completely restoring her hearing. I merely mention this latter fact to shew
the necessity of very susceptible persons not going too near or touching parties who are
being mesmerised for any particular disease."

The above form only a portion of the cures related in the periodical

before named. The newspapers and magazines scarcely take any notice of

Mesmerism ; but it surely is not only unphilosophical, but unphilanthropic,

to refuse to aid in extending knowledge of what seems likely to benefit

the human race, at large—when the phenomena of magnetism become
better known. I purpose returning to this subject occasionally ; and I
thought that the lull of politics afforded a suitable opportunity for return-

ing to it, at present.

Thomas Cooper.

Idleness.—The idle man is the most barren of all earthly subjects. There is

no creature that hath life, but is busied in some action for the benefit of the world.
Even the most venomous and most ravenous things that are have their uses, and
are ever engaged in some operation which profits the world, and continues them
iu nature's course. Even the vegetables wherein calm nature dAvells, have their
turns and time^ of fructifying, they leaf, they flower, they seed ; nay, created ob-
jects quite inanimate are, some of them, the most active in their motions. These
things may well raise a blush on the cheek of the indolent man, and certainly
teach him a striking lesson for his improvement. Idleness is the most corrupting
fly, that can blow on the human mind.

—

Given FelUham.
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Manchester, April 3rd, 1850.

Dear Sir,—I have been given to understand by a member of our society, that you are

already aware of the existence of a Progress Union at Manchester. It seeks, however, some-

thing rather different from that recommended in your address on the formation of such Unions,

although that address was perhaps the principal agent in our formation. It is intended more
especially to carry out a suggestion contained in^^our fourth letter " to the Young Men of the

Working Classes"—for the training of advocates of political and social movements, by various

educational means. Among these means are an Essay and Discussion Class, for private, and
lectures for public practice.

The Debating Class has been in active operation during the last three months, (the term of

our existence,) and having ascertained somewhat of the capabilities of our members, we are

about to venture on public propagandisra by means of Lectures. I have been directed, as

Secretarj' to the Union, to request your aid in extending a knowledge of the existence of such

an Union, by means of your weekly Journal, and hope from time to time to inform you of our

progress.

I am, dear Sir, Yours very trul}-,

Mr. Thomas Cooper. J. H. Nodall.
[I was not aware that a Progress Union had been formed, but only that it was intended to

form one, in Manchester. Will the writer of the foregoing letter send me his address more
plainly written—that I may reply to him on one matter which I have omitted from his let-

ter ? I may add, that I was not aware till last week, that a Progress Union had been formed
in Leicester.—T. C]

London, April 1, 1850.

Sir,—On Thursday, 28th March, I was passing the shop of Messrs Eivington, in Waterloo
Place, when a Bishop, said to be Dr. Wilberforce, of Oxford, came out and mounted a horse,

which was held for him by a groom seated on another beautiful animal. A young man on
the pavement, with the aspect of a Puritan,—his hair flowing down his back and on his

shoulders, addressing the right reverend Father in God, said, '* Bishop,—go read your Bible,

and you will find that Jesus Christ did not ride on fine horses, nor had he a flunkey like that

to attend upon him." I leave you to imagine the expression of the Bishop's countenance.

Your constant reader who studies the signs of the

Mr. Thomas CoorER. Times.
[Are not a few more such plain-speaking < Puritans' as the young man here described

—

wanted in England ?—T. C. ]

Co Corrcspontrcnts.

\* Correspondents will please address " Thomas Cooper, 5, Park Row, Knightsbridge,
London.

J. V. Middleton.—He will find on reflcetion, that Leslie's rules for proving Miracles fail

when applied to the narratives in the Four Gospels.

M. JoLiFFE.—There is merit in his verse, but he needs a study of the best models : that
alone can benefit him.

* Enquirer.' ; T. C. ;
' Tyro'.—A more complete answer than I can give in these notes

will be found in my * Eight Letters to the Young Men of the Working Classes.'

R. S.—Information on the subject he mentions will be given in some future numbers.
* Reformation.'—His proposal is most respectfully declined, for want of room, and the

necessity of devoting space to more serious subjects.

Hectures, in ttontron, for ifit ensuing Witt^.

Sunday, April 14, at 7, Hall of Science, (near Finsbury Square), City Road. " Rienzi
the Tribune, and the Good Estate"—Thomas Cooper. At 7, Literary Institution,
John Street, Fitzroy Square. " The Bible : its relation to Religion and Progress"
—Sartor. At 7, Fariingdon Hall, King's Arms' Yard, bottom of Snow Hill.

Question for discussion— " What is the Organisation of Laljour?"

Monday, April 15, at 8, Temperance Hall, Broadway, Westminster. *' Protectorate and
Character of Cromwell"—Thomas Cooper. At half-past 8, Finsbury Mechanics'
Institute, Bell Yard, City Road. *' Conservatism of Social Life"—B. B. Wale.
At quarter-past 8, Literary Institution, Carlisle Street, Edgeware Road. * He-
raldry, Crusaders, and Tournaments "—W. Partridge.
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THINKINGS, FROM JOHN LOCKE.

Labour.—It is labour which puts the greatest value upon land, without which it

would scarcely be worth any thing ; it is to that we owe the greatest part of all its

useful products : for all that the straw, bran, bread, of that acre of wheat, is more
worth than the product of an acre of as good land, which lies waste, is all the

effect of labour ; for it is not barely the ploughman's pains, the reaper's and
thrasher's toil, and the baker's labour, is to be counted into the bread we eat ; the
labour of those who broke the oxen, who digged and wrought the iron and stones,

who felled and framed the timber employed about the plough, mill, oven, or any
.other utensils, which are a vast number, requisite to this corn, from its being seed

to be sown to its being made bread, must alt be charged on the account of labour

,

and received as an effect of that : nature and the earth furnished only the almost

worthless materials, as in themselves. It would be a strange catalogue of things,

that inditstrg provided and made use of, about every loaf of bread, before it came to

our use, if we could trace them ;- iron, wood, leather, bark, timber, stones, bricks,

coals, lime, cloth, dying drugs, pitch, tar, masts, ropes, and all the materials made
use of in the ship, that brought any of the commodities made use of by any of the

workmen to any part of the work ', all which it would be almost impossible, at

least too long, to reckon up.

Truth.—Truth, whether in or out of fashion, is the measure of knowledge, and
the business of the understanding ; whatsoever is besides that, however authorized

by consent, or recommended by rarity, is nothing but ignorance, or something
worse.

Slavery.—Slavery is so vile and miserable an estate of man, and so directly

opposite to the generous temper and courage of our nation, that it is hardly to be
conceived that an Englishman, much less a gentleman, should plead for it. And
truly I should have taken Sir Robert Filmer's Patriarcha, as any other treatise

which would persuade all men that they are slaves and ought to be so, for such
another exercise of wit as was his who wrote the encomium of Nero, rather than
for a serious discourse, had not the gravity of the title and epistle, the frontispiece,

and the applause that followed it, required me to believe that the author and pub-
lisher were both in earnest. I therefore took it into my hands with all the expec-
tation, and read it through with all the attention, due to a treatise that made such
a noise at its coming abroad ; and cannot but confess myself much surprised, that

in a book which was to provide chains for all mankind, I should find nothing but
a rope of sand ; useful to such, perhaps, whose skill and business it is to raise a
dust, and would blind the people the better to mislead them ; but, in truth, not
of any force to draw those into bondage who have their eyes open, and so much
sense as to consider that chains are but an ill-wearing, how much care soever hath
been taken to file and polish them.

Folly and Madness.—Folly consists in the drawing of false conclusions from
just principles, by which it is distinguished from madness, which draws just con-

clusions from false principles.

On Education.—I think we may assert that in a hundred men, there are more
than ninety who are what they are, good or bad, useful or pernicious to society,

from the instruction they have received. It is on education that depends the
great difference observable among them. The least and most imperceptible im-
pressions received in our infancy, have consequences very important,and of a long
din-ation. It is with these first impressions, as with a river, whose waters we can
easily turn, by different canals, in quite opposite courses, so that from the insen-

sible direction the steam receives at its source, it takes different directions and at

last arrives at places far distant from each other ; and with the same facility we
may, I think, turn the minds of children to what direction we please.

Unexamined Opinions.—Our first and great duty is, to bring to our studies,

and to our inquiries after knowledge, a mind covetous of truth ; that seeks after

nothing else, and after that impartially, and embraces it, how poor, how con-
temptible, how unfashionable soever it may seem. This is that which all studious
men profess to do, and yet it is that where I think very many miscarry.
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HELEN.

A ROMANCE IN FOUR VERSES.

"Yet was she certes but a country lasse;

Yet she all other country lasses far did passe."
Spenser

It is a lowly cottage of a quaint and antique mien,
With gable end, and straw- thatched roof, hid o'er with mosses green;

And, standing at its door, is seen a maiden young and fail-,

The summer breeze is sporting with the ringlets of her hair:

Light auburn is its colour, and its texture like the thread
Which gossamers on sunny days for fairy creatures spread;
Her eyes are blue and sparkling, and her cheeks are slightly brown,
Her snowy bosom sweetly peeps above her cotton gown

;

For gracefulness of bearing, for a mild yet queenly air.

Few maidens of our lovely land with Helen may compare.

The lane is cool and shaded, overhead the branches meet;
The birds are singing in the air, the fiow'rs are at the feet;

The sun is brightly shming, and the lark divinely sings.

The leaves are gently rustling, and the insects spread their wings;
Two happy hearts are panting; one of a maiden fair.

One of a noble stripling wreathing flow'rets in her hair;

A blush is on her tear-dewed cheeks, her eyes are turned away.
As if she feared an upward glance her feelings would betray

;

Her lips are partly opened, for a word is trembling there

—

And now a murmur musical is floating in the air!

It is an ancient village church, the ivy thickly crawls
Around the mould'ring steeple, and the time-decaying walls;

And now its bells are ringing with a loud and merry peal.

And loud the village labourers their joyous hearts reveal;

And youthful village maidens clad in garments spotless white,

Are strewing fragrant llow'rs, the faif, the beautiful and bright

;

And coming from the church's porch four bounding forms are seen.

The two are peerless creatures in their dress of snowy sheen.

And two are fair^^and noble youths: the one with conscious pride.

Supports a blushing maiden, and young Helen is a bride.^

It is a noble mansion where re- echo joyous sounds,
Foi* thro' the high and stately pile festivity aboiinds;

From every window splendour gleams, the trees with lamps are h ung;
And men's and -women's voices sweetly blend in choral song;
The lordly and the lowly, are in happy concord seen.

Now laughing at some rustic joke, now dancing on the green;
The spacious rooms are crowded with the manly and the fair;

And beating hearts, and sparkling eyes, and merry lips are there :

But far above them all appears in beauty and in grace.

The lowly village maiden, now the mistress of the place.

Birmingham. John Alfred angford,

THE PRIMROSE. -.

Sweet, modest flower, so gentle in its mien,
I ever love to gaze upon its form.
Full oft in childhood I've the primrose seen,
Hiding its fragrant head from Borean storm,
In shelter' d copse, by side of verdant hill.

Or where the crystal river whimples still.

Through scenes as lovely as the banks of Rhine ;

What time the blackbird whistled till the green
Old gnarled woods re-echoed back the strain.

And I have felt a glory truly mine
When I in primrosed walks have loitering been;
For earth seem'd free from every spot or stain
Of Sin and Care, which make this world a Hell,
For demons, where fair angels fain would dwelU

Stokesley, Oeorge Tweddelu
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THE LIFE AND GENIUS OE SIE ISAAC NEWTON.
AN ORATIOI^, DELIVERED AT THE CITY OF LONDON MECHANICS' INSTITUTE, GOULD

SQUARE ; AND OTHER INSTITUTIONS IN THE METROPOLIS.
BY THOMAS COOPER.

<^ (Continued from last nuiiiber.)

The cliild was so small, at his birth, that the nurse used to declare he
could have been put into a quart pot. She may, like other nurses, have
used hyperbole in speaking of her nursling—for, undoubtedly, she would
be proud of him ; but it is certain that he was exceedingly fragile, when a
child, and that he was reared with difficulty. The little estate left by his

father was not of more value than fifty pounds a year ; his mother had
elder children ; she married a poor clergyman two years after Newton's
birth ; and it was only by energetic attention to her farm that she could

render it sufficiently profitable to support her family. Yet little Isaac w^as

sent to the best school in the neighbourhood—the grammar school at Gran-
tham, and was a scholar there, for several years. It is related of him that

he was but a dull boy in his class, till he was beaten—physically I mean—by
an elder boy ; when he first, notwithstandiug his slenderness, gave his

tyrant a thrashing, and then made good his resolution to pass by him, to

the head of the class. This was an instance of the latent ardour which
often is called up in the gentlest natures by oppression. He was all good
nature and amiability among his companions, and especially loved to please

girls, by making them playthings of wood. He had chisels, hammers, and
mechanical tools, in abundance ; and, doubtless, many of you are acquaint-

ed with that singular history of his early boyhood—his construction of the
water-clock and the sun-dial; (the latter was placed on the school-roof

;

but it was gone when I asked after it, many years ago, on visiting the spot

—nor could any lout of a lad in the play-ground show me where Isaac had
cut his name in the school ! They stared at me as if they had never heard
of the name !)—of the miniature mill which he made closely upon the mo-
del of a mill that was being erected near the town ;—and of the mouse he
put into it, to turn it, and joked about his ' miller' ;—and, above all, how-
he introduced paper-kites into Grrantham, and tied a lanthorn to the tail of
one which was flown at night—alarming all the country gossips with the
vision of a portentous star—for his boyhood was the season of the Civil

Wars, and such a sight, at that period, could not fail to consternate the
beholders, nor to make them angry even when the hoax was discovered.

These are all trifles to dwell upon. But who would pass them over ? They
were the evidences of a grand constructive genius which was, one day, to
develope the construction of the Universe. Yet, it was not the way in which
some w^ould expect such a genius to give signs of its indwelling in that boy

;

nor did any human being around him, for some years, seem to apprehend
what was growing up within him.

His mother, at length, took him from school to assist in the business of
the farm ; but, good lack ! he was utterly unfitted for such business. He
would be cutting mill-wheels by the brook- side, when he should have been
minding the sheep ; he would be absorbed in the library of Mr. Clarke the
apothecary, on Grantham market-days,—or otherwise be esconced under
a hedge with a mathematical book,—while the man-servant who was sent
with him, was left to manage the market sales and purchases, for his

mother's family. Deliverance comes at last. His maternal uncle, an Ays-
cough, and a kindly clergyman, arrives at the little farm, and learning that
he is at the market, goes after him to Granthain. But Isaac cannot be
found, for some time ; and when he is discovered, it is in a hayloft, and he
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is absorbed in tbe study of Euclid. The good uncle discerns tbe soul tbere

is within him
;
persuades his mother to struggle with difficult}'-, and send him

again to school, that he may be prepared for the University
;
promises all the

aid in his power ; and finally sees him entered of Trinity College, Cambridge,

in his eighteenth year, and in 1660, the year of the ' Restoration' of Chas. 2.

The zeal for mathematical studies was great throughout Europe at this

period. The celebrated Dr. Isaac Barrow—a divine who never preached

without ' knocking all the dust out of his text,' according to the homely
phrase of those times—was also professor of mathematics at Cambridge

;

and Newton had, in him, the best teacher that, perhaps, all England could

have afforded,—and what was better still, an intellect of that truly noble

cast which could admire, instead of becoming jealous of the pupil when he
outsped the teacher. The works of the great Descartes, Kepler's Treatise

on Optics, and the ' Arithmetica Infinitorum,' of Wallis, a profound Eng-
lish mathematician,—were among the chief studies of young Kewton, dur-

ing his first attendance at the University. His study of Descartes led

him to devote his powers especially to algebra, or analytical mathematics

;

and he soon discovered the formula usually termed, by algebraists, ' The
Binomial Theorem of Newton.' Those among you who are acquainted

with the mathematics do not need to have that discovery described. To
others, I can only say that the formula unfolds a method for the develope-

nient of functions into an infinite series : an explanation which will be no
clearer than talking G-reek to some people—and yet I knew not how to

describe it more intelligibly to those who know nothing of algebra. The
thing to be recommended, especiallj^ to you young men, is that you begin
to get some knowledge of algebra, for yourselves, and then you will know
all about it. Suffice it, however, to say, that the ' Binomial Theorem' is

now one of the formulas of algebra most commonly used ; and that there

is scarcely any analytical research in which it is not of use. A far greater

discovery followed : this was the ' Integral Calculus,' or what is sometimes
called ' the Science, or Doctrine, of Eluxions'—the very highest discovery

ever made by any mathematician, and still more impossible to define popu-
larly. This new and grander discovery, Newton soon perceived, would
enable him to make others in determining the laws of natural phenomena.
That is,—shall I say ?—it was the key by which the laws of the solar and
planetary world could be deciphered : the rule and instrument by which
their motions could be accurately calculated :

' Arithmetic,' or the ordi-

nary science of numbers, being too loose and clumsy an instrument to apply

to the solution of astral questions, which involve numbers and relations so

unusual. With this conviction of the value of this great discovery for the

future, Newton did not make it known. He declined the reputation that

might have been gained by publishing it—fixing his determination on
greater discoveries.

All this had occurred before he quitted the University in 1665, on ac-

count of the Plague. We have been looking, therefore, at the mental
strides of a giant made by a mere stripling up to three and twenty years

of age ! What a lesson of early resolution, of energy, and industry !—and
let it not be forgotten, of humility and modesty,—for pride would have
rushed to tell the world what it had done: to sacrifice the world's applause
—Avho does not know how difficult that is for us, when we are young?
We must hasten on with our hasty biographical sketch. During his

short retirement into the country, his mind is profoundly intent on these
great future discoveries

; and now it is that the event occurs which has
received such various comment : his first thought of the universal applica-
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tioii of ^ G-ravitation'—while sitting under an apple-tree, and seeing the

apple fall. The anecdote was confirmed to Yoltaire, by Newton's neice

;

and the tree was shewn for many years afterwards. ' Why,' the young
philosopher asked himself, ' may not this power Avhich causes the apple to

fall to the earth, extend to the moon, and then what more would be neces-

sary to retain her in her orbit about the earth ?' None of you, I trust,

Avill join in the foolish attempt to depreciate the mind of this illustrious

discoverer, by that senseless remark— ' It was all accident !' Accident

!

why, had not hundreds of men seen apples fall, and eaten them too,—and

yet had never thought of this doctrine of G-ravitation ? Be assured that

no grand truth has ever fallen ' by accident,' into a man's mouth when he

happened to yawn. No, no, it is not to the listless and indolent that Na-
ture's Eevelations are made. The mind must be prepared to perceive ; it

must yearn after a discovery of Nature's secrets ; it must be girt up, and
be in the act of grappling with the difficulty. I tell you young men again,

it is the Searcher—and the Searcher alone

—

m^\\o finds the gold of Truth:
it is the Worker—and the Worker alone—who discovers that ' Open
Sesame' which is to unlock the opulent secrets of the Universe.

Newton's young and ardent mind was filled with the desire of compre-
hending the mechanism of the ' Cosmos.' He was acquainted with all

ancient and exploded systems, as well as with Descartes' system of Vortices

—the prevailing system of the time.* But this method of accounting for the

motions, and explaining the relations, of the celestial bodies did not satisfy

him. furthermore, he knew that it was a law of gravity that the velocity

of bodies—that is the rate at which they move—is greater as they ap-

proach they earth ; and he conceived that the same force ought to regulate

tlie different velocities of motion in their orbits of the different planetary

bodies. Kepler, his greatest contemporary, had also discovered—(again,

I must use terms that cannot be fully understood without some previous

acquaintance with mathematical language)—that the squares of the times
of revolution of the different planets, are proportional to the cubes of their

distances from the sun.

With this preparatory knowledge, added to his mathematical skill, he
went to work at calculation, and strove, in the first instance, to apply this

law of G-ravitation, strictly, to the moon. But he failed—because the dis-

tance of our earth's centre from its surface was not then accurately known.
It was necessary to know this in order to ascertain if there were gravity,

or centripetal force, enough in the body of the earth—to counteract the
gravity, or centrifugal force, of the moon as shewn by her motion in her
orbit. His calculations gave, for the moon, a value greater by one-sixth

than that which results from her observed circular velocity. Sixty miles
to a degree being then believed to be the true measure of the earth—this

excess of value for the moon's gravity necessarily resulted from his calcula-

tions. And what did he ? Some would have thought the approximation
so near that the)^ would have sounded their own trumpet to the world, and
claimed a discovery. Not so Newton : rigid Truth was w^hat he worship-
ped—Truth, exact Truth, in Science

—

exact Truth, in conduct. Who
among us can fail to venerate the intellectual and moral beauty of such a
charpxter ? How veritably did our great countryman deserve his reputa-
tion for wisdom, since he could not sacrifice the substance of inward self-

approval for the shadow of outward, and what he would have felt to be
undeserved, applause ! He made no proclamation to the world, of a dis-

.covery : he simply resolved to give up the thought of making the full dis-

covery, for a time ; but it was impossible that he could entirely relinquish it,
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He returns to the Uuiversity, on the cessation of the Phigue, to resume

other important studies. He had read Descartes' Optics before quitting

Cambridge, and that had led him to make various experiments with a

prism, and to suspect that Light was not a homogeneous body. His com-
munications with Dr. Barrow, who was lecturer on Optics to the Univer-

sity, had convinced that eminent man that Newton Avas more fit than

himself for the office ; and, at the doctor's request, the young philosopher

was now appointed lecturer, in his room. He began to illustrate, by expe-

riments, the composition and decomposition of Light. The report of his

discoveries, in this branch of science, soon drew the attention of the scien-

tific world, and he was speedily elected a Eellow of the Eoyal Society.

His first act of acknowledgement for the honour they conferred on him,

was that of sending to them a telescope of his own construction—which
was only six inches long, and yet the four moons of Jupiter could be seen

with it. This precious relic is still possessed by the itoyal Society : shewn,

of course, now, only as a curiosity ; for remarkable as its construction

seemed then, modern telescopes, as improved by Dollond and others,—and
eventually expanded into the gigantic space-guaging instruments of

Herschell and Lord Eosse, have rendered it valuable simply as a curiosity.

He afterwards presented the Society with the Eirst Part of his treatise on
Optics—a scientific work unsurpassed in pellucid demonstration, and only

inferior in value to the grander work he was soon to produce.

It was now that the elevated mind of Newton began to experience dis-

gust and mortification from tlie annoyances of a rival. That rival, Dr.

Hooke, was himself a noble devotee of science ; but, unlike JSTewton, he
was deficient in persevering and patient application, and rather resembled
the old Grreeks in his disposition to affirm bold hypotheses upon an im-

perfect basis. Hooke stept forth to claim Newton's optical discoveries

for his own. He, he said, had already proved that Light was not a homo-
geneous body. But Dr. Halley, and other great men examined his claims

;

and the event was, that his theory was shewn to be essentially unlike

Newton's,—inasmuch as instead of the many colours of Newton, he main-

tained that the primary colours of light were but two, red and violet, and
that the other colours were but mixtures of these : in contradistinction,

too, to Newton's doctrine, that Light was an emanation of small particles

—Hooke maintained the 'theory of vibrations,' or the ' undulatory theory,'

as it is also called. In our own times, the scientific world is divided on
this latter point : part of it still maintaining, with Newton, that Light is

material, consisting of infinitely smaU particles : the other part teaching

that it consists in the undulations, or vibrations, of the ether of the Uni-
verse, transmitted to the eye. It is not for the purpose of maintaining

one or the other to be right, that we are noticing the distinction; but
simply to commemorate the fact that Hooke's theory was not Newton's.
To defend himself, Newton had to partake in controversy. The task was so

unwelcome to him, that he declared he regretted that he had published his

views, and had thus 'parted with a blessing so substantial as quiet torun after

a shadow.' He then published one more paper, and retired fromthe contest.

His deep wisdom is again evidenced by this act. Who does not know
that the finer powers of the mind are worn away by disputes, and that the
spirit of wrangling grows upon a man by practice ? Had not Newton
wisely determined to withdraw from wrangling, he might not only have
lost his quiet for life, but have rendered his mind incapable of the grandest
of his triumphs which he was next to achieve.

(To he concluded in our next,)
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Poems: hy Frederick George Lee. (Houlston and Stoneman, Paternoster-row.)

This is a small, but really choice volume of verse. It tells, for itself, that

the author has studied his art, instead of depending solely on his genius. The
following four stanzas are so excellent, both in spirit and style, that one can

scarcely help envying Mr. Lee the authorship of them :

"SPEAK GENTLY TO THE ERRING!"

Spe\k gently to tlie erring

—

Yc know not all the pow'r
With which the dark temptation came

In some vinguarfled hour:
Ye may not know how earnestly

They struggled, or how well,

Until the hour of weakness came.
And sadly thus they fell

!

Speak gently of the erring^
Oh ! do not thou forget.

However darkly stain'd by sin,

He is thy brother yet.

Heir of the self-same heritage.

Child of the self-same God,
He hath but stumbled in the path
Thou hast in weakness trod.

Speak kindly to the erring

—

For is it not enough
That innocence and peace are gone,
Without thy censure rough J

It surely is a weary lot

That sin-crushed heart to bear;

And they who share a happier fate

Their chidings well may spare.

Speak kindly to the erring

—

Thou yet mayst lead him back,
With holy words, and tones of love.

From Mis'ry's thorny track:

Forget not thou hast often sinn'd.

And sinful yet must be;
Deal kindly with the erring one.
As God hath dealt with thee!"

CEITICAL EXEGESIS OF GOSPEL HISTOET,
ON THE BASIS OF STRAUSS's * LEBEN JESU.'

A SERIES OF EIGHT DISCOURSES ; DELIVERED AT THE LITERARY INSTITUTION, JOHN
STREET, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, AND AT THE HALL OF SCIENCE, CITY ROAD, ON
SUNDAY EVENINGS, DURING THE WINTERS OF 1848—9, AND 1849—50.

BY THOMAS COOPEE,

Author of ' The Purgatory of SuicidesJ*

IV.—THE MIRACLES.
{Continued from last number.)

What we termed the ^ mixed miracles,' related in the Gospels, remain for

investigation ; namely, those relating to the Sea—Feeding the Multitude

—

Turning Water into Wine— Cursing the Barren Fig -Tree. It will, perhaps,
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be possible, to make greater, and yet satisfactory, haste, with the discussion

of these, than of the narratives already reviewed.

1. Miracles relating to the Sea. Peter's miraculous draught of fishes

(Luke, 5 ch. iv.) first presents itself, and need not occupy us long. This

narrative depictures Christ as endowed with supernatural knowledge, or

supernatural power : knowledge like that attributed to the Deity, who knows,

at all times, all the fish, in all seas, rivers, and lakes : or power to compel

shoals of fish from the depths of the sea into some particular locality of the

waters. Which kind of miracle this is understood to be, we may leave the

orthodox to determine. Whoever receives the narrative as literally true can

scarcely fail to regard it as a proof of Christ's divinity ; for he is described

as possessing something beyond human consciousness. But is the attribution

of such a miracle to him worthy of him as the Divinity ? Was it necessary

for him to inspire his followers with the indescribable awe and fear they must
have felt towards him, had they really witnessed such a miracle 1 These are

questions we can merely leave for reflection. The narrative of an interrup-

tion of the order of nature, here ariven, ceases to be historical in our view

—

not only because it involves the supernatural—but because its chronology

is very diversely placed by John, who gives it at the close of his gospel, and
as occurring after Christ's resurrection. Granting even that John's narrative

relates to another event—though that to us is incredible, from its resemblance

to this in Luke—the fact that this miracle is made, by Luke, the occasion of

Peter's becoming Christ's disciple, and that it is not related by Matthew or

Mark when they describe the calling of Peter, compels us to view it as legen-

dary. The first two evangelists simply describe what there is no reason to

doubt is an historical circumstance—Christ seeing Peter and Andrew, and
calling them to forsake their nets and follow him, with the saying " I will

make you fishers of men." The third Gospel embodies a new and legendary

feature—the miraculous draught of fishes—and then makes Jesus address

Peter saying " Fear not, from henceforth thou slialt catch men."

The miraculous stilling of the storm which had arisen while Jesus slept is

narrated by the first three Evangelists, (Matth., 8 ch. 23 v. Mark, 4 ch.

36 V. Luke, 8 ch. 22 v.) and is intended, according to their own words, to

represent Jesus to us as him whom " the winds and the sea obey." Thus, to

follow out the gradation in the miraculous which has been hitherto observed,

it is presupposed, not merely that Jesus could act on the human mind and
living body in a psychological and magnetic manner ; or with a revivifying

power on the human organism when it was forsaken by vitality ; nay, not

merely, as in the narrative of the draught of fishes, that he could act imme-
diately with determinative power, on irrational 3^et animated existences, but

that he could thus act even on inanimate nature. If possible, this is a still

higher assertion of Christ's divinity. But is the narrative historical 1 How
then come the narrators to differ? Mark, as is so often his case, knows exactly

where Jesus slept—it was in the " hinder part of the ship," and " on a pil-

low 1" Matthew and Luke have no such particular knowledge. The distressed

disciples, according to Matthew, say " Lord, save us we perish ;" according

to Mark, " Master, carest thou not that we perish f according to Luke,
" Master, master, we perish." Lastly, according to Matthew, Jesus fast re-

prehends his disciples, saying " Why are ye fearful, ye of little faith ?" and
then arises, rebukes the wind and the sea ; and when his companions witness

the miraculous calm, they exclaim " What manner of man is this, that even
the winds and sea obey him !" But according to Mark and Luke, Jesus

rebukes the wind first ; and it is when the calm has taken place that he
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reproves his disciples. Mark, it may just be noted, alone knows the words

Christ uttered to the storm—" Peace, he still !" Scarcely a word of comment
is necessary on such a narrative : it is not ' inspired truth'—because it is told

differently. Its divergencies give it a legendary feature ; and it was a my-
thical story that was almost sure to arise among a people whose old history

told how Jehovah had ' rebuked the Red Sea,' and how Moses had been the

instrument in that partition of the waters. Jesus, as the Messiah, m^ust have
fuiiilled his types ; but the legend must adapt itself to circumstances : a
drying up of the sea would have been unnatural to the character of Jesus

—

while his frequent companionship with the fishermen on the lake rendered it

easy to conceive that he had ''rebuked" a storm, and that the winds and
waves had obeyed him.

What curious questions might be asked when w^e turn to another narrative,

where Jesus is described walking on the sea towards the ship in which his

disciples are tossed, by night, and the storm as miraculously subsiding ! It

is omitted by Luke j but the three other Evangelists have it. (John 6 ch.

15 V. Matth. 14 ch. 22 v. Mark 6 ch. 45 v.) Was the body of Jesus exempt
from the law of gravitation, since he does not sink, nor even dip into the wa-
ter, but walks erect on the waves as on firm land ? Was he an etherial

phantom '? That was the doctrine of the old Docetae ; but it was deemed
heretical. Had Jesus the power of exhibiting this property of his body, then,

—w^hatever it might be,—when he was baptised, but refrained from using it ?

Did he thus increase or reduce his specific gravity by an act of his will ?

These are questions we do not expect to hear answered ; but analysis will en-

able us to answer a primary question—Is this narrative historical or legen>

dary ?

Observe, first, the strange feature in Mark—that Jesus ' would have passeo

hi/ them.' This close kinsman of the ' Apocryphal ' evangelists, would repre

sent walking upon the sea, as so natural and customary with Jesus, that with

out any regard to the disciples, he pursued his w^ay across it, unconcernedly

he ' would have passed by them 'I But Matthew has also his share of won
der. With him, though not with Mark or John, Peter also makes an exper-
ment in walking on the sea, but not a successful one.

" This trait," says Strauss, " is rendered suspicious by its intrinsic character, as well

by the silence of the two other narrators. Immediately on the word of Jesus, and
virtue of the faith w^hich he has in the beginning, Peter actually succeeds in walking ju

the water for some time, and only when he is assailed by fear and doubt does he bej in

to sink. What are we to think of this'? Admitting that Jesus, by means of his cthcriali; .

body, could walk on the water, how could he command Peter, who was not gifted Avith

such a body, to do the same ? or if by a mere word he could give the body of Peter a dis-

pensation from the law of gravitation, can he have been a man ? and if a God, would he
thus lightly cause a suspension of natural laws at the caprice of a man 1 or lastl}'', are avo

to suppose that faith has the power instantaneously to lessen, the specific gravity of the
body of a believer 1 Faith is certainly said to have such a power in the figurative dis-

course of Jesus just referred to, according to which, the believer is able to remove moun-
tains and trees into the sea,—and why not also himself to walk on the sea'? The moral
that as soon as faith falters, power ceases, could not be so aptly presented by either of
the two former figures as by the latter, in the following form : as long as a man has faith

he is able to walk unharmed on the unstable sea, but no sooner does he give way to doubt
than he sinks, imlcss Christ extend to him a helping hand. The fundamental thought,

then, of Matthew's episodical narrative is, that Peter was too confident in the firmness of
his faith, that by its sudden failure he incurred great danger, but was rescued by Jesus;

a thought which is actually expressed in Luke xxii. 31 f. Avhere Jesus says to Simon :

Satan hath desired to have you that he may sift you as icheat; but I have prayed for thee that

thy faith fail not. These words of Jesus have reference to Peter's coming denial: this

was the occasion when his faith, on the strength of which he had just before ofifered to

go with Jesus to prison and to death, would have wavered, had not the Lord by his in-
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tcrccssion procured him new strength. If we add to this the above-mentioned habit of

the early Christians to represent the persecating world under the image of a turbulent

sea, we cannot fail, with one of the latest critics, to perceive in the description of Peter

courageously volunteering to walk on the sea, soon, however, sinking from fainthearted-

ness, but borne up by Jesus, an allegorical and mythical representation of that trial of

faith which this disciple who imagined himself so strong, met so weakly, and which higher

assistance alone enabled him to surmount."

(To he continued.)

National Education.—I have ever observed it to have been the office of a wise patriot,

among the greatest affairs of the state, to take care of the commonwealth of learning. For
schools, they are the seminaries of state ; and nothing is worthier the study of a statesman,

than that part of the republic which we call the advancement of letters.

—

Hen Jonson.

Controversial. Divinp:s.— Some controverters in divinity are like swaggerers in a tavern,

that catch that which stands next them, the candlestick, or pots ; turn everything into a
weapon : ofttimes they fight blindfold, and both beat the air. The one milks a he goat, the

other holds under a sieve. Their arguments arc as fluxive as liquor spilt upon a table,

which with your finger you may drain as you will. Such controversies, or disputations

(carried with more labour than profit) are odious ; where most times the truth is lost in the

midst, or left untouched, and the fruit of their fight is, that they spit one upon another, and
are both defiled. These fencers in religion I like not.

—

J3en Jonson.

Bkn Jonson's Opinion of Siiakspere.—I remember, the players have often mentioned
it asan honour to Sliakspere, that in his writing (whatsoever he penned) he never blotted

out a line. My answer hath been, "Would he had blotted a thousand"—which they thought a

malevolent speech. I had not told posterity this, but for their ignorance, who cliose that

circumstance to commend their friend bj'-, wherein he most faulted ; and to justify mine own
candour : for 1 loved the man, and do honour his memory, on this side idolatry, as much as
any.—He was (indeed) honest, and of an open and free ; had an excellent phantasy, brave
notions, and gentle expressions ; wherein he flowed with that facility, that sometimes it was
necessary he should be stopped : Sii0amiiiandas erat, as Augustus said to Haterius—his wit

was in his own poAver, would the rule of it had been so too—many times he fell into those

things, could not escape laughter : as when he said in the person of Cajsar, one speaking

to him, " Cscsar, thou dost me wrong," he replied, " Cjesar did never wrong but with just

cause," and such like; which were ridiculous. But he redeemed his vices with his virtues

—

there was ever moi-e in him to be praised than to be pardoned.— Giford's Edition of Jon-
son's Works, Vol. is., page 175.
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* EEIENDS OF OEDEE' IN FEANCE—WHO AEE THEY ?

" The ' good old times' all times wlieu old are good—

•

Are gone ; the present might be if tlioy would

;

Great things have been, and arc, and greater still

Want little of mere mortals but their will

:

A wider space, a greener field, is given

To those who play their ' tricks before high Heaven.'

I know not if the angels weep, but men
Have wept enough—for what I—To weep again !

Bf/roii's Age of Bronze.

CoTJLD anything in the world make us sympathise with anarchy, and take

delight in the horrors of civil war, it would be the present conduct of that

party in France who call themselves par excellence ' the Friends of Order.'

—These very respectable people are now striving, might and main, under

the false pretence of preserving peace, to bring all law and liberty as they

should exist in a Eepublican government into hatred and contempt. Lilvo

certain officious busy bodies at public meetings who are continually ' rising

to order' and shouting for ' silence', they merely add to the noise, and sow
the seeds of increased turmoil. It is just this party who lay the founda-

tions of revolutions, and pave the way for scenes of violence and blood-

shed. They march about with an olive-branch in one hand, and a two-edged
sword in the other. They shade their faces with the one, while they
brandish the other in the faces of their neighbours. Their idea of order'

appears to consist entirely of the right to order everybody to obey them,
and to enforce obedience in the event of resistance. Of such a delicate tex-

ture are their nerves that no one must talk above a whisper, but them-
selves. To argue with them is out of the question ; they will not listen to

argument. The bare meiiUon of Eeasoii throws them into a delirium tre-

mens; and the sight of a newspaper, advocating the cause of labour and
poverty against the monopoly of capital and bloated wealth, raises visions

of guillotines and headless trunks. They have faith in nothing but cannon
balls and bayonets, except when employed by their enemies, and then, of

course, these are the instruments of impious rebellion. Without knowing,
or giving themselves the trouble to find out what Socialism means, they
assume that it is hostile to civilization and humanity, and by base misre-

presentations, exaggerations, and petty persecution, by a venal press and a
hireling policy, in short, by a reign of terror, these canting apostles of a
tomb-begotten Conservatism seek to perpetuate class tyranny, and keep
the Many in subjection to the Few. The expression of opinion unfavour-
able to their notions of ' order' and ' law' must be instantly crushed, and
thus we read day after day of journals seized, editors fined and imprisoned,
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books and periodicals prohibited, public assemblies dispersed for presuming

to discuss political questions, ' trees of liberty' torn up and carried away

by an armed soldiery, and such kind of irritating and unnecessary inter-

ference with the rights of thought, and the peculiarities of a somewhat
fanciful people. We say, unnecessary interference, because we believe the

liberty of the press—the zmlimited liberty of political writing—and the

fluttering of a few yards of ribbon on a tall poplar, are not incompatible

with the peace and prosperity even of the city of Paris—nay, this galling

persecution of democratic ideas is far more likely to lead to an outbreak of

popular passion, bringing with it a vengeful destruction of life and property,

than if the feelings of the people were suffered to evaporate in print and
songs.

But the ' friends of order' say, if this latitude is permitted it will be

abused. We reply, then punish the abuse ; if the liberty of the press is

employed to instigate this or that faction to rise in revolt against the

government, punish the revolters ; but, on no account, WTong the sacred

principle of liberty of thought. Plad the Trench press never been shackled

by restrictive laws, and subjected to a despotic censorship, but had been

suffered to reflect the will of Prance, the revolutions which have occurred

in that country would have had a different complexion. "Where the mind
is fettered, and the true sentiments of the heart stifled in their birth,

where one form of opinion assumes the right to domineer over another

form of opinion, where raid^ and riches are privileged, and lowly poverty

enslaved, where gaudy i.dleness is worshipped, and dingy labour despised,

where the people feel and know their rights and are prevented from as-

serting them in a manner consistent with tranquillity and unblended with

the vindictive passions, society stands upon a mine of gunpowder which

sooner or later must explode. And when the magazine of wrath does ex-

plode again in Prance, which we fear it will do ere long if these ' friends

of order' pursue their insane repressive polic}^, terrific indeed wdll be the

result, and the ultimate upshot it is impossible to predict.

But who are the ' friends of order' in the Prench Eepublic ? Their

grand principle is, they say, to respect ' the powers that be.' And first of

all let us take the ' Legitimists' who talk mighty loud about loyalty and
* order.' Instead of respecting the sovereignty of the People, instead of

respecting the Eepublic, and nobly coming forward to aid in realising the

holy idea of 'liberty, equality, and fraternity,' we find them intriguing and
caballing to bring the Eepublic into disrepute at home, and into contempt
abroad. Not content to share power equally with their fellow citizens,

they are grasping at a monopoly. If the solecism is allowable, they are

paying honour, not to the powers that he, but to powers that are not. But
to seat Henri V. on the throne, a revolution, a bloody revolution, great dis-

order must necessarily occur ; this they are aware of, and yet have the

impudence to style themselves ' friends of order' ! Away with such
hypocrisy ! Of the same kidney are the Bonapartists, and the Orleanists.

They hate the Eepublic, and sigh for a dynasty—a king—an emperor, or

some such incarnation of egotism. Even the moderate republican party is

not wholly free from censure. They are tw^o much led by their fears.

They lend themselves to their enemies to hunt down socalism by physical

force, probably because they are unable to combat its doctrines by force of

argument. And the consequence will be another street campaign and
barricade fighting.

That the growing intelligence of the Prench people can ever subsist
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under any other than the republican form of government, we do not be-

lieve. We hope the ' friends of order' may not reap the whirlwind they are

sowing. If they succeed in destroying the Eepublic for a time, it will rise

again like a giant refreshed, and perhaps witness the final annihilation of

all the dynasty factions which now disturb its repose. If they desire to

promote and establish a sound and healthy ' order,' let them adhere re-

ligiously to the broad principles of Eepublicanism—the^principles of truth,

justice, and freedom.
EeANK GrEANT.

"WHAT THE POOE THINK IN EEANCE.

A frie:n'd has kindly famished me with the following ' Letter from a

Erench Peasant'—for publishing which, the editor of the Bepublicain dw

Centre has been condemned to six months' imprisonment and a line of

2,000 francs (about £83). It is translated as literally as the language

will permit ; and will better enable English working men to enter into the

real thoughts and feelings of the Erench agricultural poor, than twenty

pompous 'leading-articles' in the newspapers.—T. C.

I am a husbandman, and very badly off, as I shall show you. As I don't know how to

write, I dictate this letter to the schoolmaster of our village, and beg you to publish it, so

that when they read your paper, any good people who are interested about us may know
how we get on.

Ah I if men would only explain themselves and agree together, instead of each doing
just what comes in his head, it seems to me that, with good-will for one another and both
sides doing their part, people would be a good deal happier in the world. It is my opinion

that there are very few rascals and devils incarnate who torment their neighbour only for

the pleasure of seeing him pained : it is fear and ambition that spoil all, and people the

world with foolish wicked people—wicked beasts,—there !

The worst of it is that our master looks cross at me ever since the revolution, and that I
don't get a good word from him because I love the Republic. " You have'nt gained any-
thing by the Republic, have you ?"— '• That's true enough, I have'nt gained anything."

—

*• On the contrary, there are more taxes, the 45 centimes, and others too that I shall see

that you pay."—"True, you'll make me pay them, and though the money doesn't pass
from my hands into the tax-gatherer's, you take it out of my pocket all the same. "

—

** Well, don't split my head with your cursed song

—

The peasant's real republic,
When will it come ?

If I catch you at it again, I'll turn you off."

That's the way he reasons to disgust me with the Republic. And he's strong. I have
my reasons, too ; but I keep them to myself—what am I to say ? The Republic has done
us no good, but I love it all the same. It is perhaps because it may do good to our child-
ren, and some day when the good comes, our boys will be better taught and our girls bon-
nier, and they will all know how to read, and write, and speak, as well as our masters, and
the schoolmaster, who puts this country speech into good French, and if one is not so easy
now as before February, one is much more proud.

In short, I love the Republic because I love it. I have voted, I do vote, and I will vote
for it. One is not master of his heart. This is what brings me into trouble. They are
going to turn me away. They have threatened me already. My God, what will become of
me ? For ten leagues round not another farm will hire me. Farewell, then, to the ches-
nut orchard that I planted, where I know all the trees like old friends !—the fields where I
have worked for twenty years ! Am I then a good-for-nothing fellow, that I am to be forced
to leave the country ? And where to go to ? Perhaps beyond the seas ; and so be obliged
to leave our eldest girl, who is married in the village : it would be the death of my poor
wife, I am sure.

Just hear what our mistress, when she saw her crying, said to her to comfort her ! That
we had not any right to be here at all ; that we must go away and separate without crying
out so much ; that it was our lot ; that unless wo had property we have no country or
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family. No country ! No love of home ! Why then do our conscripts, farm hibourers, liko

lis, liowevcr tar they send them, take the home-sickness and die, and never any of the olR-

cers who go from the jijrcat houses ? No family ! Are we beasts then ? Then let them
take our girls to market, and sell our little ones like calves and sheep to the butcher. No
family !—Hold ! when I hear that, the blood comes into my face, my ears tingle, and

—

Hold ! I was going to say a very foolish thing, enough to get mc thrown int prison. But
its gone now.

Only if you hear speak of that good Cabet, who wants the land to be for everybody, give

me, please, some news of him. The other fainn-labourers think as above like me. To our
minds, if our master would hear reason, it would be better for him and us too ; but he takes
everything his own way, without caring even to tell us why or how. A»d because in writing
the agreement, he put in his devilish paper just what suited him and the very opposite

of what he had said, one's to tal^c his word ! If one goes to complain to the magistrate,

the old fox who dines and drinks with the master, always makes us wrong. We are liko

the fools in the play. And then that weighs on one's heart, and one gets food as one can,

sometimes milk and butter, and sometimes eggs, or cuts wood where one has no business.

It's trick against trick and nobody's the gainer.

The young folks in the village who have been over France, say that they have never
seen any people so wretched as we are, though they know very well that there's no coun-
try in the world that's worth so much as this. How do they do then ? To believe these

folks, the labourers down there live in real good houses, with shutters and windows, and their

])igs too will be having a sty where they carry their victuals to them, as they do here to our
master's horse. It's Avell to be young pigs in those countries. But ours are brought up in

our room, and don't soon forget the way out of it ; and there's no great hai'ni thought of it

if they make a ti'ough of the table ; they get served the quicker, and nobody for that, big

or little, looks black at the broth. But our pigs may behave as they're brought up : it is

not that that annoys me.
One word more. I hear tell by a cousin of mine, who's a journeyman-potter, that at

Limoges things are done different. When they fall out with their employers, they have
their own judges, what they call a council of prud'honimcs. If it was to come c the lie-

l)ublic's goodness to do as much for us, to bring our masters a little to reason, we should
like it all the better. There are some of our labourei'S who think that they won't refuse

it ; they are going to make a petition to our representatives that we too may have judges
for our own side, a country council of idriidlwrnmcs. What do you think of it ?

Leoxard, husbandman at Bessines.

THE QUABTJEELY, M. GUIZOT, AND DEMOCRACY.
Every three months there issues from Albemarle-street,' a thick periodical

in a drab-coloured cover, the fulminating oracle of the high Church and Tory
party. In hatred to all political reforms, and to anything savouring of a
popular movement, in love for social follies and corruptions, provided these

be sanctil&ed by the venerable hand of antiquity, the Quarterly Revieiv stands

unrivalled. It is not, however, to be cast aside on this account. There is

much to be learnt from its pages,—for we may often gather more valuable

auguries from the fears of our enemies than from the brightest hopes of our

friends. This is just the case in an article in the Ilarch number of the

Quarterly, devoted to a c/Dusideration of several publications relating to the

French Revolution of 1848. One of the works* selected for review is M.
Guizot's enquiry, 'Why has the English Revolution succeeded?' And the

writer, in the course of his criticism, alludes to past aristocracy, and points

out the tendency of the present age to democratic government, in the follow-

ing not uninstructive terms :

—

"If we were to consider M. Guizot's work abstractedly, and as a mere historical essay,
we should have to suggest some doubts and to make some reserves in our general concur-
rence with his statements and opinions : for Instance, wc must have insisted on a most
important consideration, which, (strangely enough), M. Guizot does not allude to, which is,

that about the time when our Revolution gave such permanent weight to the principle of

popular representation, there began almost simultaneously that countervailing system by
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wliich the House of Commons itself was made indirectly sensible of the influence of the

aristocracy and the Crown ; and Gatton, Old Sarum, and their fellows, helped to maintain

the practical balance of the constitution aijainst what would otherwise have become a sin;rlo

absorbing and irresistible power. The Reform Bill deranged, and in a great raeasuve de-

stroyed, that moderating influence, which, however was and is so vitally necessary to the

co-ordination of monarchy with popular representation, that the monarchy is now existing

only on its remnants ; and we must, therefore, confess, that we by no means take theJiaUcr-

ing view which M. Guizot does of the stability of our constitutional system. Gratefully

acknowledging that the Revolution of 1G88 was followed by upwards of a century and a
lialf of unprecedented order, freedom, and prosperity, we have the strongest apprehensions

that the democratic tendencies of all our recent measures are preparing a certain—not slow,

and yet ive hope not violent—passage to a different state of things. We fear that M.
Guizot may be the last that will have to congratulate us on the wise stability of our politi-

cal and religious institutions."

Now, all this, put into straightforward English, ii tantamount to saying

that Queen Victoria sits on a very unsteady throne ; that the advancing

waters of democracy will shortly wash av/ay entirely, and carry off, in one

mighty deluge. Church, Bishops, and Peers ; that Universal Suffrage will be

established, and the British Empire ultimately become a Republic. Dreadful

thought ! What a heart-quake must disturb the equanimity of the King-and-

Queen-loving public on reading such a prediction ! And have they no reason

to tremble ? If they are patriotic, is not their perturbation natural 1 England
without a monarch to parade the streets in a gingerbread coach once in three

or four years ! England without a House of Peers to stop the way of popu-

lar and ^beneficial measures ! England without Dukes^ and^Lords to pet and
pension! England without a State Church to bicker about baptism 1 Eng-
land with no aristocracy but that of intellect and moral worth !

' Merrie'

England with a cheap President instead of an expensive Sovereign !
^ Merrie'

England a free and equal Commonwealth instead of a flunkey-ridden king-

dom ! No, no ; the notion is too horrible ever to be realised—the British

Lion won't stand that—the flag that has braved so many breezes won't be
blown away by the breath of democracy ; and so let us retrace our legislative

steps—let us countermarch in double quick time back to those blessed days

of rotten boroughs, civil disabilities. Test and Corporation Acts, religious per-

secution, commercial monopoly, landlord supremacy, corn laws, wars abroad,

and class strife at home. Yes, let us " tak' our aulcl cloak about us," or may-
hap we shall be obliged to wear a ' bran' new suit. P. Gr.

Curiosity in Knowledge.—Nothing wraps a man in such a mist of errors,

as his curiosity in searching into things which are beyond him. How happily
do they live, who know nothing but what is necessary ! Our knowledge does
but show our ignorance. Our most studious researches, are but a discovery of
what Ave cannot know. We see the effect, but we cannot guess at the cause.
Learning is like a river, whose head being far in the land, is at its first rise,

small^ and easily viewed : but still as you proceed, it gapes with a wider bank ;

not without pleasant and delightful windings, while it is on both sides, set with
trees, and the beauties of various flowers ; but still, the farther you follow it,

,

the deeper and broader it is ; till at last it empties itself into the unfathomable
ocean

; there you see more water, but no shore, no end of that fluid expanse.—
Owen Felltham.

^

This Septennial Act.—Dr. Johnson, one of the most furious of Tories, in his life of Ad-
dison, alluding to the royal prerogative of creating peers to make a majority says, " it was an
act of authority violent enough yet certainly legal, and by no means to' be compared Avith
THAT CONTEMPT OF NATIONAL PviGHT with which, some time afterwards, by the instigation
of Whiggism, the Commons, chosen by the ycople for three years, chose tukmselves fok
SEVEN !"
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THE LOWLANDS SWEET.

With ceaseless toil the heart grows dull-

Let us go forth, my beautiful;

Rich flow'rs now rise

Our steps to greet;

And sadness flies

The Lowlands sweet.

Hate and discord haunt each street,

Music and love the Lowlands sweet.

The silver cloud it sleeps on high

;

The skylark singeth its lullaby;

And the cloud asleep,

And the lark's spread wings,
Are mirrored deep

In the Lowland springs.

Fays, and countless beautiful things,

Live and love by the Lowland springs.

The Lowland streamlet sparkles clear;

The cuckoo calleth: come, my dear !

—

Young lambkins white,

Responsive bleat;

And hearts grow light

In the Lowlands sweet.

The pure may hear the dulcet beat
Of angel steps, in the Lowlands sweet!

What joy—thus, while the lark is loud.
And fairies di'op from the silver cloud.

And zephyrs wave
Their taintless wings,

And naiads lave

In the lilied springs

—

To make some thymy bank our seat,

And talk of love in the Lowlands sweet

!

Leicester. William Jones.

Justice.—There is a sentiment in the human mind that regulates benevolence in its ap-
plication as a principle of action. This is the sense of justice. Justice, as well as benevo-
lence, is an elementary law of human nature. It is through this principle that men are
impelled to distribute any means of pleasure which benevolence may suggest the communi-
cation of to others, in equal portions among an equal number of applicants. If ten men
are shipwrecked on a desert island, they distribute whatever subsistence may remain to
them, into equal portions among themselves. If six of them conspire to deprive the re-

maining four of their share, i/hh conduct is termed unjust.

—

Shelley.

Co CotresponUents.

•*^* Correspondents will please address " Thomas Cooper, 5, Park RoW, Knightsbridge,

London.'
*

0. P.—No : I have not had a lino from Mr. Scoble since his first and only letter to

me, dated ' 23 February.' I can but conclude that he has ' thought better of it/ and
will not, now, sustain his own challenge.

S. H. Leicester ;
* Lancelot

'
;

' Youth of Sixteen.' Their poetry is most respectfully

declined.
* Veritas,' Sheffield.—Many Country Agents, besides himself, complain that they are

not furnished with Posters. This is neither my fault, nor the fault of Mr. Watson, my
publisher. The London Agents are duly furnished with Posters ; and I have only to

request that every Country Agent who does not receive them will send me his name
and the name of the party in Town from whom he receives his parcel, and I will

immediately remonstrate, respectfully, concerning this neglect—which is injurious, alike

to the Country Agents and myself.

Thomas Parker. He must excuse my dullness ; but I really cannot understand, from
the minglemeiit of so many questions—which question it is he wishes me to answer.

Hectures, in Slontron, for W^t ensuing SHeelt.

Sunday, April 21, at 7, Literary Institution, John Street, Fitzroy Square. " Washington,
and the Independence of America "—Thomas Cooper, At 7, Hall of Science,
(near Finsbury Square), City Road. " Property, Family, and Order; accord-
ing to the Correspondent of the Times "—Walter Cooper. At 7, Institution,

Golden Lane, Barbican. " The Poetry of Freedom and Progress "—Gerald
Massey. At 7, Farringdon Hall, King's Arms' Yard, bottom of Snow Hill.

Question " How is the Organisation of Labour to be put in practice T
Monday, April 22, at half-past 8, Finsbury Mechanics' Institute, Bell Yard, City Road.

"The Punishment of Death"—E. Harding. At half-past 8, Pentonville
Athenajum, 23, Henry Street. " Phonography "—J. Russell. At quarter
past 8, Literary Institution, Carlisle Street, Edgeware Road, " Utility of
Heraldry"—W. Partridge.
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THINKINaS, PEOM DR. PAEE.

Eeform.—He that looks back to the history of mankind, will often see that in

politics, jurisprudence, religion, and all the great concerns of society, reform has
usually been the work of reason slowly awakening from the lethargy of ignorance,

gradually acquiring confidence in her own strength, and ultimately triumphing
over the dominion of prejudice and custom.

Inconsistency.—How frail and inconsistent is man ; How differently does he
think and act even from himself, in different circumstances ! How strangely does

the same passion of pride seek for gratification from contrary causes, from pursu-

ing ideal good, and from giving up that which is attainable and real. One mo-
ment he strains at a gnat, and applauds himself for sagacity—in the next he does

not suspect himself of credulity when he swallows a camel.

Man.—The ways of Providence are unsearchable; and among all the anomalies

which baffle conjecture and afflict sensibility in the moral world, the follies, the

fickleness, and the passions of man, are the most inexplicable and the most deplo-

rable. He is a tyrant in defence of liberty : he is a plunderer for the support of

law : he is an oppressor for the honour of government : he is a savage in the very

bosom of society : he becomes the unrelenting persecutor of his species, for the
imaginary glory of his God.
Eevolutions.—Great revolutions have usually been achieved by men of great

abilities; but their success in turbulent periods is to be imputed to previous circum-

stances, and those circumstances gradually arise from the want of wisdom in per-

sons who have directed the affairs of government in seasons of apparent tranquillity.

Of Lying.—Lying supplies those who are addicted to it with a plausible

apology for every crime, and with a supposed shelter from every punishment. It

tempts them to rush into danger from the mere expectation of impunity, and,

when practised with frequent success, it teaches them to confound the gradations

of guilt, from the effect of which there is in their imaginations at least one sure

and common protection. It corrupts the early simplicity of youth ; it blasts the
fairest blossoms of genius ; and will most assuredly counteract every effort by
which we may hope to improve the talents, and mature the virtues of those whom
it infects. C iT-'. i. t-v t. }
Aversion to Offences.—From original temperament, from early education,

from experience of personal inconvenience, and from various other causes scarcely

known to ourselves, we all of us feel a stronger aversion to some offences than to

others. One man is alarmed at public robbery, another takes fright at private

stealing, a third startles at heresy as bordering upon infidelity, a fourth kindles'at

republicanism as teeming with treason ; and each, if it were in his power, would
wreck the utmost of his vengeance upon the offender. But can it be right that

the life, or the liberty, or the fortune of any human being—should be dependent
upon the greater or less degree of these moral idiosyncracies ?

Effects of a Neglected or Improper Education.—Where education has
been entirely neglected or improperly managed, we see the worst passions ruling

with uncontrolled and incessant sway. Good sense degenerates into craft, and
anger rankles into malignity. Restraint, vvhich is thought most salutary, comes
too late, and the most judicious admonitions are urged in vain.

Cruelty to Animals.—He that can look with rapture upon the agonies of an
unoffending and unresisting animal, will soon learn to view the sufferings of a
fellovz-creature M'ith indifference ; and in time he will acquire the power of view-

ing them with triumph, if that fellow-creature should become the victim of his

resentment, be it just or unjust. But the minds of children are open to impres-

sions of every sort ; and indeed wonderful is the facility with which a judicious in-

structor may habituate them to tender emotions. I have therefore always con-

sidered mercy to beings of an inferior species as of a nature which children are very
capable of learning, but which is most difficult to be taught if the heart has been
once familiarized to spectacles of distress, and has been permitted either to behold

the pangs of any living creature with cold insensibility, or to inflict them with
wanton barbarity,
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MARTIAL GLORY.
He comes from the wars well trophied with scars,
From the swords of the vanquished and slain,

The foremost he stood, amidst havoc and blood,
Till thousands lay dead on the plain.

In a far distant land he has fought hand to hand,
With a dauntless and brave-hearted foe;

Who swore by heaven's shield, never, never to yield,
Till each daring intruder lay Ioav.

Why left he his home with marauders to roam.
Where the Ganges and Nile proudly flow i

'Twas his to stand forth when the land of his birth
Was menaced by some foreign foe !

The glitter of arms, with dear victory's charms,
Allured him in youth to depart,

Where the death-aiming steel, and the war-horse's heel.
Crushed the ardour and hopes of his heart.

The war-trump's deep bray it was his to obey—
Regardless of Justice or Eight

;

'

Great India's wealth must be pillaged by stealth.
Or seized by the blood-hounds of Might.

The bells may ring out, and wrapt myriads may shont-
For the glorious victory''s won

;

But they feel not the dart piercing many a heart
Nor see what the slaughter has done.

^

Ye chiefs of renown, whose fierce, merciless frown,
Holds far nobler hearts at command,

Lay down your cursed swords, dispute but with word';
For war is the bane of the land.

*

Uphold it who will, it is anarchy still,

—

Revolting to Freedom and Love
;

'Twas concocted in hell, where the tyrant-fiends dwellWho menaced heaven's portals above.

He goes to the hearth, the dear place of his birth —
No parents, no kindred, are there

;

'

On the dread field of strife sleeps his fond, faithful wife
See !—he gazes and weeps in despair !

'
•

He sinks on the floor, where he gambolled before
The tear-drop is dashed from his eyes

;

'

He uncovers his head, breathes a prayer'for the deadAnd unhonoured, but peacefully—dies.
'

Sheffield, April 1st, 1850.
J. W. King.

SONG.

No jewelled beauty is my love,
1 et in the heaven of her face.

There's such a wiruiing tenderness
She needs no other gift or grace:

Her smiles and words around my heart.
In blessed light and music twine.

And dear, oh, very dear to me—
Is this sweet love of mine!

'lis sweet to know there's one fond heart
1 hat ever beateth true to me:

It sets mine leaping like a lyre
When sweetest strings make melodv:

My soul upsprings a Deity—
Heaven-crowned to hear her voice divine,

And dear, oh, very dear to me—
Is this sweet love of mine I

If ever I have sighed for wealth,
'Twas all for her dear sake, I trow,

And, if I win fame's blushing wreath,
I'll twine it on her bonny brov!

There may be forms more beautiful,
And eyes of love with sunnier shine,

But none, oh none, so dear to me.
As this sweet love of mine!

Gerald MASSErv*
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THE LIFE AND aENIUS OF SIR ISAAC NEWTOIST.
AN ORATION, DELIVERED AT THE CITY OF LONDON MECHANICS' INSTITUTE GOULD

SQUARE
; AND OTHER INSTITUTIONS IN THE METROPOLIS.

BY THOMAS COOPER.
(Concludedfrom last mmibev.)

In June, 1682, while Newton was at a meeting of the Royal Society, the con-
versation turned upon the new measurement of a terrestrial degree by Picard
under the orders of the French Government. He keenly noted down what was
said, hastened home, and began immediately to compute afresh from his cal-
culations in 1665, and with the new data. The further he advanced, the more
clearly he saw that the great discovery respecting gravitation which he had
before attempted, was now about to be fully established. He became so
nervous and excited, with the thought of what was opening before him, that
he had, at length, to beg of one of his mathematical friends to work the num-
bers for him. That operation, if one may compare great things with small,
was merely like giving a boy, who well understands the four first rules in arith-
metic, certain figures, and desiring him to work the sum. The operation was
completed, and the splendid fact was clear—that the force of gravity at the
earth's surface (which is diminished proportionally to the square of the dis-
tance from the earth's centre) is very nearly equal to the centrifugal force in
the moon. The small difi'erence, he knew, could be accounted for by the sun's
gravity, though the difference of one-sixth (according to his former computa-
tion) could not.

The all-prevading law of the Universe was now open to him—that all parts
of matter gravitate towards each other, with a force proportional to their
masses, and reciprocally proportional to the squares of their mutual
distances ; that this force retains all planets and comets and satellites
in their respective orbits; that it determines the nature of their or-
bits, the forms of their masses, their speed of rotation on their axes, their
periods of revolution round their centres, the oscillations in the fluids that
cover their surfaces (such as the tides of our ocean)—and, in brief, all the
great phenomena connected with them. Fully understand what is meant f

If you have hitherto never crossed the threshold in the science of Astronomy
and have merely looked on what is called the ' Newtonian System' as an im-
posing conjecture and guess—be undeceived ! It is strict fact—strict calcu-
lation

: not to be overthrown by a bolder guess, or more plausible theory • not
to be discredited because Sir Richard Phillips sneered at it. Sir Richard
Phillips did not believe his own book: he only wrote it to put money
in his pocket. Be fully aware that the great discovery of Newton depends on
tie most laborious calculation, and that it leaves none of the leading pheno-
mena of the astral bodies unaccounted for. Gravitation ! it is the cause why
our earth revolves round the sun in 365 days, and so many minutes and
seconds, the cause why her form is that of an oblate spheriod, or resemblino-
an orange,—and the same force also determines the periods of the revolutioni

*\\^*^cr planets, and their various forms. Gravitation ! it is the cause why
% pebble falls to the earth when you have thrown it into the air, and the
3ause why our earth continues to roll in her orbit, unswerving from her
course, and at the mean distance of so many millions of miles from the sun.
or-avitation

! it is the cause of phenomena far more difficult to describe or
comprehend—the precession of the equinoxes, which will involve the most
;)omplete changes of seasons for the earth's inhabitants in the process of ages
-and the courses, and destructive or renewing a-gencics of comets, those
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amazing and eccentric travellers througli the immeasurable extent of

space.

What wonder that a frail human being should become * nervous and ex-

cited' when the truth of his discovery burst upon him ? Never was it the

destiny of one man to make so grand a discovery; never again, perhaps, will

it be the destiny of any man to produce the key to such incomparable wonders.

Newton stands at the head of all intellect in this point of view ; and his work,

for two entire years, was now to complete that book which is at the head of

all the productions of intellect, considered, simply, for its demand on the

reasoning faculty alone—the immortal JPrincipia. Does some young and
eager enquirer ask " Where can I obtain it, that I may read it ?" Softly, my
good lad : the question should have been "How shall I be able to read it, if I

can get hold of it ?" The answer is—by a laborious preparation : a solid ac-

quaintance with geometry and algebra, with trigonometry and conic sections

and the fluxional calculus. Do not think that a perfect knowledge of the

laws of the Universe is to be gained with the same ease as you learn the plot

of a novel. It is affirmed that there were not half-a-dozen men in England
who could read the JP7'incipia when it was first published. But the mathema-
ticians were fired with zeal to comprehend its immense truths j and now
hundreds in our own country, and in Europe, can read it : the impulse it gave

to mathematical studies was not among the least valuable of its effects on men's

knowledge.

One cannot wonder at the strange anecdotes related of the behaviour of

Newton during these two years. He lived only to think and calculate. The
book must be completed. He must prove—so that none could overthrow it

—the system he had discovered. You will remember the stories of his ab-

straction of mind—which was so notable, and—like all other prevalent habits

of great men—soon found so many absurd imitators among those who wished

to be tliouglit wise—that Dean Swift satirized it in his picture of the profound

thinkers of Laputa, who need to be flapped on the mouth and ears, before they

could be aroused to attend to the ordinary concerns of mortals. Some ofthese

stories may be true, and some may be only Joe-Millers. Such as that wherein

the philosopher, lost in the stars while sitting by his English fire-side, and

becoming extremely uncomfortable, rings the bell and says hastily ' John,

John, take away the fire-place !' And again, that history of the visit by Dr.

Stukeley, the antiquarian, who being hungry, picked the bones of a fowl and

put them under acover, and then waited till Newton came down stairs, and took

off the cover, saying, 'Oh dear, I thought I had not dined; but I see I

have !'—Entering immediately into conversatian with his friend,—too intent

on science to be subject to the cravings of nature, except as a form ! > I will

not make oath that either of these anecdotes are true—though it is related, if

I remember it aright, that good honest Stukeley declared that his adventure

was a ' fact !' More strange and notable than either of these stories, however,

if true—is that of Newton and a certain fair lady. There was one, it seems,

who had tender thoughts towards him ; but, alas for the lady, they were not

reciprocated in the breast of the philosopher ! He never thought about the

sex ; he could not get time to think about them—inveterate bachelor as he

was to the day of his death 1 And sitting in his night-gown in his chamber
—some say, often with but one leg in his inexpressibles !—even till afternoon

—calculating, unable to resist the sudden mathematical thought that would
dart through his mind as soon as he awoke—who would not pity the fair one

that might have happened to become his wife ? Yet this lady had some such
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thoughts, until, one day, being left alone with him while he was smoking his

pipe—so runs the record !—Newton became abstracted : forgot all about the

lady : shot up among the comets : the lady sighed, and—mechanically, let

fall her lily hand on the philosopher's knee ! Behold, the philosopher took it

up—and-—still among the comets, in spirit—mechanically made use of the

lady's little finger as a tobacco-stopper ! Such strange stories may be true

of the strange author of the Princi-pia ; and if not true, it is no wonder they

were invented of such a man.

How the anecdotes gathered around the life even of the most serious intel-

lects enable us to ' mingle the grave and the gay'—for our relief, while talk-

ing about them ! To proceed : with the reign of James the Second, and his

tyrannous attempts, Newton is presented to us in a new character. The des-

pot willed to force one Francis, a Benedictine Monk, upon the University of

Cambridge, and insisted that he should be made a Master of Arts without

taking the oath against Popery. The man was an ill scholar, and the students

would not obey the king ; but sent a delegation to protest against the king's

injunction, before the High Commission Court. Newton was selected as a

delegate : the infamous Jeffreys presided over that infamous Court ; but all

his brow-beating could not subdue the spirits of Newton and his fellow-dele-

gates. They triumphed over both the fierce judge and his tyrannous master.

His own University again showed the value they placed upon Newton by
electing him as their representative, next year, to the Parliament (or ' Conven-

tion' as it is sometimes called) which declared that James had abdicated the

throne, and elected William and Mary sovereigns. Our greatest man of

thought was thus a participator in the patriotic work of finally dethroning

the tyrannous Stuarts, and bringing about the famous ' Revolution of 1G88.'

I must hasten on with the chronicle—trusting that you young men will

now feel an unsubduable interest in your glorious fellow-countryman, and
will complete the outline by reading, for yourselves. He becomes Warden of

the Mint, and afterwards Master of the Mint, with £1,500 a-year ; and has

now increased means for pursuing science, and gratifying his tendencies to

hospitality and beneficence. But we speedily come upon a circumstance in

his life which impresses us with a sense of irreparable loss. He has a labora-

tory, and has taken to chemistry, with all the eagerness and almost intuitive

power of his wondrous mind ; but his little dog ' Diamond' being, accidentally,

left in the laboratory, upsets a taper on the desk, and Newton's precious ma-
nuscripts are consumed ! You know the anecdote of his command of temper

—

" Oh, Diamond, Diamond, little knowest thou the mischief thou hast done
!"

he exclaimed ; but the sense of what was lost, and of his incapability to

restore it by mere memory, is said to have afflicted him even to derangement,

for several days succeeding. When we remember that the great Newton
afiirmed that water would, one day, be decomposed, and both it and the dia-

mond be proved to be composed of matter that is inflammable—astonishing

truths realised by modern chemistry—we may be sure that those manuscripts

contained thoughts and records of experiments which he felt to be of incalcu-

lable value j and we cannot wonder that he was so deeply afflicted w^ith the

consciousness that he could not bless the world with further scientific revela-

tions. How godlike his wish ! how human the effect of its disappointment,

upon himself! how the combination of his attributes alternately overawes us

and endears him to us !

He is made President of the Royal Society, in 1703, and retains the office

till his death— 2o years afterwards, He is knighted by Queen Anne. His
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' optics' are translated from the Latin (in which language he also wrote his

<principia)\)y Dr. Samuel Clarke, to whom he gives <£500 for the labour—an

act of munificence the translator would not have received, very likely, from a

bookseller. He has a controversy with Leibnitz about their priority in the

discovery of the Calculus—which controversy modern mathematicians have

settled by observing that they reached it by different methods. Leibnitz, it

is unwelcome to state, acted unworthily of his own great name, in endeavouring

to traduce Newton to the Princess Caroline, (daughter-in-law of George 1st.,

and, afterwards, wife of George 2nd.) who was a highly intellectual woman, and
had a fond reverence for Newton—by insinuating that the philosophy of her

favourite was Atheistical in its teachings. And yet no great man ever showed

so deep a reverence for Deity. He used to uncover his head, even in the open

air, whenever he mentioned the Great Name ! We cannot wonder at this.

Newton's idea of a Personal Deity must have been overwhelming from the mag-
nificence of his conceptions of the Universe as the work of the Almighty Maker.

Nor can we wonder at the religious turn of his studies towards the close of

life. Yet the French philosophers have scoffed at his ' Observations on the

Prophecies of Daniel and the Apocalypse.' If we think his great mind might
have been better employed—let us remember of whose mind we are speaking,

and comparing its colossal dimensions with our own dwarfishness, hesitate to

speak of any of its employments slightingly ! At any rate, the orthodox be-

liever in contradictions cannot claim Newton for one of his own creed: he was
not a Trinitarian, and, in these his latter years, boldly served the cause of ra-

tionality, misnamed ' heresy,' by his ^ Historical Account of Two Notable Cor-

ruptions of the Scriptures'—two texts in the Epistles of John and Paul, usually

quoted as strongholds of the doctrine of the Trinity.

At 80, he was seized with a tormenting bladder disorder, but by strict diet

(which he had never had occasion to observe before) procured great intervals

of ease. Yet, often, the sweat would pour from his face with pain, and he

would sit silently struggling with it; then smile when the paroxysms were

over, and talk cheerfully. He never used spectacles, and never lost but one

tooth, after boyhood—such was the beneficial effect of his life of perfect chastity

and temperance. Ori the Saturday morning before his death, he read the

newspapers, and conversed with Dr. Mead, in perfect use of his senses; but, in

the evening, lost his speech and understanding, and did not recover them.

He died on the following Monday, March 20, 1727—in his 85th year. He
was laid in state, in the * Jerusalem chamber' of the palace of Westminster till

the 28th of March; and the pall over his coffin, was borne to Westminster

Abbey, by the Lord Chancellor, two Dukes, and three Earls. So the world's

forged nobility often feel compelled to do homage to the real! Who could

have prophesied this of that frail babe of the farmer's widow, which, at its

birth ' could have been put into a quart pot' ?

Young men of London, pay a visit to that venerable abbey, and read the

inscription on his tomb—*Let mortals congratulate themselves that so great

an ornament of the human race has existed!'—read it, and congratulate your-

selves that you are of the national lineage of Newton, and that you all may
imitate him in his lowly homage to Truth, and his devotion to the best inte-

rests ofmankind—the increase of Knowledge. Hemember, too, while you read

it, how he toiled and thought, laboured and calculated—and be ashamed to

be mere idlers! Treasure up, more than all, the divine example of his pure

attachment to truth in conduct, as well as in science. Carry ever about with

you the impression of his lofty humility. Do not be surprised at the union of
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two such words—for it was Newton who replied, , when praised for his great

discoveries
—

" I seem to myself to have been but like a child on the sea-shore,

gathering a few pretty pebbles, while the great ocean of Truth lay before me,

unexplored I" It was only a mind li^e Newton's that could say so much in

sincerity. And what encouragement that saying ought to give us! Who
knows what grand discovery in the great unexplored ocean, it may be the

destiny of some of you, present at this moment, to unfold to your fellow-men.

Read, think, and toil—until you also become glorious enterprizers for Huma-
nity. Live for that glorious end, that, dying, you may have Newton's con-

sciousness—that you have not lived in vain—not lived to be forgotten because

you promoted no great Truth, or rendered the world in which you lived no
lasting service!

CEITICAL EXEGESIS OF GOSPEL HISTOEY,
ON THE BASIS OF STRAUSS's * LEBEN JESU.'

A SERIES OP EIGHT DISCOURSES ; DELIVEllED AT THE LITERARY INSTITUTION, JOHN
STREE'J', TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, AND AT THE HALL OF SCIENCE, CITY ROAD, ON
SUxXDAY EVENINGS, DURING THE WINTERS OP 1848—9, AND 184!)—50.

BY THOMAS COOPER,

Author of * The Purgatory of Suicides,''

I V .— T H E M I R A C L E S .

(Continued from last number.)

John, or the author of the fourth Gospel, has also his peculiarly marvellous

features, in this narrative. According to Matthew and Mark, the ship was
only in the middle of the sea when Jesus reached it : according to John, it

immediately after arrived at the opposite shore ! According to the former,

Jesus actually entered the ship, and the storm thereupon subsided : according

to John, on the contrary, the disciples did indeed wish to take Jesus into the

ship, but their actually doing so was rendered surperfluous by their imme-
diate arrival at the place of disembarkation ! Mark sought to aggrandise

the miracle, by implying that Jesus intended to walk past his disciples

across the entire sea : John by making the ship miraculously arrive, from
' the midst of the sea ' to the opposite shore ! But, furthermore,—Matthew
and Mark make the disciples the only witnesses that Jesus was walking on
the sea : John adds a multitude—the people w^ho were assembled when Jesus

performed the miracle of the loaves and fishes. These, when on the following

morning they no longer find Jesus on the same spot, make the calculation, that

Jesus cannot have crossed the sea by ship, for he did not get into the same
boat with the disciples, and no other boat was there (ver. 22.) ; while, that he
did not go by land, is involved in the circumstance that the people when they

have forthwith crossed the sea, find him on the opposite shore (ver. 25),

whither he could hardly have arrived by land in the short interval. To
conclude in the words of Strauss,
Thus in tlie narrative of the fourth gospel, as all natural means of passage are cut off

from Jesus, there remains for him only a supernatural one, and this consequence is in
fact inferred by the multitude in the astonished question which they put to Jesus, when
they find him on the opposite shore : Rabbi, whai earnest thou hither ? As this chain of
evidence for the miraculous passage of Jesus depends on the rapid transportation of the
multitude, the evangelist hastens to procure other boats (btxxa TrXoidpia) for their service
(v. 23). Now the multitude who take the ship (v. 22, 26) are described as the same
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whom Jesus had miraculously fed, and these amounted (according to v. 10) to about

5000. If only a fifth, nay, a tenth of these passed over, there needed for this, as the

author of the Probabilia has justly observed, a whole fleet of ships, especially if they
were fishing boats ; but even if we suppose them vessels of freight, these would not
all have been bound for Capernaum, or have changed their desdnation for the sake of

the crowd. This passage of the multitude, therefore, appears only to have been in-

vented, on the one hand, to confirm by their evidence the walking of Jesus on the sea ;

on the other, as we shall presently see, to gain an opportunity for making Jesus, who
according to the tradition had gone over to the opposite shore immediately after the

multiplication of the loaves, speak yet further with the multitude on the subject of this

miracle.

After pruning away these offshoots of the miraculous which are peculiar to the re-

spective narratives, the main stem is still left, namely, the miracle of Jesus walking ou
the sea for a considerable distance, with all its attendant impossibilities as above ex-

posed. But the solution of these accessory particulars, as it led us to discover the
causes of their unhistorical origin, has facilitated the discovery of such causes for the

main narrative, and has thereby rendered possible the solution of this also. We have
seen, by examples already adduced, that it was usual with the heathens and early Chris-

tians, to represent the power of God over nature, a power which the human spirit when
united to him was supposed to share, under the image of supremacy over the raging

waves of the sea. In the narrative of the Exodus this supremacy is manifested by the

sea being driven out of its place at a sign, so that a dry path is opened to the peo^jle of

God in its bed ; in the Kew Testament narrative previously considered, the sea is not re-

moved out of its place, but only so far laid to rest that Jesus and his disciples can cross

it in safety in their ship : in the anecdote before us, the sea still remains in its place as

in the second, but there is this point of similarity to the first, that the passage is made
on foot, not by ship, yet as a necessar}'- consequence of the other particular, on the sur-

face of the sea, not in its bed. ' Still more immediate inducements to develop in such a

manner the conception of the power of the miracle-worker over the waves, may be found
both in the Old Testament, and in the opinions prevalent at the time of Jesus. Among the

miracles of Elisha, it is not only told that he divided the Jordan by a stroke of his man-
tle, so that he could go through it dry shod (2 Kings ii. 14.), but also that he caused a

piece of iron which had fallen into the water to swim (2 Kings vi. 6.) ; an ascendency
over the law of gravitation which it would be imagined the miracle-worker might be able

to evince in relation to his own body also, and thus to exhibit himself, as it is said of

Jehovah Job ix. 8, Ixx., ivalhinrj iq-ton the sea as tipon a j^avement. In the time of Jesus

much was told of miracle-workers who could walk on the water. Apart from concep-

tions exclusively Grecian, the Greco-oriental legend feigned that the hyperborean Abaris

possessed an arrow, by means of which he could bear himself up in the air, and thus

traverse rivers, seas, abysses, and popular superstition attributed to many wonder-work-
ers the power of Avalking on water. Hence the possibility that all these elements and
inducements existing, a similar legend should be formed concerning Jesus, appears in-

comparably stronger, than that a real event of this kind should have occurred :—and
with this conclusion we may dismiss the subject.

The manifestation of Jesus at the sea of Tiberias, narrated in John (ch. 21,)

has a striking resemblance to the sea anecdotes we have just considered. Part

of it, Ave have already touched upon, in glancing at the miraculous draught

of fishes. It need not delay us, since it seems merely to be a confused duplicate of

these several stories, by the author, or authors, of what is evidently an appen-

dix to the Fourth G-ospel.

But one other miracle relating to the sea remains to he noticed ; and it is

one that commentators would fain had been omitted from the New Testament

:

it is the extravagant story that Jesus bid Peter go to the sea, cast an hook,

and take up the first fish that came up,—giving him the assurance that w hen
he opened its mouth he should find there a stater : ' piece of money ' in our
translation. (Matth. 17 ch. 24 ver.) This tale is too kindred in spirit to the

stories of the Thousand and One Nights, to deserve serious criticism. The le-

gend seems to have sported with the notable fact that Peter was a fisherman,

and to have never been weary of creating wondrous anecdotes upon that sub-
stratum of fact.
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Throughout we have not repeated the objection, during our glance at this
class of miracles, that we do not know who are the real writers of the narra-
tives ; but we beg that the objection may not be forgotten.

2. Feeding the Multitude. In the narratives we have just considered,
Jesus is represented as having power over inanimate nature : in the narratives
we are now to examine he is depictured as multiplying theproductions of nature
which had been wrought upon by art. All the Evangelists record one mira-
culous feeding of the multitude, (Matth., U ch. 13 v. Mark, 6 ch. 30 v.
Luke, 9 ch. 10 v. John, 6 ch. 1 v.) and the first two relate a second miracle
(Matth. 15 ch. 32 v, Mark, 8 ch. 1 v.). On the first occasion, 5,000 men are
fed with five loaves and two small fishes ; and on the second, 4,000 men with
seven loaves and * a few' fishes ; on the first occasion, twelve baskets are
filled with the fragments, on the second only seven baskets. In both instances,
lie locality is a soHtary region in the vicinity of the sea of Galilee ; Jesus is

led to perforni the miracle because the people have lingered too long with
hini

j he manifests a wish to feed the people from his own stores, which the
disciples deem impossible ; the stock of food at his disposal consists of loaves
and fishes

; Jesus makes the people sit down, and after giving of thanks,
distributes the provisions through the medium of the disciples ; they are
completely satisfied, and yet a disproportionately great quantity of fragments
IS afterwards collected into baskets j lastly—in the one case, as in the other,
Jesus, after thus feeding the multitude, crosses the sea.

Is it not strange that the events should thus so strikingly resemble each
other ? And how, if they had really witnessed the first miracle, could the
disciples have forgotten it, and have asked on the second occasion,—-' Whence
should^we have so much bread in the wilderness as to feed so great a multi-
tude ?" Forget the first miracle! they could not forget it; or, if
that

^

were possible, the similarity of the circumstances in which the second
multitude were placed must have reminded them of the former miracle ; and
then, they could not have uttered that question. Surely, Christ must have
selected twelve of the most stupid and thick-witted men to be found in
Palestine, if his disciples acted thus. If the disciples had asked that question
on ihQ first occasion, it would have looked more natural. And if the miracle
occurred twice, it would seem fair to conclude that many features in the
narrative of the first were transferred to the other,—and thus the two,
originally unlike, became, in the course of oral tradit%n, more and more
similar

:
the incredulous question of the disciples, especially, having been

uttered only on the first occasion, and not on the second. If the four
Evangelists most unusually agree, yet, let it be noted, that they have their
divergences.—But first, let us ponder on the nature of the miracle. Be it
observed that it is not the acceleration of a natural process—as some have
described it to be, and therefore have asserted it to be within our idea of
Almighty power. Listen again to Strauss :

" It would, indeed, have been an acceleration of a natural process, if in the hands of
Jesus a gram of corn had borne fmit a hundred-fold, and brought it to matimty, and if
he had shaken the multiplied grain out of his hands as they were filled again and again,
that the people might grind, knead, and bake it, or eat it raw from the husk in the
wilderness where they were ; or if he had taken a living fish, suddenly called forth the
eggs trom its bod}^, and converted them into full-grown fish, which then the disciples or
the people might have boiled or roasted, this, we should say, woidd have been an acce-
lerat.ion ot a natural process. But it is not corn that ho takes into his hand, but bread •

and the fish also, as they are distributed in pieces, must have been prepared in some'way perhaps as m Luke xxiv. 42, comp. John xxi. 9, broiled or salted. Here then onboth sides, the production of nature is no longer simple and living, but dead and
moclihed by art

:
so that to introduce a natural process of the above kind, Jesus must
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in tlie first place, by this miraculous power have metamorphosed the bread into corn
again, the roasted fish into raw and living ones ; then instantaneously have effected the
described multiplication : and lastly, have restored the whole from the natural to the
artificial state. Thus the miracle would be composed, 1st, of a revivification, which
would exceed in miraculousness all other instances in the gospels ; 2ndly, of an extremely
accelerated natural process ; and 3rdly, of an artificial process, effected invisibly, and
likewise extremely accelerated, since all the tedious proceedings of the miller and baker
on the one hand, and of the cook on the other, must have been accomplished in a
moment by the w^ord of Jesus."

(To he continmd.)
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SxiBBATARIANS.

" He -was in logic a great critic,

Profoundly skilled in analytic ;

He could distinguish, and divide

A hair 'twixt south and south-Avest side;

• Ou either which he would dispute,

Confute, change hands, and still confute."

Hitdlbras.

Protestants and Protestant Dissenters, if tliey wish to be esteemed de-

serving of the name they bear, cannot be offended with fair and free en-

quiry. That is their own distinguishing claim: the right to examine is

the verv basis of Protestantism. Let none of them who may happen to

read these pages, then, take offence at the fair and free enquiry we are desir-

ing to institute,—first, into the arguments by which all the present out-

cry for 'Sabbath observance' is attempted to be sustained ;
and secondly,

into the purposes—the ultimate purposes—of those who are uniting in this

outcry.

Taking up one newspaper only, out of the many received from country

friends of late, containing reports of public meetings held to petition for

' Sabbath observance,' we shall avoid distraction, and, in this particular

paper,

—

^ The North and South Shields Gazette' known for its honest re-

porting, (as well as considerable editorial talent,)—be able to come upon

the very gist of the arguments alluded to. The public meetings held in

North and South Shields were convened expressly ' for the purpose of con-

sidering the propriety of petitioning Parliament to abolish Sabbath La-

bour in the Post-office.' Eirst, and foremost, at the South Shields meet-

ing comes the speech of the Chairman, Robert Anderson, ' Esq.,' and Jus-

tice of the Peace :

—

" He considered that the keeping of the Sabbath in the way in which it ought to be kept

was a matter of great consaquence in a Christian country like this. Every one was at liberty

at present to spend that .cay in whatever way he pleased— it being between God and his own

conscience—all except those unfortunate individuals in the Post Office, in whose behalf they

were met that night. There were sins of a national character as well as private sins, and

they had abundant proofs, if they looked back on the world's past history, of the dreadful

consequences of national sins. The great empires of the East, w^iich at an early period exer-

cised so vast an influence over the adjacent countries, where did they now find them? They

were buried beneath the soil over which they had held dominion, and one of their greatest

cities, Nineveh, was now being dug out of the earth by an enterprising Englishman, as a

proof of the awful effects of national sin, and of the instability of worldly grandeur. But

they had facts under their own eyes of an equally striking character. It was very possible

and likely that many of the calamities which had recently befallen the nations of Europe,

sprung more or less from the light or careless manner in which they kept the Sabbath ;
and
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although they had not been clestro^-ed, they had been signally punished, by disturbances re-
volutions, and massacres, vhich had lasted for years."

What must any intelligent workman have thought of the de£?ree of sens®
possessed by this Shields Solon P Kationai sins ! Does not any man who
reads history, and thniks over it, see clearly that empires are ruined not
by the people-the nation

; but by their rulers ? Who does not know
that knows anything of ancient history, how the pride of the Assyrian des-
pots, and tlie ' thirst for glory' on the part of their conquerors, the Medesand Persians -wrought the ruin of the 'Pirst Great Monarchy,' as it is
often called? This ' Justice of the Peace' can know little of the eiliditen-
ment possessed by many English working-men, if he imagines they do not
understand history better than to attribute the downfall of Nineveh to
national sm-that is to the sin of the people. But who could expect better
sense from this man, since lie attributes the ' disturbances, revolutions
and massacres, on the European continent to the 'light and careless' man-
ner m which the continental people have ' kept the Sabbath' (that is, be
It remembered, the day of the Sun, the >.^ day of the week, .z./the
seventh)—instead of attributing all these troubles to the vile tyrannies of
Louis Philippe and Metternich and iS^esselrode

; to the bitter influence of
Jesuitism

;
and the wicked trampling upon the independence of nations byambiious despots? Let the Justice go learn his alphabet over again !Ihis blmd and bigottcd kind of prate is delivered too late in the day forworking-men The Justice had better take his posset and nightcap andgo to sleep than repeat such nonsense.

^

Some allowance, however, must be made for laical ignorance ; and, be-
like, the Justice has so much business on his hands that he cannot gettime to enquire into the real history of continental transactions. Whatthen IS the state of the clerical mind on this particular part of the ar^u-'ment

? Ihus saith the Eeverend James Carr, who moved the first resolu-
tion, at the said meeting :

—

.Jl?^^'7 f^""^^-
^''^® 'P^''^^^^ ''''^ '^""^ ^^'^^^ s^^ould be no plague-spot in the heart of thPempire to bnng aown on the nation the displeasure of vhe Almightv. For pdrate sin indiv

labouHn^rrr'i^' '"/ ^'" --^'tion .vould be made to suffer for national'sins; ad SuX
sin I mthfbesakU^^^

sanctioned and perpetrated by government, ^as a nationalsin. -It might be said that such a sin could not be laid at any man's door beino- snread ovp,-

b]5u7 So it"d rbutleT^f'/"' l^i;
^^°^'^^"™^"^ ^^^^^ ^"^ thegrert^st^S^rrrspo^s!Dimy. bo It did but yet what would the consequence be to the people.? Had not a 1 theations of the .^•orld been made answerable for the errors of the governm nt^ If so the peopie should see that government took the right course."

' ^

tioneri T.lT" T"".*^ t^
''''''''''' '^ *^^" argument. Whatever is sanc-tioned and perpetuated by a government is a natw?2al sin. What P when

Do'es uTm 'p "^'''' notoriously hated by the majority of the nation ?Does not Mr Carr see to what lengths such reasoning might be carried P

tWe TtTi y^^^^^^^^ '! f'
^''' ''% Poland-for /.. fs th^e

'

government'

nS";7nfT \^'f'^ ^^ P^«^ I^oland itself!_Por "have not all the

ment '' ll f^ ^f-"^
""'^^ answerable for the errors of the govern-

F.f^V ,!{ f ^^'' "'^'' *^^'^ ^''^ ^^^t^er men that the Almighty

Iom'Z *^T' r^lf ^^' P°^^ ^'^'^^ ^^d bruised ' nations of* thi

must be uXt 1

''
'i" ''""It'

'^ '^''' *>™*^ ^ ^^^'^J ^^^^^ ^ ^^^^

Zle\iju!\^r If'i ""f""-
.^^' '' .*"'"'^^^^ ^"^^ to worship something

7maS n./ .1?
'^

i" ^!f^
^'^'' ^'''''^' ^y^^''^' *^ ^^^der a partot mankind, and then punishes the poor wretches who remain,-and that

"he.e ,Uarks "tV^''
'^"

i!^'ffi^ ''^T' ^^* ^' °- ^^ offended by

corLTL hJ f"^^^^^
^^"'P ^"' superstitious ignorance in 1corner, if he docs not wish to see it made the subject of alimadyersion.
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If he will thrust himself upon the public at open meetings, he must prepare

to find observers upon his doings where he would, perhaps, least expect

^^^^Sundau labour in the post-office, being sanctioned and P^JP^trf
.^^f^^^^^J

jrovernment, was a national sin" : that was the bold statement of this bold

preacher, the Eeverend James Carr.- Let us now turn to the arguments

by which it is sought to prove that S^mcla!f labour is a sin. ihe Reverend

William Traill, who ' seconded the resolution,' at the same meetmg, and

who 'after an eloquent peroration, sat down amid loud applause —was the

<^reat logician of the day, on this branch of the discussion. His speech,

of course, is very long ; but we will give the substance of it, as reported :—

<' The Sabbath was to be advocated and defended because it was a divine institution They

could ot forget nTr conceal, however, that it had become fashionable of ate to deny that tbo

Sabbath was a divine institution, and that many plausible arguments had been brought

fo'wtrunseU^^^^^^^ long settled convictions of the people of this country on that head.

He Xuld no have thoughfit necessary to bring forward counter-arguments that evening, to

prove that tte Sabbath Ls the day of God, but would merely f^^^^^ ^^^^
fJ-^^.V^nd

Fn its history as such. The first was in Paradise. God rested on the seventh day and

sancdfieTand blessed it. That was the Edenic Sabbath. Now why was there such a law

rParadise ? mL was not yet subject to the labour law
;
but he -'-^^

^^^^^l^^}^^ ^^
surrounded by objects of sense ; he was a spiritual bemg as well He wa

l^ll^ul dlv
fair earth, but he was also the heir of a more glorious home. And he

f^'^^^f.

J^^,f^^{^^^ ^^^^^^

sinless though he was andunfallen as he was, in order that he might spend it wholly in con-

versing with God and preparing himself for that more exalted state.

« The second epoch was after the Fall. Th.^v found no mention made of the Sabbath day

when God senteS man to the labour law. But God's claim to the Sabbath was not to be

flilen from because man had sinned against God. Was God's ^^
--\.\f-"^^^J, ^^e

apostacy ? If he owed to God a Sabbath for the life he had given him,
^^fJT.^^^itin/p

it for the life he had restored to him. Did he become independent of a Sabbath by oinning ?

No he was now utterly dependent on the Sabbath. It wore to him now a new aspect He was

a c^elTe of toil now.^He now saw the necessity of a Sabbath. The perpetuation of the species

was impossible now without a day of rest."
. „ c„ki.o+v, Wo

- Some had attempted to shew that there were no vestiges of a piimitive Sabbath. He.

knew that there were no direct notices of it in the history of the Antediluvians and he Pos -

diluvians down to the time of Moses, and he was not there to explain why that should have

been so. But he would put one question, was praise no part of Gods worship during tha

interva ? Was Mirlam's%ong the first song of praise after the fall? Surely not and yet

ihere wa. no mention made of the praises of God having been sung previous to Miriam s

But there loere vest iges of the Sabbath before Moses. There was the division of weeks It

might be said, indeed, that that was but the quartering of lunations. But it was not simply so.

wfs there not something more implied in the fact of Noah's waiting ^/f^ o^Aer seven days

before he sent the raven out of the ark? It was evident there was some reason which was

not specified, and no other could be assigned but that it was the Sabbath rheie weie still

clearer traces than this. It was said "God made hnownh.s Sabbaths to Israel. What

were they to infer from that? Why, that He had made known to them something which

had fallen out of mind. If the commandment was given for the first time, the language was

not proper. They did not hmw the Sabbath in Egypt, because they were not permitted to

keep it t:,3re, and during their bondage had forgotten it."
, c- • t,

"The third epoch dated from the re-promulgation of the Sabbath on Mount Sinai. it was

then placed in the Decalogue, among the laws of the two tables ;
and it was universally ad-

mitted that what was in these tables was not Jewish but moral. But it had been attempted

most assiduously to shew that it was a part of the Jewish polity, beginning with them and

of course dying out with them. If it was given to them, however, because it was an old

moral law that had been forgotten : that was a good reason why they should begin to keep it

immediately after leaving Egypt.. But if it was then given for the first time and for them-

selves onlv, it seemed a most inopportune time, and one would think it would have been far

bettei- to Sve waited till they had come into the promised land. They would then have need

of a day of rest, having the land to till and sow, and raiment and food to provide. But in

the wilderness ihey had no such work to do, for God gave them
^^'''''^'''^,^'^l^'\l^J^l

and their raiment did not wax old. Some would say they might need the Sabbath because

they were pilgrims. But God took care of that, for he tells us that their feet did not swell in

the wilderness. Was the reason of that because they rested on the Sabbath; If so, did
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their garments not Avax old for the same reason? And their shoes? No; it was a divine
miracle. If the Sabbath was intended for the Jews only, a more inopportune time for
establishing it could not possibly have been chosen. But what does Christ say, and be it
remembered it was of the JcAvish Sabbath ? Was it that it was made for Ihe"^ Jews? No
but for man, for the species, any man, all men, mankind in general, not for the Jew's only'
but for those before them and after them likewise." "

*

^

" The fourth epoch of the Sabbath is its repromulgation by Jesus Christ, the Lord of the
Sabbath, after his resurrection. There was then no change of principle ; it was merely a
change of day. But the enemies of the Sabbath tauntingly asked, if it was a moral prcce'^t
why change the day? Now, they knew that the Church had not taken upon itself^o
change it, or given authority to any council or court to change the day. The Lord himself
changed it. And it was done on no common occasion, and for no trifling purpose. It was
to commemorate the work of redemption,—the new creation. He did it as the Son of Man
and as the Lord of the Sabbath. As Son of Man, he secured it to man with its full advan-
tages, for where was the individual who would say he could meditate less on the tiret day
than on the Seventh? As Lord of the Sabbath, he claimed his own right to it. It was
instituted at first to commemorate his great creation work. Should his still greater work—the
greatest of all—his redemption work, remain uncommemorated? No, that could not bo."

For priestly ingenuity, perhaps, a more notable speech than this of the
Eeverend William Traill, was never delivered. He knows the reason why
the ' Edenic Sabbath' was ordained: 'Man was not yet subject to the
labour law :' he Avas ' sinless and unfallen,' and yet he required the law
against labour ! They found no mention made of the Sabbath day when
Grod sentenced man to the labour law; but God's claim to the Sabbath
(ot which, be it observed, Mr. Traill acknowledges there is ' found no men-
tion') was not to be fallen from because manhad sinned against God '' If
his book trips, Mr. Traill is not to be caught tripping. But what is to be
thought of that singular discoAery of Mr. Traill's in natural history—
Ihe perpetuation of the species was impossible now without a day of

rest?' JS^aughty Mr. Traill, though ' Eeverend'—what queer thoughts
you must have raised in your auditory ! Lord love the innocent parson, why
there are omnibus-drivers in London who have never had a day of rest for
years,— either on Sunday or any other day—and yet have multiplied their
' olive-branches' wondrously ! Bakers, by the hundred, and other toilers
are m the same condition of unrest—but how strangely they upset this
learned divine's theory of natural history !

A primitive sabbath :
' he knew that there were no direct notices of it

&c. to the time of Moses, and he was not there to explain why that should
have been so.' True to the character of priest ! When he *is compelled
to acknowledge a difficulty, he assumes the lofty air, he is ahove explana-
tion

! Yet he can find something to say—some snatching at words :—
' Yet other seven days' before IN'oah sent the raven out of the ark ' "What
contemptible special pleading! And when the text is as plain as a pike-
^iiil against him, he boldly asserts it is in his favour. ' God onade hioivn
his Sabbaths to Israel'—that is, informed them of what theij did not Icnoxv
—means, Mr. Traill says, 'that He made known to them something which
had fallen out of mmd'—or otherwise, 'the language was not proper''
Ihis man should have been sent to Stonyhurst College : he was born for
a Jesuit.

* "They did not hnow the Sabbath in Egypt, &c., and during their bon-
dage had forgotten it"—let the reader remember that sentence : we shall
have to compare it with the statement of one of Mr. Traill's reverend
brethren verv soon. We pass over his allusions to the garments and
slioes that did not wax old' in the wilderness : his deep knowledge of the
mysteries of natural history prepares us to expect fiiith in the absurd and
impossible, in such a mind.
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But, with all Mr. Traill's ingenuity, how will he extricate himself from
a dilemma, when he observes—" But what does Christ say,—and, le it

rememherecl it was of the Jeivish Sahhath ? Was it that it was made for

the Jews ? No, but for man, for the species, any man, all men, mankind
in general, not for the Jews only, but for those before them, and after them
likewise /" So then, Mr. Traill breaks Christ's law, by his own confession !

Christ, (Mr. Traill wishes it to he rememhered) said the Jewish Sabbath
was made for v^e^ after the men living in his own time, as well as before

it. One would think Mr. Traill must have tripped there, or otherwise,

how could he have affirmed, in reply to ' the enemies of the Sabbath taunt-

ingly asking, if it was a moral precept, why change the day '—that ' the

Lord himself changed it.' When, ivhere,—you most impudent utterer of

unfounded assertions ? How dare you thus attribute to Him whom you
profess to regard as Divine, words he never uttered, commandments he

never gave ? Who authorised you to lay a yoke upon mankind with a

falsehoood in jowv mouth ?

This man's mingled boldness of assertion and ingenuity convinces one
that he must be conscious of his distortions of truth. He knows very
well, for instance, that when Christ says ' the Sabbath was made for man,'

he also says, ' and not man for the Sabbath,'—and uses the words not to

recommend the continued observation of the Jewish Sabbath, but to

reprehend the Pharisaic notions of it, and to justify his own procedures,

which the hypocrites deemed Sabbath-breaking.

A few words about the North Shields meeting, reported in the same
paper of the same date (April 12.) The Reverend Gr. J. C. Duncan,
' mov ed the first resolution.' This speaker was evidently in a very self-

complacent mood at his commencement : he said

—

" It was a subject of congratulation that these times ai'e more ready than any we have
lately seen in England to admit the authority of Scripture as paramount."

What amiable simplicity ! Does this good man ever go anywhere but into

the pulpit, when out of his own house ? Must he not have felt himself
sorely ' out of his latitude' at this public meeting ?

Mr. Traill, it will be remembered, affirmed that the Israelites * did not
know the Sabbath in Egypt,' and stated that while there in ' their bondage
they had forgotten it.' Mr. Duncan does not agree with him : he makes
the chain of observance complete :—

-

" The Bible makes the Sabbath an ordinance for all times and places. It gives the fourth

commandment in the heart of the Decalogue, -whence it cannot be dragged without over-riding

the three that precede or the six that follow it. It was not a Jewish law but a moral law
applicable to the human race, originating at the era of the world's creation, observed by the

anti-diluvian and past-diluvian patriarchal families, and recognised by the Israelites jprevmis

to the giving of the law from Sinai. "

Which is the true orthodox helief? Belief, we say, for it is all a matter
of faith, since neither can point to the evidence. ' Who shall decide when
parsons disagree ?'

The Reverend J. Hindson ' seconded the resolution,' and he also sings

the devout song about the Sabbath being made for man—but mark, how
sublimely far he shoots a-head of the ingenious Mr. Traill in the unction
with which he interprets that passage !

"The Sabbath was an institution based upon the Sacred Scriptures. The Head of the
Church has declared that he is Lord of the Sabbath. He has alco declai-ed that the Sabbath
was made for man. It was made, when was it made ? When the goodly fabric of the world
was made. By whom was it made ? By that gi-eat Being who alone had power to make it.

By his own omnipotence and power he made it. He that made them and him made the Sab-
bath Day. That fact alone settled the question. Mark the genuine term " made for man."
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Man -where and when ? Anti- diluvial and past-diluvial—man under the old and under the

new dispensation—of whatever condition or race. If they regarded the declaration, then, they

must recognize the obligation. It was made for man's iDenefit. Made for all time and for all

eternity.

"

So then Sunday is to be kept in heaven ! We thought heaven was to

be all Sunday. At any rate, we will be bound for it that many of Mr.
Hindson's congregation have always understood it so, and will be wroth

with him if he tells them it is to be six days' work, and Sunday (only)

holiday, there. Let Mr. Hindson consider of this, for his own sake.

The Eeverend A. Jack is another speaker at this meeting, and he also

feels compelled to touch on the sore subject of the ' change of the day.'

He contents himself, however, with a sort of preacher's apology for it. He
does not dare to say ' The Lord himself changed it'—like bold-faced Mr.
Traill. Mr. Jack observes :

—

" It is true the day has been changed. That was occasioned by the onward progress of t he

Divine plans. Even under the law, we find new motives urged on the descendants of Abraham
for keeping holy the Sabbath. The work of creation, the finishing of which was commemo-
rated in the Sabbath from the beginning, was but the platform on which was to be brought

forth the greater work of redemption. That was finished when Jesus rose on the third day
from the grave. This was a fuller development of the divine plan, and it was fitting that

the day in which the Author of the New Creation rested from his work, should thenceforth be

observed as the sacred day, and that the Sabbath should be known as the Lord's Day, on
which men should commemorate both the finishing of the work of creation and also of the

work of redemption."

Such are the Arguments used at these ' Sabbath Observance' Meetings,
It is only necessary to say that all tlie arguments apply to the Jewish
Sabbath—the seventh day—only : the one impudent assertion points to

Sunday. It is simply necessary to say this

—

and to say no more.

The ostensible purpose of these Meetings was to attempt, by moving
the legislature, to stop, it seems, not only the twenty-Jive men at present
engaged in the London Post Office on Sundays—but to put an end to all

Post Office labour, throughout the country, on Sundays. Mr. Porth, at

the North Shields meeting, uplifts the curtain as to the motive for this

demand on the part of the Sunday-Sabbatarians^—for t hey really ought to be
so distinguished. He observed :

—

" There was one circumstance that had not been referred to by the previous speaker. Not
only were the men obliged to do double duty on the Sabbath in the provinces, but they were
obliged on that day to circulate the Sunday papers which arrived in quantities and which
formed the food of millions. The literature of those papers was of a most pernicious character.

Ay, ay : there lies the sore. Preethought must be checked : it is grow-
ing too fast for the sectarians. Let all thinking working-men ponder on
these words of Mr. Porth. JSTor let them forget these words we did not
quote from the Eeverend J. Hindson :

—

" The railway system was a monument of human industry ; but the great drawback upon
it at the prepent moment was, that it had incidentally lessened a regard for the Sabbath. One
object that has to be demonstated bj^ railways is, that we can well afford to do without the
Sabbath Day for commercial purposes. To his mind, when that it is accomplished, it will be
their greatest glory."

His meaning is not very clear, but it seems to breathe a devout wish
that railways may accomplish—what ?—that they themselves shall never
be used on Sundays ! What a comfortable state of things the Sunday-
Sabbatarians would bring us to !

And they are pouring in petitions with a perfect fury into Parliament.
It is not at all unlikely but that the Whigs will concede something to them,
on this subject of Post Office labour. We will watch. And then there is

Lord Harrowby's Sunday Trading Bill. By next week something more
may be heard of it. Enough for the present. Thomas Coopek.
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SONNET, WRITTEN IN YORK CASTLE,

During an avUtrai*y Incarceration of Forty Days, in the Autumn of 1845, for
" Contempt of CourlP

Think not, because a prison's massive wall

Deprives my body of its liberty,

That stones, and locks, and iron bars, can thrall

The soaring mind, which, mounting over all,

Can freely roam o'er each declivity,

And mountain steep, through groves, o'er verdant plains,

—

Visiting scenes of pleasures past, or pains

;

For tyrants ne'er can keep the soul in chains.

The heart that's nobly learn'd to soar above
Mere worldly wealth, and rank, and lawless power,
And all the sensual play-things of the hour
Of human life,—the heart that in its love

Can comprehend the meanest thing that crawls,

Defies all terror of your castle-walls!

George Tweddell.

Royalty—Kings ought never to be seen upon the stage. In the abstract, they are very

disagreeable characters : it is only while living that they are "the best of kings." It is

their power, their splendour, it is the apprehension of the personal consequences of their

favour or their hatred, that dazzles the imagination and suspends the judgment of their

favourites or their vassals ; but death cancels the bond of allegiance and of interest ; and seen

as they loere, their power and their pretensions look monstrous and ridiculous. The charge

brought against modern philosophy as inimical to loyalty is unjust, because it might as well

be brought against other things. No reader of history can be a lover of kings

—

Hazlitt.

Co dTorrespoutrfnts.

*^* Correspondents will please address " Thomas Cooper, 5, Park Row, Knightsbridge,

London."
John Robson.—How shall I address a note to him privately 1

J. Stansfield.—' Contact passes ' are those wherein the operator touches the patient :

' tractive passes ' those wherein the operator moves his hand along with the open palm

directed towards the patient, but does not touch the skin. Cannot the writer get some

one to shew him what is meant, experimentally ?-

G. B. SouLSBY, Newcastle-ou-Tyne. I hope to spend the first half of June in your

town, and then we can talk about the mattex'.

'Fedo/ Edinburgh.—His verses are very far from being contemptible. There is a

touch of the real spirit of Barns about them —but the suhject /—fye upon it ! it wouM not

do to print anything so naughty.
Samuel McCarthy.—I do not know the names of any who practise Memserism in

London, or I would direct you to them. One person, professing to be a practitioner,

and living in Edgeware Road, left me his address ; but there must have been some mis-

take, for I wrote to him twice and received no answer.

T. H.—The ' Zoist ' may be read at Pamphilon's Coffee House, Sherrard Street, Golden

Square.

lectures, in 3lotttron, for ffje ensuing ^mu%.

Sunday, April 28, at 7, Hall of Science, (near Finsbury Square,) City Road. '•' Masaniello,

the Fisherman of Naples, and Captain of the People."—Thomas Cooper.

At 7, Literary Institution, John Street, Fitzroy Square. " How to Educate

the People."—R. Hart." At 8, Essex Coffee House, Church Street, Bethnal

Green, 'Advantages of Mutual Instruction Societies."—E. Taylor. At 7,

Farringdon Hall, King's Arms' Yard, bottom of Snow^ Hill. Question

for Discussion—" What would be the effects of an Organisation of Labour %

Monday, April 29, at half-past 8, Finsbury Mechanics' Institute, Bell Yard, City Road.

" Astronomy."—F. P. Nicholls. Ac half-past 8, Literary Institution, Carlisle

Street, Edgeware Road. " The Arts of the Middle Ages."—W. Partridge.

At half-past 8, Pentonville Athenoeum, 23, Henry Street. " Character and

Genius of Napoleon."—Ambrose M. Hurst.
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PRESS ON! PRESS ON!

Press on, press on, ye Rulers, in the stirred world's onward trackl

It moves too sure for ye to put the clock of Freedom back!
We're gathering up from near and far, with souls in fiery glow;
And Right doth bare its arm of might to hurl the spoilers low!
Kings, Priests, ye're far too costly, and we weary of your rule;

We crown no more "Divinity" where Nature writeth " Fool!"
Ye must not bar our glorious path, as in the days bygone;
You know that God made Men, not Kings, or knavish Priests:—press on !

Press on, press on! Ah, nobles, ye have played a daring game

;

But your stars are falling, and outfades the prestige of your name!
Too long have ye been fed and nursed on human blood and tears;

The naked truth is known, and Labour leaps to life, and swears
His pride of strength to bloated Ease he will no longer give,

For all who live should work. Lords: then, all who work might live!

The contest comes, make much of what ye've wrung from Fatherland

;

Press on, press on ! To-day we plead ;—to-mprrow we'll command

!

Press on! A million pauper-foreheads bend in Misery's dust;
The champions of the golden Truth still eat the mouldy crust;

This damning curse of tyrants must not kill the nation's heart;
The spirit in a million slaves doth pant, on fire to start.

And strive to mend the world, and walk in Freedom's march sublime,
While myriads sink heart-broken, and the land o'erswarms with crime!
'' Oh Grod !'' they cry, " We die, we die ! and see no earnest won !"

—

Brothers join hand and heart, and to the work—press on, press on!

Gerald Masset.

THE POET'S HERITAGE.
From my little dingy office,

—

A little dingy room,

—

Oh, my spirit freely wanders
Mid flowers and perfume :

W ith a merry heart and buoyant,
I scent the coming breeze.

As it ruffles o'er the streamlet.

And murmxirs through the trees.

Through the thickly-coated window.
The sun can scarcely peep;

Yet I feel his glowing splendour,
And gambol with the sheep;

With an ecstacy of rapture.

My soul expands her wings,
For the bee is gaily booming,

—

The lark in glory sings.

There the fairy forms romantic,
Of poet's gladsome lay,

In their dances wild and antic.

Upon the green sward play:
Birmingham.

There in every tree's a Dryad

;

And skipping o'er the lawn,
In its light and bounding movement,

Is seen the graceful fawn.

While in fancy far I rtmble
Through field, and lane, and dell,

—

While the choristers of nature
Their joyaunce loudly tell,

—

V/hat to me is Fortune's frowning ?

What rank or state to me?
I can own the whole creation.
And live content and free!

See the heavens rich in glory,

—

The mountain's snow-capped shrine,-
See the boundlessness of ocean,

—

Sky, mountain, sea are mine!

—

Whence despite life's care and canker.
Do I rich tribute claim;

All this wealth's for my possessing,
On all I stamp my name

!

John Alfred Langford.

Stokeslev.

RIENZI, THE PATRIOT OF ROME,
Scholar and patriot! deathless is thy fame;
But Rome, ungrateful, was unworthy thee:
She felt no spark of holy Liberty
In all her soul. Thou hadst a God-given claim
To rule thy country; and thine honou^^'d name
By all the wise in every clime shall be
Utter'd with love and tears. Patriot and bard
Rehearse thy praise, and feel delight that one
So brave, and wise, and good, e'er sat upon
Rome's tribune-seat: and^they have mourn'dthy fall.
As that of Freedom, Commerce, Peace, and al'l

That benefits a people. Thy fate was hard:
Priests, barons, people, base ^^ ere all the three,
To plot the fall of Liberty and thee.

George Tweddell.
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THE AGE OF CHIVALRY.

AN ORATION, DELIVERED AT TIIF CITY OF WESTMINSTER MECHANICS' INSTITUTE, AND
OTHER LONDON INSTITUTIONS.

BY THOMAS COOPER.

What reader -with any imagination in his mental composition, with any
degree of fervour in his temperament, but can remember the glow of his

youthful enthusiasm for chivalry 1 Those hours stolen from the every-day

world, when our dreams of delight were with the mail-clad throng of the

tournament ;—and we saw, in fancy, the lists set out, and the heralds sta-

tioned, and the display of what was called ' high-born beauty' in the raised

seats around, and the ' masses' in their eager crowds straining with excited

expectation ;—and we heard the trumpet sound, and the lofty challenge pro-

claimed ; and when the signal was given to the knights, with their lances

couched in rest, their plumes waving, and their visors down, beheld them
dash on their proud steeds to the centre of the field, amidst the breathless

silence of the spectators ;—and then heard the shout for victory as the con-

queror bore his adversary to the earth, and steed and rider lay prostrate,

and plume and helmet, lance and shield, lay scattered in the dust !

The healthful spread of Peace doctrines has caused many of us to discard

these dreams of the tournament, and therewith the knightly battle-field the

more serious part of the chronicle ;—tjie zest for money-getting may have

caused hundreds almost to forget that they were ever dazzled in their youth,

with the glittering pages of Ivanhoe, or charmed in their childhood with the

strange enchantments and heroic feats of the Seven Champions of Christen-

dom ;—and the seriousness of the struggles of life will have swept the vision

of plumes and helmets, lance and faulchion and shield, trumpet and chal-

lenge, herald and pursuivant, knight and battle-steed, from that old cherished

corner of the memory—as a record of toys no longer worth harbouring there.

Yet these were toys with which the world once played in earnest. It was a

game of life and death with our forefathers ; and, in their time, with the

most civilised nations of Europe. Crowns and kingdoms, coronets and prin-

cipalities, were won and lost in these serious pastimes ; fame and honour
were staked upon the issue, and hearts often broken in the reverse of the

game. Broad lands were often exchanged for the equipments of a knight
and his attendants ; and the product of the toil of humble thousands was
often squandered on the gorgeous and dangerous entertainment. Whole
provinces were drained of wealth and reduced to poverty and famine, for the

more mighty and more mischievous struggle ; and when superstition seized

upon the ruling folly of the time, millions were sent forth from Europe to

venture life for the recovery of a spot of land possessing an imaginary virtue

—its very locality being imaginary—for none really knew any more about
the ' whereabouts' of the sepulchre of Christ, than they knew of the palace of

the emperor of the Moon ! The game of honour had then been converted

into a war of religious madness ; and the whole civilized world partook of

the prevailing lunacy—that of propagating the religion of peace by the mur-
der of war.

A passion, pursued from a dangerous game till it became a destructive

insanity, and in which millions were once engaged, comes upon us, then, with
some stronger claim to a contemplative review, than if it were merely the
re-painting of the old dreams of our youthful enthusiasm. To bring up from
the memory our own personal follies, and propose them for reflection, can
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seldom fail to be productive of good to tLe individual man ; but the follies

and exaggerated passions of an age are filled with lessons for all society, and

for all time. And then, again, as meditation on the erroneous past in a

man's own life serves to unfold to him how it was mingled with some virtues,

and how the future which has now become the present in his character, grew

out of that mingled state of error and rectitude,—so the review of any strik-

ing period of history, not only discovers to us the fact that its actors mingled

some excellencies with their faults, but developes the causes why society took

its modern mould, which differs so largely from any it ever wore since men
existed.

And the Age of Chivalry has this peculiar attraction for the student of his-

tory, that it is the first light which relieves him in his gloomy journey through

the Dark Ages :—the earliest promise of resuscitation in the vast dead body
of society, after the glorious life of the Classic Ages had been so long de-

parted. Rome, in her giant policy of conquest, subdued Greece, but only af-

fected to adopt her refinement : luxury enervated, and ignorance of the proper

distribution of wealth undermined, the powder of the conquerors of the world :

they fell before hordes of barbarian invaders : the new medley of nations re-

ceived a medley of superstitions—a reverence of the relics of saints and a

fear of fiends and hobgoblins, in which it is difficult to distinguish any real

principle of religion : princes and leaders could neither read nor waite ; and
amidst the long period of gross ignorance and barbarism that succeeds,

—

this institution of Chivalry, fantastic as it is, gives out the first sparks of pro-

mise that the dead, but not sepulchred, body of European humanity was ac-

quiring a galvanism which would enable it soon to stand up and shake itself,

and eventually—though after terrible blunders and a lamentable waste of

energy—to acquire a new and better life, and carve out the path to a more
glorious existence than it had ever known. Printing, maritime and scientific

discovery, commercial enterprise, mechanical invention, and the great strug-

gles for religious, civil, and political freedom, followed on ; but not till

Chivalry had grown from a pastime to an earth-shaking Avarfare. Its fearful

energy shewed that the physical frame of society was again instinct with life :

the intellectual in Man had yet to develope its vitality.

Faint, but sufficient traces remain, in the sketch of the ancient Germans,
by the masterly pen of Tacitus, to shew us that the institution of Chivalry

was primarily derived less from the Romans than from their barbarian con-

querors. The young men among the ancient Germans received their arms,

with certain ceremonies, and were then considered as admitted, at once, into

the rank of men and w^arriors. The custom seems to have been borrowed by
the Romans in the time of Augustus, and their young patricians began,

thenceforth, to be solemnly invested with the equestrian or knightly degree.

The ceremony of girding with the sword-belt seems to have afterwards arisen
;

and some other traces of the customs of knisrhthood are observable in succeed-... ^
mg times—but it is certainly not earlier than Charlemagne, (who was crowned
at Rome, on Christmas-day, A.D. 800—a date that may easily be kept in the

memory,) that Chivalry as a formal institution may be considered as properly
begun. To trace the successive steps by which Chivalry became a formal in-

stitution would be too tedious for a popular discourse ; let us rather look at
it, when it had grown to dignity.

The page or varlet—(how words change their meanings in the course of

years !—that latter word would now be synonimous with ' imp of mischief
!)

was a youth attached to some family of rank, and considered to be in his first
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apprenticesliip to knighthood. He attended the behests of his master or

mistress, and chiefly received his lessons of courtesy from the ladies. He was

also trained in martial and active exercises. The esquire, was the next step

in the career of a ' high-born' youth ; and he could attain it at fourteen years

of age. When Chivalry had reached its grandeur, there was as much cere-

mony displayed in making an esquire, as there was in preceding ages in

making a knight. A priest blessed the sword and gave it into the hands of

the new made squire, and blessed also the belt with which he girded the youth's

loins. The squire was privileged to w^ear silver spurs. There were several

classes of squires : there was the squire carver, the squire cellarer, the squire

of the chamber, the squire of the stables, (or groom) and the squire of honour.

The nature of their offices is indicated by their titles j but when they accom-

panied their lord to war, they shared in his fatigues, carried his arms, led his

war-horse, or supported him when in battle. At home, the esquire was per-

fected in courtesy, by the society of the ladies ; and the national politeness of

the French is undoubtedly derivable from these lessons conveyed by the sex

in the times of Chivalry—for it was in France that the institution received

its most perfect grov/th.

The office of an esquire is extinct—but the title remains ; and is usually

assumed among us, in this middle of the 19th century, without legal right

—

and, certainly, without rational cause. Any vulgar and low-minded man,

who happens to be successful in getting money, is called—and expects to be

called—an esquire ! The origin of the word—either from escu, a shield, or

ecuyer, a groom,—is not so honourable that any one should covet its being

appended to his name in the abbreviated form of Esq. So long as we have a

monarchy, and an aristocracy, of course, there will be ranks among us,—and
as much as we may dislike it, we yet think it best to conform to the usages

of the existing state of society,—and to say 'My Lord,' or ' Sir John,' as the

case may be, to a man of title. It is the privilege of the sovereign to confer

such titles as ' duke', ' earl', ' baron', and ' baronet'—no man can assume them
—and they form a part of the system under which we live. But there is, to

me at least, something peculiarly offensive in this assumption of ' Esq.' by the

vulgar rich. John Smith, and John Smith, Esq. ! that is to say John Smith,

the man of vulgar clay, and John Smith, the man of porcelain ! The head
of the state does not give this title ; the purse-proud man arrogates it. When
men of brains assume it, it becomes a thousandfold more offensive. Yet they

do assume it, in some instances. One would think they must soon feel the

absurdity of it, if they would repeat to themselves such words as—' William
Shakspere, esquire'

—
' John Milton, esquire.' Who does not feel that it would

be silly to join such syllables together 1 But, to return to our subject

:

Except in cases of extraordinary merit, or for youths of royal birth, the

squire could not attain knighthood till the age of twenty-one. The honour
could be conferred, at once, in battle ; but it was usual in the times of

Chivalry's splendour, to confer the degree of knight with many ceremonies of a

character in unison with the feelings of the age. The candidate had to fast

and pray, to confess and communicate, to bathe and purify himself; and, at

the end of some days and nights of purification, bodily and spiritual, he was
clothed, at the altar of a church, with the different pieces of armour,-—which
we will, very soon, describe more particularly ;—he was girded with the

sword, and adorned with the golden spurs j—and kneeling before the presi-

dent of the ceremony—usually the sovereign—he received the accolade, (that

is to say three strokes with the flat of the sword,, on the shoulder)—and was
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bid to arise, ' in the name of God, St. George, and St. Michael the archangel
—or in the name of the Most Holy Trinity, &c. During this time, he had
been bareheaded ; but now his helmet was buckled on, the lance and shield

were handed to him, and his equipments were complete. The accolade is

understood to have been symbolical, being meant to remind the knight that

he must expect blows and hardship, in the service he was entering.

The great orders of Knighthood, were, first,—the Knights of St. John, who
were also called Knights Hospitallers, and in later times. Knights of Rhodes,
and Knights of Malta. In the 12th century, some merchants of Amalfi,

who traded to Judea, built an hospital at Jerusalem and dedicated it to ' St.

John the Almoner'—for the reception of poor pilgrims to the Holy Sepulchre.

This institution, at length, became rich by successive contributions,—rules

and military orders were given to it,—and the knights of St. John eventually

possessed nearly twenty thousand manors in Europe—(so says Ashmolethe anti-

quary)—in England, their Grand Prior sat in Parliament as the first baron of

the kingdom—and in every part of Christendom their influence was im-
mense. The second order, for influence, was that of the Knights Templars, or

Knights of the Holy Sepulchre. The Temple, in London, now tenanted by
lawyers, anciently belonged to this potential order of knights. They erected

their house and church, said to have been modelled on the exact plan of their

' Church of the holy Sepulchre' at Jerusalem, (on the ground where the modern
buildings and highly curious church stand,) in 1185. This order, from extreme

poverty, rose to great riches, and were accused of plotting against the

monarchies of Europe. They were broken up on that pretence ; but the

real cause was most probably, the desire of the kings to possess their wealth.

Some of them, on the destruction of their order, amalgamated with the Knights

of St. John, when they became possessed of the Island of Rhodes. The entire

destruction of the united order was not accomplished until a late period : the

last ' Knight of Malta' died in that island within our own times.

A third great order was that of the Teutonic Knights. They had
their origin from the foundation of an hospital at Jerusalem, by some Ger-

man merchants ; but, in the year 1230, Conrad, duke of Swabia, invited

them to Europe, and assigned them a small territory. They afterwards con-

quered Prussia, and possessed it till 1525, when Albert of Brandenburg,

their last Grand Master, became a feudatory of the Polish king, Sigismund,

who created him Duke of Prussia : the present king of Prussia claims to de-

rive his right from the Teutonic knights—unless the recent revolution has

driven the antiquated notion out of his head.

These three orders wore distructive badges over their armour. The first

had a black cloak, with a white cross of eight points on the breast : in time

of war the cloak was red, instead of black. This is the knight depictured

by Spenser, our great poet of Chivalry :

" On his breast a silver cross he bore,

The dear reinembra.nce of his dying Lord,

For whose sweet sake that glorious badge he wore,

And dead (as living) ever him adored."

The Templar Knights wore over their armour a white cloak reaching to

the ground, and a red cross, edged with gold, on their left shoulder : tliese

are the " Red Cross Knights" of poetry. The Teutonic order wore over

their armour, also a white mantle, but had for their badge a black cross,

charged with (that is, having within it) a cross of gold, and, in the centre of

all, the double-headed spread eagle of imperial Germany.
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pai" buTrr
real fighters and so were our knight, of the Garter in times

of St P»>lvv
^' iT ^"' •"* "V ^^"'S''*' °^ **^ ^''"'' «f *« Thistle, and

SpSt and Sf "t '"'/S. "'f•? °^ '^'' ^'"^^''^ ^'-'^'^' ^-^-1 °f tl>« Holybpnt and St. James, and St. Andrew, and the rest—are all no'v mrnctkmshts: they merely pla>; at knighthood, as children play at skSKnighthood .s now simply, one of the toys with which mon^arehy plea e t^np-grown children-the ' people of rank.' Enlightened statesman hipwould sweep ,t all away as a worn-out bauble, unsuited to tlie civil 'a™f ourtimes; but even strong-minded men mistake the tendency of their a°ewhen all the old feudal relics of orders and titles had been^swep away Wthe Revolution, Napoleon began to create dukes and princes out ;f hi workman-born soldiers, and instituted his new order of the 'Legion ;f Honour'I pass over other descriptions of knights-from the knight bannerr who

oTthrsovtreir°I ^ l^'^Z T '^ '^'^'^ f ''''''''' '^"'^ ""'J- *rbannerot tlie sovereign—to the knight bachelor, or knight of the lowest -rrad<»—andhasten on to glance at the armour worn by the devotees of chivaliy
To he continued in our next.

CEITICAL EXEGESIS OE GOSPEL HISTORY,
ON THE BASIS OP STRAUSS's ' LEBEN JESU '

SUNDAY EVBXmGS, PUKING THE WINTEUS 0l"s^3-l Lnp 18W-M ' "' ^''^^' ^^

BY THOMAS COOPER,
Author of ' The Purgatory of Suicides.'

IV. —THE MIRACIiES.
{Continued from last numher.)

The force of the foregoing observations of Strauss, must be felt by everyinkeK Bread does not grow : it is not a natur£il product, any more thancooked fish. If Christ miraculoiLsly fed the multitude, by such means hemust have had the power to multiply the natural products, and then prepare

Wbn "Jf^.t
"""""'"^ "^' •"""" "°*^ ''^'^^^ ^"'1 cook, instantaneourWho, that thinks can conceive it possible that Jesus did these ? The orthodox

"

believer may still reply 'With God all things are possible;' but reasonimmediately makes answer-' God has never shewn us, by any of the processes of nature, that this is possible, even to himself
^ ' ^™

\Ve will not take up time, even for a moment, by examining the reasonings
f those eommenta ors who argue that the whole affair of the feeding wSaatural. If so, it is taken out of the domain of the supernatural, and does notx,me withm the scope of our criticism. It is only as a miracle, that it entersnto our examination. t " '^'' jk cuieis

As a miracle, then, is it related with such concordance of the severallarrators as to claim rank with historical evidence,-or do their accoTtspm, display the disagreement characteristic of legend? Let us lakehe narrative of the first miracle, and we shall see drat there are minorifferences, first between Matthew and Luke ; then between these two and>Iark who m this instance again embellishes ; and lastly, between theslth.eeoUectively and John,-,n the following points. According to Matthewlark and Luke, the scene of the event is a deseriplace, according to John aUmtam; according to the three, the scene opens with an addr?s.rfiWthe

thinker.
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disciples : according to John, with a question from Jesus (two particulars inS the narrative^f John approaches that of the second fading ^f the

mS e, in Matthew and Mark) : lastly, the words which the first three

LVan'elis s put into the mouth of the disciples mdefimtely, the lourth

Evanlelist, in his individuahsing manner, ascribes to Phihp and Andrew.

These divergencies may seem unimportant; but there is one that cannot be

hast ly passed over. According to the first three Gospels, Jesus had been

ono- tL^ching the people and healing their sick, and was only led to feed them

by the approach of evening, and by the observation of the disciples that the

|
people needed refreshment. Now mark, how strikingly different is John s

account of what led to the feeding of the 5000 people. The first thought of

Jesus, when he lifts up his eyes and sees a great company coming unto him

is that which he expresses to Phihp-- Whence shall we buy bread hat

these may eat V And this he is related to have said merely to j^rove Philip,

^' for he himself knew ivhat he ivoiild dor
^,^,^^. r^^ wui.

The narratives of the three thus clash entirely with that of John With

the three it is a miracle of mercy, and pity for the hungry :
with John a

miracle of-what shall we say?-ostentation^ of somethmg, however, unlike

Christ's character ; for why, if a multitude were approaching him to be

taught or cured, should he arbitmrily display his power by miraculously feed

ino them^ Who, then, relates the facts aright-John, or the first thre.

EvangeHsts? It is in vain to ask the question ; and if we were answered

'John/ or the others, we should immediately ask--How, then, came they to

differ, being ' inspiredr--for it is impossible for us to forget what is &d

constantly in the mouths of the orthodox.

The question remaining unanswered, our only resource is to reject a narrativ

as legendary which is not only diversely related, but is most egregiously con

tradictory to all our experience of the laws of Nature and the history of fact

How the legend arose, a Httle examination of the Gospel History itself, o

the Old Testament history, and of the Jewish popular behef,-wdl unfold to u^

In all the Gospels, we have figurative discourses of Christ concerning bread

Tn the first three, these discourses point to the false leaven of the Phariseei

and Sadducees; in John, they describe the bread of heaven and the bread ol iiti

which Christ gives. The narrative itself tells us that Christ s meaning ws

misunderstood, and that his hearers thought he spoke of literal bread, is it

not probable that, in the course of tradition, these figurative saymgs and

the misunderstandings of the people, led to the creation of t^e miraculou

storv^ If this does not seem fully to account for the origin of the story, be

it remembered that Christ's countrymen, his contemporaries and immediate

successors, were ever inclined to ascribe to him the fulfilment of Messia

tvpes The fourth evangelist makes the people refer to the manna- that

bread of heaven which Moses gave to their fathers m the wilderness. Tuni

to that ancient narrative and observe the striking resemblance in the details.

Thus Strauss describes it :

—

"The locality in both cases is the Avilclerness; the inducement to the miracle here «s there

is fear 1 'rthl people should suffer from want in the wilderness, or pensh f^om hunger rin

he OM Testament history, this fear is expressed by the people in loud murmurs, m that of

the New Testament, it results from the shortsightedness of the disciples, and he beneyolence

of JesuT The direction of the latter to his disciples that they should give the people food

a direction which implies that he had already formed the design of feeding them mn-aculou ly,

ma;" Parlllded w^th the command which Jehovah gave to Moses to teed the pe^>p e w t

manna (Exod. xvi. 4.), and with quails (Exod. xvi. 12 ;
Numb. xi. 18-20.). But there is

Another potnt of simiLity which^peaks yet more directly to our present purpose A. in

r e4ngelical narrative, lUe disciples think it an impossibility that provision for so gieat a
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mass of people should be procured in the wilderness, so, in the Old Testament history xyloses

I^ffident V;'oVf
^

t^^^ r^'''''^'
'^^'''' ''' S'''' ^'-- ^he possibility of proddingsufhc.ent food for them

;
as the latter ask, .vhence they should have so much bread in thewilderness, so Moses asks ironically whether thev should slay the flocks and the he ds

^rr:X^:r:r\^:z^st;:^ '-- '"^~' "^^ "'^ '-^-^ ^•>»«>''~
Nearer to the time of CHrist, and still more likely to be the copy from

,Te»l Li T^rr^'-T f'^*>°°'^<J, ue read of Elijah multiplying fc
Kits" ch ;. :\ tT^"'"

°^2arephath,-but, especially, of'/lisha (2Jungs 4 ch 42 V.) feeding one hundred men with twenty loaves, (which

\tt,t"'' f'''''^'''"^
^y ,^''^'' i" «>"'« Gospel, are called barley loaves )together with some ground corn. Elisha's servant, too, doubts, like the dfsciples of Chns

:
What

! should I set this before a hundred men V ho asks •

but the prophet, like Jesus, is not diverted from his purpose. As in the NewTestament narrative, great stress is laid on the collection of the fragment'

1? Thet' r "'''l*^ "f ? ''^'V' """y '^=^^1 <=^'- th-*' -'^ a'' over:plus. The greater number fed, and the fewer loaves, in the Gospel story, were

Te M. ?t^ r'.f "'1 ^'S'"'^' '"'^'"^ ^^°"1'^ ''"^ t« -"^ke the mifac7e ofthe Messiah greater than that of his type.
3. Turning water into wine. This miracle is only recorded by John Cch

rs7 le. Vf *': '^""1 ^^^" P^^^«'-^"'^'l "^^ '^ marriage-feast,^at CanJtGalilee
;
and to have been his 'beginning of miracles.' This mir;cle involvesthe following startling improbabilities :

""oives

1st That to the^ water, as only one of the elementary agents in the forma
.

tion of the grape, Jesus must have added the power of other elements necessary to its production,- such as soil, air, and light •

2ndly. That he must-above all-havo added in an equally invisibleManner the vegetable individuality of the vine-plant-to which wa er widt

cause!
™'""""' 'S"""''' '^ ^^'^'^^^ "^^y "^^ t'^*^ stimulus to the

3rdly. That he must have quickened, to the degree of instantaneousness

ocoSvSy tdTiiti;:"'"'
*'" ""'^'''' p™""^ ''' p^^^^'"g' '^-' *«

feimenlatio?l\VJ!r" 'T' -f° ^^-^'^''^'-^'^'l t^e further natural process oflei mentation, so as to render it momentary
Does any one laugh at these stipulations for the reality of the miracle J Is

vr7h'eLTs\:rir''''''^,^^^?.*'"''=^
arepossl^bler Burhts Godever snewn us that it ts possible for hira to change water into wine—or

doerl Trow "
Fitl" T" '"" f'"I'

^^'« "-^P^^* ^'^ ^ *>s instance-

or it was not
•

if

' ""''
V"' ^"t*'^

'^'"'^"'^ '^^ *« ^'•^^^S of Cana,

end ofthe miracle C ^Tb ^
'"T*',"°

that ^«...<^/<„. ^.v,,, ttre is anenu or me miracle. i!ut if the guests drank rml wine—all the urocessesnatural and artificial, we have just described, were necessary to itrforSt'

,„.?"* !• ^""T"''"™
^'"'"'^^' '" »"««"' times, ^^'th Woolston and others inmod rn times, have justly objected to such a miracle's utility and finessCould Jesus remain i„ the society of deep drinkers, and enco/raje their IT:
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tompsraiicj by au exercise of his miraculous power ? Or, if the narrati

does not aduiit of such a harsh construction, was it bofittiug his character,

.\ative

to

perforin a miracle merely to furnish an additional excitement to pleasure---

a miracle of luxury, rather than of true beueficeace ? But the disproportion-

ate quantity of wine with which Jesus is related to supply the guests must
excite our greatest astonishment : six vessels, each containing from two to

three ^=r^jjra; ('firkins,' our translators have rendered it)—v/hich, corres-

ponding to the Hebrew hath, v/ould be equivalent to \\ Roman anvphorce :

altogether—from 800 to 1,200 English pints ! 'They filled them up to the

brim' (John, ch. 7 v.)- --so that there can be no room for attempting to re-

duce the complement. And yet the ' governor of the feast' calls the bride-

groom—for he ' knew not whence it (the wine) was,' and says ' Every man
at the beginning doth set forth good wine ; and when men have loell clrwnh,

then that which is worse : but thou hast kept the good wine until now.'

What a strange mode of ' manifesting forth his glory' (v. 11.) does the fourth

evangelist here attribute to Christ---the setting before ' men who have well

drunk,' from 800 to 1,200 pints of wine ! Who can reconcile such an act

with the prevalent character of Christ, throughout the first three gospels ]

(To be concluded in next number?)
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" And though all the winds of doctrine were let loose to play upon the earth, so Truth be in the field,

we do injuriously to misdoubt her strength. Let her and Falsehood grapple ! Who ever knew Truth put
to the worse, in &free and open encounter?"

—

Milton's Areopagitica.
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LABOUE AND CAPITAL.—ASSOCIATION.
" And the shadows of mind too like clouds disappear

—

And the broad disc of knowledge begins to shine clear

—

And the voice of the people loud shakes every shore,

Like the clash of the elements;—hark to its roar

!

And their power shall increase, till they go forth combined.
Resistless and free as the mighty March wind !"

William Jones.

At the present time when the political powers of Europe are vying with

eacli otlier in their efforts to suppress the growing intelligence of the

people ;—when they deem Democracy a crime, and Socialism a felony

;

when those who nobly advocate the rights of man and the dignity of la-

bour are denounced as ' Enemies of Society' and ' Promoters of Anarchy'

;

—when Europe is convulsed by the birth of a new idea, an idea calcu-

lated to exercise a commanding influence upon mankind, and to change en-

tirely the political and social organization of society ;—at such a time, a few
words on the greatest question of the age may not be thought misplaced.

Much has been said and written on the merits and demerits of the sys-

tem of association, and yet, by numbers of those most deeply interested in

this question, it is but imperfectly understood. Its object is, simply, to

destroy the iniquitous tyranny of capital by its conjunction with labour.

Under the competitive system these two great powers are continually

at war with each other; and, it will be allowed by all, that these disputes

ever end in the triumph of capital, and the further oppression of labour
;

as is daily exemplified in the " strikes" by which working-men vainly en-

deavour to obtain that share of the fruits of their industry to which the
producers are in justice entitled. And although these '' strikes" may oc-

casion severe pecuniary losses to the capitalist, yet he well knows his power,
and that the workmen must succumb or starve. Assuredly, this is an evil

;

and any scheme promising to remedy it, is entitled to a candid and respect-

ful consideration.

The principle of association, which would unite capital and labour, ap-
pears to me to be that most likely to succeed. Even the most zealous ad-
vocates of competition acknowledge the advantages of the association sys-

tem, but pronounce it impracticable. " Working-men," say they, " are in-

capable of acting as capitalists ; they would merely become the dupes of
men cleverer than themselves." Then, if this incapability does exist, the
greater haste ought we to make, by an extensive system of secular educa-
tion,—by the removal of taxes on knowledge—and by creating ample
means and opportunities for adult instruction—to remove such disqualifi-

cation—and to enable the lees of humanity to resume their native inde-
pendence.

When the labourer wonderingly inquires, " Why should I starve while
others revel luxuriously on the fruits of my industry ?" He is answered

,
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" Friend, we cannot all be rich, you were born poor, and must tberefore

toil for the maintenance of your more fortunate fellows ; I am sorry for

vou, but it is your fate !" And so the poor slave returns to his toil, fully

persuaded that that is a law of nature, which is but the impudent assertion

of his selfish and tyrannical task-master.

I am equally surprised and pained at the apathj^, with which this ques-

tion is regarded by working-men themselves. If they do not attend to

their own interests, who do they expect to do so ? Do they rely on the

Parliament ? Men elected from, and in great part by, the very class who
oppress them ! Will they give them redress ? Do they rely on the minis-

ters of religion ?—Alas ! even here, Mammon is greater than Jesus Christ

;

and those who profess to be champions of right, and enemies of injustice,

are ever readier to preach submission to and contentment under wrongs,

than to labour for their redress. Contentment, forsooth ! and with what
are they required to be content ? They toil in hunger and nakedness

—

they are lodged in wretched hovels and noisome dens ; in which they are

denied even God's light and air, and where they linger out a life of toil

and misery, intemperance, and selfishness ; selfish because their own
misery makes them callous to the wants of others : and it is this state

with which they are told to be content ! And while they thus labour on
in wretchedness and contentment, the rich fruits of their labour go to

furnish with every luxury the tables and mansions of their tyrants. It

is clear that if the condition of the working-classes is to be improved at

all, that improvement must be effected by their own exertions.

We have already seen what is the condition of the labouring-classes

under the present tyrant and slave system of social organization ; let us
now consider what would be their condition under a social system, better

calculated to promote the happiness and moral elevation of mankind. Sup-

pose an associated family of five hundred or a thousand workmen, who beiug

free from restrictions and tyranny of the capitalist, would receive the full

value of their labour, and thus be enabled, not only to suppfy themselves

and families with everything necessary to their bodily comfort, but also

to maintain a school for the proper tuition of their children ;—they could

establish a library and lecture-room for self-improvement and adult in-

struction ; while the increased social comfort, and intellectual amusements,
which they could then obtain, would most effectually prevent habits of in-

temperance. Of the political value of such institutions I need say nothing,

as it must necessarily be very great.

And now comes the question, " How are the funds necessary for the

establishment of such associations to be obtained?" I am fully aware of

the importance of the question, and that the people have many difficulties

to overcome ere they can attain their object. Of these difficulties the op-

position of the ruling powers is not the least important. They know full

Well what would be the consequence of thus elevating the great mass of

the people, and enabling them to obtain a knowledge of their own powers

;

they know that they could nq longer keep them in ignorance and subjec-

tion ; that they could no longer blind their eyes to the iniquity and injus-

tice of class legislation ; that they could no longer inspire them with a
blind respect for those remnants of feudal-barbarism monarchy and aristo-

cracy ; that they could no longer pick their pockets by dazzling their eyes
tvith the gaudy magnificence of royalty, or imposing upon their reason
with the cries of "loyalty" and "our glorious constitution." They know
that all these things must fall ; that they will vanish before the growing
intelligence of the people, as snow before the sun. From the GrOverliment
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xv'e have nothing to expect but opposition. It remains to be seen what
working-men themselves will do.

I am convinced that were the labouring-classes in this countiy fully

awakened to the importance of this question, they would not hesitate to

devote a small portion of their scanty earnings to form a general fund for

the promotion of this good work. A few communities, once established

in this manner, would soon be enabled to render efficient assistance to

their less fortunate brethren, and thus succeed in effecting in a peaceful

manner that which the barricades of Paris failed to do for the French,
namely, the realization of true Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity.

Alexander Bell.

OF WHAT USE IS ST. PAXIL'S CATPIEDEAL ?—OF WHAT
USE IT MIOHT BE.

"WHE5ir you talk of Eeforms, slow-going people are always ready with the
interjection—' Talk of something which is practicable !' But why should
Vv'e talk of nothing but what is nowprsicticnhle. ? Do practicable Eeforms,
when suggested, meet with such ready acceptance ? Who does not see

that National Secular IMucation, Abolition of the Taxes on Knowledge

—

and of Sinecures and Pensions for doing nothing,—Extensive Sanitary-

regulations,—and fifty other Eeforms talked of daily—are all practicable ?

Yet they, each and all, meet with the most bigoted, self-interested, and de-

termined opposition. A reform is not always best worth talking about
because it is immediately practicable. To plead for a reform not likely

to come about for a century or two, may be a laudable occupation of time,

inasmucli as it may involve the exposure of scandalous inconsistencies,

and contribute to elevate and purify the national mind, by teaching it to
yearn after a better state of things.

There is a huge pile in London, which, doubtless, often raises in the minds
of even the busiest money-getting citizens—a vague wonder as to why it

stands there. Near at hand, it dwarfs all other objects of vision ; seen
from afar, it is the bulkiest and most striking form the eye can perceive
amidst the maze of buildings that constitute London. Yet, ever and anon,
the inward qustion arises—of what use is it ?—and if the questioner is not
too lazy or too prejudiced to think, he cannot fail to reflect of what use it

might be:—tospeakit out—isheldtobe useless, forthatwould be to talk about
what is 'impracticable!'—nay more, the speahing out might be of such a
character as to cause some people to open their eyes wider and cry ' shock-
ing !' At the risk of provoking such signs and sounds of censure, I am
inclined to have my say, however, on this matter. And first, to substan-
tiate the fact of the present uselessness of the gigantic pile alluded to, let

me quote a recent article of the Times—an authority which even the most
slow-going people can scarcely object to.

The 'leading journal ' of April 19, chose to comment on the speeches at
a late Mansion-house banquet, and singled out for particular criticism the
speech of the clergyman-poet, Milman, in his new character as an ecclesi-

astical dignitary. Thus it proceeds :

—

" There was one functionary present who went a little out of his vole, when, perhaps, he
liad most need to keep to it. The new Dean of St. Paul's had full employment for his elo-
quence and tact in answering for the clergy, on whom, of all people in the world, it is noto-
riously the most difficult to reckon. Not content with the refractory clients whom the toast
had confided to his patronage, he brought in the material fabric over which he has been
recently appointed. * He felt as little anxiety,' he said, for the church as he did in similar
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circumstances in the physical world (that is, in a thiincler-storra) for that most magnificent

of Protestant Cathedrals which arose in the midst of the great metropolis, and over whicli

he had lately had the honour of being called to preside. If we are to trust the vmiform

testimony of architects, never were there better grounds for the confidence here displayed.

St. Paul's is a fabric of wondrous construction and strength. Unless the hand of man acce-

lerate the progress of decay, the N"e\v Zealand traveller who is to sit on the fragments of the

new London-bridge to survey the ruins of our metropolis will see high above the rest, and

aspiring to the clouds, a vast sugar loaf of brick resting on eight stupendous piers, and sur-

mounted with the remains of a turret. A little to the west of this remarkable pile he will

see two open campaniles of singular design, -which will probably by that time be rendered

Ktiil more picturesque by curtains of ivy, and hanging wood of alder and ash. In fact it

would take many thousand years of natural causation to reduce St. Paul's to the level of

vulgar decay. So far Dean Milman has the best possible reasons for the confidence he ex-

presses in the stability of his cathedral.
" But the sentiment suggests a painful reflection. What is the use of this enormous stabi-

lity? When an ordinary citizen of London, or a schoolboy from St. Paul's, Merchant Tay-
lors', or King's College, passes under the shadow of that stupendous dome under the cir-

cumstances poetically described by the Dean, as the thunder rolls round it, and the electric

clouds seem to threaten it, and when the big drops begin to fall in rapid succession, it is

very small comfort to him to be relieved of all anxiety for the permanence of the structure.

Old bout ?* He sees before him a mountain of Portland stone, as little likely to fall, perhaps,

as Blackheatli or Highgate-hill, but also as impenetrable. Even if he can afford to pay
twopence for admission, it will only purchase for him the range of a dozen or two monuments
under the dome. So, at least, we believe, for Ave will confess to not entering the Cathedral

except when the door is thrown open for service, and when the visitor is jealously confined

to one narrow path from the door to the entrance of the choir. But there ai*e very few mo-
ments in the day, and those certainly not in the hours of service, Sunday or week-day, when
a soul is seen in that magnificent nave, sacred to the Dean and half-a-dozen red faced verg-

ers. Rowland Hill said that the only place in London where a regiment of soldiers could

practise at ball-cartridge with perfect safety to the public at all tunes and seasons was the

nave of St. Paul's. The place is still as Avell adapted for this exercise as the marshes at

AVoolwich. The area under the dome and the nave are used once a-year for the anniversar}'

of the charity schools, but at all other times that vast space is absolutely useless. We could

compromise almost for any degree of use. It would be something even if we were permitted to

pace up and down the nave for half an hour a-day, or were permitted to enter at the west
end. But nothing is allowed. The whole area is 'tabooed,' except just the aforesaid path

betw en two rows of chui'ch hurdles from the north and south doors to the choir.
*' Under such an abuse the Cathedral is nothing more or less than a pompous sham. It

might almost as well be a mountain cai'ved into the outward semblance of a temple, like the

rock temples of Arabia and the Nile. Grant that you can occasionally cross the threshold

and see a piece of ai'chitectural perspective ; so long as you have not the free range of it,

you might just as well see it from the turnabout in the Diorama, or through a lens at the

Cosmorama-rooms, or any other respectable peep show. How is one to be sure it is real ?

Perhaps the nave of St. Paul's, after all, is a spectacle of the same class as the Swiss moun-
tains at the Colosseum, the arbitrary routes marked out for the spectators being strikingly

similar at the two exhibitions. The actual service of the Cathedral might be performed

nmch more comfortably, effectively, and with more room for the congregation, in a parish

church of moderate size. The dome, nave, and aisles, therefore, are wholly unnecessary to

that purpose. Then what is their use, if the public is wholly excluded from them ?

" The Cathedral is grand enough outside, but its uses would be far better expressed if it

were called the National Mausoleum or the Pantheon than a Cathedral, The words under
the organ, Si qua'vis monumeiitum, circunispicef express the character of the edifice only

too truly. Call it a tomb,—the tomb, for example, of the English Church, or the Naval
and Military Mausoleum,—and all curiosity will be extinguished. It will never be a
whited sepulchre, thanks to our eternal canopy of smoke ; nor will its interior be very un-
clean, but we shall accommodate ourselves to the idea of a tomb at once, and be content for

the future to treat it with a cold respect. But the Dean mocks our curiosity and interest

when he talks of the place as a Cathedral, and puts it on a par with York and Canterbury.
*The most magnificent of Protestant Cathedrals!' What is that to the public if they can-
not enter it? It might as well be the Pyramid of Cheops covering six acres, and rising to

^he clouds, and containing, or rather no longer containing, the mouldering remains of a inan.
jf the Dean wishes the public to enter with real enthusiasm into his wishes for the stability

^f the pile, he must let some Belzoni force an entrance into it. This is an age of adventure
*

* What is it good for ?

\ Tf thou seekcst his tomb—look aroutid thee! Alluding to Sir Christopher Wren, the architect of
the building.
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We arc excavating the site of Nineveh, trying to cut the Isthmus of Panama, to discover a
north-west passage, and to i-emove every other obstruction that presumes to interfere with
the freedom of our movements. We recommend St. Paul's to the Geographical Society, or

Sir John Ivoss, or Sir F. Fello^ves. But, perliaps, Lord Ellenborough will take pity on the

public, and carry off the great west door as a new trophy of his prowess. At all events, if

we are to boast of our Cathedral, let it not be a sham one."

This is all excellent, so far as the wit goes, and the exposure of the pre-

sent uselessness ofthe building. But if the critic in the Times were asked
what reforms he would propose to effect in order that ' our Cathedral

'

might no longer ' be a sham one '—would he be likely to answer in such a
way as to lead us to conclude that if Ids reforms were carried out, we
should no longer have the old question to ask ? What if the great west
door were opened, what if the man or woman with ' tup-pence ' on their

lips disappeared from the entrance, and we were all free to walk in, and
even to walk up and down the nave and under the magnificent dome,
gratis, and at all seasonable hours ? Cui bono ? The question must return.

Except the grand blank building, and the statues of Howard, Dr. Johnson,
Sir AVilliam Jones, and Sir Joshua Eeynolds, under the dome—what is

there worth looking at, for any man of taste or reflection ? Of statues of

great murderers—generals and admirals, majors and captains,—there is a

crowd. What is there to hear ? Now and then, the grand peal of the

organ, and the voices of Lockey and a few otliers,—charming enough as

to the melody ; but as to the part they, or the drowsy clergymen, are tak-

ing in the worship, you are convinced by their demeanour (so characteristic

of all cathedral ^^(^^yon^ers) that their worship—like the Cathedral— is a
sham.

' Call it the tomb of the English Church—or the Naval and Military

Mausoleum'—the Times may well propose that reform of speech, as the mat-
ter now stands ; but the Times says nothing of the great reforms that ought

to take place, if ' some Belzoni' could ' force an entrance into' this giant tomb
—or Lord p]llenborough were to ' carry off the great west door,' as he carried

away the gates of the temple of Sumnauth from the Afghans.

St. Paul's Cathedral cost the nation 150 years ago, the enormous sum of

£1,200,000.

It is national property. An enlightened government would provide for its

being used to enlighten and elevate the people. Christianity

—

not the Chris-

tianity either of Dr. Pusey or the ' Evangelicals'—teaches that men should be

enlightened and elevated. Christianity, as I for one understand it, hails

Science, and Art, and Literature, as its great co-workers for rendering man-
kindwiser and better. And its established teachers have made a partial and
blundering admission to that effect, by their acceptance of such a pile as St.

Paul's to ' teach' in, professedly ; and by the admission of statuary, and the

scanty performance of music, withia its walls. But an enlightened govern-

ment would correct the blunder. It would sweep out the monuments of great

murderers, and fill not only the transepts and the space around the pillars of

the dome, but the sides of that now desolate nave, with such productions of

Art as could not be beheld Avichout the purest and best emotions. ' We have

no national sculpture gallery,' is the perpetual cry of ai tists and lovers of art.—
' We cannot afford to build one,' say statesmen. What need ? AVhy not

render St. Paul's the most magnificent sculpture-gallery in the world ? If

the things you now permit to hold it in idleness, and whom you now pay for

being idle there,—pretend alarm, and talk about ' desecration,'—ask them if

they are not ashamed of such talk, when they look at the butcher-monuments
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they have alrcnVly admitted there. Again : if you thirst after the grand har-

monies of Handel, the delicious melodies of Ilaydn, or Mozart's richest com-

binations of all that is soul-stirring and humanizing in Music,—where muht

you seek gratification in London ? At Exeter Hall, only ; for the lover of the

old masters finds no food at the Opera-houses,—and mere concert-rooms are

too dwarfish for the performance of the loftiest music, with the masses of voice

and instruments necessary to embody it worthily. And what is Exeter Hall 1

A huge warehouse-like room. The new hall at the Euston Square Railway

Station is regal—compared with such a tasteless interior of a building. ' We
haye no Music Hall worth the name,' say musicians and lovers of music

;

' and we despair of raising the vast sum that would be necessary to raise one.'

But irhi/ raise one, while St. Paul's is already the most appropriate national

hall for the performance of sacred music 1 And who ought to object to its

being used for that, among its other right purposes ? They do 'perform the

music of Handel and Haydn there, now : all that is wanted is more of it.

Remuneration to the performers, you might secure by very small entrance

monies for the immense numbers it would hold. To admit the People gratuit-

ously—or, rather, at the national expense,—one dare not dream of (even while

ihvs dreaming) in England. We arenot in glorious Athens, in the days of Pericles.

And Lecture halls, what poor pitiful rooms we have in London ! Twenty
towns, at least, in the provinces, have lecture rooms that will hold thrice the

numbers that any of our accessible lecture rooms will hold in London—for

your Exeter Hall is only for the religious, or the well-able-to-pay. If a

Government deserved its name and delighted in the intelligence of the People,

instead of dreading it—the eloquence and philosophy of Fox, the wit, the good

sense, and liberality of Dawson, the brilliant declamation of Vincent, would
attract its fostering care ; and it would take measures for throwing open the

grandest lecture-room in the metropolis to these ornaments of their age, and
inviting the People to crowd around them for instruction. That room is St.

Paul's cathedral. But its funereal silence must not be broken, as yet, by
soul-moving and heart-bettering descants on the godlike philanthropy of

Howard—the genius and patriotism of Milton—the wisdom and goodness of

Newton. The old, dull, mechanical lip-service must go on, as yet ; and no
real instruction be given there. The time will come when Christ's own
Christianity will be understood and felt, and every theme that can raise the

mind and improve the heart will be conjoined with his own pure lessons

—

and within the walls of that noble masterpiece of Wren such themes will re-

ceive eloquent treatment while enraptured crowds listen. Some of us feel

that we are toiling for that da.y—though we shall not live to see it. With
the spread of science and intelligence around us, we cannot doubt—though
others think we dream. Thomas Cooper.

ilfctttrcs, in aontron, for tfje ^nstiing (asaeefe.

Sunday, May 6, at half-past Y, Literary Institution, John Street, Fitzroy Square. "Life
and Genius of Eousseau"—Thonias Cooper. At half-past 7, Hall of Science,

(near Finsbury Square,) City Eoad. " Life, Patriotism, and Writings of Algernon
Sydney"— S. M. Kydd.

;Mo]i^dat, May 6, at half- post 8, Mechanics' Institute, Gould Square, Crutched Friars.

Elocutionary Entertainment, by the members of the Elocution Class. At half-

past 8, Pentonville Athenajum, 23, Henry Street. " Objects and Tendencies of

Physical Science"—J. S. Hibberd. At half-past 8, Finsbury Hall, Bimhill Row.
•* Life and Character of Napoleon."—Ambrose IM. Hurst. At 8, Soho Mnatul
Instruction Society, 2, Little Dean-street. « Character and Poetry of Robert
Isicol.''—Walter Cooper.

Wed>'ES., May 8, at 8, Hackney Literary and Scientific" Institution, " Poetry—Past and
Present."—Rev. ". A, Bnynes, ]M,A., of Nottingham.
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THINKINaS, FROM JOHN LOCKE.

NoTELTY AND TrvUTiT.—The imputation of novelty is a terrible charge against

those who judge of men's heads, as they do of their perukes, by the fashion ; and
can allow none to be right, but the received doctrines. Truth scarce ever yet

carried it by vote anywhere at its first appearance : new opinions are always sus-

pected, and usually opposed, without any other reason, but because they are not

already common. But truth, like gold, is not the less so for being newly brought

out of the mine. It is trial and examination that must give it price, and not any
antique fashion : and though it be not yet current by the public stamp, yet it may
for ail that, be as old as nature, and is certainly not the less genuine.

Love of Truth.—He that would seriously set upon the search of truth, ought

in the first place to prepare his mind with a love of it : for he that loves it not, will

not take much pains to get it, nor be much concerned when he misses it. There is

nobody in the commonwealth of learning, who does not profess himself a lover of

truth : and there is not a rational creature that would not take it amiss to bo

thought otherwise of. And yet for all this one may truly say, that th^re are

very few lovers of truth for truth's sake, even amongst those who persuade them-
selves that they are so. How a man may know whether he is so in earnest, is

worth enquiry : and I think there is one unerring mark of it, viz., the not entertain-

ing any proposition with greater assurance, than the proofs it is built upon will

warrant.

Misuse of Language.—Language being the great conduit whereby men convey
their discoveries, reasonings, and knowledge, from one to another, he that makes
an ill use of it, though he does not corrupt the fountains of knowledge, which are

in things themselves, yet he does, as much as in him lies, break or stop the pipes

whereby it is distributed to the public use and advantage of mankind. He that

uses words without any clear and steady meaning, what does he but lead himself

and others into errors ? And he that designedly does it, ought to be looked upon
as an enemy to truth and knov/ledge.

Difference op Mental Tests.—The mind has a different relish, as well as
the palate ; and you will as fruitlessly endeavour to delight all men with riches or

glory (which yet some men place their happiness in) as you would to satisfy all

men's hunger with cheese or lobsters ; which though very agreeable and delicious

fare to some, are to others extremely nauseous and oftensive ; and many people
would, with reason, prefer the griping of an hungry belly, to those dishes which
are a feast to others. Hence it was, I think, that the philosophers of old did in

vain inquire, whether simimum bonur.i consisted in riches or bodily delights, or

virtue or contemplation ? And they might have as reasonably disputed whether
the best relish was to be found in apples, plums, or nuts ; and have divided them^
selves into sects upon it.

Eternity of Something.—There is no truth more evident, than that some-
thing must be from eternity. I never yet heard of any one so unreasonable, or
that could suppose so manifest a contradiction, as a time wherein there was per-

fectly nothing. This being of all absurdities the greatest, to imagine that pure
nothing, the perfect negation and absence of all beings, should ever produce real
existence.

Reason and Revelation.—If anything shall be thought revelation, which is

contrary to the plain principles of reason, and the evident knowledge the mind
has of its own clear and distinct ideas, there reason must be hearkened to, as a
matter within its province. Since a man can never have so certain a knowledge,
that a proposition, which contradicts the clear principles and evidence of his own
knowledge, was divinely revealed, or that he understands the words rightly where-
in it is delivered, as he has that the contrary is true ; and so is bound to consider
and judge of it as a matter of reason, and not swallow it, without examination, as
a matter of form.

Hope.—Hope is that pleasure in the mind which every one finds in himself,
upon the thought of a profitable future enjoyment of a thing which is apt to
delight him,
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srRING.

Speed thee, chaste virgin of the pea-bud cheek
And violet eye, from ^Vinter's rude embrace !

Swiftness and strength be with tliy agile limbs.

Till, far escaped, thou meet the youthful Sun,
Thy ardent lover ! Neither turn away
So bashfully thy look, nor shun his smile

;

Cast from thy neck thy mantle of gray mists.

And, robed in the light fleeces of the sky,

Go forth to meet him ! While attendant Hours
Entwine fresh garlands of the primrose pale,

Hare-bells, and lady-buds, and hawthorn flowers.

Young silken beech-leaves, and the cowslip sweet.

To deck thy modest brow. The wakeful lark

Shall, tireless, tend thy steps,—the woodland ring

With joyous music as thou passest on,

—

The vesper blackbird and the matin thrush.

Alternate, peal their thrilling melody,

—

The cuckoo shout at noon above the hum
Of gladsome bees,—yea, every voice of joy

The chorus swell, while every hill and vale,

Delighted, listens to thy bridal song.

Oainsborough, 183:5. Thomas Cooper.

SONNET TO SPRING.

Welcome, most hopeful season of the year,

—

That, virtue-like, marshals us on through storms
And chilling winds, gladdened by fitful charms,
To lovely scenes, and seasons ever fair !

All nature lives again : the quickening sun
Sheds warmth and beauty o'er the smiling earth ;

And the gay flowers to joyous life come forth,

—

Spangling the arid waste and grassy lawn
;

And man, to all kind impulses awake,
Lists with a tender joy the wild-bird's note,

On hill and plain,—by forest, wood, and brake.
The brightening earth, and sky, and softening gale.

And all their varied life, thy gentle presence hail !

Thornton, near Bradford.
'

John Ackrotd.

%* Correspondents will please address " Thomas Cooper, 5, Park Row, Knightsbridge,
London.'

*

S. M. Carthy.—Apply to Dr. Viettinghoff, Homoeopathic and Mesmeric Medical Establish-
ment, 10, Chadwell Street, Myddleton, Square, Clarkenwell; or, to Mr. E. Elliot, Professor of
Mesmerism for the cure of Diseases, 29, College-street, Dowgate Hill, City.

Thos. Parker,—They wrote thus because they could not help it. If the writer enquires
and reflects, he will understand that, and not be angry Avith them.
W. E. Adams.—We may take up the subject some time : it does not seem urgent at

present.

G. H., Market Rasen ; J. B., Barnsley ;
< Tyro' ;

« Alcceus the Younger' ; T. L., Portsmouth ;

O. S. B., St. Bees. Their poetry is most respectfully declined.
Thomas Rooke.—The Bible with dO,000 emendations is published by Bagster, Paternos-

ter Row.
D, C. Answer next week.

, ,. ; '_

H.W.N. " The Pioneer Metropolitan Association for promoting the practice of decomposing the.
Dead by the agency of Fire," will hold a Public Meeting at the City of London Mechanics''
Institute, Gould Square, Crutched Erlars, on Friday in the present week, (3rd of Mav,) at
eight o'clock in the evening.
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THE AGE OF CHIAT^ALRY.

AN ORATION, DELIVERED AT THF CITY OF WESTMINSTER MECHANICS' INSTITUTE, AND
OTHER LONDON INSTITUTIONS.

BY THOMAS COOPER.

(Continuedfrom last numher.)

Metal rings, or scales, sewn on leather or coarse cloth, appear to have formed
the first species of defensive armour worn in Europe, after the various
northern tribes had divided among them the sovereignty of the ancient
Roman Empire. This seems to have been improved into chain-mail, and
scale-mail : the former constituting a brief shirt, composed of intricate rings,

something like those of a steel purse : the latter also being connected to-

gether independent of the leathern or cloth suit worn underneath. The steel

shirt was gradually improved till it fitted the arms and legs, as well as the
body ; and the Spanish armourers were famous for their excellence in con-
structing these suits. Upon the chain -mail, plates of iron or steel began to

be affixed at the breast, and over the thighs and arms ; and, at length, this

mixed harness gave way to the complete case of plates of steel. When
villanous saltpetre was

" Digg'd out of the bowels of the harmless earth,"

and balls and bullets came into use, plate after plate of steel was gradually

laid aside, till the leathern or buff-coat only remained, as in the beginning.

You may observe this process of stripping in the valuable show of our ' Horse
Armoury' of the Tower—where the last Stuart, with his huge boots, buff-

coat, and patches of steel, looks, one had almost said, ' like a hog in armour*
so uncouth is his figure compared with the chivalrous forms of the earlier

kings and knights. Defensive armour eventually disappeared—until our
Life Guards were opposed to the Prench Cuirassiers, who wore steel at the

breast, in the battle of Waterloo, and beat them without any such defence :

it was then judged proper, by a strange sort of wisdom, to give the Guards
the cuirasses they now wear !

At the period of the Norman Conquest, body armour consisted either of a
stiff frock, or tunic, of leather, covered with rings, or otherwise with lozenges

of steel or mascles, as they were called,—or otherwise of a covering of the same
materials, but forming both jacket and breeches. The former was called the
hatiherh, the latter a haubergeon. With the hauberk, were worn chausses,

or pantaloons of similar materials. With either a liood was worn, fastened

round the forehead by leather straps, and of a piece with either the hauberk
or haubergeon. Heavy armed shoes defended the feet, and the ankles, up to

the knees, were covered by the hose, composed of bands of different colours,

which were crossed. William the Conqueror, you may remember, used to

call his son Robert, who was short-legged, ' Curt- hose.' The shield was of

various shapes, as it continued to be, during succeeding centuries. The
helmet, was worn over the hood, and, in that time was conical in shape,

and was open at the face, having only the curious nasal piece—a broad piece

of iron projecting before the nose : this whimsical appurtenance—for so it

looks in pictures—was discontinued after king Stephen was taken prisoner,

at the battle of Lincoln, 1by a knight who held him down by the nasal, after

he had been stricken to the earth. The lance, with its streamer, was the
general weapon of the Norman chivalry ; but the long cutting sword was a
frequent weapon—and the Conqueror's own two-handed sword, it is said,

none could wield but himself Tlie iron mace, a short, but y^ry niassiv©
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weapon Wiis also in UF^e. During this period, the infantry wore utterly with-

out defensive armour, and their weapons were the bow and arrow, save

where the old Saxon hUl remained in the hands of some. Such is a brief

summary of the state of armour in this period according to Dr. Meyrick,

whose splendid work was published some twenty-five or thirty years ago
;

and whose descriptions are borne out by the celebrated Bayeux Tapestry

—that curious picture history of the expedition_^of the Conqueror, executed in

his own time.

Erom the fourteenth century, plated armour took the place of chain -mail

completely. The iron breast-plate, or cuirass, as it is now termed,

—

brassarts

for the arms, a'dettes for the shoulders, cuisses for the thighs, polei/ns for the

knees, greaves for the shins, the camail for the throat, and the back-piece,

were all separate pieces of harness, which occupied some time in putting on, and
in fastening together with rivets. The head-piece underwent considerable

changes. The conical form gave way to the cylindrical : the helmet now re-

sembled in form our modern hat without the brim. Afterwards it was
modelled more after the pattern of the old classic helmet. The visor was, at

first, added to it, as a fixture ; but this, at length, gave way to the bever, or

moveable protection for the face—deriving its name from the Italian bevere, to

drink,—because it could be raised for that purpose. When the classic form,

or that fitting close to the head, was adopted,—the terms casque, burcfonet,

and basinet began to be used to designate the helmet. Crests surmounting
the helmet came into use in the fiftteenth century ; but plumes were not

worn till the fifteenth, when all had become pomp and parade, and fire-

arms were near putting an end to the gorgeous cumber in which men-of-war
were clothed.

While chain-armour was worn, the surcoat, or tabard, was a linen-garment

decked with the heraldic insignia of the knight, and was put on over the

mail. But when plated armour began to be perfected, the knight's heraldic

bearings, or ' coat-of-arms', were emblazoned on the steel ; and the armourers

of Milan became so famous for their engraved and chased work, that it was
copied and emulated all over Europe.

This most brief and imperfect glance at the armour of Knighthood has al-

ready brought us upon the subject of heraldry—that most fanciful and foolish

of all the marks and customs of Chivalry,—and, for that reason one would
suppose, since one cannot see that another can be alleged,—the very trace

of Chivalry still most fondly and proudly preserved. It is preserved, how-
ever, and therefore like all other foolish observances around us, must be en-

quired into, by all who choose to gather multifarious knowledge. And let

me assure all who have been indisposed to look at heraldry hitherto, that the

treatises upon it—especially old ones—are full of entertaining matter. Some
of these old books contain abstruse arguments to show, not only that heraldry

has a very ancient origin (as from the Trojan war, or Joseph's 'coat of many
colours', or even from Adam in Paradise), but that the highest intelligent ex-

istences—the angels, the archangels, the cherubim and seraphim,—nay, even
the Holy Trinity—have all their proper heraldic emblazonments ! Of course,

you will not expect me to adduce the argument on such high matters. Any of

you who can get a sight of Sir John Eerne, or Gwillim, or Sir George
Mackenzie, or the Lady Juliana Berners—I mean of the curious books writ-
ten by these antiquated persons—will be enabled to satisfy yourselves con-
cerning them. In what age heraldry can be properly said to have arisen I

have never been able to satisfy myself; but, suffice it to say, that anciently
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the bearing of heraldic arms was the distinctive mark of gentility^ hut 4n
our days' says Bailey, writing at t\\Q beginning of the last century, ' all are

accounted gentlemen that have money ; and if a man have no coat of arms,

the King at Arms can sell him one.' And this sale takes place, even in this

our enlightened nineteenth century. Vulgar-minded men having become

rich, desire a ' coat of arms' for the pannels of their carriages, or for decorat-

ing parts of their mansions, or adorning their plate ; at the Heralds' office

application is made, and tlis Garter, Clarencieux, Norroy, Lyon, or Ulster
' Kings at Arms'—wondrously assisted by the golden fees, discover that the

applicant—even though his father and grandfather may have been scavengers

or chimney-sweeps—is descended from some grand Crusader, and therefore

entitled, to mount an escallop shell, or a besant, or a half-moon, or a Saracen's

head, or a ' cross flory,' or ' cross bottomy', or some other kind of cross, on his

shield j or they make out that he is really descended from some high family

who mounted a griffin, or a wivern, or a blue lion, or a black bull, or the

head of a boar, or the paws of a bear, as the sign of their nohility—and there-

fore, he—said applicant who has ' downed with his dust',—shall be privileged

to shew his higJt descent, by bearing the same enviable emblazonments. This

is costly fooling—to say the best of it. Yet, with all its absurdities, I like to

peep at this heraldrj^ : its terms are soon learned—chevron and fesse and bend
and pale and chief, gules and argent and azure and or, and so on ; and I often

find some curious point of family or national history illustrated, by reading a

shield of arms—though you may think such occasional employment strange

for a professed democrat. I hold, however, that all knowledge—even the

knowledge of foolish and absurd things—is useful.

The mottoes at the bottom of a coat of arms may often occasion an interesting

train of thought, and sometimes awaken reflections not very favourable to

the motto-bearer. Thus the proud Duke of Beaufort, who boasts his descent

from a Plantagenet, '' on the wrong side of the blanket,' as we say—has

Mutare vel timere sperno— ' I scorn to change or to fear,' for his motto ; and a
very truthful one it is, when his Tory unchangeableness is remembered. My
Lord Stanley's Sans changer— ^ Without changing,' is equally notable

—

though we remember that he has changed since he stood forth as the acutest

debater for the Reform Bill—and v/e may wish he would once more falsify

his motto and change again. Che sara sara—* What will be, will be,' saith

the Italian motto of the Bedford family ; and surely a saying more significant

of the statesmanship of little Lord John could not be uttered. jSTot resolve,

not duty, not what ought to be, directs him—but utter helplessness : he takes

the reins, but lets accident guide the team of government, with Mussulman
resignation,—and can only exclaim— ^ What will be, will be !' Jamais
arriere—' Never behind,' is the motto of the Douglas—but alas ! the Douglas
is ever behind now—for a more obscure peer is not found mentioned in the

pages of Burke or Debrett ! Other mottoes of the ' high born' are still

keener satires upon themselves—for some proclaim 'I dare, while they are the

veriest poltroons in existence ; and others say ' I give,' when the heraldic

knave should have written ' I take my pension for doing nothing' !

The stirring subject of the Crusades will form a sequel to our imperfect

discourse of to-night, and I hall, therefore, reserve mention even of the lead-

ing events of those singular enterprises. T have merely suggested materials

for thought, rather than treated of Chivalry v/ith fulness : your own reading
will enable you to fill up the outline, if you choose to concern yourselves so

far with the historic Past, and the source ofsomepartof the fantastic Present,

as to enter more fully into the enquiry. ^ The Age of Chivalry is gone !' was
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the melancholy exclamation of Edmund Burke, in the passage often quoted

as the most eloquent in his work on the French Revolution,—but the reflec-

tion need not make 7is equally melancholy. Let the ' Age of Horse troops'

(for it means no more !) go, and all its errors with it ! We cannot under-

stand the history of Europe without understanding the customs of Chivalry,

—and the figures of those old knights, clothed in mail, may serve to remind

us of many a deed of valour which proves what courage belongs to human
nature—what perseverance, what fortitude, what power of surmounting dif-

ficulty. But if the heroism of their times had been devoted to worthier ob-

jects, how much more advanced might our times have been in real civiliza-

tion !
' The Age of Chivalry is gone!'—Let it go—for a nobler and better

Chivalry is begun. Bacon and Newton began it for science, and Herschell

and Davy and Watt have nobly succeeded them in the lists : Wickliffe and
Lutherbegan it for the freedom of opinion ; and Priestley andChanning, Strauss

and Theodore Parker, have since stepped forth for stillmore signal 'derring-do'

:

Bernard Gilpin, and Howard, and Clarkson essayed to commence it anew for

philanthropy j and Fourier and Owen, and others, have not been less dar-

ing, but more universal and all-embracing in the Chivalry for human happi-

ness. Of the true knighthood of civilisation we may all be members—war-

ring against wrong—lifting a lance for free opinion—wielding the moral
weapon of persuasion—displaying the courtesy of true tolerance. Let us all

enlist—let us all swear that we will, to the utmost of our power, contend

against error in every form. Let us set the example, one and all, for those

who are to come after us—that we may help to bring nearer the time, the

faith in whose arrival ever cheers us,—when the shout of a morally regener-

ated and happy world over ignorance and wrong and oppression, will be
* Victory, victory

!'

CEITICAL EXEOESIS OF GOSPEL HISTOEY,
ON THE BASIS OF STBAUSS's ' LEBEN JESU.'

A SERIES OP EIGHT DISCOURSES ; DELIVERED AT THE LITERARY INSTITUTION, JOHN
STREET, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, AND AT THE HALL OF SCIENCE, CITY ROAD, ON
SUNDAY EVENINGS, DURING THE WINTERS OF 1S48-9, AND 18W—iJO.

BY TnOMAS COOPEE,

Author of ^ The Purgatory of Suicides.^

IV. — THE MIRACLES —(Concluded).

But, if the turning of the water into wine, at the marriage of Cana in

Galilee, were the 'beginning* of Christ's miracles, how is it that Matthew
Mark, and Luke, have no mention of it '? Must we repeat the question-
How, if they were all ' inspired' they should not have known of it, or should

have forgotten it 'I As Christ's Jirst miracle, they surely would not have

omitted it. There is but one rational solution of this difficulty: the story

arose in a region of tradition unknown to the first three Gospel writers.

Legend was busy in the various regions round Galilee, as well as within it

;

and she could not be expected to act with uniformity. She only chose for

her model the ancient mythical stories. Thus, since Moses had procured

water for the Israelites out of the rock, and the ass's jaw-bone wherewith
Samson slew his thousand men was miraculously rendered a reservoir to

quench his thirst ; since Moses had made bitter water sweet, and Elisha had
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made unhealthy water good (2 Kings, 2 ch. 19 v.)—there were models by

which, with a little imaginative faculty, the Messiah might be made to fulfil

his types,-- -and Jesus, in a region of tradition out of the range of the first

three Gospel writers, could be made to turn water into wine, and to do so on

the magnificent scale !

4. Cursing the Barren Fig Tree. This miracle is only recorded by Mat-

thew (xxi. ch. 18 V.) and Mark (xi. ch. 12 v.)—and like the narratives of the

Temptation by the Devil, the devils sent into the herd of swine, the stater

found in the fish's mouth by Peter, &c. is a stumbling-block, even with di-

vines, and a story they would willingly pass by. i^-nd we may pass it by

for an evident legend, after a very brief consideration. Matthew, after re-

hearsing Christ's words, says the fig-tree withered away immediatehj (' pre-

sently,' our translators somewhat shrewdly rendered it—having glanced at

the disparity in Mark, doubtless). Mark relates the words of Christ to have

been uttered respecting the tree on the morning after his entrance into Jeru-

salem, and not till the following morning the disciples remark, in passing,

that the tree is withered. Mark gives the coup de grace to his narrative,

after his peculiar way, by observing ' the time of figs was not yet.' One cannot

wonder at AVoolston's ridicule, in this instance. If a Kentish countryman,

says he, were to seek for fruit in his garden in spring, and were to cut down
the trees which had none, he would be a common laughing-stock. Poor

Mark! he must have been in extreme difiiculty for a dramatic flourish,

when he resolved to render the miracle more striking by making Christ come
to seek figs when it was not the season for them, and then turn angry, and
cause the poor tree to wither ! Even if we cast out Mark's unlucky embel-

lishment (though that would be deemed presumptuous towards an ' inspired
'

writer) Matthew's narrative is inadmissible : the tree was not Christ's : he

would not destroy the property of another : he was wise and good : a tree was

not a subject, with him, for punishment. The legend is too coarse for our

belief

A little attention will, I think, serve to convince us, that some of the

discourses related in the Gospels themselves might give rise to it. First, in

the mouth of the Baptist, and then in that of Jesus, we have the apophthegm
of the tree which, because it bears no good fruit, is cut down and cast into the

fire. Farther on (Luke, xiii. ch. 6v.) this theme is dilated into the fictitious

history of a man who for three years in vain seeks for fruit on a fig -tree in

his vineyard, and on this account determines to cut it down, but that the

gardener intercedes for another year's respite. St. Ambrose thought that the

cursing of the fig-tree was only the parable of the barren fig-tree carried out

into action ; and Neander, the opponent of Strauss is of the same opinion.

But surely, it is more rational, to conclude that the apophthegm was expanded
into a parable by Christ in the course of his teaching ; and that it is Legend
alone which has constructed the repulsive and uncharacteristic story of the

miracle.

I hasten to close these somewhat laboured—but necessarily laboured—en-

quiries into the reality of the Miracles attributed to Christ. The legendary

origin of by far the greater number of them has been fully perceived by you
—if your convictions have followed my own. That such wondrous legends

were gradually formed, respecting Jesus is, after all, scarcely wondrous—if

we look through the history of mankind in the Past, and mark and scrutinise

our own nature, and the nature of our fellow-creatures now existing. There
is only necessary, as a foundation—the existence of an individual endowed
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with liigh native intellect, an enlarged sympathy, strong religious tendencies,

and—undoubted^, great natural curative power—(for it is in vain to deny

that such power exists)—and the path of such a being through the world,

marked as it would bo with the gratitude of many who were physically re-

lieved by him, and others who were morally enlightened, would grow more
luminous, more full of marvel, as it was beheld from a distance. This may
be proved every day. Any act distinguished from men's most ordinary acts

is usually misreported ; and a closer enquiry lessens the marvellousness of the

recital.

The age, too, in which Jesus lived—the expectations fjo long cherished, of

his countrymen,—their perpetual tendency to find types of their promised

Deliverer in their ancient writings,—to give these writings secondary mean-
ings,—to apply them enthusiastically to him in whom they thought they saw
the signs of Messiahship ;—all these circumstances serve to render these stories

of Miracles less wondrous to us. While, in this nineteenth century, and among
a northern and comparatively unexcitable and unimaginative people, we find

men and women still believing that Miracles are performed, and performed

710W—who can wonder at this pile of legend constructed so many centuries

ago,—in such a clime,—among such a race ?

Our enquiry commenced with the Birth and childhood of Jesus—it pro-

ceeded to his Baptism and Temptation, as recorded by the Evangelists,—and
we have now gone through our proposed examination of the miraculous deeds

attributed to him by these early writers. The Transfiguration, the Crucifixion,

the Resurrection of Christ, yet claim our investigation, in the pages of the

Four Gospels—with some other recitals not easy to be classed under one ge-

neral term. So far as we have gone, I trust I shall be borne out by all who
hear me, when I say, that although the scrutiny has been fearless, it has been

fair and candid. Eegarding all existence around me as confirmative of the

doctrine that there is no miracle, there can be no miracle ; that all things are

subject to law, and ever will be,—I have, doubtless, said much that the ortho-

dox will condemn, and cry out against as ' impious.' Be it so : I am content

to abide the issue, whatever ill things may be said of me. Others have re-

ceived the ill word of the timid, the bigoted, or the self-interested, before me
;

and the man that will not risk people's good opinion for speaking truth—or

what he conceives to be truth, is so contemptible, in my eyes, that I could

not become such a man.
Let those who differ from me, tolerate me, as I tolerate them. Let your

religious opinions be what they may—no man should injure you for them, if

I could prevent it. But since you do differ from me

—

try to convince me.

It is your duty, if you really believe me wrong.

On the other hand, let every advocate of free thought be as earnest. ' Let

Truth and Falsehood grapple.' Let us grapple until we end the possibility

of grappling. For the universal conviction of the Human Mind as to what is

Truth, and what is Falsehood, will as surely arrive, as that we have discovered

the polarity of the magnet. There lies m?/ faith—and, unless I greatly err,

aU other Faiths will eventually be absorbed in this—the Faith in the Progress

of the Human Mind, and consequently, the Progress of the entire Human
Family in Happiness.

Love of Trutfi.—The love of ])owcr in ourselves and the admiration of it in others are

both natural to man : the one makes him a tyrant, the other a slave. Wrong dressed out

in pride, pomp, and circumstance, has more attraction than abstract might.

—

Hazliu.
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Life and Death in Ireland, as ivitnessed in 1849. By Spencer T. Hall.
Author of " Mesmeric Experiences," &c., &c. (Simpkin and Marshall.)

This little volume contains some most valuable food for reflection. The
moralist and politician may alike turn over its pages and wonder—that

such an anomaly as Ireland, neighbour and sister of England, exists. No
wonder that we hear superstitious people say ' Ireland is cursed.' So it

is, with a witness—as these pages terribly prove—but who, or what, has

inflicted the curse? Let Governments answer that.

The author went to Ireland in com.pany with a large landholder, and

had ample opportunities for observation : his own well-known intelligence

is a warrant that he would observe to some purpose. Here is a line or

two on his first impressions, while looking out upon the country, from the

house of his friend :

"With a richness of pasturage I had seldom anywhere seen equalled at that season of the

year—several workmen going steadily about their business, and apparently performing it

well—cattle grazing contentedly around in seeming security—a delicious supply of butter

and cream from the dairy—and the fishermen bearing a fine take of salmon from the river—

•

all in the midst of so beautiful a prospect—the question again occurred to me, on turning in

to the breakfast table after my morning's glance—am I, can I really then be in the midst of

a land of starvation and crime? " Stay awhile," said a calm and analysing clerical friend

who had preceded me a week or two in our visit, *' stay av.hile, and you will understand these

things better. One swallow docs not make a summer, nor one estate Ireland." Bi'eakfast

over, and newspapers opened, we found them teeming with accounts of death from starvation

and pestilence in every direction! It is at all events, said I, a land of most striking contra-

dictions."

He has very soon a revelation as to what some of these ' contradictions'

consist of. The graphic power pf description in the following extract will

bring the scene it pourtrays most livingly before the eye of the reader

:

"Ascending the mountain through such a profusion of verdure as I had never observed in

England so early in the year—among underwood composed principally of the greenest and
brightest hollies—we at length arrived at the boundary of the estate, and I was now made
fully sensible of the meaning of the terra outsider. Occasional showers were sweeping about,

and the city of Limerick with its one dark tov/er lay far below us, spanned by a rainbow, in the

plain ; and many other interesting objects were within view. Whilst the chieftain and the

bailiff were taking shelter by the wood-side, I happened to climb the hill a little higher for

the enjoyment of a still wider prospect; but, becoming thirsty, thought I would go for a
draught of v/ater to a cabin at a short distance, of which I had become aware, not so much
by sight as by the aromatic smell of its fire of turf, the smoke of which was finding its way
through the roof and wails. The door to it was not much higher than that to many a com-
mon English pig-stye. Its window was a mere loop-hole and had never known the luxury of

glass; and the floor I scarcely need say was Avithout a pavement. The first salutation I had
on entering was from the still animated skeleton of a dog, famished till it was haidly able to

raise a bark; the second was a feeble female voice from a place within, that might fitly have
served for the dog's kennel, but Avhich was used as a sleeping room. By the little light

struggling into the outer apartment, I was just able to discern that an old table, on which
stood a broken jug, composed the whole of its furniture. Into the inner-room (or hole) no
light penetrated; but in accents that betokened sad suffering its inmate told me that she was
very ill, and I approached her as well as I could, being guided solely by her voice. When
she found that I was a stranger she gave a faint shriek of terror, but was soon pacified by
kindly words. She complained of getting rapidly worse and of being near her end, and said

that those to whom she belonged were compelled, for the sake of trying to obtain food, thus
to leave her alone. I asked if any doctor had been to see her. Such words seemed to have
for her but an idle meaning, and she answered to the contrary in a tone of despair. Had no
clergyman been near her? * He hadn't then.' Whatever was her complaint, I could only
infer from her own description that the cause of it was destitution. Whether she was young
or old I did not know j for as to seeing her, that was out of the question. But I did feel her
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poor bony hand as it received from mine the little coin I had to bestow towards buying some

relief when her companion should return." Oh! I thought it was a young hand, but any

wa3' it Avas that of death ; and when next I went up to learn what more had been or could

be done, the silence of death was there too; his work was finished, and the place deserted!

This then was starvation, and within sight of Limerick city, Avhere hay at the time was sel-

ling at less than twenty shillings a ton ! Hundreds of cattle were, probably, exported that

week from Dublin and Cork to ICngland. At all events, I myself saw, a few days afterwards,

within a mile and-a>hali of the very scene described, a cow and calf sold for forty-eight shil-

lings, to enable a poor man, as he said, to pay his rent, which cow would have fetched in any

English market, five or six pounds—perhaps more! tSur;'}y thought I, the sun never beforu

shone upon such a strange anomaly ! Scones like these and worse, soon became comvnon to me,

however, as the sequel will show; and from that hour (though the climate is a inarveyoiis

stimulant to the appetite) I never ate a good meal in Ireland without the heart-ache."

(To he coucJudcd in next numher.)
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THE EDUCATIONISTS AND THE EELIOIONISTS.

" Go, search thy Iiearfc, poor fool !

And mark its passions well;

'Twere time to go to school,

—

'Twere time the truth to tell,

—

'Twere time this Avorld should cast

Its infant slough awaj',

And hearts burst forth at last

Into the light of day." Mothenocll.

That religion, and above all the Christian religion, should be made to

stand in antagonism to intellectual culture is truly deplorable. Yet such

is the fact. The old spirit of ignorant bigotry, which in days gone by op-

posed itself to the spread of any education whatever amongst the people,

has revived in a new phase. Christianity, the best, the purest, the most
beautiful religion that could gladden theheart andadorn the character of man,
is now pressed into the service of those who seek to prevent the growth of

the national mind. Eoman Catholics and Protestants, Episcopalians and
IVesleyans, and Independents, appear to vie with each other in their hos-

tility to a system of secular education w^iich shall exclude the peculiarities

of any religious creed. Their exalted Christian wisdom tells them that

the arts of reading, writing, and arithmetic, cannot be taught, nor the

moral duties of humanity inculcated, except in company with the Penta-

teuch and the four Grospels. To teach the alphabet—to teach the multipli-

cation table—to teach the history of England—to teach the beauty of vir-

tue, and the ugliness of vice
—

' to teach the young idea how to shoot ' in

the direction of intelligence and integrity,—in short, to impart any species

of instruction unblended with Moses and the Four Evangelists, is de-

nounced as dangerous and atheistical. The Bible is made use of to block

up the avenues to knovvdedge. That book, about which mankind have
been quarrelling for so many centuries, must be the lirst and foremost

volume in every school, or the pedagogue's labour will be in vain. If some
form of Christianity which accepts the Bible as the Yford of God be not

the basis of every education-scheme sanctioned and assisted by Parlia-

ment, Christianity is to be crushed and England ruined. Now, really we
blush for such as can gravely support this kind of reasoning. AVe blush
to think of the grievous amount of silliness that fell from the lips of Lords
Arundel, and Blandford, and Sir E. Inglis, on the two occasions when Mr.
"W. J. Eox's Education Bill came before the House of Commons. If any
three men were ever entitled to wear the cap and bells, the above-named
two lords and the baronet need have no hesitation in applying for that an-

cient mark of distinction. The grand point in their argument was, that
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this being a Christian country, national education must be founded on
the Scriptures, or else Christianity will fade away and ultimately become
extinct. As well migbt they have said that since this is a commercial na-

tion, if Parliament sanctions any scliool from which Adam Smith's "Wealth
of Nations" is excluded, trade will languisli and eventually die out. What
absurd drivelling is this ! One would almost imagine there was a clause

in Mr. Eox's Bill providing for the express inculcation of atheism—for the

deliberate propagation of disbelief in the Bible, and for the ordination of a
band of anti-triuitarian apostles, instead of the whole spirit of the measure
being to leave religious theories absolutely alone. And why should the

most rabid Christian object to this ? If this is such a wonderfully Chris-

tian country, why should the spread of temporal knowledge by a purely

secular national school be an obstacle to the acquirement of dogmatic re-

ligion from other sources ? Are there no churches and chapels in the

kingdom ? Is there no religious press to print godly books ? Are there

no zealous clergy to supply the Biblical instruction to those whose minds
have been previously enlarged and cultivated by the w;2-theological precepts

of a secular tutor ? Is Eeason so dire an enemy to Eevelation that its de-

velopment must necessarily tend to overthrow what is admitted to be the

eternal word of the Deity ? Are logic, astronomy, algebra, geography, are

any one of the arts and sciences adverse to religion ? Is an enlightened miud
less capable of receiving the doctrines which religionists hold to be ever-

lasting truths, than a mind grovelling in its native ignorance and under
the influence of petty superstitions ? If so, all we have to say is, that the

Christianity afloat in England is a most trumpery and ricketty commodity.

If Mr. Eox's Bill is stronger than the Eour Grospels, (as Lord Blandford

gave us to understand it was), how can those so-called evangelical writings

be of divine origin?

Perhaps that sapient nobleman will deign to lighten our darkness on this

point. But just let us put the following hypothetical case to his lordship

and his brother noodles :—Suppose a colony of Christians in a country under

a strict Mahomraedan Government ; suppose a Mahommedan Parliament in

that country ; suppose, also, the established system of education there to be

based religiously on the Koran ; suppose a radical Mussulman M.P. to bring

before the assembly a plan to change the national education system from its

compulsory religious teaching of the doctrines of Mahomet, to one which
should leave all religions to individual choice, but should promote the ad-

vancement of universal literature ; and that every school, whether conducted

by Mahommedans or Christians, should__receive government pecuniary aid, pro-

vided even the name of Grod was never mentioned within its walls ; we ask,

would Lord Blandford think that Christian colony wrong in supporting such

a measure"?—would he not, were he one of those hypothetical colonists, say-

" by all means let it be carried, because, though the government will not help

us to teach Christianity, it will help us to give good cultivation to the mental

soil into which we can throw XhQ seeds of religion by other collateral and inde-

pendent agencies, such as our preaching-houses and our free press, &c., &c. ?"

If, then, secular education would be good in a Mahommedan country under
the supposed circumstances, a fortwrl, it would be good in a country where
Christian doctrines pervade the entire social atmosphere. This is our view
of the matter, and we wish others in high places would see it in the same
light and act upon their convictions. F. G.
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A REMINISCENCE OF WORDSWORTH.

I SAW the patriarchal poetwho has just departed, in his own home, in September,

184G ; and cannot forbear recording, very briefly, the pleasing remembrances

of that interview, now that every lover of true poetry is dwelling with emotion

on the fact of his death. I had set out from my friend James Arthur's, at

Carlisle, for a four days' walk through the mountain and lake country

—

taking, simply, my stick in my hand, and a map of the district in my
pocket. On the second day I climbed Skiddaw j and on the third, having

left beautiful Keswick in the morning, I reached Rydal Lake in the after-

noon. There was a magnet in the very name of Rydal Mount ; how was I

to get past it, without attempting to see and talk with Wordsworth 1 I

asked, at a house by the high-way side, where he lived ; and was immediately

pointed to his cottage, lying upwards and to the left, a little out of the direct

road to Ambleside. I began to walk in that direction ; but I was somewhat

puzzled as to whether my purpose was not too romantic to be carried out.

/ had no introduction : a fact which would have settled the question at

once had I been in London, and the wild thought had entered my head of

attempting to make a call so unceremoniously, on any of the great men of

letters, living there. But Rydal Mount, thought I, does not come, cannot

come, under the same category with London : it is an out-of-the-way place
;

and many must have come on pilgrimage to it, who had no introduction.

Yes,—I reasoned again,—in their carriages they might come, and would then

seem to assert their right to be attended to ; but what will be said to me

—

covered with dust, and having nothing to recommend me—except but I

scarcely dared to hope it, the patriarchal Poet Laureate should have heard,

that a Prison Rhyme was sent forth last year by a Chartist—and yet, what

sort of a recommendation would that be to Wordsworth 1 That was my for-

lorn hope, however ; and determined not to fail for want of trying, I boldly

strode up to the door, and knocked.

Behold, a servant maid came to the door, and when I had asked " Is Mr.

Wordsworth in ?" and she had answered " yes,"—I was, for one moment,

completely at a loss—for she looked at me from head to foot with an expres-

sion which told me she was surprised that I should come there covered with

dust, and so plainly dressed. To send in a request, verbally, I felt at once,

would not do. " Stop a moment !" I said—took off my hat, drew a slip of

paper from my pocket, and resting it on my hat crown, I wrote instantly

—

" Thomas Cooper, author of the Purgatory of Suicides, desires to pay his de-

vout regards to Mr. Wordsworth." I requested the maid to present it ; and

in half-a-minute she returned, and said, with an altered expression of face,

" Come in, sir, if you please." In another half minute I was in the presence

of that majestic old man, and I was bowing with a deep and heartfelt homage
for his intellectual grandeur—with which his striking form and the pile of

his forehead served to congrue so fully—when he seized my hand, and wel-

comed me with a smile so paternal, and such a hearty ' How do you do "? I

am very happy to see you'—that the. tears stood in my eyes for joy.

How our conversation opened I cannot remember ; and yet I thi n

every word he uttered I can recollect—though not the order in which
the remarks came from him. This I attribute partly to our conversation

being broken by the visit of a very intelligent and amiable lady— (the widow
of a great and good man—the late Dr. Arnold, of Rugby)—accompanied by her

little daughter ; and also by my being invited to take some refreshment in the
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adjoining room^ and at the kind solicitation of Mrs. Wordsworth,—whose con-

versation was of too great excellence for me to forget it. It related chiefly to

Southej, whose bust was in the room ; and for whose genius and industry—in

spite of the Toryism of his manhood—I had a deep admiration, to say nothing

of the noble strains for freedom w^ritten in his youth.

What the great author of " The Excursion" said respecting my Prison

lihyme, I shall not relate here, but remembering what he said, I can also

bear the remembrance that Quarterly, Edinburgh, Westminster, and Times,

have hitherto, and alike, judged it fit to be silent as to there being such a

poem in existence. Nothing struck me so much in Wordsworth's conversa-

tion as his remark concerning Chartism—after the subject of my imprison-

ment had been touched upon. " You were right," he said ;
" I always said

the people were right in what they asked ; but you went the wrong way to

get it." I almost doubted my ears—being in the presence of the ' Tory'

Wordsv/orth. He read the enquiring expression of my look, in a moment,—
and immediately repeated vrhat he had said :

" You were quite right : there

is nothing unreasonable in your Charter : it is the foolish attempts at

physical force for which many of you have been blameable."

I had heard that Wordsworth was very vain and egotistical, but had always

thought this very unlikely to be true, in one whose poetry is so profoundly

reflective ; and I now felt astonished thv^t these reports should ever have been

circulated. To me he was all kindness and goodness, while the dignity with
which he uttered every sentence seemed natural in a man, whose grand head
and face, if one had never known of his poetry, would have proclaimed his

intellectual superiority. There was but one occasion on which I discerned

the feeling of jealousy in him : it was when I mentioned Byron. " If there

w^ere time," he said, "T could show you that Lord Byron was not so great a

poet as you think him to be—but never mind that now." I had just been

classing his own sonnets and C/iilde Harold together, as the noblest poetry

since Paradise Lost ; but I did not reassert what I had said : I should have
felt that to be irreverent towards the noble old man, however unchanged my
judgment remained.

(To he concluded in next number.)

My Dear Coopeu,—I send you a letter containing more useful knowledge than half the

books which have been printed during the last month. This is saying much ; but you shall

judge. I send you not theory,—not speculation,—not an opinion which may be as good, and

no better than the one from which it diifers: I send you knowledge, not derived from beoks

or conversation, but that best of all knoAvledge, the result of experience, of universal applica-

tion, and which it is important that all should possess:—such knowledge as would have been

to me, last year at this time, more valuable than gold ; and for Avhlch I should have been al-

most ready to -worship the giver.

Who, or what I am, matters little. You knoAv me well enough, perhaps, better than I know
myself.

Before I enter on the principal subject ofmy letter, it may be well to state, that some years

since,—partly from ill health, but mainly from anxiety and severe mental distress, which

latter, as I now believe, in a majority of cases, means little else than mental imbecility,—

I

was betrayed, by degrees, into the habit of Opium-eating. And, though I never indulged

this habit so excessively as some men have indulged it, yet latterly I became an Opium-eater

to what might well be deemed, a fearful extent. On this subject, for the present, I shall say

no more ; because hereafter, I may give you i7iy " Confessions of an Opium-eater." And, if I

could give them as I would, I, too, could a tale unfold, enough to harrow up the souls ofmost
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have taken tV r^M?circu,nstrc I b!^^^^^^
-ghtha,^ had many more, if I would

so often embitters the life of" ohool n^s e? Zh ,
"'f!°"''lj'"«f'='-<'»ce ofparents, which

I managed my school in my own wav and 'o-n^L

destroy, h,s usefulness, I could set at defiance,

tion. I am a single man Well T,.Tt ^ '„ ' '""'. '""""' *° =<=''""' S'^neral satisfac-

in my snu™ litt e nlTm f.n „
^-^l'"" over, the curtains drawn, the fire burning brightly

'andles brouffS ^/tof, :,
!' " """" P"' °''°P''"" "^Howed, tea things taken awav

me UM at raf e it^ th 'bowl „7 '^^T""'''''-'.distance from the fire.-on this sofa, behS

do -or X7l,e t^Ti^f ^
''''' "" """ '"d«strio..s who does only what he is forced to

po t of htos If1 ,£ r r^,'
,""'"',' "•''"!' "" "'" "= =^" -™ '^"-ded for the sup!

when he™bo I'^tfrZ'^^on/p^Lr^Ttr f-"'-'->eed, as I was, industrioL

of being useful, to m^ ndSt seT^^a ific o'^^

and becaitse he prefers the mere chance

fortable • for fiffv ,•»„.>„ ,
ff'a""cation. I was, indeed, very comfortab e—<oo com-

.vMdfan.t 'I:i/::i:oSSe'" '''''''' ""' ''''' ^" ''''' '''^ '"'^'-^ -^ circumstances "n

tainf"xL^^d at" .^^^0' so"' ''''T 'l"^
''''''' '^^ ^^^^ ^^--' ^^« -^-"-^-" ^^ con-

hare read nLh and whoTV !
'\'''' ''^'''' '"^^^ ^^ temporary. But to those .vho

tion! hererme; a tim^uT n"r T T^ ™'^"^^^ ^''' ''^"^"^^^^"t, or, only partly for inst.uc'

diffi;altto4riolVof abookt^^ f "n"-^^
'^ '^'''' '''''''''' '^"^1 -I'en a man finds it

consequenth^ b 00k n^vsolf to f 7 / ^.^^
'""'r''

^''"'- ^ ^''"^ ''^'^'''^ '^^^'^ P""^t, and,

deliglLd^^bsoTeL7 Th V t,^'^^''!" 1^"^^« «f the mathematics. These'attrk-ted

exe^ise; and^ ^.^ ^!^ '::S'r^'sZ!^l^^J^i:^^^'^ - ^^^ -^- air and

cedin;^'S:^d^c;I"^liZet^"'^i^'^^'^^ rf ^ ''^^; ^'^^- ^'^^^-^"^^ ^^- ^^-« --^hs pre-

took myself to th^occiron^K^^r^^^^^^^^ ^T.
"°'^^"^ ''''''^'^ as I apprehended

;
and be-

on " Popular EdLatTo " r^utS my h.t^"'lf" ^'"^^7, °' ^''
^T'''

'""'''''''^''^

sitting, or nearly so Thev Pn«; L 1 ^ ^ * ''^'''^ ''' ^o^^^^'-^J' and I read them at a

when I attemnid to h.n ^,
^°'^ '"^^ ^^°"' ^^^ ^^"''S- The next morning, the 19th of May

on my Masses • I wa, Irl n, ." "'^ ""'' ^^"'"'^^ ^^ ^'^^^°''^ ^"t temporary. I put

riousl^^red; :nf^astlLr ^^^"'^
t/

^''^'^
'?
^

I Avent likp 1oW^^f^ ti.^ ,

opucian b. 1 tued all his glasses : thev were useless •

toY^h^ clan e^ted to Z^tZT 'I' f ^''^ ?""""^' ^"^^ "^^ ^^'^ ^^'^^ ^--' ^ --^
son, in my pre ece that mlXTf

knowledge of the eye
: he examined me, and told a per-

6',;^a.orL'!! la^^i^^^^^^
neyer return ;-that my eyes were afl^cted with

probably leav'e me entirely "bu7h! T T '~''"'^ '^'''^' ''' ^ ^^'' "^°"^^^^'^' "^^ ^^-'^t would
.

with my eyes What 11^1; n. "^'f-'^
"'' "°^ ^"^ accelerate total blindness, by tinkerino-

it, andThall not try
^^''""^ '^"^ ^^""°^ ^« concciyed; certainly, I cannot describe

or witetanytTnnf' 'l fo^nklle^.f^"'. "^"T^^
'''' ^'''''' '' ^«^^' ^ -^ "^'^^^ *- -ad

myself nndra^eminersurSon M '°'^\^ "'' distinguish the nails. I placed

years preyi.us tothHeclh^ff'^V "hri"h.d^^^ t"' ''VT "^^^"^ V"""-^
'''' ^^'^

could liye : eating little animal foorf^ 1
i

temperately and reguUrly, as man well

beyond half a piu^t of ale ^ aTnJ f
) " . ?>T'^^' ''T

'''''''^ ^^^"^^"^^^^ ^'^''''''
'
^"^ "^^'^^^

bodily debilitafed, and my .'^"^us sys em .lo V" Y''^ ""T ' ^'^"' ' "^^ P^^^' "^^^-^^^^^^^^^

the failure of my eyes.
^ "^''''"' '^^^^^'^ -altogether deranged; and hence, as I no\r know,

-fIm LTer'fect hellut ^t^"^;T, ^"'""^^
f
"^'^ '^'^ ^^'"^ ^^'^^^ g^^-^^'^^ "P '"^ school

glasses
! What means Lye T Tl /^"^V \''''^' ''^'^''"'^ ^^' ''''^^ ^' ^^'«^' ^^'^thout the aid of

Ions change ? I will tell yon f^fn V ,i
' ^^^^ ^"' ^ indebted for this, to me, almost miracu-

First, then, I sa"d to m^^lf-^^^^
'"'

T'' "'\?'^' ^^^" ^"^^^^ ^^"^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^'•

ney to spend on medical and Ivi^ T ,

" "" ^^"S'er able to labor, I b.aye but little mo--

lone my best —of hivino^ili^ ' ^ "^'^ ^^^'^^ to myself the satisfaction of hayin-my best, of having left no means untried whence I thought benefit might be deriyed!"
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\ .ad .ea.d of cold .ate.; a.d f^^^i:::^^t^:^^:7s^:::^:s
I^^XT^l^Sr^S^^^^^^e.^^ see l.w1.r s.e .ould second n.y

:LeSons'. I renounced -^^^^^-;;— ^^^^^^ be .ad, indeed, if I yield

I walked from eight to ten miles eveiy
^l^-,. ^\! ^yTomn, mind, in the coldest .vater I

to it. From four to six tnnes every day ^
^ ^^^f^^Tmy^lf up to the knees in cold

can find The fi.t U.ng cnr J^smg - ---ng ^^un.^e^
-7^^^^^

^P^^^.

^^ ^^ ^^^^. ^

water: then, Avith a laige .ponge ^ ^^^"^ j
^ y

conveniencv. I then take a rough towel;

as possible: it should be a pertect
^"f' ^^f/^^\7 """^^if"^'^J^ soles of my feet, my hams,

a long one, and .;ith an -^ ^ ^f/^^,^/, Vnf; sM an old clotlfes- brush. This

and all over my body. Aftei this, l v^
f^^

^^"^"^ ^. ,

\ ^^ ^^^ discontinue it for eight

-^^^Vr^''^^XZl^^i:^^::^Z ?S:;:ond yfu other .csuUs of my own expevience.

^lSZi:ZtZXtlX^X veciv^l, IJm freely impart, in token ofmy grat.

tude to the Giver of all good.
, n ^^

I am, my dear Cooper,
Affectionately yours,

Alpha Beta.

London, April 23, 1850.

:; :s;tonid yLtn\;:'':Uer tMs -^/ngMor .^ng. through the medmm of your

T 1 I am, bir, J' ours,
Journal ? ^ ./ D. C.

To Mr. Thomas Cooper. ^ i • «.

CThe original meaning of the -rd- Proletarian'
l^';^f^^^:^J::^^^Z^

phlee, offspring.
,

-P;"'-^^
tat^ o dSgnaTthLt food for nothing bnt to breed

poverty-stricken class—with the ""^nt to t,

signify
• -vvretched, vile, vulgar," as

Children Of course .te^je - ^.^^^^^^d Uk^^leJsure in imitating the French,

Johnson has It. ^V'^.e,"^ fVp,',„,°.ia„s' I cannot understand. I must confess, I am

rifg:S^;ytral:3:St:tir '^

d^ZXt^:^rS;Sr.^M-s^Saces alainst these absurdities.

—T. C]
.

Co Con*espontie«t0.

...» Correspondents will please address " Thomas Cooper, 5, Park Eow, Knightsbridge,

^1Tks'sh«v.-No intention of
^^"^^^^^^-'^fi^^i^lt^;, i. „.oBt respectfully

W. West ;
Edwaed Shaw; 'JusTiTLv; S. i.,1<orii. ineirpo j

declined.

Hecturec, in ilotttron, for tfie ensuing mttt.
^
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THINKINGS, FROM DAVID HUME.
PIappiness.—Inward peace of mind, consciousness of integrity, and a satisfac-

tory review of our own conduct, are circumstances very requisite to happiness.

Tiiose who possess the will, besides, have the frequent satisfaction of seeing

knaves, with all their pretended cunning and abilities, betrayed by their own
maxims ; but were they ever so successful, the honest man, if he has any tincture

of philosophy, will discover that knaves are themselves in the end the greatest

dupes, and have sacrificed the invaluable enjoyment of a good character, for the

acquisition of worthless gew-gaws. How little is required to supply the necessities

of nature; and in a view to pleasure, what comparison botweeu the unbought
satisfaction of conversation, society, study, even health and the common beauties

of nature, but above all, the peaceful reflection of one's own conduct—what com-
parison, I say, between these and the feverish, empty, amusements of luxury and
expense ? These natural pleasures, indeed, are really without price ; both be-

cause they are below all price in their attainment, and above all price in their

enjoyment.
Dogmatism.—Nothing can be more unphilosophical than to be positive or dog-

matical on any subject; and even if excessive scepticism could be maintained, it

wovild not be more destructive to all just reasoning and inquiry. When men are

the most sure and arrogant, they are commonly the most mistaken, and have there-

fore given the reins to passion, without that proper deliberation and suspense which
can alone secure them from the grossest absurdities.

The Nature of our Reasonings concerning Matters of Fact.—All

reasonings concerning matters of fact, seem to be founded in the relation of cause

and effect. By means of that relation alone, we can go beyond the evidence

of our memory and senses. If you were to ask a man why he believes any matter
of fact which is absent—for instance, that his friend is in the country, or in

France ? he would give you a reason, and this reason would be some other fact

—

as a letter received from him, or the knowledge of his former resolutions and
promises. A man finding a watch or any other machine in a desert island,

would conclude that there had once been men in that island. All our reasonino;s

concerning fact are of the same nature; and hence it is constantly supposed that

there is a relation between the present fact and that inferred from it. Were there

nothing to bind them together, the inference would be entirely precarious. The
hearing of an articulate voice and rational discourse in the dark, assures us of

the presence of some person. Why ? Because these are the effects of the human
shape and fabric, and closely connected with it. If we anatomize all the other
reasonings of this nature, we shall find that they are founded on cause and effect;

and that this relation is either near or remote, direct or collateral. Heat and
light are collateral effects of fire ; and the one may be justly inferred from the
other.

Self-Love.—Self-love is a principle in human nature of such extensive energy,
and the interest of each individual is, in general, so closely connected with that of

the community, that those philosophers were excusable, who fancied, that all our
concern for the public might be resolved into a concern for our own happiness and
preservation.

On the Evils of Life.—Natural evils are the lot of all animals. A perpetual
war is kindled among all living creatures. Necessity, hunger, want, stimulate

the strong and the courageous; fear, anxiety, terror, agitate the weak and infirm.

The first entrance into life gives anguish to the new-born infant, and to its wretch-
ed parent. Weakness, impotence, distress, attend each stage of that life, and it

is at last finished in agony and horror. The stronger prey upon the weaker, and
keep them in perpetual terror and anxiety. The weaker, too, in their turn, prey
upon the stronger, and vex and molest them without relaxation. Consider that
innumerable race of insects, which are either bred on the body of each animal, or,

flying about, infix their stings in him. These insects have others, still less than
themselves, which torment them; and thus, on each hand, before and behind,

above and below, every animal is surrounded, with enemies, which incessantly seek
its misery or destruction,
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THERE'S NO DEARTH OF KINDNESS.

There's no dearth of kindness
In this world of ours;

Only in our blindness

A\^e gather thorns for flowers;

Outward we are spurning,
Trampling one another;

While we are inly yearning
With the name of " brother !"

There's no dearth of kindness,

Or love among mankind;
But we do not know each other:

World-wealth makes us blind!

Full of kindness tingling,

Soul is shut from soul.

When they might be mingling
In one kindred whole!

There's no dearth of kindness
Tho' it be unspoken

;

From the heart it buildeth up
Rainbow- smiles, in token

That there are none so lowly

But have some angel-touch;

Yet, nursing loves unholy.

We live for self too much!

There's no dearth of kindness
In this world of ours

;

Only in our blindness

We gather thorns for flowers!

And if men will hanker
Ever for golden dust,

—

The heart will surely canker

—

The spirit gather rust!

As the wild-rose bloweth.
As runs the happy river.

Kindness freely floweth
In the heart for ever!

Cherish this God's best giving.

Falling from above!
Life were not worth the-living.

Were it not for love!

Gerald Masset,

STANZAS FOR THE TIMES.
Men of England, ye have done.

Daring deeds in days of old

;

Men of England, ye have won
Victories from tyrants bold.

Ye possess an ancient glory

;

Yours a noble legacy;

Ye have w^it a deathless story,

In the annals of the free.

Men of England, can it be
That your ancient glory's dead?

Men of England, can it be
That the Saxon spirit's fled?

Rouse ye from your lethargy.

Mammon worship, sloth, and sin

;

Worthy of your Fathers be.

Higher, nobler victories win!

Birmingham.

Ye have yet a nobler fight.

Than ye ever fought before;

Wrong must bend before the right,

Want must flee the toiler's door.

Not the battle of the sword.
Have ye e'er to fight again;

But the battle of the « Word,"
Fought upon a bloodless plain

!

Men of England, ye must be
Wiser, purer, than ye are;

'' Earnest, joyful, pious, free,"

Earth subduing without war.
In the progress of the nations.

Ye must ever take the van,

Earliest of the federations

Of the brotherhood of Man.

John Alfred Langford.

SONNET ON BEAUTY.

Nature is full of fair and lovely things
And joyous essences,—heard, felt, and seen,

—

Charming existence with their blessed mien,—
Sweet'ning the change that every season brings :

BeaTity is gushing from a thousand springs,

Upon the earth, and in the air, and sky

—

Awakening in us thoughts that cannot die
;

While the soft whispers of their heavenly wings,
Bring the rapt spirit into harmony
With their immortal nature—which inspires

A love devout and holy that ne'er tires.

But leads the soul to new felicity ;

—

For, aye, while Nature's Beauty it admires,
Mind rises into higher, holier ecstacy !

Thoi-nton, near Bradford. John Ackroid.
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MOEAL AND POLITICAL LESSONS OF
'GULLIYEE'S TEAYELS.'

An Oration ; delivered at the Literary Institution, John-Street, Fitzroy Square :

September 23rd, 1849.

BY THOMAS COOPEK.

That man would go far to prove that lie could sound the depths of human
nature, who could tell us, exactly, how it is that, to instruct by fiction has

evermore possessed the greatest charm with mankind. It was so in the

earliest ages : it is so still. The most highly prized relics of antiquity are

not its columns and temples, nor its statuary—more precious than they
;

-neither its histories and orations, nor its philosophical treatises, invaluable

as they may be ; but its written fictions. The ' Iliad :'—who, if he were

asked what 'relic of the noblest nation of antiquity he would wish to have

preserved at the price of all its other memorials being annihilated, would
not name Homer's glorious masterpiece of fiction ? And who Avould not

wish every triumph of English literature to be lost, rather than that
* Macbeth' and ' Lear,' ' Othello' and ' Hamlet' should perish ?

The power of fiction to instruct, the sources of the charm it exercises

over the human mind—the surpassing intellect of the creator of ' Macbeth'

and ' Lear,' of ' Othello' and ' Hamlet,' could have unfolded that secret

—

for he had learned it by practice and experience, the great teachers. But
none of us possess Shakspere's magic plummet ; and so our soundings of

the human mind can be only imperfect.

Perhaps, the secret of the charm of fictitious writing lies in the fact tliat

it appeals to all the powers of the mind,—and thus prevents the weariness

from over-labour of any one faculty. Argument, since it appeals to but
one faculty—the understanding—is distasteful to the million ; and even
to the few who possess the reflective faculties in the highest perfection, it

becomes wearisome at length, and creates a yearning for relief by the em-
ployment of some lighter faculty. History, since it chiefly exercises only
the memory and understanding, also palls upon the taste, by continued
application to its narratives, as truthful and instructive as they may be.

Skilful fiction—for I speal?: not of the frivolous rubbish of this wide realm
of literature—brings all the faculties of the mind into play : the fancy or

imagination,—the memory—the judgment, understanding, or reason (call

the highest faculty of the mind which you choose)—and if the fiction be
from the hand of a true master—the will, also, is summoned into action

—for the fiction will be sure to have its moral which will impel the mind
to make its resolve to shun the vice, and practice the virtue, that has been
taught.

Skilful fiction is thus a grand source of instruction. It has brought all

the faculties into play : it holds them all captive till the purpose of the
story is complete ; and then it, all along, brings home the moral to the
mind and heart. JN'o wonder, then, can it be, that parable and allegory

were the prevailing modes of instruction with the earliest men ; no wonder
that the professional story-teller still holds his sway over those eastern
swarms who preserve ancient manners and modes of thinking ; no wonder
that story held so all-controlling an influence over our own forefathers before
they left their northern homes to settle in our island,—and even over
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tlie wliole European mind, during the Dark Ages ; no wonder that it still

holds its influence, over every class, in spite of changes in civilization.

That prophet who says that the enlightenment of science will eventually

destroy the profession of the story-teller—that it will close the market in

the human intellect for his wares—and render it impossible that the name
of any future Scott or Dickens should be inscribed on the rolls of literary

fame—possesses not the true gift of divination or foresight. The charm
of fiction and its power to instruct is indestructible,—by its profound
adaptation to the nature of the human mind,—by its omnipotence to de-

light, absorb, excite, hold captive, and finally direct the mind to volition,

and the man to moral action.

Omnipotence ? Ay : for if the aim of a master in fiction be evil, he can
almost unerringly accomplish it by his skill and energy,—and that as easily

as he could have accomplished good. If, with his pictures of the true and
beautiful, with his graphic delineations of human character, and with all

his plenitude of moral lesson,—he enthrones some error of the mind, some
corrupt passion of human nature,—the reader Avill be almost inevitably led

to love that error, and to nurture in himself that corrupt passion. What
matchless beauty, what deep truth, what life-like pictures of humanity,
what opulence of moral, in that transcendent 'Iliad'—and yet it enthrones
the bad passion for war ; and if one anecdote be credible, that Alexander
read it every day, and slept with it under his pillow by night—we owe the

record of his ambition, his ravages, and slaughterous conquests, to his

reading of Homer ! I do not mention this to induce any one to commit
so great a folly as to throw Homer away : if he will do so, be it remem-
bered that he must throw the older part of another old book after it, as

even more pernicious—because it teaches war and slaughter under still

higher sanctions.

My motive is simply to shew the power of fiction to impel and govern
the mind. And this power has happily been exercised by many a master-
spirit in our father-land, for the most useful and edif^dng purposes. In
our noble English verse, from homely and patriarchal Chaucer to prophe-
tic Shelley, the guise of fiction has been employed to teach the wisest and
noblest, the highest and holiest truths. In prose fiction we are almost
equally rich in matter, and certainly a thousand-fold richer in measure

;

for it would take many hours to recapitulate the names and works of our
romancers and novelists, were we to begin only at Sir Thomas More's
'Utopia'— (that most invaluable political romance)—or at the courtly and
sentimental ' Arcadia' of Sir Philip Sidney,—and so to tread our way down
to Charles Dickens—most incomparably the truest genius, as a novelist,

of the present day.

A review of that kind could not fail to interest us with the great change
it would present in the taste of difierent periods,—and, above all, with the

strangely difierent character of the genius of difierent writers. And, in

this review, one name would stand out as wearing features so grotesque,

and, at times, so repulsive ;—then again, so profoundly wise and discern-

ing, so piercingly acute, so pungent in sarcasm, so electric in wit, so irresis-

tible in ridicule and drollery ;—using meanwhile such apparently unnatural
means to produce his efiects, andthose effects often ofthe highest moral kind;

—that if one wished to mention, a name w^hich should be at once a type of
the shrewdest wit and truest common sense mingled with the most strange
and nondescript fancy—it would be that ever-memorable and uniyersally
known name of two syllables—Dean Swift.
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It is from his master-piece of prose fiction
—

' Tlie Travels of Captain Le-

muel Gulliver'—that I purpose drawiug a few moral and political lessons,

to nigkt. I make no doubt that with the majority of the present audience,
' Grulliver's Travels' have passed as a book of amusement merely ; while the

coarseness of some of its pictures will have repelled many from reading
the book through. Coarseness is its worst feature, indeed,—for it was a

part of the author's own character ; but we must not throw away a deeply

instructive book because of one fault, even if it be a gross one.

Others have objected to ' Oulliver,' that it presents the bad side of human
nature almost exclusively. And this is a true criticism. We all feel in

reading the book that there is too little of the excellency of man in it.

But Swift had experienced too deep disappointment in the world to think
much of its fair and agreeable side, or to value it very highly.

Let us look at the book, however, for ourselves, and mark what degree
of truth there is in it.

Grulliver, the hero of the famous imaginary ' Travels,' is a surgeon,

tolerably well educated, who goes to sea many times, and is eventually

wrecked somewhere in the South Sea, not far from Van Diemen's Land.
He is the only one of the ship's crew that escapes with life, and having
w^alked a little way into the strange country into Avhich he is cast, lies him
down, from sheer weariness npon the grass, which he says is ' soft and
short,' and falls asleep. "When he awakes it is just daylight, and he at-

tempts to rise, but finds it impossible. He is fast tied down by innumera-
ble small ligatures : even the very hairs of his head are separately fastened

!

He liberates one hand, at length, and then partially releases his head, so

as to be able to raise himself a little on one side. Behold, above one hun-
dred arrows, no larger than small needles, are discharged at him,—he groans
with grief and pain,—and resigns himself to lie still. He is in the land
of Lilliput, where the inhabitants are only six inches high ! They erect a
scalfold of half a yard high near his head, capable of holding four Lillipu-

tians, mount it by ladders, and one of their orators makes a speech to him.
Not their language, but their signs, he could understand ; and he makes
signs in return, to show that he is hungry, by pointing with his loosened
hand to his mouth. Baskets of meat are sent up to his mouth by the lit-

tle people mounting ladders—and tliey show that they are wonder-stricken
at his capacity for eating. They bring him drink in two of their hogs-
heads holding less than half-a-pint, and, at their desire he throws the ves-

sels up into the air—at which they shout for joy.

(To he continued in our next numher.)

Moral Rules and Sense of Duty.—The regard to tlie general rules of morality is

what is properly called a sense of duty; a principle of the greatest consequence in human
life, and the only principle by which the bulk of mankind are capable of directing their

actions. There is scarce any man who, by discipline, education, and example may not
be so impressed with a regard to these general rules of conduct, as to act upon almost
e^'cry occasion wich tolerable decency, and through the whole of his life avoid any toler-

able degree of blame. Without this sacred regard to the general rules of morality, there

is no man whose conduct can be mvich depended upon. It is this which constitutes the
most essential difference between a man of principle and honour, and a worthless fellow.

The one adheres, on all occasions, steadily and resolutely to his maxims, and presences

through the whole of his life one even tenor of conduct. The other acts variously and
accidentally, as humour, inclination, or interest, chance to be uppermost.

—

Dr, Adam
Smith.
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CEITICAL EXEGESIS OE GOSPEL HISTOEY,
ON THE BASIS OF STRAUSS'S ' LEBEN JESU.'

A SERIES OF EIGHT DISCOURSES ; DELIVERED AT THE LITERARY INSTITUTION, JOHN
STREET, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, AND AT THE HALL OF SCIENCE, CITY ROAD, ON
SUNDAY EVENINGS, DURING THE WINTERS OF 1848—9. AND 1849—50.

BY THOMAS COOPEE,

Author of ' The Purgatory of Suicides,*

v.—THE TRANSFIGURATION : LOCALITY, DURATION, AND CHRONOLOGY OF THE PUBLIC
LIFE OF JESUS.

' What !' the orthodox believer will exclaim, ' when an old and solemn
.festival of the churcli* is returned again, after its celebration through so
many ages, are you not yet convinced that our Faith is indestructible, and
that all your attempted innovations are vain ?'

If you could shew that your faith has been held without innovations for

any 300 years of its existence there might be some reason for your confi-

dence
; but if it will console you to know that the solemn festival of your

church, now at liand, be a very old one, you may rest assured that it is

much older than, perhaps, you have thought. The Druid went to the
woods, with his chorus, to gather the sacred mistletoe, at this season, ages
before your ancestors heard of the A'^irgin's child being born in Judea

;

and rejoiced in the emblem that although JN'ature was sunk in the desola-
tion and death of Winter, slie would be redeemed, and appear in the great-
ness of life in the succeeding spring. That Man who would undertake
to say that any religion was absolutely new would manifest little know-
ledge of the past history of the world. Be not startled when you hear it

maintained that all Eeligions of which there is any record in the world,
have been, more or less, alike .-—that they all contain Truth, even in their
fictions :— that these fictions were not originally falsehoods and frauds in-

vented for gain (whatever might be the purpos'e of some in keeping them
up) but arose out of Man's nature and circumstances. Philosophy says,
that, with the progress of Man and the amelioration of his circumstances,
Eeligions may change, so far that the fiction or legend they contain may
pass away, and the Truth or Moral remain.

It scarcely needs one minute's exhibition of proof, to shew that all the
religions of the world have had, more or less, a family likeness. The Zeus
of the Greeks, the Jupiter or Jove of the Eomans, the Oromazes or Or-
musd of the Persians, the Thor of the Teutonic tribes, are one and the same
deity—He who wields the thunder. The Poseidon of the Greeks is the
jN'eptune of the Eomans : the Greek Hades is the Eoman Pluto : the
Greek Hermes is the Eoman Mercury, and the Egyptian Thoth. The
Triunity of the Supreme Godhead—behold it represented by the Old
Egyptians, in their Osiris, Isis, and Typlion—or Osiris, Kneph, and Phtha

;

by the ancient Persians, in their Ormusd, Mithras, and Ahriman ; by the
Hindoos, in their Brahma, Veeshnu, and Seeva ; by Christians, in their
Eather, Son, and Holy Ghost ! 'The third person of the Christian Trinitv
IS Hhe Eegenerator,' and/r^ is one of his emblems. The same element
IS tlie emblem of Seeva, the 'Destroyer' or ' Eegenerator.' Typhon and
Ahriman are also Destroyers. But the Destroyer, say the Brahmins only
destroyed to regenerate : death must ensue that the life of Nature may

* This discourse was delivered immediately before Clniptmas-day,
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^irtfi'^inf
•

f ^rf-rf ''^ "e^'^^^^i-y tenet with the Brahmins, for theyheld the indestructibihty of matter, and the doctrine of the met;mi,sch7
C0.1S, or. transmigration of souls. The Trinity, with the priests of the o dnations, was an anagram of Nature

: its three persons were the three let-
ters or symbols by which Nature was spelt : Creation, Preservation, andDestruction or Regeneration :-the eternal round of existence—the m-o
cesses ever beginning, continuing, and ending-to begin and continue
again !

° ^^^xixuk.

Pythagoras, from old India or Persia, carried these cardinal doctrinesof the Transmigration and the Trinity to Magna Gr»cia-our modem
state of Naples. Plato, again, and a later time, imported tlie doc^
trine of the Trinity from Egypt to Athens. The mystical doctrine, L
replete witli philosophical meaning, was fused in his oWn glorioHs miid •

and some intellectual Jews—a scarce class in their own countrv—
becoming converts to his doctrines,-for his teachings spread around
every shore of he Mediterranean,) they believed they now discovered
this Trinity m the ' Elohim '-the plural word by which the deity isdesignated m the very first verse of Genesis. ' Jehovah,' thenceforth
"\™'^",?"'^oeptlons, meant the First Person of the Trinity 'Mimi-i'or Sdiekinah, was his Z^yo. (or A^^ord) as Plato had termed it; and

~

the, Rtiach ha Rodesh ' or Holy Spirit of the Old Testament, was thesame with the Third Hypostasis of Plato's Trinity. The venerable
mystery had thus travelled from Judea and Persia' to southern Italy(m that old tune speaknig the language of Greece)

; from Egypt ithad travelled to the Groves of Plato's Academy and the Pla-tonisingJex^ who settled at Alexandria, thus restored it to the sacred
land of the Nile. These Platonising Jews becoming Cliristians also intro-duced their favourite doctrine into the religion they had espoused; andfrom Asia Minor and Alexandria, in the second century, it lias reached adwelling on the banks of the Thames and kept possession of it till thisnineteenth century-.

In old Egypt the gve^tVirgm Mother, Isis or Nature, was worshippedwith her child Rorus or Man-the prime object of her solicitude. Tiestatues are yet seen m the land of the Nile-though none now bows beforethem^ But the Myth, the Legend, is unabolished : the Virgin and her Childare objects of religious reverence in the temples, now rebuilding, of the oldMl of the Midd e Ages, in our land. The great truth contained in theM> ta Science will make clearer and clearer. JS^ violence is needed to de-stroy the Legend
:
Man will grow out of the belief of that, as surely as hecasts aside the swaddling-clothes of infancy. Let no one, in his freethinking zeal be angry with any who receive the Legend for a fact. Eeasonwith your neighbours about it, as in duty you are bound, if you be truedisciples of Eeason. Shew them that the doctrine of the Trinitv ascommonly received is a metaphysical contradiction-though as a Myth

It is the symbol of a great truth-the perpetual birth and life of mtureout of its death !

^ ^^a^ju^r^

This symbolical legend, then, remains, dove-tailed into the Faith held inour land—htted in by secondary interpretations of ' prophecies ' from themore ancient Jewish books-for every people have had their own way ofdovetailing ancient legends from one ' dispensation of religion ' into ano-

tV-' nu^i^"" ^^f.
^ ^T '"^^^^^ ^^0, into this narrative of the birth of theDmne Child, as it is related in two of the Gospels. You saw its divari!
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cations. I need not repeat them :—tlie genealogies wliicli contradicted

each other.—the genealogies of a human father, which the double

leo-end of Matthew and Luke—(we still use their names, not as having cer-

tain o-round for believing they were the real authors of the^Gospels, but for

distinctness)—taught us to be useless, since the Divine child had no human

father at all ;—and the contradictions in the other parts of the narrative

of Christ's childhood. "We then advanced to the stor}^ of the Baptism,

with its legendary accounts of the Holy Spirit descending in the form of

a dove, and of the voice from heaven. We passed on to the^ strange his-

tory of the Temptation, with its irrational romance of the Devil ; and lastly

we came to the Miracles,—and found them—even at the outset of our

enquiry,—without historic testimony : we could not call the witnesses : we

knew not who they were, or who to call upon. As to the narratives them-

selves, whether Ave could compare them together in two, three, or all tlie

four. Evangelists—we found them to be full of divergencies :
in other

words, they were legends by the very mode of their writing. But we

knew nothing that ought to lead us to conclude that legend is to be be-

lieved rather than Science : Science, which assures us that Kature pro-

ceeds by fixed laws : Science, which is our great teacher. We did not

question the real human existence of Jesus : we beheld the worshipful excel-

lence of his personal character, and of his transcendent moral teachings

—

though we did not set him forth as a proficient in physical knowledge.

Thus^far we have proceeded, guided, I repeat, by candour and fairness, as

well as a determination to scrutinise fearlessly what so many take impli-

citly into their credence ; and we now advance to some other striking

points in the wonderful legendary history— still resolving to be guided by

the same fair but fearless spirit of investigation.

The Transfiguration of Jesus relates to a miracle which is stated to have

taken place in Jesus, not one performed hi/ him. It may thus be classed

with his Baptism which we have already considered, and with his Eesur-

rection which we have yet to consider. Herder, the great German writer,

terms these three events—" the three luminous points in the life of Jesus

which attest his heavenly mission." The Transfiguration has no mention

whatever in the Eourth Gospel ; but is related by MatthcAv, (xvii. ch. 1 v.)

Mark, (ix. ch. 2 v.) and Luke (ix. ch. 28 v.). The substance of their three-

fold statement depictures Jesus, six or eight days after the first announce-

ment of his approaching Passion, as going up into a mountain with three

favourite disciples, who witness—how, all at once, his countenance, and

even his clothes are illuminated with supernatural splendour ; how Moses

and Elias, from the realm of spirits, appear, and talk with him; and how

a heavenly voice out of a bright cloud describes him to be the Son of

God.
Let us, for the sake of distinctness, consider the three principal mira-

culous features in this narrative ; 1. The Light ; 2. The Apparition of the

Dead; 3. The Heavenly Voice.

(To be continued in next numher.)

Similar Virtues axd Yices.—People will despise their own virtues, and censure their

own vices, in others. Nobody laughs at the folly of another so much as a fool; no man
believes another so little as a liar ; no people censure the talkative so much as great talkers.

Misers daily condemn covetousness ; and squanderers rail at extravagance in others. If one

lady calls the chastity of another in question, she gives suspicion of herself.— The R^'ilector.
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Ijife and Death in Ireland, as witnessed in 1849. By Spenceh T. Hall,
Author of " Mesmeric Experiences," &c., &c. (Simpkiis^ and Marshall.)

A brief extract, already given, contained an appalling description of

misery :—the following passage is written with equal power, and the sad

picture it reveals pertains to a country so beautiful as Ireland—be it re-

membered—and only removed from us by a few hours' voyage :

" My next call was at a dirty cabin containing a family of two or three starving and spi-

ritless middle-aged people, one of whom had work occasionally at a lime-kiln, but seeming

now almost too deficient of strength to do much at it. His brother, equally wretched, re-

mained behind, looking on the fields that composed their holding, without energy to dig or

seed to put in, and seeing little before him but the fate of another of the family, who had
recently been kept many days uncoffined and putrid for want of the means to inter him
after he had died. I endeavoured to arouse some little effort in this survivor, and gave him
a trifle to buy seed with, but was afterwards told that he would be much more likely to lay

it out in something to satisfy the immediate cravings of hunger, especially as there would be

odds against his remaining to reap the crop.

" Leaving this scene, we came to a hamlet that had been rather inviting in the distance from
some of its buildings being large and whitewashed—Avhich has always a pleasant effect when
the landscape around is green. Standing somewhat apart from the rest was the Roman
Catholic chapel, at that time undergoing an alteration. Among the cabins and houses near,

Avas one cottage having a rather genteel appearance ; and the police barrack was here, as

everywhere in the country, a neat, clean, and commodious erection. There were one or two
houses that had evidently degenerated from comparatively respectable to most deplorable

habitations; and the picture was finished by a number of impoverished huts, beyond all de-

scription stinking and filthy, and peopled by beings in a state far more wretched than that of

the most dejected beggars I had hitherto seen in the world. Crawling about, and in some
instances altogether unable to crawl, were objects more like death than anything I had
heretofore seen out of a cofhu, and which I should certainly have believed to be dead already

but for their feeble efforts to solicit charity as I approached them. In one cabin Avere several

children, one parent of whom had recently died; the other was gone for their weekly relief;

and it is no exaggeration to say that were I keeper of pigs I should be ashamed to see them
in so dirt}^ and deplorable a state as those orphans. Most of the cabins about had their dung-
heaps close to the door, but this, held like them under a titled landlord, furnished an exception

to the rule—in having it inside ! Time and decay had, however, shown a negative sort of

mercy to the poor inmates by making three or four great holes in the roof for ventilation. It

was about this period and on the same estate that a man died of hunger, and lay for the
greater part of a week in a cow-cabin, without any one making the slightest preparation for

burying him

!

" Climbing from this place up the shoulder of the mountain to its summit, it would be im-
possible to forget the prospect suddenly bursting upon me there,—the plain below, here
squared into fields, yonder gleaming with lakes and rivers ; in some parts dotted with cabins
or commanded by old castles and fair mansions, and everywhere exceedingly beautiful ; with
the little town of Six Mile Bridge nigh at hand to give it life, had anything like life or spi-

rit been remaining. But though in the middle of seed time and with Aveather so favourable

for Avork, the fields were nearly all deserted or neglected, and as still as if it had been the
sabbath,—and this generally because the holdings had recently fallen into the landlord's OAvn

hands, from tenants having emigrated or died off, or becomeidle for Avantof seed ! Thefew Idid
find at Avork and talked with on descending, Avere all holding at enormous nominal rents which
they declared it quite impossible they could pay, and Avishing for means to get aAvay either

to England or America, or anywhere in the Avorld, so that they might escape the starvation

that seemed so inevitable at home. One little occurrence was A^ery characteristic. Seeing a
ragged and lean man ploughing in the field by his cabin, with as lean a horse;—or to como
nearer to the truth, seeing them both standing at the headland as if quite jaded and unable
to take another turn, and the houscAvife and child being also near, I Avent to them for

the purpose of a little conversation. It was now mid-day, the weather very serene, and
ei-e long aa'c were joined by two armed policemen in pursuit of some one who had stolen a
goat, the OAvner of Avhich Avas with them, and, from his miserable and impoA^erished appear-
ance, an object of the deepest commiseration : indeed, the entire scene was enough to make
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the stoutest hearted '.vccp. The two police had put down their guns and -were leaning back to

rest against the side of the dyke. The poor hulf-naked and dejected skeleton of a beiiig be-

reaved of his goat—perhaps the only property he had in the world—had laid himself down

on the ground near their feet. The tattered peasant and his wife, Avith tlic ill- clad child, stood

by the side Qf their famished horse and their apology for a plough—all silent, gazing one

upon another and on the country around; while a dog eftme crawling from the cabin Avith

its ears down, its tail between its legs, and the ribs plainly to be counted through its hide,

•when one of the policemen, on its drawing near to lick his hand, said in a tender tone, and

with evident though partially suppressed emotion, as he turned towards his comrade, * Faix,

and the dog's heat too!' To which the comrade replied, with a shake of his head and a

si«'-h that proved they were on that subject at least both of one opinion. What must have

been ',the scenes which, during that day's search among the cabin?, had thus touched and

softened the feelings of those sturdy policemen, whose occupation is said to have such a

hardening effect on the heart I"
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THE ONLY HELP FOR WORKINGMEN.
« What art thou, Freedom ? * *

For the labourer thou art bread,

And a comely table spread,

From his daily labour come.

In a neat and happy home.

Thou art clothes, and fire, and food,

For the trampled multitude,"

Shelley's Masque of Anarchy.

If "Workingmen needed to be convinced, the recent doings in Parliament

ought to be sufficient to convince them that there is no speedy relief for

their social condition to be expected in that direction. Questions regard-

ing the hours of labour, the rate of wages, and the unhealthy condition of

the places in which labour is performed,—meet with such endless objection

and opposition among legislators, so called, that it is sickening to read

their debates. Workingmen ought clearly and fully to look the truth in the

face,—that if they do not set about helping themselves they can only expect

to toil on and die. If a few men of humane hearts plead the cause of the

oppressed and neglected, in the House of Commons,—there is a host ready

to start up and throw all kind of objections in the way, while the ma-
jority listlessly sit and say not a word, nor care how deeply the millions

suffer.

How long will workmen dream of help from government, and delay to

exercise their own power of help ? A Parliament elected by Manhood
Suffrage is not to be looked for, at present ; and any Parliament elected by
a limited suffrage will never probe the Labour question, in such a mode as

to give relief to millions who are enduring wrong. Association—Asso-
ciation—is the remedy,—^the remedy which can be instantly applied ; and
it is the remedy which workingmen have in their own hands.

Let no one object that it is doubtful whether this be a remedy. The
' Association of Working Tailors,' the formation of which I announced
several weeks ago, is now flourishing most cheeringly. The hands at work
are twenty-seven in number ; their affairs prosperous ; and their union har-

monious. In the present week their first quarter—which was to be a
quarter of probation—ends, and the selection will be made, of the number
of workmen who are to form the company, in future. Work has poured
in from all quarters : peers, clergy, and gentry, have been among their cus-

tomers ; and groups of workingmen have gone to the premises at 34, Castle
Street, Oxford Street, in the evenings,—some giving an order for a coat or
vest, andothers for apair of trowsers,—gladdening their brother workingmen
by this proof of sympathy. The average amount of work done on the
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establishment, lately, has been £80 per week. A good rate of wages lias

been paid, and there will be something to share.

It may be replied, ' But you told us, some weeks ago, that a capital had
been furnished to these workingmen, by some benevolent persons who had
the power and the will to furnish it.' True : and does any workingman
suppose that, though there is so much selfishness in the world, iike benevo-
lence will not show itself in other quarters, when the oppressed display
the spirit to help themselves ? Never doubt it. And if it cannot be found,
surely, when workingmen begin earnestly to hold their ' Committees of
"Ways and Means'—some mode of starting can be devised. In some in-
stances a little capital can be furnished or borrowed by each workingman :

thus a ' Tailors' Joint Stock Company' has been started at 314, Oxford
Street, near Hanover Square : each member of the Company is a £5 share-
holder—wages are paid—and profits will be shared—and the shareholders
are all working tailors. Here is a fragment from their handbill : •

" The wretchedness of the condition to which the Journeymen Tailors of London have been
reduced, has lately become well known. That condition must go on from bad to worse un-
less some energetic means be taken to stem its course.

" The above Company consists solely of Journeymen Tailors. They have well considered
the position of themselves, and of their class, as well as of the Artizan in general. They
deeply feel that the work of improvement must depend—and can only truly and permanently
depend—upon their own efforts ; and that any reliance upon the aid of Parliament can only
be delusive, while to be content to crave such aid is unworthy of Men who have the capital of
their own skill and labour at their command.

" They have therefore resolved to combine that skill and labour for their own benefit ; and,
with that capital, to ask no external or artificial aid, but to place themselves before the pub-
lic, in the spirit of an equal and honourable competition."

Now, perhaps, that fatal word ' competition' is the worst they could have
chosen, and shows that there is but little comprehension among them of
the real source of the evils under which Workingmen labour—but what
then ? Let every mode, any mode, of Association be tried—let the grand
experiment be made—let the doctrine be tested in every way—until it be
proved whether Society can, or can not, be rescued from its existing evils,

or whether we are to surrender ourselves up to the conviction that
misery is the inevitable and never-ending lot of the majority of our race.

It is not^ among the Tailors only, that the principle of Association is

being attended to. A Needlewomen's Association is established in a large
and airy house, at 31, Eed Lion Square, and has been two or three weeks
at work under the management of a committee of ladies,—^chiefly the wives
and acquaintances of the benevolent promoters of the Tailors' Association
at 34, Castle Street. These humane yearners over the miseries of the work-
ing classes have also assisted with a little capital, an Association ofWorking
Shoemakers to start at 151, High Holborn, and another at 11^, Tottenham
Court Eoad : and I have private information that an Association of "Work-
ing Bakers will soon be started.

Among no poor victims of competition is there more need of some
step being taken for their own deliverance than among the bakers. A
correspondent informs me that they " toil from sixteeen to eighteen hours
per day, and the sleep they obtain is twice broken every night, and the one-
half of it is under the heated atmosphere of the bakehouse. And that," he
continues, " is not the worst : there are hundreds of us who begin work on
Thursday evening, and are never out of the bakehouse till Saturday night,
except on business ; and the like on Sunday forenoon, when the priests are
crying out against twenty-five men working in the Post-ofiice. I suppose
they are not aware of the fact that from six to eight hundred men are em-
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ployed in bakehouses, throughout London, on the Sunday forenoon." So

\yites my correspondent j but I venture to assure him that few of tlie priests

care how many bakers or cooks, grooms or coachmen, are employed on a Sun-

day. Their luxuries few of them would forego, on any day. As for bother-

ing about the Post-office, it is a part of their vocation to stand in the way of

public improvement, and they are eager to seize on any occasion for making
pretences to strict righteousness. Let us hear of their demanding a holiday

for the poor bakers, and giving the holiday to their cooks, grooms, and coach-

men, and we shall be more ready to believe that their din about the Post-

office arises from a religious regard to their Sunday-Sabbath.

What little hope the poor bakers can have from Parliament let the debate,

in the Commons, of Tuesday night in last week testify ! Lord Robert
Grrosvenor, with humanity that does him honour, entreated for leave to

bring in a bill to remedy the case of the Journeyman Bakers, and had a

majority of two to one against him. And who was the chief opposer ?

With shame and regret it must be spoken—John Bright was that man !

his opposition too, was couched in the language of the most vulgar objec-

tion: Lord Eobert Grrosvenor was urging the objection of Communistio

doctrines, John Bright said—and said it, too, because he knew the vulgar

prejudices of members of Parliament would take alarm at that. It was the

most disreputable way of putting a man down : disreputable because it

appealed to y^rtir and ^y?^or«7^<?(3—for how many of the Commons' members
know what Communism is ? To the great credit of Lord Dudley Stuart,

Greorge Thompson, and Sharman Crawford, among Liberals,—and of Mr.
Staiford, among Conservatives,—be it remembered that they spoke earnestly

in favour of Lord Robert Grosvenor's motion. But what can Si,few do in

Parliament ? The poor bakers, in spite of their apparent helplessness,

7nust shew that they are resolved to help themselves—or, I repeat, they
must toil on and die.

Workingmen, I tell all of you that that is a truth applicable to you all.

Will you despairingly submit to it—or will you, one and all, begin to

resolve to band yourselves into Brotherhoods and take yourselves out of
the power of oppression ? ' The means ?' do you still ask ? Cast about,
and try to find the means. But do not despair without trying.

Thomas Coopee.
P.S. I have just learnt another cheering fact. Mr. Neale, a gentleman

of large property, being about to erect a house in May-fair (one of the
most aristocratic parts of London) has accepted the contract of an Associa-
tion of Working Builders;—and more—he hints that 500 acres of land, in
his possession, shall be open to an Association of Working Cultivators. I
hope to learn more particulars by next week. The importance of attend-
ing to this subject of Association must be my apology for deferring the
conclusion of the * Reminiscence of Wordsworth' \i!l next number.

NOTES WHICH THEY WHO RUN MAY READ.

" The Christian Philanthropist."—A penny monthly periodical, under
this title, is published at Newcastle-on-Tyne—conducted, if my information be
correct, by Dissenting Ministers. It has several excellent objects in view, and
not the least is the advocacy of Temperance. The number for April has been
forwarded to me by three friends, who each draw my attention to the opening
article, which is entitled—-" The English in the cast-off Clothes of the Ger
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mans : the duty of the Church in relation to the Age." It sets out with oh-

servino" that as " England has long borrowed her fashions in dress from h«r

rrcnch neighbours," so she is now borrowing " her modes of religious and phi-

losophic thinking from the more speculative Germans." The intended wit

of the title selected for the article points at Strauss, and is sharpened as fol-

lows :

—

"Not only has a very excellent English translation rendered his writings accessible to

the higher class of readers, but he has lately found a shrewd, sagacious, and zealous inter-

preter, in the person of Mr. Thomas Cooper, a man who understands the popular English

taste, and who has displayed a considerable amount of tact in adapting Strauss's German
reasonings to the less mystical and cleai'-headed people of our island. His English version

will undoubtedly have a wide sale, and must exercise a considerable influence on the minds
of multitudes, who will eagerly swallow the poison, but for whom no proper antidote has

been provided. AVe do not share in the exaggerated fears of some ; but the subject appears

to us to be one of vast importance, and demands the careful and earnest thought of every

lover of truth and righteousness. Indifference to the danger, or silence as to its existence,

will not remove it. The cry of 'peace, peace,' in the hour of peril, at the very crisis of

existence, may be pleasing to quiet easy people ; but it is treason to the common cause, and
cannot fail to issue in ultimate disaster and defeat."

Now, all this parade of zeal for orthodoxy becomes questionable in its

character, when the reader gets through the article, and finds not one word of

defence penned for orthodoxy. The writer is conjectured to be the Rev. H.
Rogers, M.A., Independent Minister. A man who has taken a learned de-

gree cannot be supposed to be unqualified for the work of defence ; and yet he
contents himself with lamenting the ' indifi'erence' of others Why does he
not prove his sincerity by showing us that the narratives in the Grospels are

oiot Legends, but true History j He observes, towards the close of his article,

that " there will be little force in sceptical objections to those who Jiave afc

all accustomed themselves to the study of ithe points involved." If such really

be his conviction, it would be an easy work /or him to sweep away Strauss

and his book, together with the ' shrewd, sagacious and zealous interpreter,'

and his ' Critical Exegesis.' Until this be done, Mr. R.'s flourishes about
^ God's truth'—that is to say orthodoxy—being " a rock," and "a deep flow-

ing river," and " a sun," may pass for pretty strokes of rhetoric—but they

cannot stand in the place of argument, or satisfy people who think for them-
selves. The wittiest titles Mr. R. can select will serve his purpose no better.

A freethinker might return his compliment by describing " Orthodox Chris-

tianity in the cast-oiF clothes of Paganism"—or in some other way as apt as

Mr. R.'s. But what then 1 The Gospel narratives would have to be exa-

mined : it would have to be shewn that they were not legendary, but historical.

The challenge is thrown down. Will Mr. Rogers take it up ? If not, let

him cease to blame his brethren for ' indifi'erence.'

The London Undertakers.—The following is a copy of a circular which
has just been addressed to every M.P. by a master Undertaker not 100 miles

from Tottenham Court Road :

—

"Although I write to you individually, I represent a class of Metropolitan Tradesmen
numbering upwards of 10,000 ; 1,000 of whom, like myself, get their living solely by the

Undertaking trade, while the remaining 9,000 are more or less employed, I beg respect-

fully'- to call your attention to clauses 25, 26, 27, and 61, in a Bill now to be submitted to

you in Parliament entitled the ' Metropolitan Interments' Bill,' which if permitted to pass
into law with these clauses, will virtually shut up every one of ourshops ; and for why ? To be-
nefit the public ? No ! but to create a monopoly, dangerous in the extreme, both in policy and
practice, especially in a free-trade country. Although to effect this monopoly, recourse
lias been had to the basest falsehoods respecting the present burial grounds, we interfere
not, but agree with extramural interments as being a step in the right direction. Hoping
you will not allow the slightest interference with trade, there being sufiTicient competition to
protect the public, I have the honour to be, &c., &c."

Furthermore, some of these master Undertakers are saying very bitter
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things about the Government, and regretting that they have supported it

—

seeing that the said Government hesitates not to entertain the idea of cutting

away their monopoly. One worthy Undertaker, residing not far from Long-

Acre, cries out that, on the 'glorious 10th of April,' he himself raised GOO
special constables to put down the Chartists, and yet this is the reward the

rascally Whig government gives him for his exertions—shuts up his shop!

Good lack ! how little it takes to melt away some people's ' patriotism !'

ORaANisATiON OF Labour.—Let men laugh at Louis Blanc as they may,
he has stirred the minds of all our great thinkers. Thomas Carlyle, with all

his dislike of ' Universal Suffrages and Ballot-boxes,' asserts that the Organi-

sation of Labour is the duty of a Government. The idea must and will gain

strength in some shape. In a late number of his ' Latter Day Pamphlets' he
is proposing * Industrial Regiments of the New Era,' with 'continents ofnew
real work opened out, for the Home and all other Public Offices among us.'

And after describing the Home Office ' looking out, as for life and salvation,

for proper men to command these Regiments'—he thus goes on:

—

** AVise obedience and wise command. I foresee that the regimenting of Pauper Banditti

into Soldiers of Industry is but the beginning of this blessed process, which will extend to

the topmost heights of our Society ; and, in the course ofgenerations, make us all once more
a Governed Commonwealth, and Civitas Dei, if it please God ! Waste-land Industrials

succeeding, other kinds of Industry, as cloth- iiaking, shoe-making, plough-making, spade-

making, house-building,—in the end, all kinds of Industry whatsoever will be found capable

of regimenting. Mill-operatives, all manner of free operatives, as yet unregimented,
nomadic under private masters, they, seeing such example and its blessedness, will say :

* Masters, you must regiment us a little ; make our interests with you permanent a little,

instead of temporary and nomadic ; we will lenlist with the State otherwise !' This will

go on, on the one hand, while the State-operation goes on, on the other : thus will all

Masters of Workmen, private Captains of Industry, be forced to incessantly co-operate

with the State and its public Captains ; they regimenting in their way, the State in its

way, with ever-widening field ; till their fields meet (so to speak) and coalesce, and there bo

no unregimented worker, or such only as are fit to remain unregimented, any more.—O my
friends, I clearly perceive this horrible cloaca of Pauperism, wearing nearly bottom-

less now, is the point where we must begin. Here, in this plainly unendurable portion of

the general quagmire, the lowest point of all, and hateful even to M'Crowdy, must our
mala drain begin : steadily prosecuting that, tearing that along with Herculean labour and
divine fidelity, we shall gradually drain the entire Stygian swamp, and make it all once
more a fruitful field

!"

The Einancial Reformers.—I said nothing about their Conference at the

time it was being held—because they did nothing. True, there were a few

good speeches made—such as those by W. J. Fox, George Dawson, and George
Thompson. But the cold-water caution of John Bright, and the refusal of

the Conference to entertain the question of Manhood Suffrage, served to

negative the positive good speaking, and to render the whole affair a political

neutrality. This association may do good j but it will not be in a hurry.

Thomas Cooper.

Hectureg, tn ilotttron, for tlje ensuing 51iSaee&.

Sunday, May 19, at half-past 7, Literary Institution, John Street, Fitzroy Square.
" Life and Genius of Voltaire"—Thomas Cooper. At half past 7, Hall of

Science (near Finsbury Square,) City Road. " Last Moments of Great Men "

—Walter Cooper. ^

Monday, May 20, at half-past 8, Mechanics' Institute, Gould Square, Crutched Friars.

" On Bathing "—Dr. Epps. At half-past 8, Pentonville Athenaeum, 23, Henry
Street. " Pleadings from the Lady of Lyons "—C. Sims. At half-past 8, Soho

Mutual Instruction Society, 2, Little Dean Street. "Phonography and Phonetic

Spelling."—W. Russell.

Wednesday, May 22, at 8, Hackney Scientific and Literary Institution. "Popular Pro-

verbs"—George Dawson, M.A,
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Sir—Judging from my own observation of the literary compositions of the present day,

there appears to me to be great doubt in the minds of many writers as to the correct spel-

ling of certain derivative words such as bigoted, ^vorsMping, traveling, &c., as if there

was no rule by which the orthography might be guided. One's eyesight is constantly an-

noyed by seeing two ts, two ps, two Is, respectively in the words just instanced, the doubling

of which letters must either be the result of ignorance or carelessness. Perhaps you will be

kind enough to aid in reforming this abuse bV making it known that in the preface to Web-
ster's American Dictionary of the English language will be found these words:—"On
this subject Walker observes, in his Rhyming Dictionary, * Dr. Lowth has justly remarked
that this error (that of doubling the final consonant when not under the accent) frequently

takes place in the words icorsMping, counseling, etc., which, having the accent on the first

syllable, ought to be written loorsliiinng, counseling, etc. An ignoran(?e of this rule has led

many to write ligotted for higoted, and from this spelling has arisen a false pronunciation
;

but no letter seems to be more frequently doubled improperly than L Why we should
write libelling, revelling, and yet offering, suffering, reasoning, I am at a loss to deter-

mine ; and unless I can give a better plea than any other letter in the alphabet for

being doubled in this situation, I must in the style of Lucian, in his trial of the letter

t, declare for an expulsion.' In this expulsion, it is believed, the public will finally

concur, when they reflect, that this violation of analogy takes place in the derivatives

of comparatively few words, in opposition to multitudes of instances in which the general
rule prevails.

The general rule, then, is that when the accent is on the first syllable in those derivative

words, the final consonant of the primitive is not to he doubled.

I offer these remarks as a useful hint to your younger readers, and
Mr. Thomas Cooper. Remain yours respectfully, Omicrok.

[I wish we had among us, an acknowledge^ literary tribunal, like the Freiuch Academy,
to which all disputes on spelling, pronunciati.on, grammar, &c., could be referred. In de-

fault of this, I fear our irregularities nmst c6ntinue for many years to come. No one likes

to take upon himself the singularity of omitting the two Is in ' libelling'—although Orai-

cron has shewn us, in the quotation given above, that analogy demands but one I. Landor,

who ought to be considered an authority, adopted several reforms in spelling in the first

edition of his splendid 'Imaginary Conversations;' and yet nobody Avould follow him. It

is discouraging to attempt reform when so great a writer's example proved a failure.—T. C]

Co (Korrespontrents.

*^ Correspondents will please address " Thomas Cooper, 5, Park Row, Knightsbridge,

^

J. H. X; Haggerstone.—I would not recommend you to do any such thing. Try cold

water sponging, and take more exercise.

T. M., Macclesfield.— Send me the name of your London agent. I can do nothing with-

out that.

J. E. J., Bethnal Green ; 'Journeyman Carpenter;' T. W., Bristol; 'Anglicus;' 'Ra-

^,ical.'—Their poetry is most respectfully declined.

* Gustavus,' Edinburgh.—Will ho send me his full address, that I may write to him,

privately ? '

j^ B.—I leave London, for the North of England, if all be well, on Morda}^ May 2T

—

have to talk at Coventry that night and the n6xt—at Hull on the three next nights—and

iourney, on Saturday, to Newcastle-on-Tyne, where I am to talk twice on Sunday, June 2nd,

"and also on the two following Sundays. On the week-days, during the first fortnight in

June, I shall be ready to attend to such appointments in the neighbourhood of Newcastle, as

the friends may fix upon. If I find it possible to stay from home longer, I shall be happy to

visit the friends at Sheffield, Bradford, Keighley, and other towns, with which I have cor-

responded. But if circumstances should call me home in the middle of June, I will take the

first opportunity of setting out again to visit them,—T. C.
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THINKINGS, FROM ARCHDEACON PALEY.
Of Property.—If you should see a flock of pigeons in a field of corn ; and if

(instead of each picking where and what it liked, taking just as much as it wanted,
and no more) you should see ninety-nine of them gathering all they got in a heap

;

reserving nothing tbr themselves but the chaff and the refuse ; keeping this heap
for one, and that the weakest, perhaps worst, pigeon of the flock ; sitting round,
and looking on, all the winter, whilst this one was devouring, throwing about,

and wasting it ; and if a pigeon, more hardy or hungry than the rest, touched a
grain of the hoard, alLthe others instantly flying upon it, and tearing it to pieces

;—if you should see this, you would see nothing more than what is everyday practised

and established among men. Among men you see the ninety and nine toiling and
scraping together a heap of superfluities for one (and this one too, often times, the

feeblest and worst of the whole set—a child, a woman, a madman, or a fool ;)

getting nothing for themselves all the while, but a little of the coarsest of the pro-

vision which their own industry produces ; looking quietly on, while they see the

fruits of all their labour spent or spoiled ; and if one of the number take or touch

a particle of the hoard, the others joining against him, and hanging him for the

theft.

Example of Parents.—A good parent's first care is to be virtuous himself; his

second to make his virtues as easy and engaging to those about him as their nature
will admit. Virtue itself ofiends, when coupled with forbidding manners ; and
some virtues may be urged to such excess, or brought forward so unseasonably,

as to discourage and repel those who observe and who are acted upon by them,
instead of exciting an inclination to imitate and adopt them. Young minds are
particularly liable to these unfortunate impressions. For instance, if a father's

economy degenerate into a minute and teasing parsimony, it is odds but that the
son, who has suffered under it, sets out a sworn enemy to all rules of order and
frugality. If a father's piety be morose, rigorous, and tinged with melancholy,
perpetually breaking in upon the recreation of his family, and surfeiting them
with the language of religion on all occasions, there is a danger lest the son carry
from home with him a settled prejudice against seriousness and religion, as inconsis-

tent with every plan of a pleasurable life ; and turns out, when he mixes with the
world, a character of levity or dissoluteness.

Imitation.—Amongst the causes assigned for the continuance and diff'u^on of

the same moral sentiments amongst mankind, may be mentioned imitation. The
efficacy of this principle is most observable in children indeed, if there be any-
thing in them which deserves the name of an instinct, it is theirpropens iti/ to imita-

tion. Now there is nothing which children imitate, or apply more readily, than
expressions of afiection and aversion, of approbation, hatred, resentment, and the
like ; and when these passions and expressions are once connected, which they soon
will be by the same association which unites words with their ideas, the passion
will follow the expression, and attach upon the object to which the child has been
accustomed to apply the epithet. In a word, when almost everything else is

learned by imitation^ can we wonder to find the same cause concerned in the
generation of our moral sentiments ?

Influence of Habit.—Mankind act more from habit than reflection. It is

in few only and great occasions that men deliberate at all ; on fewer still that they
institute any thing like a regular enquiry into the moral rectitude or depravity of
what they are about to do, or wait for the result of it. We are for the most part
determined at once ; and by an impulse, which is the effect and energy of pre-estab-
lished habits. And this constitution seems well adapted to the exigencies of
human life, and to the imbecility of our moral principle. In the current occasions
and rapid opportunities of life, there is oftentimes little leisure for reflection ; and
were there more, a man who has to reason about his duty, when the temptation
to transgress it is upon him, is almost sure to reason himself into an error. If we
are in so great a degree passive under our habits, where, it is asked, is the exercise
of virtue, the guilt of vice, or any use of moral and religious knowledge ?—

I

answer, mi\iQforming and contracting of these habits.
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TO KENILWORTH CASTLE.

How proud, in thy desolation.

Thou standest here, old pile;

Folding closer thy ivy mantle,

As the spring begins to smile;

With a cold, stern spirit disdaining

All sympathy and stay:

But alone and silent, maintaining
Fierce war with time and decay.

Thou bringest strange thoughts, old ruin,

Of days that are long gone by

;

When the dark Ue Clinton raised thee,

With thy frowning turrets high;
They were lawless times, old ruin,

Those Norman days of yore

;

And heavy, and harsh were the burdens
That the Saxon bondmen bore.

These very stones were quarried
By serfand vassal hands.
And the earth was dug by the conquered.
Where thy strong foundation stands;
And the fields o'er which thou lookest,

Have witnessed many a feud,
'Tween the ruthless, bold usurpers,
And their stubborn foemen rude.

Full many a fearful tragedy
Thy days of power could tell, •

Were it not that grey oblivion
Had hid them in her cell:

Thou hadst many a noble master.
Like him of the Maiden's reign,
But no other wizard hath waved his wand.
To call them forth again.

Coventry.

The times are vastly changed, old pile,

In this our latter day;

But the Wrong hath still dominion,

And Might o'er Right holds sway;
And we toilers are still the Saxon,
W ho drudge for scanty fee

;

And our homes are homes of the wretched.

And our lives a misery!

But your high and noble chivalry

Have died from off the earth

!

And the tyrants who now rule us.

Are not men of knightly worth;
But such as for filthy lucre

Have sold their souls high meed;
And they wallow in boundless luxury,

While their bondmen die of need !

But a power is breaking forth, old pile.

That ye little knew of yore;

More potent than rock-built castles,

Or the ban of priestly lore;

More strong than the bond of gold that ties

Our selfish tyrants now;
More firm than the faith of martyrs;

More jiure than the vestal vow!

'Tis the power that Knowledge giveth

To the hard-used and oppressed;

'"Tis the conquest Thought achieveth

In the lowly toiler's breast

!

And the days are ever bringing

Higher tidings of its might.

In its battlings with old Error,

For the cause of Truth and Right!
Edric.

THE TALE OF LOVE.
1 read to thee a tale of love,

A tear was in thine eye
;

And rose and sunk thy bosom's swell,
Moved by thy struggling sigh.

Thy head reposed upon my heart

;

'' ay hand was clasped in mine
;

And life on earth can never know
A moment more divine

!

Birmingham.

The day was rainy, dark, and dull
;

Dense clouds o'er earth did roll
;

Yet brightness beamed around our hearth,

And sunshine in the soul.

Time had no power over us
;

To each the bliss was given,

To feel, within the present, flow

The timelessness of Heaven !

John Alfred Langford,

TO POVERTY.
O poverty, thine is a cheerless den.
Sad, drear, and gloomy, as a polar night

;

Chill, and unwholesome, as a sunless fen
Deprived of all real comfort, and delight

;

Where the poor wretch exists as in a dream,
Nor knows that life has joys he may receive

;

And looks, and speaks withal, that one might deem
He felt unworthy in the world to live.

His mind to every form of slavery bowed,—
Truth, beauty, liberty, are nought to him :

Its strength and light obscured, as with a cloud.
Inactive sleeps, nor e'er shoots forth a gleam :

No grand, ennobling thought, can e'er engage
_, His youth or manhood, listless as his age !

Thornton, near Bradford. John Ackroyd,
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MOEAL AND POLITICAL LESSONS OE
,

^aiJLLIVEE'S TEAYELS;
Au Oration ; delivered at the Literary Institution, John-Street, Fitzroy Square :

September 23rd, 1849.

BY THOMAS COOPER.
( Continued from last number.

)

The courage of these tiny people amazes Gulliver—for they mouut upon

his body, and walk to and fro upon him, till he feels inclined to seize a

score or two of them and punish them ; but he reflects that he might

suffer by it, since their numbers are so great, and so resigns himself to

patience, believing they will eventually liberate him. He^ falls asleep

—

they had mingled a sleepy potion with the wine they gave him—and when
he wakes, he is being drawn towards their capital city on a machine seven

feet long, raised three inches from the ground, moving upon two and twenty

wheels, and dragged by one thousand five hundred Lilliputian horses, each

four inches and a half high !

Grulliver's adventures when he arrives at the capital of Lilliput—his

interview with the emperor—his description of the council held as to what

was to be done with himself,—' Quinbus Elestrin,' or the Man-mountain,

as they termed him—their search of his person, and inventory of the

articles found upon him, such as his watch, his snuff-box, his comb, his

sword, and his pistols—afford proofs of Swift's singular ingenuity. You
will not expect me to complete the detail. My aim is to induce you to

read for yourselves. You will not fail to observe with what remarkable

skill Swift has proportioned the appearance of the objects he has described

—with what mathematical instinct, in the lessening of the size of the

Lilliputians, he has also squared the dimensions of their houses, their dress,

their arms, and all other circumstantials surrounding them. The calm,

quiet satire with which he has depictured the pomp and absurd forms of

courts, in his portraiture of this diminutive people, is equally admirable.

Not seldom, he has a stroke at some real character. Thus, in describing the

games performed, before the emperor of Lilliput, Gulliver is made to say :

" I -was diverted with none so much as that of the rope-dancers, performed upon a slender

white thread extended about two feet, and twelve inches from the ground ; umOU which I

shall desire liberty, with the reader's patience, to enlarge a little.

" This diversion is only practised by those persons who are candidates for great employ-

ments, and high favour at court. They are trained in this art from their youth, and are not

always of noble birth, or liberal education. When a great office is vacant, either by death

or disgrace (which often happens), five or six of those candidates petition the emperor to en-

tertain his majesty and the court with a dance on the rope ; and whoever jumps the highest,

without falling, succeeds in the office. Very often the chief ministers themselves are com-

manded to show their skill, and to convince the emperor that they have not lost their faculty.

Flimnap, the treasurer, is allo-j^ed to cut a caper on the straight rope, at least an inch higher

than any other lord in the whole empire. I have seen him do the summerset several times

together, upon the trencher fixed on a ropo which is no thicker than a common packthread

in England."

Sir Eobert "Walpole, the prime minister of the period is the real

Flimnap, Swift belonged to the Tory party, at the time he wrote the
* Travels ;' and he could not forbear the opportunity of having a

satirical blow at the "Whig premier.
The ' articles' upon which Gulliver is allowed to have his liberty, are

introduced by a royal preamble which contains an admirable satire of the

ridiculous claims of sovereign^. Thus it reads :

—
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"Gulbasto Momarem Evlame Gurdilo Sbefin Mully Ully Gue, most mighty emperor of

Lilliput, delight and terror of the universe, whose dominions extend five thousand hlustrugs

(about twelve miles in circumference) to the extremities of the globe ; monarch of all mon-
archs, taller than the sons of men ; whose feet press down to the centre, and whose head

strikes against the sun ; at whose nod the princes of the earth shake their knees
;
pleasant as

the spring, comfortable as the summer, fruitful as autumn, dreadful as the winter. His most
sublime majesty proposes to the man-mountain, lately arrived at our celestial dominions, the

following articles, which by a solemn oath, he shall be obliged to perform."

The articles consist of several provisions—tlie cliief being that GruUiver

feliall not depart from Lillipnt—that he shall render himself useful while

there—shall especially aid the emperor against his enemies of Blefuscu

—

fi,nd shall, on the observance of said conditions be allowed daily as much
neat and drink as would be sufficient for 1728 Lilliputians. Gulliver

swears to the conditions, and then the chain which had been fastened to

lis legs in sleep, is unlocked, and he is set at liberty. Swift makes his

lero conclude the account of the treaty with a passage which contains a
)iquant parody on the grave descriptions of travellers :

" The reader may please to observe, that in the last article of the recovery of my liberty,

he emperor stipulates to allow me a quantity of meat and drink sufficient for the support of

. 728 Lilliputians. Some time after, asking a friend at court how they came to fix on that

daterminate number, he told me that his majesty's mathematicians, having taken the height
oi" my body by the help of a quadrant, and finding it to exceed theirs in proportion of twelve
to one, they concluded, from the similarity of their bodies, that mine must contain at least

1 728 of theirs, and consequently would require as much food as was necessary to support that

number of Lilliputians. By which the reader may conceive an idea of the ingenuity of this

people, as well as the prudent and exact economy of so great a prince."

The High and Low Church parties of the time of G-eorge the 1st, are

pointedly satirised in the picture of the High and Low Heel parties of

jilliput; and the prince, afterwards George 2nd, is ridiculed for his

<;haracteristic trimming in the portrait of the ' imperial heir' who had one
ligh, and one low heel to his shoes. But the most skilful satire is that of

che Big and Little Endians. The Lilliputians broke their eggs at the
^mailer end, the inhabitants of Blefuscu at the larger. Both asserted

they were right in their interpretation of the 54th chapter of the JBlunde-

cral^ which declared that ' all true believers should break their eggs at the
convenient end.' Six rebellions had been raised in Lilliput, and 11,000
persons had suffered death,—all for the precious right of breaking their

:^ggs at the larger end, according to ancient custom. Tlie Blefuscu

people being Big-Endians, were at war with the emperor of Lilliput as

im abettor of heresy. England and Erance— or the Protestant and
Eoman Catholic states—are ridiculed under these figures. Gulliver is, at

length, pressed to assist in the war, and performs the famous feat of draw-
ing to shore 50 of the Blefuscu men-of-war ships. The emperor desires

him to draw all their ships to the Lilliputian shore, to reduce Blefuscu to

a province, and compel all the Big Endians to break their eggs at the
smaller end ! Gulliver, however, refuses to be made the instrument of

completely enslaving that people—the emperor is offended with him—and,

thenceforth, intrigue against him is rife in the court, and is headed by
one who had been all along his enemy—Skyresh Bolgolam, the high-

admiral. An important accident brings the plot against him to a crisis

:

the royal palace is on fire, and Gulliver puts out the fire in a natural way,
which in spite of his having saved her life, the queen declares to be un-
pardonable. Modern taste is offended with these strokes of Swift ; but
ids strong mind had wondrous skill in adapting them to the exposure of
the ridicidousuess of pride and false delicacy.
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G-ulliver liad secret iiiformafcion by a courtier that liis enemies are now

bent on bis destruction. They are proposing, either to set fire to his

house at night, to poison all his shirts and sheets, to put out his eyes, or

to starve him gradually to death. He takes his determination—makes

his escape to Blefuscu, where he is well received, and the pigmy monarch

of that country offers him greater honours than he had ever received in

Lilliput but he sees a boat, keel upwards, in the sea, is assisted in secur-

ing it—is then allowed to depart in it—comes up with an English

vessel, and so reaches his own country, once more.

In his second voyage the hero enters the country of Brobdingnag—aland

of giants, in whose presence he is as much a pigmy, as each of the Lilli-

putians were in his. I must not delay to give even a brief slietch of this

second part of Grulliver. Suffice it to say that it is as perfect as the first

;

while the contrast between the situation of the same man, who was before

a giant and is now a pigmy, is most felicitously conceived, and increases

our enjoyment of the satire at every page, as we proceed. The only

feature of tenderness in the book is found in the portrait of Grlumdalclitch

—the maid who carries Grulliver in her bosom, and takes care of him.

How far Swift partook of the Radicalism of Grenius,_ in spite of his pro-

fessed Toryism, begins to be strongly developed in this second part of the

book. Grulliver' s descriptions of the English institutions before the king

of Brobdingnag, and the replies of the giant monarch, are as unlike Tory

writing as anything we can conceive. But, perhaps, in the entire book,

there fs nothing so forcible as the narrative of that conversation in which

Gulliver proposed to ingratiate himself with the king by discovering to

him the invention of gunpowder and its use by engines that would enable

the monarch, when beseiging any city of his enemies, to ' rip up the pave-

ments, tear the houses to pieces, and burst and throw splinters on every

side, dashing out the brains of all who came near.' What reception the

proposal made is thus described :

" The king was struck with horror at the description I had given of those terrible engines,

and the proposal I had made. * He was amazed, how so impotent and grovelling an insect

as I," (these were hia expressions) 'could entertain such inhuman ideas, and in so familiar a

manner, as to appear wholly unmoved at all the scenes of blood and desolation, which I had

painted, as the common effects of those destructive machines; whereof,' he said, 'some evil

genius, enemy to mankind, must have beeif the first contriver. As for himself,' he protest-

ed, ' that although few things deliglited him so much as new discoveries in art^ or nature,

yet he would rather lose half his kingdom, than be privy to such a secret ; which he com-

manded me, as I valued my life, never to mention any more."
'

" A strange effect of narrow principles and views ! that a prince possessed of every quality

which procures veneration, love, and esteem ; of strong parts, great wisdom, and profound

learning, endowed with admirable talents, and almost adored by his subjects, should, from a

nice, vmnecessary scruple, whereof in Europe we can have no conception, let slip an oppor-

tunity put into his hands that would have made him absolute master of the lives, the liber-

ties, and the fortunes of his people. Neither do I say this, with the least intention to detract

from the many virtues of that excellent king, whose character, I am sen sible, will, on this

account, be very much lessened in the opinion of an English reader : but I take this defect

among them to have risen from their ignorance, by not having hitherto reduced politics into

a science, as the more acute wits of Europe have done. For, 1 remember very well, in a dis-

course one day with the king, when I happened to say, ' there were several thousand books

among us Avritten upon the art of government,' it gave him (directly contrary to ray inten-

tion) a very mean opinion of our understandings. He professed both to abominate and

despise all mystery, refinement, and intrigue, either in a prince or a minister. He could not

tell what I meant'by secrets of state, where an enemy, or some rival nation, were not in the

case. He confined the knowledge of governing within very narrow bounds, to common sense

and reason, to justice and lenity, to the speedy determination of civil and criminal causes;

with some other obvious topics, which are not worth considering. And he gave it for his
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opinion, * that whoever could make two ears of corn, or two blades of grass, to grow upon a
spot of ground, where only one grew before, would deserve better of mankind, and do more
essential service to his countrj^, than the whole race of politicians put together.'

"

There is a commentary on the Art of Grovernment, and a test for ex-
cellence of discovery, which—whatever may be thought of the fantastic

dress of the story—ought to render * Glulliver's Travels' a book never to
be forgotten or neglected

!

(To he continued in next numher.)

CEITICAL EXEGESIS OF GOSPEL HISTOEY,
ON THE BASIS OP STRAUSS'S ' LEBEN JESU.'

A SERIES OP EIGHT DISCOURSES ; DELIVERED AT THE LITERARY INSTITUTION, JOHN
STREET, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, AND AT THE HALL OP SCIENCE, CITY ROAD, ON
SUNDAY EVENINGS, DURING THE WINTERS OP 18i8—9, AND 18i9—50.

BY THOMAS COOPEE,

Author of ' The Purgatory of Suicides,*

v.—THE TRANSFIGURATION : LOCALITY, DURATION, AND CHRONOLOGY OF THE PUBLIC
LIFE OF JESUS.

1. The Light with which Jesus is described to have been invested—whence
came it ? He 'was transfigured before them,' says our authorised translation

of Matthew and Mark ; but the expression in the Grreek is jU£ra/iOf)0ct»0J7

—

metamorphosed. Not an outward illumination, therefore, is intended to be

described ; but an irradiation from within—an effulgence of the beams of

the Divinity through the veil of the Humanity, would seem to be represented.

This was the crisis, say some divines, commencing that purifying change of

the corporeality of the Redeemer which was necessary, and which was con-

tinued up to the time of his ascension into heaven. But we know of no

possible purification of matter. If the Deity be in Nature, it is always pure.

The churchyard or burial-ground needs no mummery of ' consecration'—the

human body needs no purifying. Such an idea is narrow and confined, and

could only have been conceived in an ignorant age. It is in the spirituality

of Christ's mind that the noblest idea of purification is developed. ' But it

was to manifest his glory,' say the orthodox. Then why was not that glory

manifested in the presence of the multitude, instead of only in the presence

of three disciples,—and for what purpose was it manifested, if they were
* charg-ed to tell the vision to no man' until after the resurrection ?

2. The Apparition of the Dead, at the Transfiguration—how are we to

conceive of it '? Can departed soids become visible to the living ] And if

these had bodies, ivhence had they them ? According to Scripture we are not

to have restored bodies till the general resurrection. If it be replied that

Elijah, who was one of the apparitions, went to heaven in a fiery chariot

without dying, and was transfigured as he went up—the apparition of Moses

has still to be accounted for. The last chapter of Deuteronomy informs us

that he died and was buried * in a valley in the land of Moab.' What was

the object of the appearance of these departed spirits 1 ' Talhing* with

Jesus, is all that we are told of their object by Matthew and Mark ; but

Luke adds ' of his decease, which he should accomplish at Jerusalem.' But

Moses and Elias had no need to come to reveal this ; for, according to all the

first three evangelists, Jesus had predicted his own death and sufferings a
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week before this vision. ' They came to strengthen and prepare him for his
passion and death,' say some commentators. But what strength or prepara-
tion did he receive from them, if the recital of the agony in Gethsemane's
garden be true 1

3. The Voice out of the bright cloud (the Sclieldnali undoubtedly was in
the mind of the writer) reminds us of the same incident in the narrative of
the Baptism. But again our reason is revolted at the anthropomorphic or
human likeness this gives us of the Divine Being. Real, human accents
audible, man's speech !—how this jars with our conceptions of the Infinite !

In both ancient and modern times, be it observed, attempts have been
made to take the Transfiguration, more or less, out of the region of reality.
TertuUian, at the end of the second century, pleads that it should be reo-arded
as a vision,—as the fruit of ecstasy, in Jesus and his disciples. But the
word opafia—vision, in Matthew, is often used in an external sense, in the
Kew Testament. Some divines have regarded the narrative as the relation
of a dream, since Luke says the disciples "were heavy with sleeD." But
during the Gethsemane passion the disciples are also asleep. That feature
in the two narratives seems only intended tc heighten Christ's portrait by a
display of his exemption from the ordinary weakness of humanity, either in
glorification or sufi"ering. Others have proposed to consider the whole nar-
rative as susceptible of a natural interpretation : there was a flash of lio-ht-
ning, say^ they,—there was a peal of thunder ;—or, two men (Essenes, says
V^enturini) his secret allies, were talking with Jesus while the disciples' were
isleep,^—they saw them just when they were awaking, the first rays of the
norning sun fell on Jesus, and the bright cloud or mist fell on the two Es-
lenes, who, as they went down from the mountain top, pronounced the words
This is my beloved Son,' &c. Such modes of interpretation, we may say
vith Strauss, have justly lost all repute : it is time they were done away
vith, and that we should proceed to investigate the records of the superna-
ural and miraculous in the New Testament, with the same spirit of philoso^
)hic criticism that we bring to bear on any other ancient records.
In what class of narrative, then, will philosophic criticism direct us to

lace this of the Transfiguration ? We have seen that its supernatural fea-
ures are repugnant to reason. The witnesses for the entire occurrence as an
istonc fact—where are they ? We cannot forget that the real authorship
f the Gospels has never been established. And, if it had, the three Gospel
Titers who record the Transfiguration do not tell us hoiv the circumstances
ere made known to them. None of them are named as witnessing the
transfiguration ; and—strangely enough—John, who is one of the three
,isciples named as witnesses of it, and is also said to be the author of the
mrth Gospel,—does not say a word about it

!

Excuse me, one moment, when I say to you that I wonder how any manm hold by orthodoxy when he has once dared to think for himself I do
ot wonder, while he has not dared to think, or while he represses the strug-
'mg desire to begin to think. I know what that state of mind is, by well-
membered experience. But how can reason reconcile these difliculties
hich perpetually start before us in the Gospels ? Is it possible that this
tn be the Revelation, made in compassion to His lost and fallen creatures,
f the God of Goodness ? Is it possible that He would have puzzled us
'er andover again, while proclaiming that He was directing us ? Have
ft us with all this web of diflSculty to unravel ? John, a witness of the
ransfiguration, saying not a word of it ; and Matthew, Mark, and Luke never
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informing us liow the circumstances came to tlieir knowledge ! John, on the

contrary, detailing the most striking miracle that could he performed before"

men's eyes—the resuscitation of a man from the grave ; and yet the other

three evangelists neglecting to say one syllable of such a miracle, although

manifesting diligence in the record of numerous acts of Christ comparatively

unimportant ! I need not go on to name, over again, these difficulties.

Why, if Four Gospels were written by ' inspiration,' to strengthen the

testimony for us that we might be left without excuse if we did not receive

it^
—-why do not the writers confirm each others' accounts] Answer us,

orthodox bishop, priest, or curate 1—on the peril of your soul, and on the

peril of ours, if your doctrine be true,—answer us !" We speak the language

of passion, now, in the deep earnestness of our hearts ; and since you do not

answer us—never have answered us, except with quibbles,—we resort again

to that guide which, you say, we ought to distrust though God gave it us,

—and which we have ever found our best director—Reason.

This guide enables us to detect the sure mark of Legend in this narrative

of the Transfiguration, namely,—disagreement with itself. " Tell no man

till the Son of Man be risen again from the dead," Christ is represented to

say. " Why then say the Scribes that Elias must first come '?" say the dis-

ciples. " Elias truly shall first come"—is the commencement of the reply put

into the mouth of Christ. How could the disciples ask that question, if they

had just seen Elias 1 Are we to conceive of them, here again, as being the

most stupid lumps of clay Christ could find in the country 1
^

But how,

again, could Jesus have answered them as he is said to have done, if they had

just seen Elias ' talking' with him 1 Legend forgets itself. Men of the nine-

teenth century need but this answer.
^

But, in a book of Legends, one story will be sure to give contradiction^

to another. This mark of Legend is also detected here. " Elias truly

shall first come," says Jesus, according to Matthew (ch. 11. v
:
v. 11, 12,

13,) " and restore all things. But I say unto you, that Elias is come al-

ready, and they knew liim not, but have done unto him whatsoever they

listed ! Likewise shall also the Son of Man suffer of them. '
Then the dis-

ciples understood that he spake unto them of John the Baptist." Yet, John

the Baptist, according to John, (ch. 1. v. 21.) said he ivas not Mias !

We are told the Gospels were written by Matthew, Mark, Luke, and

John,—and that early. Is it not more likely that not one of them is the

work of one writer only—but that they have received accretions at difter-

ent dates, according as' the spirit of Legend developed itself ? Thus the

Jew regarded the closing words of Malachi as a prophecy, and the words

found in the first verse of our 3rd chapter of Malachi also as applicable to

Elijah. The earliest writers in the Gospels, confident that all the pro-

phecies concerning Messiah must have been fulfilled in the history o\

Jesus, pourtrayed John the Baptist as i\Q figurative Elias, warning the

people to ' prepare the way' for Messiah. But, in aftertime it would not

be deemed sufficient that Elias had appeared /^wm^iWy ; and tlen the

story of his appearance at the Transfiguration was formed. Thus Legenc

piles up her wonders,—never pausing to correct herself—never reflect-

ing how one part of her store of marvels contradicts another.
^

The Mythical origin of the Transfiguration story is evident. Messial

must fulfil his types. Moses w^as illuminated from Sinai—Jesus on \

mountain. Moses took three friends with him, Aaron, Nadab, and Abihi

—Jesus has three disciples, Peter, James, and John. Moses and hi«
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friends went up that they might worship-Jesus and his disciples thatthey might pray. When Moses went up with Joshua, the glory of theLord covered the mountain as a cloud, until at length Moses enters thecloud-so a bright cloud overshadows Jesus, Moses, and Mas, there is avoice out of the cloud, and (in Luke) an entering into the cloudSix days the cloud covered the mountain, and Moses was caUed toJehovah-and m Matthew and Mark it is ' after ^r days' thn?Jesus takes his disciples with him to wrtnfss the TraLflgurL

f^.'^-M
^^

^^!5'
w*°"''ir''"Sein Malachi, it was a EabbinfcSathat Moses and Ehas would appear in the Messiah's times. Besides tothe Christian It was a grand desideratum to represent his Messiah as con-versmg with the Founder and Eefonner of the first Dispensation : andnothing was so natural a subject of conversation as the Passion, whek theAtonement dootrme was once established. The Transfiguration isevidently formed upon the Myths of the Old Testament-and it mu t havebeen one of the latest-formed legends in the three Palestinian GospeLwhile m the region where the Platonic Gospel was written-whethe;

did ,J? ^^°' y «* ^Ptesus or conclufively it. Alexandria-the legend

lections
^""^^^ ^^"'^'''"''^ ^'^^ ^^'^^^^ P^^'Ji-

;.^''*ir.u'"^ ^T^? '° "?"'' attention as our remaining time, this even-

^^S£?^^^^:^r^^ ^°-%. tHeDuration,a.ndchrono.

(To he continued in nevt number.)

Feaee Z-pics. By H. G. Adams. ~(C. Gilpin, 5, Bishopsgate Without

)

This tasteful little volume is the production of one whom I have lon-r

worrhT ''''T^'
'".'^ ^"^^ '^ "^^''^^'"^^ ^y ^'^y "^^"y whose esteem L b^fworth having, m his native county of Kent. Peace and Brotherhood havetheir shrmes m the very heart's core of the bard, and he has, most appropri!ately dedicated his Lyrics to Elihu Burritt. Mr. Adams s the authofof

ZZrtZr.1 "^^t"^
"'^ prose: indeed no Kentish poet has received agreater welcome The pieces m this volume are, perhaps more perfect in

ZTof V T*"»" ^' ^^ ?'' P"''"'^'^'' '
--J *^y -« cer ably iE to

rvtata'rpiSTfhisTulSTI^"
^^»-- ^'^«*- followin/piecesmay

_ .
MY POETICAL CREED.

I smg no song of chivalry,
I wake no sounding lyre,

^he deeds of Knights in tourney-fights.
May not my soul inspire;

I look not unto ages past,
Nor dream of by-gone days.

The toil and strife, of present life.
These better suit my lays

I turn not to the giddy height.
Where mad Ambition tread.

Nor to the plain, of gory stain.
Where War his banner spreads;

Those whom the world has heroes called,
I dare not so misname,

And who are these ? the wise, the good.
Full oft the lowly born,

With whom to walk, with whom to talk.
The proud would think it scorn—

n ho labour hard, who suffer much,
W ho bear, and who forbear.

And deem the Christian garniture,
The meetest man can wear.

We have chivalric spirits, too,

^
Though chivalry be dead-

Gone with the age, on whose dark pa^e.
Its light a lustre shed;—

Men who have fought a goodly fight

But th VS^gr^aTX^e'er their ,tate A
'?!"''

>>y?f
-'faded Vrolfg

«"'

Shall graceiy rdl offlme
'

A„dTr m?? t^^',
*"" ^*''' P'^»«^'And stir me into song.
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THE SICKLE AND THE SWORD.

There went two reapers forth at morn,

Strong, earnest men were they,

Bent, each at his appointed task.

To labour through the day.

One hied him to the valley, where

Ripe stood the golden grain

;

He reaped, and bound it into sheaves,

And sang a merry strain.

And lo! the other takes his stand.

Where rolls the battle's tide.

His weapon, late so clear and bright.

With sanguine gore is dyed;

And furiously he tramples down.
And lays the ripe corn low :

^

He is death's reaper, and he gives

A curse with every blow.

To which of these two earnest men,
Most honour should we give,

He who destroys, or works to save

The food, whereby we live I

And by the Mighty Judge of all

Which, think ye, is abhorred,

Which deems He best for men to use,

The sickle, or the sword ?

A Compendious Way to be saved.—Some, who despair of being saved by worts, turn

Methodists, to obtain salvation by faith. They resemble the butler in Addison's Drmimcr.

Having lost a silver spoon, he consults a conjurer; who promises the spoon again upon

condition that he should "drink nothing but small beer for a fortnight ;" but the butler

despairing to " recover it in this way, e'en bought a new one." Thus it is much easier to be

saved by faith among the Methodists, or absolutions among the Papists, than by a course of

moral practice : all sinners like it better, for the same reason that an epicure or voluptuary

had rather be cured by medicine, or Bath waters, than submit to abstinence and regimen.—

Sylva, or the Wood.

On the 1st of June wall be published No. I. of a new monthly Journal, entitled,

THE FREETHiriKER'S WSAGAZINE,

AND REVIEW OF THEOLOGY, POLITICS, AND LITERATURE.

Edited by Friends of Tmth and Prop^ress. Price Twopence. 32 pages.

London : Published by James Watson, % Qxioen's Head Passage, Paternoster-row

WOEKS OF THOMAS COOPEE,
To be had of JAIES V/ATSON, 3, Queen's Hcatl Passage, Paternoster Row.

s. a.

THE PURGATORY OF SUICIDES. A Prison Rhyme. In 10 Books 3 6

rTo be bad also in 18 numbers, at 2d each ; or in 6 parts at 6d.)

WISE SAWS AND MODERN INSTANCES. A series of Tales illustrative of Lmcolnshire and

Leicestershire Life. In 2 vols., neat cloth boards,... ° "

TTTF -RAT?ON'S YULE FEAST. A Chnstmas Rhyme. In 1 volume, sewea,.. ............ ...... J- o

rai MNSTREUS SONG AND THE WOODMAN'S SONG. ITie Poetry and the Melody by

Thomas Cooper. Piano-forte Arrangement by S. D. Collett, "

Tnvo Orations against taking away Human Life under any ^^^^^umstance^^^ i
^

Eight Letters tS the Young Men of the Workmg Classes. (Collected from the 1 lain bpeaKcr, ; u o

Part 4 of " COOPEU'S .JOUBNAL," containmg 4 Numbers, in a

"Wrapper, Price 4|d., is now ready. ^

Also, Parts 1 and 2, containing 4 Numbers each, Price 4|d. each; and

Part 3, containing 5 Numbers, Price 5^d.

Parts 1 and 2, Price 6d. each, (each containing 6 Numbers,) are now

ready, of

'' CAPTAIN COBLEIl; A^e LINCOLNSHIRE INSURRECTION :''

Also, now Publishing in Weekly Numbers, at One Penny.

Twelve Numbers are now ready.

L^don : Printed by William Shibkem, 190, High Holborn ;
and Published by James Watson.

i^onaon i riui,eu uj
^^ Queen's Head Passage. Paternoster Row.
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TEUTH, EEEEDOM, AND PEOQEESS.

" And though all the winds of doctrine were let loose to play upon the earth, so Truth be in the field,

wc do injuriously to misdoubt her strength. Let her and Falsehood grapple ! Who ever knew Truth put
to the worse, in a/zYC and open encounter?"

—

Milton's Areopagitica.

No. 21.—Vol. I.] FOR THE WEEK ENDING SATURDAY, MAY 25, 1850. [Price One Penny.

THE TYPE OF THE PEINCIPLE OF ' ORDER.'

" Oh, Wellington—or Villainton

Though Br'itain owes (and pays you too) so much,

Yet Europe doubtless owes you greatly more :

You have repaired Legitima^ny's crutch

—

A prop not quite so certain as before !

Don Juan.

It is the celebration of the Queen's birth-day—the fifteenth of April.

Having to pass by '^ Apsley House,' and the colossal equestrian statue of the
* Iron Duke,' on my way from my own home to the city—an unusual bustle

and running of people brought me to a halt. AYhat a significant shew passes

under that arch above which stands the giant image ! It is a throng of

general officers on horseback, with the Iron Duke himself, and Lord Hardinge

with his one arm, and the ' royal duke,' Cambridge, abreast. How bolt up-

right the 'hero of Waterloo' affects to sit, and yet how he rocks and totters,

with his years of eighty-one !—and what a contrast there is between his gay
scarlet coat and white plumes, and that bedimmed face and ever-mumbling
mouth !

They escort him to the gates of Apsley House ; and a groupe of boys, street-

sweepers, and cabmen, take off their hats and shout. All who were passing,
' gentle or simple,' stopped to gaze curiously at the old man ; but the shoutera

—of a verity, they were truly of the ' unwashed I' Yet this was the ' Man
of Order,' whom the well-to-do should have delighted to honour. But they

left the honour-paying to the canaille I

Was not this a sign that tlwught is beginning to germinate in the minds
of some 1 They looked on curiously ; but they remembered that the ' hero'

was an expensive curiosity, and a slaughterous one. So the disposition to

take off the hat and cheer, was not found in them.

And that old man himself—was not he a sign, too ? Bedecked and bedizened,

yet all his splendid trappings could not make him look young again. Like
the principle of ' Order' which he represents and has fought for—he is in

his superannuation ; and all his decorations only serve to make it more
apparent. The last struggle is taking place with him—and with Kings,

Popes, and President-Pretenders ; and all their shew and pretence of security

cannot hide it. They belong to the Age-that-was, and their trappings too.

The present age feels this, and groans to be delivered from both. Yet this

deliverance may not be realised so soon as the most ardent could wish. The
type may often put on his trappings, and enact that unseemly farce, yet ; and
* Order' may yet, again and again, suppij^gss the struggles of its victims, and
often mount afresh its plumes, and don its holiday gear. But * Order' will
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eventually—like its type—be stricken vvitli the loss of breath, and put on
itis gala dresses no more. It must come to that, at length—at Apsley Ilouse,

in the EJysee, in the Vatican, in every palace in Europe. It is in the very
nature of things, that it should be so. Let mind grow— strengthen—deepen
—widen ; and when false ' Order' with its bloodshed and tinsel die out, true

Order shall make a peaceful, rational, and happy world.

Thomas CoorER.

THE CEISIS AT HAND, IN EEANCE.

So the workmen of Paris have she^Yn that they know how to win other vic-

tories than those of the barricades. Universal Suffrage works well. The
President Pretender and his corrupt Ministry have been beaten by Eugene
Sue and the Wocial Democrats of Paris. Consternation and alarm prevail

in the ranks of the " Eriends of Order." They had strained every nerve,

they had used every artifice, they had slandered democracj^, they had gag-

ged the Press, they had suppressed meetings ; in the army they had de-

graded the officers, and transported to Algeria the men who were known
to be most imbued with socialist principles : no dodge was too mean, no
trick too shabby ; and, now that they are defeated, their rage and fury at

the " Cannibals" who have returned Eugene Sue, by a majority of 10,000,

is proportioned to the extent of their fears, and the bitterness of their dis-

appointment.

Eugene Sue is not only a republican and a socialist : there is a feature in

his chn,racter which renders him particularly obnoxious to the friends of

established abuses. The men of the long purse and the long acre, backed
by the men of the long knife, would not .have been so successful as they have
been in promoting tlie reaction which has followed the Eevolution of 1848,

not only in Erance but throughout Europe, if they had not been aided by
the men of the long head and the long conscience. The priests and
monks and Jesuits have been at the bottom of the foul conspiracy against

the rights and liberties of the people. They know that Eugene Sue un-

derstands their trickery ; and that he has both the courage and the ability,

as well as the determination, to expose and denounce their machinations.

He is their most formidable opppnent. Hence tlieir hatred and personal

vituperation of him.

One thing is clear : Universal Suffrage and the present s^^stem of
" Order" will not hold together. Hence tlie heads of all the factions are

now plotting to overthrow the Constitution and destroy Universal Suf-

frage. The ' Special Constable' is seeking to strengthen the friendly re-

lations already existing between his own government and those of Austria

and Eussia. The clouds are dark and lowering. The Eevolutionary

tempest threatens soon to rage more furiously than ever over the Con-
tinent of Europe. Austria and Eussia are collecting large armies upon
their frontiers, In order to crush the republic without, if treason should

be unsuccessful, from witliin. The aristocracy and the money jobber, and
all the classes who have grown "fat and well favoured," by the plunder

of the industrious portion of the community, would be willing to league

not only with Nicholas, but even with Beelzebub, to maintain their power,

and perpetuate the slavery of the working-classes. The Monarchs of

Europe are scarcely less alarmed at the Paris Elections than is Louis
Napoleon himself.
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They know that Tranco is the advanced guard of Liberty in Eurone
Bii'l thafc^ Pans sounds the key-note

; and they would pay any price for the'
destruction of the French EopuWio, as a measure necessary- for their own
security.

Weli, France has been menaced before. Frenclimeu will recollect that
n 17J^, in the name of the Sorereigns of Europe, and in defence of the
tirone and the altar,—Brunswick with tlie "truant chevaliers," the baseMid cowardly Aristocracy of Prance at his heels, and backed by British
jold and Austrian and Prussian bayonets, advanced towards Paris issuiu-
us lainous Manifesto, m which he threatened to raze Paris to the "round
lud deliver the inhabitants over to military execution if "thev dared to
stand oil the defensive." They will call to mind liow their fathers responded
;ot.iat threat: how they demolished the Bastille, and stormed tho Tuil-
eries

:
how they not only drove back the invaders, but how they who had

lared to threaten the Capital of France had to do homage for their own
Lhe people ofParis are more humane, but i: trust not less heroic, thanheir fathers ^^ e have no fear of Franco from foreign invasion. Let the
lespots send their assassin bauds from every country in Europe Let tho
4ussian bear and the Austrian vulture hunt together. Let blind bigotted
.riestridden Spam add to their number, and Pio None, the last oH the
opes, bless the banner of their liberticidal enternrize, France in tlie

ei^-rthem
^''"'''^'''''^ °^ '''"' democracy, will, as before, be prepared to re-

''Come then with every hirelinj, Sclave. Croat and Cossack •

1> e dare jour war
!

beware of ours
1 wo flius your freedom ba'ck '"

Meanwhile let tyrants bear in mind that in any new war against libertywhatever be the disposition of the English Government) tliey will not be

i^n'^tl ^ ^."''1 «"''*.• ^^"^ '"'''' ''^"''^ i*
'

'-^"'1 ^'^ dont mean to ry>ur past wars have bound us over to keep the peace, in securities of eio-htundred millions
! And let those who menace other nations look at home

-

he heart of Hungary still beats, and Kossuth lives. Poland bides herme, and trusts the day of coming retribution. Italy has not foi-totteu
5r ancient glory nor abandoned her determination to realize Malzini'sx>rious dream of the Italian Bepublic, one and indivisible. The Tdtrof

orof Christ's 'cZr^ Tr^ '"^ *f
'^°"""°" "SMs of man, the realka-on ot Christ s Gospel ot fraternity, has everywhere taken deep hold ofehearts of men: hence our faith in the future. Force may be put down

r force
;
but It IS impotent in combatting with opinion. Prindnles a^'e:destructible

: thought must in future |overn the world. tLEu-m of ac ion has been preceded by a Revolution of thought and sentin ene peop e are everywhere marching on toward the proinised land of Free-.m They have to pass through the Bed Sea. Pharoah-Kinjs mav

it'thtiVa^ktrIf7 ff"i *'^"", ^"* '-^-^^ -d^^^
the Srdng wavef:

"^ °^ "^""''"^
'

'^"* *^''^^ '''''' "^"^ ^'-'-whelmed

Q T, XI
" ^'^°'' P'^P ^}'^y ^^'° a^l "^ tlie depths of the sea"—Such was the prophetic dirge of Beranger. Time will show.

Thomas Shoetee.
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A EEMINISCENCE OF WORDSWORTH.

(Concluded from number before last.)

" I AM pleased to find," he said, while we were taking about "Byron, " that

you preserve your muse chaste, and free from rank and corrupt passion. Lord

Byron degraded poetry in that respect. Men's hearts are bad enough. Poe-

try should refine and purify their natures ; not make them worse."

I ventured the plea that Don Juan was descriptive, and that Shakspere

had also described bad passions in anatomising the human heart, which was

one of the great vocations of the Poet,
i

" But there is always a moral lesson," he replied, quickly, " in Shakspere's

pictures. You feel that he is not stirring men's passions for the sake oi

awakening the brute within them : the pure and virtuous is always presented

in high contrast—but the other riots in corrupt pictures, evidently with th

enjoyment of the corruption."

I diverted him from a theme which it was clear created unpleasant thoughts,

in him ; and asked his opinion of the poetry of the day.

" There is little that can be called high poetry," he said ;
" Mr. Tenny-

son afi'ords the richest promise. He will do great things yet ; and ought to

have done greater things, by this time."

" His sense of music," I observed, " seems more perfect than that of any

of the new race of poets."

" Yes," he replied, " the perception of harmony lies in the very essence o:

the Poet's nature j and Mr. Tennyson gives magnificent proofs that he is en-

dowed with it."

I instanced Tennyson's rich association of musical words, in his ' Morte

d'Arthur,' ' Godiva,' ' Ulysses,' and other pieces—as proofs of his possessing

as fine a sense of music in syllables as Keats, and even Milton ; and the

patriarch poet, with an approving smile assented to it.

I assured him how much I had been interested with Mrs. Wordsworth's

conversation respecting Southey, and told him that James Montgomery of

Sheffield, in an interview 1 had with him many years before, had spoken

very highly of Southey.

"Well: that is pleasing to hear," he observed, "for Mr. Montgomery's

political opinions have never resembled Southey's."

" That was Mr. Montgomery's own observation," I rejoined, " while he

was assuring me that he lived near to Mr. Southey for a considerable time, at

at one period of his life, and he never knew a more estimable man. He

affirmed, too, that when people attributed Mr. Southey's change of political

opinions to corrupt motives they greatly wronged him."

" And depend upon it they did,'' Wordsworth answered, with great dignity

:

" it was the fouUest libel "to attribute bad motives to Mr. Southey. No

man's change was ever more sincere. He would have hated himself had he

been a hypocrite; and could never afterwards have produced anything

iioble."
, , . ^ . .

He repeated Mrs. Wordsworth's remarks on Southey s purity of morals, and

immense industry in reading almost always with the pen in his hand ;
and

his zeal in laying up materials for future works. With a sigh he recurred

to his friend's mental decline and imbecility in his latter days—and again 1

led him to other topics.

« There will be great changes on the Continent," he said, " when the pre-
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sent King of the French dies. But not while he lives. The different govern-

ments will have to give constitutions to their people, for knowledge is spread-

ing, and constitutional liberty is sure to follow."

I thought him perfectly right about Louis Philippe—and which of us

would not have thought him right in 1846 ? But yet I had mistaken his

estimate of the ' King of the Barricades.'
" Ay, he is too crafty and too powerful," said I, " to be easily overthrown :

there will be no extension of French liberty in his days."
" Oh, but you are mistaken in the character of Louis Philippe," he obser-

ved, very pointedly ;
" you should not call him crafty : he is a very wise and

politic prince. The French needed such a man. He will consolidate French
character, and render it fit for the peaceable acquirement of rational liberty,

at his decease."

I remembered the venerable ajje and hioih mental rank of him with whom
I was conversing, and simply said—" Do you think so, sir ?"—without tell-

ing him that I thought he scarcely comprehended his subject. But how the

events of 1848 must have made him wonder!
He had the same views of the spread of freedom in England, in propor-

tion to the increase of knowledge ; and descanted with animation on the

growth of Mechanics' Institutes and similar institutions. " The people are

sure to have the franchise," he said, with an emphasis, " as knowledge in-

creases ; but you will not get all you seek, at once—and you must never seek

it again by physical force," he added, turning to me with a smile :
" it will

only make you longer about it."

A great part of the time he was thus kindly and paternally impressing his

thoughts upon me, we were walking on the terrace outside his house,—whither

he had conducted me to note the beautiful view it commanded. It was in-

deed a glorious spot for a Poet's home. Rydal Lake was in view from one

window in the cottage, and Windermere from another—with all the grand
assemblao'e of mountain and rock that intervened. From the terrace the

view of Windermere was magnificent. The Poet's a<2:ed and infirm sister was
being drawn about the court-yard in a wheeled-chair, as we walked on
the terrace. He descended with me, and introduced me to her,—as a poet

!

—and hung over her infirmity with the kindest affection, while she talked

to me.

When I hastened to depart—fearing that I had already wearied him—he

walked with me to the gate, pressing my hand repeatedly, smiling upon me
so benevolently, and uttering so many good wishes for my happiness and use-

fulness—that I felt almost unable to thank him. I left him with a more in-

tense feeling of having been in the presence of a good and great intelligence)

than I had ever felt in any other moments of my life.

Thomas Cooper.

Self Knowledge.—Who seetli not how great is the advantage arising fi-om this know-
ledge, and what misery must attend our mistakes concerning it. For he who is possessed of

it not only knoweth himself, but knoweth what is best for him. He percciveth what he can

and what he cannot do/rhe applieth himself to the one, he gaineth what is necessary, and is

happy ; he attempts not the other, and therefore incurs neither distress nor disappointment.

From knowing himself, he is able to form a right judgment of others, and turn them to his

advantage, either for the procuring some good or preventing some evil. On the contrary, he
who is ignorant of himself, and maketh a wrong estimate of his OAvn powers, will also mistake

those of other men ; he knows neitlier Avhat he wants or undertakes, nor yet the means he
maketh use of; so that he not only fails of success, but oftentimes falls into many misfortunes

;

while the man who sees his way before him most commonly obtains the end he aims at, and

not only so, but secures to himself rciiovvii and honour.

—

Socrates in Xenophon,
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T n O U G II T s

.

I would not s.iy, that all is wrong,
In which men now believe

;

I Avould not say, that every j)riest,

Is workina' to deceive :

Some honesty's in every sect,
Some candour, in each doubt :

But I am sure, there's something more,
Than men have yet found out.

The good and bad, are ever mixed,
The sound and rotten grains

;

And him who strives to winnow them
The priest damns for his pains :

Cut let us work undaunted, still,

Though bigots curse and shout :

For there is more worth living for
Than priests have yet found out.

The day shall come when men shall think
More clearly than they do

;

When old ideas shall not destroy
The good that's in the new

;

When the king shall break his sceptre,
And the priest his dogmas scout

;

For they'll be sure there's something more
Than ancient saints found out.

II. R. NlCHOLLS.

€o (JTorrcspontrrtits.

T * / Correspondents will please address - Thomas Cooper, 5, Park Row, Knlghtsbridce.
London. I intimated last week that I should leave town on Monday May '>7 All
letters sent to my own home will be forwarded to me. But as I am to remain in the
neighbourhood ol Newcastle one fortnight, any correspondent who wishes to reach mo
direct-can address me (from June 1st to the 16th) at " Mr. Barlow's, Bookseller, 2.Nelson Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne."

uuacuci, ^,

., ^:?iT^^"^ r'^^'''
Institution, or Reading Room, may be regularly supplied m-atis, with

the " Peace Advocate. It will be left to the care of Mr. J. Watson, Queens' Head Passao-e,
^vithm a few days of the first of each month. Notice of a wish to be so supplied being sent toEdmund \\ heeler, 2, North Buildings, Finsbury Circus.

A. F. Hunt.—I have never read the publication which h'j names; and if it be so vile asmy correspondent intimates it to be, I think it the moi^ advisable not to draw attention
to it. </i

'

H S.—Let the party of Darkness go on ; they had better how their real character: the
Light of the nineteenth century will be advantaged by it.

H. P. A.—Advertisements of Strauss's works have already ap^ ired in two numbers of this
journal.

Chakles Lamb.—I never heard of the custom he mentions,
to be the original potatoe.

!>• C.—I have such a design in vieAv for next year, if I V e ami' be well.
F. G.—In this writer's article ' The Educationist and the Reli^'ionist,' in our No. 19, there

occurs a grammatical error which lie wishes to have corrected. Instead of "Are lo^ic, as-
tronomy, algebra, geography, are any one of the arts and scienc -ulverse to religion ?" (pao-e
290)—the reading should be " Is logic, &c.," and " is any on. tc," I take blame* to my-
self for the printed error. Any correspondent might have mac" such a • slip of the pen,' in
haste; but an ' Eiiitor' ought to have his eyes about him, and prevent errors going into
print. I trust readers will forgive my neglect.

X. P. Z.—What he proposes would please me better than the pregent plan ; but * variety,
variety I' is echoed on all sides. Greatly obliged by the communication he enclosed.

R. J. Ilovinghara.—If he thinks a little, he will discern that the introduction of his question
might be misinterpreted, and placed to the account of the person who now answers him.
With every sense of his right motives, I hope he will excuse my declining his proposition.

The 'Yam is usually described

ntct\m<i, in 3lontron. for tf}t ensuing m^ttt.
Sunday, May 2G, at half-past Y, Hall of Science, (near Finsbnry Square,) City Road.

*' Kosciusko, and the struggles for Polish Independence"—Thomas Cooper. 'At half-
past 7, Literary Institution, John Street, Fitzroy Square. » Piety and Povertv, or
Orthodox Reform"—Robert Cooper, of Manchester.

Monday, May 27, at half-past 8, Mechanics' Institute, Gould Square, Crutched Friars.
" Lile and Writings of Benjamin Franklin"—Samuel M. Kydd. At half-past 8, Fins-
bury Kail, GO, Bunhill Row. " Student's Life in the Nineteenth Centurv"—Mark
Wilks. At half-past 8, Pentonville Athenieum, 23, Henrv Street. "Life and
Writings of Lord Byron"—Thomas Shorter. At half-past 8, Soho Mutual Instruc-
tion Society, 2, Little Dean Street. " Vegetarianism"—W. Turlej-.

Wednes., May 29, at 8, Hackney Scieotific and Literary Institution. « Popular Proverbs'—George Dawson, M.A,
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THINKINGS, FROM LORD BAOON.

TiTouGiiTS.—A man would do well to carry a pencil in his pocket and write

down the thoughts of the moment. Those that come unsought for, arc commonly
the most valuable, and should be secured, because they seldom return.

Nobility and Gentry.—Let states that aim at greatness take heed how their

nobility and gentry do multiply too fast ; for that maketh the coirmion subject

grow to be a peasant and base swain, driven out of heart, and in effect but a
gentleman's labourer.

Illiberality of Parents.—A man shall see, v/here there is a house full of chil'

dren, one or two of the eldest respected and the youngest made wantons ; but iu

the midst, some that are, as it were, forgotten, who many times, nevertheless,

prove the best. The illiberality of parents in allowance towards their children, is

a harmful error, and makes them base ; acquaints them with shifts ; makes them
sort with mean company ; and makes them surfeit more when they come to plenty ;

and therefore the proof is best when men keep their authority towards their chil-

dren, but not their purse.

Henry the Seventh (whereof I have spoken largely in the history of his life)

was profound and admirable in making farms and houses of husbandry of a stand-

ard ; that is, maintained with such a proportion of land unto them as may breed
a subject to live in convenient plenty, and no servile condition, and to keep the
plough in the hands of the owners and not mere hirelings.

Inconvenience of a numerous Nobility.—A numerous nobility causeth poverty
and inconvenience in a state, for it is a surcharge of expense j and besides, it

being of necessity that many of the nobility fall in time to be weak in fortune, it

maketh a kind of disprop'^rtion between honor and means.

^
Alciitmy.—The purs . jf Alchymy is at an end. Yet surely to Alchymy this

right is due, that it m!''3'-ftruly be compared to the husbandmen whereof Msop
makes the fable, that when he died, told his sons he had left unto them a great
mass of gold buried underground in his vineyard, but did not remember the par-
ticular place where it was hidden ; who Y\^hen they had with spades turned up
ail the vineyard, gold indeed' !hey found none ; but by reason of their stirrhig and
digging the mould about the roots of their vines, they had a great vintage the
year following : so the r linful search and stir of Alchymists to make gold, hath
brought to light a greai. .limber of good and fruitful experiments, as well for the
disclosing of nature, as ^'ne use of man's life.

Offspring.—The joys fl>f ^;(:«wi/;5 are secret, and so are their griefs and fears
;

they cannot utter the one, nor they will not utter the other. Children sweeten
labour, but they make misfortunes more bitter; they increase the cares of
life, but they mitigate the remembrance of death.

The Same.—He that hath '^t•^/(2 a^ir^ children^ hath given hostages to fortune;
for they are impediments to great enterprises, cither of virtue or mischief.
Certainly, the best works, and of greatest merit for the public, have proceeded
from^ fthe unmarried or childless me)i ; which both in affection and means, have
married and endowed the public.

Boldness.—Boldness is ever blind : for it seeth not dangers and inconveni-
ences. Therefore it is ill in counsel, good in execution ; so that the right use of
bold persons is, that they never command hi chief, but be seconds, and under the
direction of others. For in counsel, it is good to see dangers; and in execution
not to see them, except they be very great.

Envy.—A man that hath no virtue in himself, ever envieth virtue in others.
For men's minds will either feed upon their ovrn good, or upon other's evil ; and
who wanteth the one will prey upon the other, and who so is out of hope to attain
to another's virtue, will seek to come at even hand, by depressing another's fortune.

Death.—Men fear death, as children fear to go in tlie dark : and as that
natural feav in children is increased with tales, so is the other.
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SITAKSPERE'S BIRTII-DAY,—IN THE FUTURE.

The young spring morn breaks brightly on a scene
Of festival outstretching far and wide ;

Toil is respited, mute the town's huge din,

And throngs of freemen, consciously allied

To England's Shakspere, hail with soul-felt pride ,

This glorious natal day ! With bright blythe spring
In their hearts dancing, to the mountain side

And greenwood haunt, 'mid sunshine revelling,

They speed to gather flower- wreaths fresh and wild,

Wherewith to bind the brows of Nature's soothest child !

Thence, to the public squares and galleries,

Tlironged with Shaksporean groups in marble wrought,
Resort the festive crowds ; and gazing seize

Nobler conception of the poet's thought
From the life-look the sculptor's art hath caught

!

At length with night's approach, are free to all—
The theatres, with bodied fancies fravght :

True love's sad end, content's sweet peace, pride's fall,

The din of camps, the pomp of courts : these vary
With tread of midnight ghost, or moonlight freaks of fairy.

Ophelia, Desdemona, Juliet,

The stored love-wealth unfold of woman's heart

;

Macbeth, Lear, Hamlet. Jacques, Othello, " fret

Their hour," personified with perfect art

By later Keans and Kembles—men athwart
The renovated stage who grandly move,

And masterly the thoughts sublime impart
Bequeathed by genius ; while ai'ound, above,

The eager crowds drink every word and look
And feel within their souls a loftier being woke.

Not yet hath come this day of jubilee.

Not yet men hold thus dear to mind the birth

Of him whose sole name beams more sovei-eignly

Than all kings, nobles, joined, tliat strut o'er earth !

But shall not this day come—the meed of worth ?

Sons of our Shakspere's England, shall it not ?

Oh, men whom genius fires, arouse ! make dearth
Of saint and hero days ! let bo forgot *»

All feast and folly tides ! so ye but spare

To consecrate one day to true fame's worthiest heir I

Leicester. William WniTMORE.

SONNET,
TO SHELLEY. '

t

Thou wronged and childlike spirit !—oft have 1,

Enraptured, pondered o'er thy living page,
Then turned indignant to the bigot age,

—

That basely on thy head heaped calumny.
And spat its sland'rous venom on thy name.
Thou loving heart and earnest !—it is well

For us, and for the world, that such have been.
Who dared to raise their voice above the swell

Of tyrant shouts,—despising scorn and shame.
How in thy bosom burned Truth's holy flame.

When mock religion in the church was seen I

Then came thy song resounding full and free,,

In praise of justice, right, and liberty,

—

Which yet shall win its meed—a deathless Same !

Birmingham, • John Alfred liAxaroRD,
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MORAL AND POLITICAL LESSONS OF'aULLIVER'S TRAVELS.'
An Oration

;
delivered at the Literary Institution, John-Street, Fitzroy Square

:

September 23rd, 1849.

BYTHOMASCOOPEK.
{Concludedfrom last number.)

The third part of Gulliver relates his yoyacre to Lar^iifi T^olr.,'!. t.-Lupnag, and Olubbdubrib. Laputa, is the PIW iLn^o LfouS^
te^h?d^^T.' "f IV"' ^^'^'''' speculaLSs to'^; h i^r^^^^^^^

&Se er^il'/r ttl
'' 'rT,\''''''

blo.^ bladders, fastened like a1.1 w me end ot a stick —the bladders contaiuine dried npi<i n^ litfi^pebbles, and being flapped across the mouths and eIs of tb/S/to arouse their attention when any one w si eTto s^e.,! !.^>l?f1
P''-^^'

abstractions of the srreat Npivtnn ,,, +i <r ? .i?? -^ *'^®™- ^^e

^^a.^^S;^^/;^- "'e Uil of the lastl;.^?

sunbeai ore CcZb rs otherffnivw' /" ^""^^^"""^ *" '^'''"='

strangely but sigmficantly, did Swift turn into ridici°le t e ?,rpWl„Jvention of quacks by which the world has been o often befooled An""over a vast fund of entertainment in this third ,v„t; ZTi .f°°^'^'^' ^ P'^ss

and you will find it productive of much reflect^
"
"'' "' '"' ^°'^''''"''
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part of aulliver's Travels. It is more worth the- perusal of a political

lecturer tbau twenty books that could be named as celebrated tor their

political lessons. ISlo modern Chartist ever uttered more withering satire

upon the privileged classes than is to be found in G-uUiver's conversations

with the intellectual horses. Time will not allow me to do more than

quote one passage : it shall be that containing aulliver's description of the

Lawyers, and the closing remark of the Houyhnhnm, aulliver's master:

" I said, there was a society of men among us, bred np from their youth in the art of prov-

ing, by words multiplied for the purpose, that white is black, and black is white, accord-

ing as they are paid. To this society all the rest of the people are slaves. For example, if

my neighbour has a mind to my cow, he has a lawyer to prove that he ought to have my

cow from me. I must then hire another to defend my right, it being against all rules of law

that any man should be allow^4 to speak for himself. Now, in this case, I, who am the

J: ^ right owner, lie under two great advantages : first, my lawyer, being practised almost from

his cradle in defending talsehoocCis quite out of his element when he would be an advocate

for justice, which is an unnatural office he always attempts with great awkwardnes?, if not

with ill will. The second disadvantage is, that my lawyer must proceed with great caution,

or else he will be reprimanded by the judges, and abhorred by his brethren, as one that

would lessen the practice of the law. And therefore I have but two methods to save my cow.

The first is, to gain over my adversary's lawyer with a double fee, who will then betray hia

client by insinuating that he has justice on his side. The second way is for my lawyer

to make my cause appear as unjust as he can, by allowing the cow to belong to my adver-

sary : and this, if it be skilfully done, will certainly bespeak the favour of the bench. iNow

your honour is to know, that these judges are persons appointed to decide all contro-

versies of propertv, as well as for the trial of criminals, and picked out from the most dex-

terous lawyers, who have grown old.or lazy; and having been biased all their lives against

truth and equity, lie under such a fatal necessity of favouring fraud, perjury, and oppression,

that I have known some of them refuse a large bribe from the side where justice lay, rather

than injure the faculty, bv doing anything unbecoming their nature or their office.

« It is a maxim among these lawvers, that whatever has been done before, may legally

be done again; and therefore they take special care to record all the decisions formerly made

against common justice, and the general reason of mankind. These, under the name ot pre-

cedents, they produce as authorities to justify the most iniquitous opinions; and the judges

never fail of directing accordingly.
" In pleading, they studiously avoid entering into the merits of the cause; but are loud,

violent, and tedious, in dwelling upon all circumstances which are not to the purpose, i^or

instance, in the case already mentioned, they never desire to know what claim or title my

adversary has to mv cow ; but whether the said cow were red or black ;
her horns long or

short; whether the field I graze her in be round or square; whether she was milked at home

or abroad ; what diseases she is subject to, and the like ; after which they consult precedents,

adjourn the cause from time to time, and in ten, twenty, or thirty years, come to an issue.
^

" It is likewise to be observed, that this society has a peculiar cant and jargoh ot tneir

own, that no other mortal can understand, and ^Yherein alltheir laws are written, which they

take special care to multiply; whereby they have wholly confounded the very essence oi

truth and falsehood, of right and wrong; so that it will take thirty years to decide, whether

the field, left me by my ancestors for six generations, belongs to me, or to a stranger, three

hundred miles ofi^.
, , • i a

"In the trial of persons accused for crimes against the state, the method is much moie

short and commendable: the judge first sends to sound the disposition of those in power,

after which he can easilv hang or save a criminal, strictly preserving all due forms ot law.

'^ Here mv master interposing, said, ' it was a pity, that creatures endowed with such pro-

digious abilities of mind, as these lawyers by the description I gave of them must certainly

be, were not rather encouraged to be instructors of others in wisdom and knowledge. in

answer to which, I assured his honour, 'that in all points out of their own trade,_they were

usuallv the most ignorant and stupid generation among us ; the most despicable m common

conversation, avowed enemies to all knowledge and learning, and equally disposed to pervert

the general reason of mankind, in every other subject of discourse, as m that of their own

profession.'
"

The record of the life of Swift—for we must glance at it—is humiliating,

when contrasted with the proofs of his subtle and penetrating understanding

developed in this singular creation of bis genius. He was an Irishman by
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birth—was a postluimous child—and first saw the light in an humble dwell-
ing occupied by his widowed mother, in Holey's Court, Dublin For hi-
eaucation, m Trinity College, of that city, ho was indebted to the bounty of

Tr^rt^ I m t\ ^^^ University, he commenced that famous story of
ihe Tale of a Tub, which exercised so powerful an influence on the mind

ot the peasant boy, Cobbett ; and served as a model for the style of the manOn leaving college, his mother recommended him to make himself known to^er relative 8ir William Temple. That elegant essayist and somewhat
lancilui statesman—but whom we must also deem an honest man— at least
honest as this world goes' to use the phrase of Hamlet-received Swift into

his family
;
and as Temple was a favourite of William the 3rd, and frequentlv

consulted by him, Swift was, by this connection, initiated into Whiff
politics. The king would have made him a Captain of Horse : but Swifthad fixed his mmd upon the church ; and, in course of time. Sir William
lemples influence served to procure for him a small Irish prebend, worth^100 per year. He soon grew weary of the dullness of Irish country lifeand returned to England. Yet, this was not before he had formed a loveconnection—if we may call his acquaintance with Miss WaiW by such aname On reaching England, he formed another-with a very beautiful youn^
lady, Esther Johnston—better known by the name of ^ Stella,' in his writ-
ings The darkest shade of Swift's character arises from the facts of his
treatment of this young woman.
He had been promised clerical preferment by King William, but the Kincr

did not perform his promise ; and Swift's mind began to be soured. From
the earl of Berkeley he received the gift of two small livings in IrelandHe evinced zea in the performance of his duty, and increased the parochial
services by reading prayers on Wednesdays, and Fridays, at Laracor. The
parishioners, however, had no relish for these extra services, and it was on
01.0 occasion when himself and his clerk Roger formed the entire congregation,
that he played the joke familiar to your memories-commencing the serviceDearly beloved Loger, the scripture moveth you and me in sundry places,&c To Laracor he invited ' Stella :' she joined him

; and until 1713 (when
hebecame4o'earsofage)he passed his time, alternately in her society, in
attending to his church duties, and in short visits to England. In the year
just mentioned, he was advanced to the Deanery of St. Patrick's as a reward
tor his political regenadism. Harley and Bolingbroke, the leaders of thelory party, had come into office under Queen Anne

; they patronised Swift •

and he was ready to desert the Whigs, through the wish to be revenged uponthem for broken promises. His political pamphlets have lost a great partof their interest now but they served his patrons greatly, and were eagilyand extensively read. The great duke of Marlborough, and the duke ofWharton, smarted severely under his pen.
^ ^*

While visiting in England, just before his advancement to the Deanery of
St. Patrick s, he won the heart of Miss Vanhomrigh-known as 'Vanessa' inHis poems Ihis acquaintance was entirely concealed from 'Stella' He
rejoined \ anessa in England, after taking possession of his deanery • butwas compelled to flee to Ireland, on the breaking up of the Tory ministry hav-ing so greatly exasperated the Yvhigs that he was in danger of punishmentby them ' Vanessa' followed him to Dublin :

' Stella' Sow discerned thecause of the neglect she had long suffered from the man to whom she hadgiven iier heart and demanded marriage as an atonement. The dean con-
sented-~but only to the outward forms, His marriage was concealed for
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some years from ' Vanessa,' who refused many offers for his sake
;^
but at

len-th discovered the fact of his private union with ' Stella,' and died ol a

broken heart. Before her death, she had given Swift's love-poem of ' Cadenus

and Vanessa' to Bishop Berkeley, as her executor, with the injunction that it

should be published. The world—poor 'Stella' included—were thus tuily

made acquainted with Swift's profession of love for the woman whose heart

he had broken ; and, now, the remnant of life was unspeakably bitter to His

remaining victim—and the sense of his own baseness made it, perhaps,

equally bitter for himself.
, .. , , i i . • ^ n . i

Yet even in this very year that ' Vanessa' died, he proved his intellectual

power' by writing the famous ' Drapier's Letters,', which raised such a spirit

in oppressed Ireland as caused English ministers to tremble.

In 1727—that is to say in Swift's 61st year—his ' Gulliver appeared. If it

mves the bad side ofhuman nature, with too little relief,-the gloomy and re-

morseful experience of its author sufaciently accounts for that Stella

died in the year in which it was published—and, to the end of his life in

1745 Swift's misery increased. Indeed, during the last four years ot his

existence, he was frequently insane. For many previous years, it is said, he

was accustomed to keep his birth-day by fasting and humiliation,-never

failing to read the third chapter of Job, on that day ;
and the servant m

whose arms he expired, relates that one of the few lucid intervals which he

experienced during his last malady, was a faint consciousness of his birth-day,

which he shewed by frequently repeating, when it_ came round- Let the

day perish wherein I was born, and the night m which it was said, there is

a man-child conceived." The last lines he wrote were penned m one of

these lucid intervals. Being taken out by his P^^^^^^ ^^;;
^^^/J^^^^^^^^

park he observed a building he had never seen before and asked what it

was
'

Beino-told it was a magazine of powder for the defence of Dublin--4ie

cried out,
' ho ! my tablets ! let me put that down 1" and taking out his

pocket-book, wrote
. ^. .

, ,^ " Behold a proof of Irish sense !

Here Irish wit is seen :

Where nothing's left that's worth defence—

We build a magazine !"
. i m . j i.!.

Swift was intimately acquainted with Pope, Addison Arbuthnot and the

leadTn.literary men of his day ; and, notwithstanding the moral delinquen-

cies we have noticed, was welcomed almost everywhere for his wit-his con-

versational power being as vigorous as his talent for writing. But his life

oucdit to be a warnini to genius. Strong intellect nnpunfied by moral

SI leave^^ object, either of blame or pity. ^And though

^ own consciousness of error was so deep in Swift as to plunge him into he

to tXis depths of remorse, he evinced so little disposition to atone for the

in ur es he inflicted on others while it was in his power-that our Judgment of

hi character must partake less of pity than of blame. AVe know but little,

howeVer of the primary causes of most men's errors,-and, if we knew all,

resreltTnaDean Swift, there might be much unfolded that would lead us to

m ^ate ourTud-men -andto cause us to sum up our unpleasmg reflections

r1 poS t^th the single sentence-Behold here, also, a victim to the

power of circumstance 1

^

whole field comes to he one heap of miscarnages.—/^^n<Jca.
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CEITICAL EXEGESIS OE GOSPEL HISTOET,
ON THE BASIS OF STRAUSS'S * LEBEN JESU.'

A SERIES OF E[GIIT DISCOURSES ; DELIVERED AT THE LITERARY INSTITUTION, JOHN
STREET, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, AND AT THE HALL OF SCIENCE, GiTY KOAD, ON
SUNDAY EVENINGS, DURING THE WINTERS OF 1S48—9. AND ISW—50.

BY THOMAS COOPEE,

Author of * The Purgatory of SuicidesJ*

v.—THE TRANSFIGURATION : LOCALITY, DURATION, AND CHRONOLOGY OF THE PUBLIC
LIFE OF JESUS.

The Locality of the Public Life of Jesus,—or, in otlier words,—the cus-

tomary scene of his ministrj, is described with the strangest divergencies

in the Gospels.

According to the first three Evangelists, Jesus, from the time of his

Baptism till the period of his entry into Jerusalem to undergo the Passion,

is in Galilee. Nazareth, Capernaum, the sea of Galilee or Tiberias, Beth-
saida, &c., are the localities where he performs miracles and exercises his

high vocation as a public teacher. He never goes but twice beyond the
province of Herod Antipas, to the North ; and has three short excur-

sions to the eastern border of the sea of Tiberias. But he never *touches

on Samaria, to the South, or Judea—the Eoman province. At length

—

he leaves Galilee to travel through Samaria, comes through Jericho, and
enters Jerusalem, to suffer.

According to the Eourth Evangelist, Jesus goes, after his baptism by
John, into Galilee, to the wedding of Cana ; and, thence, back to Galilee

(to Capernaum). But, in a few days, the passover calls him to Jerusalem
(a first time)—thence into the country part of Judea, and he, for some
time, ministers there. He then returns, through Samaria, into Galilee.

He performs only one cure there, and then another festival calls him to

Jerusalem (a second time)—where he performs another cure, is persecuted,

delivers long discourses, and at length betakes himself to the eastern shore

of the lake Tiberias, and thence to Capernaum. He is now some time in

Galilee ; but leaves it again to be at Jerusalem (a third time) at the feast of

Tabernacles. John rehearses many discourses delivered by Christ in

Jerusalem now : he is there at the feast of the Dedication, and undergoes
various vicissitudes. After this Jesus retires into the region of Perea, or

the wilderness of Judea, where he was baptised,—and remains there till

the death of Lazarus brings him. to Bethany, near Jerusalem,—whence he
withdraws to Ephraim, (in the neighbourhood of the same wilderness,) un-
til the approach of the Passover, which he visits as his last.

^ Time will allow me merely to notice these strange divergencies thus
generally. Eead for yourselves, "vj'ith this particular purpose in view, and
you will note more deeply how differently John lays the scene of action for

Christ compared with Matthew, Mark, and Luke. But how came it that

tliese three omitted so important a locality as Jerusalem from their

chronicle, for so many times, if Christ really appeared there before the
period of his Passion ? The answer to this question, by orthodox com-
mentators, is twofold, necessarily. Mark that answer ! Matthew
being a Galilean, only wrote of what concerned his own country.

Mark and Luke, being natives of, or dwellers in Judea, considered that

their countrymen knew what had taken place in Judea and Jerusalem its
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capital—and so only iieeded the Galilean information ! Sucli ingenious

methods of reconciling discrepancies might move our mirth, if the subject

of enquiry were not too grave. Eut if the defence were ?zo/( ridiculous

—

what, agai]i, shall vre say about the 'plenary inspiration' of tliree Evan-
gelits who know nothing about a series of visits (with important circum-
stances) made by Jesus to Jerusalem 1 ' Inspired ' were they,—and yet
failed to register the remarkable cures of the man who had the infirmity

thirty-eight years, of tlie man who was born blind,—and also the raising

of Lazarus,- -three of the most imposing ' miracles' attributed by John, to

Christ,—all wrought in Judea (two at Jerusalem and the other at

Bethany) ! could they have failed—I ask again—to chronicle these events,

if they had known of them, or of Christ's visits to the localities wdjere

John says the}^ were performed ? And if John's ' inspiration' only, be
questioned—in order to square the discrepancj-—wliat greater warrant
have we for the ' inspiration' of Matthew, Mark, and Luke ?

We need make but one remark, and pass on—that as the first three

Evangelists always give a reason for Jesus leaving Galilee (either to

proceed to the JSTorth, or to the eastern shore of the lake of Tiberias)

—and John for his leaving Jerusalem—it is evident that they proceed
from positively opposite data : just as Matthew and Luke do with regard

to the piace of Christ's birth.

The Duration of Christ's Ministry is another moot point. No exact

period of time can be aflixed to it, from the first three Evangelists. In
John, it com^prises something over "two years, from the feasts he mentions
— though one is controverted : it might be Pentecost, Purim, or Passover :

the majority of theEathers made it a Passover, and so obtained a period of

three years for the entire duration of Christ's Ministry. Yet, a few of

the Eathers reckoned but one Messianic year—taking, as their rule of

judgment, the phrase "acceptable year of the Lord," in Isaiah ! Irena)us

stands alone, and strangely prolongs the Ministry of Christ from his

thirtieth to nearly his fiftieth year—adopting as his rule of judgment the

remark of Christ's enemies—"Thou art not yet Jifty j^ears old, and hast

thou seen Abraham ?" All is uncertain, however, as it regards this moot
point. If the Baptism, as Luke intimates, took place in the fifteenth year

of Tiberius, and the Crucifixion under Pontius Pilate,—the Ministry of

Jesus might extend to nearly seven years,—since Tiberius reigned more
than seven years affcer his fifteenth, and Pilate was only recalled from his

government of Judea at the death of that emperor. In default of positive

information by the Evangelists, no one, therefore, can say how long the

Public Life of Jesus continued.

But, the Chronology of the Public Life of Christ is involved in still

deeper difficulties. The transactions in the Galilean gospels which are not

recorded by John cannot be panelled between the »Terusalem ' Feasts' of

John. Tico negative facts warrant us in this affirmation : Matthew, Mark,
and Luke, give us no points of departure to Jerusalem : John never tells

us that these said transactions occurred—even by way of hint ; for he
miglit have done so, without going into the whole history of them, if he
had known of them.

And how striking are the divergencies between the first three and the

fourth Evangelist—when they do mention the same incident or miracle

!

Eor instance : John, says that when Jesus began his ministry, the Baptist

was not yet cast into prison : Matthew makes Jesus come into Galilee to
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Lmmence his ministry after Jolm's imprisonment! Agaiii
:

tlie healing

)f the Centurion's son, John placea immediately after the return of Jesus

Vom his prolonged residence in Judea and Samaria, during and after the

First Passover : but not a single aperture can be found in the lirst three

lEvano-elists—no going out of Judea—no return : tlie vSermon on the Mount

lias been delivered after a course of teaching and miracles—and this cure

|)f the nobleman's son follows at once ! Again: in the narratives of the

niracles of the loaves and fishes, and of the walking on the sea
:
Matthew

nalces Jesus come from Galilee to the opposite shore of the sea : John

nakes him set out from Jerusalem ! Matthpw and Mark make him go

ifter the miracles, for seclusion, into a district where he w^as less hiown :

John takes him, at once, to Oapernaum, with which of all places he vras

7iost familiar ! I forbear to dwell on these divergencies—for we have al-

'eady dwelt upon them, or, at least, on some of their features.

What is the most candid sentence which a reader who had thought for

liimself and dared to speak in defiance of orthodoxy, would pronounce

upon the first three Evangelists ? Simply this : tliat they give us a string

3f anecdotes,—more or less legendary,—and that they tJmJc they are

-hronologising, but fail to do so. On the other hand, John's narrative is

Ihmid'^ntcomparativeli/ in materials for ourforming a connected and sequent

history of the ministry of Christ—butwe start back from adoptmg it,and ask

how Ms gospel with its peculiar developement of the character of Jesus,

30 widely different from the portraiture in Matthew, Mark, and Luke—can

be credible rather than theirs ?—how his data can be received as correct

compared with the want of data, and the omission of his accounts of

transactions, in Matthev,', Mark, and Luke ? , .,, ,,• .

I might go oil to notice the divergencies m t}>e account ot the calling ot

the di^^ciples withmany other divaricatione in the Gospel IS^Tatives
;
but I

must Gtop,somewhere,—for the Sunday evenings of one halfof tlieyearwould

sc-ircely suffice togiveus time enough to complete our investigation. I there-

fore stop here—purposing to devote the time allotted for the remaining

discourses, to a consideration of the Gospel narratives of the Crucifixion

and Resurrection, and to a summary view of what I conceive to -be the real

character of Jesus of Nazareth. ... xi, ^ t
In conclusion, let me entreat you not to take on trust anything that i

may have said—any more than you take on trust what orthodox teachers

say Head, examine, scrutinize, and judge for yourselves. I give you

but my own honest conclusion, when I tell you that it seems to me we

must take the most improbable things for true on less evidence than we

should consider necessary to establish the most ordinary fact m our own

life-time—if we receive these Gospel stories for truths. I dare not do this

—seeino- the vast importance of the facts involved in the receipt of the

stories as facts : I cannot do this—for the writers themselves prevent me :

they tell me the tale in different ways. With such forbidding difilculties,

shall you or 1 be intimidated by the'tlireats of eternal punishment for our

unbelief ? Then we are unworthy of the name of Protestants—if we re-

linquish Luther's noble claim of 'the right of private judgment,' at the

frown of the priest. "We are unworthy of the name of Christians—if we

dare not do what Christ did : proclaim the convictions of our hearts and

minds in defiance of powe- and'authority. We are unworthy of the name

of Men—if we consent, each, to become a living lie
;
and to cringe in the

tacit confession that Orthodoxy Is ' all right ;' audits doctrines clear as the
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light of noon—while, in our very heart's core, we feel it to be a huge im-
posture—a mass of pernicious and debasing superstition.

My friends and brothers, it is not by cowardice that great truths havei
ever been established. Their advocates and champions were all ' heretical''
or ' seditious,' or pestilential fellows branded with some execrable..-name.'
But did they unsaj/ the truth for that ? JSTever forget that the very men
whom Protestants boast of as 'Martyrs' were sufferers iovfreethinkinq :

they refused to receivetheEomish doctrine oitransuhstantiation: theywould
not, they could not—their reason would not allow them—to acknowledge
that Christ's words were literal when he called the bread and wine hia,

body and blood. They affirmed that the bread was bread, and the wine
was wine. Why ? Oh, answer ye evangelicals of whatever sect ! Why ?
Because they could not disobey their reason ; they were freetliinkcrs ! *Sq
are we. Who will be coward enough to disown the name ? What Chris-
tian ought to be ashamed of it ? What man ought not to be proud to be
distinguished by it ?

On the 1st of June will be published No. I. of a new monthly Journal, entitled,

THE FREETHINKER'S MAGAZINE,
AND KEVIEW OF THEOLOGY, POLITICS, AND LITERATURE.
Edited by Friends of Truth and Progress. Price Twopence. 82 pages.

London : Published by James Watson, 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster-row.
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EEMimSCBNCES OE EBENEZEE ELLIOTT,

The CoE?r-LAW Ehymee.

Ebexezer Elliott has passed away from amongst the living into the

regions of death and eternity,—from the busy haunts of men into the

reahns of peace. But by the natural vigour of his mind he has left be-

hind him an imperishable monument. AVhilst he lived, however, he
breathed and moved amongst those who did not and could not understand
him. Those who knew him not were the men of the day, the annoying in-

sects that buzz about us for a brief summer's hour, then disappear in the

ever-flowing stream of time, and are lost for ever. His mind resembled

one of those beacons seen out at sea, which gives to the mariner, now the

brilliant light of a night sun, and then passes away and leaves the dark-

ness more visible. Like most mortals, he had his peculiarities, his sun-

shine and clouds. AVhen the shadows hung over and around him, he ap-

peared, to the limited vision of ordinary men, less than, themselves ; but
when the light burst forth he was a mental sun in the surrounding dark-

ness. It is thus that so many and various opinions are passed upon him.

He could only be understood and comprehended when studied by kindred

minds
; and was known least by those who moved within his more domesti-

cated circle, and should have known and esteemed him most.

If a stranger had visited Sheflield, or as our poet generally styled it

—

" The city of soot, in which are more steeples to Mammon than to Grod,"—

•

he might have seen a small sized man passingthrough the streets, orfrom his

country residence to his counting-house, dressed in a suit of shabby brown
black, with his hat crown broken, and pressed down almost over his eyes ; his

boots frequently unlaced, and his trowsors' bottoms partly inside and partly

outside of them,—walking along as if lost in reverie, which some men inter-

preted to mean dulness. If, however, he met an acquaintance or a friend,

he accosted him not in the ordinary language of greeting, as " How do you
do ?" or "I hope you are well ;" but his coilntenance brightening, he would
accost him, as he has done the writer of this article, with " Oh, you terrible

Chartist !" or " Well, have the flunkey Lords ruined the country yet ?" or
" No trade and no bread will drive the wolves into the field at last !" His
whole soul was evidently absorbed in this great question. At all public

meetings, whatever might be the object for which the people assembled, or

whatever might be the subject on which he had to speak, he was certain to

denounce the Corn-laws, and their lordly supporters,—sometimes much
to the evident mortification of those who had invited his assistance. On
these occasions he was not uniformly distinguished as a powerfully eloquent
speaker

;
yet, at times, whilst speaking, some masterly conception would

illuminate his mind. Then, he was truly great and sublime; but suddenly he
would sink low into the bottomless bathos

;
yet even then there jwere corus-

cations which illuminated and delighted. On one occasion we saw the poet
of meekness and benevolence, James Montgomery, and the poet of feeling

and passion,—the former chairman of a meeting in the Town Hall, Elliott

seated by his side,—^the motion was one for removing restrictions from
the reading of young men, in one of the libraries of the Town ; and Elliott

was a free-trader in the interchange of mind as well as in commerce.
There was a pause in the business of the meeting ; the Corn-Law Ehymer
arose, his eyes dilated, there was an irresistible movement within ; his

whole features denoted a storm. The chairman would have called order

;
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but he saw the smonlclernig fire innst explode, and Elliott exclaimed at the

heio-ht of his voice, "Am I to be dictated to by a conclave of Methodists ?

'No ! I'll be if I will!"—striking his clenched fist on the desk before

him, and then resuming his seat. Many of those who heard these out-

bursts of passion, condemned him much. But they knew him not. It

was the expression of honest heart-felt indignation, at any monopolies or

restrictions which spring from any party, sect, or partial interests, which
he conscientiously believed impeded or iujured the onward progress of the

public good or the liberty of his countrymen. It is thus that those

amongst whom the poet lived and moved should have judged of him. He
was the rough, natural diamond, with more valuable properties and beauties

than the polished gem.
That these reminiscences give a tolerably correct estimate of the Corn-

Law E/hymer, will be evident from his own words. " Corn-Law B/hymer,"
was a name with which he was pleased, if not proud. He had C. L. H.
engraved upon his letter-seal.

The first time I had any correspondence witli him was in the year 1832.

At that tim.e, I had no personal acquaintance with him ; biiit having heard
much of his rising fame, and being about publishing " Wesleyan Parsons :

a Satire"—it was sent to him, with a note soliciting his opinicfti of its

merits or defects. I supposed him then to be an author of high literary

attainments ; from his answer and one other letter the following are ex-

tracts :

—

Slieffield, Sth of April, 1832.
** Sir,—God be thanked for another good sign of the times ! It is refreshing in these

days to read an honest book like this. But there is no trade which requires a longer

apprenticeship than poetry ; and poetry like truth, must be its own " exceeding great re-

ward.
'

'

Truth with him was poetry, and poetry a truthful picture of nature.

Thus he had formed for himself the only correct standard of either poetry

or prose : for truth, moral, governmental, or natural, can alone bear the

test, or wear the stamp of immortality. After advising the revision of

the Satire, previous to printing, which suggestion was acted upon, he
says :

—

" Even as it is, your verse has the rare merit of saying something. Much of what is

called poetry has no meaning at all.
'

'

These brief sentences convey to the reader the opinion of an extraordi-

nary man, on much of the poetical small talk of the day : whether his opin-

ion be correct, and is borne out by the genius, or rather the want of genius,

of the age, he will of course form his own judgment. In a letter of a later

date, he says alluding to his own poetic creations and Corn-Law Byhmes,
**I learned to write poetry as calves learn to suck."

This without doubt is true ; for he drew from the contemplation of this

world and the universe, in their immensity and minutiae, the material and
the fire of his comprehensive muse ;—and then clothed his ideas and ima-

ginations in glowing, ardent words, Vv'hich constitute the real, undisputed
merit of his poetry.

In the year 1839, or thereabouts, when suffering and oppression had
evoked from the gloomy abyss of human passions the spirit of resistance

and rebellion, it could not but be gratifying to the feelings of the Corn-
Law Bhymer to know, that when the people of Sheffield,—goaded almost
to madness by insult and suffering,—assembled in their thousands, they
selected some of the energetic effusions of his muse to sing on a Sunday
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morning, in the large square, where are held our public meetings. It is an

awful sight,—a terrific gathering,—when men thus assemble
;
and it adds

much to the solemn grandeur of the scene, when tlieir united voices ascend

to heaven loaded with the burthen of those sutTerings which oppression

has heaped upon them ; and they thus breathe vengeance upon the heads

of their oppressors. It is a volcano boiling and moving in burning liquid

surges before the bursting of the storm. In these meetings were to be

seen the vivid flashes,—were to be heard the distant rumblings of con-

cealed but irresistible forces, when the multitudes siing in the words of

the poet:—
** Hands, and hearts, and minds are ours

:

Shall we bow to bestial powers ?

Tyrants, vaunt your swords and towers !

Reason is our citadel.

With what arms will you surprise

Knowledge of the million eyes ?

—

What is mightier than the wise ?

Not the might of wickedness.

Trust in force !—To tyrants trust

!

Words shall crush ye into dust

;

Yet we fight, if fight we must

—

Thou didst, man of Huntingdon !*

What we are our fathers were ;

What they dared, their sons can dare ;

Vulgar tyrants ! hush ! beware !

Bring not down the avalanche.

By the death which Hampden died !

By oppression, mind-defied

!

Despots, we will tame your pride

—

Stormily or tranquilly I"

These hymns were printed and circulated separately, though the poet

was not at the time in great favour with the people ; for, as they thought,

he only sought to give them bread : tJieT/ demanded, and continue to de-

mand—political freedom. K. Otley.
( To be concluded in our next number.)

* One Oliver Cromwell, a brewer.

Indolence op the Human Mind.—The human mind is fitted, from its own inJolencQ
to be dazzled by the glare of a proposition : and to receive and utter for truth, what it

never gives itself the trouble to examine. There is no paradox among all the enormities
of despotism, but what finds its advocates from this very circumstance. We must not
therefore scorn to encounter an argument because it is foolish. The business of sober
philosophy is often a task of drudgery ; it must sometimes listen to the most incoherent
clamours, which would be unworthy of its attention, did they not form a part of the
general din, by -which mankind are deafened and misled.

—

BaiiovSs Advice to the Privi-
leged Orders.

a^cturw, in 3lonUon, for t^e ensumg 51Bec&.

Sunday, June 2, at half-past 7, Hall of Science, (near Finsbury Square,) City Koad.
" Mistakes about Toleration"—George J. Holyoake.

Monday, June 3, at half-past 8, Mechanics' Institute, Gould Square, Crutched Friars.
•' Life and Writings of Algernon Sydney"—S. M. Kydd. At half-past 8, Finsbury
Hall, 66, Bunhill liow. " liandom liecitatioas"-^H. Tvrrell. At half-past 8,
Pentonville Athenaeum, 23, Henry Street. " Life of Alfred the Great"—T. H. Rees.
At half-past 8, Soho Mutual Instruction Society, 2, Little Dean Street. " Life
and Writings of Thomas Moore"—Austin Holyoake.

Tuesday, June 4, at 8, British Coffee Rooms, lidgeware Koad.—Weekly Meeting of the
Free Enquirers' Society,
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Sib,—The excellent article in jSTo. 20 of your Journal, on the subject of Associative Labour
will, I hope, be extensively read and deeply pondered on by the working-men here, in the

Staffordshire Potteries. In no part of the kingdom is the deplorable conflict between Capi-

tal and Labour carried on with greater virulence than it is in this district. Masters and
men are for ever at war with each other, and all mutual confidence is destroyed. Just now,
there is plenty of employment and no idle hands are in the market, because the spring orders

from America are being executed. These orders came in so heavily, and pressed so hard
upon the master Potters, that the working-men determined to take their advantage of the

moment ; and consequently a general ' strike' for higher wages took place from one end of

the Potteries to the other. The men were resolute, and at last the masters were obliged to

accede to the proposed terms. By and bye trade will be slack, the labour-market will be full,

the unemployed will bid against the unemployed, and wages will of course fall. Then, the

masters will have ilieir turn, and endeavour to recover at the ebb-tide what they lost at the

flood. And the fruits of this desolating competition are discontent, vindictive unsocial feel-

ing, pauperism, and starvation. Talk of Peace Societies and international arbitration instead

of war! Yes, these are admirable movements, and all good men must wish them ' God
speed' ; but what we want most is some power that shall allay the strife amongst the trading

classes at home, and 'set at one' those two elements of commerce—Labour and Capital. This,

I believe, might ' be effected by substituting Association for Competition ; and would the

working classes reflect on their position, they would soon discover that the remedy for a large

majority of the evils they endure is in their own hands. Surely some four or five hundred

might practise a little self-denial, now labour is plentiful, in order to raise a sufficient capital

that would enable them to carry on a business on their own account.

I know that many are beginning to fancy there is something radically wrong in the sys-

tem, and would be but too happy to " reform it altogether" ; only they don't seem to under-

stand how to begin, or have not the courage to commence an agitation on the subject. As
a proof that there is dissatisfaction with the present arrangements, I need but mention, that

a short time ago, a working potter proposed to his fellows that they should try and compel

their employer to exhibit his books to them with a full statement of his profits accruing

every month, and that an average of wages should be struck by that scale. This, however

clumsy a proposition it may be, shoAvs that we are thinking about the matter of Labour and

Capital down here. In time, perhaps, we shall get hold of the right end of the stick. Feel-

ing certain you will render us what help you can in this vital question,

I remain, Sir, j'ours most respectfully,

One of the People in the Potteries.

Mr. Thomas Cooper.

Co (Konespontrcnts.

^*^ Correspondents who wish their communications to reach me at once, will please ad
dress " Thomas Cooper, at Mr. Barlow's, Bookseller, 2, Nelson Street, Newcastle-on-

Tyne." This address will serve from June 1st to June 16th. Let it be understood, however,

that all letters sent to my home "5, Park How, KnightsbrLdgc, London," will be duly-

forwarded to me.

James Finler ;
* Huraanitas* ; M. L. Shrewsbury ;

* Occleve the Younger' ; Samuel
Amour ;

" Barnsley Franklinian." Their poetry is most respectfully declined.

D. C.—He will find his most important question answered in No. Y. of this Journal,

page 102.
* Un Incredule,' Paisley. Will this correspondent favour me with his real address, that

I may write to him privately ?

W. Barber.— Obliged to him for the correction, that it is not a new house which the As-
sociated Builders are erecting for Mr. Neale, in May Fair ; but a large one which they are

completely repairing.

C. Crisp.—Obliged to him. I have made a note of the matter for use, very shortly.

George Hardy.—Of course, John Bright, M.P. for Manchester was the man.
* Ignoramus' (a strange signature—but it is the correspondent's own). The lines are

not a quotation, but Gerald Massoy's own.
' Learner.' Let him try again. He will do better next time.
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THINKINGS FROM THOMAS PAINE.

Testimony to Christ.—Pie was a virtuous and an amiable man. The morality

that he preached and practised was of the most benevolent kind; and though simi-

lar systems of morality had been preached by Confucius, and by some of the Greek

philosophers, may years before; by the Quakers since; and by many good men in

all ages, it has not been exceeded by any.
nu - ^ - ^^a .r.A ihni

Cause of Christ's Death.—Thatsuchapersonas Jesus Chnstexisted, and that

he was crucified, which was the mode of execution at that day, are historical rela-

tions strictly within the limits of probability. He preached most excellent morality

and the equality of man; but he preached also against the corruptions and avarice

of the Jewish priests, and this brought upon him the hatred and vengeance of the

whole order of priesthood. The accusation which those priests brought agamst

him, was that of sedition and conspiracy against the Roman
g^^^^J^f^®^^*' *J,

^'^^1°^

the Jews were then subject and tributary; and it is not improbable that the Ro-

man government might have some secret apprehension of the effects of his doctrme

as well as the Jewish priests; neither is it improbable that Jesus Christ had m con-

templation the deUvery of the Jewish nation from the bondage of the Romans J3e-

tween the two, however, this virtuous Reformer and Revolutionist lost his lite.

Humble Parentages.—It is somewhat curious, that the three persons whose

names are the most universally recorded, were of very obscure parentage. Moses

was a foundling; Jesus Christ was born in astable; and Mahomet was amule-driver.

The first and the last of these men were founders of different systems of rehgion:

but Jesus Christ founded no new system. He called men to the practice ot moral

virtues, and the belief of one God. The great trait in his character is

^
^The True Theology.—That which is now called natural philosophy, embrac-

ing the whole circle of science, of which astronomy occupies the chief place, is the

stSdy of the works of God, and of the power and wisdom of God m his works, and

is the true theology. As to the theology that is now studied m its place, it is the

study of human opinions, and of human fancies concerimig God. Tf ^s not the

study of God himself in the works that he has made, but in the w *'"?'''

that man has made. It is a fraud to call the sciences human tnveni is on -^

the application of them that is human. Every science has for its I . r i. systeiD

of principles as fixed and unalterable as tho^e by which the univers- i reguiatea

and governed. Man cannot make principles ; he can only discover them. Since

then man cannot make principles, from whence did he gain a knowledge of them,

so as to be able to apply them, not only to things on earth, but to ascertain the

motion of bodies so immensely distant from him as all the heavenly bodies are i

From whence, I ask, could he gain that knowledge, but from the study of the true

'

Go^d,Vhe Great Teacher.—It is from the study of the true theology that all

cur knowledge of science is derived, and it is from that knowledge that all the arts

have originated. The Almighty Lecturer, by displaying the principles of science

in the structure of the universe, has invited man to study and to imitation, it is

as if he had said to the inhabitants of this globe, that we call ours, '' I have made

an earth for man to dwell upon, and I have rendered the starry heavens visible,

to teach him science and the arts. He can now provide for his own comfort, and

learn from my munificence to all, to be kind to each other. ot what

use is it, unless it be to teach man something, that his eye is endowed with the

power of beholding to an incomprehensible distance, an immensity of worlds revolv-

ing in the ocean of space ? Or of what use is it that this immensity of worlds is

visible to man ? What has man to do with the Pleiades, with Orion, with birius,

with the star he calls the North Star, with the moving orbs he has named Saturn,

Jupiter, Mars, Venus, and Mercury, if no uses are to follow from their being visi-

ble ^ A less power of vision would have been sufficient for man, if the immensity

he now possesses were given only to waste itself, as it were, on an immense desert

of space glittering with shows.
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In the tears of the morning
And smiles of the sun,

The green earth's adorning
Told Spring had begun :

The woods donn'd their beauty, wrought
Ihrough long, still nights

;And soft winds and kisses, brought
t lowery delights.

The humming leaves flashed
Rich m light, with sweet sound.And the glad waters dashed
Iheir starry spray round

;Ihe woodbines up-climbino-
Laugh'd out, pink-and-|olden

;And bees made sweet chimin?
In roses half folden.

But where is that infant band
Wont, m spring-weather,

To wander forth hand- in-hand
Violets to gather «

Wh*se hearts like plumed powersLeap d up from the sod—
Kaming music in showers
As guesting a god ?

Alas ! they are sleeping—
Dear blossoms of Love '

Where green grass is creeping.
And boughs bend above

With musical gladness
The golden air swells

But there's mourning and madness
In Poverty's cells !

For Famine hath smitten
Their pride of life low.

And agony's written
On heart, brain, and brow '

Svveet from the boughs the birds
Sang ill their mirth

;
The lark messaged heavenwards

Ulessjnsrs from earth •

Bi^t T tT:rn'd to the Lost',
Where .aey lay in their dearth :—

I hey heard not nor heeded
The sounds of life o'er them •

They felt not, nor needed
'

The hot tears wept for them !

THE FAMINE-SMITTEN.
But to see earth's flowers springing

n), ^ ^^^^^ flowers' grave—
rA.^P^ • what heart-wringing
I heir tender looks gave '

They died .'-died of hunger—
By bitter want blasted,—

While Wealth for the Wronger
ixri

°^®^' ""tasted !—

w^^^^T? !" J°^V'« ^osy bowers
Wasted life's measure—

Chiding the lagging hours.
Weaned of pleasure !

riiey died, while men hoarded
IheireegiftsofGod!

They died !- -'tis recorded
In letters of blood !

Yet the corn on the hill

qfuTnlf '^^ showery-gold crown.-
Still nature's lap fills

With the good heav'n rains down »

^VkVT^^^^S'^^ he lighted
With Eden's first smile—

^']?ru\^T'''\^^> unblighted,-
With freedom of toil '

Hark
! niirth rings from palace.From hall, dome, and rafter '

Ah, laugh on ye callous-
In hell there'll be laughter '

But tremble inhuman
Oppressors of men »

They have risen from 'your shadows :And will rise again '
'

There be stern days a-coming_
r^J^^,

^ajk days of reckoning
!The clouds are up-loomin'r-^

Thelong-nurs'd storms wak 'nine 'On heaven blood shall call ^ '

A
^^^^hquake with pent thunder •

And shackle and thrall
'

Shall be riven asunder '

It iodl come ! it shall come '

Impede it what may :

Up, People ! and welcome
Your glorious day I

Gerald Ma&suy.

A LAY OF FREE-THOUailT.
Let the sycophant bow to the Lords of the landAnd cringin^ly fawn for a pittance of pelf'But^ g.ve us the grasp of the patriot's hand-Whose dignified soul is not centred in self
Let the hypocrite crawl to the cross with his prayerAnd the temple of faith with its wrath stiuSund •

aJZ 'nT'^ '^^\^ ^^ Nature.-earth, ocean and air 'And we 11 bow to the Truth, wlieresoe'er it is foSnd *

Tho tyrants still rule, and tho' slaves still obey
V V^r n

^/"shed and despised we at present mav bp •Yet the flood's on the flow that shall sw^p'wronl Lay .And the poor and oppressed shall arise and be free
^

'

For knowledge shall come, like the sun in his midit*Careering along o'er the hut and the hall 1 ^ '

Dispe ling the mist and the gloom of the ni<^ht •

And the sword, crown, and mitre for eve? shall fall

'

Homo.
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LOOK UP, YE TOILING MILLIONS!

Look up, ye toiling millions

!

There are hotter days in store,

"When the shackles that enslave you
Shall be loosed for evermore.

Your long-enduring patience
Shall receive its just reward,

Li universal freedom,
Which no armed hosts shall guard.

Look up, ye toiling millions !

'Tis a great and glorious cause-
Man's moral reformation,
And th' enthroning equal laws :

The tyrant-chosen rulers

Who have dared to spurn your povirer.

Now feel its force and tremble ;

—

Then look upward from this hour !

Look up, ye toiling millions !

There's a lion-hearted band,
Who have vowed to sweep oppression
From your tyranl-ridden land ;

—

<jro, rally round their standard.
Wide unfurled for sovereign peace,

And battle in the warfare
Till the cry of Wrong shall cease.

.Sheffield, 1850.

Look up, ye toiling millions !

'Tis the (5reat Eternal's word

—

That the pruning-hook and plough-share
Shall supplant the spear and sword :

The pillagers of nations
Shall receive no slaughter-prize ;

One vast united brotherhood
Shall prevail beneath the skies.

Look up , ye toiling millions !

Let your hearts and hopes be one ;

Let ignorance be vanquished.
With the evil it hath done :

Give diligence to knowledge,
'Tis a hrm and faithful friend,

It makes oppression tremble.
And will crush it in the end.

Look up, ye toiling millions !

Never think your labour vain.

Though the mighty scorn your efforts.

And insult you with disdain :

Let your watchward still be "onward,"
Till the mighty work be done

—

When Heaven will look benignly
On the bloodless victory won !

J. W. Kino.

CEITICAL EXEGESIS OE GOSPEL HISTOEY,
ON THE BASIS OP STRAUSS'S * LEBEN JESU.'

A SERIES OF EIGHT DISCOURSES ; DELIVERED AT THE LITERARY INSTITUTION^, JO
STREET, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, AND AT THE HALL OF SCIENCE, CITY ROAD
SUNDAY EVENINGS, DURING THE WINTERS OF 1848—9, AND 1849—50.

BY THOMAS COOPEE,

Author of * The Purgatory of Sidcides,'*

VI.—THE PASSION, CRUCIFIXION, &c.

* Rob the G-ospel of the Atonement' says the orthodox believe^, 'and you rob
Christianity of its core. If I have no longer the precious sacrifice ofmy Saviour's
"/lood to rely upon, I am without a refuge. If there be no Mediator between
God and Man, there is no hope of deliverance for my sin-sick soul.'

And is it not most weak and irrational in thee to give up all hope for thy
sin-sick soul and its deliverance, for lack of a Mediator betv/een God and
thee? What sort of a God is it that thou dost worship, if their needs a
Mediator between Him and thee? Is there anything god-like about such
an object of worship ? Are His attributes consistent, if He be Almighty and
yet cannot forgive the oflfence of a human worm, of His Own freewill and
without an atonement? 'The precious sacrifice of thy Saviour's blood'!
Why, is it the pouring out of a red fluid, which has been formed by the
'dagestion of bread and meat and vegetables, that can alone satisfy an Infinite

Existence for transgression, not of the being who suffers, but of the other
unnumbered millions of the world ? If thy brother had offended thee would
not thy nature feel it to be more noble to forgive freely, without a human
slaughter? And do you really form to yourself a God for worship with a
less exalted nature than your own?

'But God is the governor of the Universe. He must preserve the harmony
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of His attributes. His perfect Justice must be satisfied before He can

shew mercy to the transgressor:—for He is holy!'

I hear thee, priest ! We know thy solemn and mysterious croak well, old

Bo-peep behind the altar—where thou hast stood for ages affrighting grown-

up children with horrible pictures of a Divinity who to preserve this ' har-

mony of His attributes' can plunge millions into the flames of endless torture

and be happy Himself to all eternity ; and Who cannot admit any to share

His happiness that have offended Him, unless blood be shed as an atonement

!

He knows of the torture of hell's helpless tenantry : He hears their ' weeping

and wailing': He sees their 'gnashing of teeth'; end He knows of their

remorse for guilt; but He is happy amidst it all : He cannot forgive them:

they must burn and suffer for ever; for He must preserve the 'harmony of

His attributes'!

Strange harmony. Does the most reprobate man that ever existed possess

so horrible a nature? What! be happy while helpless worms writhe in end-

less agony? worms that He brought into existence without their will? who
never asked to exist ? and whom he knew would tenant hell-fire for ever,

even while He was creating them?
priest, thou art either very blind and irrational, or very false and wicked!

There is no God like that. He is a monster of thy own forming—the feigned

instrument of thy tyranny over men's minds—the grand staple of thy

merchandise and trade with man's peace and happiness, of which precious

possessions his ignorance has too long enabled thee to cheat him

!

^But how then came this widely-diffused notion of an Atonement into the

world? Why is it that the records of every ancient nation tell of this doctrine?

It is as widely-diffused as the idea of various deities.'

Just so ; and it arose from the same source : the infancy of man's nature.

And, furthermore, like the doctrine of Deity, the doctrine of Atonement has

undergone countless modifications consonant with Man's progression from

childhood towards manhood—from mere pruriency of sensation, passion, and

imagination towards reason. Men's early gods were the sun and moon and

mountains and trees and rivers and ocean and thunder and lightning

—

personi-

fied. Man saw them—knew nothing of their laws—and attributed to them
his owh passions and feelings, anger and revenge and wrath, or love and pity

and goodness, by turns.

The thunder terrified him—the storm wasted him—the flood threatened

him—the darkening of the sun's face, or the moon's, by eclipse, alarmed him.

His gods were offended : he must propitiate them; as he was wont to propitiate

his fellow-man who was stronger than he. The overflowing of a river had

destroyed his flocks : the river was a god and demanded them : some of the

firstlings of the flock must be sacrificed in future to appease the river's anger.

The lightning smote a child : the god of thunder—the high god was wroth,

—

and demanded the child : in future some children must be sacrificed to ap-

pease the anger of the thunder-god.

Eude tribes became nations with an approach towards settled polity : the

gods, as well as governments must have their officers : the deities their separate

temples and altars : the altars their appointed victims at stated seasons—that

the favour of the gods might rest on the nation. The Greeks were too imagin-

ative to give up the notion of many deities (except their leading minds, the

philosophers;) but they speedily gave up the abhorrent idea of human sacrifices.

In old India it exists still, as it has existed for thousands of years : the car

of Juggernaut, the Ganges river-god, have still their hundreds of victims.

Old Egypt inclined rather to the inculcation of preserving human life, and
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dediccating ifc to the service of the priest and enriching of the temple. From the

great Tritheistic idea of Deity—as a Myth for representing the powers of

Nature—Creation, Preservation and Destruction or Regeneration—how easy

was it to evolve the notion of the Deity of Nature as One ! Moses was 'learned

in all the wisdom of the Egyptians' : he knew that the Egyptian priests believed

in no personal triune god : it was merely Nature personified ; and Moses would

not have Jehovah depictured : He was to be likened to nothing that was on the

earth or in the waters. But how coarse was this monotheistic idea which Mo-
ses was compelled to present to the Israelites! There was but One God, and He
was not to have any visible representation : But Moses himself saw him—'face

to face' or otherwise His 'back-parts'—for the legend differs ! And with all

His spirituality He was a god that talked for days with Moses about snuffers,

and candlesticks, and bowls, and spoons, and veils, and hangings, and altars,

and staves with silver sockets, and golden hooks, and dyeing of stuffs purple,

and scarlet, and blue ! And the sacrifice of rams, and lambs, and goats, and

bullocks,—that must be continued. If the Greeks with their vivid intellect

did not grow out of the notion of sacrifices, all at once—it was not to be ex-

pected that a wandering tribe of semibarbarians should. Indeed the One God
of their leader was evermore becoming wearisome to them : they wanted to

return to polytheism which they had doubtless been enured to, and their

fathers before them.

At length, in the most enlightened nations, sacrifices became fewer : they

were only celebrated on a grand scale, occasionally : at Rome and in Greece,

philosophers, poets and statesmen ridiculed the prevailing notions of the gods

—but believed they were necessary for the common people. A new religion

was formed—partly from facts—and partly from the legends of old religions.

A Jewish convert of great powers of mind and of extraordinary zeal promul-

gated this religion along the shores of the Mediterranean—turning the atone-

ment doctrines of his old faith into a new form—all the old atonements under
Moses were but types of the one perfect atonement. Christ indeed was both
sacrifice and High-Priest, who had entered into heaven to mediate for ever.

The Avhole civilised world was glad to get quit of the actual slaughtering and
sacrificing. They eagerly accepted the modified idea. Julian tried to revive

sacrifices with his restored polytheism. But it was in vain : he was covered

with laughter and ridicule. The Jew, who did not accept Paul's Messiah, even
he, although abiding zealously in the belief of his old law—left off to sacrifice.

The Jew does not sacrifice now. He has not sacrificed for nearly 1800 years.

He has grown out of the infantile notion of its necessity—or has been shamed
out of it, by the rest of the world. Mahomet ! he could institute no sacrifices

:

it was too late for such an institution when he began his religion.

And now remains among progressive nations this only Atonement. The Jew
has put away his old one—Mahomet adopted no new one, any more than did
the Jew. The Christian Atonement is the only Atonement amonghighly civilised
nations. And look at the changes even in it. ' Purchased—redeemed—by his

precious blood ' says Paul. But tJmi has a spiritual meaning say some of the

doctors : it is not the red fluid which is meant : that is but a sign of Christ's

death : it was the death, itself, for man, which was the atonement.

'Atonement !

' says the Unitarian, ' v/hy the word actually only occurs once
in the Greek Testament ; and that is too feeble a text for you to build such
a strangely revolting doctrine upon. His blood redeems us just as the blood
of any other Teacher and Exemplar of Truth redeems us : it shews what
strength there is in human nature—how capable we are of becoming virtuous

—and even ofundergoing death with triumph for virtue's sake.' So Civilisation
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—so the Progress of tlie Mind—enables Man to grow out of the fables of

his childhood

!

We come now, however, to a survey of the relation of those circumstances

from which the christian doctrine of the Atonement is held to be derived.

Let us pursue our enquiry in the same fair but candid spirit as before. What
is there which is evidently legendary in the history of the Passion and Cruci-

fixion as related in the Gospels ? With the greatest sympathy and love for

the grand and glorious sufferer—let us learn what there is that is doubtful

about the narrative by analysing the internal evidence, as we would that of

any other book.

. The prophecies of Jesus respecting his own death first demand
a brief consideration. Did Jesus really utter these ? The conduct of his

disciples makes this, at least questionable. " They understood not that

saying " (Mark, ix. ch. 32 v.)
—" It was hid from them, that they perceived

it not " (Luke, ix. ch. 45 v.)
—" And they understood none of these things

and this saying was hid from them, neither knew they the things that

were spoken" (Luke xviii. ch. 34 v.)—are all expressions which appear

to imply that the disciples absolute^ did not understand what the words
of Jesus meant. And so the death of their master being utterly unex-

pected, they are described as having given up hope when that came to

pass. At least, the passage (Luke, xxiv. ch. 20 v.) seems to me to signify

as much—"The chief priests and our rulers have crucified him: but we
trusted that it had been he which should have redeemed Israel." Had
Jesus spoken of his death to the disciples with such perfect openness—
Trapjojyo-t'^ (Mark, viii. ch. 32 v.) must they not have understood him ?

If he had shewn them that his death was foreshadowed in the Messianic
prophecies of the Old Testament, and was consequently a part of the Mes-
siah's destination (Luke, xviii. ch. 31 v. ; xxii. ch. 27 v.) could they, when
his death actually ensued, have so entirely lost all belief in his Messiah-

ship ?

Do the Evangelists exaggerate when they state the dulness of the disci-

ples to comprehend what Christ said ? Or, were these declarations of

Jesus concerning his death composed after the event ?

The question whether the idea of a suftering Messiah was difiused

among the Jews, or any part of them, in the life-time of Christ, is one of

of the most difficult and disputed points of controversy. I shall not
trouble you with the arguments, pro and con,—but only call your atten-

tion to the fact that according to some of the profoundest scholars, the

passages in Isaiah, Psalms, and other parts of the Old Testament, so often

said to refer to a sufiering Messiah—really refer to the calamities of the

Israelites as a nation, or the ill-usage of the prophets or bards of the

old 'time. If so, Christ either could not have applied them to himself : or, if

it be allowed that he could err, he erred in applying them to himself. I

judge it better to leave the entire question—Whether Jesus predicted his

own death ? to your own more complete enquiry, than to make any strict

affirmation upon it.

There is another enquiry which we had better dismiss prior to a considera-

tion of the circumstances of Christ's Passion and Death—the Betrayal by
Judas Iscariot, and the death of the Betrayer. According to the first three

Evangelists, Judas went a few days before the passover, to the heads of

the priesthood, and offered to deliver his master into their hands ; for which
base service they promised him money-—Matthew says 30 pieces of silver.
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John knows nothing of this ; but represents the betrayer as forming his vile
determination at the last supper. John has also a statement of which on
their side, the first three evangelists know nothing—that Judas was indignant
at what he affected to regard as a waste of ointment, which he observed might
have been sold for the poor,—but really wishing to purloin the money--for
he was a " thief and had the bag." It is not easy to account for the omission
ot this last relation by three of the evangelists, if it were true. Then ao-ain
John and the three differ respecting Christ's foreknowledge of'the
treachery of Judas. According to the three, Jesus first "manifests
ills knowledge at the last supper, consequently at a time in whi^h (ac
cording to i5Am) the deed of Jesus had virtually been perpetrated
According to John, Christ declares before the last passover but one—that
IS to say a year earlier—that one of the twelve is a devil,^..meamno^ John
says, his betrayer Judas (6 ch. 70 v.) Nay, according to thiB evangelist
Jesus knew /row the beginning who should betray him" (5 ch 64 v ) Butwhat a strange character is then presented to us of Christ ! Encoura^no- sinby entrusting the ^bag' to a covetous ma».—placing the weak in the verv fire

of temptation
! How could he, then, have taught his disciples to pray ^ Lead

us not into temptation' ? Besides, Matthew (19 ch. 21 v.) tells us that a shorttime before the last supper, Jesus promised all the Tivelve, without exception
tliattheyshould sit on twelve thrones judging the tribes of Israel! What contra-
dictions are these ? Who can avoid classing this account of Christ's fore-knowledge of Iscariot's treachery as a legend ? Doubtless it arose out of thetendency to glorify Jesus : that Judas should have betrayed him and he nothave known of it beforehand, would lessen him, it was conceived : that heshould not have, known Iscariot's real character before he chose him, would
lessen him; and so he must have known it ^ from the beginning' -and theact of Judas was all predetermined in the Divine councils ! "Ou^ht not

the DiWy? *"" '^ '^*^''' ""''''''^' ''^'''^' ^'' *^"^ attributed to

i}.} "i"'^ ?^^ fff ^''' that innumerable treatises have been written onthe cnaracter of Judas: many of you, no doubt, are acquainted with that

tth IJ',1 \T ^"^?iTf.^ '^t
^' ^id ^ot expect Jesus would be put todeath but that he would deliver himself from his foes ; and that Judas hileved he should only hasten the accomplishmeut of ihe Messiah's kingdomin the person of his master, by betraying him. Christ's Words-" What thoudoest, do quickly"- are interpreted as an actual encouragement to the exe^cution of Iscariot's design, by this class of writers. Other hypothe es havebeen framed respecting the character of Judas; but it is sufficfentTrLa^^^^^that covetousness^hme is assigned as the motive of his treason, in the gospels

^

Perhaps one of the most striking divarications in the entire New Testament
IS to be foimd m the accounts of the death of Judas. Matthfw 27 ct 3 v

to del" n^^
"W ''?" with remorse on hearing that Jesus waJcondemnIdto death and as hastening to the chief priests and elders to return toihemthe thirty pieces of silver, with the declaration that he had betrayed an ^^^

ZTJZ7 '
*,^%---f-% -tort that on him alone rests all resp^onsibilit^^for that deed and Judas cast down the money in the temple and coes andhangs himself

:

they, holding it unlawful to put the money f^ti the treasurv

7Z """"l t"l
^'''' '^ ^^^^^' ^^^ ^^'^' ^' ^ potters-field to bury strange sn^

cal ed the field of blood up to this time ; and, secondly, that by these tran-sactions an ancient prophecy was fulfilled. The rest of the ZngelLZe
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silent concerning tlie end of Judas. But in the Acts of the Apostles

(1 ch. 16 V.) Peter is made to contradict Matthew very essentially : accord-

ing to this new statement it is not the chief priests and elders who buy the

field with the money when Judas has returned it and gone to hang him-
self—but Judas /wmse//" purchases the field with 'the reward of his iniquity.'

And again^ Judas is not said to hang himself at all—but falls headlong,

bursts asunder in the midst, so that all his bowels gush out—and from this

being known in Jerusalem, the field is called 'the field of blood'

—

not because

it was bought with the ' blood-money' which the traitor returned to the priests

and elders ! Matthew makes Judas a suicide : Peter is made to describe his

death as a kind of divine visitation. In brief, the divarication is glaring
;

nor have all the thous^inds of pages which have been written with the endea-

vour to reconcile Matthew and the Acts, tended to smooth the difficulty. It

remains---and where then again is the ' plenary inspiration' of the writers of

the New Testament ?~-and which account is the true one 1 If we are to be
sentenced to eternal perdition for ngifc believing the narratives—how can we
avoid asking " For not believing ^vfiich ?"

Even the Last Supper itself is surrounded with difficulties in these narra-

tives. John not only knows nothing of Jesus sending any of his disciples to

bespeak a place where they might keep the passover, and of the man they

would find ' bearing a pitcher of water'—but he difi'ers entirely from the

other evangelists, both respecting the meal, and the time at which it took

place. According to John, Jesus was crucified on the day in the evening of

which the Passover was held, and the Last Supper was on the evening be-

fore. According to the first three evangelists, the Last Supper is the Pass-

over itself

!

Let no one suppose that I am representing this divergency between the

Fourth and the other Gospels to be greater than it is. Take the case in the

three gospels, first :

The day on which the disciples were directed by Jesus to prepare for the

meal was " the first day of unleavened bread, when the passover must be

killed" (Matthew, 2Q ch. 17 v.) The disciples ask Jesus "Where wilt thou

that we prepare for thee to eat the passover '?" (Matthew, 2G ch. 17 v.) Then
il is said of the disciples, " And they made ready the passover ;" (19 v,) and
of Jesus, " Now, when the even was come, he sat down with the twelve."

(20 V.) Luke, also, makes Jesus open the repast with the words, " With de-

sire I have desired to eat this passover with you ;" (22 ch. 15 v.) and Mark,

in his narrative, repeats the word "passover," in describing the Last Sup-

per, and the preparations for it.

John, on the contrary, commences Ms narrative of the Last Supper with

the words, " Before the feast of the passover ;" and when he says to the traitor

Judas, " What thou doest do quickly"—and this is after the meal—the

words, the Fourth Evangelist tells us, ire misunderstood by the rest of the*

disciples to mean, " Buy those things tnat we have need of against the feast"

—that is to say the paschal meal, or passover. Then, it is said, (John 18 ch.

28 V.) that, on the following morning, the Jews would not enter the Grentile

praetorium " Lest they should be defiled ; but that they might eat the pass-

over"—so that he means the passover was yet in prospect. And this day, on

which he says Jesus was crucified is—still more pointedly—called by him,
" the preparation of the passover."

The passover then, according to John, was on the evening of the day on
which Christ was crucified : the Jews were eating the paschal lamb at the
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time of his burial. But, acco^-ding to the first three Evangelists the pass-

over was on the evening before, and Christ partook of the feast with his dis-

ciples. There can be no mistake about the identity of the meal, as the Last

Supper—for the incidents of Christ's announcement of the treason of Judas^

and of Peter's denial, occur in each description of the meal.

Commentaries without number have been written with the intent to clear up
this difficulty—but no one can answer us whether John, or the first three

evangelists, be the proper authority—whether Christ ate the Last Supper on
the evening of the passover, or the evening before—whether he was crucified

before the passover evening, or after. Can ' inspiration' contain contradic-

tion ?—or which is the ' inspired' authority—the authority that we are bound
to believe on pain of eternal perdition ?

But it is not only in relation to the time of the last meal of Jesus, but
in the narrative of what passed on that occasion, that there is considerable

divergency between the Evangelists. The chief difference here, lies again

between John and the first three evaifJgelists ; but, on a closer scrutiny, it is

found that only Matthew and Mark clbsely agree
;
—and that Luke diverges

from these two considerably, though he is more accordant with them than
with John. John, only, has long—very long discourses—pronounced by
Jesus, at the meal ; and he, alone, has the incident of Christ washing tho

disciples' feet. Luke differs from Matthew and Mark in making Christ in-

stitute the supper, as a commemorative feast, before the betrayal by Judas,

instead of after j and in making Jesus announce Peter's denial in the sup-

per room, instead of on the way to the Mount of Olives. In the last circum-

stance he agrees with John ; but John has not any mention of the institu-

tion of the supper. And is not this strange that this Evangelist omits an
incident so vitally important in the whole scheme of Christianity—according
to orthodoxy ? Are we to'" undepsfand that he corrects the other three

writers—and that Christ did not institute * the Sacrament' as we popularly,

and by pre-eminence, term it, in Protestant England—but that the real in-

cident was the washing of the disciples' feet ^ Who shall determine this dif-

ficulty for us ? Can this be ^ inspiration' which speaks in puzzles ?

The Agony in the Garden^is a picture which we approach with the greatest

solemnity of feeling—both from its awful character and our early associations
;—but again we are startled with difficulty, for the Agony is not in John, nor

does he leave any room for it,—since he makes the arrest of Jesus follow im-
m-edjately on the arrival in the garden ! Bead the first dozen verses in the
18th chapter of our translation of John's Gospel—and you will see that he
leaves no room for the Agony—nor ever gives the slightest intimation that it

occurred.

But the narratives of the Agony, by the first three Evangelists are not in

unison. According to Matthew and Mark, Jesus takes the three favourite disci -

pies with him,—and three several times retires from them to repeat the prayer
that the cup of suffering may pass from him : according to Luke (who has
not this double figure of three) Jesus retired from all the disciples, and but
once. Luke, however, has one most marvellous feature, peculiar to himself

—

that while Jesus prayed an angel appeared to strengthen him ; and that,

during the Agony, " his sweat was as it were great drops of blood falling

down to the ground." Even with the orthodox belief of the union of divinity
and humanity in Christ, we feel shocked with the statement that it was ne-
cessary for Christ to have a strengthening angel sent to him. Without any
belief in orthodoxy, we ask—What an angel is ? Where is the witnes;^ tor
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the angel's apearance ? How the disciples saw the angel if they were asleep ?

Jiow it happens that neither Matthew nor Mark say one word about the

angel's appearance,—nor, especially, John who is described as one of the three

(by Matthew and Mark) chosen by Jesus to accompany him in the garden ?

Concerning the ' bloody sweat' orthodoxy herself, according to Epiphanius,

had very early doubts. And, even now, the " as it were" is laid hold of by
many to shew that blood was not mingled with the sweat. If so, as Strauss

observes, it would have been "drops," simply, in the text. The possibility,

however, of a bloody sweat is confirmed by many authorities, from Aristotle

to our own times—but it can only occur in extremely rare cases, and in dis-

ease. But whether drops of blood, or drops like blood—where, again, is the

witness for such an occurrence 1 If the disciples were asleep they could not

see it ; and even if they awoke, how could they, at a distance and in the

night, discern the falling of the drops'? Who can imagine that Jesus him-
self detailed all these circumstances of horror, with minuteness, to his disciples ?

If Luke received the details by ' inspiration,' how is it that neither Matthew,
Mark, nor John weie favoured with tbe same supernatural communication ?

(To he continued in next number.)
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THE DUTY OF THE HOUE.
** I, for one, am sick and weary,

Of these everlasting prigs
;

Quite disgusted vf^ith the shuffling

Of the miserable Whigs
;

With their impudent averments,

And their flagrant thimblerigs !"

Blachwood's Magazine.

The time is come when those who are real democrats, both in and out of

the House, should stand resolutely by their principles, and unflinchingly

follow out their convictions. Eeformers have dallied quite long enough
with the Dalilah of expediency. They have sacrificed to satiety at the

altar of compromise. They have worshipped, too long for their moral and
political health, before the idols of Parliamentary parties. It is time now
to break the images before whom they have bowed, and to stand erect in.

their simple faith in the truth of democracy, and the conviction that it

must prevail.

The question for discussion, and for action after discussion, is,—How
long shall we endure the Whigs ? To my thinking, the Whigs, and
Whiggism, are the great obstacles to progress. The Whigs are the mo-
derate Tuen. They do not believe that honesty in politics is even the best
policy. They conciliate ; that is, they believe that the best mode of ad-

vancing true principles, is to cleverly adulterate them with false princi-

ples. They have the knack of stump-oratory ; and, what is worse, their

oratory of the stump inspires their legislation with its own windiness and
falsity. Yet we tolerate the Whigs ! Eadical members vote with them,
or do not vote against them ; and we are told to respect them as Whigs
and as ' gentlemen.'

Ear be it from me, to breathe one word against the private character of
any member of the Whig party. I have only to speak of them, only to

deal with them, only to denounce them as Whigs. They may be * gentle-

men :' I know them not as such. I only know them as a party existing on
false pretences, and who throw dust in the eyes of John Bull before they
ease him of his purse. I only know them as the advocates of political

purity, and the maintainors of electoral corruption. I only know them as

the reformers who emasculated the Eeform Act ; as the cunning intriguers

who taxed the Newspaper Press so as to strangle the people's journals in

their birth. I only know them as the economists who would, if they could,

have imposed a fixed duty on corn, as they imposed a fixed duty on news-
papers. I only know them as the employers of spies with a free commis-
sion to traffic in the blood of the people j I only know them as the secret
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backers of the Pope and tlie Austrian ; the tolerators of the Irish iniquity

—landlordism ; and the sworn foes of democracy. Are these titles to

confidence, or recommendations to reprieve ? Let the Whigs stand con-

demned, not for what they do not believe, but for pretending to believe

what they do not ; not for what they have done, but for what they have
wilfully failed to do.

Under these circumstances what is the duty of the hour with respect to

the Whigs ? Clearly, come what wall, to oust tJiem. Let the popular
agitation, such as it is, manifest itself in this form :—hostility to the

Whigs. Let the Parliamentary opposition manifest itself in this form

—

division against the Whigs ;—or, by reversing the present rule, never
divideybr them, though you may not divide against them. Eor what does

a Badical member go to the House of Commons if not to oppose Govern-
ment ? What is his duty there as a Eadical, if it be not to vote against

ministers who calumniate the people, and refuse parliamentary reform ?

The House of Commons is a usurpation. A Whig is any liberal who
tolerates, without a protest, the present system. A Eadical is any
Liberal who pretends to be not a Whig. What particular mission has

he to save Lord John Eussell from Mr. Hrummond or Mr. Henley, from
Mr. Disraeli or Colonel Sibthorp ? Clearly none. The time is fast ap-

proaching when a Eadical member who does not go to reform parliament,

and stick to it will not be a member long.

The motives are urgent for action. We are now in the middle of a
period of commercial prosperity. A great portion of the people get sgme
food not wholly unfit for men. But how long will it continue, and the

next crisis of commerce, the next season of starvation for the masses, what
may it not bring forth ? H it is answered ' Eevolution,' that would be a

calamity. But even this the Whigs may render necessary. We have now
time to plan, organise, and agitate. The influential classes have thus

much grace allowed them before the fatal period of distress arrives. The
duty of the hour is then to drive the Eadical members into

direct and unfailing hostility to the Whigs. Let the Tories come in if

need be. The Tories cannot do worse ; and really one set is as good as

the other.

GrEOEGE HoOPEE.

EEMINISCENCES OE EBENEZEE ELLIOTT,

The Coen-law Ehtmee.

(Concludedfrom last nutriber.)

When the poet first appeared like a twinkling star above the clouded

horizon, some sneered, some laughed, some deemed him mad. And indeed

what atmosphere could possibly be thought to be more uncongenial, in

which to successfully woo the muses, than the din and smoke of his daily

pursuits ? In the latter part of his trading career,—he might have been

found surrounded by the hard material in which he was a dealer—a material

almost as impenetrable as the skullsof those with whom he daily conversed.

At one time to have even named Ebenezer Elliott with approbation, a man
Would have been treated as if he had partaken of hii5 hypothetical malady.
This no doubt had a great influence upon the sensitive mind of the poet

;

and effected in him a natural revulsion of thought and feeling. Hence he
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affected a great contempt for posthumous fame or present praise,—always

speaking of them with an evident affectation of perfect indifference. On
this subject, he said to me, when walking with him one day, out of the

Music Hall, " I will have no monument erected over my remains, when I

am dead. I have planted, or selected, (I forget which), a tree in a secluded

nook, near to where I now live, under which I intend to be buried ; and

the tree shall be the only monument that shall wave over my grave."

The above very brief rCminiscnces present some singularly marked traits

in the person, character, and genius of the poet and the man. What is

however worthy of remark, is, that of all the portraits and busts I have

seen, there is not one that approximates to an accurate likeness of the

Corn-LaAv Ehymer. One has represented him with an urchin-like nose

;

—another with the facial elongation and lachrymose visage of a mawworm.
A monument is however to be erected to his memory ; and a few of his

friends have already subscribed £100 for the purpose. This, for Sheffield

is a mighty achievement ! Mr. Burnard, of London, is now engaged upon,

and has almost completed, a bust of the poet, which his friends and rela-

tives pronounce to be a likeness ; and certainly as a work of art, it does

credit to the artist. This monument is to be erected in or near Sheffield.

Who would have thought it ? Eut the times and men change.

EicnARD Otlet.

Sheffield, May 14th, 1850.

[To the foregoing sketch-^for which I must acknowledge very great

obligation to my intelligent and much esteemed friend, Mr. Otley—I beg
to add one little characteristic trait of the departed poet. It was never

my good fortune to meet the truly illustrious Corn-Law Ehymer, much as

I longed to see him and talk with him. It happened, however, that I hadjust
one note from him—which was written but a short time before his death—
under the following circumstances. My friend, G-. S. Phillips, secretary

ofthe Huddersfield Mechanics' Institute—a man of genius who ought to

be more widely known,—was visiting the poet ; and in the interchange of

our letters respecting a projected visit to talk (or lecture) at Huddersfield, I

intimated to my friend a wish that the talking visit could also be extended

to Barnsley, that I might grasp Elliott by the nand—if he chanced to have
heard of me, and would so far honour me. The next return post brought

back a letter from my friend, enclosing the following characteristic note to the
* purgatory' man :

—

Hargate Hill, near Barnsley, 9th September, 1849.
«* Dear Mr. Cooper,—Stone-deaf, as I am at present,—and agonised with uninterrait-

ting pain,—I could not welcome a visit from Dante himself, even if he brought with him a
sample of the best brimstone-pudding which may be prepared»for me in the low country.

But if I should recover, and you then happen to be in my neighbourhood, you will need no
introduction but your name ; and I will promise you a hearty welcome, bacon and eggs,

Smd a bed.

I am, dear sir,

Yours very truly,

Ebenezer Elliott.

The note is written in a strong and legible hand, denoting the bold and
honest character of the writer—for I hold it to be true, that there is com-
inonly some indication of the nature and habits of a mand's mind, in his

hand -writing—though, perhaps, the maxim does not hold true in the instance

of lawyers, who professionally stiffen their penmanship, or book-keepers who
are expected to pen their records in a set style,
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Respectino* the proposed monument to Elliott, I may be allowed to say that

I took upon me to write to Richard Cobden asking him to lead a subscription

for the purpose—feeling that Elliott ought to have a monument, and that

Mr. Cobden's successful struggle would cause his name to be mentioned with

that of the Corn-Law Rhymer, in the future. Mr. Cobden signified his

hearty willingness to do his part. I mentioned this publicly at Sheffield,

while talking in the Town Hall, a short time ago. The subscription has since

been started in Sheffield ; and Mr. Burnard, a rising genius as a sculptor,

self-taught and sprung from the working-class—who is an ardent admirer of

Elliott's genius, has gone down and modelled a bust. Thus, I hope, a sure

commencement has been made for securing a monument for the Poet.

Thomas Cooper.]

THE DEMON OE DESPOTISM.

AN ALLEGORIC HISTORY.

BY RICHARD OTLEY.

Present in all the past and everywhere, in every moment of time, my
footsteps, though invisible, have dyed the eartK with blood, and forced sighs

and tears from the human race ; whilst over the future I have spread a

wizard power, that threatens with wrathful vengeance the beaming hopes

of the spirit of insurrection in behalf of justice and truth. Like Satan,

brooding over the regions of darkness and of the tortures of his own
creating, I cast a dark shadow of gloom and despair over the coming
destinies of man. "Where and whenever I speak the genius of Peace

stands aghast, or flies from the earth to her celestial regions ; for dissen-

sions and war are the only elements in which my soul revels. The lion,

the tiger, the eagle, and the bear, are consecrated to my worship. In the

night I am present with the assassin, to nerve his arm,—to animate his

soul to the daring deed of death. In the day I am with the conqueror,

to inspire him with the lust of an alluring but false glory, that he may
strew the earth with the carcases of my victims. Wherever I wander,

I leave behind me ruin and desolation. My only rivals are the earthquake,

famine, and pestilence, and the two latter are my subordinates and
attendants. I was generated by Chaos and born of Darkness before the

first beam of light cheered the first morning of the universe. My nature

and substance are of a darkness so intense, that it is invisible. Everv
sentiment that is good or virtuous is held by me in abhorrence ; bene-

volence, intelligence, and love are my deadly enemies ; between them and
me there can be no peace, no cessation of strife. "When war is proclaimed,

the sound of my voice,—the echo of my laughter, resounds through space.

My power is resistless, and my triumph unrestrained mis-rule and con-

fusion.

"When the universe, in the infinity of space, was one chaotic-mass,

—

when all principles and essences where struggling in the vast conflict and
with boundless energies for the mastery, I presided in triumph over the
shapeless abyss. My spirit would have encircled all, and would have per-

petuated this confusion of elements, for ever. Mass upon mass flew

through space with an inconceivable fleetness, essence contending with
essence, attraction with repulsion, water with fire j the * crash of matter'
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was an uproar of sounds to mortals inconceivable. In tlie midst of this

boundless war of elements, mass flew to mass until suns were formed and
fixed in centres, and globe after globe rolled in endless circles ; and
silence ushered the universe into peace. The smaller portions of

matter followed into order,—atmospheres formed,— a new spirit of beauty
and glory sprung into existence ; and harmony reigned. For a brief dura-

tion, I lay prostrate and abashed ; in grief I hid myself, absorbed in my
own lonely thoughts ; despair covered me as a mantle, nor was there one
beam of hope to cheer my solitary grief. The spirit of intellectual good-

ness, like an infinite flame of refulgent glory, filled the boundlessness of

space, whilst I lay in a gloomy concealment which threatened to be
eternal.

How long a duration in eternity,—how many revolutions of celestial

systems, J. thus lay inert, in a spiritual trance, is, and will for ever remain
unknown. AVhen I awoke, it was to behold a new creation of order,

loveliness and harmony. The process had been long and slow, element
had united with element, essence with essence ; new beings had sprung into

existence ; my soul grasped the whole at once ; new sympathies, new hatreds,

gave to me an unbounded animating impulse to evil ; I must work, I must
deform, I must sully the glory which I now beheld ! I was startled at the
complexion ofmy own thoughts ; the personification of evil, as I knew my-
self to be, I was troubled in my soul when I beheld goodness flowing as

from an infinite fountain of pure light. How to contaminate,—how to

mingle light with darkness, good with evil, so that neither could be dis-

tinguished from the other, were my first thoughts. " It must, it shall be
done !" I exclaimed. Meanwhile, I had approached the earth ; myriads
of beings presented themselves to view, such as I had never known or
conceived of before. Here, then, I felt that I must commence the work
of ruin and spoliation, for whilst I gazed upon them, all appeared to be
goodness and perfection.

As I approached nearer and nearer towards the earth, the shades of
darkness were falling over her, like a curtain : this I regarded as pro-
phetic of future power—of future evil. Darkness thus gradually gathered
and thickened around me ; clouds over clouds rolled in masses over the
face of heaven. I had never known fear, yet I felt an indefinable some-
thing within; it was a strange emotion, a spiritual coldness, almost
approaching to trembling. The feeble sons of earth hid themselves ; they
fell to the ground some on their faces, some on their knees, and lifted

their arms or eyes towards heaven ; they muttered sounds which reached me :

they were the words of terror. As the darkness thickened around, a light

suddenly illuminated the horizon, but it passed away as quick as thought,

followed by terrific sounds that vibrated through my very being. What

—

how—could this be 1 Whence could this come 1 It was as if the
arched vaults of heaven were tumbling to the earth in the midst of a
tremendous hurricane! "Chaos," I shouted in extasies, "has returned
again ; the spirit of darkness shall again reign in triumph 1" I laughed as I
listened to peal after peal ; and my laughter was as the echoes from the

mountains, and my soul was filled with an infernal delight. But the sounds
died away, the dark clouds dispersed, the moon arose and sailed silently and
peacefully in the heavens, and the fair face of the blue, astherial sky reflected

once more the peaceful regions of the earth.

(To he continued in next mmher.)
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Sweet smile, on the cheek of thy home, where
Joy burst on thy young spirit's waking-

Canst give its endearments, to come where
Life hath many a hot heart- aching ?

Hast thou counted the cost to stand by me
In the battle I fight for man ?

And shall thy angel-love deify me
Who stand in the world's dark ban ?

Oh, a daring high soul thou wilt need. Love,
To brave the life-battle with me

—

For thy dear heart may oftentimes bleed, Love,
And thy sweet eyes dim tearfully !

Dost thou know of the fine hearts perishing

—

Gallant spirits that dumbly bow i

For a little of fortune's cherishing
They are breaking in agony now !

And without the sunshine that life needeth
Alas, sweet, for me and for you,

How little the callous world heedeth

—

For love like ours tender and true !

Oh, a daring high soul thou wilt need. Love,
To brave the life-battle with me

—

For thy dear heart may oftentimes bleed, Love,
And thy sweet eyes dim tearfully !

Well, you've sworn—I have sworn—God hath bound us !

And that covenant the world shall not part

:

I have flung my love's mantle around us,

And you live in each beat of my heart.

It may be that our names in earth's story
Shall endure when we are no more,

—

For truth lives like the stars in their glory,
And the flowers on the earth's verdant floor

!

But a daring high soul thou wilt need, Love,
To brave the life- battle with me,

—

For thy dear heart may oftentimes bleed, Love,
And thy sweet eyes dim tearfully I

Gerald Massey.

Co Cortesponlrcnts.

Correspondents will please address " Thomas Cooper, Mr. Barlow's, bookseller, 2, Nel-

son-street, Newcastle-on-Tyne"—in order that they may reach me direct. But all letters

sent to my own home, it is as well to repeat, will be forwarded to me. Many correspondents

must be kind enough to excuse my not answering their communications this week. I have
been very busy journeying and talking ; and write this, at Hull, just before starting by the

train for Newcastle. When I arrive there, I hope to have time to attend to correspondents,

as usual.

Hectutw, in iLonUon, for t^e ettsuing SlSEeeft.

Sunday, June 9, at half-past 7, Hall of Science, (near Finsbury Square) City-Road. ** Re-
form of Freethinking"—Geo. J. Holyoake. At half-past 7, Literary Institution,

John Street, Fitzroy Square. " The World of the Future, or the Destiny of the

Millions"—Robert Cooper.

Monday, June 10, at half-past 8, Mechanics' Institute, Gould Square, Crutched Friars.

" Music : with illustrations"—J. Dobson Collet. At half-past 8, Finsbury Hall,

66, Bunhill Row. " Life and Times of the late John Savage, of Marylebone"

—

John Savage. At half-past 8, Pentonville Athenseura, 23, Henry Street. An-
niversary and Elocutionary Entertainment. At half-past 8, Soho Mutual In-

struction Society, 2, Little Dean Street. ** Competition and Co-operation"—
J. Milne.

Tuesday, June 11, at 8, British Coflfee Rooms, Edgeware Road.—Weekly Meeting of the

Free Enquirers' Society.
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THINKINGS FROM EDMUND BURKE.

Laws.—Ask of politicians the end for which laws were originally designed,

and they will answer, that the laws were designed as a protection for the poor
and weak, against the oppression of the rich and powerful. But surely no pre-

tence can be so ridiculous ; a man might as well tell me he has taken off my
load, because he has changed the burthen. If the poor man is not able to support

his suit according to the vexatious and expensive manner established in civilized

countries, has not the rich as great an advantage over him as the strong has over

the weak in a state of nature ?

Rich and Poor.—The most obvious division of society is into rich and poor
;

and it is no lesss obvious that the numbers of the former bear a great disproportion

to those of the latter. The whole business of the poor is to administer to the idle-

ness, folly, and luxury of the rich ; and that of the rich, in return, is to find the

best methods of confirming the slavery and increasing the burthens of the poor.

In a state of nature it is an invariable law, that a man's acquisitions are in pro-

portion to his labours. In a state of artificial society, it is a law as constant

and as invariable, that those who labour most, enjoy the fewest things ; and that

those who labour not at all, have the greatest number of enjoyments. A constitu-

tion of things this, strange beyond expression. We scarce believe a thing when
we are told it, which we actually see before our eyes every day without being the

least surprised. I suppose that there are in Great Britain upwards of a hundred
thousand people employed in lead, tin, iron, copper, and coal mines ; these un-
happy wretches scarce ever see the light of the sun ; they are buried in the bowels

of the earth ; there they work at a severe and dismal task, without the least

prospect of being delivered from it ; they subsist upon the coarsest and worst sort

of fare; they have their health miserably impaired, and their lives cut short, by
being perpetually confined in the close vapour of these malignant minerals. A
hundred thousand more at least are tortured without remission by the suffocating

smoke, intense fires, and constant drudgery necessary in refining and managing
the products of these mines. If any man informed us that two hundred thousand
innocent persons were condemned to so intolerable a slavery, how should we pity

the unhappy sufferers, and how great would be our just indignation against those

who inflicted so cruel and ignominious a punishment ? This is an instance, I

could not wish a stronger, of the numberless things which we pass by in their

common dress, yet which shock us when they are nakedly represented. But this

number, considerable as it is, and the slavery, with all its baseness, and horror,

which we have at home, is nothing to what the rest of the world affords of the

same nature. Millions daily bathed in the poisonous damps and destructive

effluvia of lead, silver, copper, and arsenic ; to say nothing of those other employ-
ments, those stations of wretchedness and contempt in which civil society has
placed the numerous enfans perdu of her army. Would any rational man sub-

mit to one of the most tolerable of these drudgeries, for all the artificial enjoy-

ments which policy has made to result from them ? By no means. And yet I

need suggest, that those who find the means, and those who arrive at the end,

are not at all the same persons. On considering the strange and unaccountable
fancies and contrivances of artificial reason, I have somewhere called this earth
the Bedlam of our system. Looking now upon the effects of some of those

fancies, may we not with equal reason call it likewise the Newgate and the Bride-

well of the universe ! Indeed the blindness of one part of mankind co-operating

with the frenzy and villainy of the other, has been the real builder of this respect-

able fabric of political society. And as the blindness of mankind has caused their

slavery, in return, their state of slavery is made a pretence for continuing them
in a state of blindness ; for the politician will tell you gravely, that their life of
servitude disqualifies the greater part of the race of man for the search of truth,

and supplies them with no other than mean and insufficient ideas. This is but
too true ; and this is one of the reasons for which I blame such institutions. In
a misery of this sort, admitting some few lenities, and those too but a few, nine
parts in ten of the whole race of mankind drudge through life.
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THE HAWTHORN BUSH IN BLOOM.
" How rich the hawthorn blossom !"

Bums.
Away to the woodlands, enriched with perfumes;
Away to the groves where the Hawthorn-bush blooms;
Away to the hills—it is bliss to behold
The landscape all smiling, o'er-sheeted with gold I

In greenwood and brake, o'er lowland and lake, '

The cuckoo keeps echo, incessant, awake;
And the quiver of leaves and the buzz of bright plumes
Fill the air everywhere when the Hawthorn-busn blooms.

The bird to the breeze-harp of tenderest sound
Respondeth—the glades and green vistas resound

;

Anon, one by one, the whole emulous choir
A full-throated anthem to heaven respire,

—

From the depth of the wood, where they nestle their brood,
And the step of the ranger doth seldom intrude;
Where none but rash truant to rob them presumes.
Of their young reared among the sweet Hawthorn-bush blooms.

The whispering zephyrs unfold their fans wide,
Attending on Nature at sultry noontide,

—

On the glimmering heath where she languishing lies,

Overcome by the glances of fond-gazing jikies ! t*

When the sun sinks to rest, and the beautified West
Resembles some blissful abode of the blest.

Winged myriads awake, as it were from their tombs.
To play with sweet May, 'mong the Hawthorn-bush blooms.

The owlet abroad is at eve early seen

;

The bat flitteth round the oak gloomy and green

;

The tiny silk moth is as full of delight
As an angel of love 'neath a sky ever bright

!

The dew on the blade, by fairy-hands laid,

Into millions of millions of globules is made;
Which the lingering twilight all night long illumes.
At that hour in each bower when the Hawthorn-bush blooms.

The minnows, up-leaping, disturb the starred rill

;

The nightingale's ditty nngs sweet round the hill;

Dim shapes, such as none but the gifted can ken.
Converse, indistinct, down the elm-shatied glen !

That part of the skies 'neath the pole-star which lies
Is sparred with light's purest ethereal dyes

—

'Tis the fan-light of day o'er night's portal of glooms 1

Light and mirth bless the earth when the Havi^horn-btish blooms.

And the coy village maiden, in silence and fear,
To get " holy hawthorn" now hies to the mere;
That, laid on her pillow, in dreams she may see
The lad that ere long is her bridegroom to be.
Lo ! she starts with affright, as some spectre of night
Had howled in her ear—drops the blossoms so white,
Unnerved by the chaffer, whose grave-buzzing plumes
Outstretched when she reached the sweet Hawthom-bush blooms !

Thou childhood-loved insect, what thoughts come with thee !

And what tales, long since told, 'neath yon old village tree !

Then, life seemed a vista of endless sweet Mays

—

Ah ! those were our innocent cockchaffer days !

Pure hope-illumed years, like the clime of the spheres.
Your sounds and your songs burst afresh on my ears !

And what feelings are stirred by those deep Whitsun-drums,
That resound fi-om towns round when the Hawthom-bush blooms^ t

'Tis charming to listen morn's earliest bird;
Or to linger alone where the ring-dove is heard;

,

Or at noon to recline on the brink of clear ware,
Where the lily-decked Naiads their naked charms lave;
'Tis sweet aye to meet old friends and them greet

—

Yet nothing to me is so charming, so sweet.
As to walk at cool eve amidst wafted perfumes,

^
Through the grove with my love, when the Hawthorn busit iblooms !

^«^««sfer, William JoKBS.
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THOUGHTS SUGGESTED BY THE BIRTH OF A CHILD.

Perhaps, of all the universe contains, to the contemplative mind, there is

nothing so interesting as a newly-born child. It is interesting, from the cir-

cumstances bj which it is surrounded, as a medium through which Nature

displays her fairest workings,—in which she appears sublime in her tender-

ness and in her vigilant regard for the preservation of our species. But it

is still more an object of interest and wonder for the faculties it possesses, and
the capabilities with which it is endowed.

From the first thought that entered the mind of the first man, to the last

act that was performed prior to the child's entrance into life, all have con-

tributed to make these circumstances such as they are, and no others. And
not a word shall this child utter, nor an action shall it perform, but shall

leave their traces upon the remotest generations. This frame, but a few

hours visible to us, has a history compared with which, that of the Pyramids
is but of yesterday. The atoms which compose that body, and which are

blended with an art so truly divine, have constituted other fbrms, and per-

formed other functions ; nor shall they perish in his using

—

" Dissolv'd by death, they shall not pass away,
But live till Nature's frame itself decay."

That frame, how feeble—how slender the thread that binds it to existence

!

And yet, what an assemblage of wonders is here ! How strong in its weak-
ness ! How eloquent in its want of words ! It can change the most sluggish,

indolent, and profligate, into a perfect pattern of manly energy, prudence,

and forethought.

Behold that timid, shrinking, and delicate young mother ! Breathe
softly ye winds ! Ye elements deal gently, that ye crush not a thing so fair,

and yet so frail ! One cry of her child,— -one feeble wail, indicative of dan-
ger or distress,—and, in a moment, how is her whole nature changed ! The
shouting of the battle-:~the clashing of arms—the raging of the sea, has no
terror for her. She will bare her brow to the pelting storm—her bosom to

the lightning—she will " beard the lion in his den," and for her child,

meet death in its most appalling form. Let her once feel it safe within her
arms—in a moment she is again all softness—all gentleness-- -all tenderness

and love. With what rapture does she press it to her throbbing heart,—as
if she felt the heaven of her existence was treasured there. Nature, how
beautiful are thy workings in woman's faithful love ! How sublime in thy
tenderness, and in thy vigilant regard for humanity ! But for the provision

thou hast made,—but for this maternal love, dormant until now, but which
flames up at the moment it is needed, what were Man in his first and help-
less condition ?

But the child we contemplate is mainly interesting for the faculties it

possesses, and the capabilities with which it is indued,—faculties, to whose
developement imagination can assign no limits.

Minds are, in essence, the same. The spark which animates that feeble
frame is the same as that which burns so brightly in the loftiest of God's
intelligent creation. Heroes, conquerors, and greater men than these,

—

philosophers, poets, philanthropists,—men who have loved mankind and
died to do them good, have all worn this common form. Alexander, Caesar,

Napoleon, Homer, Virgil, Newton, Latimer, Ridley, Howard, and One
greater than all, whose name we will not breathe ;—men who have illus-

trated the age in which they were born,—who have added new dignity to
humanity,—who, by their virtuous struggles and high achievements, have
exalted our conceptions of man's capabilities;—men whose spirits are
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still among us, sbining like stars in our intellectual firmament, enligliten-

ing, inspiring, cheering and guiding humanity towards that higher and
happier state for which it is destined ;—all these, like the child we con-

template, were once helpless, surrounded by dangers of which they were
unconscious, and from which they were unable to defend themselves. A
little neglect, a trifling accident, a slight degree of violence, and they must
inevitably have perished.

Erom the mind of this infant, in fancy before us, may emanate some
great thought, which, like an undying light, shall attract and kindle other

minds, until it shall create a body of flame sufiicient to dissolve the mists

and clouds which at present envelope us ;—to show in detail what we now
see but in outline ;—which, substituting knowledge for doubt on the one
hand, and credulity on the other, shall command universal assent, and
destroy that scepticism and hesitation, which render impracticable what,

with concentrated energies and faith, were easy of attainment ;—which,

by meeting the exigencies of the times shall facilitate that better and hap-

pier state to which all are looking hopefully forward. The genius with
which this child is endowed may prove a spring, whence streams of know-
ledge may flow that shall irrigate the soil, and feed the blossoms, of a nation's

hope. From these lips may issue sounds which shall startle slumbering
millions, and whose echoes shall be repeated while time shall be no more.

On looking through the w^hole of animated nature, we see the faculties

and capabilities of each object attaining their full developement ;—we see

each enjoying all the happiness of which it is susceptible, and answering

the end for which it seems to have been created, except where Man inter-

feres. This end attained, it drops, withers, dies, and gives place to its

successor. But man, and man alone, is formed for endless progression.

He, and he alone, is endowed with faculties necessary for its attainment.

He, and he alone, has capabilities to which no limits can be assigned. Man,
and man alone, has distinct perceptions of superior excellence, and a desire

for its attainment. He alone has conceptions of the Supreme Intelligence

Who made him, and who forms and governs all things. He alone is capa-

ble of recognizing the manifestations of His existence, His power and
goodness. Man alone understands justice and duty, and feels the force

of moral obligation. He alone is endowed with reason and sentiment, and

is susceptible of the sublime emotions of esteem, gratitude, friendship, and

love. For these, and a thousand other reasons which nature furnishes,

the faith of the wisest, greatest, and best of men, in all ages and countries,

has been strong in man's immortality. In this frail casket, then, is a gem,

compared with whose worth, diadems, with all their gold and diamonds,

are but baubles ; and compared with whose duration, the annals of an

empire dwindle into an insignificant point. No matter for the poverty or

obscurity under which a being so august is ushered into existence : these

circumstances can no more detract from its inherent dignity than the

mists and clouds which dim the brightness of a summer's morning can de-

tract from the inherent splendour of the god of day.

Nor must it ever be forgotten, that the germs of all Man shall he, are

included in his present state, w^hen lying like the infant we contemplate,

helpless in his cradle ; even as the germ of the mightiest oak is infolded

in the acorn from which it springs. Over the destiny of this child. Nature
has thrown a veil which no mortal may raise. But what an assemblage
of godlike faculties are here ! What a mine of wealth, for those who will

explore it 1 How important the parental relation !—Who trembles not at

the responsibility it involves ? J. Yeats.
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CEITICAL EXEGESIS OF GOSPEL HISTOET,
ON THE BASIS OF STRAUSS's * LEBEN JESU.'

A SERIES OF EIGHT DISCOURSES ; DELIVERED AT THE LITERARY INSTITUTION, JOHN
STREET, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, AND AT THE HALL OF SCIENCE, CITY ROAD, ON
SUNDAY EVENINGS, DURING THE WINTERS OF 1848—9, AND 18i9—50.

BY THOMAS COOPER,

Author of ' The Purgatory of SuicidesJ*

VI.—THE PASSION, CRUCIFIXION, &C.

KoT a little difficulty is added to our inquiry as to the veritableness ofthis

narrative of the Agony, when we look at John's portrait of Jesus in the

hours immediately preceding the arrest. In the very long discourses of

the Last Supper, as given by John, (from the beginning of chap. 13, to

the end of chap. 17,) Jesus is depictured as all calmness and dignity : he
has already triumphed over approaching suffering : he is tranquil, serene,

and confident. But if we are to interpose the Agony before the arrest,

then we are to regard the change in Christ's mind as very strange : from
the pedestal of grandeur, where he had before stood in our conceptions,

he is plunged into the most pitiable weakness. Was he then, indeed, a

moral warrior who uttered words of triumph—only to be obliged with
shame to cry for help when the battle began ? Did so much presumption
pertain to his character ?

Yet, our difficulties increase—for how are we to conceive the possibility

of remembering these long discourses of Jesus, by any of his disciples

—

seeing they were immediately after plunged into the distraction of sorrow
by his capture and death ? Under any—even the most favourable—cir-

cumstances, could any human creature remember them ? Did ' inspira-

tion ' bring them to John's remembrance ? "Why not, then, to the minds
of Matthew, Mark, and Luke ? "Which is the true and ' inspired ' por-

trait ?—the calm, dignified, triumphant one of John, or the dejected and
terrified one of the first three Evangelists? If each be the portrait of
* inspiration '—how is it that the features are so drawn and coloured, as

to make them look difierent to our gaze when our salvation is declared to

depend on our believing that they are the same ?

Leaving the orthodox to answer these questions, we can only conclude,

for ourselves, that the Agony of the first three evangelists, very largely, if

not entirely, is mythical, and founded on Messianic interpretations of Old
Testament passages (such as Psalm 42, v. 6—12 ; Ps. 43, v. 5) ; while the
author of the Platonic gospel, in limning his dignified picture, had that of

the imprisoned and dying Socrates in view, as drawn in Plato's own ' Dis-

courses ' :—I say the limning—for the colouring is peculiarly the Fourth
Evangelist's own: /m long, last discourses are not Christ's, but his own
words and doctrines—of that unique character discernable in this Gospel
and the ' Epistles of John,' and utterly distinct from the language attri-

buted to Christ in the three earlier gospels.

The narrative of the arrest again presents John at variance with the
three. Judas, according to him, simply is 'guide to them that took
Jesus.' He does not 'betray with a kiss ' his master. Jesus himself ad-

vances to the multitude, as the person whom they seek. ' I am he,' he
declares ; and ' they went backward and fell to the ground ' ! These ac-

counts are irreconcileable. If Judas had already given the sign by kiss-
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ing his master—^Jesus need not have asked * "Whom seek ye ?' and have

said ' I am he.' And if Jesus had already made the declaration, Judas's

kiss was not needed as a sign. We cannot pronounce which is the true

account : we can only observe that John's is in keeping with his high
doctrines of the nature of Christ,—and is plainly what metaphysicians

term dogmatical. But how strangely vacillating in feeling—from con-

fidence to terror—from terror to confidence—these narratives, blended to-

gether, would represent Jesus to have been ; and how unlike, if separated!

We will not delay to gaze at Peter cutting off" the high priest's ser-

vant's ear ; but only remark that Luke alone relates that Christ healed

the ear. In the first three gospels Jesus remonstrates with those that

took him : not so in John ; but he says something similar to Annas.
Luke, as if he had gathered from Matthew and Mark on the one side, and
John on the other,—by a strange blunder,—brings the chief priests into

the garden of G-ethsemane with the band of officers, and makes Jesus ad-

dress the remonstrance to them there ! In John, Jesus obtains leave for

his disciples to retire when he is taken : in Matthew and Mark, the disci-

ples, forsake him and flee ; and graphic Mark says that a young man with

a linen cloth cast about his body, when he was in danger of being seized,

left the linen cloth, and fled naked !

Prom the place of arrest, the first three evangelists state that Jesus was
led to the high-priest,—whose name, Caiaphas, is only mentioned by Mat-
thew ; while the Pourth Evangelist states that Christ was led, first to

Annas, the father-in-law of the high-priest, and afterwards to Caiaphas--
but of the trial before Caiaphas, John gives no particulars. That there is

a mistake somewhere, is evident, from the fact that the first three evange-

lists make Peter deny Jesus during the trial before Caiaphas ; while John
makes the first denial take place during the trial before Annas. But, be-

tween Luke and the first tzvo evangelists there are also divergencies.

According to Luke, Jesus is merely kept under guard throughout the

night, in the high-priest's palace, and maltreated by the underlings ; and
when, at the break of dai/, the Sanhedrim assembles, 710 witnesses appear, but
the high-priest precipitates the sentence by a decisive question and
Christ's answer. According to Matthew and Mark, when Jesus was
brought into the high-priest's palace, the scribes and elders were already

assembled, and while it was night, proceeded to hold a trial, in which wit-

nesses appeared ; and then, the high-priest addressed to him the decisive

question, on the answer to w^hich the assembly declared him worthy of

death. It is remarkable that in John, also, the trial goes forward in the

night ; only, he does not say that the Sanhedrim, or great council, was
present. Now we might be inclined to reject the authority of Matthew
and Mark, (strengthened by that of John,) and declare for Luke at once,

seeing that it looks improbable for the council to have assembled in the

night, while Judas was gone out with the guard to apprehend Christ

—

only, Luke himself baffles us by making the high-priests and elders pre-

sent at the arrest in the garden

!

In the relation of the maltreatment of Jesus, there is some little diver-

gency. It is not so great, however, as to load us to suppose that there is

not a fact at the bottom of the narrative. Doubtless the great and holy

sufferer was vilely misused ; but, in their descriptions, the evangelists

were evidently led by the wish to shew that Messianic prophecies were
fulfilled in this revolting occurrence—such as those in Isaiah (50 eh. 6 v.,

and 53 eh. 7 v.)
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Again, in fclie relation respecting Peter, divergencies occur. He only
accordmgto the first three evangelists, gives the proof of his courage and
attachment to Jesus, by following him into the court of the hiffh-priest's
palace. But in the Fourth Gospel, John is stated to have been his com-
pamon; and, indeed to have been the means of procuring Peter's admis-
sion. The very striking tendency of the Pourth Gospel to exalt John
above Peter, we shall have to notice more particularly, in considering the
narratives of the Eesurrection, &c.-and we, therefore, pass on without
further remark on this statement of the Pourth Gospel. Ve have already
mentioned the difference between the first three evangelists and John
respecting Peters denial; but in the description of the three several in-
stances ol his denial, there is considerable variance. The iirst denial ac-
cording to John, is uttered on the very entrance of Peter into the court
oi the palace, to a damsel that kept the door; according to Matthew to a
damsel, while Peter ' sat without in the palace

'
; according to Mark to a

damsel, while he was 'beneath m the palace,' and 'warming himself • ac-
cording to Luke, also to a damsel, as he ^ sat ly the fire: The second de-
nial takes place, according to John and Luke, also by the fire : in Matthewand Mark after Peter had gone out into the porch. Purther, in John
the second denial is made to several persons ; in Luke, to one person ; inMatthew, to another^^m^Q\ than the one to whom Peter made the first

\Z^t M^f^" '
. \! T" ^!?'''^- ^^^ ^^^^'^^ ^^^^^1 happened, accord-ing to Ma thew and Mark, m the porch; according to Like and John,

undoubtedlym the inner court, at the fire-for none of the evangelistsmention a change of place after the second denial. Purther, in Matthewana Mark the third denial is made to many bystanders
; in Luke, to one

ihe gar'den

"'"'
"" ^

' '^ ^^' '''^^^^ ^^" ^^^ ^^^^ wounded in

We will not pursue the criticism more minutely by noticing the differentmotives attributed to the partes who suspect Peter, nor the dffferenceln heaccounts of his swearing. Indeed, this criticism mLv already be deemed oominute. It may be said that variations in a narrative of what took placeamidst distraction of mmd are only to be exnected lu^i «n .1 f ii

^

there. But then the orthodox do^ot aUow' u t'o jXLsIIS^Z
repeated, because the orthodox repeat it; and yet this 'inspired' account isso perplexing tha some critics argue that no less than .»>fedeniab of Peterare evidently related, and the term 'thrice,' in Christ's declaration is only tobe taken as a round number! One other remark, and we will leave the caseof Peter. Luke alone says that, on the crowing of the cock Jesus turnpdand looked at Peter. But, according to Matthfw and Mark, 'thfscoudnot

m fr F^^V""^ Z\Vi *^f
«an>e locality with Jesus-being "without'

'

(Matthew) or 'beneath' (Mark), 'in the court:' it thus being implkd thatJesus was m an inner, or upper apartment of the palace.
^

To proceed: When Jesus is led before Pilate, the trial, according to Johntakes pbcem the interior of the Pr»torium,-and the j;ws, from fear of le'vitical defilement, remain without. Pilate of pniir=.P >,„= 7^ f V
he would sneak tA th^ T«w, Tu

"^^^^' "' course, has to come out when

Gorels but if Tnbnt
The representation is different in the other

Sof Jesu iifb P•l^''°"":^
^^ *^?

f,™"
°°^' ""^o tl^^n l^card the conver-

MVhat i, TrntM' W "' if ''P'"^"^ ^^^ ^''"'""^ 1"«s"on of the latter

Jit u T''" '^ ^^^ witness?—for we cannot admit the solutionof the older commentators, that Jesus himself narrated these conversations tohis disciples after the resurrection. The greater probability Is'thrthe
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writer of the Fourth Gospel has himself put the question into the mouth of

Pilate—for the conception is quite in his style.

Before the introduction of Barabbas, which in all the other evangelists

comes next in order, Luke has an episode, the omission of which by the three

we must term surprising: he makes Jesus be led before Herod; tells us that

Herod questioned him, but that Jesus was silent; and that after Herod's sol-

diers had derided him, and arrayed him in a mock robe, he was led back to

Pilate. If this statement be not wholly legendary—why is it not found in

the other Gospels. How often we have to repeat this question—only to re-

ceive some apologetical theory for an answer, but which really leaves us

answerless!

After Pilate has presented Barabbas and Jesus to the Jews, that they might
make choice of one to be released to them, we have, in Maftheiv only, the

relation of the message of Pilate's wife about her dream; and when the choice

is made, the incident of Pilate washing his hands. Dreams are favourites

with Matthew, and we cannot be surprised that that feature is peculiar to

him. That the latter incident is altogether a legend, becomes evident, not

only from its total omission by the other evangelists,—but from the improba-

bility that Pilate should use the words, " I am innocent of the blood of this

just manj^ while he was delivering Christ to death,—and that the Jews
should cry out " His blood be on us and on our children"—a sentence ob-

viously spoken from the Christian point of view, when they had seen the

miseries which fell on the Jewish nation shortly after the death of Jesus.

The Scourging, Luke makes Pilate propose as a substitute for crucifixion,

with the hope the Jews will be satisfied with it, and it does not actually take

place; John makes it take place, but in vain; while Matthew and Mark de-

scribe it as performed preparatory to crucifixion—which was in reality a Eo-
man usage towards condemned slaves. With the scourging is connected the

maltreatment and mockery of Jesus, by all the evangelists except Luke

—

who had transferred these incidents to the interview with Herod: thus Luke
is here doubly at variance with the other evangelists. While in Matthew and
Mark the trial concludes before the scourging, and after the rejection of the

proposal to scourge, in Luke,—in John, the trial goes on after the scourging,

Pilate is indignant with the Jews, leads Jesus once more into the Praetorium,

questions him again, again tries to release him, is intimidated by the saying

of the Jews that he cannot be * Cesar's friend,' mounts the tribunal, derides

the Jews by asking them if they wish that he should crucify their ' king'

—

and, receiving their answer, delivers him to be crucified. We repeat, that if

we are allowed to judge of these narratives as we do of other books—that ir-

regularities in the relation of events so distracting to the observers do not

seem strange; but they are absolute difficulties ifwe are to regard the writings

as produced under supernatural direction.

The Cross, according to John, was borne by Jesus himself: according to

the other three writers, by Simon the C^'-renian. It is easy, again, if we are

to eschew the 'inspiration' doctrine, to account for John's omission: the fact

was not known in the Greek circle where the Fourth Gospel was written. In
describing the circumstances of the Crucifixion, Matthew and Mark have a
different order to Luke and John: not to mention minor circumstances, the

two former describe the sharing of Christ's clothes among the soldiers, &c.,

and relate the crucifixion of the two malefactors as a succeeding event: the
two latter reverse this order. Mark says ' wine mingled with myrrh' was
first offered to Jesus on the cross; Matthew mentions ' vinegar mingled with
gall'—doubtless, having the 69th Psalm (v. 21.) in his mind; John and Luke
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mention ' vinegar/ and so does Mark, after his first statement. Luke alone
has the incident of the * Penitent Thief—which, with all our unwillingness
to destroy a beautiful and touching legend—we are compelled to reject as
one. That a ^ thief (so in Matthew and Mark) should entreat Jesus to re-
member him when he should come into his ' kingdom,' should manifest a
conception of the whole system of the dying Messiah, while the very disciples

themselves could not yet comprehend it—is too extravagant a statement. But,
if any orthodox believer should say ' How dare you impiously question Luke's
statement V—I can only ask in return if Matthew and Mark be also ' impious'
when they directly contradict Luke by saying that hotJi the thieves reviled
Jesus? Thei/ know nothing of the * Penitent Thief:" no more does John.

The Fourth Gospel has a striking difference in describing the spectators
of the Crucifixion. It brings John and the mother of Christ close to the
cross—for it represents Jesus as addressing them from thence ; while all the
other gospels describe Christ's acquaintances as standing 'afar off.' Neither
do the other gospels make any mention of Christ's mother as being present
at the Crucifixion.

^
The words uttered by Christ on the cross,—in addition to his address to

his mother and John, just alluded to,—are, in Matthew and Mark, " My God,
my God, why hast thou forsaken me ?" According to Luke, " Father, for-
give them, for they know not what they do," and, finally, " Father, into
hands I commend my spirit"; according to John, ' I thirst," and, finally,

"It is finished." Now, neither these varied relations,—nor the difference in
the four statements of what was the inscription over the cross,—nor the dif-

ference in the account of the sharing of Christ's garments,—nor the differ-

ence in the narratives as it regards the persons who derided Jesus while he
hung on the cross,—appear very startling to us, if we—I am compelled again
to repeat—are allowed to dismiss the idea of ' inspiration,' and to consider
these as, simply, human accounts of ^ a dread transaction, witnessed by some
who were terrified, distracted, and, as we say, broken-hearted,—and who
therefore handed down their accounts with the diversity of terror, distraction,
and poignant sorrow. Such differences are human, are natural : reason
makes no demand for j^erfect congruence in such relations—though it does
when a violation of the natural laws is affirmed, and credence is expected.

(To be continned in next number.)
< .

Conversation.—The laws of conversation are, in general, not to labour over any subject,
but to pass over it easily, without effort or affectation, from one to another ; to speak occasion-
ally on frivolous as well as on serious subjects : to remember that conversation is a relaxation,
and not a fencing school, nor a game of chess ; in a word, to allow the fancy to range at freedom.
You are not to engross the discourse to yourself, nor to deliver your opinions in a magisterial
tone ; as this must be very disgusting to the hearers, and prepossesses them against you.
There can be no situation in which we are less able to conceal our self-love than in conversa-
tion ; and we are always sure to lose by mortifying the pride of others, who will naturally be
desirous of revenging themselves ; and their ingenuity seldom fails instantly to discover an
opportunity. Another defect to be shunned is, speaking like one reading, and having what
is called a well -written conversation. A conversation ought no more to be like a written
discourse, than the latter like a conversation. What is pretty singular is, those who fall

into the former blemish, seldom escape the other ; because being in the habit of speaking as
they would write, they imagine they ought to write as they speak. It should be a rule, that
a man cannot be too much on his guard when he writes to the public, and never too easy to-
wards those with whora he converses.

—

D'Alemhert.
Imaginary Wants.—If we create imaginary wants, why do we not create imaginary

satisfac dons'? It was the happier phrenzy of the two to be like the mad Athenian,
who thought all the ships that came into the harbour to be his own ; than to be stil
tormenting ourselves with insatiable desires.

—

Bulstrode's Essays,
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OR, UNFETTEEED THINKEE AND PLAIN SPEAKER FOR

TEUTH, EEEEDOM, AND PEOaEESS.

** And though all the winds of doctrine were let loose to play upon the earth, so Truth be in the field,
we do injuriously to misdoubt her strength. Let her and Falsehood grapple ! "Wlio ever knew Truth put
to the worse, in a//-e?e and open encounter?"

—

Milton's Areopagitica.

No. 21.—Vol. I.] FOR THE WEEK ENDING SATURDAY, JUNE^USSo! [SiTonTPeun^r

THE LOEDS AND THEIE NEW HOUSE.

Much of its wisdom boasts the world ; and yet.

Though older than the age of hundred sires,

'Tis but a foolish babe. What toys it hath,

What costly gew-gaws ! By my father's beard,
I sicken at your prate of this world's wisdom !

Old Play.

A. SHORT time before the opening of tlie present session of parliament, the
Times, in its wisdom, thought fit to offer sundry suggestions to the 'brave

3eers of England' with respect to the manner of conducting their business

n the House,—alluding at the same time to the very little business they
lad to transact, and inferentially hinting that, unless they bustled about
I bit more, made a show of doing something beyond ratifying the decrees

•f the Commons, by originating Bills, and displaying increased energy in

egislative affairs, they would become a dead letter in the State. Now it

loes not appear that the ' Hereditaries ' have benefited by this advice.

Soothing of tlie least public interest has passed in that gilded chamber of
-ristocracy for many a day. The Peers meet two or three times a week,
:eep up a silly chatter about Protection and Corn Laws, and the welfare
f the Church and Crown for half an hour or so, and then ' adjourn.' All
he real tvork is done in the House of Commons. As for the Peers, their

ays of importance are over ; they may talk big, and plume their fine fea-

lers and shake their golden crests within those painted walls at West-
linster, but for all the good they effect for the people, they might as well

e sipping their claret at home. Speaking of the money which has been
ivished upon the decorations of the building, wherein these titled Eiftli-

'heels occasionally assemble, the Daily News gave the following signi-

cant piece of information concerning the refectory part of the establish-

lent :

—

" Any one who may chance to know anything of the ' peers' dining-room,' will know
lat nothing can be more absurd than the idea of spendmg a large sum of money in

corating that apartment. The room itself is little better than a narrow corridor. It

oks out upon a small court-yard, and is one of the darkest apartments in the new
lilding. But more than this—the room is scarcely ever used. As the peers rarely sit

''ter 7 or 8 o'clock, it is not six times in a session that one of them ever require to dine at

Westminster. For the past two months, it is said, that not a chop has been served in the
iers' dining room. So little is it frequented, that whilst every other apartment con- ^

cted with the house rejoices in a mass of gilded medifcval furniture, this apartment
Ls been scantily supplied with common ckib tables, which have l^een found to answer
I its purposes."

that were M. Soyer to be appointed cook to the House of Peers, he
3uld evidently enjoy a sinecure ; and this is a kind of comment on that

iripture which saith ' if ye work not, neither shall ye eat.' " Eor the

st two months not a chop has been served in the peers' dining-room 1"
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erqo, for the past two montlis the peers have not worked hard enough to

give themselves an appetite. Poor chop-fallen aristocrats, their official

hours have ' dwindled to the shortest span ;' the encroachments of Demo-
cracy have almost driven them out of employ, and the best thing they can do

is to elect the Duke of Buckingham as leader and start off to the back-woods

of America and set up on their own account. The People of England could

contrive to get through life very comfortably without them, and might feel

better pleased to have their room than their company. Let them pack up
their rattle-traps and take wing, for they must leave the /««^? behind them,

which would not fall a prey to thorns and thistles for want of their tender

care. We can cultivate corn without the superintendance of coroneted

heads, and our laws would be as well framed and as w^ell administered if

the new House of Peers were converted into a Lecture K.*!!, or any other

institution more adapted to the geuius of the age. Give us a thorough

representation of the people, and peerages and privileged legislators are

only blocks in the path of progress. The time is coming when we shall

hear as little of peers' debates as we do now of their dinners. i\ G-.

EEFLECTIONS SUG GESTED BY THE 79th ANNIVEESAEY OE
'

THE BIETH-DAT OE EOBEET OWEN, MAY 14th, 1850.

There is perhaps no man living who has exercised a more potent and bene-
ficent influence over public opinion,—laying wide and deep the founda-
tions of the great social edifice of the future,—preparing the minds of

men for that entire and organic change in the character and constitution

of society, which all who think now recognize as certain and inevitable,

whose history is more deeply interesting and profoundly instructive, or

who has led a better, a worthier and a more useful life,—than the venera-

ble philanthropist who has just entered his 79th year.

We have suggested the name of Eobert Owen, not for the purpose of]

entering, at the present time, upon any enquiry concerning those priuci-'

pies and plans to which his life has been devoted, or the correctness of big

metaphysical speculations ; but that we may direct attention to those quali-j

ties of character for which he is distinguished, and which are desendng oi

universal study and imitation. To that active and intelligent philan^

thropy which has led him to sacrifice ease and quiet, a respectable position

in society, (according to the world's notion of respectability,) a large for-j

tune, and the common objects of ambition which these presented to him,"^

and to devote the whole of his time, talent, and whatever else he possessed,

not merely with the object of removing existing distress and sufiering, but
in diffusing a knowledge of the causes wliich have led to their production,

and the measures by whicii they could be most efiectually removed ;—to

that genuine heroism and moral courage which enabled him to brave oblo-

quy and prejudice, and the loss of popularity, at a time when his popularity

was at the highest,—by boldly and fearlessly proclaiming what he regarded

as fundamental and vital truths, but which were in antagonism with estab-

I lished systems and institutions ;—to that consistency of character, that

indomitable energy, perseverance, and continuity of purpose, which have

contributed so largely to the success of his exertions, and without which,

success in any great object cannot reasonably be expected ;—and, above

all, to that universal and all-embracing charity, which he has not only on
all occasions preached, but uniformly practised.

He has been slandered, calumniated, and caricatured. His principles
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ve been misrepresented ; his character has been maligned. Bigots have
|alt out their "Anathema Maranatha" against him: preachers from the
Ipit have denounced him as " an apostle of Satan, and a hoary headed
idel ;" but, calm and dignified, he has pursued " the even tenor of his
'y,['~iriMly, but earnestly, reiterating his principles,—trusting to win
aviction by the power of evidence and the force of truth,—and freely
•giving those who had sought to injure him,—feeling assured that thev
d acted thus because " they knew not what they did."
Let those Avho^ may have been accustomed to sneer at Eobert Owen, or
.0 have heard liim spoken of as ' visionary and impracticable,' make them-
ves acquainted with the facts of his life, what measures he lias advocated,
i the amount of practical good already effected by his exertions. He
s the founder of the first and most efficient institution ever established
this country for the purpose of infant training. He was the first who
blicly advocated and prepared a Bill for limiting the hours of labour for
ildren in mills and factories. He was the author of the plan of self-sup-
•ting HoQie Colonies, submitted by liim to Mr. Falk, the Dutch Ambas-
or, who introduced it into Holland, where it has now been in success-
operation for many years ; and which, if established in this country,
Lild speedily lead to the extinction of pauperism and poor-rates. Educa-
I and employment,~equal rights and liberty of conscience,—the de-
Dpment of all man's faculties and the supply of all man's rational wants :

'se have been the great objects of his unceasing exertions, and to which
liie has been consecrated. His theory of the power of education and
rounding circumstances in the formation of cliaracter were submitted
him to the test of practical experiment, during a quarter of a century
)nga population of nearly 3,000 people; and the wonderful success of
: experiment has been attested by evidence of tlie most incontrovertible
iracter.

lately had the pleasure of attending a large public meeting, at which
>ert Owen was present, to congratulate him on the approaching anni-
iary of his nata-1 day

; and, to me, more deeply impressive, more truly
uent, than all the orating and the perorating, was it to see the glorious
anthropist—his face brightening, and his eyes glistening, while des-
ing upon his favourite theme, with all the zeal and ardour of youthful
lusiasm—his faith as firm, his hopes as high, his charity as unbounded
vei\ As I gazed and listened, how small and insignificant, compared
him, appeared the titled great ones of the world ; and I thought how
h true and earnest men might yet do for their ignorant and suffering
hren, and how mucli wealth, and time, and talent—God's noblest gifts
3re trifled with and frittered away upon frivolous and unworthy objects,
ly, this IS a serious matter. Happy are they who can answer it to
satisfaction of their own consciences\ I felt it was a proud thing for
3rt Owen to say (albeit it was said with all meekness and modesty,
istently with his principles, and disclaiming all individual merit)

; but
!0 felt conscious of this truthfulness, when he asserted that there was
I man hving, Avhatever might be his wealth or station, with whom he
d willingly exchange places. And as the good old man descended
the platform, I recalled the language of the poet:

" His life

Was pure and gentle; and the elements
So mixed in him, that Nature might stand up
And say to all the world—This was a Man I"

Thomas Shorter,
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THE VALUE OF LEISURE.

Trite but true is the saying noscltur a sociis—^ man is known by the com-

pany lie keeps ; or, in other words, ' show me a man's associates, and 1 11

tell you what sort of character he is.' Equally true would it be to say 'show

me how a man usually occupies his leisure hours, the hours not devoted

,

to his daily-bread work, his profession or handicraft, and I'll give you as

pretty correct estimate of the value and quality of that person's mmd. As

a feather will point out which way the wind blows, so will these hours of idle-^

ness in a man's life serve as an index for us to judge whether his nature hasj

more of an intellectual, or more of an animal tendency. They will show us

whether he is a man of thought, conscious that there is within him a principie|

of spiritual growth which needs cultivation, and is capable of elevating him

j

above the inert mass ofhumanity ; or whether his soul is " of the earth earthy

loving only sensual pleasures, and never happy but m pursuit of them ;
andj

they will mark the lazy, apathetic, lounge-about, kill-time character who

seems to take no manner of interest in anything beyond his own selfish,

existence, and to whom the affairs of the world are all rattle and jargon
|

* signifying nothing.'
, ^ , i ^ i i

Of those three classes of people for which each of the -above stands as a

type viz -—the thinker, the sensualist, and the dummy, the two last are by

far tiie larP'est in all ranks of society. The thinkers are a select few. They

are, as it were, a vein of rich gold running throughout the moral wodd
J

others are but of the common clay upon which we tread every day lli(

thinker passes his moments of leisure—his moments when the labours of neces-

sity are over—in such occupations as combine instruction with amusement; ii

some study which by improving his own mind will enable him to improve th

minds of his neighbours; he reads not merely printed books, but the greai

volume of nature ; he reflects on the history of mankind, and strives to trao

the future in the present ; he sympathises with the sorrowful, mourns over th.

wrongs and follies that triumph in the dress of religion and chanty, and rack:

his brain for a plan to crush oppression and alleviate misery. The thmkei

never finds time hang heavy on his hands. He regrets its flight not its dura.

tion; and he seeks to make the most of each short minute,—knowing that

if ' idleness be the Devil's opportunity,' the spare moments of life may b-

turned to the best account for the purposes of goodness and truth. With th

poet Cowper he exclaims :

—

Me therefore, studious of laborious ease,

Not slothful ; happy to improve the time,

Not waste it ; and aware that human life

Is but a loan to be repaid with use,

When He shall call his debtors to account

From whom are all our blessings—business finds,

Ev'n here—while sedulous I seek to improve,

At least neglect not, or leave unemploy'd

The mind he gave me; driving it, though slack

Too oft, and much impeded in its work

By causes not to be divulg'd in vain.

To its just point—the service of mankind. f
He that attends to his interior self.

That has a heart, and keeps it ; has a mind

That hungers and supplies it; and who seeks

A social, not a dissipated life

—

Has business ; feels himself enjoined to achieve

No unimportant, though a silent task.
^

.

Thus will the intellectual man despise the frivolities and degrading gratiti

cations to which the vulgar sensualist and gaping dummy resort when 1<
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loose from the harness of labour. The day's work finished, where shall we
look for these worse than useless creatures ? Not where intellio-ence and re-
finement meet to enjoy ' the feast of reason and the flow of soul' • but in
tavern tap-rooms, gloating over ribald jests, and obscene songs, in 'coal-holes'
cider-cellars,' billiard -rooms, dancing-booths, among dog-fighters cock-

nghters, prize-fighters, jockies, and such like brainless boobies whose highest
conversation IS of wagers lost and won, steeple-chases, and broken heads-ormayhap if the dummy-headed idler have a turn for quiet gamblino- we shallnnd him seated at a table engaged with other kindred spirits in the^'mysteries
oi cribbao-e or whist, or some kind of entertainment furnished bv tho^e'
symbols of groveling idiotcy—cards. Groveling idiotcy ? Yes nor is theterm too harsh or inappropriate, for of all the devices for murderino- a leisure
hour ever contrived by human cunning, cards are truly the most ab'ominable
Ihey require neither wit nor wisdom to learn. Any donkey with but half an
idea and that a silly half, may become a profound card-player if he pleases-why, they .vere invented to while away the tedious hours of an idiotic
trench King, who, though he could not attend to affairs of state, could shuffle
ind deal a few pieces of spotted and pictured paste-board with right royal skill^e hope no Democrat ever condescends to soil his fingers with touchino- such
niquities. There are only three descriptions of people to whom we would
-liow the hixury of card-playing, and these are monarchs, imbecile old men
-nd women, and fools. The first have a prescriptive right to the fun the
econd can do nothing better, and the third tvill not. No man with 'any
nlarged sense of his own self-respect will often be found at a card-table
Xo contemplate the vast portion of time that some persons take from their

ite to bestow it on pursuits calculated to demoralise themselves and con-
3quently to demoralise society, must make every heart that yearns for the
levation and progress of man very, very melancholy and downcast. When
e know what might be done by application to intellectual employments, by
ireful culture of our nobler faculties ; when we know how many evils of lifb
light be mitigated,ifnot altogether abolished, by attention to mental and moral
dvancement, it is lamentable to reflect on the recklessness with which
lousands, day after day, throw away valuable moments in the gratification
^

silly and sordid fancies—moments never to be recalled. We can perceive
gns of awakening serious thought among the people ; but there are many
)stinate follies to fight against yet. Intemperance and gambling are two of
ie worst vices of this country,— though compared with the past century we
;^ considerably improved in these particulars. For ignorance there is small
i ciise now our press is tolerably free, and books are abundant and cheap
-ay the coming age bean improvement on the present! May the ri^ino-
neration outstrip their progenitors in virtue, in wisdom, and in happiness \

.

Tkank Grant.
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^ Coventry, June 1st, I80O.

Df vb Sm -While reading the « Passion and Crucifixion, &c„" in your "
Cf,^i""l.^,^'5?^'

.i'^ol.l Hi'noiV' i^ii your Journal, I found a difference between the texts of the Protestant

fndSloSles ripTcting JudaL's death and the Potter's Field. They are as follows :-

(Acts, Ich. 18V.)
C\THOLIC

« Now this man-' ?Judi') " purchased a - And he" (Judas) " hath possessed a field

field^vm. h reward otMniqu^ity fand falling of the reward of iniquity, and bang hanged

headlong he burst asunder in the midst, and hurst asunder vn Jhe rrndst ;
and all his

all his bowels gushed out." howels gushed out.
_

I ccnnot understand the Catholic version where it says, ^^and being hanged. If you can

explain it to me you will much oblige.
^^^^^^ respectfully, Edwakd J. Tuknek.

[Answering from Newcastle, I cannot turn to a copy of the KomanCatholk^^^^^^

can only say that the Greek does not say ' being hanged ' The
^^^^^^^^^^^f

^^^T^^^^^^^

most likely to make Acts accord with Matthew. I wish the correspondent had xntnnated

whether the ^vords ' being hanged,' in the Catholic version, are not m italics.-i. (.. J

12, Broadwall, Blackfriars' Road, May 29th.

Sir -You annear to me, one, anxious to controvert error, and to establish truth, and

theiS^re I begTask of yo; to furnish me with an answer to the following enquiry,

''why the l^^^spers^d as they are throughout most ^-wn countms and te^^^^^^^^

their old religion, still remain a distinct people, notwithstanding the
^'^^;°";/;f'7^^

persecutions through which they have passed .^^ They have
^^-^y^JPfXiiv cZiX thTs

Ling witnesses of the divine origin of Christianity. If you can «^^ ff,^?^ .,^^^^^^

idea, I shall then perhaps, be disposed to view the Christian religion as a cunningly dcvisea

fable;' and a ^^pernicious and debasing superstition.^^^^^
^^_^^^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^

[Mr. Clark must not expect me to attempt to ' satisrax^torily confute'
^'JtlmU^t^lye^^^^^

diLse him ' to view the Christian religion' in the light he describes. I
^^^^

^^^^J?''';^;^'

rSon iiseJf to be ' cunningly devised,' or a ' pernicious and debasing «^P«;^« ^V^I'',-"^ ^
I i4ga^d the fables which have been attached to the religion as ' cimmnghj de^ ised

.
the> aie

too Artless to come under that character. , vpflection will

The questicn he asks is often represented as a formidable one;
^"^Vll. ^Tfr^TrSInd

reduce ?he api avent difficulty. 1. The Jews are not the only
t^^^^^^^J^f. ^

'f^ ;^
^.^^^^^

'

still remain .V distinct people.' Among others, the Gypsies may ^\^^;^^^*^""
f^^^.^'.J^^^^^^^

now few in this country, are numerous in Spain Hungary, Eussia,
&^;:,j^fj^^^

\^;™ ,0

lan-uaoe. George Borrow's book will inform Mr. Clark of this. 2. Ihe Jews arej.o

'tenSus of their old religion,' as some divines in sweeping terms represent them to be

Wl"" a'e their sacrifices ? \he civilised world has shamed the Jews -t of them. And th

.ame mav be affirmed of many other ceremonies which they have laid ^^^d^' JLJ^^ '^'^^l

^Inot so ' distinct' a people where they have been allowed to possess ^^-^^
^

^^^^^^^^^'^^^
^^

Polish Jew is as passionately patriotic and attached to Poland, as the ^clav^mc
1^^^^^^^

JiSecution' itself^olves th/main difficulty --ed. It is pei.ecution
^^^^^^^^^

'distinct,'-just as persecution causes the poor Irish to cling he c^osei to <^^tholici^m
j

as the burning of the Martyrs in the reign of Mary
-"-^f.^^^^^ f^f,t'' ^^^nple

then chiefly Catholic, to embrace Protestantism, or assisted them so to cio. i

might be multiplied.—T. C] —

—

-, Correspondents will please address "Thomas Cooper, at Mr. Barlow s, bookseller, 2,

Nelson Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne"—until June 23rd,
vprpived and shall appear

H. R. N, and J. A. L. Their communications are thankfully leceivect, ana snaii ap^t

""'"^Cg Labourer." The Sonnets of Petrarch have been translated several times; but I

really cannot inform him where they are to be had, until I reach home again
_

R.^H. H. Uxbridge. Hi. communication shall be inserted so
^^Jl^Jn ^/^.^^^^J/hTfl^ie^

« A Radical," I admire his plainness ; but I am too dull to see the full foice of his objec

tions to the passages he alludes to.
thino-q when

W, J, 0, He must excuse my answers, at present. We will talk about these things, wne

I return to Town. . . . „„<.:«„« inH will

George Mart, junior. I am not troubled, but pleased, to receive his questions a^d wiu

answer all of them, if he will introduce himself to me when I reach tl^e Potteries, in myW
home. I cannot, at present, state the time I expect to be there; but will do so, ^ely soon.
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THINKINGS FROM JEREMY BENTHAM.
The Principle of Utility.—By the principle of utility is meant that principle

which approves or disapproves of every action whatsoever, according to the ten-

dency which it appears to have to augment or diminish the happiness of the party

whose interest is in question ; or, what is the same thing in other words, to pro-

mote or to oppose that happiness. I say of every action whatsoever ; and, there-

fore, not only of every action of a private individual, but of every measure of

government.
Love or having the last Word.—Some men have a failing which is a source

of great annoyance to others, and for which they pay the penalty by making the

conversation less agreeable, and even at times making their conversation hitolera-

ble ; it is the habit of stickling for the final word. Right or wrong in the con-

troversy, subdued or victorious, there are persons who insist on exercising the
petty and vexatious despotism of uttering the last sentence that is uttered. This
disposition is the out-break of pride in a very offensive shape. It is the usurpation
of dominion over the self-love of other men, on a ground where men are ordinarily

most sensitive. It is, in fact, a determination to humiliate him withwhom you have
been holding intercourse—to humiliate him, not by the success of an irresistible

argument, but by an intrusion of a tyrannic power. Avoid then the act, lest the

act should create the habit ; and if the habit exist, extra-regarding prudence re-

quires that it should be got rid of. Watch yourself, and inquire of any friend on
whose sincerity you can rely—inquire, if you are quite sure you will not he hurt hy

his reitly, whether the infirmity is exhibited by, or has been observed in you \ and
if it be, correct the infirmity.

A. Sage's Opinion of Oaths.—The oaths and other engagements with which the

statute book swarms, are with few, if any exceptions, a great deal worse than use-

less. Either they have an exclusionary effect ; or by their emptiness, and looseness,

they afford to those who have taken them, the pretence of acting under a sense of

obligation, while no such sense is in their hearts. Hear a judge talk of his oath ?

What is that oath ? A piece of old looman's tattle that is never seen by any body,
means nothing, and has nothing in it which has any tendency to bind any body.
Oh, yes! one thing it has ; and that is a promise never to take money fee of any
body. But this he breaks in the face of the day, and 'most days of Ids life. And
thus it is, that, in the teeth of Magna Charta, he denies justice to all but the nVA,
and rnahes thempayfor it

!

Education.—On this subject, as most others, strange notions have been enter-

tained in the world—that nothing in a mind is better than anything ; or, that if

something must be there, that something is better supplied by chance than by
design, as if fortune were wisdom's surest guide. But, "nothing"' will not keep
its hold in any mind. Be it as it may with space, nature endures no vacuum in

minds. The mind is a field, in which, so sure as man sows not wheat, so sure
will the devil be to sow tares. Another strange notion, if another it may be termed,
which has been entertained—as if there were a repugnancy between morality and
letters, as if the health of the affections and moral faculties depended, in this rank
of life more than any other, upon a morbid state of the intellectual—letters, it has
been said, may be an instrument of fraud ; so may bread, if discharged from the
mouth of a cannon, be an instrument of death.

No Innovation.—To say all new things are bad, or at any event, at their com-
mencement^ for of all the old things ever seen or heard of there is not one that

was not once new. Whatever is now establishment was once innovation. He who on
this ground condemns a proposed measure, condemns in the same breath whatso-
ever he would be most adverse to be thought to disapprove.—He condemns the
Revolution, the Reformation, the assumption made by the House of Commons of

a part in the penning of the laws in the reign of Henry VI., the institution of the
House of Commons itself in the reign of Henry III.; all these he bids us regard
as the sure forerunners of the monster Anarchy, but particularly the birth and
first efficient agency of the House of Commons ; an innovation, in comparison of
which all others, past or future, are for efficiency, and consequently mischievous

-

ness, but as grains of dust in the balance.
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SONG OF THE RED REPUBLICAN.

Ay, tyrants, build your bulwarks! forge your fetters! link your chains!

As brims your guilt-cup fuller, our's of grief runs to the drains:

^ Still, as on Christ's brow, crowns of thorn for Freedom's martyrs twine,

—

Still batten oin live hearts, and madden o'er the hot blood-wine!

Murder men sleeping; or awake—torture them dumb with pain,

And tear with hands all bloody-red Mind's jewels from the brain!

Your feet are on us, tyrants: strike, and hush Earth's wail of sorrow!

Your sword of power, so red to-day, shall kiss the dust to-morrow!
Oh, but 'twill be a merry day, the world shall set apart,

When Strife's last s-\vorcl is broken in the last crown'd pauper's heart!

And it shall come—despite of rifle, rope, and rack, and scaffold :

Once more we lift the earnest brow, and battle on unbaffled!

Alas! the hopes that have gone down, the young life vainly spilt,

Th' Eternal Murder still sits crown'd and thron'd in damning guilt!

Still in God's golden sun the tyrants' bloody banner burns;
And priests—Hell's midnight "bravoes—desecrate Rome's patriot urns!

See howth' oppressors of the poor with serpents hunt our blood!
Hear from the dark the groan and curse go madd'ning up to God!
They kill and trample us poor worms till Earth is dead men's dust;

Death's red tooth daily drains our hearts; but end—ay, end it must!
The herald of our coming Christ leaps in the womb of Time

;

The poor's grand army treads the Age's march with step sublime!
Our's is the mighty Future, and what marvel, brother men.
If the devoured of ages should turn devourers, then?

Our hopes ran mountains high,—we sung at heart,—v^^ept tears of gladness,

—

When France, the bravely beautiful, dash'd down her sceptred madness;
And Hungary her one- hearted race of mighty heroes hurled
In the death-gap of the nations, as a bulwark for the world!
Oh, Hungary—gallant Hungary—proud and glorious thou wert,

Feeding the world's soul like a river gushing from God's heart!

And Rome—where Freedom's heroes bled, to make her breast beat higher.
How her eyes redden'd with the flash of her ancestral fire!

Mothers of children, who shall live the gods of future story

—

Your blood shall blossom from the dust, and crown the world with glory!
We'll tread them down yet—curse and crown, Czar, Kaizer, King, and Slave;
And Mind shall lord it in the court of high- throned fool and knave!

Oh, brothers of the bounding heart ! I look thro' tears and smile;
Our land is rife with sound of fetters snapping 'neath the file ;

I lay my hand on ]i]ngland's heart, and in each life-throb mark
The pealing thought of freedom ring its tocsin in the dark !

I see the toiler hath become a glorious, Christ- like preacher,
And as he wins a crust shines proudly forth the great world-teacher;
Still he toils on; but, tyrant, 'tis a mighty thing when slaves.

Who delve their lives into their work, know that they dig your graves!
Anarchs, your doom comes swiftly, brave and eagle spirits climb
To ring Oppression's thunder knell from the watch-towers of time!
A spirit of Cromwellian might is stirring at this hour;
And thought burns eloquent in men's eyes with more than speechful power!

Old England, cease the mummer's part! wake starveling, serf and slave!

Rouse, in the majesty of wrong, great kindred of the brave!
Speak, and the world shall answer with her voices myriad-fold;
And men, like gods, shall grapple with the giant wrongs of old!

Now, mothers of the people, give your babes heroic milk!
Sires, soul your sons to daring deeds : no more soft words of silk!

Great spirits of the heaven- homed Dead—take shape, and walk our mind!
Their glory smites our upward look : we seem no longer blind!
They telljUS how they broke their bonds, and whisper " so may ye !"

One sharp, stern struggle, and the slaves of centuries are free!

The people's heart, with pulse like cannon, panteth for the fray!

And brothers, gallant brothers! we'll be with you in that day!

Gerald Massey,

Belief.—I am not afraid of those tender and scrupulous consciences, who are ever
cautious of professing and believing too much ; if they are sincerely in the wrong, I for-

give their errors, and respect their integrity. The men I am afraid of, are the men who
believe every thing, subscribe to every thing, and vote for every thing.

—

Bishop Shiiiley.
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THE DEMOIN" OF DESPOTISM.
AN ALLEGORIC HISTORY.

B Y R I C H A R D T L E Y

.

( Continued from last number.)

At length, the moon sunk below the western horizon, and that glorious
luminary the sun was absent; when indulging in a reverie on the future, I
seated myself in one of the deepest and gloomiest shadows of one of earth's
highest mountains. " What," I soliloquised, " will be the destiny of this
ne\yly discovered race 1 What are their capabilities, what their motives of
action ? Will their governing principles be love or hatred ; harmony and
peace, or strife and war f Doubt, anxious doubt, moved my soul ; hope, not
bright and cheering, but like the solitary rays of the sun, darting through the
murky clouds of one of winter's gloomiest, wildest days, alternately illuminated
or threw darker shades over the boundless vista of the future. Whilst I
thus sat brooding over the future destinies of man, light—dim and feeble

—

skirted the eastern heavens
; gradually but slowly it increased, until first the

verge, then the broad disk of the sun showed itself, and he moved in his god-
like march towards the zenith. The new race bowed towards the east, and
paid adoration to the ascending divinity ; incense ascended from the tops of
the mountains

; altars were erected on the hills, and in the forests ; the blood
of victims was shed ; the moans of these victims, the shouts of the approving
multitude, the veneration paid to man by man,—these are, must be, and will
be, the triumphant powers, mutually acting in the minds of men, for the
creation and perpetuation of tyranny and despotism. " Thus," I exclaimed
" shall I reign !"

" Fear ! AYhat is that 1 The elements only warred ; and yet men bow
and beseech ;—they pray, they sacrifice ! This feeling in this weak race, is

omnipotent for evil. The lamb, the ox, fall first ; other sacrifices must
and will follow, and I must have supremacy on earth. In whom ? Where ?

How f Thus thoughts crowded upon thoughts in quick succession ; and all
nature responded, "Over man himself. The priest first, the tyrant after-
wards !" Day and night rolled on, season succeeded season ; men multiplied
upon the earth ; the priests assembled, assumed a sanctity and authority,
seized upon the fears of the people, contemplated the motions and influences
of the heavenly bodies, believed, or pretended to believe, that these ruled the
destinies of the human family ; called them gods ; instituted rites and forms
of worship

; adored, towards the east in the morning and west in the even-
ing, the rising and setting Lord of the heavenly hosts

; and thus man univer-
sally fell into my power, and I arose supreme over his destinies, and became
absolute

; and his happiness or misery now hangs upon my fiat !

In the deep caverns of the earth, in the gloom and solitude of the woods
and forests, the priests assembled, and devoted themselves to meditation and
worship. The lust of power, the ambition to govern, became their ruling pas-
sion.

^
I fanned the spark until it grew into a volcano. I nurtured the'germ

until it increased and spread out its branches over the surface of the earth,
until kings, princes, and priests reposed under its shade. Soon the work of
mystery commenced. Ignorant of the influences of the elements, every good
every disaster, was traced to the gods. The swamps and marshes on the great
plains of the earth sent forth fatal efiluvia ; the sun shone through a false and
illusive medium

; the air was filled with pestilence ; men looked pale in their
countenances—the impress of the fear of death ; they drooped and sunk into
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the earth ] Death was in every home. Except the moanlngs and lamenta-

tions of the dying, there was stillness and silence abroad, not even a breath

of air moved over the surface of the earth : men disappeared, sunk in the

ocean of time, and were known no more, for ever. The priests proclaim that

the supreme divinity is offended, sacrifices are demanded, that which is most

valued and loved of men, must be a voluntary offering to the gods. These

priests looked gloomy, walked with an air of sacred mystery ; clothed them-

selves in symbolical attire ; called a conclave for grave consultation, and then

proclaimed that the daughter of a Icing must he the salvation of the peo'ple.

In this I congratulated myself, in having partially consummated a mas-

terly stroke of policy. The manacles of bondage were now firmly rivetted on
the deluded human race. " This," I exclaimed, " is the triumph of the De-
mon of Despotism !" The morning was gloomy, but not clouded ; the sun

shone, but his light was lurid and the air hazy. The multitude was assem-

bled. The place selected was a grove of oaks j a rude procession was formed
;

a number of priests clothed in yellow preceded ; after these followed unskilled

musicians beating drums and timbrels j behind these was seen a tall ma-
jestic female, clothed in long flowing robes of white ; her countenance deathly

pale,—her young soul quivered on her lips ; the multitude gave a shout of

joy, but a tear stole silently down the cheeks of the innocent victim. Near
the devoted maiden, when the procession had reached the grove of oaks,

stood the aged parent. He was tall and stately in his person ; his painful

duty was to hand the human victim to the priest. When he took the hand
of his devoted daughter, it slightly trembled, his eyes were suffused with

tears, a deep but suppressed sigh heaved from his heart. He then folded his

arms, and watched the holy rite, with a stern fixedness of purpose depicted

in his wild look and unmoved countenance. The high -priest uncovered the

bosom of the young woman ; she stood before him the emblem of beauty and
innocence ; he muttered a prayer to the Lord of heaven, the Sun ; a gloomy
sternness spread itself over his features ; he raised the knife ; it descended

directly to the heart of the victim ; she fell struggling on the altar, breathing

out her pure soul a sacrifice for the people. This religious sacrifice effectually

established the spiritual and political despotism of the priesthood. When I

beheld this I laughed, in mockery and scorn, over the future destinies of

man.
A few days after this event, the winds blew in all the fury of the tem-

pest,—action gave purity to the air.—the purity of the air health to the

human being. This was attributed to the mysterious interference of some
deity. Tlie priesthood seized upon the auspicious event, proclaimed the
love and mercy of this benevolent divinity, though they omitted to in^'

struct the people that if this Being had the power to remove, he had also

the power to prevent, this calamity, which would have been a much more
godlike display of love and mercy.

Having succeeded in my design, with a joyous exultation, I prepared for,

and entered upon, new adventures. " This proud race imagine," I said,

" that they are created in the image of Good or God. I will transform,

them into evil beings. One portion shall be filled with pride, they shall

glory in false and worthless dignities and grandeur ; the other and the;

greater portion shall be poor mental imbeciles, shall bow down to shadows
and pray to nonentities. But whither shall I wing my way ? It is morning

;

how pure and pellucid is the light ! how rapid its motion ! Yet with greater
speed I must traverse these waters ; they appear to be boundless, and lie
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imcler the placid face of heaven, reflecting the golden rays of the sun, as

if they were one solid piece of polished silver. How peaceful and har-

monious are the elements, fit emblems ofyonder race
;
yet war and discord

shall be the portion of man. Yonder appears some small dark speck in

the distant verge of the ocean, like dark spots on the sun's disk ; as I near

them, they look like miniature worlds, in the midst of the trackless waters.

On them are moving multitudes of human beings
;
perhaps they are go-

verned by the influence of peace and love ; if so, I must diffuse amongst

them the elements of discord, strife, and war. Supremacy,^ civil and spiri-

tual superiority : what enchanting names ! How these visionary sons of

G-od will slaughter each other for the phantoms ! Here, on the summit of

these cloud-capped hills, I take my seat, and observe the motions and pur-

suits of this proud but weak race. How is this ? They live in peace, are

free, and each independent of the other. They fish, hunt, and enjoy the

spontaneous productions of the earth, in equality and independence. But

unrestrained ambition and insatiable avarice shall break through all. What
is now being accomplished? Ah! one more powerful than his brethren,

possessing more shrewdness and cunning, is measuring and marking out

the land on the bank of some river. He is proclaiming that it belongs to

him and his followers, exclusively; that all the fish caught in that

river, and all the fruits of the valley, though they cost no labour in their

production, are not to be touched or tasted but by his permission. At this

violation of their natural rights, the outcast people assemble. Indigna-

tion and wrath glow in their countanances ; they arm with clubs ;
each en-

gage priests to ofter up sacrifices and prayers to the divinity for the vic-

tory. The Avork is done, completed. How they destroy each other
!
The

virgin earth is stained with human blood ! The priests of each party as-

cend the hills and offer up burnt offerings and prayers that their especial

followers may triumph through the divine aid. What a divinity have they

imagined ! How the t*ue Divinity must abhor equally the deluders and

the delusion ! Again I proclaim myself supreme over the dark and dark-

ening destines of man."
Whilst I thus sat brooding over the incipient evil of my own creating, I

cast a prophetic glance into the future ; mighty thoughts elevated and

expanded my soul
;
generation pushed generation into the infinite ocean of

eternity : each advanced and receded with the rapidity of the waves of the

boundless waters that surrounded me. "Science," I exclaimed, "and

what shall be called Civilization, shall advance ; man's mind shall be vast

and comprehensive ; the world shall be his laboratory ;
the universe, with

the starry heavens, his magnificent temple of devotion. Yet this Science

shall destroy Man himself ; the element of war shall spring out of the

earth ; and what should lead to peace, I will convert into instruments and

inventions for his ruin.—But what is that which I now behold ? The

work of evil proceeds more rapidly than I could have hoped.
^
How busy

are these sous of folly and madness ; clubs, spikes, and other instruments

of destruction are called into existence : they form into companies, they

distinguish themselves into clans and hordes,—they join battle, the earth

is again saturated with blood! How eagerly each seeks the other's life

—

how the contest rages—how the one party rushes on the other which re-

cedes ; the other again prevail,—like the winds and the waves in the storm,

—force contends with force,—until one master-movement bears all down

before it. Hark, the triumphant shout ! they rush upon the vanquished,
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tear open the still warm bodies of the slain, seek their hearts, drink the

yet warm and vital blood, that they may add the bravery or ferocity of the

dead to that of the living : and for what ? That One, or a Few, niay play

tlie tyrant,—may fill with awe and hold in subjection the infatuated and
the abject amongst mankind!"
"When the tumult of battle had subsided, according to their rude notions

and manners, they ornamented the heads of their chiefs with the feathers

of birds, hoisted them upon their shoulders, carried them in triumph, and
sung songs of victory. They afterwards kindled iires, roasted the limbs of

the slain, devoured them, and then their priests sung a hymn of praise, and
returned thanks to the Great Spirit for what He had done for them !

—

Tims savage or civilized they shall bow to my behest.

The floods of ages again passed away, and bore along thousands of gene-
rations into an eternal oblivion : they are as the fragile bark, sunk below
the surface of the ocean, not even a vestige or shadow remains. The storm
and the whirlwind became my native elements ; they filled my soul with an
ineftable melancholy, mingled with a malignant pleasure. These were, to

me, the emblems of despotic power, of superstitious terror or, uncontrolled

passions, of wars and human conflicts, liaised into the mid-heavens, by
the spirit of the warring elements, I was borne in triumph to the vast con-
tinent of India. Over that great country my spirit passed with inconceiva-

ble fleetness. Everything here Avas on a scale of the utmost grandeur

;

nature appeared to excel herself; forests, rivers, vallies, dales, and moun-
tains, were magnificence herself, dressed in perennial verdure and inexpres-

sible beauty. The dark visages of the human race, appeared to me to fore-

bode a dark and mysterious destiny. " They are mine," I exclaimed, with
a voice that passed through the heavens like distant thunder, and the
mountains echoed back, " They are mine ?"

By what means or machinations shall I subdue, shall I subjugate this

sable race ? There they are, well clothed, well fed, intelligent, prosperous,

and living in peace. How cheering a prospect to the wise and virtuous

;

but—
" Evil be thou my good!"

They have no priests, no altars, no fears, no gods. The seeds of creeds

and discords must be sown ; the heavens and the earth must be peopled

Avith imaginary beings ; the mountains must be temples,—the vallies and
plains smoke with burnt-oflerings. When man thus falls feebly to the

earth, and looks tremblingly to the heavens, despotic power, invested in

the Few, will bind down his soul with manacles indissoluble ; his body will

be the pitiable, the machine-like slave,—the weaJv, yet almost omnipotent
instrument of others. Excited by religious zeal, and devotional patriot-

ism, they will assemble in thousands and hundreds of thousands, in hostile

array. Then will be my hour of victory ; then like the tornado, they will

deal deadly conflict, and cover the earth with devastations and desolation.

Individually and in the mass they will fall before me the scourged and the

scourge of their own race.

These thoughts elevated my spirit to heaven, even to the throne of the

supreme Good ; whilst my plans were conceived and matured in the dark,

in the infernal regions. M}^ soul was however troubled within me, at the
calm and sweet repose of the magnificent scenery, which lay stretched out
to an almost interminable distance before me. The sun had passed the
meridiaU; the air had become oppressively hot ; a white clpud spread itself
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over the heavens like a curtain of snow ; the lightning played in a thou-

sand fantastic forms ; now running along the horizon in silent grandeur,

then darting down obliquely in varied colours, as if impatient of the con-

flict of elements. At lengtli a dark cloud appeared in the West, diffusing

itself over the face of the sky, as if fearing that Heaven would blush at

what was to follow. Peal after peal of thunder echoed over the plains, and
through the mountains ; the rain descended in such torrents, that the

earth appeared to be swallowed up in the waters, let loose from the foun-

tains of the great deep ; the earth trembled first slightly, then with terrific

force, heaving like the troubled waves of the ocean. Men's hearts failed

them ; fear, that torm.entor and plague of the human race, was predomi-

nant ; the atmosphere appeared as one lurid flame ; men ran as if they would
escape, but the danger and ruin were everywhere. They looked up to the

heavens, but the heavens were awful to behold ; the earth failed to support

them ; and many thousands were ingulphed in destruction and death.

"Wives clung to their husbands, infants and children to their mothers, wild

shrieks and deathly groans filled the air. Every passion of the human soul

was called into the wildest action ; some displayed the hero, rushing to the

rescue of those most dear to them; others played the coward, sought to

hide themselves, calling upon the mountains to fall upon and conceal them
from the general ruin. The darkness of night, at one moment appeared to

cover the earth as a solid mass, at another the lightning illuminated the
whole scene. And whilst the carcases of the dead were spread over the

plain, I stood in the midst of them, proud and wild with triumph, like a
fell giant ' drunk with new wine,' my soul overflowing with pleasure and
the highest extasies of malignity.

( To be continued in next number.)

CEITICAL EXEGESIS OF GOSPEL HISTOET,
ON THE BASIS OP STRAUSS's ' LEBEN JE3U.'

A SERIES OF EIGHT DISCOURSES ; DELIVERED AT THE LITERARY INSTITUTION, JOHN
STREET, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, AND AT THE HALL OF SCIENCE, CITY ROAD, ON
SUNDAY EVENINGS, DURING THE NYINTERS OF 1848—9, AND 1849—50.

BY THOMAS COOPEE,

Author of * The Purgatory of Suicides.^

VI.—THE PASSION, CRUCIFIXION, &c.

The computation of the hours of the Crucifixion is reckoned a special

difficulty, by many : by some it is believed to be perfectly explicable. Ac-
cording to the first three Gospels, darkness prevailed ' from the sixth to

the ninth hour" (i.e. from twelve at noon to three in the afternoon)

—

when, or shortly after, according to Matthew and Mark, Jesus yielded up
the ghost—having, according to Mark's explicit statement, hung on the

cross " from the third hour" (i.e. nine in the morning). On the other hand,

John says that it was about the " sixth hour" that Pilate first sat in judg-

ment over Jesus. This would present an impassable difficulty—if we were
not uncertain whether the Fourth Gospel does not proceed on a mode of

reckoning time different to that of the other Gospels. This is not im-

probable.

The Prodigies at the death of Jesus have no place whatever in the Fourth
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Grospel. In Luke and Mark they appear—but in Matthew they abound.

The Darkness cannot have been an eclipse of the sun, since it happened
at Passover-time ; consequently, about the time of the full moon. Tet it

is stated to have extended ' over all the earth' (the literal Grreek). This,

to use the expression of Strauss, is " nothing more than the mythical off-

spring of universally prevalent ideas :" the deaths of Romulus, Caesar, and
a host of remarkable names, are connected with prodigies ; and this, con-

tinues Strauss, is but a " Christian legend, which w^ould make all nature
put on the weeds of mourning to solemnize the tragic death of the Mes-
siah." The Rending of the Veil of the Temple—doubtless the inner veil

before the Holy of Holies—is another prodigy attendant on Christ's death
;

but the figurative

—

vaidi merely Jigurafive—origin of such a story, is evident.

The "Epistle to the Hebrews" may be read for the solution. If we had
been told that an earthquake tlirew down tlie walls of a building, \A'e

might not have started ; but that a veil or hanging should only be rent,

is too evidently mythical for belief. But that any earthquake occurred at

all is only an embellishment of Matthew, who speedily outdoes even this

stroke, by saying that "the graves were opened; and many hodies of the

saints which slept arose, and came out of the graves after Ms resurrection^

and went into the holy city, and appeared unto many !" What, in the

name of heaven and earth, were these reanimated saints doing, in their

opened graves, during the time Christ was in the tomb—since they came
out of them after his resurrection ? It is almost impossible to avoid an
outburst of mirth at so very simple a relation. A more childish legend
was never told by a peasant's fire-side of a winter's evening in the Dark
Ages.

Let us glance, lastly, at a remarkable relation which is peculiar to John :

the omission of the soldiers to break the legs of Jesus, as they had done to

the thieves, and the piercing of Christ's side with a spear. This was done,

we are told, because they saw that Jesus A\'as already dead : and the circum-

stance is regarded as the chief voucher for the reality of his death, in as-

much as blood and water came from the wound. The wound is thus held

to have consummated his death,—since the blood does not flow after death

has actually taken place. The instrument, however, with which the wound
was inflicted, and the manner of inflicting it, are, in the Grreek, too loosely

described to enable us to judge with any certainty as to the extent of

the \^ound. John uses the woy^ 'pleura^ or side; and certainly if the

spear entered the left side between the ribs, and penetrated into the heart,

death must inevitably have ensued. But John does not speak definitely,

on this point. Some have maintained that tliis must have been the fact,

and that the water mixed with the blood came out of the pericardium (or

vessel in which the heart is enclosed) which had been pierced by the

spear, and in which, especially in such as die under severe anguish, a

quantity of fluid is said to be accumulated. But scientific men also assert

that if the ^;eri{?«rJ/z^;?i had been pierced under such circumstances, the

water would not have flowed outwards, but have been poured into the

cavity of the chest. The real solution of this story is undoubtedly this

:

that the writer had seen the serum and placenta, or Svater and blood' in

his phrase, separated after blood-letting—when the blood may be regarded
as dead ; and therefore gave this description : at least, this added to his,

" these things were done that the scripture might be fulfilled"—sufficiently

accounts for his making such a statement.
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The accounts of the Burial, and the preparations for it, will, more appro-

priately, come under consideration in the next discourse ; and we will, there-

fore, defer our consideration of them. I leave the difficulties which I have

pointed out, for the meditation of our orthodox friends, more especially.

Without attempting to cast any suspicion on the reality of the fact, that the

Crucifixion of Jesus of Nazareth occurred—let me entreat them to v/eigh the

important question—whether the divergencies of these narratives ought not

to lead them to disavow the strange doctrine of ' the plenary inspiration of

the Scriptures.' In the narratives of this fact, above all the other narratives

yet considered, surely there ought to have been unanimity among the Evan-
gelists. That there is not, has been shewn by many instances ; and if some
of these be considered triflino- others must be reofarded as of the hifrhesfe

moment ;—such as the difference of one entire day, in John's account of the

Last Supper compared to the other accounts,—and leading, of course, to the

difference of one entire day in their statements as to when the Crucifixion

itself took place ;—such as the entire omission of the Agony and all its

attendant circumstances, hj John,—and the fact of his leaving no room for

it. These are not—cannot be called— ' trifling differences.' The doctrines

founded on the Agony and Crucifixion are not held to be trifling ; but on
the belief of them hangs man's salvation, according to the orthodox creed.

Surely, the facts on which the doctrines are built ought to be so fully esta-

blished, that no hesitating believer can be shaken by looking at them, and
finding them uncertain. Concerning those doctrines, I shall crave leave to

say more at a future time.

To us who are not fettered by orthodoxy, I may say, in conclusion, that the

martyrdom of Jesus presents a sublime and charing, though solemn spectacle.

It proves what Man can attain to : the so complete interpenetration of his

nature with goodness, as to breathe out mercy for his foes even while they are

murdering him. To us, Jesus is an object of love—though the orthodox call

us his revilers. We would not lose this grandest of all portraits of excellence.

Our daily strife—if we be what we ought to be—is to be like him. The
death he suffered, only equals him with the greatest and best—for the world,

which was not worthy of them, usually put them to the death. But his behavi-
our in these last hours was so grand a consummation of his life of dignity

and goodness, that Eousseau might well use the words which have become
world-wide in their report :

" Socrates died like a philosopher , but Jesus
Christ died like a god !"

The Fate of Men op Genius.—Plautus turned a mill. Terence was a slave. Boe-
tliius died in a jail. Pai^lo Borgliese bad fifteen different trades, and starved with, them
all. Tasso was often distressed for five shillings. Servin, one of the most learned and
accomplished men of his age, died drunk in a brothel. Bentivoglio was refused admit-
tance into the very hospital he founded ; and Edmund Alleyn, cotemporary with Shak-

speare, died in bis own alms-house. Corneille was poor to a proverb. Racine left bis

family to be supported by his friends. Crichton lost his life in a midnight brawl. But-
ler was never master of fifty pounds. Otway is said to have died with hunger. Camoens
died in an hospital, Vaugban left his body to the surgeons to pay bis debts. CervanteS;

died for want. Churchill died a beggar. Lloyd died in the Fleet. Bickerstaflf ran
away for debt. Goldsmith, when he died, owed two thousand pounds more than he
possessed. Hugh Kelly was in similar circumstances. Paul HifFernon was supported by a
friendly subscription. Burden Jones, author of the Earl of Essex, and Boyce the poet,

died in great distress : the former in an hospital, the latter in a garret. Sterne left

his family in penury ; and Mrs. Manly, author of The New Atlantis, subsisted on charity;

as did the widow of Smollet ; and Foote died pennyless.

—

CooJces Memoirs of Footc,
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Utility.—That useful knowledge should receive our first and chief care we mean not to

dispute. But in our views of utility, we may differ from some who take this position.

There are those who confine this term to tlie necessaries and comforts of life, and to the

means of producing them. And is it true that we need no knowledge, but that which
clothes and feeds us? Is it true, that all studies may be dispensed with, but such as teach

us to act on matter, and to turn it to our use ? Happily human nature is too stubborn to

yield to this narrow utility. It is interesting to observe how the very mechanical arts,

which are especially designed to minister to the necessitiei and comforts of life are perpetu-

ally passing these limits ; how they disdain to stop at mere convenience. A large and in-

creasing proportion of mechanical labour is given to the gratification of an elegant taste.

How simple would be the art of building, if it limited itself to the construction of a com-
fortable shelter. How many ships should we dismantle, and how many busy trades put to

rest, were dress and furniture reduced to the standard of convenience. This "utility "

would work great changes in town and country, would level to the dust the wonders of

architecture, would annihilate the fine arts and blot out innumerable beauties, which the

hand of taste has spread over the face of the earth. Happily human nature is too strong

for the utilitarian. It cannot satisfy itself with the convenient. No passion unfolds itself

sooner than the love of the ornamental. The savage decorates his person, and the child

is more struck with the beauty than uses of its raiment. So far from limiting ourselves

to convenient food and raiment, we enjoy but little a repast which is not arranged with
some degree of order and taste ; and a man who should consult comfort alone in his ward-
robe, would find himself an unwelcome guest in circles which he would very reluctantly fore-

go. We are aware that the propensity to Avhich we have referred, often breaks out in ex-

travagant and ruinous luxury. We know that the love of ornament is often vitiated by
vanity, and that when so perverted, it impairs, sometimes destroys, the soundness and sim-

plicity of the mind, and the relish for true glory. Still, it teaches, even in its excesses,

that the idea of beauty is an indestructive principle of our nature, and this single truth is

enough to put us on our guard against vulgar notions of utility.— W. E. Channing^ D. D.
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OU, UNFETTERED THINKEE AND PLAIN SPEAKEE EOE

TEUTH, EEEEDOM, AND PEOGEESS.

** And though all the winds of doctrine were let loose to play upon the earth, so Truth be in the field,

we do injuriously to misdoubt her strength. Let her and Falsehood grapple ! Who ever knew Tfruth put
to the worse, in a.free and open encounter?"

—

Milton's Areopagitica.

M. LAMAETINE ON SOCIALISM.
What do we want ? Our daily bread ;

Give us that ; all else shall come ;

Self-respect and self-denial,

And the happiness of horae

;

Kindly feelings, Education,
Liberty for act and thought

;

And surety that, whate'er befall,
"^

Our children shall be fed and taught.

Charles Mackay.

In the late debate on the Suffrage Restriction Law, in the French Assembly,
M. Lamartine made an eloquent speech in defence of Universal Suffrage.

He defended it as the best safe-guard of society, and as the only true source

of legitimate government ; he defended it not only on grounds of present

iexpediencp, but as a question of moral and political principle. In the course

of his oration he touched upon Socialism, and gave a distinct statement of

his sentiments on that subject. He seemed to wish to handle it in the spirit

of a philosopher and a philanthropist, without any of that factious vitupe-

ration and venom displayed by Thiers and the other anarchs of ' order,'

when discussing the same question. Though not ' at one' with the Socialist or

Eight of Labour party, and believing their doctrines inimical to the welfare

of all classes, and impossible of complete realization, Lamartine was heard
patiently and respectfully by the Mountain. The ' Reds' suffered him to

unfold his mind, without offering those undignified interruptions, into which
they are too frequently betrayed when attacked from the tribune. The most
striking part of his remarks on Socialism was the following analysis of it, as

it presented itself to his imagination. He said :

—

** I will define Socialism as I understand it. It is, in my opinion, composed of three dis-

tinct elements. In the first place, of what I will call that eternal jacobinism, those bad
passions, those sentiments of envy and jealousy which hare been engendered under every
form of government ; in the second place, of theories and Utopian ideas which have been
opposed both by you and me, and which are, in truth, nothing but an exceptional local

malady ; and, lastly, of something true and real, of an honest and sacred appreciation of
all which tends to the fusion of classes, to assistance to fraternity, and the accessibility of
all to labour. Of these three elements, there are two which admit neither property nor
family ties, though these are the very groundwork of society."

Now, at first sight, all this looks very profound and keen-witted, and
seems to be the fruit of a penetrating investigation. On a closer view,

however, the sophistry becomes manifest. Were it a true account of
Socialism, the question would be decided instantly by all rational minds,
and we should hear no more of it. Were it true that Socialism is com-
posed of but one good element out of three, and that the two evil elements
are of such a nature as to entirely neutralize the former—were it true
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that envy and jealousy, and all uncharitableness constituted one of its

evils, and that theories, Utopian and incompatible with the security of

person or property, formed the other, then no man in his senses could

desire to promote its progress. But the fact is, M. Lamartine's " lastly"

is the fittest picture of Socialism, as it is generally understood by those

who enter into its spirit and philosophy. His " first" and " second" divi-

sions are open to dispute and refutation. To the "first" we say it is un-
just, and a piece of mere special pleading. It attempts to confound the

doctrines of Socialism, as expounded by Louis Blanc or Eobert Owen,
with the acts of men who, carried away by enthusiasm beyond the bounds
of sober judgment, have sullied the purity of their cause by deeds they are

now, perhaps, sorryfor. Be that as it may, " sentiments of envy andjealousy"
are no more attached to Socialism than they are to Christianity. What
would M. Lamartine think of Christianity being stigmatised as a system
of bloodthirsty persecution, torture, murder, and war, because a Charles IX
sanctioned the massacre of St. Bartholomew, and because a Queen of

England burnt heretics at Smithfield ? How the Poet-statesman would
despise such reasoning !—and yet he falls into the same error himself when
he speaks of Socialism. "Bad passions," as they are called, are to be
found in all creeds. Wherever there is ill-trained humanity, whether
in the dress of Christianity or Judaism, monarchy or republicanism, vice

and folly will be close at hand. Indeed, Lamartine admits that they are

"engendered under every form of government," and cannot be ignorant

that they were in existence long before Socialism was dreamt of.

Instead of " envy andjealousy" being elements of Socialism, the very re-

verse is the truth. The object of the Socialist theory is to place man in

such a condition, and to surround him with such circumstances, that
** envy and jealousy," and the perpetual strife arising from a bad arrange-

ment of the social relations, shall be annihilated—not merely mitigated,

but, in process of time, absolutely annihilated or eradicated from the world.

And this brings us to the " second place" of the analogies. Socialism is

composed of " utopian ideas," says M. Lamartine. That is, his imagination,

poetic though it be, cannot reach to so lofty a conception as these " ideas"

would lead him. Every man calls that "utopian" and impracticable, which
to his individual intelligence, is not possible. Tacitus, the great Eoman
historian, thought that a constitution composed of the three powers of

monarchy, aristocracy, and democracy, would neverbe realised, or if realised,

must speedily be destroyed. England in the nineteenth century falsifies

Tacitus ; and it may happen that Prance in the future will falsify Lamar-
tine. Seeing what the power of man has accomplished in science and
art, and in the world of intellect and morals, we should hesitate long, and
ponder deeply, before we dare denounce any scheme, hitherto untried, as

Utopian. And thus we cut ofi" two of M. Lamartine's analytical heads,

consigning the one to injustice, and the other to the limbo of non-proven
charges.

Turning to his last division, it is gratifying to know that he can find

something true, real, and honest, in what he attacks as utopian. He
discovers in it a tendency to the fraternity and " fusion of classes," and
perceives a glimmer of light thrown upon the labour question. Let that be
settled, and let the fraternal union of all classes take place, and fears about
* family' and * property' need never arise. But let things go on as they
are now going on—let the horrors of competition continue—let capital
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keep up its cruel war against labour—let wealth accumulate at one end

of society and misery at the other—let the producers of food and luxury

starve and go naked themselves, while others enjoy the blessings they have

not aided to create—let this desolating heart-sickening system proceed in

its ruthless course ;—and then, indeed, neither family, property) life nor
liberty, can ever rest on a secure and happy foundation. We care not

what a Thiers or a Lamartine, or anybody else, may say about the " ground-

work of society" being destroyed by Socialism ; for, if the '•groundwork"
be wrong, we would gladly see it broken up, and a better one laid out.

—

And that it is wrong we are firmly persuaded ; nor will it be set right

until the people are wise enough to establish the co-operative principles

where the competitive now prevails. Association is the remedy—the

Saviour to which the working-man in particular, and society in general,

must look for redemption from the social evils that oppress mankind.
r. a.

NOTES OF TEAYEL AND TALK.
CovENTBT.—Monday and Tuesday nights. May 27, and 28, I talked

again in this old historic city. The use of the ancient St. Mary's Hall
was granted, as before ; and its coloured glass windows, curious tapestry,

and grand oaken cieling, with the fragments of ancient armour hanging
around, tended to raise interesting associations as powerfully as when I
addressed an audience here, a year ago. On the Tuesday, a few intelligent

young workingmen went with me^ to see the ruins of Kenilworth Castle.

I was surprised at their extent : the pile in which the Earl of Leicester
received Queen Elizabeth was, indeed, noble. Eooms are shewn among
the ruins as Amy Robsart's ; and one, in which, they say, she was con-
fined before they murdered her. It may be a mere fiction ; but it serves
to shew the strength of feeling which there is among the people for her
story. Erom Kenilworth we walked to Warwick,—talking all the way,
how we were in Shakspere's land, and how he had doubtless walked along
these paths and lanes. The fields were clothed in all their glory ofverdure
and gold-cups ; and the Avon was beheld, at every turn of the road, with
its stream of silver threading and winding among the beautiful meadows.
At Warwick, another Coventry friend gave us the meeting, and we stroUed
through the interesting old town, and then visited the grand old church
where the chivalrous Earls of Warwick repose, with their grand effigies

of marble and brass over their bones : the sepulchral chapel is glorious
with stained windows and gothic ornament. We completed our sight-

seeing by going over the stately Castle of Warwick—rich in pictures,

cabinets, and armour, and almost unrivalled for picturesque situation by
the side of the Avon and amidst embosoming sylvan scenery. As an
aristocratic show-house I have only seen one interior superior to it—the
Marquis of Exeter's, near Stamford, reared by the powerful Cecil, Lord
Burghley, Queen Elizabeth's long headed minister ; but in point of situa-

tion Burghley House can bear no comparison with Warwick Castle. It

was pleasing to learn that the ribbon trade, the great staple of old Coventry,
is now brisk ; and that the watch-making -which employs the next consider-

able number of hands there, is also in a state of revival. When I visited

Coventry, last year, both trades were deeply depressed ; and the men
talked despondingly.
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Hull.—Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday nights, May 29, 30, and 31,
I talked in the Freemasons' s Hall, Mytongate. I had never delivered a
public discourse in Hull before. Indeed, it seems that lecturers do not
take Hull in their route so often as the size and importance of the place
would seem to make it desirable. Banking as the fourth port in
England, and containing a population of more than 70,000, Hull should
be more attractive than it is, one would think, to public teachers who
occasionally itinerate. At present, religious sects hold an almost undis-
turbed possession of its mind ; and the cholera, which was dreadfully
severe here last year, added great numbers of the affrighted living to the
religious societies. "Workingmen do not join the Mechanics' Institute
in any great numbers ; nor could I learn that there are any decided
symptoms here of that new spirit of enlightenment which is drawing
young workingmen together, in many other large towns to form their
Discussion Classes and Mutual Improvement Societies. Surely
there must be some who have intellect and energy enough to origi-
nate a movement that might be successful. It must be confessed,
however, that in all towns depending largely on shipping and visitors, the
tendency to dissipation checks efforts to spread intelligence—though it
seems that the sects can labour with success in spite of this seemingly
adverse element

:
zeal—zeal—is the secret of their strength : a quality of

which ' Progress-men' need a larger measure.
Workingmen spoke despondingly in HuH. The sailors have been

suffering greatly ever since the check given to the Hamburgh trade by
the paltry squabble between Prussia and Denmark about Sleswig-Holstein

j
the iron boat building, which was so prosperous here a very few years
ago, has fallen off to almost nothing ; and scarcely any of the general
trades are prosperous. I was a little surprised to learn this—the reportsm London of an almost universally flourishing condition of trade in the
provinces being so common. It is, however, seriouslv true that Hull has
been suffering for a considerable period. All classes ofworkmen complain
of it. There is much about the fine old town and its associations that
leads one to regret hearing this: it returned noble and incorruptible
Andrew Marvel to Parliament: its name awakens the philanthropic
memories of Wilberforce and Alderson; and its Greenland trade has
served to train thousands of our hardiest sailors—who, poor fellows have
been but ill-served for their bravery and toil.

'

Of course, I saw something of the ' lions' of Hull. The grand old
cathedraMooking ' High Church' ranks first of these. It is a very
noble structure, aud—in spite of bad times—has been renewed in the
interior, so as to restore it to the more ancient form as well as to the
modern Puseyite taste. The Zoological Gardens, though small, are taste-
ful: the tiger, brown bear, and pelican, were the largest I had ever seen
Above the sight of all 'lions,' tigers or bears, however,—to myself who
had calculated on the restoring effects of this journey, the walks on the
tine pier, while I inhaled the Humber breeze, were most pleasing
Newcastle-on-Tyne.—I reached here on the Saturday evening • and,

and addressed audiences on Sunday morning and evening, June '2—

a

double task on which I shall not venture again, in a hurry—it being I
regret to say, too much for my strength. It was delightful to find that
enquiry and intelligence have been growing here, among the working-
classes, very rapidly of late. Large, and often crowded, Sunday lectures
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have been kept up ever since my visit during last year. The succession
of Progress-men—such as Walter Cooper, Samuel M. Kydd, Dr. Lees,
and Gr. J. Holyoake,—with the talented and stirring addresses of Mr.
Larkin, a resident, have stimulated free-thought, whether on religious,
social, or political subjects ; and the outcry among the sects is, now,
" Beware of Infidelity—and, especially, of Infidelity in the disguise of
Christianity!" Attempts have been made to get the lecture-room into
Sectarian hands ; but, as yet, without success.

Sunderland.—Monday and Tuesday nights, June 3 and 4, I talked in
the Athenaeum here. Having desired my old friend, Mr. Williams, to
make arrangements for me, he had used his influence with the committee
of the * Literary and Philosophical Society,' and they h*ad agreed
to take the responsibility of the lectures. To my own amazement,
and that of the audience, a Mr. White, a member of the commit-
tee, rose at the close of the first discourse, (which was on Milton)
and complained that, in describing the peaceful death of the great model
Englishman, I had attributed it to his virtuous life. The term did not
square with his convictions. I had not used the word religion ; and,
morever, he had seen certain placards in Newcastle which ' led him to
regret that, as a member of that committee, he had given his consent for
my appearing in that room !' Mr. White is said to belong to the New
Connexion Methodists, and as a Protestant, he ought to have been
ashamed to object to the placards in question—on which the subjects
announced were ' Our Eight and Duty to judge of the Books of the Old
Testament, as we judge of any other Ancient Books,' and ' The real
character of Moses, and the design of his Institutions ! I told him that
I would not talk in that or any other room by sufferance ;—but all the
other members of committee present, forthwith arose and expressing their
strong dissent from Mr. White, complained that I was dealing illiberally
with them to judge of them by one man, and said I was bound to deliver
the other discourse (on Burns) according to agreement. I remained for
some time—telling them that I should feel tongue-tied, in consequence of
what had passed

; and turning to the workingmen present, I desired them
to procure another room wherein I could talk—or, otherwise, I would
talk in the street. At length, however, the Committee put it to the vote,
and every hand was held up for me to deliver the next discourse according
to agreement. Of course, I was bound to comply ; and our next night
passed over very agreeably . I have promised, however, to go over again
and address workingmen in another room before I leave the North.

I cannot omit to mention that I had some prolonged and very pleasing
conversations with Spencer Hall the Mesmerist, while here ; and on the
Tuesday forenoon enjoyed two delightful sunny hours in walking on the
sea-beach, and conversing with an intelligent young Unitarian Missionary.

Newcastle-on-Ttne.—Again, on Thursday night, June 6, I talked to
a still, attentive audience of young men, on the life of Sir Wm. Jones

;

and endeavoured to excite them to solid self-culture. On Sunday night,
June 9, again at Newcastle, and the subject—" The transcendent excel-
lence of the character and teachings of Christ, when his history is

divested of legends."
North Shields.—On Monday and Tuesday nights, June 10 and 11, I

talked in the Temperance Hall, here. The majority of the audience were
composed of young men, from both North and South Shields,—among
whom a spirit of chivalrous endeavour to spread education is very plea-
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singly apparent. On the Monday evening, I had a delightful hour in
viewing the ruins of Tynemouth Priory and in looking at the Grerman
Ocean, from the elevated rock on which these fine ruins stand; and
nearly the whole of Tuesday was passed in a journey along the sea-beach
to Marsden rock, near which is a curious place of entertainment formed
of rooms cut in the rock, and inhabited. I have seen few places of plea-
sure better worth a visit. My kind host, Mr. Black, accompanied me
from Shields, and another intelligent young man completed the party : I
shall not soon forget the exhilirating treat of that day : the feeling of
health and strength one derives from the sea-breeze almost makes one
think, for the time, that it will be possible to defy the worms for fifty

years to come : how unlike the debilitating influences of London !

I write this just before setting ofi* for Seaton Delaval, where I am to
be surrounded by hardy colliers, among whom intelligence is making rapid
strides. I shall not be able to quit the North, for Yorkshire, so soon as
I had intended.

Thomas Coopee.

P.S.—Correspondents will please address me, until Sunday, June 30th,
" at Mr. Barlow's, bookseller, 2, Nelson Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne." On
Monday morning, the 1st of July, I certainly must proceed towards
Yorkshire.

Land Proprietors.—The proprietors of large estates have it in their power to

facilitate the maintenance, and thereby to encourage the establishment of families

(which is one of the noblest purposes to which the rich and great can convert
their endeavours), by building cottages, splitting farms, erecting manufactories,
cultivating wastes, embanking the sea, draining marshes, and other expedients
which the situation of each estate points out. If the profits of these undertakings
do not repay the expense, let the authors of them place the difference to the
account of charity. It is true of almost all such projects, that the public is a
gainer by them, whatever the owner be. And where the loss can be spared, this

consideration is sufficient.

—

Paley.

Habits.—There are habits, not only of drinking, swearing, and lying, and of

some other things, which are commonly acknowledged to be habits, and called so ;

but every modification of action, speech, and thought of man is a bundle of

habits. There are habits of industry, attention, vigilance, advertency ; of a
prompt obedience to the judgment occurring, or of yielding to the first impulse of

passion ; of extending our views to the future, or of resting upon the present ; of

apprehending, methodizing, reasoning ; of indolence and dilatoriness ; of vanity,

self-conceit, melancholy, partiality; of fretfulness, suspicion, captiousness, cen-

soriousness ; of pride, ambition, covetousness ; of overreaching, intriguing, pro-

jecting ; in a word, there is not a quality or function, either of body or mind,

which does not feel the influence of this great law of animated nature.

—

Pal^y,

Hectureg, in tlonlron, for tfje enstiing SlUeelt.

SuNDiY, June 23, at half-past 1, Hall of Science, (near Finsbury Square,) City Road.

"Working-Men's Associations"—Walter Cooper.

Monday, June 24, at half-past 8, Mechanics' Institute, Gould Square, Crutched Friars.

"Elocution: with illustrations"—Henry Tyrrell. At half-past 8, Finsbury

Hall, 66, Bunhill Row.—Quarterly Meeting of Members. At half-past 8, Pen-

tonville Athenreura, 23, Henry Street.—Quarterly Meeting of the Members. At

half-past 8, Soho Mutual Instruction Society. " What is Virtue ?"-—J. Smith.

Tuesday, June 25, at 8, British Coffee Rooms, Edgeware Road.—Weekly Meeting of the

Free Enquirers' Society.
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PEOSE THINKINGS FEOM THE POET MILTON.

The People's Eight.—Since the king or magistrate holds his authority of the

Deople, both originally and naturally for their good, in the first place, and not his

)wn, then may the people, as oft as they shall judge it for the best, either choose

lim or reject him, retain him or depose, though no tyrant, merely by the liberty

a,nd right of free-born men to be governed as seems to them best.

Kings.—The power of kings and magistrates is nothing else but what is only

ierivative, transferred, and committed to them in trust from the people for the

jommon good of them all, in whom the power yet remains fundamentally, and

jannot be taken from them, without a violation of their natural birth-right.

The Love of Freedom.—None can love freedom heartily, but good men
;
the

rest love not freedom, but licence, which never hath more scope, or more indul-

gence than under tyrants. Hence it is, that tyrants are not oft offended by, nor

stand much in doubt of, bad men, as being all naturally servile ;
but in whom

virtue and true worth most is eminent, them they fear in earnest, as by right

their masters ; against them lies all their hatred and suspicion.

Wickedness of Bishops.—Most certain it is (as all our stories bear witness)

that ever since their (the prelates) coming to the see of Canterbury, for near

twelve hundred years—to speak of them in general, they have been in England,

to our souls—a sad and doleful succession of illiterate and blind guides, to our

purses and goods, a wasteful band of robbers—a perpetual havoc and rapine, to

our state—a continual hydra of mischief and molestation—the forge of discord and
rebellion : this is the trophy of their antiquity and boasted succession through

so many ages : and for those prelatemartyrs they glory of, they are to be judged

what they were by the gospel, and not the gospel by them.
Custom and Error.—If it were seriously asked, (and it would be no untimely

question,) Who of all teachers and masters, that have ever taught, hath drawn
the most disciples after him, both in religion and in manners ? it might not be un-

truly answered, Custom. Though Virtue be commended for the most persuasive

in her [theory, and Conscience in the plain demonstration of the spirit finds most
evincing

;
yet so it happens for the most part, that Custom still is silently received

for the best instructor ; filling each estate of life and profession with abject and
servile principles, depressing the high and heaven born spirit of man, far beneath

the condition wherein either God created him, or sin hath sunk him. To pursue

the allegory. Custom being but a mere face, as echo is a mere voice, rests not in

her unaccomplishment, until by secret inclination she accorporate herself with

Error, who being a blind and serpentine body without a head, willingly accepts

what he wants, and supplies what her incompleteness went seeking. Hence it is

that Error supports Custom, Custom countenances Error ; and these two between
them would persecute and chase away all truth and solid wisdom out of human
life, were it not that God, rather than man, once in many ages calls together the
prudent and religious councils of men deputed to repress the encroachments, and
to work off the inveterate blots and obscurities wrought upon our minds by the
subtile insinuation of Error and Custom, who with the numerous and vulgar train

of their followers make it their chief design to envy and cry down the industry
of free reasoning under the terms^of humour and innovation ; as if the M'omb of
teeming Truth were to be closed up, if she presume to bring forth aught that sorts

not with their unchewed notions and suppositions.

On the Study of Languages.—Though a linguist should pride himself to

have all the tongues that Babel cleft the world into, yet if he have not studied the
solid things in them as well as the words and lexicons, he were nothing so much
to be esteemed a learned man, as any yeoman or tradesman competently wise in

his mother dialect only. Hence appear the many mistakes which have made
learning generally so unpleasing and so unsuccessful : and we do amiss to spend
seven or eight years merely in scraping together so much miserable Latin and
Greek as might be learned otherwise easily and delightfully in one year.
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A NIGHT MUSING.

£arth, garnished bride-like, bares her bosom to the nestling night.

Who hath come down in glory from the heavenly halls of light

:

Ten thousand tender starry eyes smile o'er the world at rest

—

The weary world—hush'd like a tired child on its mother's breast

!

The grand old hills up-lift their brows in the rich sleeping light

—

That in the storm-war stagger 'neath the leaping thunder's might.^

When the red lightning-dagger smites the black clouds blazing bright:

How proudly grand and still they sitand, worshipping God to-night

!

No green tide sweeps the sea of leaves, no wind-sigh stirs the sod;
While holiness broods dove-like on the soul, begetting thoughts of God !

The flowers have hung their cups with gems of their own sweetness wrought.
And muse upon their silken stems in ecstasy of thought

:

I see them gleaming thro' the grass, tender with nature^s drops.
And they have all a crown of beauty on their silken tops

:

Sweet Hour ! thou wakest the feelings we never know by day

—

Call'st the heart's hidden music forth, and sweeter thoughts in play r

For Angel-eyes look down and read the spirit 'neath the clay !

Even while I list such music stealeth in upon my soul,

As tho' adown heaven's stair of stars the seraph-harpings stole !

My soul flings off the weight of years, and lovingly turns back
To the dear time of mirtbfulness that glistens on its track :

Memory's sered leaves grow green again, and fresh with childhood's spring
As byegone times welcome me back within their rainbow-ring :

The past with all its fairy charms beckons me back in joy,

And loving hearts and open arms clasp me, once more a boy !

"

The voices of the lost and loved are stirring at my heart.
And memory's miser'd treasures leap to life with sudden start,

—

As thro' her darken'd chambers the warm sunlight creeps in,

And ^ Langsyne' glimps'd in glorious tears my toil-worn heart doth win :

Thou art looking, smiling on me. Mother, as thou hast looked and smiled;
And I am sitting by thy side, at heart a very child

;

I'm with thee now, sweet Mother, a& much as in those hours.
When all my wealth was in thy love, and in the birds and flowers;
When the long summer days seem'd short, for my glad soul to live

—

The happy fullness of the bliss each golden hour could give !

When Heaven sang to ray innocence, and every nodding grove
And sunlit forest ached with song, as my young heart with love;
When life ojJed like a flower, where clung my lips to quaff its honey;
And joys throng'd like a shower of gold king-cups in meadows sunny!
Sweet thoughts of happiness and home, what business have ye here ?

And yet I bless ye that ye come to free the struggling tear!

Tear-thoughts! how eloquent they tell that I am changed now!
I cannot choose but weep and press to earth my burning brow!
Sweet thoughts, ye rush like joy-springs up the furrows of my mind;
But, ebbing all too soon, will leave a deeper waste behind!
Mother, I'll tell thee since we met, stern changes have come o'er me^
Then life smiled like a paradise : the world was all before me

;

Oh, I was full of trustful faith; and, in my glee and gladness,
I deem'd not others had begun as bright whose end was madness :

I knew not smiles could light up eyes, like sunset's laughing glow
On some cold stream that burns above, while all runs dark below;
That on Love's sunny sea great souls go down,—while some, grown cold.
Seal up Affection's living spring, and sell their love for gold

!

How they on whom we'd staked the heart forget the early vow;
And they who swore to love thro' life, would pass all coldly now;
How in the soul's dark hour, love's temple-veil i& rent in twain

—

As the heart quivers thorn-crowned on the cross of flery pain

;

And shatter'd idols—broken dreams—come crowding on my brain

—

As speaks the Spirit- voice of days that never come again!
It tells of golden moments lost—hearts sear*d in passion's thrall

—

Love's spring-tide-blossoms run to waste—life's honey turned to gall?
It tells how many and how oft the high resolve and strong
Shajped on the anvil of my heart, hath died upon my tongue!
I left thee, Mother, in sweet May, the merry month of Flowers,
To toil away in dusty gloom the golden summer hours;
I left my world of love behind, with soul for life a-thirsting
My burning eyelid dropp'd no tear, altho' my heart was bursting;
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For I had knit my soul to climb with Poverty its burden-
Give me but time! oh, give me time! and I would win the guerdon!
Ah, Mother! many a soul hath all my aspiration cherished,

And fallen in the trampling strife, and in the life-march perished!
"We see the bleeding victims lie on grim gold's ghastly altar,

And one by one young feelings die, and dark doubts make us falter!

Mother, the world hath wreak'd its part on me with scathing power

—

Yet the dearest life that heaves my heart runs for thee at this hour!
And by these holy yearnings—by these eyes with sweet tears wet

—

I know there is a spring of love wells thro' my being yet

!

Gerald Massey.

THE DEMON OE DESPOTISM.
AN ALLEGORIC HISTORY.

BY RICHARD OTLE Y.

( Continued from last"number.)

Thus, I thought, that most wonderful and ahnost infinite mind of this

proud but weak being, is to be subdued, until it is moved and terrified at

shadows and vain imaginations. The powers which wrought these dis-

astrous phenomena, must be personated as malicious and evil spirits ; and
yonder bright orb, now ascending above the distant hiUs, whose glorious

rays, dimned by the humid medium through which they travel to the

earth, make him appear as if he weeped over the miseries of the sons of

man, must be hailed as the glorious spirit of light, truth and goodness. He
must be king among the heavenly host, clothed with absolute power ; when
he appears, the bright orbs, which roll in the infinity of space, conceal

themselves, fit emblem of a glittering, despotic authority amongst men. He
must be bowed down to and adored as the lord of heaven, that a mortal
lustrous with a crown, or in royal robes, may be bowed to and revered as

his descendant ; for, earthly monarchs must be derived from the celestial,

to perpetuate for ever the slavery of this aspiring but imbecile race. But
man has a mind : there is the danger ! Thought must be subdued, bound
down by creeds stronger than those that hold the slave in servitude. To
think freely, and to give expression to thought, must be the gravest of-

fence against human and divine laws. And those who shall perpetuate

this soul-slavery must be held sacred, hallowed ; that their words may be
as flaming swords, and their power as that of a divinity. The vallies,

groves, and mountains shall be for temples, and I, the Demon of Despot-
ism, shall encompass the whole of this globe, as if it Avere only one vast

structure devoted to my service, or consecrated to my worship.

Thus shall yon majestic sun be the first, the superintending divinity, of
whom man in futurity shall sing,

" Glorious orb ! the idol

Of early nature, and the vigorous race

Of undiseased mankind, the giant sons

Of the embrace of angels, with a sex

More beautiful than they, which did draw down
The erring spirits, who can ne'er return.

—

Most glorious orb ! that wert a worship, ere

The mystery of thy making was revealed

!

Thou earliest minister of the Almighty,
Which gladden'd, on the mountain -tops, the hearts
Of the Hindoo shepherds, till they pour'd

Themselves in orisons ! Thou material god,
And representative of the unknown,

—

Who chose thee for his shadow ! Thou chief star

!
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Centre of many stars ! which mak'st our earth

Endurable, and temperest the hues
And hearts of all who walk within thy rays !

Sire of the seasons ! Monarch of the climes,

And those who dwell in them ! for near or far.

Our inborn spirits have a tint of thee

Even as our outward aspects ; thou dost arise

And shine and set in glory!"

Whilst thus this high-minded and aspiring race were bending their
necks and bowing their heads to the earth, in abject submission to things
and existences that can neither see, nor hear, nor help them, nor avert
evil, nor send or secure good, time, with fleet and silent wing, passed away,
in innumerable cycles, as the shadow of a cloud over a sandy desert.

Light was personified and elevated into an omnipresent spirit of good,

—

darkness into a universal spirit of evil. Both were worshipped, but with
difiierent intent ; the one not to affect, the other to diffuse plenty and
happiness as universally as light. Temples were sought out in the caves
of the earth, or hewn out of the solid mountains. Prayers, sacrifices,

songs of praise, were offered up to heaven, or sent down to hell ;—ablu-
tions, fasting, and mortifications were everywhere instituted

;
places were

consecrated ; vain or impious men pretended to be in possession of the
Divinity's favour ; had holiness written upon their foreheads; and dark
hypocrisy, stern unrelenting cruelty, with unbounded ambition, sealed

within their hearts. These became my instruments ; they are the lever

by which I move the world of evil. They are not the golden, but the iron

chain, by which hangs cause and effect, as naturally as those that govern
matter and mind ; and whilst the latter uphold the universe in endless and
immutable order, the former cause discord, dissensions, persecutions, and
want,—the very elements in which I move, and breathe, and hope to live

for ever.

These puny mortals, how my soul expands with glowing pride and am-
bition, as I look into the past, or cast a prophetic glance into the future,

and have beheld, and behold them prostrate before blocks of wood, stone,

animals and non-entities, or deified mortals, concealed under pretended
mysteries ! Poor, abject, man ! more humiliated and debased than non-
rational brutes, building temples to mock divinities, when the only temple

worthy of the true Divinity is the whole universe, resplendent with glory,

filled with the grandeur of creations,—the blue ether gemmed with

worlds, and suns as centres of systems ! The infinity of mind may here

be awed by the august objects of contemplation. All this is within the

grasp of the mighty intellect of man. Yet he must fall beneath my
power ! He must bow before, and call in vain for help, from a mortal

only equal to himself; oiFer incense to a brute, or a dead man, as a god,

so much his inferior ! Yes, revelations and inspirations must descend

from heaven. How ? That, to the uninitiated multitude, must be a mys-
tery ; it must be the first and immoveable link on which must hang the

causes, whence must flow the innumerable wild follies, extravagant imagi-

nations, and entire prostration of the minds of the multitudes in all ages,

and in every nation. How I revel in the rich and delicious draught of

human woes ! Brahma must be my mystified chief divinity ; the sun
must be his emblem ; emanations must flow from the one as rays of light

from the other ; mental emanations are visions for the vulgar, but those of

rays of light realities ; the emblem will give a colour of truth to that of
^
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wbicli it is emblematical. These imaginations of emanations must be be-

lieved to be the souls of all beings that display life, either vegetable or

animal ; the impure must be condemned to purgatory in unclean animals,

passing through gradations of purification, until united to the original

source,—the Divinity vt^hence they originally came. Bramha is a name
that must be revered, reverenced, and adored, as the infinite soul, the

ruler of the universe. He must be pourtrayed in words, to the imagina-

tion, as infinitely wise, infinitely benign, merciful, and benevolent ; but in

reality his character must be revengeful, vindictive, and inexorably cruel

;

an exemplar for mortal kings, emperors, and priestly sovereigns. He
must be adored and contemplated in silence, and manifest himself to the

fallen race of man in a variety of forms, and through diverse mediums

;

by acasavani, or divine sounds from heaven, or the etherial voice ; by me-
teors in the sky, or flames of fire (agnivupti) ; by avatara, or the deity

descending from heaven^ and dwelling in the flesh in the form of man.
Yes, I will conjure up a mighty host of divinities, subdue and humble to

the dust this godlike race, pervert their good into evil, and evil into seeming
good. Arise ! ye visions of the future, Brahmae, Vishnu, Seeva, Chandra,

Hara, Chrishna, and Kalee, extend your potent wand over the earth, and
" cover her and her children with darkness, thick darkness that may be
felt,—impenetrable, immoveable, and eternal

!

"Whilst I was thus, as the Prince of Darkness and of power over spirits,

revelling in the visions of the future, over the deep humiliation of the family

of man, the glorious work gradually, slowly, but with certainty advanced.

Every age gave birth to divinities, or to doctrines, or mysteries relating to

them. The secret history of Brahma as of all other gods, was a delineation

of the march of the sun through the twelve signs of the heavens, and of

the four seasons of the year. He was the creator, upholder, and preserver

of all. He gave to man corn, the knowledge of agriculture, the fruits of the

earth, and to all that has breath, vital existence. His service and worship are

sacred duties. He is the soul of the universe and the source of the souls of men.
All the Devas or gods have been and are manifestations of Brahma. Chrishna,

(under another name) shall be the most famed ; the shepherd's boy shall be
warrior, hero, divinity. My influence is now supreme, irresistible. The
design must succeed. He is proclaimed divine, the god beams forth in his

countenance ; legions assemble round his banner of the cross and the lamb.
Everywhere war breathes out destruction, pestilence, and death. Everywhere
he triumphs, victory attends upon his steps, the impress of his foot is stained
with human gore. His first mission is * not peace but a sword j' the end,
an empire over the minds and policy of this dark-coloured race. How they
bow their stiff necks to the iron yoke of sacred despotism ! But all subdued,
Chrishna changes from the hero of war, to the holy being, is elevated into an
incarnation of Brahma. His history becomes a sacred revelation from
heaven, science brought down from the celestial regions personified and
mystified ; and a scheme of sacred delusion, becomes at once the hope and
terror of the human race. And I now settle down into the luxurious feel-

ings of remorseless and sullen cruelty, like the sated lion over his slaughtered
victim.

As I thus lowered, like a contagious pestilential cloud, over the minds ancj
destinies of man, the ' divine' plan gradually and slowly developed itself. My
devotees sanctified rivers, performed pilgrimages to the banks of the over-
flowing streams, attributed visionary virtues to their waters ; believed they
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washed themselves from moral and unhallowed impurities ; threw themselves

into these waters to perish, that they might pass into the realms of spirits,

returning to the source from whence they came. What felicity, to me, could
equal this 1 Yet one more abounding had to follow ! My soul was elevated

in gloomy extasies whilst I looked down with scorn on these sons of
visionary purity. My spirit was personified in the descendants of the Devas,
(gods) of Chandra, and Chrishna,—the reputed divine natures. One more
celebrated than his predecessors in the midst of earthly grandeur, surrounded
with a profusion of wealth and in the vigour of youth, was seized by the
polluted hand of disease, and he passed away from mortal life. His widow
believed in his purity and god-like descent. His corpse must be consumed
by fire, that his soul might pass to heaven, through that pure medium. To
that place of peace and bliss she longed to hasten, to be united to her lord. Per-
suasion, unassuageable grief, posthumous honours,—the vain hope and ambition
of being ranked amongst the gods, aided by the priesthood, my servants, con-

spired to form the monstrous but firm resolve. The funeral pyre is con-

structed, pile upon pile it rises like a temple, to receive a living sacrifice to

dead divinities. Ablutions were passed through, prayers and preparatory

sacrifices ascended to heaven ; the music of hell burst forth, while all that is

young, beautiful, and amiable, climbs the hideous altar ; the priests officiate

in well dissembled solemnity ; the holy fire is applied to the inflammable

material ; not a sigh or groan is heard, and the living victim is consumed
with the dead. How the multitude shout,—the priests pray !—I laugh at

the madness and vanity of human wishes and human woes.

Demon of Despotism, that I am, something like a shudder of horror passed

through my soul, whilst I looked down on this exhibition of sacred woe, of

human weakness, priestly craft, cruelty, and domination. But repentance

is unknown to spirits. This was only the dawn of the gloomy ages of

fanaticism and superstition ; the future promised to be more prolific of extra-

vagancies and sacred insanities. Numberless god-images of wood and stone

sprang into existence ; prayers and sacrifices were offered to them, as to

vital, sentient, thinking beings. The more ugly and deformed, the more
god-like, until one monster great idol became supreme. Once a year he is

drawn from his sanctuary ; drawn out by human strength and hailed with

enthusiastic shouts, and feelings of wild, ungovernable devotion ; moves a

whole nation, nay, an entire race, but cannot move himself ! Thousands and

hundreds of thousands fall before him ; they run mad, their brain turns

round with the delirium of over-heated fanaticism ; the car moves slowly but

majestically along j some of the devotees rush towards the monster, squat

themselves on the ground, the wheels pass over their bodies, their blood dyes

the earth, and their souls are offered up a valueless atonement for hypothe-

tical sins and offences. Whilst their mangled bodies and the vital fluid sent

upwards a vapour^ to heaven, I inhaled it as a rich smelling savour, an

acceptable sacrifice to the Demon of Despotism.

Yes, I exclaimed, living or dying their bodies and souls are mine I Whe-
ther they stand or lie, or walk like the beast of the field, or roll their bodies

on the surface of the earth
;
perform penances, mortify the flesh, or annihilate

their minds ; they are still mine. There are bending their bodies to the

ground, and adoring the sun ; thousands and tens of thousands praying to and

worshipping images ; standing in mortifying attitudes, until their sinews are

rigid, their limbs immoveable ;~fists clenched until the nails pierce through the

palms of their hands, and appear on the other side j travelling as pilgrims,

on their hands and knees ; or rolling their bodies over and over for hundreds
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of miles, and thus punishing themselves to purify the soul. For these

sacred deeds of folly, they are revered, esteemed holy,—immortalised

!

Nay ; this deluding priesthood feed to repletion holy crocodiles, whilst their

brethren die ofhunger. Thus is the humiliation and degradation of the people

consummated ; they are divided into castes ; and the absolute power of one

man, the fabled descendant of the gods or of the celestial king, is rampant

;

before him all crouch with servility and tremble in submission, whilst my
empire over man is universal and eternal.

(To he continued in next number.)

CEITICAL EXEGESIS OE GOSPEL HISTOET,
ON THE BASIS OF STRAUSS'S ' LEBEN JESU.'

A SERIES OF EIGHT DISCOURSES ; DELIVERED AT THE LITERARY INSTITUTION, JOHN
STREET, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, AND AT THE HALL OF SCIENCE, CITY ROAD, ON
SUNDAY EVENINGS, DURING THE WINTERS OF 1818—9, AND 1849—50.

BT THOMAS COOPEK,

Author of ' The Purgatory of Suicides,*

VII.~THE RESURRECTION AND ASCENSION.

When the golden orb of day rose above the mountains, dispelling the mists
that hung above the vallies,—and the birds, already risen from their leafy
coverts, began to pour forth a bolder and richer melody,—and the flowers
began to unclose their beauteous buds, and to yield their fragrant perfume to
the air,—the tribes of early men must have hailed the resurrection of the
Bringer of Light with unspeakable rapture j and there is no wonder that
almost every ancient nation worshipped the sun, as their Joy-God. In India
he was personified, and became the second person of their Trinity—Veeshnu,
or Chrishna, the Preserver,—from his attribute of maturing, and ripening
the fruits ofthe earth, warming its soil with its genial rays ; and thus, from year
to year, keeping up the vigour and life of all existence. Chrishna, too, became
incarnate, or took upon him human form, was born of a virgin, and was at**

tended in his childhood by shepherds, performed miracles, and even raised
the dead. Mithras, the second person of the old Persian Trinity was also a
personification of the sun,—the great Preserver of Nature. Osiris, in the
Egyptian Trinity, is again represented as symbolising the sun. He was the
chief god of the ancient Babylonians, under the name of Bel or Baal ; and
the books of the Old Testament testify that he was worshipped under the
same name among the Phenician or Canaanitish nations, whom the Israelites
dislodged from Palestine. In the Greek and Roman mythology, the sun-
god Helios, or Phoebus, or Apollo, was endowed with a rank only inferior to
that of Zeus or Jupiter, the Omnipotent Father. Our old Teutonic fore-
fathers rendered the sun peculiar honours, as a high-god, and dedicated to
his worship the first day of the week, which, in spite of our established Chris-
tianity after so many hundred years, still bears the name they gave it—Sun-
day. Even before they conquered the land, the ancient Keltic inhabitants
raised their altars to the sun, and erected to him their upaithric or unroofed
temples, such as Stonehenge. The fires they were accustomed to kindle in
the sun's honour, four times in the year, are not yet forgotten by their de-

.
scendants. In the mountains of Scotland, the Gael still lights the ' Beltane'
or Baal's fire, in the month of May, and at Lammas, in August ; nor is th«
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custom unextinct among the Kelts in the wilds of Ireland—where it l>ears

the same name. Even on the Western continent, when the Spaniards dis-

covered it, and called it ' a new world,' though it had been inhabited for ages

by partially civilised nations— -the worship of the sun was the chief feature

of religion. The Inca, or sovereign of Peru, was the child of the sun, and
was therefore sacred. The sun's worship was performed in a temple glittering

with massive gold and silver ; and a chief source of the popularity of the

play of ' Pizarro,' in this country was the introduction of one striking spec-

tacle on the stage—the Peruvians worshipping in the temple of the sun, be-

fore they went to battle.

It is not merely for shewing how natural and universal was the adoration

of the sun among ancient nations that I hastily recount these facts,—but to

awaken reflection on a much deeper and weightier thought : the origin and
source of the doctrine that to man belongs another life after the grave, A
wish, if not a hope, to which the heart of man cleaves when the doctrine has

once been taught him ; and which some of the strongest-minded men have
found it impossible to subdue.

Can any one show us how it was possible, without some natural object

to dictate or suggest the thought, for the first men to conceive the thought
of a future life ? A ' revelation'—do you point to ? In what revelation

were the first men told that they should live again after death ? Direct

us to it. If you believe the Old Testament to be a revelation, tell us
where it reveals a future state. There is but one passage which is ever

made a strong point in it, by theologians, who contend that this doctrine

is found in it ; and that isfound in the Idumean book, ' Job'— * I know that

my Redeemer liveth, ifec.,' and yet this passage can be made as clear in its

meaning, by giving it quite another sense, as it seems to be by giving it

the orthodox sense. Adam is told that in the day in which he eats of the

fruit in the midst of the garden, he shall surely die—but he is never told

that he shall live again ; neither is Noah, or Abraham, or Isaac, or Jacob

;

nor do they profess such a doctrine. All the promises given to the

patriarchs are temporal ; they refer solely to possessions and enjoyments
on earth, for themselves or their posterity. In the system of Moses there

is no reference to a future state : it is all ' of the earth, earthy.' Indeed
this is so notorious, tbat to obviate the difficulty in which such an omis-

sion has always placed divines, the great bishop Warburton wrote his ce-

lebrated masterpiece ' The Divine Legation of Moses,' in which 2,000

authors are quoted, and in which it is shewn that every heathen legislator

of antiquity taught the doctrine of future rewards and punishments as a

means of overawing mankind and ensuring, by fear or hope, their obser-

vance of certain precepts and their political obedience. Moses, on the

contrary,—says the episcopal giant of learning,—shews the divinity of his

mission by omitting to work on man's fears, or excite his hopes, of a future

life by teaching it ; and by insisting on the observance of the " Law;"
without it. Some people were ill-natured enough to charge the bishop

with a sly insinuation against the Christian, or New Dispensation doc-

trine ; but it was quite unfair—for he laid the polemical flail about the

shoulders of ' free-thinkers' so lustily, as to shew that he had no sympathy
with them.

At a later period the belief in a future state found its way among the
Jews. Even when the legend of Elijah—that grandest and sublimest of

all the legends of the Old Testament—was written, there seems to have
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been some notion of a future existence—Elijah, in the chariot of fire * went
up into heaven.' By the time of Christ—that is, after their acquaintance

with the teaching of the refined G-reeks, if they had not already borrowed
the doctrine of the Eastern people,—the sect of the Pharisees were cele-

brated for their maintenance of this doctrine ; while the Sadducees, who
were persons of the highest rank, rejected it and denied it altogether.

That it makes no part of the Patriarchal and Mosaic Dispensations is

clear. A text or two, by great straining, could not be a satisfactory proof

that it was there. What must be more important than all other doctrines

put together would have met us on every page, if the writers of the early

books had had it revealed to them.

Then how came it into the world ? * Man is like the beasts that perish*

—a sentence from the book we have just been speaking of—seemed a na-

tural and rational conclusion. Man never saw a dead dog, after his flesh

was mouldered away and his bones were crumbling, start anew into life.

He never beheld a resurrection of any animated being ; and, as an animal
himself, there seemed no hope for him of living again. But a wish is soon
father to a thought—(to borrow Shakspere's wisdom) ; and the feeling of

being for ever separated from those he loved, of never more enjoying his

favourite pursuits, of remaining for ever unconscious, brought a weight and
gloom upon man which seemed unendurable. But the Sun !—did he not
go down into the earth, and rise again, daily ? The seasons !—did they
not return again by his influence ? The trees !—did they not again put
forth their leaves at the return of his beams ? There was hope, then, for

«ian. He was superior to the other animals. They possessed but a
limited mind,— ' instinct' man called it ; while he was able to subdue them,
to train them, to use them for his own purposes, by the superior gift of

reason : he had a soul, a spiritual man within the bodily man. After the

grave he would enter on a new home : rude ideas were formed of it, at first

:

there was hunting in it, and all kinds of pleasure : then it became more
elevated—it was an Elysium, a refined existence ; while the dread alterna-

tive was Tartarus—the gloomy realm of Dis or Pluto, whose gates were
kept by the three-headed dog Cerberus.
In the East the metempsycliosis^ or transmigration of souls, became the

prevailing idea : the soul would pass through many animal forms, and then
return to the same man ; for which reason the Egyptians embalmed the
body that it might be ready when the period arrived—namely, 3,000 years
—when the mummy in its fine linen cerements was to be resuscitated by
the soul re-tenanting it.

Yet 3,000 years have elapsed since many of those strange relics were
embalmed : some of them which have found their way into Europe are be-
lieved to be of that date :—but they never awake into life ! And when
the rest have become as old, they will not be nearer a resurrection. Such
an idea demonstrated that those old Egyptians, with all their colossal

tombs and temples and amazing pyramids, were children in some things.

To judge by what we see of the perishable condition of the body, it never
can live again, except in so far as it partakes of life by being separated
into other bodies.

Yet the sublimest thinkers cleaved to the doctrine of a future state.

It was one of the strongest tenets of Socrates, the great master of moral
wisdom among the Grreeks. It was the favourite doctrine of his favourite
disciple, Plato. The great and good Carpenter's son of Nazareth taught
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ifc : that is evident amidst all the divergencies of the legends. Paul, the

Pharisee—for by his own statement you know he was * of the straitest

sect'—was already predisposed to believe it, and therefore made it a part

of his teaching ; but he, and the Platonising Christians after him, were, in.

their own minds, strengthened by a new verity, as they held it to be—the

resurrection of their crucified Master. Since their time the question has,

after endless controversies, settled down among orthodox Christians into

one fixed confession.—' The resurrection of Christ is the only foundation

for the doctrine of man's future existence.*

I say that all orthodox doctors of divinity have come to this conclusion.

"What, then is the evidence for Christ's Eesurrection ? If something so

eternally important as our eternal existence depends upon it, we ought to

have most certain and clear evidence for it. Is it so ? How stands the

fact ? Let us look at the evidence calmly, candidly ; but yet, unshrink-

ingly, and without being overawed by those who threaten us (if we disbe-

lieve the evidence) with all the pains of endless perdition.
' (To he continued.)
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A WOED ABOUT SUNDAY OBSEEYANCE.
There is a class of persons in Christendom—and unfortunately a very

large and influential class, too—who, it is said, are ready to do anything on
a week-day, and nothing on a Sunday ; and these are the pious respecta-

bilities who ' keep all on' fretting themselves to fiddle- strings about the
* awful sin of Sabbath-breaking !' This religious hobgoblin that haunts

the twilight of so many half-educated minds is becoming quite an alarming

nuisance, and causing as much commotion as the celebrated Cock-lane

ghost did in days of yore. It has forced its spectral self into the House
of Commons, and there that noble churchman, Sir Eobert Inglis, falls

down and worships it. It has glided amongst the coronets of the Upper
House, where it finds a patron in the well-meaning, but rather feeble,

Lord Harrowby. The presence of his Shadowship in the Legislature

bodes no good : it is ominous of unpleasant consequences to the principle

of free conscience in religion : it marks an increased activity in the Cant^

well and Mawworm school ; and, without any disrespect to our Northern
neighbours, we should say it betokens a sort of ' Scotch mist ' over our
English intelligence.

Now, as our deeds are not evil, we love light rather than darkness, and
therefore feel in duty bound to do all we can to difi:use the rays of Truth
and Eeason whensoever and wheresoever they are most required. On
every question in which man is interested, we wish man to think for him-
self, and argue from facts, and not by fanaticism. If the advocates of
* Sunday Grrievance' Bills would follow this plan, they would find conside-

rable difficulty in cooking orations in favour of Sabbath sanctification, and
we should hear less of 'keeping holy' the seventh day by closing post-

offices and stopping railways, and all that kind of senseless gabble. If

those who stick up for the Fourth Commandment and ' no surrender,*

and yet call themselves Christians, would lay aside their nursery preju-
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dices, and condescend to talk more like reasonable beings and less like

bigots, the world would not be disgraced as it is by the deluge of trash

vented on this topic. Por, verilj, the ignorance and illiberality displayed

whencA^er the subject is broached b}'- the orthodox are appalling. There
seems to be a double-quilted jerkin of obstinacy aroiind the brain of the

Sabbatarian Christian, which bids defiance to the sharpest-pointed argu-
ment. "Eemember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy"—that is the perch
to which they cling, and from this arbitrary law, because it happens to be
printed in the Jewish decalogue, no power on earth can drive them. But,
however, if they cannot be convinced of their error, and be brought to

perceive the injury their views inflict upon their own cause, it is easy to

embarrass their logic by simply asking the following questions :—Where
is the Scriptural authority for transferring the law in the Eourth Com-
mandment, which bound the Jews to observe as holy tlie seventh day, unto
the Christian code, and supplying it to the first day of the week ? When
did Christ or his Apostles ever declare that commandment to be binding
on Christians ? And if it be a religious duty to obey that Jewish law, why
did not Christ or his Apostles say so ? To these queries we have always
failed in obtaining a satisfactory reply. The moment they are put, the

Sabbatarian Christian begins to shuffle and flounder, and is regularly

beaten. He has not a leg to stand upon, 'and is obliged to fall back again

on the defence of his old text,—" Eemember," &c.

Some remarks made on this matter by Dr. Whately, the present

Archbishop of Dublin, are worthy of notice. In a pamphlet, entitled

"Thoughts on the Sabbath," he says:

—

If, however, a.ny persons are fully convinced that the precept respecting the Sabbath
was given to Adam, and also conclude, thence, that it must bind all his posterity, they are

of course, at least enuall3'-, bound by the (recorded) precept to Noah relative to abstinence

from blood. Any one who admits these obligations, and complies with them just as they

were given, observing not the first, but the seventh day of the week as the Sabbath, is

acting on a system which, though it may be erroneous, is at least intelligible and consis-

tent. But he who acknowledges a divine command to extend to himself, ought to have an
equally express divine command to sanction any aUeration in it. Those Christians of the

present day, however, who admit tbe obligation of the ancient Sabbath, have taken the
libert}' to change not only the day, but also the mode of observance. I believe they some-
times allege that the Jews were over-scrupulous on this point, and had superadded by their

tradition, burdensome restrictions not authorised by the Mosaic law. This is true ; but if

we shelter ourselves under this plea,—if we admit the authority of the written law, and
reject merely the Pharisaical additions to it,—we are then surely bound to comply at least

Avitii the express directions that are written ; for instance (Exod. xxxv. ch. 2 and 3 vv.), * Ye
shall kindle no fire throughout your habitations upon the Sabbath day/ no one can pretend
is a traditional precept; yet I know of no Christians who profess to observe it. Perhaps
we may be told that it is a regulation not suited to our climate. That may be an additional

reason, of some weight, for believing that the Jewish Sabbath Avas an ordinance not de-

signed to be of universal obligation ; but seems hardly sufficient, if it ruere of universal

obligation, to authorize Christians to depart from the divinely-appointed mode of observing

it."

Let it be remembered that these are the sentiments of a prelate of the

Established Church, whose intellectual and moral worth renders him an
ornament to the Episcopal body. He certainly will not be accused of

despising the Scriptures, for he has written eloquently in defence of their

truth
; and yet he denies the fourth Commandment is the basis of the

Christian Sunday. The vain attempt to build upon this foundation has
no other eftect than to widen the breach between Christianity as taught
in the Churches, and the common reason of mankind. The sinister de
signs of the Sunday-Sabbatarian party are obvious. These strait-laced
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projectors want to shut up the lecture -rooms and halls of the people on
the Sunday; and to extiugiiish what they term Sunday newspapers. It is

an aristocratic move, and there is in it far more of political intrigue than
genuine piety. The amount of stupid hypocris}^ involved in it is posi-

tively incalculable.

All we say is, let the bigots do their worst ; let them pass as many
stringent Sunday Bills as they please—the more stringent the better, and
the sooner may we hope to see a strong reactionary tide set in, and sweep
away such monuments of religious folly. F. Gr.

WHAT CAN WE DO?

The times are sadly out of joint. What can we do, to better our condition 1

This is a question in almost everybody's mouth. But the answer, it seems,

is not quite so easy to give. Association is the idea of the time,—the all-

absorbing topic. It is a noble one, and cannot well be overrated. But the

best things may be perverted. Dwelling ever on association, men are apt to

forget the importance of individua.1 efforts. There is an individuality in Man
which cannot be destroyed. Duty is a personal thing. It is from a man's

own thoughts, words, and actions that he derives pain or pleasure,—ultimate

happiness or misery,—honour or disgrace. Men cannot become wise or vir-

tuous, mereli/ by combining their efforts. A bad man may be a member of a

good association. Such an one has often contributed to the accomplishment

of a noble work, from a very ignoble motive.

Individually, man is weak. Isolated, the little he can accomplish, is liable

to discourage him from attempting anything. " True," said one in my hear-

ing, " were I where I could combine my efforts with those of others, I might
be induced to attempt something ; as it is, I go with the stream. Nor do I

see how the obligations of a reformer can extend to me." " No," said another,

v>dio had just been applied to, by a poor fellow who needed a little temporary
relief, " show me others, by combining with whom, something permanently
good may be effected, and I am your man. But I see no good likely to result

from these acts of private relief I have renounced them altogether. I give

nothing in such cases. My benevolence, if I have any, flows in another chan-
nel." Were not these misapplications of the associative principle ? To such
men, and in reference to the duties they had thus declined, I would say, in

the W'ords of an old author—" These things ought ye to have done ; and not

to have left the other undone."

In this country, whose '' glgrious constitution" is " the envy of surrounding-

nations and the admiration of the world," bricks and mortar, land and money,
make legislators. Unless he be the son of a Peer, a man may have the wis-

dom of Solon, the justice of an Aristides, the patriotism of a Marcus Curtius

or a Codrus, or the eloquence of a Demosthenes, still, being poor, he cannot
serve his country, where such talents and virtues are most needed. He may
be more than a mere declaimer ; he may possess great knowledge—may be
more than a mob-orator,—may possess the rare gift of true eloquence,—yet

should that modesty, which is the natural concomitant of genius, make him
hesitate to denounce at once, as fools or knaves, all who may differ from him
in opinion, he is little likely to succeed as a popular leader, especially where
such leaders are most needed.
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Notwithstanding these discouragements, no man is justified in living to

himself alone. He has a duty, for the performance of which he is responsible

to his country and his conscience. He is a man. And, in the language of

the noble old Roman, " nothing that concerns humanity is indifferent to him."

Man's obligations preceded human institutions. They cannot be determined

by the study of such institutions. They ai'? to be inferred from his natural

rights, and, in general terms, from that constitution of things of which he
forms a part, and in harmony with Avhich he must live, if he would avoid

misery. The natural laws, as they affect mankind, are not to be tried by
human institutions, but human institutions by them. When human institu-

tions are in harmony with man's natural rights, duty and interest bid us ob-

serve and cherish them : otherwise, to seek to reform or replace them with

better. This, notwithstanding all the priest may say, is not a crime but a

virtue : a virtue by the practice of which the martyrs of the olden time

achieved their immortality, and that portion of freedom we at present enjoy.

Birth, wealth, station, are undoubtedly great things ; and involve great

responsibilities. But not having these, are we exempted from all obligation

to serve our fellow-creatures ] By no means. There is, at least, one virtue

which all may practise : a virtue which ever attracts attention, from its ex-

treme rarity, especially in times like these, a virtue which conmiands the re-

spect, even of opponents, and which is indispensable to real usefulness—a vir-

tue which gives weight to a character, otherwise insignificant, and renders a

man of but moderate intellect manifold more important in every cause, than

another whose talents are the most brilliant, but in whom this virtue is want-
ing. The virtue I speak of is Consistency. Without this, no character can
long retain its influence ; and with it, the humblest cannot fail, in time, to

make itself felt. Any man may, and every consistent man will, refuse to

countenance, even with his presence, a movement or meeting, whose object

and tendency are opposed to the cause with which he has identified himself.

Whatl Not to listen to what may be said in defence of it ? No : he has

taken his ground considerately, and not attached himself to a cause of which
he has not subsequently to learn the merits. This is an age neither of great

virtues nor of great crimes. It is an age of calculation—in which men avoid-

ing risque, keep their eyes upon the " quid pro quo'' There is no chivalry

—

no sympathy with those crimes whose commission has elicited qualities which
have made us regret the misapplication of powers so great, and of qualities

so intrinsically noble. Every man is now deemed a fool who undertakes any-
thing for which he is not to receive an equivalent, in hard cash " down upon
the nail."

The Apostle Paul taught his followers, to " contend earnestly for the faith

once delivered to the saints." But no man now is expected to contend

earnestly for the faith delivered to him, by any body. To speak decidedly,

even in defence of one's honest convictions is " decidedly low," and " in bad
taste." It is by no means in harmony with " the spirit of the times," or " the

usages of good society." Any man may, and every consistent man will, avoid

this spurious liberality, this disloyalty to truth, even at the risque of being

thought narrow-minded. He will concede to the opinions of others the con-

sideration he claims for his own ; but he will not concede that a thing " is

probably true," while it appears to him to be most certainly false.

That is a courtesy which demands the sacrifice of our sincerity. So long

as we are in doubt, let us suspend our judgment j but having once satisfied
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ourselves as to where the truth lies-let us manfully and consistently adhere
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are not prepared to make the sacrifice, wait a while longer before you avow

yourse /a leformer, or you will make nothing of it. The w-orld is not wan -

L" in alent ; but'sadly wanting of men who to great ta -t ,mite a generous

.4f-deYotion to the public good. Are you a parent t Make it a pume ob-
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ind to inipire them with a rational and manly resolution to maintain the r

r ghts and to discharge their duties. Whatever may be your conditio,! in

life determine to give to your country one good man mulirm. Would all

act' on tSfprinciple, bad Ind discouraging as times are, think l^^-^^^^

would soon mend %

THE aOLDEN PBIZE.

London : Chari-es Dolman, 61, New Bond-street.

This Pamphlet is evidently the production of a Roman Catholic, and the

author hafntroduced it to the public under circumstances which will no

doubt ensure it an extensive circulation. Not that we think many persons

wiU flatter themselves that they are destined to win the golden prize oifered ;

but curiosUy Ine will induce'hundreds to spend their shilling merely to see

X hese "seven questions" are about. It is not our intention to giatify

rht curiosity here,ly extracting the
;
questions' ^om the pamphle

,
our ob-

iect simply being to speak of their design,—to show what the querist is dnv

in. at hVhis intfrroglries. Be it known, then, that the author as a Papist

strikes a blow at the Protestant Established Church of England. He puts

in- 'the Anglican episcopal mouth nuts to crack which he knows and every

boo else knbws! are\absolutely uncraAahU. He asks questions hat cannot

be answered by any supporter of the Church of England without admi tmg

^l^nrtheRomiA Faith i the true faith of Christ and his Apostles
;
or, at any

^„,,» mo.t,ters and the most unlimited liberty of opinion. If the exeicise ot

^
vote iud^ent is to be permitted, as Protestantism says it is, how dares the

[Cch'of EiTgTaU attemp^t to place'fetters on human thought % If man has
Church 01 M^ia i",

^4 the church, how dares any clergyman to

:p:at the":;! of s!^isnJ-the .in of dissenting from the aootruieY^d^no^

ifSbi:^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
mt'if^on the other hand, Human Reason is to fall prostrate before Revelation

r„"d to obey the vo ce of some apostolic authority whose interpretation of that .^

Beviatio/is unerring truth,-then the Roman Commuii'on 1.. ur only r^

fole-no other Christian Church professing '"f^"'^'^'*?.
,
° ^''

-t^i't
"„?.^ ' •

\^-.^v +r» hp ponsistent we must be either iiomaniscs or

tlie consequence is that, to be consisient, n^c

^-n^ tl^i^ iq the o-ror i
Tiof;n..n1kt\ There is no way out of this dilemma, and thib is tne ^ |
liationalists. inerc ib nv^ »» j

-fio-hf not between Eneian(l
jp,^\.\r fn whirh the world is approaching, ine ngnt not uetv^ccn xu

^ ^

SdVltblittwn the iiLciplesof religious despotism and relig.ou

liberty.
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The pamphlet of ' Agathon' cuts both ways. If his arguments fall upon a

thnid mind that loves to lean on the dictum of another, they, may lead

that mind to Popery ; but the bold spirit that rejoices in its own freedom

will be driven by them to renounce the dogmatism of all creeds and all

churches. The remarks of ' Agathon' on the question relating to the Sabbath

are interesting just now, when fanaticism about ' Sunday observance' is so

rife. He says :

—

" It is strictly enjoined in Exodus, to do no work on the Sabbath day or Saturday, and

never has this commandment been annulled in Scripture. Now, let us apply the Tro-

testant principle to this fact. Protestants maintain that the Scripture is the sole rule of

faith, and that nothing is to be enjoined as necessary to salvation but what is found in

Scripture ; and yet Protestants regard the due observance of Sunday, and the cessa-

tion from work on that day, as necessary to salvation—although in the Scriptures, Satur-

day and not Sunday, is the day expressly mentioned as obligatory. I am, therefore, jus-

tified in makin*^ use of the following argument, which of itself is quite sufHcient to show

the utter inconsistency of Protestant principles. Either the Scripture is the only rule of

faith or it is not. If it is, then, Protestants in keeping holy the Sunday and not the

Saturday, have flown in the face of the plain and express declaration of Scripture, violated

the rule of faith, and made this violation a standing practice necessary to salvation
;
and in

so doino- have necessarily fallen into the grossest contradiction of their own principles, and

therebf forfeited any sort of claim to be the true church. If it is not, then Protestants,^ in

declaring that it w, have laid down a false principle, based their very system on a vital

error and thereby equally forfeited any sort of claim to be the True Church, rherefore,

in either ease, (one of the two suppositions must be the case), Protestants are necessarily in

a false, inconsistent, and therefore most awfully dangerous position."

This reasoning is conclusive against the ' Sunday observance' party, and

places the Established Church in a ' fix.' ' Agathon' has a logical mind,

and though he writes in favour of Popery, his pamphlet is calculated to ad-

vance the cause of free enquiry and rational religion. His £500 will never

be called for. ^ •
^*

Co €*orre6pontrcttt0.

*...* Till the 30th instant, correspondents will please address " Thomas Cooper, Mr.

Bartow's, bookseller, 2, Nelson Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne." I leave Newcastle on

Monday morning, July 1st, for Stockton and Middlesborough, and proceed thence to York,

on Thursday, July Ith, and so to Leeds. Letters intended to reach me after June 30th

and before July 4th, may be addressed " care of Mr. John Wilson, bookseller, 11, High

Street, Stockton-on-Tees;" to reach me oji July 4th or 5th, " care of Mr. John Brown,

bookseller, CoUiergate, York ;"—to reach me up to July 8fch, " care of Mr. David Green,

bookseller, Briggate, Leeds."

' Truth Skeker.'—The answer depends in a great degree on each individual's judgment

:

for myself, I should say, Christ's Temptation by the Devil.

* Subscriber.'—I wish you would write me again when I reach home : I have no means

of referring to Campbell's poem here.

'Ax Old Friend.'—The oldest manuscripts of the Gospels are in Greek, and that

lan<^ua^e is always understood to be the original. There is no question raised on this

point, except about Matthew ; but there is no evidence that our Matthew is a tmnslation

from tlo- book which Eusehius says that Papias says was written in Hebrew by Matthew,

Thomas Day.—A letter addressed to * Mr. Capern, Tiverton,' will find him. Mr.-

Scoble has been silent ever since my last letter to him ;
so that I conclude he has declined

jrx*>J>c contest. Information respecting Quentin Matsys may be found in Charles Knights

cheap volumes ' The Pursuit of Knowledge under Difficulties;'

' Veritas.'-His lines are most respectfully declined, oiot because I do not most heartily

approve of their sentiment ; but because they arc not metre.

George Hardy.—Not quite perfect : try again.
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THE TRUE SABBATH.
" The Sabbath was made for man, and not man for the Sabbath."

O ! how I love to see when Sunday comes,
The day used truly as 'a day of rest/

The man of toil with wife and little ones.

Going forth happy, as he feels he's blest

With one day in the seven, wherein to raise

His song of freedom, and divinest praise !

To see the thousands pouring from the din

Of the great city ; as the ' Sabbath day'

Breaks beautifully with the sunlight in

—

To urge the smoke-dried citizen away
Where health, and beauty, freshness, all invite

His steps to haste, where Nature breathes delight.

O, 'tis a glorious sight to see the throng,

Like cliildren loose from school, sportive and free

Their laughter pealing with companion songs.

To make, at least, one day go pleasantly:

The music of the heart is there ; we find

Rapture with love and happiness combined.

Then why should men in degradation lie.

Such men as labour for their every meal ?

Man was not born only to toil, and die

;

Without a mind or soul, to think or feel !

, No, no ! for earth stands welcoming his hand.
And yields abundantly at his command.

O, I despise the miserable wretch
Who enwal Is beauteous spots and God's own ground !

Who has a soul no bigger than to catch
Intruders on his solitary round;

—

Who, as religious earthworm, poor and blind,
Feels not the holier birthright of his mind.

For man was made for pleasure, as for toil

;

With heart and head, as well as hands and feet;

He was not made to be the slave o' th' soil;

To have no sunny spots, no friends to greet:
God made him walk erect, to tread the earth,
Not in grim sadness, but heart-livening mirth.

S. WiLKS.

HORACE, L, I. ODE 22.

"Integer vike, seclarisque purusj" See.

The pure of heart, and free from sin,

O Fuscus ! needs nor lance nor bow.
Nor Moorish quiver lined Avithin,

With darts, whose points with poison flow.

Whether he seek thy pathless snows

—

Inhospitable Caucasus

!

Or where Hydaspes' fabled flows,—
Or Syrte's boiling shoals to pass.

As late I roamed in Sabine wood.
Singing my darling Lalage,

Unarmed, in light and careless mood,
A wolf before my glance did flee.

Such monster Dannia's warlike land.
Feeds not in all her forests wide.

Nor Juba's earth of arid sand.
Though lions breed in savage pride.

Place me in deserts where no tree I

Is nourished by a summer's breath.
In regions fraught with misery.
Where Jove in wrath deals want and death.

Place me beneath a burning sun
Where home nor friends mine eye can see ;

Still will I sing, beloved one.

Thy smile and voice; my LalagS.
Birmingham. JoiiN Alfred hA^GtCRtf.
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THE DEMON OP DESPOTISM.
AN ALLEGORIC HISTORY.

BY RICHARD OTLEY.
( Continued from last number.)

Thus did I fill the air, as if seated upon a throne of light, overshadowing
the earth as it were the valley of death, and holding supreme and omnipo-
tent power over the bodies and souls of men. The earth rolled round on
lier axis, and moved with unerring velocity in her orbit, giving to man
summer and winter, spring and autumn ; the sun ripened the blushing
fruits, inviting man to the rich and abundant feast ; but my power, the
supremacy of the spirit of Despotism, seated on the throne of fVinaticism

and superstition, converted the fertile plains and luxuriant vallies into a
wilderness or desert. The sons of men trembled with fear, sickened from
want, and died in thousands. Erom this scene I turned, with that pride

which a spirit can only feel and know, for other conquests animated and
filled me with an enlarged ambition. Again I passed the wide world of

waters, riding on the storm and the w^hirlwind, when my comprehensive
spiritual vision, beheld with renewed extasy another vast continent covered
with cities, villages and the growing and ripening fruits of the earth ; a
people living in contentment, cultivating the peaceful arts and sciences,

—

worshipping no sanguinary, revengeful gods, visible or invisible. They
bailed the sun as the creator and progenitor of all things and beings, offering

to him, in a few simple rites, frankincense and the first fruits of the earth.

A hardy, strong, intellectual race, submitting to equal laws, and holding

equal possession, living in prosperous contentment. AVhen I beheld them
in the midst of the luxuriance of life, I felt, as a human being feels, when
he sickens at the heart from fear, env}^, and malice, but inconceivably

more intense, and inwardly tormenting and heart-burning. This enter-

prise appeared to me most difficult of achievement
;
yet I exclaimed, it

must, it shall, be accomplished ! In the invisible world of imagination, must
be called up from the vast and deep resources of thought, beings to people

the earth, the air, and the remotest heavens. Grently must the silken

chain be thrown over them, pleasure in anticipation, torments in reserve

;

individual sanctity, for the assumption of individual power and despotism.

The father must be absolute over his children, the master over his slave,

the king over those whom he governs, and the priest over all. How this

race of men shall fall before my power !

Tears passed away, and generations of men, as clouds before the morn-
ing sun, to be no more seen for ever, and the work was not yet commenced.
Eear with men is the great motive power, and hope the safety-valve ; fear

creates, and the imagination peoples the other worlds ; and anticipation,

beyond life, deludes the mind. A race of priests must first spring up

:

liow can I first sow the holy seed ? I must touch the mental powers of

some devotees, draw them apart from the people ;
and these the latter

must revere and obey. Ambition amongst tlie holy ones of the
^
earth,

will work out my will, enslave the millions, and exalt the Few. This dark

race believe they are the first of men : the priests shall make them the

most eminent of fools. The idea is noble and dignified : they claim to be

the first who adored the gods : this ambition will lead them on to be the

meanest of mankind. Their glory must be their ruin. Gods, kings,

priestS; slaves, are bound together in an eternal unity. Gorgeous rites,
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pompous sacrifices, and sacred and solemn assemblies, must awe the mind
into dwarfish imbecility. At present they are free, were never subjugated
by any other people

; but they must fall lower than the most savage and
degraded. They now love peace, but must, for the future, be for ever
embroiled in war. Ah ! the priesthood are already separated from the
vulgar. What fantastic dresses have they assumed, now they are devoted
to a fictitious purity and a delusive religion,—to the 'divine service'! They
shave their heads, wear stoles or long gowns, carry in their processions
ploughshare sceptres, have high-crowned caps, tufted on the top, orna-
mented with a wreath of serpents. They are thus fair to the eye, but sting
the nation to the heart, and poison it to the soul ; dazzle the imaginations
of the people, lead men into the quagmires of error, into the cold and
dreary regions of superstition and mental death.

Thus the work proceeds gloriously, and I, the Demon of spiritual power,
add another laurel to those 1 have already reaped, and add fresh triumphs
to those already achieved.—Alas, for this weak and fallen race of man

!

persuaded that he is made in the image of Grod or the gods,—glorious and
pure as the stars of heaven ; but more polluted and corrupted than the
stagnant pools and marshes, filled with reptiles and crawling vermin.
Created in the image of Grod ! Why, he is sunk below the reptiles he so

much despises. They arrive at the perfection of their nature, fulfil the
destinies of their being, recede from the stage of life and are succeeded by
other generations equal to themselves. But man, degraded man, there he
lies,—his noblest powers prostrated,—his whole nature blasted, a mere
passive slave in body and spirit ! How he bows, and trembles, and fears,

whilst that mortal passes him !—why ? who is he ? He is the Ethiopian
king elect, selected from amongst the priests, by the revelling god, seizing

him as his own by some visible sign ; he then becomes high-priest and
king, and the multitude kneel down and worship him as a divinity. Thus
the authority of a God is united with that of priestly-king. In the name
of the Divinity he is surrounded with guards, attendants, and servants who
reverence him as a spark of the essence of this Deity. They must live only

whilst he lives, die when he dies. If he loses an eye, if he loses an arm
if he is maimed of a leg, they must be maimed ; each of these must have

one amputated ; that they may thus manifest their sympathy for the di-

vinely elected, priestly king.—This priestly power spread over the land ia

like the darkness of midnight blotting out the meridian day : Eeason and
Nature are lost in the unfathomable depths of the troubled ocean of

ignorance, cruelty, and vice.

Having succeeded in unseating Eeason and dethroning Nature, the work
proceeded with a rapidity and certainty that even astonished the priesthood

themselves ; and diffused an unhallowed pleasure through my victorious soul.

Thus the future historian of human events shall have nothing more to record

than the fallen, wretched condition of man, and the glittering deceptive great-

ness of the Few. The Ethiopian race is now in my powder, bow to my supre-

macy, and bend to my galling yoke ; they are and shall be only " distinguished

by their dai^k colour, flat faces, curled hair, their exceeding fierceness and

cruelty, and in their manners they are like beasts, not so much in their na-

tural temper, as in their contrived pieces of wickedness. Their whole bodies

are filthy and nasty, and their nails long like wild beasts, and cruel one to-

wards another." So infuriated have they become in their natpre that they

arm even their >Yomen for war, and their ideas are so deformed, that they
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hano- brass rings to their lips to enhance their beauty. The crisis has already

oonre Ersramenes, their king resists the command even of their gods, refuses

to put hfmself to death according to custom ; enters their golden temple and

cuts the throats of the priests. I am victorious even over their gods !
^

But what are yon vast human monuments towering to the heavens, in tlie

far distance ' With the fleetness of thought I passed onwards, when 1 soon

found myself hovering over them, and then settled down on the apex ot the

hi<^hest On the surrounding country I cast a glance. It was, when the

sun the universal divinity of the people, had attained the solstioial point in

the'heavens ;
universal was the rejoicing amongst the simple sons ot nature

who ceopled these regions, when the glorified god appeared to stand m the

zenith in victory over the demon of darkness, and over these mcnmiaents

erected to his honour, and to aid the pure devotion of the people. Every-

where the harvest teemed with plenty, reaped by a hardy but peaceful race.

A few of the first fruits of corn and wine were presented as a grateful oftering

to this glorious divinity. In the night, an iUumi^iatmn gladdened the hearts

of ht w?orshippers, and lit up the land as if by the hght of an artificial sun

Priests and priestly kings had however already stolen m amongst them A

ra'^dlangu'agecoLealedtrue science from the P-f' -^ ^^-^ .P'^^^";

mena were soon exalted into direct interpositions of the god .
But the gods

n u"t be ncarnate, descend to sojourn amongst men. This is the foundation

of tt gloomy superstructure of ill tyrannies and times They must conquer

and subdue nations, teach men to cultivate the earth, to produce corn the

v?ne and other fruits ; from this they have and will ha.-e a claim upon their

gratitude, which can easily be raised into devotion and adoration Let men

once worship the dead, and they will soon reverence and become servile to

the livino- • dread the phantom and tremble before the reality.

m Ist i thus hovered over the destinies of the Egyptian nation and bAeld

their prosperity, their love of peace and of justice, I felt a deg ee ot^V^^^^

sadness or depression, such as dark and fallen spirits

^J/ ; ., J^f^f^^
the felicity of others, to immerge them in an abyss of ^11^'

l^f°f
.

^^f
1^^™

of substantial hope, casts a deeper gloom even over the ;l«l;«f
"'f/^^^

Whilst thus meditating, a tear, such a^^^-^
^f

^'^ "^.^
^,^„\\Vs irrounT

my soul. Yet it passed away, as the dew-drops of morning into t^,
"'fT" ,

7s air. Whilst thus meditating over the past the present, and the futuie^

evin the sad pleasure of melancholy was disturbed by the !*o«°ds of so ro,r

and lamentation. On hearing these, I again felt the energies of my soul e

newed. These symbols of grief arose from the mourning of a '^^^e"

;
^

>pt

was laid under sackcloth and ashes. Eor what ? ^^^ '^^^^^Tf|' e,t ?

flow « Had the salubrious springs of nature become as the «e»^ehed de ert .

Had the fruits of the earth failed? No; but a god has ceased to liv.^ A

god die! And what a god-au ox! No;
'f

^ "!^,;'^,^^',\S«'
3^Xinitr!

lor what are the priests searching throughout he coury? A lotdvnuy

Where do they seLeh for him i Not amongs «^e '^bs o dead mo tal bu

amongst herds\f living o^cen ishefounwittj^^^^^^^^^^

and a white star upon "« i«'^eh^ad,--the infatuated mu^Ut^
^^^ ^^^^_^^^^

they dance, smg, and f^ ^^ .^J„^^ift°,„f;rS with silver and gold

divinity ; he is ushered into a splendid tompie, yi = , . j gt e^.
and precious stones ;

senseless giandeur, surrounding a senseless bein„, u
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cally, and mentally. The descent into this valley of death i« like the de,r Ir^rylHalll^'Viid-^^'ke*^ ""'^ '' ^^^^^
sooner tLy ^iU .o.hip arirlpeTcTt, r:crdrt'L^raVan^

twV I '"
''" ^ 'P^''^ °^ '"^^ *^i""ity' i-i >vhateyer it is manifestedhese sons of men prostrate themselves before i . How vvilily hay™ l^^a D ests

the DLon ofPis|7S.;f„ trpni^lr^;;' :™Tin flltime. What pleasurable thoughts fill iiry soul whil.f T hpT^nl^ /v ?

::oSrertirLts:t^/neT^^^^^^^^
reverence

;
and another hates all the ofte^srcaue'he d r s a

1"
'od

-

£ti7 h°" T'^ S^r^i""'' '^'^ P^^P'*^ ^"" d««'i"''> "»til thy become mo^

ti.ey will repel despotismf tT'^fcu" ? 7,tt'iS:' "'"^'

philosoph; As the Demo'7nf Tl' T''°°t *," ^^'°^"'^' ^"'^ <="l«^ate

libertyVd phi osophv tL LStTh 't";
^ '^"'^ >^^o^t to dread from

mates a whole DeonirT;tl,„r.?-w ""T^" °^'^'' ™en, that ani-

animates,i^^HSS^l^^^^. ^^, ^f^fe ""'^'^"^ "'

but the deadly polit:,:tdi^^^^^^^^

serve by agitation ""^A^rhtrold^rinll^^^^^^my power, as others have done before them and will T »ft f}
'''"^''^

must pass through nature to the grosser d1;in?tie, 1 f
^^'""- ^

uaVd:m:n:? ;raudru^^^^^^^^

of tlfe di^inles ?Z wS"'r,;it'' TTt'' .'f"*? "' ^^'P^-'^^ -'^t

his forked lightAinTlsertedilf in" ^ "er-bolts and darts

the pure sprin<. of limJd strenTff f fl
'^™')'!. "'I'^^P'^t'oii of poisoning

high-minded feeek St drink intf f"'^
^''?'" '^,' ''^^'

'
'° ^^"^^ the

Ktegly authori^rwilT fhl . 1" *'^!,,','"Pt"'f "^T
°f superstition,

dominion, as natura'lv as tlfe tirfA ^^f
t/'^Uy^fl''^' from this priestly

the Upas'tree. Wha't 1 yo^ i^T^e1 Tehold" ^ Tft' "J.^f^^--
Stone ima<re a sensplp^^, h^nr^. i

Devoid .^ it is the Palladium; a
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its eyes, or it attempts to leap from eavtli to lieaven. But the light of licr

eyes equals not tlie brilliaucy of that minute insect, the glow-worm ;
nor

the attempt of the goddess to leap, the efforts of the despised reptile, the

frof. Yet the people tremble or rejoice at the mandate of her priests.

Tlie shades of dark superstition are now fast falling over the minds of these

immortal Greeks ! Time flows on apace, and divinities spring up more

plentifully than weeds in the spring season. Eire, earth, air, lakes,

sprin<^s, oceans, stars, moon, and sun,—stone statues, deified men, and

visionary ghosts, are exalted into gods, until there are three thousand to

lay prostrate the souls of the people, and thus enable priests and kings

to divide, govern, and enslave.

Thus the Demon of Despotism triumphed over the destinies of man.

But Philosophy, which is the perfection of reason, in the study of nature,

had her birth amongst the free sons of G-reece. Erratic and feeble in her

rise she is now achieving victories as the hand-maiden of science. The

heavens are opened and a new liglit is shining upon man. Geology is

unfoldino- the ' leaves of the stone book,' and reading to liim the history

of the past, and aiding Eeason to dispel the dark visions that have over-

clouded the past and dim the present. Chemistry is analysing, and Phy-

sioloo-y delineating, dissecting, and tracing organic cause and effect, of

human thought, motive, and action. Man reads man with stronger and

more comprehensive vision. The throne of the Demon of Despotism is

shaken to its foundations ; and Error, with its guardian power, is falbng

and fading away in the present, and in the future, will be no more 1

CEITICAL EXEGESIS OE GOSPEL IIISTOET,

ON THE BASIS OF STRAUSS's ' LEBEN JESU.'

A SERIES OF ErOIIT DISCOURSES; SLIVERED AT TIIElITERARYra|TI^^^^^^^

STREET, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD. AND AT THE IIALL OF SCIENCE, Cn\ UOAU, ua

SUNDAY EVENINOS, DURING THE WINTERS OF 184S-9, AND 1849-50.

BY THOMAS COOPEB,

Author of ' The Purgatory of Suicides.'

VII.—THE RESURRECTION AND ASCENSION.

It wa*s agreed, at tlie conclusion of tlic last discourse, that tlie evangelical

accounts of tlie burial of Jesus should be reserved for consideration. Let

us, therefore, dismiss them before we enter ou any scriitmy ot the account

of the Insurrection itself. According either to the Koraan or the Jewish

custom, Jesus would have had no honourable burial
;
but tlie (jospels

inform us that a distinguished adlierent of Jesus begged his body ot

Pilate. John adds the name of iSncodemus to that of Joseph of Anmathea

in the matter of Christ's burial ;
and this new '"'l'^-\'"«l-^°V^f '? "'''f'

mentioned by Matthew, Mark, or Luke-is described
.«^^

^""g
"f J^

mixture of myrrh and aloes, about an hundred P°""'\^™^, iLrclot^s
it is said, 'they took the body of Jesus, '^"^ womid it in hneii c^^^^^^^^^^

with the pices,' as the manner of the Jews is *» ^>"7- The urp is ng

quantity of the spices must be passed over^ The words ^^'« '^'^

written bv one who wished h s readers to understand that the ricU men

Iho burie'd j"u7had a high veneration for him. B^'* - -'
^f^^.t'-;:;:

*°

give to this relation, when we are told by Mark and Luke that the women
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who beheld the place, and the manner in which Christ was interred,

bought spices and ointments for the purpose of anointing his dead body ?

Matthew is out of tlie contest in this matter, for he simply relates that

the body was Avrapt in a clean linen cloth,—unless tins be considered as a

third statement. And then who shall decide which is the true and
* inspired' account P

The story of the Watch at the grave is related only by Matthew. It is

one of the 'most palpable legends in the Gospels. How could the Sanhe-

drim obtain the information, that Jesus was to rise again after three^ days ?

*'We remember that that deceiver said, while he was yet alive," &c.

Jesus, according to the evangelical accounts, never spoke plainly of his

resurrection in the presence of his enemies ; and the figures in which he

did speak to his disciples were unintelligible to them. How, then, could

the disciples give such information to the members of the Sanhedrim ?

If the disciples had possessed the information, they would surely have

spread it, first, among the other adherents of Christ, But the women
who resort to the grave on the morning after the Sabbath, intending to

embalm the body, know notliing of the Watch. For, how could they

expect to perform their purpose, if they knew the Watch was there ?

"According to Mark," observes Strauss, "their whole perplexity on

their way to the grave turns upon the question, who wiU roll away the

stone for them from the grave ;—a clear proof that they knew nothing of

the guards, since these either would not have allowed them to remove the

stone, however light,—or if they wonld have allowed this, would also have

helped them to roll away a heavier one ;—so that in any case the difficulty

as to the weight of the stone would have been superfluous."

Every feature in this strange story is full of difficulties. That Pilate

should have granted the request of the Jewish magistrates for a Watch,

under so foolish a reason, and after his previous conduct, is incredible

;

that the guards should so easily have been induced to tell a falsehood,^ at

the hazard of the severe punishment wdiich, by the Eoman law, fol-

lowed sleeping on their post, is equally incredible ; but the conduct of the

Sanhedrim, when the guards, returning from the sepulchre, are related to

have affirmed the resurrection of Jesus, is the most incredible of all.

"How," asks Strauss, *' could the covincil, many of whose members were Sadducees,

receive this as credible 1 Even the Pharisees in the Sanhedrim, though tliej^ held in

theory the possibility of a resurrection, vrould not, with the mean opinion which they

entertained of Jesus, be inclined to believe in his resurrection ;
especially as the asser-

tion in the mouth of the guards sounded just like a falsehood invented to screen a

failure in duty. The real Sanhedrists, on hearing such an assertion from the soldiers,

would have replied with exasperation :
' You lie ! you have slept and allowed him to

be stolen ; but you will have to pay dearly for this, when it comes to be investigated by

the procurator.' But instead of this, the Sanhedrists in our gospel bespeak them fair,

and entreat them thus :
' Tell a lie ! say that you have slept and allowed him to be

stolen.' Moreover, they pay them richly for the falsehood, and promise to exculpate

them to the procurator. This is evidently spoken entirely on the Christian presupposi-

tion of the reality of the resurrection of Jesus ; a presupposition, however, which is

quite incorrectly attributed to the members of the Sanhedrim. It is also a difficulty,

acknowledged even by orthodox expositors, that the Sanhedrim, in a regular assembly,

and after a formal consultation, should have resolved to corrupt the soldiers, and put ai

lie into their mouths. That, in this manner, a college of seventy men should haye^

officially decided on suggesting and rewarding the utterance of a falsehood, is too widely

at variance with the decorum, the sense of propriety, inseparable from such an as-

sembly."

Matthew's words—'' And this saying is commonly reported among the
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Jews to tills day"~seem to point out the cause of the formation of this
legend. Some of the Jews charged Christ's disciples with stealing away
his dead body, and among the early Christians this legend was formed in
self-defence :—' Nay,' it meant, ' how could we steal it, when you placed
a watch at the grave, and sealed the stone ?' But the legend cannot have
had a wide circulation among the early Christians. It is to be found
solely in Matthew : there is no other trace of it to be found, either in the
Gospels, the Acts, or any of the Epistles.—Let us now proceed to the
account of the Resurrection itself.

Besurrection itself! I beg pardon. There is no account ofthe Besurrec-
tion itself. Ko one is stated to have seen Christ rise from the dead. Even
in that wondrous account of JMatthew's, which we have just been consider-
ing,—although the ' great earthquake' is mentioned ; and the descent of
the ' angel of tlie Lord' from heaven, and his rolling back the stone from
the door and sitting upon it, is described

; and the semblance of his coun-
tenance to lightning, and his raiment to the whiteness of snow, is re-
hearsed; and also the fear and quaking of the keepers, and their becomino-
as dead men ;—no Jesus is described as coming to life, and coming out of
the sepulchre! The 'angel' tells the women that Jesus is risen.
But |neither in Matthew, nor anywhere else, is any one stated to have
witnessed the Eesurrection it^oM.—the actual rising from the dead of
Jesus of Nazareth. I feel compelled to state that I hold this to be
a point of great importance, though Strauss—the great analyst I
have chiefly followed—does not seize it boldly ; nor do some other
critics appear to regard it as of much moment. I know not whether
this malvcs the same impression on your minds as on mine ; but, to
me, the omission of the actual rising of Christ—its being entirely '2^;?-

witnessed—makes me stagger at the beginning of the examiuation. So
long as I received the orthodox doctrines^ passively, this was not the case.
But now I determine to judge for myself respecting the evidence for this
most important of all facts, if it be a fact,—and I find that the actual
rising was not witnessed,—it loolvs like a chain without tlie commencing
link, that I am asked to take hold of. I long to live hereafter : I cannot
conceal the fervid wish if I/lesired to conceal it. But, amidst|the want of all

other positive evidence for a future life, when I am pointed to the Resur-
rection of Jesus, and find that none was present looking upon that frame
which they knew to be his, and beholdiug it begin to heave with the
renewed circulation of the blood and action of the lungs—that none saw
him arise—I am thrown back with the question. How, tlien, could they be
sure that they afterwards saw the real Jesus of Nazareth?—But^ to

(To he continued in next number.)

Self Knowledge.—In searching for the mote that is in thy brother's eye, art thou
quite sure that the beam is cast out from thine own 1 Art tliou superior to the "svay-

ward prejudices of education—to the mechanical force of custom—to the blind im-
petuosit}' of appetite—to the sudden and irregular sallies of imagination—to the false

colourings in which passion is wont to decorate or to blacken the objects of desire or of
aversion ']—Parrs Spited Sermon.
Ground for Tolerance.—Whenever wc cease to hate, to despise, and to persecute

those who think diflFerently from ourselves, whenever we look on them calmly, wc find

among them men of pure hearts, and unbiassed judgments, who, reasoning on the same
data with ourselves, have arrived at different conclusions on the subject of the spiritual

world,

—

Slsmomli.
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On Saturdaj^, July 6th, 1S50, will be published, Price One Penny, (to be continued Weekly, and re-
published Monthly in Parts,) No. I. of

THE P 11 E S S ; a Family Literary Journal of Amusement and Instruction.
" The Press," will contain original contributions in every department of Literature, and Leading

Articles on every topic r general interest, by eminent writers. Its jirice will be as low as the cheapest
of the existing cheap p; cations ; and, as a Literary organ, not inferior to the first-class high-priced
periodicals of the day. it will be universal in its sympathies, maintaining a position unbiassed cither
by class-interests or sectarian prejudices.

Also, on August 1st, 1850, as a Monthly Supplement to THE PRESS, and to be published with the
Magazines, Price One Penny, or Stamped to go free by Post, Price Twopence, No^I. ofTHE HISTORIC RECORD;
Containing all the current news tf the month. Domestic, Colonial and Foi^ign, together with a
concise epitome of Literature, tlie Fine Arts, the Progress of Science and Art, Useful Discoveries
and Inventions, the Ainials of Industry, carefully and systematically arranged and condensed, at
a cost of time and money, within the reach, of every class of readers.

London : Published by W. Horsell, 13, Paternoster Piow ; and sold by all Booksellers.

On Saturday, June 29, 1850, Price One Penny,

THE TRADES' ADVOCATE, Conducted by 'the Iron Trades.
London : J. Watson, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster Row; Abel IIeywcod, 58, Oldham-

street, Manchester.

I

PEACE PUBLICATIONS BY H. G. ADAMS.
PEACE LYRICS, dedicated to Elihu Burritt and his co-operators. Ro^'al 32mo, in Or-

namental wrapper, gilt edges. Price Gd., free by post, 8d.

. THE LEAGUER'S INVITATION. UnQ^'yYniiQniox i\\Q League of Brotherhood Bazaary
printed in gold and colours, on enamelled card ; size, six and a half inches by five. Price Cd. ; the same
free by post.

PEACE ENVELOPES. Price. Is. Gd. per 100, adhesive, ,00 for Is. by post.

PEACE READING-BOOK; being a Series of Selections from the Sacred Scriptures, the
Early Christian Fathers, and Historians, Philosophers, and Poets,—the wise and thoughtful of all ages
condemnatory of the Principles and Practices of War, and inculcating those of True Christianity ; de-
signed for use in Schools and for Private Tuition. Size, Demy 12mo. ; Price, in embossed cloth, 2s.;
sent free, by Post, 2s. 2d.

*»' Orders for post copies of either of the above, to be addressed to II. G. Adams, Rochester.

READING FOR THE MILLION.
NEW WORKS BY JANUARY SEARLE.

TUST Published, Price One ShiUincr, The LIFE, CHARACTER, AND GENIUS OF'
V EBENEZER ELLIOTT, the Corn Law Rhymer.
Price One ShilUng, LEAVES FROM SHERWOOD FOREST.
Price One Shilling and Sixpence, CHAPTERS IN THE HISTORY OF A LIFE.
Price One Shilling, WORDSWORTH, AND KIS WRITINGS.

London :—C. Gilpin, 5, Bishopsgate-street, and sold by all Boolcsellef s.

PRANCES WRIGHT'S WORKS.
Just Published, a New Edition in one volume, cloth boards, price Is. Gd., or in a wrapper, price Is.,

A FEW DAYS IN ATHENS ; being the Translation of a Greek Manuscript
XL discovered in Ilerculaneum. Dedicated to the late Jeremy Bentham, and illustrated by a fine Bust
of Epicurus engraved on Steel.

In one volume, cloth boards, price 3s.,

POPULAR LECTURES ON GOVERNMENT, MORALS, RELIGION, OPINIONS, &c.
To be had also in Five Parts, at Sixpence each.

POLITICAL LETTERS, or Observations on Religion and Civilisation. Price Sixpence.

BIOGRAPHY, NOTES, &c., of F. ^Vright, Price Fourpence.

FABLES. Price Threepence.

ENGLAND THE CIYILISER. One Volume, Cloth Boards, Price Four Shillings.

London : J. Watson, 3, .Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster Row.

Part 6 of " COOPER'S~JOIJRNAIV^contaiuing 5 Numbers, in a

Wrapper, Price 5-^(1, is now ready.

Also, Parts 1, 2, 4 and 5, containing 4 jNTumbers each, Price 4|d. each; and
Part 3, containing 5 Numbers, Price 5ijd.

Parts 1, 2, and 3, Price 6d. eacli, (each containing 6 Numbers;) are now
ready, of

''CAPTAIN COBLER; A^. LINCOLNSHIRE INSURRECTION:'^
mx ?^i6torical IcComanrc of tfjc l^eigii of ^fjenrs VWk,
Also, now PublishiDg in Weekly Numbers, at One Penny.

Eighteen Numbers are now ready.

London : Printed by William SniREEt's, 190, High Holborn ; and Published by Jamss Watson,

3, Queen's Head Fassag*, Paternoster Row.
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Ml, UNEETTEEED TIIINKEil AND PLAIN SPEAKEK POli

TKUTH, EP.EEDOM, AND PllOGllES^

" And though all the winds of doctrine were let loose to play upon the earth, so Truth be in the field

e do iajuriously to misdoubt hev sfcrang-fch. Let her and Falsehood grapple ! Who ever knew Truth put
) the worse, in a free and ojjcn encounter?"

—

Miltoii's Areopagltica.

No.II^U.]^ m THE WEEK ENDING SATURDAY, OCTOBEll 5, 1850. [Price Oiic Penny.

THE WOSKING-MAN'S QUESTION.

" Man seeks for ^old in mines, that he may weave

A lasting chain for his own slavery :—
In fear and restless care that he may live,

He toils for others, who must ever be

Tiie joyless thralls of like captivity.

This need not be : ye might aiise, and will

That gold should lose its power."
>Shelleij6 Revolt of Islam.

With some observations on what I saw during the remainder of my late

ourney—or, a continuation of tlie " Notes of Travel and Talk,"—I had in-

;ended to open this number ; but I choose to defer my own remarks, in or-

ler that room may be found for two communications of some importance.

The first is from my excellent friend Shorter, who is now Secretary to the

Board of Associated Trades, in London. It will shew that he is full of

hope and faith in the success of the Associate principle
;
and throws all his

liearty enthusiasm into the effort to rouse working-men to unite for their

own regeneration.

The second letter touches the YVorking-man's question on another side.

It is necessary for me to say, that this letter of my valued and intellig^ent

friend Kydd, arose oat of my handing to him the Leader of September 7th,

and discovering to him my discontent with a letter therein of Dr. Smiles.

I had learned from several Yorkshire friends to form a high estimate ot

Dr. S.; but, I must confess, I read- his letter in the Leader with sorrow. Dr. b.

will do himself no honour bv joining those who talk harshly and revilmgly

of working-men, and mis-state their condition. AYorkmg-men themselves

are not to be blinded respecting the causes, or the reality, ot their own

grievances ; and what good can be done by attempting to deceive others on

a question so momentous ?
i ti i . j

Neither, if all that Dr. S. alleges were true, would A^ be likely to produce

any good impression on working men by scolding them. Iney ^^^li^l^eaL

broad truths from one of their own order : but they remember that iJr. b.,

like all merely professional men, is indebted to the brawny arm and the

toiling hand for the bread he eats and the coat he wears,—and that /^e can

have frequent ease and some degree of luxury; while they must toil early

and late, and daily renew their toil with wearied frames. I he P^oj"
j^'^;^^.

these thoughts ever present in their minds, when a man who is bett^i-oil

in the world than themselves takes it upon him to lecture them JJr b

had better be advised, and not repeat Ids lecture :
working

f^^^" ;^;||j^^^\^

repetition of strong truth from Mr. Shorter: he is one of themselves, and

his practice agrees with his precepts.
Thomas Coopee.
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THE POWER OF THE WOEKING CLASSES, A2s'B THEIR 13UTY IN BEEERENC]
TO ASSOCIATION.

Sir,—In the excellent article upon Association entitled, " The only Help for Work in
'

Men," which appeared in No. 20 of your Journal, you conclude by advising them to " casi
about and try to find the means ;" and assert your conviction tliat when they begin earnestly
to " hold their committees of ways and means" some mode of starting can be devised.

I believe you are quite right
; I am fully convinced that the Working Classes possess the

means
;
that they only require sufficient intelligence and determination to achieve that in-

dustrial revolution which their condition so imperatively requires.
I know that Working Men are poor, but I also know what may be eflFected bv combi-

nation, and that wealth as well as power may be acquired by Union. I know what
may be achieved by what haa been accomplisiied. There is abundance of facts to prove that
a large amount of funds may be accumulated by Working Men whenever any considerable
number of them are associated for the attainment of a common object. Much may be done bv
a comparatively small body of Working Men, by meansof continuous effort. It onlv requires
that they set earnestly to work about it. I have now before me the -Fifth AnnualReport of
the United Finsbury Provident Benefit Building Society," a society established in my own
immediate neighbourhood, by a few Working Men, to enable each oUier, by mutual loan to
purchase sma 1 Ireehold or Leasehold properties, on the excellent plan propounded by Dv
Bowkett. The subscriptions have been only one shilling per week : the number of payin-'
members has never exceeded one hundred and twenty : and yet it appears from the Report
to which I have adverted, that, after deducting £G48 for withdrawals, beside the payment of
expenses, they have realised property to the extent of £2,430, without borrowino- sixpence
or being indebted pecuniarily to any one ! I simply refer to this case, with which I am per-
sonally conversant, as an illustration of what I have just advanced. And I would simply ask
If Working Men could only be enlightened and made to feel sulRcientlv interested in theirown atiairs, in that which most deeply affects their own and their children's welfare why
might not similar machinery be employed to obtain funds for the formation of wJrkini
Irades Associations? Surely there are hundreds, nay, thousands, of the better paid me°
chanics of London and other large towns, who could well afford to subscribe so small a sum
lor so noble an enterprise. How many are there who squander more than a shilling every
week in low singing-room.s, skittle-grounds, and filthy beer-shops? Let me conjure thesemen by all the better feelings of their nature, by all that they hold dear and sacred to
abandon, at once and for ever, practices so degrading and disgraceful to themselves, and'in-
jurious to others. Let them be determined to play a better and a nobler part • let them ex-
ercise their reason, instead of taking so much pains and being at such expense to destroy it
as though It were an evil thing to be got rid of as soon as possible. Let them think of their
less fortunate, ill-paid brethren

; of the evils inflicted and the wrongs endured by the poorjourneymen tailoi^, whose miserable condition has been dragged to light, and published to
the world by the Commissioner of the Morning Chronicle : toiling on in their cheerless and
almostfoodless cellars, expendinghealth.strength and eyesight, for what ?Tocnablethe men whobuy their labourtocarryon their tradein splendid palaces, withplate.glass fronts, and otherwise
superbly furnished-to amass wealth for Jews, speculators, nigger-driving profit-monaeis
traders .in flesh and blood, worshippers of God-Mammon, whose souls (if they haveany) are bound up with their ledgers

; who regard the men and women who labour for them
onlyas so many '• hands :" that is, so muchmachinery employed to work out the profit side of
the account

!
Poor victims of the sweater and the slopseller ! is there no help for them

«

And those, too, the slaves of the oven ! working almost without intermission, day and
night, week day and Sunday

; and who, when their wrongs are brought before the attention
of the legislature, meet only with insult and indignity ! who are told, in horrible mockeryby pious, free trading, political reformers, -that they are stalwart men. who are well
able to protect themselves." Nor is this the condition of men only : witness the poor needle-women

—

" ^
" 'Mid poverty, rags, and dirt,
Stitching, at once, Avith double thread,
A shroud as well as a shii-t."

And not only of the poor shirtmaker, working her "weary and worn finger " fromcock-crow till starlight for a pittance of fourpence halfpenny a day, out of which she
has to pay for candles, thread, firing and rent ; (food and clothing must surely be too expen^
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sive luxuries for lier to en joy in this land of political economy and Christian civilisation)

;

but even of the better paid class of milliners, dressmakers, &;c., twenty thousand of whom
we are told, die annually of consumption, and other i)ulmonary complaints, engendered by

insufficient nourishment and protracted labour, carried on in crowded, ill-ventilated work-

rooms ; besides the thousands more who are driven to a living doath of infamy and shame :

will they not stretch forth a hand to snatch them from this fearful pit of perdition ? can they

remain indifferent? have they no feeling of sympathy for their oppressed brethren? no drop

of pity for their suffering sisters ? can all manliness have thus died out of them ? have they

become so dehumanised by sensual indulgence, or worse than brutish apathy, retaining only

the outward appearance of humanity ?

I am aware this may to some appear harsh language to address to Working Men. Would

that there were no occasion to employ it. I speak strongly, because I feel earnestly. The

time has come when we must learn to speak harsh truths, ay, and bear them too :
** rose

water " language would bo fearfully out of place upon such a subject. Is it well, loud-

mouthed brawler, to denounce the selfishness of the rich and the oppression of the powerful,

while you, within your own sphere, commit the evils of which you complain, and are guilty

of the sins you thus denounce? We must smite our ovvn follies, our own vices, ere we can

consistently condemn those of others. Competition, with its merciless heart and strong hand,

is smiting down its thousands and its tens of thousands ; and we look on with folded arms,

and "-o about our daily business or pleasures as though we had nothing to do with it, as

if it were no concern of ours. Brothers, it does concern us : we have something, everything,

to do with it. To whom should they appeal for encouragement and assistance, if not to

those among their own class who are capable of affording it ? Independently of that

Btron<*er clailn which they have upon us, as upon all men by virtue of our common humanity.

Th'ose who still remain unaffected by every appeal addressed to their feelings of humanity,

will at least do well to be mindful of the pleadings of self-interest. If they fancy themselves

secure in their more favourable position, they may discover their error too late to rectify the

fatal consequences of their mistake. All who live by the e.xercise of their industry have a

common cause. The interests of labour are indissolubly bound together. If they will not

recoonise this truth, if they will stand aloof in selHsh isolation while their brother-workers

are struggling and perishing around them, th«y will do so at their own peril : they are but

acceleratfng their own ruin : their time of adversity and suffering will most assuredly come :

perhaps'tis already near at hand. Competition is a very fearfully levelling principle, a.%

they may one dav find to their cost, by bitter experience. Association is now their only-

security : l^t them look to it in time ! The ranks of labour, well organised and disciplined,

constitute a powerful and effective Army ; but they may be easily beaten in detail, if unor-

ganised, undisciplined, with no unity of purpose, or collective action.

I shall resume the subject in a future communication.
Thomas Shorter.

STATE OF THE NATION.

My Dear Friknd,-! thank vou for calling my attention to the letter of Doctor Smiles in

the Leader of September 1, and'also to the remarks of the Editor thereon. ^ «thx"g is more

common than to cite comparisons between the past and present condition of theU^jking

Classes. Such discussions are of value no doubt ; but they not uufrequently lead to serious

mistakes, and sometimes to a complete oversight of the main question^ Any one acquainted

with the history and progress of civilisation knows that the labourers have ^^^en seif, a d as

such have received good or ill treatnient, depending upon the usages of the tuue and t^^^^^

instincts of their masters; that mail-coaches have been ^'obbed ^y highwaymen that corn

riots and meal mobs have been of frequent occurence ;
that toll-bar riots,

^-"f^;"J^^;;j-;^^;^^!
and motions in pailiament " to enquire into the causes of the present ^^

f^fj^^ ^^^
""

"^^^

velties in the history of this country. Improvements in railway t^'^^^";"^. P^^^'^'^^'
^^,

li.-htine- and i^avinr^ &c are facts patent to the understandmg of every reflecting man. 15ut

'^'^:S'^i::7it!i:::La is L . comparison between the barb^ties ana ignorance of

the past and the knowledge and improvements of the present.as
!^7;/^<^^^;/f^^^^ "^^^^^

vital question is one of broader import than even that. It is "ejthe n ore "«/ ^
^Jhan he

whole question of human civilisation. Must man for ever be the
^^.^J^^

°2 be he sUve o'f

people imp^roved, proportionately to the increase of the material wealth of the nation.
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T know not what would be the reply of Dr. Smiles to the question so stated ; but I assure

you that I could with no difficulty prove to Dr. Smiles, or even Mv. Macaulay—that the phy-
sical comforts of the labourers have not kept pace with the national increase of property, ii'ir

Charles Wood, in his speech on introducing the Budget made special reference to a speech ad-

dressed to Parliament in 1830 by the late Mr. Iluskisson; in which speech, Mr. Iluskissou ad-

mitted that Avithin these past twenty years the increase of the wealth of the country had been
great ; but regretted to be compelled to say that the comforts of the labouring population had
not increased in a similar ratio. Sir Charles Wood, after referring to the unprecedented develop-

ment of material wealth, between 1830 and 1850, and pointing to a long array of figures in

proof of his assertion, regretted to be forced to use the words of Mr, Iluskisson, and to say that

the comforts of the labourers had not increased proportionately to the increase of the wealth
of the nation, and the comforts of the rich consumers. I have not a copj'- of Sir Charles

Wood's speech at. hand, but I know that I have stated its meaning correctly.

I observe that yon have marked Dr. Smiles' statement about the earnings of the Working
Classes in Bradford, Leeds and Manchester.—"At Bradford, a family, consisting of a work-
man with a grown-up daughter, and boy and girl, can make from 32s. to 30s. a week. About
the same amount can be made by an operative family at Manchester. In the flax and cotton

trades, men make from los. to 20s. and young women from 8s. to 10s. When there is a large

family, their united gains will sometimes amount to as much as £130 to £150, per annum, an
income considerably higher than the average salaries of our working clergy, the curate and
dissenting ministers." Such is the condition of the manufacturing districts in 1850. Two
years ago I visited all the towns referred to. The Working Classes were chiefly idle; the

factories closed ; the people clamouring for bread ; the warehouses filled ; and Bradford and
Manchester under military surveillance. No just idea of the general condition of the

factory population can be formed by a reference to wages in a time of high pros-

perity. The times of good and bad trade must be taken together, or the inference drawn
must be partial and unsatisfactor}'.

Let us, however, profit by the figures of the Doctor so far as they go. At Bradford, foui

persons can earn from 32s. to 30s. per week ; or, an average of 9s. each. Two of the said

persons are adults, two j'^ouths, probably from thirteen to sixteen years of age. What, I ask,

will remain for their sustenance throughout a protracted period of bad trade, after satisfying

their immediate wants, supposing they live on plain wholesome food and be decently lodged?
The curate in all probability, can count on his income for a permanence. The case is just the

reverse with the Bradford wool-comber. He is overworked at one period, idle and starved at

another. This very alternation between excessive work and extreme idleness, is one of the

contributing causes of the moral evils which the good doctor so sincerely deplores in a sub-

sequent paragraph. The Doctor's figures refer to the condition of the wool-comber in a
time of prosperity. In a time of adversity be can choose bietAveen the grave, the workhouse,
and the gaol.

The following table of mortality for the difi'erent classes of Bradford, will better illustrate

the condition of the Working Classes than anything to be found in the letter of Doctor
Smiles :

—

Average age at Death.
Gentry and their Families 39
Agricultural labourers and their Families 32
Tradesmen and their Families 23
Wool-combers and their Families 16

Bradford, be it remembered, is a town of rapid and modern growth. Have the comforts of

the labouring population increased proportionately to the opulence of the merchants and manu-
facturers, and the growth of the material wealth and prosperity of the borough? That must
be a very partial kind of "progress " which gives to the rich on an average twenty-three years'

longer lease of life than it yields to their poorer brethren. It may not be Avhat the Leader
calls " progress backwards." It is certainly not a straightforward progress, and is more crab-

like than godlike. What I have here said of Bradford will refer, with but a trifling varia-

tion, to all the manufacturing districts of the Empire.
You may well express surprise that Dr. Smiles or any other pei'son acquainted with the

condition of the people should quote as a proof of prosperity, the drinking customs of our
country. The doctor avers that the Working Classes spend about fifty millions a year on
tobacco and intoxicating drinks; and that the average amount expended on drink alone by
the family of each Working Man in England, is not less than £15. I know not on Avhose
authority this estimate is made ; but I think it exaggerated. On the usual calculation of

five persons to a family, this would give £3 per head to each person,—man, woman, and
child indiscriminately. In ignorance of the data on which the estimate is made, I may say
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I think it extravagant. For the sake of the argument, grant for the moment its correctness.
That a man spends money on drink is no proof that he is prosperous, or has a surplus. How
often do the very poorest of the poor \vaste their means? Miserable wretches with scarcely a
rag on their backs will often pass the door of the baker, and enter the gin-shop to spend the
last penny. Such an act does not prove tiieir prosperity : on the contrary it proves their
adversity. Excessive aud irregular toil, badly ventilated workshops, and low wages, are pre-
disposing causes to intemperance. I have studied the life of the Working Classes closelv,
aud say it truthfully, but with regret, that the hardest worked, and worst paid operatives are
generally the most intemperate. If I Avere asked what was the great antidote for low habits
and drunkenness ; I should answer—ordinary and regular labour and high w.iges. It may
be said, that more money is expended in drink in times of good trade than is so expended iu
times of bad trade. This does not injure my position in the least. I contend that what is

called good trade is only an unnatural tind unregulated activity : what is called bad trade is

an exhausted prostration of energy. Both states are intemperate and unnatural and
lead to intemperate aud unnatural results. You will not, I am sure, understand me to mean
that low vrages, badly ventilated workshops, and irregular employment, are the sole causes

of drunkenness. Ignorance is a leading cause; and I think with Dr. Smiles, that as educa-

tion spreads, we may expect to overcome the evil. Such an education, however, will not be

a mere inculcation of negative doctrines, fitted to the existence of a laissez faire and breeches-

pocket philosophy. The schoolmaster who hopes to eradicate moral evils, must also teach

how social evils shall be overcome : he must show us the way out of those depths of wretch-

edness and woe, that make timid men tremble and cause even philosophers to stand aghast.

And to such an education both the Editor of the Leader and Dr. Smiles may contribute in

no small degree.

In direct corroboration of my views on the connection between steady and remunerative em-
ployment and the moral condition of the labourers, 1 call your attention to the folloAving

extract from the second volume of Porter's " Progress of the Nation."—" This work, under

the name of the Ulster canal, is in pi-ogress of execution, according to the plan of the late Mr.

Telford ***** During its progress, this work has proved a great

blessing to the district through which it passess; it has given constant employment, at fair

wages, to a great number of labourers; and has been the means of reclaiming many amongst

them from those habits of reckless indifference, and that passion for ardent spirits, which are

so fatal to the happiness of the Working Classes in Ireland. With ihQ power of saving out of

their wages, the habit has arisen. The whiskey-shop has been abandoned, and several of

those who were first employed have laid by sufficient money to enable them to emigrate to the

United States and to Canada, where they have constituted themselves proprietors, and have

before them the certainty of future comfort and independence."

The figures you qu^te from the article in the Leader on the cost of pauparism are correct.

I examined the Poor Law returns some Aveeks since, and used the same figures for a similar

purpose, in Reynolds' Newspaper. The cost of pauperism in 1830, was £4,406,907, in 1849,

£5,792,90)3 ; being an increase in the cost of pauperism of £1,386,050 ;
though the increase

of the national wealth, in the ten years elapsing between 1839 and 1849, must have been

very great. These figures, however, very inadequately represent the real condition of the

nation. They are only corner marks in \he great outline: the picture must be tilled up by

vour own acquaintance with society as a whole : aud your ability to appreciate the feelings

and wants of your fellow beings. The condition of the dumb toiling millions is not a ques-

tion which can be settled by a -feiv smart sentences written with a view to cleverness and

effect. A«d I heartily agree with vou in thinking that " earnestness and wisdom are indis-

pensible in any discussion likely to piH>vc of value." I will answer your other enquiries on

another day.
"
Meantime, accept of this long epistle as a very tolerable instalment.

I am, as ever,

Yours faithfully,

Samukl M. Kydd.

September 20t^l8'0.

A PuiNCK's BEST GUARDS-Princes by hearkening to cruel c"""^^/^/;^^^,'?;:^/"
^^^^^

noxious to the authors, their flatterers, and ministers
;
and are

^^''^'^^^'^.X'^l^S^^^^
would, thev dare not change ; they must go on and defend ^/j^^^tyj ^uth crue..y ^

U^^^^

alter the irabit. It is theS grown necessary, they must be as ill as
«f^f ^^^^J^.^^^^ ^^^f/,

'\"'"
;

and in the end they will grow more hateful to themselves, than to their subjects. U '^^.a- oa

1 e eontra^^^^^ i« safe in love, not fear. He needs r.o emissaries, sp.es, n el-

'encerr ohitra ??ru^^^ He fears no hbels, no treasons.^ Ilis people speak av hx they

^^r^^^:^^ they do in secret. '^

^-J
have nothin^^^^^^ their breasts, ,h.t they

need a cypher for. He is guarded with his own beneht3.-i?e» Jonwn.
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TtfE WORKERS VISION.

I lay me down in mournful mood,
For mankind in despair

;

When, by my side, a spirit stood,

A spirit bright and fair,

And said, '' Arise ! the Future :iee

—

" I thee with power endow

—

*' Learn what the world one day will be!
" Thou knowest what 'tis now."

He paused a moment—waved his hand,
And lo ! on every side,

I saw a bright and smiling land,

With corn-fields waving wide.

Here peace and joy for ever reigned,

Without a shade of woe
;

Nor competition fell, remained
To make each man a foe.

Here man still toiled, but not for gain
;

Here noble minds were cast
;

Here kings, with all their fickle train,

Were shadows of the past.

Here, in truth, each man is brother.

No one slave to pelf
;

Here, in working for each other,

Each worketh for himself.

And here the fabled golden age.

Is realised at last
;

And men turn wondering from the page
Of war and horrors past.

To S5ee such wonders round me spread,

Great my amazement grew :

I, turning to the spirit said,

"Is this the world I knew T'

The spii-it said, " In isolation

"• Man is a feeble thing,

"But, behold ! from combination,
" Wondrous good will spring!

« Trust the Future ! men are growing
*' Wiser with each circling sun

;

« Seeds of love and truth are sowing.
« Germinating one by one."

—

He fled, and left me in amaze,

But, with an altered mind ;

—

For now I've hope in future days,

And faith in human kind.

H .R. Nicholas.

i^oti'rrs to (JTorrfspouUpnts,

It** Correspondents will please address "Thomas Cooper, 5, Park-row, Knlghtsbrldge,

London."

H. R., Northampton.—I nm vot the author of " The Infidel's Text Book ;" nor have I

ever seen such a book. This is the third letter I have received, making this inquiry.

R. F., Pontypool ; 'Pelojiidas;' and J. White.—Their poetry is most respectfully de-

clined.

'Worker's Vision' and several other pieces.—Unavoidably delayed till next number.

WluUwu in Sloiitfon, truving ti^e i^l^onlfi of ©ftober; 1850.

Sunday,

Sunday,

Sunday,

Sunday,

6th, at 1

13th, at 1

20th, at 1

2rth, at 1

HALL or SCIENCK, CITY ROAD,
' Washington and the Independence

of America,'—Thomas Cooper,

Francis W. Newman on the Soul,

— Geo. J. Holyoakc.
' Life and Character of Sir Robert

Peel,'—Thomas Cooper.
' The Socialism of Literature,'

—

Walter Cooper.

LITEHARV institution, JOHN STREKT.

'Present State of the Free-Know-
ledge Question,'—J. D. Coliett.

' Life and Genius of Sir William
Jones,*—Thomas Cooper.

'Shelley's Queen Mab,'—Richard
Hart.

' Life and Charactet^of Sir Robert
Peel,'—Thomas Cooper.

Temperance Hall, Broadway, Westminster.

(On Monday nights, at 8—By Thomas Cooper.)

Tth. ' Life and Genius of Lord Byron.
14th. 'Life and Genius of Dr. Johnson.

21st. ' Life and Genius of Shelley.'

28th. 'The Poetry of Dr. Walcot, alias Peter Pindar.'
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THINKINGS FROM ZIMMERMAN.

Pride and Vanity.—No two qualities in the human mind are more essentially

lifferent, though often confounded, than pride and vanity : the proud man enter-

tains the highest opinion of himself ; the vain man. only strives to infuse such an

bpinion into the minds of others ; the proud man thinks admiration his due; the

rain man is satisfied if he can but obtain it: pride, by stateliness, demands respect;

vanity, by little artifices, solicits applause : pride, therefore, makes men disagree-

able, and vanity ridiculous.

The Passions.—To subdue the passions of creatures who are all passion, is ab-

surd, impossible ; to regulate them appears to be absolutely necessary ;
and what

jare those passions that make such havoc, causing striking differences, exalting and

rlepressing spirits, leading to ecstatic enjoyment, or plunging us in the severest

afflictions" what are they more than the development of our sensibility ?

Mendicants.—Mendicants have great comforts; they require a good address,

thoucxh they can dispense with a good dress; this dispensation is exclusively theirs:

thevTiave little to care for, and their expectations are great: of them nothmg is

i-eqaired ; and what forms their calamity, forms likewise a fund for its own

emergencies.

Good Qualities.—Many good qualities are not sufficent to balance a single

want—the want of money.

Friends.—There are a sort of friends, who in your poverty do nothing but tor-

ment and taunt you with accounts of what you might have been, had you followed

their advice: and this privilege comes from the comparative state ot tlieir finances

and yours.

Industry.—If industry is no more than habit, 'tis at least an excellent one.

" If you ask me which is the real hereditary sin of human nature do you imagine i

shall answer pride, or luxury, or ambition, or egotism ?-No; I shall say indolence.

Who conqners indolence, will conquer all the rest." Indeed all good principles

must stagnate without mental activity.

UNDERTAKiNas.-'Tis oasier to undertake than to ^'etract especially in mo-

mentous affairs. Good, excellent, is the advice of the poet Shenstone -.What-

ever situation in life you ever wish or propose for yourself,. acquire a cleai and

lucid idea of the inconveniences attending it."

Opinion.— Ojpmion is when the assent of the understanding is so far gained by

evidence of probability, that it rather inclines to one persuasion than to another,

yet not altogether without a mixture of uncertainty and doubting.

Thinking.—To little minds those productions are highly agreeable, that enter-

tain without reducing them to the necessity of thinking.

TRUTH-lies in a small compass ! The Aristotdianssay all tvuthis <^ontamed

in Aristotle in one place or another;
^«?^'

f «^«^^ ^^""^/^^^^^^^

the absurdity of that speech hy ansiuering, all truth is containedma lesser cmxpass,

viz. in the Alphabet!
, p e ^\

•

SCHOLARS.-Scholarsare frequently to be met with, who are ignoranf of nothing

—saving their own ignorance.
,

Gaudy ATTIRE.-Beauty gains little, and homeliness and ^^^^^^^^^y /^^^j^^
by gaudy attire. Lysander knew this was in part true, ^^^^^ ref^^^^Jj^^

'^f^^
^'

ments that the tyrant Dionysius proffered to his daughters, saymg,-they ^^ ere only

fit to make unhappy faces more remarkable.

YouTH.-^ Youth introduced suddenly into life, feels as awkwardly as one im-

mersed f^r the first time in water; and the chances are that he sinks as soon.

TOPICS OF DISC0URSE.-The weather is not a safe
'^^^ ^^ ^'I'^^Te \Z1

company may be hippish : nor is health; your associate may be a malade miacfi

naire: nor is money; you may be suspected as a borrower.
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AN AUTUMN REVERIE.

Among the golden corn I lay,

A bright and sunny Autumn day,
And gentle breezes o'er me stok\
Earth's fragrance wafting to my soul,
And music caught my raptured cars,
Sweet as the singing of the spheres,
Which poets heard'in ancient time,
Ring out their symphonies sublime!

And from afar the village bells.

Came pealing o'er the upland swells.
By distance softened and subdued,
To suit my still and pensive mood;
And pleasant dreams then came to me.
Of what this glorious world might be,
If man to man were just and true,
Resolved and brave the just to do.

Then ceased the awful daily strife,

The poor must wage for bread of life;
And honest toil won honest bread.
And life in hope and joy was led;
For sunny children lauglied with glee.
Round-faced, and ruddy, blythe and free;
No longer hunger tamed them down.
To ragged starvelings of the Town.

Birmhigham.

The fetid dens had passed away,
\Vhere breathes and rots the human clay
Of him whose strength has ceased to be
Of use to Mammon's devotee;
And in their stead before me rose
Fair dwelHng-places, goodly rows;
Each house a neat and cleanly home,
That would not force its lord to roam.

And knov.-ledge now v.-as free to all

;

The parting slave, and peasant thrall
Had learned the cause of all their woes,
And in their native manhood rose,
Demandhig simply leave to be
What God iiad made them,—men and free.
Victorious they; and all the earth
Was gladden'd with a second birth.

Then far and wide the welkin rung.
With joyous shout, and heart-felt song;
And stalwart men and women fair.
In laughing troops assembled there.
I saw the wild and merry dance.
The happy face, and sparkling glance.

—

Then rose from this my reverie.
To work for what this world shall be!

John Alfred Langford.

A S U M M E R I N V I T A T I N
Sons of the living Babylon,
Who work for scanty bread,

'Midst grandeur, misery, wealth, and Avant,
The dying and the dead;

—

Nature, with all her sylvan throng,
Now bids you come away

To meadows, gi-ovcs, and shady lanes.
Blooming in bright array.

Ye daughters wan and woe-begone.
With toihngand un-rest;

Who have nor hearth-born hopes, nor joys
To soothe the sorrowing breast;

Come, lay the constant needle bv,—
Plied with embittered tears,

Dnnk nev,- life from the perfumed breeze,
Ere summer disappears.

Though labour-doomed for others' gain,
A prey to haggax-d care;

Though poverty and ceaseless toil
Have bligUied hopes once fair;—

Forget those miseries aAvhile,
Lift up your drooping heads.

Come to the banquet meet for all,
Which bounteous Nature spreads.

Sheffield.

No scourging pestilence is here,
No fetid, gloomy cells;

No tempting palaces of vice.
No peace destroying hells:

But leafy coverts, gushing rills.

Mountains of azure hue;
Uplands of odour-breathing flowers.
And vallies bathed in dew.

The blackbird and the speckled thrush.
In concert v ild and sweet,

Pour forth their heaven -taught melodies
From many a Iqved retreat:

And not a simple flower that blooms,
A merry bird that sings,

But bids you welcome to the haunts
Whence raptuJ-ous pleasure springs!

The mighty cour.-er, winged with fire,

Which, belching, sweeps the air.
Shall waft you rapidly as thought
To prospects bright and fair.

Then come each struggling toiler, come,
Vv'hose bosom hope still warms,

Health waits to greet you with her smiles.
And Nature with her cha,rms.

J. W. King.

i

GENiLS.-They say of poe s, that fhey must bo born such ; so must mathematicians, so mu=tigreat genera s and so must lawyers and so indeed, must great men of all denominations or itl
IS not possible that they should excel; but with whatever faculties we are born, and to whatever'
studies our geniu. may on-ect us, studies th.cy still must be. Nature gives a bias to respective"
jDursuits

;
and this strong propensity is what we mean by genius. Milton did not write his^

^
aradise Lest ; nor Homer his Iliad j nor Newton iiis Princiina, without immense labour -
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CRITICALEXEGESIS OF GOSPEL HISTORY,
ON THE BASIS OF STUAUSS's * LEBEN JESU '

^ '^Z?"^^^^T^^'r''^^'^'> ''' ^^^^'^ ^'^-^^^ INSTITUTION, JOHN
SUNDAY ^mrt^ ^""^ ^^' '"''"^ ''-'^'-"^ 0^^ SCIENCE, CITY ROAD, ONoUNDAY L/ENINGS, DURING THE WINTERS 0X1848-9, AND 1819-5o!

BY THOMAS C O O P E E,

Author of ^'T/ie Purgatory of Siacides:'

VII.-TIIE RESURRECTION AND ASCENSION.

( Continuedfrom last number.)

The l?onr Evangelists unanimously state tliat the first news of thegrave of Jesus being .^.;^.^ and ...^./'y on the second morning after his
burial, came to the disciples by the moutli of women ; but in all the more
particular circumstances they diverge from each other; and notwithstand-mg the volumes-one might almost say, libraries-which have beenwritten to harmonise their accounts, they are .^«harmonised still.
btraLls^s presents so compact a statement of these divergencies, that Icannot do better than quote him :—

ofih^W^of n^^t^n'^'^''^^''^;^
^'^^'^'^ divergencies in the historyot the \n in\, as to the objects of tlie women in resorting- to the -rave,—nanielv that accorcl-3ng to the two in ern)ediate evangelists they intended tS embalm the bodv ot-"je aeco d-

^^fe^Jn^"^^ '"7 ;r"'^ '? ^%?.^^^'^ '' '''' ^^•^^^— ^-^' «-t,U„iS^cav ei gency n.at!
.
c to' the number of the women who made the visit. Luke merely speaks in-definuely of many women

;
not alone whom he describes (ch. xxiii. v. 25) as havino-come with

mo'fe Tj in^'?,,?'
'' "'T •

"
T''''''''

^^^ """^ ^^'-'y ^^^^^^--> Joanna, an^d^Znothei ot J.anes, but al^^o certm.i ethers v.^th them (ch. xxiv. v. 1). Mark names nierelv

Jo^r^^rb"^
•'" of those whom Luke also names, but as the third, Salome instead Sjoani.a (en. xm. v. 1). iA.atihcw does not name this third woman, respecting whom the

fl ^^''^''^ evangelists cMler, but merely the two Marys, concerning whom they agree
^

h'jM '•
''•

V* , f^'^''
'''''" I'^-'S only one of these-llary Magdalene (ch. xx. v. 1.)

fnv.x , -fT
^^'-''-''/''e women go to the grave is likewise not named with uniformity;

7,/; f 07 ' ^^ ^''!^^'''''' ^^' ^^'^ ^^^^i of the Sabbath, as it beqan io clmvn toward
thefirst <% 0/ /Ad 7r^^Z-,m.ke no dif!erence-~still the addition of Mark at the risinn of thesun are in contradiction with the expressions, ivhen it xvas yet dark, in John, and veryearly in the mornmg, m Luke.-In relation to the circumstances in which the ^vomen firstsaw the grave there may appear to be a difTerenco, at least between Matthew and the tlireo
other evangelists. According to the latter, as they approach and look towards the grave,they sec that the stone has already been rolled away by an unknown hand: whereas thejmrraavcoi the first evangelist has appeared to many to imnlv that the women tliemselvcs
beheld tiie stone roUcci away by an angel. Manifdd are the \liverirencies as to what thewomen further saw and learned at the grave. According to Luke thoy enter into the grave,
ind that tlie body of Jesus is not there, and are hence in perplexity, until they sec standino-Dy tliem tivo men m shining garments, who announce to them his resurrection, In Mark"
^vho also makes them enter into the grave, they see only one young man in a Ion- white
garment, not standing, but sitting on the right side, who gives them the same in-
telligence. In Matthew they receive this information before they enter into the grave, from
tlie angel, avIio after rolling away the stono had sat upon it. Lastlv, according to John
i.lary Magdalene, as soon as she sees the stone taken awav, and without witncssincr any
angel ic appearance, runs back into the city.

. - o j

" Moreover, the relation in which the disciples of Jesus arc placed with respect to the first
news of the resurrection is a diiTcrent one in the difiercnt gospels. According to .Alark.
the women, out of fear, tell no one pf the angelic appearance which thev have beheld

*

according to John, Mary Magdalene has nothing more to sav to John and^Petcr, to wiiom
siie hastens from the grave, than that Jesus is taken away; a^ccordin? to Luke, the women
report the appearance to the disciples in general, and not merely to two of them ; while,
according to Matthew, as they were in the act of hastening to the disciples, Jesus liimself
met them, and they were able to communicate this also to the disciples. In the two first
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o-ospels nothing is said of one of the disciples himself going to the grave on heat ing the re-

port of the women ; according to Luke, Peter went thither, found it empty and returned

wondering; and, from Luke (24 chap. 24 v.) it appears that other disciples besides hira

went thither in a similar manner: according to the fourth gospel Peter was accompanied by-

John, who on this occasion was convinced of the resurrection of Jesus. Luke says that

Peter made his visit to the sepulchre after he had already been informed by the women of

the angelic appearance ; but in the fourth gospel the two disciplos go to the grave before

Mary Magdalene can have told them of sucli an appearance ; it was only when she had pro-

ceeded a second time to the grave with the two disciples, and when they had returned home

acrain that stooping into the sepulchre she saw, according to this gospel, tiuo angels in

white, sitting, the one at the head and the other at the feet, ivhere the body of Jesus had

lain, by whom she was asked, why she wept ? and on turning round she beheld Jesus him-

self; a particular of which there is a fragmentary notice in Mark (16 chap. 9 v.) with the

additional remark, that she communicated this news to his former companions."

Having viewed the divergencies in the narratives collectively, as thus

presented by Strauss, let us ponder awhile on the consistency of each

narrative separately.

Matthew is so indistinct as to leave us in doubt whether he means that,

^ Mary Magdalene and the other Mary,' heheU the earthquake, the angel

descend from heaven, roll back the stone and sit upon it ; and the keepers,

for fear of the angel, shake, and become as dead men. If he means that

they did behold these circumstances, our wonder arises at the thought

that the women did not become ' as dead' as well as the keepers
;
but our

surprise is still greater that so striking a series of circumstances is

unknown to the other Evangelists. Could they have failed to narrate it,

if it were known to them ? If Matthew does not mean so much,—but

merely intends to convey that the women found the angel sitting on the

stone, and that the more striking circumstances took place before their

arrival at the sepulchre,—then, where is the witness for the earthquake, &c.?

—for we have already seen that Matthew's peculiar story about the watch

and their report to the Sanhedrim is incredible. Lastly, after the angel

has announced the resurrection of Jesu? to the women, he charges them to

go quickly and tell it to the disciples, with the direction that they shall

see Jesus m Oalilee ; but before they can reach the disciples, Jesus appears

to them himself, and repeats the direction ! Tet there was no need of

this repetition, no need of the instant appearance of the risen Christ; to

confirm their faith, for they were departing ' quickly '
from the tomb, with

' fear and great joy: Who does not perceive that the legend has grown

in wonder, here'? First, the angel has been seen, and said so and so
;
but

afterwards, as credence in the marvellous grows, it is set down that Jesus

himself appeared.
. . ... tt-

Mark when examined by himself, has also his inconsistencies. His

three vJomQn, ('Salome' being added to the tico mentioned by Matthew)

come wondering ' who shall roll them away the stone,' but find it already «

rolled away. They see no one sitting upon it , but on entering into the fl

sepulchre they see 'a yoimg man sitting on the right side, clothed m a long

white garment.' This young man, although Mark never calls hini 'an angel fl

is evidently the same traditional being described with more of the marvel-

lous by Matthew, for he addresses the women almost m the exact words ot

that supernatural personage. The women go out quickly, and flee—but

there is no relation of Jesus meeting them, as in Matthew. Marks in-

consistency is afterwards strikingly displayed. As if smitten with anatter-

thouffht, or feeling it necessary to make his narrative square with some

Other report which he had heard or read, he adds, ' Now when Jesus was
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sen early the first day of the week, he appeared/r.^no Mary Magdalene,
c. let he had already said of the tliree women, of whom Mary Mac^da-
ne was one, ' A ery early m the morning the first day of the week, tliey
,meunto the sepnlclire at the rising of the snn !'

Luke gives proof of the easy growth of the marvellous: W\q youna man
s grown into two men m 'shining garments,' with him. He adds to his
lation of what was seen by the women, that ' Then Peter arose, and ran
itothe sepulchre, &c.,' a point of his narrative we must especially com-
ire with that of his successor.

John opens with the statement which had evidently reached the ears or
es of Mark, when he corrected himself, or attempted to do so—namely,
at Mary Magdalene came early the first day of the week, 'when it was
'tdark,' unto the sepulchre. But if Mark had willed to correct himself
iirely by John, he ought to have crossed out the relation about the fA?w
ymen—ioY John knows nothing about it. Some critics, indeed, seize
ary Magdalene's words (John, 20 ch. 2v.) " ?re know not where they
ve laid him," as proof that she had been accompanied by other women

;

-t if it be so, why does not John say so ?—and again how comes Mark to
'red himself into a mistalce? A\ hether alone or accompanied, Mary
agdalene runs from the sepulchre, according to John, without seeing
y thing more than that the stone was taken away. Yet she tells Peter
d ' the other disciple whom Jesus loved,' that Jesus was taken away
t of the sepulchre. The difierence between the Third and Fourth
ospels becomes now remarkable. Luke introduces Peter alone, who, he
^s, (24 ch. 12, V.) ' ran unto the sepulchre ; and stooping down he beheld
e linen clothes laid by themselves, and departed, wondering in himself
that which was to come to pass.' Not so John: according to him, (20
ap. vv. 3 to 8.)
' Peter therefore went forth, and tlmt other disciple, and came to the sepulchre. So
y ran both together

; and the other disciple did outrun Peter and came first to the sepulchre.
d he stooping down, saw the linen clothes lying

;
yet went he not in. Then cometh Simon

er following him, and went into the sepulchre, and seeth the linen clothes lie, and the
kin, that was about his head, not lying with the linen clothes, but wrapped together in a
?e by itself, l^ien went in also that other disci])le, which came first to the sepulchre,
he saw, and believed."

(To he continued in next nnmher.)

THE PHILOSOPHY OF DEATH.
BT EICHAED OTLEY.

Cowards die many times before their deaths
;

The valiant never taste of death but once.
Of all the wonders that I yet have heard,
It seems to me most strange that men should fear : •
.Seeing that death, a necessary end,
Will come when it will come.

Shalispere's Julius Casar.

ay should man fear that which he cannot knoAV ? So long as man lives
IS not in death

; if he be immortal, death is being born into new life; and
ihis new life he does not, cannot, suffer death, for still living, he cannot
)w death

; and, if mortal only, he will be as he was before birth. Besides,
arrangements of universal animated nature are such, that one generation
st of necessity give place to its successor. This, therefore, being of the
iessity of nature, there can be nothing more to fear in dying than in being
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born ; the one is tlie unconscious commencement of being, andtlie otlier, t||

termination of man's conscious existence,—at least, so far as manhas_ex|||

rience and knowledge. What, then, can there be to fear in death ? Life, si

lo]ig as it is accompanied with enjoyment and happiness^ is desired and desi

rable ; hence man hopes for its continuance. But often sickness, and tlie in

firmities of old age, change the hope of life into the desire of death. Th

fear of death does not, therefore, seem natural to man. A strong an(

almost irresistible love of life is implanted in the nature of man, and is in

dispensable for the preservation of his organic existence ;
but this is no

the fear of death, it is the love of lite. Whence, then, spring those rumour

of the fear of death ? Let ns endeavour to trace them to their origin, an

to dispel them by the light of reason and truth.

The love of life is indispensable to man's being. It is the hope anclio

which retains him in the ocean of existence, in the midst of
_

the sunshine

calms, and storms, which surround him. He also shuns pain, and desire

pleasure. These feelings, passions, and propensities, have been seize

upon by those who profess to be man's instructors, and his pliant natm

has been wrought to their designs and his own wretchedness.
_
These eifed

are, however, for the most part artificial, as is every invention or systei

which originates entirely with man. Any passion, feeling, or propensit;

may be cultured to excess ; and excess is either mental or corporeal defo

mity. Where fear predominates, there is cowardice ;
where bravery is in e:

cess, there is brutality. Eear has been the great instrument in governm;

or rather mis-governing, mankind ; but its doniinion is fast passmg awa;

Sound intelligence will dispel gloomy forebodings ; and, amongst thes

will be the unnatural fear of death. The regions of darkness have bee

conjured into an unreal existence, and by the magical powers of an u

healthy imagination, have been peopled with spectres, ghosts, and demor

whicl/nowhere exist, but in tlie trembling souls of intoxicated lanatic

Yet even with all these supernatural agencies at w^ork, men have rist

superior to any fear of the future; for it is only reasonable to conc.ud

aro'uino" from analogy, that the same economy wdiich governs this wor

governs all time and space ; and, therefore, there is nothing m the univer

to fear. t n a i i +

Who then, are the men who have nob feared to die ? And who are t

men who should stand in fear of death ? Whole nations of meii liave n

feared death- nay, have even Bubduedth.atloveof life so strongly impJant

in the humaii heart, that they have esteemed it a less evil to die tiian

live in dishonour, or in the endurance of suffering that made liie not de

rable The phrase " to live;' implies enjoyment ; or, at least, a prep)ond(

ance of happiness over suffering. Thus, the value of life may be hxed,

that of any other possession ;
although it is that which gives value to eve

other.* The Spartans, a republican people of ancient Greece, were tram

to despise paii, and commenced battle with feelings svhich elevated tb

above the fear to die. The Komans, when they fought against the ila

donians under King Perseus, when they could not, for some time, at lea

break up tlie terrible phalanx, voluntarily flung themselves upon J

enemy's spears, in the hppe of reaching him with their swords and fe

lessly met their inevitable late. In modern times, the Mahomedans hs

devoted themselves to death, in obedience to a fanatic or an i^iposter oi

a religion founded upon and upheld by error. The Hindoos, fired by a fa

and delusive enthusiasm, have sacrificed life as if it had been a gift unw
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of the Divmity. And thp simm-ufif ; ., c

be3u without lying. ^^:^'^ituz:::r:^ ^u:."' ^ri""->-
'"'

icious hopes and fears. Of these ini!„P,„ „. *i I
\'"" <J«1»»'<"1> o'

given by Professor Mallet, q^ttd by V 1 h.
"^ "'ir'r^V?"'^'"ectures on History," It appears fvL TI Vr V.^''*''''^™'

"'"^ elotiuoiit

gof l^enmark, wi^; reigned^rbrt "
itS ! thf t "tir'^t""' .""-f','

«vu on the coast of Pomerania called T„l T 'f"\
«<="'" »T, founded

•e prohibited fro,. n,.nf.;L?'' ''"!'l.'!""" °' Jo"'Aurgh, Tlie colonists

imiiiiiieiit

! the

IS. This legislator, however 1 usb»d 1,1 ™ "'""''''? P""^!- and usurpa-

.of the Jo,|burshers ' ..al a^h;^; ^ ^fcrHt^t^^^
'"

rwegiau chieftam, and were vanquished nol wifLi.?,y^y "{ ^acco, a

ir resistance. A nnniber of the most dt't n! "^^^^ *f t^'^'^'^'y
«i'

le prisoners, were, agreeably oTcu tan rfW " ^"^^ having been

th. Thissentenc" inste-dnf.ff 1 If • '° ''""^''' condemned.to±iub seiuenc„ instead ox affecting them, lusnired th»ni witli inv Tl,„
; contented himself w th savino- withont ^1,.„„.- u-

'"'^'"^""" P}- J-lie

ing the least mark of alarm "^\Csuldnf/a^r"";^v"'''"r' '" '^"

that happened to my father? he clied T.d T ,, f

!^™<;
*mg^ appcu to

+i.«j- 1 1 XI 1 7. V, '
'^^^*^ -'- ^i^^is^ clie also. The seoonrlthat he knew the laws of Julin too well to pronounce any wot tint hi,ted fear. The third died with the same fortitude. The fo 1 tl re ur^ dnger, a more remarkable answer :-"I sufl^r willingly," aid he "a, d tWsrent aifords me the greatest satisfaction. I only b°eg that my head 1 "vut off as quickly. as possible. It has frequently been disputed at T.liTther we retain any of our senses after decapitation

; I sh'j wl^l 0^^^^^

knife m one hand, and if, after I am beheaded, i lift it upT-ainst youwill prove I am not entirely deprived of understanding; if nutfalt
il prove the contrary. Hasten, then, and decide 'the ones on

"'

111], the executioner, cut the head off at one blow, and the knifs fell to the

ness.
"" '"' "'"^ '''' ^^'"^ '''''"^"''"ty --1 LnmovLbi:

ut some persons will demand, have not those men who have discarded theaas of the priesthood, feared to die ? If they have, who have implan edfear m the infant mind, and cherished it in its growth for th i vn
.h ana impious purposes? For that must be impitus, which is in oppo"n to the universality of human happiness ; and goodness, and We-ice and purity, in the next state of existence, must be preceded bv
ty, benevolence, and goodness in this. Falsehood, forgeries, and impos-
*
can only be m requisition to support errors and earthly power, employedegrade and brutalize the human species. Death is the seare-crow toty poor mortals from partaking of the fruits of the earth, as it is employed

;ightcn the irrational fowls of heaven. The fables of (he mieirable
IS ot tliose w^ho have nobly determined to think independently for llicm-
s, are miserable forgeries, invented to alarm and terrify the :veak and (he
H. IN one are, however, exempt from the same fate, for as Homer sings :—

" Men bear resemblance unto Autumn leave*,
Wliich of their verdure every blast bereaves:
The little beauties are discoloured found.
And the wind scatter.s them upon the ground

j
13ut in the .Spring a new succession's made,
Which in the woods, do cast a .qloomy .shade:
So one part of mankind doth ahvavsdie,
The other lives that frailty to supply."— ('OW Tnmaatwn.)
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It is thus that every organised being comes into succession and falls bj

^'l?death be so natural and inevitable, .hy shoM it be «o^«f f^^^^*'

Is it because man's faith is not according to a particular standard 1 W her
,

s he rl^tinfallible faith to be found 1 Man's hfe -/»» ^"^
^^

.^^'f^
to find it- the trumpet rires an uncertain sound; yet each faith givestHe

promise of a peaceful erid. Alas! hovr the poor soiUs will be undecemd

Eit t too'late-when there is no redemption The Mahomedan ^ peae^

ful end say the Christians, will be an eternal death ; the Pagans hoped

Heaven\vill be rewarded 4ith endless torments; the Catholic s expectatlo.

StitennVnible happiness will, say.the Protestants be
-f

-A unutte,^aW,

woe and darkness ; and the Catholic lame.a. over he souls ^^id have bee,

doomed to Hell since the Reformation ye, who sleep n <<"*- ^^ "^

deceived. God is not mocked by the false teachings of me^i. EUh« th»

.v'ho profess those faiths cannot go to
\^^^f

."^ ^ °;'
.f

.^^^ '^"'
*ip '„,,

lioldin.. of any particular faith, or the not holding of it is ol »»
j' ^

^
'
?"

o^l^o has no faith is on equal grounds with tlie most credulous and coufitog

tfi? ttre^bfnthope, with or without faith, then all m^^^^^^^^^^

which is too monstrous and absurd a conclusion, but naturally flo«s tiomtl.

nt^XsTtCSt'flil tt die without the consolations of religi^

So do the greatest portion of the human race, for we must ^«« '

""f
*

e-rand distinction between what each man calls his genuine religion, an

!-™vellin^ and degrading superstitions ; and as the numerous superstitioi

oThfthe humanimil/as .^ith an infected garment from these no con.

tions can be derived, worthy of the name
;
or a false '^"^ ~^^ ''^

furnishes an antidote to the fear of death equally efhcacious with that wto,

clafmslo be true. The man who has attained to a correct knowledge of

system of the universe, and of the existences or natures *at surround k
iSnothii" however to fear in death. That eminent and lUustnous in

Washtngton-a free-thinker in his private not ons and o^-^-^£
came to die solicited none of the consolations of the priesthood oiiUigi.,

,brre;:s:;d his friends to retire from the
--'^f X-t^Sai

fiit»::LtyltirhrsXter^^^^^^^^^^
of pi ie tly condllce and consolation. Mirabeau in the -' -P-^'»f
life desired to be placed near a window, so that he could look from '

Krutiful creitions of nature which perfume^^^;^£f^
and heart ; he thus, to quote the language of .*e HeW « "'^"- .

with his forefathers. And the heathen, semi-Chnst.an Pl^ »' ^^^ ^.
j,

Tim^eus) that " the death caused by wounds and <li^^-'« « P^^"^*^^^"^ J
—while that which follows old age, as the end agreeable to nature is oi

deth the least irksome, and attended rather by Pl--- Aan Pai

^
From the great body of the priesthood, who are spread °^"

t^^f
»•=«

f

,

earth men can have no rational hope of succour or consolation m that h

Xci To^e: the busy scenes of life
;
they are pl^™-;'^-,^

n le:

tlieir medicines are delusions and impostures. ihey have eitner ne

£ duls, or are wilfully ignorant, or ^vhatJs^m-h more wicked^are_

ceivers in the name of the Divinity. If
'^''^'^'^"'"^^/"l.

°'
, _f the deei

should fear to die, it is those who have consummated
°f

"^es of the de i

criminality, or of the darkest and most vicious designs. To enslave m
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minds bj false and servile fears is the gravest and greatest of all sins Thismust be done, either wilfully or through ignorance ; if wilfully then thedeed must be what we have described it^-if through ignorance then they Irenot qualified to instruct their followers or devotees, and should at once bediscarded If any priesthood, the Mahomedan or Pagan, be ignorant tha^their doctrines are false and delusive,-fables imposed upoA the easrcreduHtYof mankind (which they undoubtedly are),-then other priests mayi eoua yso, and they are together blind leaders of the blind. If they impLe upon

tT^f' ^">r""fV^'V^"^^^"""^
i3 g,,,ter against hea'^en^a d Tnthan any other of which human nature can be guilty. There have been very

Zt
men amongst even the Christian priesthood, yet we have no accounlsZf

their miserable deaths
; nay, one who had experience amongst them bear

^'itness not only of their beastly intercourse amongst themselves,%ut relates that^vhen they approach the confines of life, which should be their peaceful endthey take large draughts of laudanum to sooth and silence their painfulqualms of conscience. Why have wo not the awful deaths of the wicked
priests

?^ Or why are these things hushed up in sealed silence'?
Why is this system persevered in,—held in such high esteem '? Is it not

" ,7 '
-^--v xa^xx.xjxiii^ aiiu L«iiiiiu,—Stories written under the influence

ot the most malignant and selfish inspiration, are brought to play upon the
feelings and instincts of poor, humiliated, grovelling humanity. And yet
with ail this unhallowed machinery at work, human nature will burst and isnow rending asunder the bonds of this soul-slavery—will elevate itself above
this bruising and crushing of the brightest, the noblest production of the
lJivinei3eing,- the unchanging and eternal energy of the universe. It is
acting m unison and harmony with this universal energy or being that gives
to man liberty, political, social and mental,—prosperity, such as he cannot
at present even conceive,—and a happiness so lasting and comprehensive, that
there is nothing resembling it in the records of his race. Poverty and toil
are not for ever to be the doom of man. Suffering does not, cannot, merit or
qualify for future rewards. He who seeks and values truths in realities,—dares
to avow and publish them, and thus refines and elevates the human soul, his
physical and mental being, most resembles and approximates to that all-ener-
gising power that upholds and preserves universal nature. In this resem-
blance and union, he can have nothing to fear and everything to hope. The
future will be to him as the present. The universality of benevolence, dis-
entangled from narrow, selfish, soul-destroying creeds, may become 'more
comprehensive, pure, and enlightened ; but it will neither damn or be con-
demned. The love of truth is the love of universal being, and that universal
being will never inflict unnecessary pain upon its own likeness, nor upon itself

I

either in time or eternity.

Why then should man fear to die 1 He neither gave nor assumed to him-
self his own being ; he comes into existence by an absolute decree,—an incon-
trollable fate ;—the material and mode of his being,—the elements of which
he is compounded, his propensities, passions and feelings, whatever he is or
may be, were and are given, to him, independent of hihiself The institutions,
manners, customs, ideas, and notions of society,—the dogmas of the priesthood,

the imaginings of philosophers,—have flowed in upon him like the first
rays of light, or have clothed him in darkness, as in an impenetrable mantle.
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What lie is, he must bo, and \vliat he must be, he is not, cannot be respon-

sible for. Society, from man's necessities, demands lav.'s, but society is cruel,

merciless and unjust; creates crimcs'and then punishes the criminal ;— creates

a;.i@rO(l out of this frail, fallible mode of society; dresses him in its own

erring attributes, and reciprocally models society after his image ; thus wan-

dering in the dark mazes of error, like a world beyond the b6unds of the

universe, beyond cither the laws of light, of gravitation, or of^ order.

• Why then should man fear to die ? Is it not that he is like a child,

grovelling and groping in the dark 1 Egyptian darkness, a darkness, unfor-

tunately for mankind, which may be felt ; a superstitious, priestly darkness,

that chills and benumbs the £Oul,--annihilates its noblest aspirations,

.its highest attributes. And when man .is.^ thus prostrated before

imaginary beings, he is trampled upon, despised, cast out of society

;

made to believe that he is unworthy of earth, heaven, or hell—Alas ! poor

human nature, didst thou but know thyself, how thou wouldst cast off this

spiritual yoke, with a burning but just indignation, and claim thy brother-

hood with every thing or being that exists in the universe. Thou art a par-

ticle,— a spark of this glorious universe—whatever is, or moves, or thinks

concerns thee. Thou art the creature of this infinite womb, that concsives,

brings forth, and encircles all ; which has neither height nor depth, nor length,

nor breadth. In this infinitude of being, thou actest and art acted upon
;

not a single pulse of universal nature beats, but vibrates through thy being.

And when sensation shall cease, thouwdlt still be within that infinite womb,

that gave thee birth. Millions of human beings have preceded thee ; millions

more will succeed thee. As a part of this great \vhole kno^y thyself; be uni-

versal in thy love of mankind ; be free in soul, and thou wilt be truly a free

man; thou \Yilt neither condemn nor be condemned. Endeavour to restore^

man to the harmony of nature, and to harmony with himself, and when thy

sentient being shall cease, thou wilt lay thee down in peace, for harmon;

and peace constitute the immutable order, the eternal law of i\\Q universe.

"
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OE, UNFETTERED THINKEE AND PLAIN SPEAKEE FOE
TEUTH, EEEEDOM, AND PEOGEESS. #

And though all the winds of doctrine were let loose to play upon the earth, so Truth be in the field
we do injuriously to misdoubt her strength. Let her and Falsehood grapple ' Who ever knew Truth nut
to the worse, m a,free and open encounter?"—ilfiYton's Areopagitica.

No. 28.—Vol. I.] MiiiisriMrM

WHAT'S THE USE OE A HOUSE OF LOEDS?
Ye see yon birkie, ca'd—a lord,

Wha struts, and stares, and a' that

;

Though hundreds worship lit his word,
He's but a coof for a'that

:

For a' that, and a' that.

His riband, star, and a' that;

The man of independent mind,
He looks and laughs at a' that

!

Burns.

It has been said tliat the ancient Egyptians paid no religious worship to

any animals except tbose from which they derived some peculiar benefit,

and that their superstitious veneration for cats and crocodiles was founded
upon this principle of gratitude for favours received. Perhaps this might
have been the case, and if so, there was more reason in Egyptian piety,

than there is in that modern political religion which glories in the adora-

tion of effete aristocracies. The incense offered up at the present day
before the shrine of Hereditary Eank, and the homage done to Hereditary

Wisdom, can find no apology in the utility of the one or in the truthful-

ness of the other. In ages past, when titles of nobility always went to-

gether with offices of importance and responsibility—when the bearers of

high-sounding names had work to do in virtue of those names, there was a

fair plea for their existence, but, now a-days, dukes, and marquises, and

viscounts, hold no offices as the consequence of their dignity, and the titles

are merely empty words. They flatter the vanity of the possessor, exalt

him in his own eyes and in the eyes of the ignorant above his true level,

adding nothing to the wisdom of the wise, while they only make folly the

more conspicuously foolish.

This is the historical, moral, and philosophical medium through which

we should view the artificial rank of the titled class. It will then appear

in its naked reality, stripped of its tinseled glitter and its ermined delusions.

AVe shall then see how little solid worth there is in a factitious nobility, and

learn to value it accordingly. We shall then see the absurdity of admit-

ting men to a seat in the legislature of a nation, for no other reason than

that their fathers had grand nick-names, and that they themselves enjoy a

similar privilege. And having regarded Aristocracy in this light, we may
very naturally begin to reflect on the political importance of the British

peerage, and the constitutional advantages of an Upper House of Parlia-

ment. And we shall, then, perhaps, ask ourselves the simple question.

* What's the use of a House of Lords ?' The answer to this is clear as the

cloudless sun, when we consider who, and what the ' Lords' are, how small

a portion of intelligence they infuse into legislative acts, and that their
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debate^ ar.e more noted for senile garrulity and childisli bickerings, tban
]

for any other remarkable qualities. Prom young men just emancipated -

from the ill-observed rules and thoughtless dissipation of a University
OollegeVVhat wisdom can we expect ? From older men, cut off by the
exclusiveness of their ' order,' from sympathy with the mass of the people,
and sitting as representatives of nothing but their own selfishness, ' with-
out a hope, a passion or a love' beyond the gratification of an egotistical

pride, what lofty patriotism can we look for ? Amongst the mob of super-
annuated dotards, and imbecile Do-nothings in that gaudy Asylum at West-
minster, where shall we find a spark of intellectual fire ? Where shall we
hear an accent of pity for the sufiering poor, the destitute and starving ?

Upon which of those wrinkled and sense-palled cheeks shall we see the
glowing love of liberty ? And whose lips would cheer an utterance in

favour of popular progress ? How often, during a six months' sessions is :*

there a debate in the House of Lords worthy of notice ? IIow often do the
Peers mutilate or reject Bills sanctioned by majorities in the Commons ?

j

How often are we not sickened with bursts of bigotry from the episcopal i

bench ? And how often does the ' somewhat volatile' Brougham convert ^

what shpuld be serious into a farcical pantomime? Let these questious ,'

be answered honestly, and then who will not laugh at the Tory exclamation '>

—
' thank God we have a House of Lords ?'

;

The Times, in an article on the debate in the Lords on the Australian
j

Colonies Bill towards the close of last session, made some rather caustic
j

remarks respecting the general character of debates in their Lordships'
'

House, and in particular, upon Lord Monteagle who is evidently taken as '

a specimen of peerage talent. The passages we allude to were the follow-

ing:—^
" It is to be regretted that a House, which contains all the elements

for the very perfection of order should allow its debates to fall into that

desultory, never-ending, gtill-beginning form, which is generally thought I

peculiar to the discussions of another sex, and the least rational part of that

sex. Whatever capacity Lord Monteagle wishes to assume in the

Legislature, his speech last night was more like the cicrtain lecture of some
elderly gentleman's elderly loife than a regular argument in favour of the

particular amendment which, for form's sake, he concluded with moving. It

contained a great deal about Lord Grey's history and character, about his '^

course ofproceeding with regard to this bill and to other bills; indeed, it would
be difficult to mention anything about Lord Grey or the colonies to which

some allusion was not made ; but there was nothing in it which we have

not heard already several times ov^r ; there was little which we had not

heard the previous night ; and we will venture to add, there was nothing

which we shall not hear again."

It seems from this that even the Times thinks that a conclave of antique

females might be substituted for an assembly of Peers without any loss of

practical ability being felt by the country at large. For once we are not

disposed to, differ from the oracle. We doubt not that their Lordships'

washerwomen would * do' the debating business in their Lordships' House
quite as artistically as their Lordships' themselves, and we'll engage the

speeches of the ?2o^-noble and w?ilearned Laundresses shall be as readable

and as full of genius as any delivered by the spiritual and temporal

uoAentities who occasionally meet in St. Stephen's.

The notion that a House of Lords is necessary to maintain the balance
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of power in the,' constitution is a mistake—a deln^ir^ ^\^nr.. t^
and impede useful leo-islation and Iw .n 1.-

^^^^^'^^
^T"^}' ^^ ^^aj mar

the vei-e of revolution 1^ ??; ^ "^"'^ '!'''^ S'oad the people on to

wi^of Suited naW' Th S "Si^r^'^''^ ^.^^-^^^^
**'

'

^^^^^"-^

age and its broad acres, ^'l^^^:::^^li:^^^ ^'
^!^!
^

'

THOUGHTS ON " PEOaKESS."
"Much that it is called progress, is not progress." There is chano-p hnf

iT r?nlf"'"'•, We run from one extreme to another TWefs 'muchtalk but little ^York. We bluster about our rights we sentimonHWabout uciversal brotherhood
; but we do little to ol^taln the one andtstowards arrmng a the other. How is this ? Is it because ^e see noremedy for the evils under which we suifer ? Is there a want of manlLess--ofmtelhgence-ofenergy-of lofty aspirations ? No : We have all these-^hat may be called the raw material of progress, which requires but com-bining and shaping by some cunniDg artihcer in human passions to renderthem effec lye. It would be well for posterity, and for ourselves, if everyman were his own artificer m these matters,-and were to get sufficientWwledge to direct the cultivation of hisownintellect and moral sentimentsWhat we have not but ought to have, must have

; such is the purpose thatshould guide us if there is to be any change for good, any advancement on
tiie right road. Each reformer, democrat, socialist, every aspirino- spiritamong us, must look within, and condescend to find out whether'' he bewalking on this terrestrial globe of ours firmly on his feet, with a clear
purpose and determination to brush aside all vexatious straws and finespun cobwebs that may be liable to hinder him in his course or blind him
in his purpose.

We talk of improving others, yet we neglect ourselves. Instead of a
healthlul example, we give words. Would you have men drink at the
lountam of knowledge, of the rivers of thought, instead of the streams of
poliutnig vice and sensuality, or of the stagnant pools of indifierence 1

bhew men you appreciate the purity, and acknowledge the worth, of
knowledge and of thought, by drinking deeply yourselves. Let them see
what influence the act exercises upon you. What excellence, what power
what proiit, it bestows : then men will drink too, and without hesitation.
We waifc indolently for the future, instead of marching manfully towards

it. We tram not with so much care our ofispring—" Men of the Puture,"
—as a gardener does his vine or rose-bush. We allow rank weeds to grow
up and choke the tender flowers of humanity. We look upon ourselves
as insignificant cyphers (excepting when we are told so) which are as

"°^
i!^/'

^^^ ^^ *^^ aggregate. Conventionality has dared attempt to erase
and hide the individuality that nature has written indelibly on our brows.
Each man has a capacity which gives him his proper work to do : let him
experiment till he find it ; and then do it right earnestly. Every man has
a mission to fulfil, if he dare resolutely seek it. Every man's life is a
measure of good, or a measure of evil. Let him ponder lest he fill the
evil measure. It can be done as easily by not doing, as by doing.
What is the true spirit of "Progress".? It is a faith in humanity ; in

the spirit of justice, the spirit of love, the spirit of purity, as the essences
which man's nature has eternally striven to embody. It Is a faith in man's
J^earnings after good and loathing of present evil. It is a noble chivalry
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that dare, as of old, set lance in rest against a host, counting not conse-

quences but deeds. The chivalric knight rushed not to the encounter

unaccoutred and unarmed ; but clothed in firm panoply, and armed at all

points. Herein we fail. We know how numerous and powerful are our

opponents, how great the difiiculties to be overcome, how gigantic the

obstacles for dwarf workers
;
yet how sluggishly and improvidently we

prepare for the inevitable encounter! Badly armed, badly disciplined,

badly led, we are a straggling mob, instead of a compact army, a heap of ;

splinters instead of a wedge. "Was it not that rottenness of things begets

rottenness, and that abuses tumble down by their own weight,—making
earth tremble, and thus shaming us to action,—^we might chance to become
stagnant in spirit, and our very hearts fester in indolence.

Every individual is answerable in his or her degree. Individual improve-

ment must be accomplished before the masses can be improved. Let every

reformer take advantage of the opportunities that offer to render himself

an effective worker ; let him make up by industry what is wanting in

convenience. Every trained warrior becomes a centre round which will

gather the undisciplined and wavering. It is for him to decide, to conso-

lidate, to discipline, to render them effective. Every convert may become a

fresh centre. Above all, let us be generous, let us be kind, considerate,

temperate and trusting towards each other; and the true spirit ofj

" Progress " wiU be inaugurated

:

"He that has a great intent

Must n6t falter or repent." C. F. N.

BebiebJg.

Social Beform : a I'lea for Labour. By an Aetizan. (Cheltenham :
j

Harper, High-street.)

Here are half a thousand lines of rhyme, by a working-man, and dis-

playing very considerable thought—wliile the bard's burden is of the

wrongs of those who are most deeply wronged,—and of their errors,—not

omitting a few healthful proposals as remedies. The following stanzas will

give the reader some idea of the tendency of this little poem :

—

** Labour, be free ! let each man for himself,

Make his own bargain, if he'd win the pelf.

Compete, compete ! and the best man will gain,

Wherewith to buy the life-sustaining grain."

Thus cry th' economists. Oh ! biting taunt,

The chain's round Labour's limbs, he may not vaunt,

His very strength's his bane, his numbers tell

Against himself, he's crush'd by Capital, ^

Lies at its mercy, has no choice to make

—

'* Work thou, or starve, or in a prison quake
;

^

Take what I give thee, thankful that at all,

From 'midst the starving myriads I thee call.''

Indignant he, like some huge blatant beast.

Roars forth his anger, strives to burst his chain.

Strains its strong links, and in his furious haste

Breaks and destroys, to give his tyrants pain
;

Impotent rage ! a net is thrown around
The struggling brute, and he's more firmly bound.
*' Law, Order," bid the netted cords be spread.

And " Force " compels a salutary dread.

A tam'd beast oft a fatal blow has given,

And caged lions the strongest bars have riven
;

A mill-slave Sampson rent the pillar'd hall,

And died with thousands in its sudden fall.
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" Combine, combine ! And let your strength be seen
;

Club up your pence ; though poor, oh, be not mean I"
Exclaim the leaders of the toiling host.

Their pence reach pounds, their pounds to thousands swell,
They feel their power, alas, too soon they boast,
They squabble ; where's their cash ? oh, none can tell !

" Strike, strike !" your levies pay, and soon shall quail
The tyrants whom you hate." Alas, they fail

!

Then burning mills, and damaged engines show
A servile war ; and troops march to and fro,

To awe the rabble rout. Muzzled again.

They work half-starved, or starved they die in pain.

Ye poor depress'd ! on principle depend :

All good shall triumph, evil have an end.

Justice, ox-footed, comes with laggard pace
;

Though alow, 'tis sure, and yet will win the race,

'Twixt it and ill-got gainings. Heaven ordains

A retributive law, and metes out pains,

Here or hereafter, to the tyrant few
Proportioned to the evils which they do

;

Union and wealth, that few too surely arm
To crush the violence of the murm'ring swarm:
Their gold divides ye, and their oneness smites

Ye in detail, and robs you ofyour rights.

Rights gained by blood, by blood must be secur'd.

And they who use, must perish by the sword.
Right principles will live, tho' tyrants frown;
When most oppress'd they ever most have grown.
Conscience, your friend, in foemen's bosoms stirs,

And says, that he who smites you deeply errs.

While Int'rest cries, " I over-reach myself,

I snatch a shadow, and I lose the pelf

;

I must retract, for I have gone too far
;

Who starve the masses their own fortunes mar ;'*

Pity, meek-eyed, and kind compassion move,

And conquer hearts by pure anthropic love.

The Social Curse ; or, Intemperance. A Ehyme ; and otlier Pieces. By
Alexander Macansh. (London : "W. S. Orr, Amen Corner.)

This volume is also the productionof a working man, a native of Dunfermline.

A friend informs me that his body is deformed, and tliat he walks with the

greatest difficulty ; but this volume proves that his mind possesses no ordi-

nary vigour. The longer poem abounds with striking passages of origi-

nality, evinces enlarged reading, and displays much good taste ; but I se-

lect the following from the shorter pieces, on account of the congeniality of

its subject to the purposes of the " Journal."

SHALL MAN BE FREE \

The Bee that hums from bud to bud,

Through bower and broomy solitude,

—

The minnow leaping from the flood.

The whispering wind and rustling wood,
Are fetterless and free.

The cloud swims onward free and high,

The stars gleam from no stanchell'd sky,—
The foam-capt billows surging by,

Still thunder forth the banner-cry.

Of—We are free, are free.

Oh, no ! a thread has shackeled

The Giant in deep slumber laid :

The sleep is slept, the torpor fled
;

He wakes, he walks in glory dread,

And tyrannies, in his earthquake-tread.

Are crumbling one by one.

And shall our race—Oh ! nobler far

Than wind, than wave, or cloud- wove car,

—

Whose searching spirit can unbar,

The mysteries of each mighty star,

Alone dree slavery's pains ?

Alone ! while things of meaner birth

Are dancing in unfettered mirth

—

Huge Thraldom's frame-corroding girth—

The SoYereigns of the chainless earth.

Themselves alone in chains
'

And glorious years are dawning now,

AVhen nations shall no longer glow,

AVith mutual hate, nor meanly bow.

Nor lift the prayer to aught below
The Everlasting Thron©.
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NOTES OP TRAA^EL AND TALK.

I DO not choose to put myself in danger of being deemed dull and tedious,
•—and, therefore, seeing that so many weeks have passed over since I made
some of my visits,—I will say no more, now, than that I enjoyed the so-

ciety of working-men in Newcastle-on-Tyne very greatly, and felt proud
of the intelligence of my own order while surrounded by them. In addi-

tion to some of the villages, I had the pleasure this time of extending my
visit to ancient Alnwick—the seat of the old Percies. The castle and an-

tiquities, of course, interested me ; and still more the perception that a

few young men (two of whom accompanied me to Hulne Abbey, on the

third day,) are making praiseworthy efforts for Progress here. In Car-

lisle, I had two good audiences, and two happy nights among old friends.

At Stockton-on-Tees and Middlesbro' (which I had not seen before) I

met signs of undeniable advancement. In old York, I had, again, two days
of enjoyment, amid the rich associations of the superb cathedral and other
antiquities ; and was again surrounded by old friends whose kind and
happy voices seem even yet to ring in my ears.

In Leeds, I spent some days under the hospitable roof of a friend who
has shewn me attentions so numerous and valuable, that I can only say I

know not how to thank him for them. On the Sunday evening (July 7,)

my audience filled the room in the Bazaar, Briggate ; but the company
was small on the next evening. I felt pleasure, however, in talking to

them 5 and also to a little society of Young Men—a 'Mutual Improve-
ment Society' at Holbeck, on the following evening. "While in this

neighbourhood, I had the gratification of passing two afternoons with"my
friend Joseph Barker, and strove to dissuade him from going to America—hut in vain. I can only say, that I deeply regret his resolution to leave

England. I cannot refrain from saying publicly what I have already said

to him in private—that I think lie is ahoiit to do wrong : his real work lies

here—not across the Atlantic.

I must hasten on by merely observing that I talked at Bradford, Keighley,

Wakefield, Huddersfield, Doncaster, and Rotherham, each for ihefirst time

—

and hope to get better acquainted with friends in those localities, in the

course of another year. Neither let mc forget Heckmondwike—where, I

must openly declare, I saw richer signs of Progress than in some twenty large

towns that I could name. Oh that the spirit of the Yorkshiremen of that

district were shared by not only the whole county, but by all the working-

men of England ! At Sheffield, I passed five days at the house of a new
Iriend,

—

hut one lohom I ho]je never to lose, and whom I wish I had known
before—Mr. Isaac Ironside. He introduced me to other friends whom I also

value : I went with them to their monthly tea-meeting at the Social Farm, at

Atterclifle, and accompanied them to view the Parish Parm, six miles out

of Sheffield—but ' thereby hangs a tale' too important to pass by ; and as the

Printer looks cross and says 'I have enough !' Imtist defer the completion of

these trifling ' Notes' (though against my will) till next unmber.

Thomas Coopee.
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> THINKINGS FROM THOMAS COGAN.

(AUTHOR OF 'ETHICAL QUESTIONS,' &C.)

Knowledge Indispensable to Right Action.—It appears that knowledge,
reason, judgnient, are absolutely; required to enable us to discover what senti-
ments, dispositions, or conduct are deserving of applause or disgrace. Mental cul-
ture, therefore, becomes necessary, that we may praise or blame according to the
dictates of a sound understanding. AVe must be informed of what is rifrht or
wrong by an application to some standard, and we must be disposed to love the
one and hate the other, before these feelings can be in salutary exercise.

Sensibility.—We are, as it were, plunged into the universe, trembling alive all
over, and rendered capable of receiving impressions, pleasant and unpleasant, from
every object that addresses our senses ; from every thing we perceive, and from
every thing of which we can form an ideca. Nothing in this vast universe can, at
all seasons be totally indifferent to every person in it ; nothing so inert as to be
incapable of exerting some influence in one connexion or other, and of calling
forth a corresponding passion or affection.

^

Sources of Rational Conviction.—The term self-evident, which is now so
generally admitted, without hesitation and without excuse, as being itself an
axiom, is manifestly an encroachment upon that kind of courtesy which permits
words to pass current that are not perfectly accurate, if they be sufficiently ex-
pressive of a popular meaning. Self-evident is an emphatic substitute for im-
mediately/ perceivable, or what may be received without deliberation : correspond-
ent with the familiar phrase, "that speaks for itself," which cannot admit of a
literal interpretation.

Habit.—Frequent repetitions in every thing introduce habit ; and habit in its

effects is assimilated to instinct. Fortunately it is common to every thing we
practise, without exception. Its incalculable advantages are equally the property
Df the unlearned and the learned, of the mere peasant and the accomplished
scholar. Habit is, as it were, instantaneous in its operations ; but the introduc-
tion of habit is frequently slow and difficult. Facilities are the result of much
piactice, and may have been acquired by much application and labour ; although,
ifter perfection is attained, we may forget the slow stages of gradual improve-
ment, and censure those who are not so expert as ourselves.

On a Moral Sense.—It is observable that the advocates for a moral sense,

jonfine their ideas entirely to moral principles and conduct, imagining that moral
igency is thus honoured with a peculiar faculty correspondent to its superior im-
)ortance ; but the arguments by which they support the tenet, are equally applic-

ible to other mental sensations, or as it were percussions of sentiment, as well as
ihose which are strictly moral ; and these are extremely numerous. A sense of
lonour, the blush of shame, are as quick and vigorous as any which arise from
noral causes. It may also be urged, that if the sudden effect produced upon a
)ercipient, in moral subjects, be an evidence of a distinct mental sense, why may
ve not suspect that there may be an immoral sense, for it frequently happens,
mder the impetuosity of the passion, that sentiments and sensations instautane-

)usly arise, not without consulting, but contrary to the dictates of reason.

No Innate Principles or Right and Wrong.—The ideas of right and wrong in

inman conduct, are never observable in a young child. How many little acts of

m injurious nature would he|commit if not restrained, without knowing that they

vere injurious. He seizes every thing within his reach, without any sensations

•elative to justice or injustice. The humoured child always thinks that he has a
'ight to every thing that he desires, and resents a refusal as an injustice and
Tuelty. The little tyrant behaves, in his small circle, like great tyrants in the

arger spheres, as if the whole creation were at their disposal, or formed for their

ioie gratification.
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THE MOUNTAIN GLEN.

Away to the hills, where the red heather blooms.
And fair summer flowers shed richest perfumes;
Where the sweet voice of Nature is everywhere heard,

—

In the hum of the bee,—in the song of the bird.
No pale slaves ofMammon are there to be found;
No tread of the tyrant; 'tis all hallowed ground:
Such evils are all far removed from the ken,
Of fairies that dwell in the lone Mountain Glen!

AAvay to the scenes where glad Nature alone
'Midst verdure and flowers has erected her throne

;

Leave the smoke of the city—its turmoil and din,
Where gold- seeking vampires are struggling to win
From the sweat of the toilers more power and wealth;
While the millions are robbed of their food and their health:
Such selfish'pursuits are unknown to the men
Who seek the calm shades of the wild Mountain Glen!

The time is swift coming when misery shall cease.
And famine no longer death's victims increase;
When all-potent knowledge shall rise in her strength,
Blasting tyranny's minions! The despot, at length.
Will be forced to surrender the blood-shedding sword;
And Earth's children live happy in peace and accord.
At each sabbath-dawn, will the artisan then
Seek vigour and health in the far Mountain Glen.

In the yet distant Future even now we descry
Scenes which liven the heart, and which brighten the eye;

—

Happy children sport blythely on meadow and green;
And prison and workhouse no longer is seen

;

Superstition's dark sway is entombed in the Past,
And the voice of the tyrant unheard on the blast.
Which startles the fox in his lone woody den,
And bows the tall trees in the wild Mountain Glen

!

At dawn of the morning, the lark's early song
Glads the heart of the hind as he hastens along;
Over mountain and valley, 'neath heaven's clear blue,
The violet and primrose lie smothered in dew:
When at close of the day, the sun sinks in the west,
And the happy wife rests on her fond husband's breast.
The heart of the rustic is fluttering then.
As he seeks his true love in his own Mountain Glen!

Those days of the Future ! ah, would they were here!
When the plough shall take place of the sword and the spear;
When war shall be banished this fair world of ours,
And Man's earthly path be through sunshine and .flowers:
No more will Earth's son wage war with his brother.
And the welfare of one be the curse of another;
But Kindness and Love will spring up amongst men.
As the flow'rets peep forth in the sweet Mountain Glen!

Alexander Bell.

Religion.—It fares with religion as with the shuttlecock, which is stricken from one to
another, and rests with none. The rich apprehend it to have been designed for the poor;
and the poor, in their turn, think it chiefly for the rich. An old acquaintance of mine, who
omitted no opportunity of doing good, discoursed with the barber who shaved him, on his ,

manner of spending the Sabbath, which was not quite as it should be, and the necessity of his
|

having more religion than he seemed at present possessed of. The barber, proceeding in his
|

work of lathering, replied, " that he had tolerably well for a barber ; as, in his opinion,
"^

one-third of the religion necessary to save a gentleitnan would do to save a barber."

—

Bishop
Eoime,
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CRITICAL EXEGESIS OF GOSPEL HISTORY,
ON THE BASIS OF STRAUSS'S ' LEBEN JESU.'

A SERIES OP EIGHT DISCOURSES
; DELIVERED AT THE LITERARY INSTITUTION, JOHN

STREET, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, AND AT THE HALL OF SCIENCE, CITY ROAD, ON
SUNDAY EVENINGS, DURING THE WINTERS OF 1848 -9, AND 1849-50.

BY THOMAS COOPER,
Author of * The Purgatory of Suicides.'"

VII.—THE RESURRECTION AND ASCENSION.
« ( Continued from last number.)

Let us proceed to consider the accounts of the New Testament writers
respecting the appearances of the risen Jesus hei/ond the immedmte locality

of his sepulchre. A great difficulty presents itself here. AVhat locality did
Jesus design to be the chief theatre of his appearances after the resur-
rection ?

Matthew and Mart make Jesus, before his death, say—"After I am risen

again I wiU go before you into Galilee;^^ and they also make the angels
give the same assurance to the women on the morning of the resurrection,

with the addition—"there shall ye see him." Matthew, besides, makes
Jesus commission the women to say to the disciples—" that they go into

Galilee, and there shall they see me."

"Well : is the journey into Gralilee performed by the risen Christ ? Yes

;

according to Mattheio—who knows of no other appearance to the disciples.

But Mark has no record whatever of the fulfilmeDt of his own words : he
relates no appearance of the risen Jesus in Galilee ; but mentions others.

The other two evangelists afford singular contrasts, on this point to

Matthew and Mark. I quote Strauss :

—

" John knows nothing of a direction to the disciples to go into Galilee, and makes
Jesus show himself to the disciples on the evening of the day of resurrection, and again

eight days after, in Jerusalem : the concluding chapter, however, which forms an appendix
to his gospel, describes an appearance by the sea of Galilee. In Luke, on the other hand,
not only is there no trace of an appearance in Galilee,—(Jerusalem with its environs

being made the sole theatre of the appearances of Christ which this gospel relates,)—but
there is also put into the mouth of Jesus when, on the evening after the resurrection, he
appears to the assembled disciples in Jerusalem, the injunction : tarry ye in the city of

Jerusalem (in the Acts, ch. 1., v. 4, more definitely expressed by the negative, that they

should not depart from Jerusalem) until ye he endued withpowerfrom on high (Luke, 24 ch,

49 V.) Here two questions inevitably arise : 1st. How can Jesus have directed the

disciples to journey into Galilee, and yet at the same time have commanded them to

remain in Jerusalem until Pentecost 1 and, 2ndly, How could he referthem to a promised

appearance in Galilee, when he had the intention of showing himself to them that very

day in and near Jerusalem ?"

Harmonists have endeavoured to get over this difficulty ; but the great

critic Michaelis, confesses himself obliged to wonder how—if Luke does

not mean by that prohibition of Jesus to exclude the journey into Galilee,

why is it that he alludes to this by no single word ? and in like manner, if

Matthew knew that his direction to go into Galilee was consistent with the

command to remain in the metropolis, why has he omitted the latter,

together with the appearances in Jerusalem? An unprejudiced mind

must perceive, at once, that the diverging accounts are based on diverging

ideas as to the locality on which the risen Jesus appeared. But how could

this be, if there were the slightest basis of fact in the accounts them-

selves ?
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A summary of the various appearances of the risen Christ, as narrated

hy the New Testament writers, will shew us, still more, the impossibility

of reconciling their accounts :

—

1. Matthew has two appearances : one on the morning ofthe resurrection,

to the women
;
(28 ch., 9 v.) and the other, the time of which is undeter-

mined, to the disciples in Gralilee (28 ch, I6v.)

2. Mark enumerates three : the first, to Mary Magdalene on the morning
of the resurrection

; (16 ch. 9 v.) a second, to two disciples going into the

country; (16 ch. 12 v.) and a third, to the eleven as they sat at meat,

doubtless in Jerusalem (16 ch. 14 y.)

3. Luke narrates only two : one to the disciples going to^Emmaus on the

day of resurrection
; (24 ch. 13v.) and the other to the eleven and the

other disciples in Jerusalem, according to 24 ch. 36 v. on the evening of

the same day :—according to the Acts (ch. 1 v. 4.) forty days later. But^
when the travellers to Emmaus, on rejoining the apostles, are greeted by
them, before Jesus has appeared in the midst of them, with the information—" the Lord is risen indeed, and hath appeared to BimorC ( 24 ch. 34 v.)

—

here, a third appearance is presupposed, which was granted to Peter alone.

4. John hasybzfr; the first, to Mary Magdalene at the grave; (20 ch.

14. V.) the second, to the disciples when the doors were shut
; (20 ch. 19 v.)

the third, in Jerusalem, eight days later, when Thomas was convinced

;

(20 ch. 26 V.) the fourth, of which the time is unspecified at the sea of

Galilee (21 ch.)

5. Paul has^^;^—if we deduct (for the present) his account of the ap-

pearance of Christ, granted to himself: one to Cephas ; one to the Twelve

;

one before more than 500 brethren at once; once to James; and one be-

fore all the apostles (1 Corinthians, 15 ch. 5 v.)

Grranting that Luke has omitted \\\qfirst appearance, yet we have three

accounts of it, in the remaining authors : according to Matthew it was to

the women, according to Mark and John it was to Mary Magdalene alone,

and according to Paul it was to Cephas (Peter). Suppose we fix on Mark's
account of the second appearance, and take it to be the same with the first

of the two appearances recorded by Luke ;—the journey to Emmaus will

be uncorroborated by three out of these five writers. Suppose, again, we
endeavour to fix on one of the other appearances as the third, what will be
the result % Say that Mark's account of the third appearance is the same
with Luke's second account, in his gospel—yet Luke himself places it 40
days later, in the Acts ! After this, it is in vain to attempt to harmonise
the accounts. It is evident that, at an early period, uncertain and very

varied reports were current concerning the appearance of the ris'eii

Jesus; and on such untrustworthy foundations these varying relations

were built.

Yet it is clear, from the passage in the 1st epistle to the Corinthians,

(which is held to be genuine, and to have been written about A.D. 59, con-

sequently but 29 years after Christ's death)— that many members of

the primitive church who were yet living at the time when this epistle was
written, especially the apostles, were convinced that they had witnessed

appearances of the risen Christ. We shall have to enquire hereafter,

whether this involves the admission that some objective reality lay at the

foundation of this conviction.

But first, let us consider how we are to represent to ourselves this con-

tinuation of the life of Jesus after the resurrection, and especially the
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tiature of his body in this period. For critical reasons I prefer, a^rain to
quote Strauss, here :

—

r &

"According to Matthew Jesus on the morning of the resurrection meets the women mthey are hastening back from the grave, they recognize him, embrace his feet in sian of
veneration, and he speaks to them. At the second interview, on the Galilean mountain
the disciples see him, but some doubt, and here also Jesus spoaks to them. Of the mannerm which he came and went, we have here no precise information.
"In Luke, Jesus joins the two disciples who are on their way from Jerusalem to the

neighbouring village of Emmaus; they do not recognize him on the wav, a circumstance
which Luke attributes to a subjective hindrance produced in them by a hic^her influence-
land only Mark, who compresses this event into a few words, to an objective alteration of his
form. On the way Jesus converses with the two disciples ; after their arrival in the village
complies with their invitation to accompany them to their lodgings, sits down to table with
them, and proceeds according to his wont to break and distribute bread. In this moment
;;he miraculous spell is withdrawn from the eyes of the disciples, and they know him ; but
:n the same moment he becomes invisible to them. Just as suddenly as he here vanished
le appears to have shown himself immediately after in the assembly of the disciples, when
^t is said that he all at once stood in the midst of them, and they terrified at the si<rht,
supposed that they saw a spirit. To dispel this alarming idea, Jesus showed them^is
lands and feet, and invited them to touch him, that by feeling his Jlesh and hones they
night convince themselves he was no spectre ; he also caused a piece of broiled fish and of
loneycorab to be brought to him, and ate it in their presence. The appearance to Simon
s_ in St. Luke, described by the expression w^9r/ (appeared, or been seen) ; Paul, in the
^\t»t Epistle to the Corinthians, uses the same verb for all the Christophanies {appearances
f Christ) here enumerated ; and Luke in the Acts comprises all the appearances of the risen
Tesus during the forty days, under the expressions oirravofiEvog {having appeared, or
laving been seen), and Sficpavri jEviadat ("shewed him openly," in our common
ranslation). In the same manner, Mark describes the appearance to Mary Magdalene by
favT] {appear, or sliiyie, or become visible), and those to the disciples on the way to

2mmaus and to the eleven by £(j)avEpu}drj, John describes the appearance at the Sea of
Ciberius by (.(pavepioaer kavrbv ("shewed himself," in our common translation: also
nade himself visible, or made himself shine out) ; and to all the Christophanies narrated

y him, John applies the word e^aj^gjOwO/? {appeared, shone, or [became visible). Mark
ind Luke add, at the close of the life of the risen Jesus, that he was taken away from bc-
bre the eyes of the disciples, and (by a cloud, according to Acts 1. 9.) carried up to heaven.
In the fourth gospel, Jesus first stands behind Mary Magdalene as she is turning away from

he grave
; she, however, does not recognize him even when he speaks to her, but takes him

or the gardener, until he (in the tone so familiar to her) calls her by her name. When, on
his, she attempts to manifest her veneration, Jesus prevents her by the word : Touch me
\ot, and sends her with a message to the disciples. The second appearance of Jesus in John
ccurred under peculiarly remarkable circumstances. The disciples were assembled, from
ear of the hostile Jews, with closed doors : when, all at once, Jesus came and stood in the
oidst of them, greeted them, and presented—apparently to their sight onlj-—his hands
.nd feet, that they might recognize him as their crucified master. ^Yhcn Thomas, who
i^as not present, refused to be convinced by the account of his fellow-disciples of the reality
f this appearance, and required for his satisfaction, himself to see and touch the wounds of
esus : the latter, in an appearance eight days after, granted him this proof, making him
ouch the marks of the nails in his hands and the wound in his side. Lastly at the
ppearance by the sea of Galilee, Jesus stood on the shore in the morning twilight, without
leing known by the disciples in the ship, asked them for fish, and M-as at length recognized

)y John, through the rich draught of fishes which lie procured them ; still, however, the
lisciples, when come to land, did not venture to ask him whether it were really he. Here-
ipon he distributed among them bread and fish, of which he doubtless himself partook, and
iaaJly held a conversation with Peter and John."

(To be continued in next number.)

Human IlArriNESs.—AYell being and happiness are not an inheritance of vhich
we take possession from the hour of our birth, and which ue are destined to enjoy
at our ease ; they are to le searched after vith unwearied assiduity. AVe enter

into hfe destitute of everything but simple existence. All that we enjoy in our

passage through life are acquisitions ; they are the result and the rewards of our
own dih'gence and care, or communicated by the diligence and care of others,
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A COUNTRY WALK.
He that lives within a reasonable distance of open fields and green lanes,

has an estate, pleasure and profit, at his command. Can houses and lands
yield more ? The pleasures are physical and mental. Eenovated health,

exhiliration of spirits, freedom, a gratification of his sense of beauty, an
agreeable stimulant to the fancy or imagination. The profit is in the dis-

position of mind, which the presence and contemplation of nature invariably

foster ; in the lessons they unfold, and in the hope and confidence with
which they fill and fortify the mind.
A man starts from his home weary, jaded, and almost reluctant, at first.

It may be, the air is chill; but a little rapidity of motion raises the tem-
perature of his blood. Then what was cold is only agreeably cool, re-

freshing, and bracing. His feet, cold all day, are of an agreeable warmth

;

the blood courses rapidly through his veins; it mounts to his face ; he feels

it about the region of the heart ; and the affairs that troubled him begin to

appear through a difierent medium. He twirls his stick, strikes the stones

upon the road, or assaults some poor thistle which has dared to obtrude its

" unkempt" head, through the hedge,—whistles, hums a tune, anon finds

himself singing outright, and thioks his voice has not quite left him,—is

not so very bad, after all. But singing is fatiguing, and cannot last long.

Then he recites passages from his favourite poets ; thinks, may be, how well

such or such a remark would have told in the last public meeting ; wonders
how h^ could have lost sight of it, and still more how he could have for-

gotten some of his best ideas in the speech he did deliver. He will be more
careful in future : that he will. All this time, he feels a strong desire to

bid * good day' or ' good even' to every body he meets : especially to enter

into conversation Avith the way-worn traveller with his pack at his back, or

his basket on his arm. He remembers how entertaining and useful he has

more than once found such conversations. He has read in them a new
page in the book of life,—whose contents have inspired him with renovated

hope and confidence.

That beautiful green lane, with its hawthorn hedge interspersed with

honey-suckles on each side, and here and there a majestic tree, is too in-

viting. It cannot be passed. It is a favourite walk, and leads to a de-

licious spot. And, now, fairly away from the hurry and bustle of the

town, almost from the haunts of busy man,—fairly away from all the con-

ventionalities and restraints which civilized life imposes,—he feels that he

enjoys real freedom. What does it signify to him, for the next two hours

at least, what any man says or thinks of him ? Who is in or who out ?

Whether the measure at present pending, be lost or carried ? Whether
the form of government under which he lives, or is destined to live, be

monarchical, republican, or purely democratic ? Here he enjoys absolute

liberty. The life of life itself. The end, for which toil, in all its varieties,

is but the means. Here he can walk fast or slow, talk or be silent, wear

his hat upon his head or carry it under his arm. Here he is master of his

actions. Here, too, he learns that a good conscience is the most valuable

possession, and an evil one of all things most to be dreaded. Por while

the former makes retirement pleasureable, the latter makes solitude insup-

portable.

Between the sentiment and the sense of beauty there is at least this

difference. The former is of the mind, dependant upon principles, arbitrary
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in their nature, different in different countries, and modified by education
and taste. Beauty like religion is difficult to define. It has its sectarians,
but no creed to which all will subscribe.

By the sense of beauty is here meant the capability of receiving pleasure
from the presence of agreeable objects,—especially of form and color. It
is natural and universal ; and is an essential element in every human mind.
From want of proper stimuli it may like any other sense, almost remain
dormant ; and its power will depend on the extent to which it has been
elicited, strengthened, and improved. It is often intense in those to whom
education, or the want of education, has denied the gift of appropriate
language. It may, however, be seen in the kindling of the eye ; and be
heard in abrupt exclamations of delight; observation has convinced me that
the sense of beauty is sometimes more intense in an unlettered swain, than
in many a man who can describe vividly, or whose verses flow most har-
moniously. Why should it not be so ? May not, must not, this sense de-
pend, mainly, on phj^sical organization ? Education may give expression,
feeling must have another source.

However this may be, it seems to be a law of our existence that any ob-
ject, by becoming familiar, should lose, proportionably, its power of giving
pleasure. Even " beauty," the poet tells us, soon grows familiar to the
lover,

—
" fades in his eye, and palls upon the sense." Man, as Nature has

wisely determined, must acquire the habit of attending to details, or the
most magnificent structure, the best furnished picture gallery or statue

room, will soon cease to charm.
And herein has Nature so greatly the advantage over Art. Let a man,

from necessity or choice, confine his perambulations within a very limited

circle
;
yet with an eye for Nature, he will find no lack of variety. No ob-

ject is for a week, a day, an hour, or, perhaps an instant, the same. The
oak of centuries has been growing, changing, from the moment of its

first germination. The process which shall ultimately destroy even the

pyramids, commenced with, and has continued from the laying of the first

stone. Nature moves in an ever revolving circle. Throughout her whole
range absolute repose is unknown. We see results which have been weeks,

or months, in forming ; but the process eludes our perception.

Here is a prospect—The splendour of the sun ; the landscape with its

hill and dale, wood and streamlet, tower and spire, mansion, farm-house and
cottage ; the cattle as they graze in the pasture, chew their cud, or frisk

and gambol in exuberance of life and enjoyment. How verdant, stately,

nay sublime, are those fine old trees ! What grace and beauty, wave in

every bough ! And yet we see, and can see, but a few of the most striking

objects in the broad outline of the picture. What imagination can grasp it

in detail ? Not a plant, a leaf, or a blade of grass, but is thickly populated

as the streets of London ; and each object is a world of wonders in itself

That magnificent oak—how unlike the acorn whence it sprang ! Sprang

!

—Did the acorn contain that oak in minature,—roots, bole, branches,

leaves, and fruits ? And hath Nature but built it since, as we build a

house ? But this oak bears hundreds of acorns. Does each acorn contain

an oak in miniature ? How is it formed ? Work so delicate seems ill suited

to limbs so gigantic and unwieldy. This insect I hold in my hand—it is

almost too small to be visible to the unaided eye. Such an one I have ex-

amined by a microscope. It is a world in itself, having solids and fluids,—or,

ifyou will, land and water, rivers and streams ;—and who shall say that even
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these are without inhabitants ? Who shall say where m Nature absolutemammation is to be found,—in what spot, however minute ? Examine
the duck-weed upon a stagnant pond, through a good microscope Whata magnificent forest

!
What thousands of animalcule sport amon^ its treesand branches! We talk of the physiology of plants and animals, andamuse ourselves with hard names ; but what do we really know P We see

results
:
but Nature's processes are carried on under a veil which no mor-

tal has yet been permitted to raise.

Art after all, is poor. In a picture, or a statue, we see what mere formand colour can accomphsh, by the power of genius. We think of the diffi
culties overcome. The picture or the statue pleases less in what it is per
se; than as a symbol or evidence of the power of mind over matter '

Ouregotism makes us exclaim—' Lo, and behold !'—What ? A very imperfect
outhne of some natural object, without life, or motion. A true naturalist
can never be made to understand what so many profess to see in Art Of
the poverty of Art, of its inadequacy to embody forth his own ideas 'none
is more sensible than the artist himself Where shall man's sense of beauty
be so luUy satisfied as amidst Nature's own works? The variety in the
-Uritish Museum is trifling, in comparison with what the man who, with an
eye lor Nature, and assisted by such aids as science has provided may findwithm the limits of a few square yards, and these objects ever chano-hio-t

w !?^f ' 1^ ^^® presence of Nature, our pride and prejudices are hushedWe leei that we are sitting at the feet of Infinite Wisdom. That we are
receiving knowledge from the fountain head. Here we can acknowledge
and renounce our errors, without mortification, and even with complacency
I he volume we here read contains no useless matter

; and no mistranslationsWe have but to be patient and persevering, and the reward of useful know-
ledge, in some shape, is certain.
We learn here that the diflerence between rich and poor, is not so fjreat

as we imagined. ' My Lord,' or ' His Orace,' is walking in the same
direction. What then? Is he satiated with the splendour by which
he IS liberally surrounded ? Does he need change ? So it should seem
Well, then, wherein do we, at present differ? The same sun shines upon
us both. We breathe the same air, and the breath of heaven ' smells
woomgly,' to me as to him. Of the accident of birth or fortune Nature
clearly takes no account. The birds sing the same notes to him as to meWe both inhale the same fragrance.

^

But the owner of these broad lands wKich constitute so prinie a feature
111 the landscape before me—is not he a happy man ? The owner? To
what depth below, or height above the surface does his ownership extend ?
Why does he not take what he owns to a climate less variable ? He built
and furnished his mansion, shaped his dress and equipage as others directedHe determined the fashion of his servant's clothes : the great world deter-
mined that of his. His servants wear his livery : he wears the livery of
his order. He dared not use his own judgment, or disobey the mandates
ol lashion. If he had, the world would have laughed at his vulgarity and
ridiculed his want of taste. It is then, just possible that in these respects
hia riches befool him

;
and that he is in truth, less free than myself. His

wealth will enable him to surround himselfwith the choicest productions of
nature and art. But the pleasure they are capable of affording, that for
which they are alone valuable, can neither be purchased nor inherited It
belongs to genius and taste. None can take it from them. He may share
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the pleasures these things aftbrd, with others, if he be able : else, he is but
the keeper of them for the enjoyment of others. The choicest, the purest,
sublimest and mosfc elevating pleasures,—pleasures most fitted for a culti-

vated intellect,—the really good things in life. Nature has provided for all,

free of expense, and the possession of them is limited only by men of
power and self-appropriation.

But the earth quakes, or opens, and cities are levelled with the dust, or
swallowed up, and, in a moment, solitude, silence and death reign where all

was animation, hope and energy. The volcano pours forth seas of liquid
fire that spread terror and desolation around. There is no more rain : the
fields and pastures are burnt up : the dumb cattle raise their imploring
eyes to the heavens, which are as brass above them : the corn is blighted in

the ear : bud and blossom fall from the tree : the song-bird is hushed, and
man and beast wither, droop and die beneath the malignity of a tainted at-

mosphere. Self-reliance is a noble virtue ; but it has its proper sphere, be-

yond which it is presumption. There are moments when man must needs
feel his own insignificancy ; and when the virtues which best become him,

are resignation and an humble reliance upon the Power with Whom are

the issues of life and death ; and Who, whatever mysteries may surround
Him, is still " our Father, too wise to err, too good to be unkind." To the

good man,—death, come when, or in what form it m.ay, can never be an
evil. From visitations, even like these, he has therefore, nothing to fear.

Hah !—^yonder goes a wonder of art ! In the distance it seems like a mon-
strous serpent breathing fire and smoke, and dragging a tail of a hundred
joints. And beyond it goes a stately ship, her white sails glancing in the

sunbeams. [These are great; yet not in the 'cloud capped tower, the

gorgeous palace';—not in the ship or the more wondrous steam-engine, do

I recognise man's mightiest eff'orts. Here he works with elements which

are obedient to his will. He knows their powers and can calculate his

own. He can combine their powers, and place himself in harmony with

their laws. Let him learn to understand them and they will do his bidding ;

and enable him to accomplish things hitherto undreamed of. It is much
to bring down intelligence from the heavens, and to determine his where-

about ill the trackless ocean. It is much to see what the telescope and

miscrocrope unfold ; but to converse familiarly with the dead, to convey his

thoughts thousands of miles even in a second ;—to tell his thoughts to geiie-

rations yet unborn ;—these are the achievements in which man seems im-

mortal, ubiquitous and most like a god. No miracles are equal to those ac-

complished by the Pen and the Press.

Great is the power of man. Why and wherefore is he miserable ? Shall

it be ever thus ? No ! no ! All things answer ' No !' He has passed his

infancy. Necessity has elicited powers, which had else, perhaps, lain dor-

mant. He has exhausted error. Its seeds, sown in inexperience, have

yielded bitter fruits. Superstition, of which he has been so long the victim,

at length meets his most formidable and deadly foe. The monster beholds

his approach; and fear and trembling have taken hold upon him. His

veilings are heard far and wide, and his death-struggles may well be c,v-

ipected to be formidable. He has summoned his ministers ;
battle and mur-

der, subtlety and craft, are at their work. He hath taken up, where it

may serve his purpose, a language foreign to his fiendish heart. Affecting

zeal for the public good : calling himself the friend,—the patron,—oi lamily

and order ' Boasting the knowledge he has acquired by experience,—the
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liberality of his present views,—his readiness to correct any errors intaj

which he may have been betrayed,—his willingness to conform to anything,!

so that his life may be spared. But while he tries his arts, the Angel off

Truth advances, and in the radiance which beams from his celestial coun-

tenance, the fiend stands revealed. His doom is fixed : he must die. Or,j

to speak without a figure,—knowledge is advancing ; and it is knowledge]

which tears aside the veil behind which hypocrisy would conceal itself,-

knowledge, whichbows the knee with a pure devotion to the throne of heaven,]

and fills the earth with a religion breathing " Glory to Q-od, in the highest :|

on earth peace, good will towards men." But the sun is getting low. Iti

is pleasant for man to feel that however despised, if he have a pure heart,i

Nature will yet receive and embrace him as her own. Unmindful of his]

lowliness, the meanness of his apparel, or the uncomeliness of his person,—^^j

these flowers will breathe upon him all their sweetness, and will unfold theiq

beauties to attract and delight him ; will show him what bright and fairj

things mav flourish in obscurity ; will discourse to him, most eloquently oi

the mysteries of their making, assuring him that he is neither alone, for-j

gotten or unfriended, and inspiring him with renovated hope and confidence.

Sweet ministers oftruth and goodness,we may well believe yourlessons ! Tel
at least, will not deceive us. How often have I blessed the God of flowers,

«

and found that religious instruction was to be had elsewhere than in churches]

and chapels

!

The sterner duties of life call us hence. Well, hours thus spent are not]

thrown away. Thought is the best preparative for action, in which

virtue consists. Difficulties may beset us. Obstacles may be in our way,]

Our most careful conceited plans may be disconcerted.
" 'Tis not in mortals to command success,"

But our honour is still in our own keeping. He that is faithful to con-1

science, that manfully does his duty, may rationally confide that the Power]

which made and governs all,—whatever that Power may be—is friendly to[

him. Let the atheist say what he may, such hope, such confidence, ia]

necessary to man. Without them life is poor : prosperity is embittered b]

the thought of death, and adversity is gloomy indeed. But sweet peace

they bring when they arrive. They form a square: they square our

lives,
*' Lay the rough paths of peevish nature even

;

And open in the breast a little heaven."

Omega.
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TRUTH, FREEDOM, AND PROaRESS.

And though all the winds of doctrine were let loose to play upon the earth, so Truth bo in the field
we do injuriously to misdoubt her strength. Let her and Falsehood grapple ! Who ever knew Truth put
to the worse, in a,free and open enconnterV—Milton's Areopagitioa.
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LOUIS NAPOLEON.
The eyes of all political thinkers are yet turned to Prance. The tour of

Louis Napoleon was, for weeks, the absorbing topic of the Tiines : it

chronicled carefully the most minute circumstances favourable to the

would-be emperor. But its exaggerations of applause, and suppressions

of dissent, were so shameful and apparent, that the readers of French
newspapers were astonished. And yet, the Times can have no special

love for Louis Napoleon : it only uses him for a purpose.

Louis Napoleon plays the part of a political demagogue with considerable

grace. He feasts well, and distributes alms with liberality. The nation

pays for all. The cost is not yet counted ; but the day of reckoning must
come. The nephew of the great emperor appeals with solemnity to the

deeds of his uncle ; and calls forth heroism, by a reference to the glories

of the past. Very admirable is all this. There are, however, no such

glories in the future. The allied powers of Europe will not, dare not,

make war against France. A peace of thirty-five years has changed the

relation of states. England is no longer the enemy of France, as a

nation : England is opposed to all wars : her sympathies are witli, and

not opposed to, the French people. A barren appeal to the memory of

departed greatness, may for the moment, excite the admiration of a crowd;

but there such appeals must begin and end. Louis Napoleon is the friend

of * Order, family, and property !
' Ominous words ! Fully understood,

they mean much ; but as expressed by Louis Napoleon, they mean the

oppression of the poor by the rich. Louis PhiUipe was also the friend of

* Family, property and order.' His fate is now a matter of history. Let

Louis Napoleon take warning

!

Louis Napoleon is the enemy of all Utopias ;—but did not the Prisoner

of Ham write a book on the 'Extinction of Pauperism?' He forgets

that he was then poor, and in need of popular support. Never mind
!

To

be ' the enemy of all Utopias ' is part of the creed of order.

"What, then, is the state of France ? She is a military despotism. A
republic she is not. The strength of the President is in the swords of

the army. Ay ! there is the difficulty. A few months back, Paris was

surrounded by 60,000 soldiers. In the end, who will pay for the army

which maintains ' Order ?
' Will the rich 1 They are not so enamoured

of any form of government as to pay heavy direct taxes with cheerfulness.

Remember the outcry raised in this country against the income-tax of the

late Sir Robert Peel. The middle classes are not too fond of paymg away

money which never returns. They, no doubt, desire peace
;

but they

would rather that others paid for its preservation. It is proposed to tax

the poor man's salt. Carry the proposition into effect: tax, m turn, the
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poor man's wine, and thousands who now shou^ " Vwe le President ! "I

will reveFse the popular cry. Soldiers must be fed, clothed, and lodged;
and a numerous and recently increased standing army may, for a time, be
tolerated; but, at no distant day, it will be found to be oppressive and'
unbearable. One of the popular and justifiable complaints against Louis
Phillippe was the cost of military armaments. Can the nation that
refused to be a vassal to the House of Orleans bow the neck and bear the
burden, at the bidding of a presumptuous young man, because he bears the
name of Napoleon ? It cannot be. For eighteen yeai's did France bear
the yoke of the oppressor ; but she cast him forth at last, to end his life

in disgrace.

It is necessary to contract the suiFrage: the constitution must be'
changed—the necessity that requires so daring a step, even if successful,
will prove too much. Why is it necesary to contract the suffrage ? To
secure for Louis Napoleon the presidential chair. Th3 inference clearly

is, that with the present suffrage, Louis Napoleon is not sate. He may
aim at something beyond being President. The fact remains the same

:

with the suffrage as it now stands his aims cannot be carried out. The
necessities of society are too powerful to be controlled by any mere
bulwark erected for the moment. The two pressing questions which
Louis Napoleon has to answer are— ' How can I reduce the taxes that i

press most heavily on industry ?
' ' How can I so arrange the agriculture

and trade of France, as to find useful and profitable employment for the (

population?' What is his answer to the first question? A standing i

army, and an alliance with the Pope. What is his reply to the second ? !

A conti'acted suffrage and an increased salary.

It is said, trade is flourishing. It may be so ; but a relapse is as sure
as that to-morrow's sun will shine. The workmen of Lyons have long
since avowed that they would "live working or die fighting." In their

mournful resolve is the whole history of the future. France is not
prosperous : she is only quiescent, and is sickening for a serious convulsion.

Little needs be said of Orleans and Bourbon intrigues. Such things
are only important to a few personages. The great heart of the nation is

not at all touched by court squabbles. It is gravely asserted that France
is not republican. What, then, is she? Monarchical— did you say?
Where are your proofs ? Have you forgot the fate of four out of five of

her last monarchs ? Louis XVL was beheaded ; Napoleon, Charles the

X. and Louis Philippe died in exile. The great body of the agricultural

population may not be republicans ; but they are as much so as they are

monarchists. The active mind of France is republican. The intellect that
and conquers is the child ofthe Encyclopaedists. Do you ask for their creed ?

Bead it in the history of the past sixty years. To the casual observer the

tide ebbs and flows ; but the philosopher sees that the motion of the fluid

mass is ever upwards and onwards. E-evolutions are only preparatory to

the great work. It would be better that it could be done by other and
milder means. Kevolutions are often followed by despotism. Yet they
must be accepted for what they prove : the imbecilities of rulers and the

war of ignorance of classes.

tiouis Napoleon has missed a great opportunity. And why ?_ Because
he is not a great man. He mistakes grandeur for power : immediate
success for ultimate utility : brilliancy for stability : an army Jor a nation.
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He may be wiser when it is " too late." When France is ripened by her
experience, she will find the men who will know her wants and provide
for them. Until that time arrives, she mnst wrestle on ; and it will be
well if the nations of the earth watch her convulsions narrowly, and gain
wisdom by the vigil. Might not some of our EngHsh statesmen profit by
so costly a lesson ? Surely, they are not so ' wise in their generation,*
that they should refuse all instruction. Have they all engraved ' Finality'
on the pillars of St. Stephen's ? If they have, society will blot it out.

Samuel M. Ktdd.

THE WORKINO-MAN'S QUESTION.
Leeds, October 2nd, 1850.

Mr Dear Friend,—I have read with great interest the twenty-seventh number of your
Journal,—which I am very glad to see resumed. The '* Working-Man's Question " is one
every way worthy of you—one you are well fitted to do justice to ; and I hope you will work
out (or permit) a thorough investigation of it. It is doubtless important to have a true ge-
nealogy of Christ, a la Strauss, and to have all the discrepancies of tlie narrative of the re-
surrection explained—but still I think that a true understanding of the position of the peo-
ple, is imperative to our present improvement, and vital to all future progression.

Between what has already appeared in the Leader, and in your journal, we have three
distinct and different opinions entertained on this important subject. 1st. That the people
are deteriorated in their condition ; 2ndly, That they have greatly improved ; and 3rdly.
That the people have not improved proportionately to the progress of the arts and wealth.
The Leader and yourself, generally, advocate the 1st ; and doubtless you have facts inducing
your opinions, and proving their truth. Dr. Smiles, in his letter, which seems to cause
you sorrow, takes the 2nd and reverse view ; and says that the people have advanced greatly
both in wealth and political power; and that, if they would but use wisely the advantages
they now have, their position would be vastly higher still. I think the Doctor proves his

2ase by credible instances.

Before remadting on these opposing views, permit me, in all kindness, to review your
jtrictures upon the Doctor and his letter ; and to remonstrate with you on the spirit in

ivhich you have written of him. I do not feel particularly called upon to defend Dr. Smiles.

He needs no help of mine. But, as I am greatly interested in the condition of the people,

,30 I wish to have a fair, free, and full investigation on this important subject ; and that, I

%m satisfied, can never be arrived at, if the parties investigating, on either side, are sneered

it, stigmatised, or treated otherwise than as sincere and honest.

i You appear first discontented with Dr. Smiles, because you say he has joined "those who
»lk harshly and revilingly of working-men, and mistake their condition ;" and you farther

charge him with '• attempting to deceive others on a question so momentous."
Those who know the Doctor well, treat the charge as totally unfounded ; while his past

ind present proceedings prove him utterly incapable of any such intention. My dear €ooper,

you have made a great mistake ; and the Doctor ought to have an ample apology from you.

We wholcnowDr. Smiles, know that his disinterested labour in the cause of the working-

fnan, deserves the highest esrtimate of all who desire their welfare ; nor do we sec that his

tatements need to disturb, or cause sorrow, to any.

If what the Doctor says be true {i.e. if the people have improved) ; and however deplora-

)le the facts he may relate {i.e. if the people do not use but abuse their advantages) ; it is

lot his fault who simply does but state them. On the contrary, it is his duty, and it is to

lis honour, to do so—if done with a pure motive, and for the good of tiie parties interested,

"f Dr. Smiles, or any one else, makes either false statements, or draws fdse inferences

—

hen ought these to be exposed ; but, without this, to insinuate that Dr. Smiles "intends

deceive others, and to blind the working-men respecting the causes or the reality of their

wn grievances,"— is surely unworthy of the Doctor to receive, or of Thomas Cooper

|o make.
Again, from the whole of vour concluding paragraph, I do most emphatically dissent

; ge-

erally, as fostering that spirit of class opposition so very detrimental to the interests of

ruth, and justice, and equality; and particularly, as most inapplicable to the party and

he occasion. After assuming that Dr. Smiles intends to scold the working men and has

ctocd those who talk revilingly and harshly of them, and mistake their condition—you add,
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—if all that the Doctor says be true, it would '
' not be likely that lie could produce any good^

impression upon them ;"—" for, though they will bear broad truths from one of their own!

order, they remember that Dr. S., like all merely professionalmen, is indol^ted to the brawnyj

arm and the toiling hand for the bread he eats, and the coat he wears.'* And you say, " th«'

poor have ever these things in their minds, when a man who is better off than themselvea|

takes it upon him to lecture them.

"

^ !

I may mistake your meaning (and yet you have a most remarkable power of making

yourself understood)—but, to me, all this means, that because the Doctor is a gentleman—

"can have frequent ease, and some \uxuv\es,"—therefore, "they who toil with wearied

frames," "do not," and ought not, to listen to what he may say,—or attend to what he majj

advise,—however true the one, or valuable the other.

Now, my dear Cooper, ought this to be the case ? Can you really mean to advise this I

I have been in the habit of supposing that truth ought to be accepted from whatever soured

it comes ; and that error should be scouted in whatever guise it may appear ; and that, ifl

fact, the position of a party is no criterion of the truth of his statements. But, if we are U
reject a messenger because he is well clothed,—then, are we to welcome a Falstaffs regl

raent, however ragged ? That Mr. Shorter be a working man, is, I submit, no valid reasoB

why his broad truths (by the way, fully bearing out the Dr's. letter), should be accepted it

preference to those of one not so deemed. But Dr. Smiles also claims the title of icorking'^

man ; and I believe he could prove it. I am, moreover, puzzled why, in this case, there shoulc

be a distinction drawn between the working men, and those "merely professional ;" or wh]

the toiling hand and the brawny arm should be instanced, and not also the thinking head d

toiling heart. All men cannot be weavers, nor ploughmen—but it does not follow that aj

men else are not workers. Either the weaver or the ploughman works no more in reality fcf

the thinker and the director, than they do for him. Nor is it true that Dr. Smiles is i^

debted to either for the bread he eats, or the coat he wears ',—tvhen he has rendered bach i

the labourer the price eqvivalent. The Doctor is as needful to the labourer, as is the labour^

to the Doctor. The powers of human nature are not to be perfected by the mere manipulfl

lion of the weaver, or the strength of the ploughman. Why, then, give undue importand

to their efforts, or undervalue the labours of the professional and the scientific ? Such di^

tinctions, between true men, should never have been made, and ought not for a moment f

be entertained : they savour too much of the folly of the past, which hated and fought tl

French,—for the notable reasons that they ate frogs and wore wooden shoes.

Touching Dr. Smiles in particular, he has, I am told, to work very hard to maintain hij

self in his position, (and to his honour be it said, he practically strives after that progressic^

which he advises to others)—but, after his daily labour is over, and when he, like many

the working men, might enjoy his pot and pipe (or his books and wines), regardless of tl

future,—instead thereof, he chooses to labour still, and /or the benefit of working-men—for he d

votes his leisure hours to works which are valuable to them, and creditable to his own charact^

Further, if working men are not to bear rebuke because it does not come from one of thei

own order—then " what serves as sauce for the goose, may serve as sauce for the gander.'

On that ground, then, the aristocratical and the wealthy are warranted in rejecting whoM

some truths, when they come from a working man ; and, if so, certain most admirable le!

ters we wot of, may have been written in vain. Shall, however, working men be advised to

reject the prescription of a physician, because he does not dig? or, to test the truth and

value of advice or Information, by the horny skin on the hand of the party tendermg it? Is

it not, on the contrary, likely that varied, and even opposite positions, are often favourable

to a true perception of one another's duty ? The working-man can often see the best Ime of

duty for the wealthy patriot, better than he can himself ; and so may the professional and

the capitalist often develop the best mode of proceeding to the working man.

Have we not difficulties enough to contend with, in working out the regeneration of our

country ? and have we not opponents, sufficiently numerous, in the field, striving against

our placing the working men in an equal position to the ten-pounders, without thefriends U>

loth falling out, and quarrelling on the texture of the coat they wear, or the quality of the

bread they eat ? Let us wisely banish such distinctions ; and let us value the reformer, not

in proportion as he seeks to pull the rising down,—but rather as he aims to raise the fallen

up. If this be our standard, then will Dr. Smiles' letter need to cause neither sorrow, nor

discontent, on his account. Mi ^ • a
Having, thus, in an imperfect way, attempted to justify my friend Smiles to my triena

Cooper ; having also attempted to give the true position that reformers should take towards

each other, when they see things in a different light {a thing inevitable); I would now gladly

go on to the more agreeable matter of the original positions of this interesting question
;

bat

I fear, this letter is already too long ; and, therefore, with your leave, will resume the sul>-

ject another time. Believe me, my dear friend, truly yours, John Holmes
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[The few observations I made, respecting Dr. Smiles and liis letter to the

Leader^ liave drawn upon me several letters of rebuke. I publish the long-

est : it being at the same time, the most to the point—and therefore the

best. Besides, it is the remonstrance of a true and valued friend, and thus

demands a reply, in preference to the correspondence of people who think

they know how to write satirically.

1 am free to confess that I may have used expressions,—such as * de-

ceive '—which were unwarrantable. I therefore apologise to Br. Smilesfor

having used them. Yet, it is not at all unlikely that 1 should offend again,

if I were to read any essay in which working-men are spoken of, or spoken

to, with seeming harshness ; and the Doctor's letter seemed harsh to me.

His statements, too, of the money working-men spend in drink—though I

do not charge the Doctor with inventing them—roused my gall. I deny

that such statements are true. I have companied too much with work-

ing-men not to know something about their habits ; and I affirm that they

are not chargeable with the vice of drunkenness, neither with the practice

of spending money in drink,—to the extent which some people say they

are. I have also seen a good deal of the middle-classes in my day,—and I

can conscientiously affirm that I believe drunkenness, and spending of money

in drink, prevail far more among the middle than among the working class.

The poor man's vice is open : if he gets drunk, it is usually at the end of a

week's toil, and the occasional excess so far upsets him, that everybody sees

it; but thousands ofthe middle-class are daily quiet tipplers, and at expensive

liquor, too. I know that I shall give additional offence to some by saying

this ; but it is the truth, and therefore I speak it.

Now, it is a conviction that all true Reformers have more need to scold

the other classes for their vices rather than the working-men, which ever

fills me with indignation, when I see a member of the other classes m the

act of scolding working-men. It seems to me, moreover, to be inhuman

and unfeeling, as well as a misdirection of the Reformer's aim. I cannot

understand how any man, with a spark of real chivalry, with any real gene-

rosity in his nature, can find it in his heart to flog those whose wounds are

already smarting. The poor sufter : we all know that—or, if we do not we

had better go and inquire into their condition, before we begin to preach to

them. With the knowledge that they sufter, should not, then, he who is

exempt from that suffering, deal very tenderly towards them ?

I repeat, that "the poor have these thoughts ever present in their

minds '' I have heard them,—not once, but a thousand times,—express

their indignation (and I contend that it is a natural and justifiable indig-

nation) at the sleek-fed teacher who has lessoned them on self-denial. My
friend Holmes asks me if I ' can really mean to advise this ? —mean to ad-

vise that working-men should not listen to the teacher wlio dwells in ease

and luxurv I reply that I do mean to advise working-men to maintam that

natural and justifiable feeling which I have seen them manifest-towards

men whose precepts and practice are 'at daggers.' Neither does the old

proverb, quoted by my friend, apply here, in my humble opinion The op-

pressed working-man has a right to scold 'the anstocratical and the

wealthy,' inasmuch as they grind his bones, and ive by oppressiDg him. I

do not think two words need to be spent in estabhshing that point.

But another word, and I have done. However others may differ from

me in their way of going about it, I also wish to see class distinctions abo-
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lished. But I cannot understand how that is to be done l)y keeping silence

about these distinctions so long as they exist. And, so long as they
exist. I must contend that our teachings of the oppressed class should be'

couched in the language of tenderness, rather than of severity.

I do not think it necessary to shew, that notwithstanding what I have
just said, I have a due sense of the necessity of speaking strong truth to

working-men. I have shewn that on all occasions when I have had to

address them. I would have the truth spoken to them, and it needs to be
spoken to them ; but let every one beware how he speaks it

!

Thomas Cooper.I

INOTES OE TRAVEL AND TALK. \

The * Parish Earm,' six miles out of Sheffield, is a piece of moor, 50 acres

in extent—but not more than one-third yet in cultivation—leased to the
Parish of Sheffield by the Duke of Norfolk. It is a grand experiment
towards forming a self-supporting colony of the parish poor. As yet—for

it has only been two years in existence—the system has not proved self-

supporting. But none can doubt that it will, who pays a visit to it, and
enquires into the whole matter. Crops, garden produce, everything looked
even more prosperous than on the farm-lands in the neighbourhood ; the

paupers themselves were happy in the useful labour they were performing,

and in the superior treatment they were receiving ;
and, when I remem-

bered the immense tracts of waste moor-land I had so recently seen, I could

not help wondering that the wise and philanthropic scheme of the Sheffield

Guardians had not been imitated by many other boards in England.

Erom Sheffield, I went (by the kindness of another munificent friend)

to pass three weeks at the Hydropathic establishment, Ben Rhydding, near 1

Otley, Yorkshire. The result was—so complete a restoration of health aa \

I have never experienced since imprisonment. I need only add, that I \

keep up the use of the wet ' dripping-sheet,' and put on my wet bandage,

every morning—taking care to walk briskly before breakfast ; and that I

hope, by persevering in these salutary customs, to preserve the health 1 am
happy to say I have thus recovered.

Erom Ben Rhydding I went direct to the Staffordshire Potteries, and
spent two days with attached old friends, before returning home. To my
unspeakable delight, I was ushered into a spacious chapel, which the

Chartist working-men of Hanley and Shelton have recently bought. It

had been occupied by the Ranters, or Primitive Methodists ; but the pro-

prietor offered it to the Chartist working-men (when the town authorities

at my visit some months before, refused to let me talk in the Town Hall),

and they agreed to purchase it. Out of evil has thus come good. The
great people could not forgive my appearance in the Potteries in 1842—

r

though they knew that I had, over and over again, expressed deep regret at

what took place then. But the spirit of the Potteries' working-men is

insubduable : they only need to be touched to the quick, and they speedily

show the great people their mettle. A first-rate place of meeting has arisen

out of this petty act of vindictiveness ; and there can now be no fear for

Progress among the men of the Staffordshire Potteries. I hear that they

have had a succession of visits since I saw them (Aug. 25 and 26) ;
and I

purpose seeing them again, if all be well, before 1850 be ended.

Thomas Cooper.
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THINKINGS FROM JOSEPH ADDISON.

Good Nature.—There is no society or conversation to bo kept up in the world
kithout good nature, or something which must bear its appearance, and supply its

)lace. For this reason mankind have been forced to invent a kind of artificial

humanity, which is what we express by the word good breeding. For if we examine
thoroughly the idea of what we call so, we shall find it to be nothing else but an
imitation and mimicry of good nature, or in other terms, afi'ability, complaisance,
and easiness of temper reduced into an art.

Effects of Wine.—Wine heightens indifference into love, love into jealousy,
and jealousy into madness. It often turns the good-natured man into an idiot,

and the choleric into an assassin. It gives bitterness to resentment, it makes
ranity insupportable, and displays every little spot of the soul in its utmost
deformity.

Talking.—It has been said in praise of some men, that they could talk whole
lours together upon any thing ; but it must be owned to the honour of the other
sex, that there are many among them who can talk whole hours together upon
nothing. I have known a woman branch out into a long extempore dissertation on
the edging of a petticoat, and chide her servant for breaking a china cup, in all

the figjires of rhetoric.

Of Speaking of One's Self.— *'It is a hard and nice subject for a man to

speak of himself," says Cowley : "it grates his own heart to say anything of

disparagement, and the reader's ears to hear anything of praise from him." Let
the tenour of his discours3 be what it will upon this subject, it generally proceeds

from vanity. An ostentatious man will rather relate a blunder or an absurdity he
has committed, than to be debarred from talking of his own dear person.

Origin of Trades and Professions.—Most of the trades, professions, and
ways of living among mankind, take their original either from the love of pleasure,

or the fear of want. The former, when it becomes too violent, degenerates into

luxury, and the latter into avarice.

Ambition.—There are few men who are not ambitious of distinguishing them-
selves in the nation or country where they live, and of growing considerable among
those with whom they converse. There is a kind of grandeur and respect which

the meanest and most insignificant part of mankind endeavour to procure in the

ittle circle of their friends and acquaintance. The poorest mechanic, nay, the man
who lives upon common alms, gets him his set of admirers, and delights in that

superiority which he enjoys over those who are in some respects beneath him.

This ambition, which is natural to the soul of man, might, methinks, receive a
very happy turn ; and, if it were rightly dii'ected, contribute as much to a person's

advantage, a s it generally does to his uneasiness and disquiet.

True Bravery.—A coward has often fought, a coward has often conquered ;

but a coward never forgave. The power of doing that flows from a strength of

soul conscious of its own force, whence it draws a certain safety which its enemy
lis not of consideration enough to interrupt.

Revenge.—When the mind is in contemplation of revenge, all its thouglits must

surely be tortured with the alternate pangs of rancour, envy, hatred, and indigna-

tion ; and they who profess a sweet in the enjoyment of it, certainly never felt the

consummate bliss of reconciliation : at such an instant the false ideas we received

unravel, and the shyness, the distrust, the secret scorns, and all the base satisfac-

tions men had in each other's faults and misfortunes, are dispelled, and their souls

ippear in their native whiteness, without the least streak of that malice or distaste

which sullied them : and perhaps those very actions, which (when we looked at

them in the oblique glance with which hatred doth always see things) were horrid

and odious, when observed with honest and open eyes, are beauteous *nd

ornamental.
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ETERNAL BEAUTY.

'Tis sweet to know that human hearts may converse hold with beauty,
And drink the streams of gladness as from Nature's breast they flow;

To feel God's light upon the soul in the bright path of duty,
And make our lives a blessing to our brothers here below.

From the mountain-tops and valleys there are streams of joyance flowing,
And the thirsty heart may drink from their sweet flowers' immortal wine;

And amid life's gloomy shadows there are stars of brightness glowing.
And they do not gleam in angels eyes more brilliant than in mine.

Fast flashing comes the sunlight o'er the cowslip -paven valleys;

The mountains rise like temples consecrated all around;
The broad heavens beam with splendour—the sun's eternal palace !

And the woods are like a true heart full of love, and light, and sound.

O! this world was made for pleasure,—not for sorrow, tears, and anguish:
They are knaves who say that God made man to suffer mammon-wrong,

In the workshop, like a Helot; or in chains to starve and languish,

—

While his heart is full of music and the world is full of song.

In the hush of tranquil even, when the vesper-star is beaming.
Like a lily in the sunset with the love light in its eye,

I have seen earth's future glory from the mount above me streaming,
And a voice within me whispered that the world was made for joy.

Hope on, my toiling brothers ! you were never made for sorrow:
The heaven of earth is goodness and pure love's eternal bliss :

From the clouded sky of labour, you some rainbow-light may borrow;
And, whatever be the other world—make you the best of this.

This world with all its grandeur—with its crown of starry glory

—

Is worthy of those angels with the forms of noble men;
And if we all endeavour to crush wrong and crime so hoary.

It may be an Elysium, or a Paradise, again

!

Sheldon Chadwick,
Manchester.

COUNTRY MUSINGS.
Reposing here, 'midst rural scenes.

Full oft I dream, on summer's day,
Of times, when shall have passed away.

The tinselled pomp of kings and queens.
For, when the noon-tide sun shines out.

And in the woods the birds are still
;

And from the gentle rippling riJl,

Come dreamy murmurs round about.
Across the shadowy gulf of time,

I look e'en with a prophet's gaze,
Beholdmg scenes of other days,

When truth on earth shall reign sublime.
When back-bent labour shall at last,

Have learned some truths it scorneth now.
And mankind shall have ceased to bow.

Before the idols of the past.

When mystic creeds and dogmas blind.
That men to bloody strife have urged,
Shall all in one great faith be merged.

Faith in the progress of mankind !

Around, on every side, are spread.
Fair lands, untouched by spade or plough,
Yet, in yon city, even now,

Some thousands pine for want of bread !

I feel within an impulse strong,

—

Stern promptings to a new crusade.

By worker 'gainst the idler made—
By wronged men against the wrong.
Not such as olden times had known,

In battle for a foreign land
;

But forth to draw the glittering brand.
In one last struggle for our own !

And it were better at one stroke,

To strike the banded tyrants down.
Than man be pent in smoky town,

And brutalised 'neath labour's yoke.
Vain dreams ! the visions wild of youth,
Which riper knowledge will destroy

;

Yet, through the dreamings of the boy.
Come glimpses of eternal truth.

For, though we may not, in a day,
Unloose the grasp of king and priest ;

By striving, we may serve at least.

To cheer men on their upward way.
Great thoughts spread slowly ; by degrees
Man, who has lived in drear midnight,
Learneth to look upon the light

—

Yet eyes askance the gleams he sees I

Learn we this lesson from the Past:
That, though we cannot trace its course.
Truth worketh with all-powerful force,—

And surely will prevail at last !

H. R. NiCHQLLS.
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CRITICAL EXEGESIS OF GOSPEL HISTORY,
ON THE BASIS OF STRAUSS's ' LEBEN JESU.'

A SERIES OF EIGHT DISCOURSES ; DELIVERED AT THE LITERARY INSTITUTION, JOHN
STREET, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, AND AT THE HALL OF SCIENCE, CITY ROAD, ON
SUNDAY EVENINGS, DURING THE WINTERS OF 1848-9, AND 1849-50.

BY THOMAS COOPER,
Author of *' The Purgatory of Suicides"

VII.—THE RESURRECTION AND ASCENSION.
(Continued from last number.)

"We can form but two ideas of fhe life of Jesus after "his resurrection : it

was either natural and human, or supernatural and superhuman. That it

was natural and human, we should, at first, infer—from the mention of the
marks of his wounds, his allowing himself to be touched, his utterance of

speech, his walking, his breaking of bread, his eating earthly food. Nay,
we seem to discern a progress of natural cure in his state : in the hours
immediately succeeding his resurrection he remains near his recent grave

:

in the afternoon he is able to walk to Emmaus : and only later he can un-
dertake the journey to G-alilee. So again in the morning he forbids Mary
Magdalene to touch his sore and sensitive body ; while eight days later he
iavites Thomas to touch his wounds.
But the New Testament narratives do not permit us to rest in this idea :

•they confound us with shadowy pictures of the supernatural. He appears

and disappears with equal suddenness : he stands, thus, in the midst of his

disciples when the doors are shut : his disciples mistake him for ' a spirit :*

some worship him, and some doubt (Matthew, 28ch. 17v.) : betakes differ-

ent forms—for, ' he appeared iu anotherform, ^ says Mark (16ch. 12v.), and

Mary Magdalene, at first, took him for ' the gardener.'

Besides, the words ' Touch me not ' in John, if regarded as a proof that

tbe body of Jesus was too tender to be touched, in the morning, are at va-

riance with Matthew's statement, that Jesus, the same moruing, allowed

the women to embrace his feet ; and also with the statement of Luke, that

Jesus, the same day, invited his disciples to handle him. And, if his body

were undergoing a gradual and natural cure, where did he dwell in the in-

tervals between his appearances ? in solitude ? in the open aii* ? in the

wilderness, or on the mountains ? Were these suitable haunts for an in-

valid ? But, why puzzle ourselves with such a question, while the super-

natural idea is also before us ? The Evangelists evidently think that Jesus

withdrew like a higher being, into invisibility, after his short appearances,

and that he thence stept forth again, on fitting occasions.

The supernatural is, manifestly, the idea of Christ's risen life which the

Evangelists heldi.—VLndi, to them,\i would not seem contradictory ;
for, m

their circle of ideas, such legends as that of Jehovah and two angels par-

taking of a meal in Abraham's tent, were received as facts. But, to us, the

evangelical accounts are full of contradiction. A body which eats is na-

tural ; but a natural body cannot vanish at will. A body which can be felt,

and 'has flesh and bones' (the words put into the mouth of the risen

Christ) is solidly material ; but such a body cannot pass into closed houses

and rooms, unhindered by walls and doors. And this contradiction, strange
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as it may seertl, is found in each writer ; but it is the most striking in

John—where Jesus, immediately after he has entered into the closed room,
unimpeded by walls and doors, causes the doubting Thomas to touch him

!

A very few words may suffice to place the ' evidence ' for the Ascension,

in its true light ; and then we can sum up our thoughts about these closing

narratives of the Gospels. Neither Matthew nor John relate the Ascension
—so that we have only Mark and Luke to consider ; albeit, in this in-

stance, as in others, the objection returns upon us—How comes it to pass,

if the Ascension took place, that so important an. event is unchronicled by
two out of the Four Evangelists ? But, of the two who do relate it, Mark
is at varia,nce with Luke—nay, Luke is at variance with himself, if we com-
pare the Grospel with the Acts. Read Mark's very brief account, and it

manifestly represents Christ as ascending to heaven immediately from the
meal in which he appeared to the eleven, consequently from out of a house
in Jerusalem ; for you must do violence to the consecutive character of the
narrative if you attempt to introduce a change of place, or a distinction of

time, into it. Luke, on the other hand, makes Jesus (in his Grospel) im-
mediately before his Ascension, lead out his disciples ' asfar as to Bethany,^

but, in the Acts, he places the scene on the ^ mount called Olivet ;^ th\^,

however, is no contradiction : Bethany lay near the Mount of Olives. It

is the divergence between Mark and this account of Luke, which is alone

noteworthy. But, in Luke's statement of time, we have one of the most
flagrant contradictions of himself ever committed by any writer. Head
over the last chapter of Luke's gospel, and note it well : at the 13th verse,^

the journey to Emmaus is most distmctly stated to have taken place the
" same day " as the resurrection : Jesus " vanishes out of the sight " of the

two disciples, at Emmaus (v. 31) ; but " they rose up the same hour, and
returned to Jerusalem, and found the eleven gathered together, and them
that were Avith them" (v. 33), "and as they spake, Jesus himself stood in

the midst of them," &c. (v. 36). Up to this passage, who can possibly

conceive that the narrator intends us to understand any thing, but that all

these events occurred on the same day ? And who, that has not some
foregone conclusion to establish, can possibly believe that there is any di-

vision of days in the remaining part of the narrative ? Read on, from the

36th verse to the end of the story—and ivliere can you find a syllable that

indicates a change of the day ? * Peace be unto you,' commences Jesus.

The disciples, in the next verse, are described as being " terrified and
aff"righted," and supposing " that they had seen a spirit." In the two next

verses, Jesus continues to address them. In the following verse, the nar-

rator says, " And when lie had thus spoJcen (mark the continuous cliaracter of

these phrases !), he shewed them his hands and feet." And then, in the

very next verse, he says, " And ivhile they yet believed not for joy, and won-

dered, he said unto them. Have ye here any meat ?" His eating is de-

scribed in the two next verses (42 and 43) ; and the continuance of his ad-

dress is resumed, and carried on to the close of the 49th verse. And now,

let any candid and independent-minded reader, notice this 49th verse, and
the few verses that follow it—and then say whether it be possible to under-

stand the narrator, as meaning otherwise than that the Resurrection ancf

the Ascension occurred on the same day ?

V. 49. And, behold, I send the promise of my Father upon you ; but tarry ye in the city

of Jerusalem, until ye be endued with power from on high.
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ihlm^^'
^""^ ^^ ^^^ *^^™ °"^ ^^ ^'''* *' *"" ^^^^'^^^y* '^"^l h^ I'^te^ "P ^»s hands, and blessed

y 51 And it came to pass while he blessed them, he was parted from them and carriedup into heaven.

y. 52. And they worshipped him, and returned to Jerusalem with great joy
V^ 53. And were continually in the temple, praising and blessing God. Amen
But let the same reader turn to the 3rd verse in the Acts, written by the

same person (whom we agreed to call 'Luke,' in the outset), and he finds
this netv statement :

—

« To whom also (the apostles) he shewed himself alive after his passion by many infallible
proofs, being seen of them forty days, and speaking of the things pertaining," 6^c

Forty days
:
the old magical number again ! When this writer has so

far forgotten his former account, one may be spared the trouble of a scru-
tiny into his other new statements—about the "cloud " that received the
ascending Jesus " out of their sight," and the "two men" that "stood by
them in white apparel, which also said. Ye men of Galilee, why stand ye
gazing up into heaven," &c. Z7^ into heaven ! The old childish ideas of a
substantial heaven above the blue air ! A man, too, with ' flesh and bones,'
ascending thither : the natural laws again inverted ! If this story were
written in Palestine nineteen ceuturies ago, men may have found it easy
to believe it there ; but in the land where Bacon and Newton, Davy and
"Watt, have grappled with realities^ can a tUnking man believe it, in 1850 ?

Before summing up our thoughts on the narratives of the Resurrection
and Ascension, the ancient question presents itself—Did Jesus really die
on the cross ? I shall not delay, however, to review all that has been ad-
vanced on the negative side of this question ; but shall merely deliver my
own persuasion—that Jesus died by crucifixion as recorded, though with
some divergencies of statement, by the Four Evangelists, and by the great
philosophical historian Tacitus. If there be a single veritable fact in the
whole history of Christianity—it is that of the Crucifixion. The diver-
gencies of the Evangelists are slighter, in recording it, than any other im-
portant fact; while I, for one, cannot think Tacitus would have given cre-
dit to the relation of it, and set it down for an undoubted fact himself,
unless there had been undoubted grounds for receiving it.

So far from thinking it needful to surmise that Jesus only ' swooned on
the cross,' and so forth—I see no cause to entertain the question at all,

seeing that the evidence for his risen life is so exceedingly contradictory.
Now let us sum up the imperfections and divergencies in these stories, and
then ask ourselves—If a ' fact,' on which our eternal existence is held to

depend, can be considered as attested, when related with these strange im-
Derfections and divarications ?

1. No resurrection, no actual rising, is witnessed, or related to have been
(vitnessed.

2. The number of the women who brought the news to the disciples, of
:he grave being open and empty, is related differently : in Luke it is several

svomen, in Mark three, in Matthew two, in John one.

3. The time at which the women go to the grave is difierently related.

4. What and who they saw there is diversely described.

5. The relation in which the disciples are placed, with respect to the first

lews of the Resurrection, is described very difierently in each of the Eour
Evangelists.

6. In describing Christ's risen appearances, beyond the neighbourhood of
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the grave, the Evangelists differ widely : the statement of one—that Christ

said he would appear in Gralilee, and did appear there, being utterly opposed
to the declaration of another—that Christ ordered his disciples not to depart

from Jerusalem, and that his risen appearances were confined to that city

and the neighbourhood.

7. The summary of the risen appearances, as given by each of the Eour
Evangelists and by Paul, are different : Matthew and Luke recording two^

Mark th^'ee, Johnybwr, and Vsiuijive.

8. The life of Jesus, after his rising, is such a contradictious and medley
picture of the human and superhuman—^the natural and supernatural—that

men, in an age of science, must reject it as utterly legendary.

9. The place—but, above all, the time at which the Ascension took
place (that is to say, at which the risen life on earth of Jesus terminated),

;

is related with such wide divarications—not only between two writers, but
in the two writings of one narrator—that the reality of the event is de-

stroyed by the irreconcileableness of the narratives.

No ; all-important as the reality of the [Resurrection of Jesus of Nazareth
would have been to us—we cannot believe that it ever took place, while the

historians of it tell their tale with divarications, contradictions, and omis-

sions, which would be held fatal to the truth of any relation—on which not

even a grain of human interests depended !

But how, then, came such a story ever to have been accredited ?

We will not slur over this question. It behoves us, as earnest men, to

be able to give a rational answer to it.

We reject the opinion of Celsus, that the disciples and women were mere
practisers, and sought to deceive ; and we also spurn the more modern
suspicion that the disciples stole Jesu's body, and afterwards fabricated ill-

constructed stories of his resurrection and after-appearances. Their asto-

nishing change from deep depression and hopelessness, to strong faith and

enthusiasm, is not explicable under these unworthy suppositions. Some-

thing extraordinarily encouraging—something, in fact, which had convinced

them of the resurrection of their master—must have taken place.

What was it ? Let us turn to the passage of Paul (1 Corinthians,

15ch.) and using it as a starting-point in this enquiry, see if it wiU not fur-

nish us with a key to the comprehension of aU the appearances of Jesus after

his resurrection.
V. 3. For I delivered unto you first of all that which I also received, how that Christ died

for our sins according to the Scriptures
;

V. 4. And that he was buried, and that he rose again the third day according to the

Scriptures

:

V. 5. And that he was seen of Cephas, then of the twelve

:

V. 6. After that, he was seen of above five hundred brethren at once ; of whom the

greater part remain unto this present, but some are fallen asleep.

V. 7. After that he was seen of James ; then of all the apostles.

V. 8. And last of all he was seen ofme also, as of one born out of due time.

Paul—strong-minded, though highly-imaginative, Paul—here places all

the other appearances of the risen Jesus in the same category with that ex-

perienced by himself. Now, what hind of an appearance was that which

Paul experienced ? Note the several accounts of it, in the Acts :

Chap. 9, V. 3. And as he journeyed, he came near Damascus : and suddenly there shined

round about him a light from heaven :
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V. 4. And he fell to the earth, and heard a voice saying unto him, Saul, Saul, why perse-
cutest thou me ?

*^

V. 5. And he said, Who art thou, Lord ? And the Lord said, I am Jesus whom thou
persecutest : it is hard for thee to kick against the pricks.

V. 6. And he trembling and astonished said. Lord, what wilt thou have me to do? And
the Lord said unto him. Arise ; and go into the city, and it shall be told thee what thou
must do.

V. 7. And the men which journeyed with him stood speechless, hearing a voice, but
seeing no man.

V. 8. And Saul arose from the earth ; and when his eyes were opened, he saw no man :

but they led him by the hand, and brought him into Damascus.
V. 9. And he was three days without sight, and neither did eat nor drink.

Chap. 22, V. 6. And it came to pass, that, as I made my journey, and was come ni^h to
Damascus about noon, suddenly there shone from heaven a great light round about
me.

V. 7. And I fell unto the ground, and heard a voice saying unto me, Saul, Saul, why
persecutest thou me ?

V. 8. And I answered, who art thou, Lord ? And he said unto me, I am Jesus of Naza-
reth, whom thou persecutest.

V. 9. And they that were with me saw indeed the light, and were afraid ; but they heard
not the voice of him that spake to me.

V. 10. And I said, what shall I do, Lord? And the Lord said unto me, Arise, and go
into Damascus ; and there it shall be told thee of all things which are appointed for thee

to do.

V. 11. And when I could not see for the glory of that light, being led by the hand of them
that were with me, I came unto Damascus.

Chap. 26, V. 12. Whereupon as I went to Damascus with authority and commission from

the chief priests,

V. 13. At midday, king, I saw in the way a light from heaven, above the brightness of

the sun, shining round about me and them which journeyed with me.

y. 14. And when we were all fallen to the earth ; I heard a voice speaking unto me, and

saying in the Hebrew tongue, Saul, Saul, why persecutest thou me ? it is hard for thee to

kick against the pricks.

V. 15. And I said, Who art thou, Lord ? And he said, I am Jesus whom thou persecutest.

V. 16. But rise, and stand upon thy feet : for I have appeared unto thee for this purpose,

to make thee a minister and a witness both of these things which thou hast seen, and of

those things in which I will appear unto thee.

V. 17. Delivering thee from the people, and from the Gentiles, unto whom I now send

thee.

V. 18. To open their eyes, and to turn them from darkness to light, and from the

power of Satan unto God, that they may receive forgiveness of sins, and inheritance

among them which are sanctified by faith that is in me.

The unmistakeable marks of legend first strike our attention in these

accounts. In two of them it is Paul only that falls to the ground, and

(according to the second account) Hhe men which journeyed with him stood

speechless.' But in the third account we read, ' And when we ivere allfallen

to the earth !' Again, in the first account, the men who were with Paul

are described as ' hearing a voice, but seeing no man.' But m the second

account the writer says ' they heard not the voice !' The simple direction

to Paul to arise and go to Damascus is also enlarged, m the last account,

to a considerable speech.

But—to our question. What kind of an appearance does Paul expe-

rience? Appearance! why, where is there any appearance mentioned

y

There is the wondrous light, in each of the three accounts; and we are told

that a voice is Amr^-but where is there a word relating tliat anything was

seen ? Strange kind of an appearance this, my friends !
So far trom seeing
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anytiling, Paul appears to have been struck blind with the glory of the

light, and to have been led to Damascus in that state. Only, here again
the marks of legend puzzle us—for, in the first account, there is evidently

a blindness understood ; but we speedily read, ' And Saul arose from the
earth ; and when his eyes loere opened he saw no man.' Then the leading

into Damascus is described ; and immediately we are told that Paul was
* three days without sight,' although we had just been told that ' his eyes
were opened I' But note the words, that when his eyes were opened

—

he

saw no man ! Paul was looking about for something, then, pretty eagerly,

having seen nothing, as yet—but he saw no man 1

And so a mere internal impression is all that we are presented with, in

this appearance of Jesus to Paul, ilemembering that the same verb, ' he

was seen' is applied by Paul to the experience of Cephas, of the Twelve, of

500 brethren, of James, of all the Apostles, and of himself—what are we to

think of the experience of Cephas, or of James, or of the Twelve, or of the
500 brethren ? Paul sees nothing^ in our human and natural sense : he
merely believes that he sees : and yet he sets down his internal impression
in the same list and catalogue with theirs, as if their seeing and his own
were of the same nature. If he had not thought so, is it possible that a
writer like Paul—so skilled in making subtle distinctions—would have
omitted to tell us ?

Paul's real case is this : his witnessing of that grand martyrdom of holy
Stephen flashes upon his ardent mind new and astounding thoughts : he
had held the clothes of the martyr's persecutors while they stoned him

;

but the sublime conduct of the sufferer would render him aghast with
wonder : conviction would begin to work : it would be aided by what he
saw of the life and conduct of the other Christians whom he persecuted

:

and, in spite of his desperate struggle to cling to his old persecuting faith

—a time must come in which his prejudices would fall prostrate before the

might of his judgment. / It did come—but whether amidst thunder and
lightning, occurring while he was on his persecuting journey—or how, or

when, or where—one would not be bound to say, seeing that legend has

evidently laid hold of the pen of the writ&r of the account.

But if a strong enthusiastic mind, w^hich had opposed Christianity, could,

at length, conceive that it witnessed, supernaturally, the risen Christ, who
can wonder that the disciplee who loved Jesus, and had all along cleaved to

him, should overcome their doubts, and rise into similar, or even more
striking and seemingly tangible visions ? There is no need, therefore, to

set down the Evangelical accounts as the production of deceit. Let us

abandon that vulgar and most absurd way of talking. We have only here

to analyse the workings of the human mind. It is not the testimony of

broad history that we have to consider—for Jesus is never recorded to have

appeared, after his resurrection, to his enemies—to the crowd—on the open

stage of observation. Even the 500 whom Paul (and only Paul) talks of

are ' brethren '—followers of Jesus, that is to say. The appearances, then,

even on the largest scale, are confined to the enthusiastic—though even

some of these Vdoubted' on one occasion. The possibility of believers

feeling confident that they saw what they longed to see is not so very

difficult to conceive.

And that the apostles would long to see their buried master was natural.

They -loved him ^ and, whatever be the judgment we form of the miracles

generally, there was something so extraordinary about this young man of

i
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but the earlier and Wcherthed i_tf^ \^'^ *
t'^""'^

.*° ^l^'^ ''^^^fi

began to revive they would feel the Zni^Z 'P".*?
"'^'^'' """^ ''^ ''

notions into consist^ency with thet 'T that i,?'^
of bnngmg their new

receive into their r.ini the i^lf'l^I^^^^^^^^^But a Jew of those times fled to his scriptures nernpfiinlK? i, fj i

no opinion without deriving it from th^nt ThTs'lrd
Psalm, &c., where the man of God is renresentpr^ «« rffl!!f^ '

i i ,

down to death -they would be seized unori?^Lf ^ -"^ ^""^ ^^""'^^

idea of a Messiah thJt wa' t. uLe SgTmW '
uff^rS! Id de'V^' '

i!
transi^ant the old idea of a Messiah ll.T:Z\7tZ%Z^^^^^^^^
Luke describes the risen Jesus, that, "beginning at Moses and Xh«^prophets he expounded unto them in all ^the scriptures th. thfn™cernmg himself-z. .. that Christ ought to have suffered such?hWs^'But we must rather take that as the occupation of the disciples themXswithout the tuition of their risen Master, I suspect. And when thevSthus adopted the new idea, the ignominioVe^uted JeJs wL no^but still remained to them. By his death he had only entered into hTsglory (Luke 24 ch 26 v.), in which he was invisibly with them alw^^^^^^even unto the end of the world (Matth. 28 ch. 20 v.)

'^-^ways,

totl. hilden doctrine of ,a dyi«g Messial^to'^iredlnl^e^^I^^tutr a"^^^ T^o'nients of unvyonted inspiration their hearts burned within thel (Luke x^iv 32^ Wcould they avoid conceiving this to be an influence shed on them by tli^^r Xi/ed^bTnTan opening of their understanding by him (v. 46), nay, ah acTual^onTerf n. wfth him^^3' how.conceivabeis it that in individuals, ispedally >vomen, these TmpresTl^^^^^S ' Kr
^ ^"""'^ subjective manner, into actual vision; that on o^her even onwhole assemblies, something or other of an objective nature, visible or au^ ble sometrnies perhaps the sight of an unknown person, created the impression of a revelatTonor appearance,of Jesus: a height of pious enthusiasm which is wont 7o appear e'se^here in religious societies, peculiady oppressed and persectited. But if the^cr^cified

J!v''t f.V? T\^ ^"*T^ ^"'^ *^" ^''^^''' ^^^"^ ^*' Wessed existence, he ou'ht^o to

f -J^? ^T ^^^^. '", *^^ -^•^^'^
• ^"^ '^ ^" P^^^^s^Jy «"ch Old Testament pa Ues asadmitted of a typical relation to the suiFerings of Jie Messiah, there was at tKametime ejcpressed the hope : thou wilt not leave,my soul in hell, neither wilt thou sufer thvholy one to see corruption {Fs. xvi.lO; Acts ii. 27); while in Isa. liii. 10 he who hadbeen represented as led to the slaughter and buried, was yet promised a prolongation ofhis days

: what was more natural to the disciples than to reinstate their earlier Jewish

!.;?^'/Y^ "^o ^^^\^^ ^^ '^^^"^ ^^^ disturbed, namely, that the Christ remainctk forever (John xu. 34), through the medium of an actual revivication of their dead master
and, as it was a messianic attribute one day to call the dead bodily from the grave toimagine him also as returning to life in the manner of a resurrection ?" 6 '

'

That the original belief among the Apostles was merely that Christ had
been raised from the dead in an invisible or spiritual manner is probable,
from Peter's words, in his Epistle, where he describes Christ as being " put
to death m tJieJlesh, but made alive in the spirit:' But perhaps enouo-h
has been said on this point ; and we may now advance to the consideration
of another question—whether the disciples' persuasion that Jesus was risen
was strengthened by the removal of his body, or by their own removal from
the immediate locality of his sepulchre ?

(To be concladed in next number.)
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Our ' Glorious' Constitution.—*A State or Commonwealth,' says Milton, 'is a society

sufficient in itself in all things conducible to well-being and commodious life.' Will this
[

definition answer to Britain as parliaments now are?—when all depends on a set of men I

authorized by a very small minority both as to numbers and property] It is a common i

maxim in politics, that in every state there must be, somewhere, an absolute and irresistible
|

power over the people. But this is to be rightly understood, or it will lead to mistakes.
|

In a monarchy, as Frftoce, the whole power is in the king against all other voice :
this is

|

proper tyranny. At Venice, it is in the nobles exclusively ; this is proper aristocracy or ;

oligarchy. In Holland (excepting some errors and deviations) the whole power is in the

States; that is, or should be, the people, but does not descend low enough, and leaves the

bourgeoisie considerably enslaved. In England, the whole- power is in the King, Lords,

and Commons. Therefore in monarchies, the people, the chief object, have no share of

power. In oligarchies, the people have as little. In republics, the people have a share ^
of power. But in our mixed government the people are swallowed up in King, Lords, and

Commons. To say therefore that there must be in every country an absolute power

somewhere over the people, and in which they are to have no share, is making the people

mere beasts of burden, instead of what they are, viz, the original of power, the object of

government, and last resource. Our courtly people therefore, to quiet our minds on

this subject, tell us, we have a very great share in governing ourselves, as we elect our

law' makers. We have seen what this amounts to. And if any Englishman is satisfied, I

can only say he is thankful for small mercies.

—

James Burgh's Political Disquisitions, 1774.

Origin of Civil Government.—To take away all such mutual grievances, injuries, and

wrongs, i.e. such as attend men in the state of nature, there was no way but only by grow- .

ing into composition and agreement amongst themselves, by ordaining some kind of

:

government public, and by yielding themselves subject thereunto, that unto whom they "
granted authority to rule and govern, by them the peace, tranquillity, and happy estate

of the rest might be procured. Men always knew that where force and injury was offered,

they might be defenders of themselves ; they knew that however men may seek their ;

own commodity, yet if this were done with injury \mto others, it was not to be sufiered,

but by all men and all good means to be withstood. Finally, they knew that no man
;

might in reason take upon him to determine his own right, and according to his own

determination proceed in maintenance thereof, in as much as every man is towards him-

self, and them whom he greatly affects, partial ; and therefore that strifes and troubles

would be endless, except they gave their common consent, all to be ordered by some,

whom they should agree upon, without which consent there would he no reason that one man
]

should take upon him to be lord or judge over another.—Hooker's Ecclesiastical Polity,
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OK, UNFETTERED THINKER AND PLAIN SPEAKER FOR
TRUTH, FREEDOM, AND PROaRESS.

" And though all the winds of doctrine were let loose to play upon the earth, so Truth be in the field
we do injuriously to misdoubt her strength. Let her and Falsehood grapple ! Who ever knew Truth put
to the woi'se, in a//'<je and open encounter?"

—

Milton's Areopagitica.

No. SO.^Vol. L] FOR THE WEEK ENDING SATURDAYToiiEFSTlSr^^^

MERCANTILE PHILOSOPHY.
Society in England has outlived the theori/ of feudal institutions ; but a

reverence for rank and ancestry, is still an integral part of the mind of our

country. Yet a poor Duke or a poor Lord is, in the estimation of the many,
inferior to a rich merchant. Our " Merchant Princes " have been married

and intermarried among the descendants of the old nobility, and the com-
mercial element is essentially in the ascendant.

A purely commercial state of society manifests its influence in a variety of

ways, the most striking of which is the increased activity of all its members.

Men are quickened and enlivened in all their active energies. "Whilst

I sit and watch the very motions of these Manchester operatives, as they

pass and repass along the streets, it is impossible not to observe that they

are more active than the peasantry of the agricultural counties. They do

not bustle ; but they move sharply on. Like the machinery at which they

work, they move with a kind of monotonous speed
;
yet they are sharp,

ever on the alert,—and, in conversation, like to be considered wifcty._

The increased activity of men constrained within natural bounds is itself

a good. It is a more general development of faculties, and partakes more of

energetic animal life than the slow growth of merely vegetative existence.

The excess of activity, however, is a great evil, and one to which the opera-

tives of large towns are coDsbantly liable. Their mission, in the age of

missions, is to work, but not to enjoy life. How the excess of activity is to

be guarded against, and the better part of the commercial spirit retained,

is a question easier asked than satisfactorily answered. The leaders of

commerce refuse to give heed to such a question. With them every

additional gain increases the means of further gain, and the thirst of gold

knows no limits. The appetite grows by what it feeds upon. To suppose

then that enterprising merchants would generally entertain such a question,

would bespeak an ignorance of the ways of men. The restless force with

which a prevailing and strengthened passion presses forward m hopes ot

success, begets a disregard of means, and forgets or overlooks evils. With

men whose habits are purely commercial, moral and intellectual consider-

ations, if not under-rated, are over-borne by "the pressure of circumstan-

ces," and hidden amidst the dust and noise of what is cal ed practical

utility." Aristocracies are corrupted by the possessions which they mherit,

and 6f the real value of which they are ignorant: they step into wealth

and luxury, and become, in time, efl'ete and effeminate. Commerce on the

other hand, begets power, for sometime retains it, butm its love ofconquest

over matter, it is apt to destroy the source of its own strength. To my

mind this seems to be one of the great evils, against ^^^^^^'.^^S
f^^' ^^^

commercial state, has chiefly to guard. We know the old saymg, money xs
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the doer of all tilings." Whenever it becomes literally true it will undo
itself. A veneration for rank is not so deteriorating and immoral as an
unintelligent love of gain ; and A nation of mere monej-getters is a pitiable

and melancholy spectacle.

The worship of gold does not increase among the labouring population.

The antagonism between the employer and the employed is much too deadly
to admit of money becoming the controlling ideal adoration of the labourers.

There is no harmony between the capitalists and the workmen ; and it is

foolish for good men to persuade themselves, that there is any bond ofunity
between the rich employer and the poor workman,—except the bond of an
iron necessity : strong enough to bind both, I grant you

;
yet w^eak enough

to break, in: any sudden emergency.
^

M. Lamartine has just visited this country, and, according to his wont,
has talked grandiloquently of our social state in the columns of La Fresse.

i can easily conceive a benevolent person, who has acquired a knowledge of i

our commercial system from our most esteemed economists, visiting London, ^

and as he paraded the leading streets of the metropolis, being struck by
the wealth and order with which he was surrounded,—particularly if he,

like Lamartine, came from a country more remarkable for changes than
stability. Such a visitor might be led to exclaim, " Here is the land of m.y

lAe^tt ; here we have peace, security of property and family !

"

Pause, generous philosopher ! descend from the high ground of general-

ities ; turn out of your cab ; come with me from the elegant rooms of your
hotel, and I will introduce you to the workshop. There you heair curses

—low but bitter—against the very supporters of those "charities" you so

fancifully admire. You had supposed that the machine w^orked almost

perfectly ;—that you w-ere surrounded by a happy population, who enjoyed

a!H the comforts, rational and industrious men could desire ; that the im-

pl-udence and imperfections of a few mistaken or unfortunate men,, were

more than overbalanced by the heavenly generosity of a few" rich individuals,

who devoted their lives to studying and supplying the wants of their fellow

men. Turn over we beseech you the black leaves of our book of pauperism
;

read the items carefully ! There learn that eighteen years ago, the depen-

dent idlers of your ideal paradise were so numerous, that property, in self-

defence procured a bill of divorce against poverty, and tried to shake it off

:

punished it, and cast it out. Know also that the bill of divorce has proved,

in the Court of Experience, to be a dead letter ; and that pauperism and
vagrancy have increased.

Are you aware, my dear philosopher, that, only a few months since, we
were busy in devising means to get rid of our "surplus" population,

—

selling off below prime cost,—getting rid of the rubbish anyhow and any-

where, on the shores of Australia or the bottom of the sea ? Aj'' ! our most

virtuous Queen's poor sisters were being banished, and all by "magnificent

charities "—the select objects of your poetical eulogiums. Let me introduce

you to a friend whom you have not yet seen. He is a bowed starved Irish

labourer, knocking at the door of the workhouse of St. George's in the

East. He cannot be admitted ; but the authorities send him to Liverpoolj

which in due time returns him to London; and he and a hundred others

are bundled over to Dublin; he visits parish after parish, driven from

pillar to post, and just reaches the parish of his nativity in time to die.

And all this kindness too by "charity." It would be an easy matter to

extend the range of your acquaintance ; but the needlewomen and starved
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%tiiktSir" ^^^ *^ p^"'^^ ^^^^ ^^ *^^^ *-^- ^^ ^<> -^ g-
It is the commercial spirit that makes capital talk of owin^ no duty iopur; ihat deranges the thoughts of men on the nature ^andS of

fr^.l
^^d begets as Its counterpart, an inextinguishable antagonism

tsZ^e tr^'l 1 scorns a^acknowledgemeiS of moral claims and^ndons the yerj name of mutual interests and human duties. The"vul-at

'th oTwirt .f fr T^^'f.

^ ^* ^^'^ ^^^^^^^^ «f self-sacrifice;gh ou right at the idea of injuring interest for the sake of principle ; are
^sessed qf a cold and an accommodating reason that is distrustful of arm -hearted enthusiasm and that smiles at generosity as something to bejrcome by years, and a knowledge of the world
The last is the unkindest cut of all. It means that the selfish spirit has

T .f^^^f^J^^^^f
*^e soul, and is destined to command in undisputed

ihority Ihe leaders of a school who settle all human affairs by a com-
•ison of averages, and a table of profit and loss

; who have no other motto
the door ot their temple than " buy in the cheapest market and sell in
clearest

J who point to Manchester as the model city of their choice

;

10 make the great object of life the accumulation of riches ; who see in
Bic and gain all they desire. Such " philosophers '' may help to make a
^pie active, but not to make a nation great. It is just possible that these
lers may one day find out that, in their complex calculations, a few items
e been omitted

; and that, with all their parade of arithmetic, a true
wer to the great account of human existence has not been found by
^' Samuel M. Kxdd.

NOTES OF TRAVEL AND TALK,
living a hasty Account of my summer's journey, I omitted to mention
isterfield. A few spirited young men invited me thither ; and although
audience was small, I hope some little good was done in arousing thought
f which there is much need in that town of great religious profession,
young friends, resolved on giving me a treat, had provided a conveyance,
ad I was oflf with them to see Chatsworth—the grand seat of the Duke of
onshire—within an hour of my reaching them. Everybody has heard of
.tsworth—the most magnificent house and grounds, perhaps, in the king-

The vast extent of the grounds, the grand fountains and waterfalls,

above all, the superb conservatory, are always talked of by visitors ; but
e, the sculpture gallery was the great charm of the place : it contains

I of the masterpieces of Canova, Thorwaldsen, and others, and is worth
:ing one hundred miles to see.

nee my return home, I have made two short, but agreeable journies: one
heltenham—where 1 talked once in the town-hall to a mixed audience,
twice to the members of the Workingmen's Institute in the County
rt—the use of which had just been granted. My other journey was into

oik—a county which I had never seen before—but often wished to visit,

fine old city of Norwich delighted me as much as I had expected it would.

, indeed, one of the most interesting towns in England : its imposing
e and noble cathedral—both dating from the Norman period ; its ancient

3 and numerous churches ; with the antique style of many of the houses

I combine to raise stirring associations of the Past. And these were
ied with the Present most pleasurably, during the two nights I talked in
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St. Andrew's Hall—the church of one of the old monasteries, which is n

used for public meetings, lectures, and concerts. Jenny Lmd s peerless not^F

have thrilled through its noble space ; and my friends will credit nie when 1

say that I did my best to stir its echoes while endeavouring to rehearse the

lofty thoughts and sonorous music of Milton. That hall is the grandest arena

with which I have ever yet been favoured in England : it is said that om
persons can stand on its floor—but it must not be supposed that i was able

to attract an audience approaching that number 3
though I had no reason

to complain, from what was told me of the number usually attending other

visitant speakers. I also talked two nights at Diss-a pleasant rural town

but too strongly characterised by sectarianism to aiford a pleasant prospect

for any future talker of my kidney. Yet there are a few thinkers there who

may raise the intellectual tone of the place, if they have the courage and

perseverance to combat difficulties.
i. +„ „^i,c

I have said Httle of the condition of working men, in these hasty notes

To my unspeakable gratification I found a great decrease of suffering m almost

every district I visited : the reports of abundant employment being nearly

rjeneral. How long that will continue is a problem. I only wish that work-

ing men may profit by this respite from deeper suffering—be it o± short or

, ^
X- 5 Thomas Ooopee.

long continuance.
-^"-^

SONG.

Come, let iis wander, dearest maid,

To yonder deep sequestered shade,

Mild evening comes with dewy sheen

To robe the hiUs and valhes green ;

The vesper-star shines bright and clear,

Then come, oh come, my Nanny dear !

Come at the blackbird's cheery call,

Down by the murmuring water-fall ;

The rose your laughing eyes shall greet,

The violet woo your tiny feet ;

A thousand echoes charm your ear—

Then come, oh come, my Nanny dear !

Sheffield.

The blushing flowers look far more gay,

The songsters chaunt a sweeter lay,
?

The earth looks beauteous as a bride

,

AVhon you are smiling by my side :

Then leave your cot and sweet parterre.

And come, oh come, my Nanny dear !

Blest be the hour that gave you birth,

My dearest, only charm on earth !

I long to see your joyous smile ;

And kiss those lips so free from guile ;

Love makes e'en death a heavenly sphere,

Then come, oh come, my Nanny dear !

J. AV. King.

On BeUef,-Yormyo.n part, I think nothing can be --^ ^^^'^^^^^^^^^ S ai

nothing more fully expressed in Scripture, nothmg ^orymij\>\^ to na^mal
^^^«"^i^%^^^^ ^

no man should be forced to believe-for no man can be forced to l)elieve. ^^^^ y
^^^^

man to sav this or that, but not to believe it. If you hold a clearly P"«tf^°^^™ ^^ „,,

candle to I man of clear eyes and able to read, he will certainly ^^^
'' ^^^^VuVLfml

clear, or the candle or his sight not clear, or he not learned to read-can youi ore m kc
^^^

to read? And iust so it is with our understanding, which is the eye of ^ur soui «

Instration beiig as a candle to give hght, if then your ^l^^^Z^^^'^Z^aZ b«.:

understanding be not clear, or he not learned, you may ^\^t^
^
chib dash out 1

never clear them. He then believes the Scripture, cannot but bell^^
"u' foCmay /uzzld

monstrated from the Scripture, if he hath clear brains
; j^ ^^Jl^^^ "^ ; ^,^^LTim abhor yo^!

and puddle his brains more by the passion of anger
^'^^^^''^'^'^J^,^^ hazard hi^

and your arguments, but never lovingly embrace you or hen
,

^^f ^^^^^^^^^ ^..i by a

soul by hatred, and your own soul also by provoking him to ^t> h^it nevei saN e ms j
true belief. But, perchance, you will conclude that he doth not believe the Scnpture bec^

he doth not believe your arguments from Scripture (a ^t-nge conclusion )-bu hat^
^ .^^

Would you, can you, force him to believe the Scripture? Can jou ^^ne mtn,

.^to Kead or Lai't with a hammer? Nay, it is not in
^ --iXirthings.-^^^^^ Be.

self believe any thing farther than his reason shows him, much less divine inmgs.

If^rt Croft—Naked Trnth.
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LUCIFER: A FRAGMENT.
here went a sound of music from the throne,

'hroughout allheaven and through thediamond
gates,

ike a deep swollen stream between its banks;

b passed to flood all space and live for aye;

nd wheresoe'er the deep waves found a shore,

o! every moving world was lapped in peace,

Lnd no dull thunder broke on any land,

for angry wind swept over dreaming seas,

Tor any wrongs were acted there a space,

'hough only those bright angels, keeping watch
n planet or in silver satellite,

leard this their summons, spreading thence

their wings
^'or heaven, nor lighting in those further worlds,

iVhere they werewont to tarry,—happy worlds,

That in their length of orbit once a year,

Draw near the splendour of God's citadel,

fee some there were who lingered round their

charge,

\.s thus it happened on the new-made earth.

\bove the inland sea one sheared the air

Towards Carmel, while his shadow, glowing

white,

Moved with him in the dark and level sea,

rill there alighting, shutting his long whigs,

He stood; meanwhile each pinion curving high.

Lucid and shot with colours of the prism,

A.S are two glittering ice-peaks rainbow-edged,

[n the bltie starlight of the frozen pole.

Not long; for leaning into the dusk air,

He dropped into the vale, and sheared the land

Swift in his easy flight, while mount and rock

Glode past him, and long forests came and
passed.

As if the ponderous earth went roUing on.

And he, uninfluenced by her strong bonds,

Let all the lands and rivers glide away;

—

Till suddenly he swept above the hills.

Far into the deep sky, and from the world

Was vanished, sudden as the setting moon
To one descending from a mountain height.

Thus all the broad and labyrinthine ways

Were filled and fed with aiigel forms, before

The gates swang open thrice, and other sounds

Went out and beat the everlasting stars;

When far beyond the ending of the worlds.

Upon the utmost ebb of those deep tones.

One stretched upon a dark and barren shore,

Felt slow vibrations in the shady air,

And roused, and, through the darkness, moved
towards

The extreme edge, whence he might just discern

Far off a glimmering of the realm of light

;

3Iore faint than that first gleam which pales
the stars;

While yet the new day sleeps beneath the world;
Then, musmg, turned he inland for awhile,
AVhere, close behind his footsteps, lay a chasm
Unfathompd, a great ocean bed, unfilled

With water, whence the air came flapping up,
And out beyond rough mountain-peaks, arose
As oft he saw, when with loud noise there went
A sudden blast of stones and yellow flame,
From out the low volcano, and a fire

Blood red and smoky burning afterwards,

Showed every dreadful steep and barren plain,

The withered shores of hardened lava streams,

Bestrown with fragments of the shattered
rock.

But now he turned again and stedfastly;

Still looking towards the light, letope his wings
And stretched on the cold air, and sped away.
Nor halted till he saw thin sprinkled stars,

And on his wings outspread a touch of light,

Fell from the upper air, and slowly shewed
A mighty angel winging his full way
Through the smooth silent airbetwixt theworlds:

And thence into a broad highway he came
Silent and emptied of the white-winged host.

That erewhile, crowding towards the gates of

heaven

,

Made head against the rolling harmony:
So came he after the great gates were shut

A full half hour, nor sought admittance there,

But shifting his sleek way beneath the walls.

Sought for some open postern idly watched
;

But found it not, for only those high gates

That looked adown the broad and silent way.

Gave entrance into that bright citadel.

And thither after labour spent in vain.

He came again, and thus besought the guard,
' I, Lucifer, beseech a little rest.

For I am worn with travel, faint and bruised,

With sudden coming against rugged worlds.

That float in yonder darkness, and my feet

Are lacerated on the hard sharp stars.

And weary are my wings in every joint;

Moreover my weak eyes, unused of late.

Refuse to bear the glory of these gates;

Therefore, I offer for my hostelry

What other angels give who enter heaven.

My meed of praises while I linger here.

From my first entry to my going out.

One offering of praises unto God !'

J
W. MoY Thomas.

HUMAN
Great thoughts are with the meanest;

No life is wholly spent,

To which the high and holy

Are not at moments lent.

Though years of sin and darkness,

The jewel's worth may tyne,

Still,in the hour of trial.

Will beam the light divme.

Humanity hath ever

A glory, though unseen;

Birmingham.

NATURE.
Its oneness with the Godhead,

Is now, hath ever been.

The vilest of Earth's children

Have still a holy chord;

From Avhich, in deep vibrations.

High strains, at times, are heard.

The sun by clouds is hidden

—

We know it still doth shine

—

So darkened human nature,

Though stained, is yet divine.

John Alfred Langfokd.
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Dear Sir,--I have read the remarks in the two last numbers of your Journal, in reference
to the letter of mine, which appeared in the Leader of September 7th. The Leader, in it-
•'Open Council," had invited the free expression of opinion on all subjects, and I mereh
ottered my contribution as to the condition of the people,' which, though confessed to be verJ
sad, in many aspects, I, nevertheless, regarded, on the whole, ifi a hopeful li^ht. In this
It seems, I differ from you and others, who are of opinion that things are gettin^r worse, as
regards the mass of tlie community. • .•.

- -••°>: :.; ° ° - : ' ^
With respect' to that portion of my letter to which you haveta^en the strongest objection,

namely, where I expressed an opinion that " by far the largest part" of the expenditure in-
curred on drink by the people of the United Kingdom was incurred by the workincr classes,"—I have to state that I had no intention of" scolding" cr giving offence to those classes, by
avowing what I conceived and still hold to be substantially,- correct; nor do I see that the
cause of truth or of public progress would be served by concealing such a fact, however lin
palatable its publication may be. . -.

I perceive that you are of a contrary opinion,—that you think the working classes '' are.
not chargeable with the vice of drunkenness, neither with the practice 6f spending money in?
drink," to the extent stated, but that drunkenness is much more characteristic of the middle

'

classes of this country. If this be correct, it is greatly to be lamented, and must certainly
be regarded as one of the worst features of our times. One thing is, at all events, perfectly
clear,—that an enormous quantity of intoxicating liquor ts consumed, as will be obvious,
from the following brief abstract from the last Parliamentary Returns, (Revenue Returns,
part xviii Sect. A.). I give the quantities of all kinds of drink consumed in one year, the
amount of duty paid thereon, the number of persons engaged in selling them, with the
stmount of licence-tax paid by these person^ to the government:
Duty paid on Hops,

„ Halt

,, Spirits

„ Rum, Brandy, &c. (1849)
,. Wines

Paid by Brewers (for Licenses)

„ Beersellers

„ Malsters

„ Spirit Retailers

„ Distillers

„ Wine Dealers
Duty paid on Tobacco, in

(unmanufactured)
„ Cigars „ „

Paid by Tobacco Manufacturers and

)

dealers (1849) for Licences ... )

(1849)
(do.)

(1849)

1848,

£388,007 3
5,076,238 5

5,517.684 10
2,387.534

1,732,282

80,813 2
269,378 10

20,637 3
434,760

3,790

82,084

10

10

4,253,114

97,544

61.618

11

9

5

3

5

3

Quantity 44,343.984 pounds.
37,545,006 bushels.

22,234,382 gallons.

4,635,363 „

6,136,547 „

Number 42,855 brewers.

„ 127,791 beersellers.

„ 8,730 malsters.

„ 86,784 spirit sellrs.<

„ 361 distillers, %
„ 31.055 wine deals. ?

Quantity 26,987,618 pounds. >

206,511 „ i

Number 209,179 { ^f^--

£20.405,486 5 8
Thus, it appears that the drinking and smoking habits of the people of Great Britain

are of such a magnitude, that the goveuoment can, without difficulty, raise not less than
twenty millions a year from them in the shape of taxes alone ! Thirty-seven millions
of bushels of malt, twenty-two millions of gallons of British spirits, and twenty-six
millions of pounds of tobacco, are yearly consumed by our population. Frightful and
appalling/acts—whoever the classes may be that consume them, and whether the working
or the middle classes, or both, surely it is worthy of the earnest efforts of all phi-
lanthropic men to endeavour, by some means, to stem the tide of immorality, disease,
and death, which invariably follow their train on the heels of intemperance.

;

You will uote the fact, which appears from the above list, that the beer-sellers :

are by much the most numerous class of drink-vendors in this country ; and I think you
will ascertain, on enquiry, that the best customers of the beer shops do not belong

;

chiefly to the class wiiich you designate as "the middle class." It appears to me also,
|

looking at the comparatively small number of that class, and the enormous quantity of^
liquor consumed, that, eveii supposing every individual of them to be a drunkard, it

jwould he physically impossible for them to swallow so many millions of gallons of beer J
and spirits, in addition to their wine and brandy, without very considerable assist-

'

ance from some other quarter.

I have only another word of remark to make with respect to persons "merely pro-

fessional," offering observations such as these to the public. You seem to think that my
viewS; for example, should be regarded with suspicion, because they come from a person
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who does not, strictly speaking, belong to the manual-labour class. Now, I think it

possible that this kind of suspicion may be carried to an uncharitable and even ia-
tolerant extent, as in the present instance. Yonr Journal professes to be an " unf>:ttcred
thinker and plain speaker for truth, freedom, and progress." But what docs the profession
amount to, if you determine that only the opinions of those who are manual-labourers,
or such opinions only as are flattering to that class, are to be freely thought or expressed?

It is true I do not work with my muscles, but I have kept myself, exclusivelv by the
labour of my brain, for twenty years past; and probably you know, as well as I do, that
though this kind of work dues not strengthen the muscles, nor expand the physical power,
it is work, and not of an ignoble description either. I, for one, hold that the ma'n who writes
a good leading article is at least as profitable a labourer for the community as he who mashes
malt or dresses a pin's head—that he who studies the human frame, with the view of alle-

viating its sufferings, or who organises and directs the labour of others, or more than all,

perhaps, he who turns out a good book, is as true a labourer as the man whc shoes a horse,
or stitches the collar of a coat. 1 would even go further, and say that human labour is of
various grades—that the labourer is "skilled " exactly in proportion as he uses his brain
and that the highest of all kinds of labour is that in which the brain is brought into the most
disciplined and persistent action for worthy purposes.

In what a position should we be now if we were to shut our eyes and ears to what the
brain-workers say and write, because they wear good coats, and do not vvork with their

muscles ? We might then burn our libraries, stop the press, and go back to painted skins
and raw beef as speedily as may be. I fear that, in such a case, even your own Journal
would cease to be published, and certainly you would have to rewrite your excellent " Letters
to Young Men," the greatest examples cited in which are exclusively brain, and not merely
musCle, workers.—I am, dear Sir, yours truly,

Leeds, October 17, 1850. J. Smiles.

[ The foregoing letter was received so late, that I cannot do more now,
than say that our readers must judge between Dr. Smiles and myself. The
necessity of closing this Journal, and the fact that the present number was
nearly complete when the Dr's. letter arrived, leave me no alternative but
this.—T. C]

FAREWELL WOEDS.

With the present number ' Cooper s Journal ' closes. It commenced in

January with a sale of 5,000 in the first week, and went up several hundreds

in the course of the first five weeks. In the course of several succeeding

weeks the sale of No. 1 reached, in the whole, 9,000 j and of Nos. 2 and 3

the sale continued, until those numbers also reached a favourable figure.

But the stated weekly sale, after the first few numbers, began to decrease

—

until, when I announced the temporary discontinuance, it was but 3,600.

After a suspension of three months, and an issue of 50,000 additional hand-

bills, we have commenced with a weekly sale of but 2,000 ; and this number

does not increase. I have no money to lose ; and as the sale will not, now,

pay expenses, I at once make up the volume—furnishing the title-page and

table of contents with the present number.

I have been thus explicit, because concealment of the facts can answer no

good purpose ; and it is really necessary that the friends of Progress should

know how difficult it is to find sufficient support for a cheap periodical which

speaks out. Let me entreat them to take notice—that other ijeriodicals

which they would not like to see closed are not paying expenses ; and to

bestir themselves to secure support for the papers they beheve to be honest

advocates of ' Truth, Freedom, and Progress.'

On one subject I must add a few words. Readers must not suppose that

the ' Critical Exegesis ' is incomplete, because the eighth discourse is not
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given. The seven discourses noiv completed embody the analysis of Strauss'

s

great work. The eighth discourse simply presented my own ideas of the

real character of Christ, without any reference to Strauss : it was no proper
part of the * Critical Exegesis.' It may be, however, that I shall, one day,

presume to give my humble views of the real character of Christ to the world
in a more extended form. But, at present, I am disinclined to do so ; nor
have I any intention of republishing these seven discourses in a separate
form. My publisher has some thousands of back numbers on hand, and no
one who is in want of odd numbers to make up the volume need suppose
there will be any difficulty in obtaining them. The entire volume, bound in

cloth boards and lettered, will also be ready for sale immediately, at th^ee

sliillings.

To the kind friends who have so ably contributed to these pages I have
already written my personal thanks, and beg here to renew them, most sin-

cerely. To the friends who have endeavoured to extend the circulation of

the ' Journal ' I beg also to express my gratitude—not the less because we
have failed.

I may be permitted to say, in conclusion, that although I have no inclina-

tion to appear in periodical literature again—I trust, at no very distant time,

to produce something which my countrymen of the Present and in the Future
may judge worth preservation.

5, Park Row, Knightsbridge, -Thomas Cooper.
October 22n(I, 1850.

P. S. The romance/ Captain Cobler,' will be regularly issued weekly :

about four more numbers will complete it.

MATTERS WHICH ARE NOTE-WORTHY AT THE PRESENT
TIME.

Spread of Popery.—We are, many of us, in the habit of talking about

Eomanism as a thing extinct ; as an ancient, worn-out creed, which can never

again take root in the minds of the English people. Freethinkers, too,

usually manifest the greatest indifference to its spread, if they hear of it. Let

thoughtful working men, however, be aware of the following facts, collected

from the Catholic Directory for 1849 :

Total number of Roman Catholic\
f.^,,

Chapels in England, in 1848 }
'^^^

Ditto. ditto, in 1838 442

Increase in 10 years 129

Total number of Chapels in ) ,„

Wales and the Channel Isles 1848 \ ^»,

Do. do. in 1838 11

Increase in 1 years 5

Tolal number of Chapels ) Q^^.

in Scotland, in 1848 j '

Ditto do. 79

Increase in 10 years .... 8
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Total of Roman Catholic Churches and Chapels
in England, Scotland, and Wales, in 1848 674

r>o. do. in 1838 532

9Increase in 10 years li

Besides the 87 chapels in Scotland, there are 22 stations where ' Divine
service ' is performed ; and there are various stations also in England.

Roman Catholic Colleges in England 10
„ Convents „ 40
„ Monasteries „ 13
„ Schools „ 250

N.B. In 1838, there were only 17 convents, so that 23 have been built in
10 years : Convents, let the reader remember, are 'religious houses' where
loomen are shut up for life.

Ionian Catholic l^riests in England.

London District, 157 ; Central District, 160 ; Eastern District, 41

;

"Western District, 69 ; Lancashire District, 189 ; Yorkshire District, 68
;

Korthern District, 63 ;~-Total in England, 747.

jRoman Catholic Priests in Wales,—26.

Homan Catholic Priests in Scotland.

Eastern District, 21 ; Western District, 47 ; Northern District, 28 ; St.

Mary's College, Blairs, 6 ;—Total in Scotland, 107.

Total of Roman Catholic Priests in England, Scotland, and "Wales,

—

880 ; and including the Bishops,—897.

At the close of 1848, therefore, there were, in round numbers 900 Popish
Priests and Bishops in Grreat Britain. The number by the close of 1850,

will, undoubtedly, be near upon 1000. When this immense number of

active and crafty emissaries, bound together by the most skilfully contrived

machinery, is remembered to be perambulating the country where Latimer

and Rowland Taylor w^ere burnt 300 years ago ; when gorgeous buildings

are rising on every hand, devoted to the old superstition ; when the Pope is

making a Cardinal Archbishop of AVestminster, at Rome, and the Priests

are openly walking in costume, in London ; when Ireland is remembered to

be filled with Priests, throughout the majority of her counties, and their

haughty meddling spirit is witnessed ;—w^ho can sit down in indifference,

as to the spread of Popery ?

But more ; when it is remembered that Church of England parsons are

going over to Romanism, almost weekly ; that a secret conclave of High-

church clergy was held the other day in St. Martin's Hall, Long Acre

—

whose subject of debate was said to be, the propriety of making the Churcli

independent, or going over to Rome, at once ;
when Old Harry, Pusey, Kehle,

and others, are reported to be only biding their time, but really purposing,

sooner or later, to go over to Romanism openly with some 100 clergy at

their heels ;•—who can be indifferent about Popery ?

Let no one imagine that the career of Ereethought is to be so very, very

easy. Is not the grand, the ultimate struggle, now in prospect—that

final one between Reason and the old Superstition ? How many will have

to suffer, and how much wdll have to be suffered, before the triumph be

gained !

'

Apostles of Reason, Soldiers of Ereethought—' gird up the loins

of your mind,' and prepare for the encounter

!
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NEaEO SLAYEBT.^Another dread hinderance to the growth of right

principles, is too little thought of and cared about, by the professed disciples

of Eight. I know that it will be observed ' We have "White Slavery enough
to think of;' but that does not lessen the enormous fact that there is

Black Slavery— and that in Democratic America 3 millions of human
being^ are bought and sold because their skins are darker than the Saxon
race. Who does not feel ashamed of the word ' Republican' when Ameri-
can Slavery is mentioned ? and who, that has a common portion of brains,

does not perceive how largely it w ould aid the t^dvance of real freedom all

over the world, if the land of Washington were, at once, to abolish slavery 1

I. must confess that I, for one, feel ashamed of having said so little about
this enormous evil. Democrats [should protest oftener and more loudly

against it. And, just now, the Question becomes doubly important : Con-
gress is opening the debate fully : scarcely a day passes but this ' domestic
institution' of America is angrily mentioned : all the forces of public

opinion are gathering, and an explosion of Slavery in America seems at

hand,—though the Legislature has recently given up even the Pree States

to be made the hunting ground of the Slaveholders, in pursuit of their fugi-

tive slaves. Public opinion in England, if loudly expressed, will not fail to

aid the emancipation of the 3 millions of Negro captives.

Thomas Coopee.

CRITICAL EXEGESIS OF GOSPEL HISTORY,
ON THE BASIS OF STRAUSS's ' LEBEN JESU.'

A SERIES OF EIGHT DISCOURSES; DELIVERED AT THE LITERARY INSTITUTION, JOHN
STREET, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, AND AT THE HALL OF SCIENCE^ CITY ROAD, ON
SUNDAY EVENINGS, DURING THE WINTERS OF 1848-9, AND 18i9-60.

BY THOMAS COOPEE,
Author of '* The Purgatory of Suicides. ^^

VII.—THE RESURRECTION AND ASCENSION.
( Concludedfrom last number.)

If by the former, how is the removal of the body of Jesus'to be accounted
for ? I know not that I can, in this point of our inquiry, do better than
quote Charles Hennell, the translator of Strauss—not, however, in his

translation of the great analyst, but in his own w^ork, the " Enquiry con-

cerning the Origin of Christianity." He thinks the affair of the removal
of the body was contrived by Joseph of Arimathea, to relieve himself from
the disciples.

" The report which arose araonfrst the Jevrs that the body had been stolen away, is con-

firmed by the admission on all sideg, that [it was not to be found ; but by whom it was
stolen is not so clear. The question seems to lie between Joseph and the disciples.

The subsequent conduct of the disciples, their boldness and apparent sincerity in asserting

publicly the resurrection and the speedy re-appearance of Jesus, together with the style of

earnestness in their writings, (of which the first epistle of Peter isastriking instance,) render

it difficult to believe that they were guilty of such a gross deception. In this affair tliey

have more the air of men imposed upon than of importers. To exaggerate and somewhat
embellish facts, in subsequent narrations, has been done sometimes by men on the whole

well-meaning and honest ; but to contrive the removal and secret disposal of the body with

a view to publishing its resurrection, betokens a greater degree of fraud than appears to

agree with the Apostles' characters. There are no indications of such a proceeding on their

part in any of the narratives ; for all agree that the news of the disappearance of the body
was unexpected and surprising. Nor would it have been eaisy for them to effect such a pur-

pose, since the garden was not theirs, nor the tomb in their keeping.

On the other hand, the silence of Joseph, when his tes|.imony might have been so useful

one way or the other, and his retiring suddenly from a business in which he had begun to be
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conspicuous, indicate an anxiety to avoid meeting questions. Tlierewere many motives for
the contrivance on his part ; and he vas well able to execute it, for he was an influential
man, and the body lay in his own tpmb and p:arden. Moreover, ho had probably the co-
operation of Nicodemus, who was in nearly tlie same position. ^

"History loses sight of Joseph and Nicodemus exactly at the time when they ceased to
have any open intercourse with the disciplog, viz., when they had embalmed the body of
Jesus, and allowed the women to see where it was laid, Thus they were the parties whom
we last saw in charge of the body ; and it is for them to give an account of it. But as,
from that moment, they have shrunk from public notice, conjecture alone is able to follow
up their examination, and to gain an insight into their counsels and doings on the evenin"-
of the day of the crucifixion, and the sabbath which followed it. On the close of that
eventful day they could not have been undisturbed or inactive, for a more perilous situation
than theirs could hardly be conceived. They had been in secret communication with tho
Galilean who had just been executed for the treason of aiming at the throne of
the Jews ; and the examination of his followers, or even an indiscreet word from them
might proclaim to the governor, or their brethren of the Sanhedrim, that thev too were his
disciples. One of those tumults to which the Jewish populace were so prone "miwht be ex-
cited by the friends of Jesus : this would stimulate the governor to a more risid investi^a-
ton of the affair, and to more sweeping executions. Or, supposing even that no such at-
tempt were made, the continual resort of the disciples to the tomb in his garden must draw
attention to Joseph, and strengthen suspicion against him. The disciples must be dis-

missed ; but in what manner ? To forbid them access to the garden, or to renounce them
harshly, might provoke the disclosures which he was anxious to avoid,

" The accounts before us supply the rest. The women came to the tomb early, and
found that the body was gone. On a subsequent they found a young man there, who, if he
were not an angel, must have been some one emj)loyed by Joseph, for who can suppose that
he would have allowed an unauthorized person to be in such an important charge at such a
critical time ; this person told the women that Jesus was risen and gone into Galilee, whither
his disciples were to follow him.

"Thus, if the accounts be disentangled from those contradictory miraculous additions
which have every appearance of being the fictions of later times, the facts which re-

main, and a natural conjecture which links them together, offer an easy solution of the
mystery.
The question concerning the disposal of the body of Jesus does not appear to have excited

much attention at the time ; for wc nowhere learn that any search was instituted for it by
the Jewish rulers ; which certainly they would have done if they had thought it worth
while ; for it cannot be supposed that the>j believed that Jesus was actually risen on the

mere repbrt of some of the disciples. But there was, in fact, no reason for such a searrh
;

they were satisfied with having put Jesus out of their way, since he appeared to be a politi-

cal as well as religioui innovater ; and then they had no more pressing matters to think of.

The disciples did not appear to be men of dangerous characters ; and being deprived of their

chief, might very well be left to think and say what they pleased concerning his body. A
belief in its resurrection might very well be allowed them, provided they abstained from
efforts to avenge him. Whereas the exhibition of the dead body would have exasperated

them, and, perhaps, the multitudes with whom Jesus had been popular. The formation of

a new religious society by the few followers of Jesus was not important enough to occupy

much of their attention, particularly as, at first, they did not seem to differ much from the

other Essenes ; and when, after thirty years, they had become numerous enough to make it

worthwhile to disprove their assertion of the resurrection, it was not easy for any one to

find the body, unless he had the assistance of Joseph or Nicedcraus, which they Avere not

likely to afford."

Strauss himself, however, evidently does not favour the supposition'that

Joseph of Arimathea removed the body of Jesus, or that the imagination of

the disciples was quickened by such an incident. He rather inclines to the

conclusion that the disciples really returned to their home in Galilee

(pursuant to Matthew's statement), where they gradually began to breathe

ffee]y—after their depression aifd fear—and where their faith in Jesus

began once more to expand into vigour. 'Here,' he observes, ' where nobody

lay in the grave to contradict bold suppositions, might gradually be formed

the idea of the resurrection of Jesus ; and, when this conviction had so

elevated the courage and enthusiasm of his adherents that they ventured to
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proclaim it in the metropolis, it was no longer possible, by the sight of the

body of Jesus, either to convict themselves, or to be convicted by others.*

The reasonings of Strauss may, however, well stand together with those

of his able and accomplished translator. Joseph of Arimathea may have
judged it necessary, for his own security, to remove the Body of Jesus ; and
that removal, rendering the finding of the body impossible by his disciples

when they ventured to return to Jerusalem, served to strengthen the

notions of a resurrection, which they had formed during their flight into

Gralilee.

One conviction must force itself on the minds of all who pursue this

enquiry determinedly : that these accounts of the Resurrection and
Ascension have been the growth of a much greater length of time than

our first sight of them would indicate. According to the Acts, it is true,

the disciples appear in Jerusalem to proclaim the Resurrection only seven

weeks after the crucifixion—namely, at Pentecost, or the festival of the

announcement of the old law. But the mythical reason for the writer

making this statement immediately suggests itself: the 7iew law must he

announced on the festival of the old. The statement cannot be considered

historical*—not merely because the period of seven weeks is too short to

have afibrded time for the preparation of the disciples' views ; but the whole

picture of the feast of Pentecost, in the Acts, is too wildly legendary for belief.

The other statement, that the disciples were convinced of Jesus's resur-

rection so early as on the second morning after his burial, by appearances

which they witnessed, leads Strauss to some important concluding obser-

vations, with which I will, if you please, also conclude this inquiry :

—

*' As regards the other statement—it might certainly require some time for the mental

state of the disciples to become exalted in the degree necessary, before this or that individual

amongst them could, purely as an operation of his own mind, make present to himself the

risen Christ in a visionary manner ; or before whole assemblies, in moments of highly

wrought enthusiasm, could believe that they heard him in every impressive sound, or saw

him in every striking appearance : but it would uevertheless be conceived, that, as it was

not possible he should be held by the bonds of death (Acts ii. 24), he had pa§sed^only a

short time in the grave. As to the raore precise determination of this interval, if it be

held an insufficient explanation, that the sacred number three would be the first to suggest

itself; there is a further idea which might occur,—whether or not it be historical that

Jesus was buried on the evening before a sabbath,—namely, that he only remained in the

grave during the rest of the sabbath, and thus rose ou the morning\after the Sabbath

which by the known mode of reckoning, might be reconciled with the round number of three days.

•When once the idea of a resurrection of Jesus had been formed in this manner, the great

event could not be allowed to have happened so simply, but must be surrounded and em-

bellished with all the pomp which the Jewish imagination furnished. The chief ornaments

which stood at command for this purpose, were angels; hence these must open the grave

of Jesus, must, after he had come forth from it, keep watch in the emply place, and de-

liver to the women, who (because without doubt women had had the first visions) must be

the first to go to the grave, the tidings of what had happened. As it was Galilee where

Jesus subsequently apoeared to them, the journey of the disciples thither, which was no-

thing else than their return home, somewhat hastened by fear, was derived from the direc-

tion of an angel ; nay, Jesus himself must already before his death, and, as Matthew too

zealously adds, once more after the resurrection also, have enjoined this journey on the

disciples But the farther these narratives were propagated by tradition, the more must

the difference between the locality of the resurrection itself and that of the appearances of

the risen one, be allowed to faU out of sight as inconvenient ; and since th^ locality ot the

death and resurrection was not transferable, the appearances were gradually placed in the

same locality as the resurrection,—in Jerusalem, which, as the more brilliant theatre, and

the seat o^the first Christian Church, was especially appropriate for them.
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